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Central African Republic

ACABEF

La présente communication vise à partager une expérience réussie de prise en charge de personnes vivant
avec le VIH/SIDA (PVVIH) en République Centrafricaine de 1996 à 2000.
INTRODUCTION
A l’instar des autres pays du monde et surtout d’Afrique subsaharienne, la République Centrafricaine n’est pas
épargnée par le fléau du VIH et du SIDA. Elle fait partie des principaux pays au monde, où le taux de sida est
fort élevé.
Les premiers cas de sida ont été diagnostiqués en 1984, et depuis, l’épidémie de l’infection à VIH n’a fait que
croître. Ainsi, de 2% en 1984, la prévalence est progressivement passée de 4% en 1986 à 8% en 1988 (Source :
Enquêtes randomisées réalisées à Bangui). Selon le rapport de l’ONUSIDA de 2006, le nombre de personnes
vivant avec le VIH est estimé à 250.000. Le nombre de décès chez les enfants et les adultes s’élève à 24.000 et
le nombre d’orphelins de 0 à 17 ans à 140.000.
La prévalence est deux fois plus élevée chez les femmes (8%) que chez les hommes du même âge (4%). Elle est
deux fois plus élevée en milieu urbain (8,3 %) qu’en milieu rural (4,7%), avec des zones de très forte disparité
géographique et une épidémie concentrée chez les adultes (personnes instruites, hommes en uniforme et
personnel de santé) qui constitue la population la plus active sur le plan économique.
Comparées aux hommes de la même tranche d’âge, les femmes sont infectées précocement ; mais quel que
soit le sexe, la prévalence augmente avec l’âge, pour atteindre un taux de 10,1% entre 35-39 ans, chez les
hommes et 11,8% entre 30-34 ans chez les femmes.
C’est encore parmi les femmes, ayant le niveau de scolarité secondaire ou supérieur, que la prévalence du VIH
est la plus élevée. Chez les hommes, c’est ceux ayant un niveau d’étude supérieur qui sont les plus touchés.
D’une manière générale les femmes et les jeunes demeurent les groupes les plus vulnérables dans le pays.
En comparant ces données avec celles des pays d’Afrique Centrale, ayant réalisé la même enquête, la
République Centrafricaine occupe toujours la première loge au sein des pays de la Sous Région d’Afrique
Centrale les plus touchés par la pandémie du VIH/SIDA (MICS III 2006). A u plan mondial, elle occupe la 10è
place.
L’impact sanitaire s’exprime, par la détérioration de la santé des personnes infectées et la surcharge de travail
observée dans les services de santé déjà débordés par les épidémies autres que le VIH/SIDA.
Dès l’apparition des premiers cas de sida en 1984, les autorités d’alors avaient refusé d’accepter la présence du
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virus dans le pays. Il y avait une sorte de déni de la maladie, de ce fait, la prise ne charge des malades n’était
pas envisagée, ni même envisageable, parce que le SIDA était minimisé à telle enseigne qu’on disait qu’il s’est
agissait du « Syndrome Inventé Pour Décourager les Amoureux ».
Les PVVIH ont connu pendant longtemps une marginalisation et une stigmatisation systématique. Certaines
franges de la population avaient même préconisé de les isoler à l’instar des lépreux.
Cette situation a été fort douloureuse non seulement pour les malades, mais également pour leurs familles, en
particulier les veuves et les orphelins des malades ayant succombé à la maladie.
EXPERIENCE DU CENTRE SOLIDARITE ACTION SOCIALE (SAS), SUR LA PRISE EN CHARGE PSYCHO SOCIALE,
MEDICALE, ECONOMIQUE ET JURIDIQUE DES MALADES DU SIDA ET DES FAMILLES AFFECTEES PAR LA
MALADIE DANS LA VILLE DE BANGUI
Fort de ce qui précède et dans le cadre de la recherche de solutions pour assurer ne fusse qu’une prise en
charge partielle des PVVIH en Centrafrique, quelques ONG Centrafricaines ont pris l’initiative de créer en 1996,
en partenariat avec une ONG du Nord, un Centre d’accueil, d’orientation et de prise en charge des malades du
SIDA, et de leurs ayant droits, centre dénommé, Solidarité Action Sociale. Il s’agissait des ONG suivantes :
l’Association des Femmes Juristes de Centrafrique (AFJC), l’Association des Jeunes Juristes de Centrafrique
(AJJC), l’Education à la Maitrise de la Fécondité (EMF), l’Association Centrafricaine pour le Bien Etre Familial
(ACABEF), la CARITAS et le Réseau des Personnes Vivant avec le VIH (RECAPEV).
Le Centre SAS reposait sur deux structures indispensables à son fonctionnement : un Bureau Exécutif composé
de dix (10) membres volontaires qui faisait la Politique, donnait des orientations au Centre, approuvait les
programmes, ainsi que le Budget et une Coordination comprenant un Coordonnateur, un Psychologue, deux
(2) Assistantes Sociales, un Médecin et un personnel d’appui.
Les membres de la coordination percevaient un salaire mensuel, tandis que les ONG signaient un contrat de
partenariat avec le Centre SAS et faisaient du bénévolat. Les membres de ces ONG tenaient une permanence
au Centre. Leurs titres de transport leur étaient remboursés, sur la base d’un taux forfaitaire de 2.500 F CFA la
permanence, soit 5 dollars.
MISSION DU CENTRE SAS
Le Centre Solidarité Action Sociale avait pour mission de :
-

Offrir aux enfants et familles affectés par le VIH/SIDA, un lieu d’accueil, d’orientation, de rencontre et de
soutien psycho-social ;

-

Permettre aux partenaires associés et aux réseaux d’associations impliquées dans le processus du soutien
psycho-social aux enfants et familles en difficulté et/ou affectés par le VIH/SIDA, de développer leurs
activités, en disposant d’un lieu d’action, d’échanges, d’informations et de formation ;

-

Organiser des visites à domicile auprès des malades et des familles. Ces visites à domicile étaient
organisées, à l’effet d’assurer le suivi des PVVIH, de manière à ce qu’elles ne se sentent pas stigmatisées, ni
marginalisées. Ce suivi était assuré par l’assistance sociale du Centre, accompagnée d’un ou deux
bénévoles provenant des ONG. Une fiche de suivi permettait de suivre les malades dans les centres
hospitaliers ;

-

Assurer la prise en charge psychosociale, juridique et économique des Personnes vivant avec le VIH et des
familles affectées ;

-

Encourager et appuyer les initiatives des familles affectées et groupements de personnes vivant avec le VIH
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en difficulté, à développer des activités génératrices de revenus (AGR). Les malades étaient formés en
micro crédits, afin de gérer leurs activités. Les produits de ces activités étaient exposés au Centre pour la
vente et les fruits de la vente permettaient aux malades d’organiser des tontines, afin d’améliorer leurs
conditions de vie.
Au sein du Centre, chacune des ONG assurait une permanence hebdomadaire, selon son centre d’intérêt, afin
de sensibiliser, orienter les malades vers les centres appropriés, parce que à l’époque, l’information sur la prise
en charge des malades du SIDA était déficitaire, puisque le VIH était considéré comme une maladie honteuse.
Ainsi :
-

Les membres de l’AFJC et de l’AJJC informaient les PVVIH, ainsi que leurs familles, sur leurs droits et les
orientaient vers les tribunaux pour des éventuelles plaintes, par ex dans le cas de spoliation des biens par
les familles du défunt et l’abandon de sa veuve et des orphelins;

-

Les membres de l’EMF et de l’ACABEF, sensibilisaient sur la santé de la reproduction : comment éviter les
grossesses et aidaient les couples séropositifs à mieux gérer leur sexualité. Pour ceux qui avaient un désir
d’enfant, les bénévoles des deux entités les informaient et les aidaient à éviter la transmission de la mère à
l’enfant ;

-

Les bénévoles de CARITAS assuraient le soutien spirituel et social des malades, ainsi que la prise en charge
économique des familles affectées ;

-

Les PVVIH, membres du RECAPEV, par l’entremise de l’éducation par les pairs sensibilisaient les malades, à
l’effet de briser le silence et bannir la désinformation par rapport à la maladie. Face à l’indisponibilité des
ARV et au prix élevé des produits, certains membres du RECAPEV se sont spécialisés dans la recherche de
potions, à travers la pharmacopée, ayant des vertus pouvant guérir des infections opportunistes. Ces
produits étaient vendus sur place au Centre, et permettaient aux malades démunis, d’avoir des produits à
moindre coût à portée de la main.

Au début le Centre recevait entre 10 à 15 malades par jour. Vers la fin on atteignait le chiffre de 35 à 40,
surtout avec la création de l’Association des Femmes Usagères du Centre SAS, en abrégé AFUSAS.
Le rôle des membres de l’AFUSAS était de sensibiliser leurs paires, pour qu’elles leurs conjoints et leurs enfants
fréquentent le Centre.
Les membres bénévoles d’AFUSAS distribuaient des vivres aux malades dans le cadre de la prise en charge
nutritionnelle.
Un psychologue organisait l’appui psychologique des PVVIH et de leur famille. Le médecin du Centre consultait
les malades et prélevait leur sang pour déterminer leur sérologie. En cas de besoin, il les référait dans les
centres hospitaliers, pour des examens appropriés et plus approfondis. Une fiche de navette était alors établie
à l’endroit du malade. Cette fiche lui permettait de se rendre dans un centre de santé pour ses examens.
A la prochaine consultation, le malade était tenu de ramener la fiche navette au Centre pour permettre au
médecin de mieux faire le suivi.

Le Centre avait bénéficié de l’appui technique du Ministère des Affaires Sociales, à travers la Direction
Générale de la Solidarité Nationale.
CONCLUSION
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Avec la création du Centre SAS, les PVVIH, ainsi que leurs familles, avaient pu trouver une main tendue, un lieu
d’accueil, d’écoute et de partage, qui leur a permis de vivre positivement avec la maladie et de briser le silence,
ainsi que les tabous autour de la pandémie.
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Cameroon

Association Camerounaise pour l’Education Sexuelle
des Adolescents (ACESA)

SIDA : A CHACUN SON HISTOIRE ET SES EPREUVES A ENDURER
Pire que tous les fléaux qui ont sévi en Afrique au temps jadis, le VIH/sida fait de plus en plus parler de lui en
faisant des multiples victimes jours et nuits.
L’association Camerounaise pour l’éducation sexuelle des adolescents (ACESA) est une organisation non
étatique à caractère social et à but non lucratif conçue et mise sur pied par des jeunes et adolescents vivant
avec le VIH/sida ayant connu pour la plupart plusieurs formes d’abus et de discriminations aussi bien dans le
cadre familial qu’à l’extérieure.
Au cours des deux dernières années, certains de nos membres ont été victimes d’injustices. Nous pouvons
énumérer la divulgation du statut d’une étudiante dans le campus; L’annulation d’un mariage après révélation
du statut sérologique lors des examens prénuptiaux de la fiancée exigés par les parents du prétendant ;
l’expulsion d’une adolescente du domicile familial après révélation du statut sérologique positif au VIH/sida.
Les cas évoqués ci-dessus démontrent qu’un nombre important d’adolescents vivent avec le VIH/sida dans
notre pays et illustrent de multiples difficultés auxquelles ils se confrontent pour survivre dans un pays où deux
principes fondamentaux des droits de l’homme ne sont pas respectés à savoir : Le droit d’être traité sur un
pied d’égalité et d’être à l’abri de toutes les formes de discrimination ainsi que le droit au respect de la vie
privée.
Sixième enfant d’une famille qui en compte neuf, J’ai vingt-six ans dont six de Séropositivité. Je n’avais que
vingt ans lorsqu’après un bilan de santé que mes frères et moi faisions semestriellement dans un centre
hospitalier de Kribi, ma maman décida de m’emmener à Douala chez sa sœur cadette que je ne connaissais
même pas.
J’étais gai de changer d’horizon mais je me posais des tas de questions à savoir des véritables raisons pour
lesquelles j’allais élire domicile à Douala et le nombre de jours que j’étais sensé rester avec ma tante et mon
petit cousin. Car pour moi, n’étant pas l’ainée ni le benjamin et encore moins le plus choyé de la famille, c’était
un cadeau qui ne me convenait pas.
Et si c’était alors une punition ?
Plusieurs mois passaient et l’enfant docile que j’ai toujours été appris à s’adapter à sa nouvelle vie qui était
partagée entre les études et la vie associative. (Forums ; séminaires ; conférences ; formations et surtout la
permanence du siège de l’association de personnes affectées par le sida que préside jusqu’à nos jours ma
nouvelle maman «ma tante» à Douala au Cameroun).
Deux années se sont écoulées sans que je reçoive de nouvelles provenant des miens et j’ignorais toujours la
cause. Ce n’est qu’en 2007 lors d’une formation organisée par le Réseau Camerounais d’associations de
personnes séropositives (RéCAP+) en direction de ses membres que j’ai pris connaissance non seulement de
ma situation sérologique, celle de ma tante mais aussi des véritables raisons ayant motivé ma famille
biologique à se défaire de moi. Je réalisais alors que j’étais sidéen/sidatique ce qui faisait de moi «persona
non grata » devant subir le même sort que ma tante qui, séropositive de son état depuis plusieurs années
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avait été mise en quarantaine par toute la famille.
Aujourd’hui conseiller psychosocial et leader de l’association camerounaise pour l’éducation sexuelle des
adolescents, j’encadre plusieurs adolescents qui, après avoir été rejetés par leurs parents suite à leur situation
sérologique ont du mal à bénéficier des traitements ARV.
Compte tenu de l’impact de la situation évoquée ci-dessus, les adolescents et jeunes, membres de l’ACESA
prônent en plus de l’accès aux soins pour tous, l’information l’éducation et la communication pour le
changement d’attitudes et l’adoption des comportements sains. Ils suggèrent qu’il y ait une loi visant à punir
sévèrement tous ceux qui marginaliseraient et ou rejetteraient les séropositifs afin de garantir une bonne
santé à ces derniers, le VIH étant à la fois un problème médical et psychologique.
Par ailleurs, il est à noter que dans mon pays jusqu’à l’heure où je rédige cette contribution, les soins
médicaux ne sont toujours pas accessibles à tous, spécifiquement aux personnes démunies et adolescents
séropositifs. Car malgré la gratuité des antis rétro viraux au Cameroun, bon nombre d’examens de bilan pré
thérapeutiques sont encore très coûteux pour cette catégorie de bénéficiaires. Ce qui remet en cause le droit
à des soins de santé et à la protection de la santé.
Nous souhaitons que des réflexions soient menées dans ce sens pendant l’atelier.
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Cameroon

ADEFHO

CAMEROUNAIS – HOMOSEXUEL – SEROPOSITIF
Je suis X. Camerounais. 34 ans dont 6 années de cohabitation pacifique avec le VIH. Et aujourd’hui, je ne
voudrais pas parler de cette vie avec mon compagnon pour la vie, je voudrais parler de la situation qui sévit
dans mon pays le Cameroun .Je voudrais parler pour éveiller la conscience collective et éviter que d’autres
personnes comme moi soient victimes de ce système qui tue lentement mais sûrement. Je rends hommage à
tous ces jeunes homosexuels morts dans l’anonymat sans que cela n’émeuve personne, pour eux, aujourd’hui
je veux dire ma colère et la crier très haut. Et il n’y a pas de quoi ne pas être en colère.
Le Cameroun est l’un des 38 pays d’Afrique où les pratiques homosexuelles sont pénalisées par la loi. En effet,
selon le Code Pénal Art. 347 bis “Est punie d’un emprisonnement de six mois à cinq ans et d’une amende de
20.000 à 200.000 francs toute personne qui a des rapports sexuels avec une personne de son sexe.” Et cette
ordonnance prise par l’exécutif sans l’aval du pouvoir législatif est l’argument utilisé par tous les auxiliaires de
justice dans mon pays pour envoyer sans aucune forme de procès des jeunes en prison. Ils y sont souvent sur
simple dénonciation du voisinage ou de l’entourage. Alors bon nombre d’homosexuels se cachent, choisissent
les coins les plus obscurs et les plus secrets pour se rencontrer parce qu’ils ont peur d’être arrêtés ou surpris.
Et là il se passe des choses. Un soir, je me suis pris à ce jeu, nous n’avons pas pensé à nous protéger et VIH a
vite fait d’entrer dans mes veines et dans mon sang. Trois mois après, le verdict était irrémédiable : Séropositif
; un avenir et des espoirs brisés. 347 bis : sois maudit.
Au Cameroun un tabou entoure encore la sexualité en général, et l’homosexualité en particulier ; il n’existe
pas de programme d’éducation sexuelle dans les lycées et collèges ; en lieu et place il existe un programme
d’éducation à la reproduction. Et les jeunes adolescents grandissent avec cette image d’un homme faisant
l’amour avec une femme. Et quand plus tard après mouts réflexions, certains parviennent à franchir le pas et à
accepter de vivre leur homosexualité, ils ne pensent pas que leur orientation sexuelle présente des risques ; on
ne leur a jamais apprit cela. Nous avons été surpris et même consternés lors d’une de nos causeries
éducatives au sein d’ADEFHO d’entendre un jeune dire que le préservatif était uniquement fait pour éviter de
tomber enceinte et que du moment où les gays ne peuvent pas tomber enceintes il ne voit pas l’utilité d’en
utiliser. Ignorance quand tu nous tiens.
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Dans mon pays, les sentiments anti-homosexuels, homophobes et lesbophobes résultant de l’ignorance de la
question homosexuelle et des amalgames alimentés par les propos d’une certaine presse dans laquelle
l’homosexualité est très souvent confondue au crime, à la zoophilie, à la pédophilie etc. sont fréquentes ;
alors il vaut mieux ne pas s’y intéresser, c’est une histoire qui sort de l’ordinaire, certains considèrent même les
homosexuels comme des êtres contre-nature. Alors les homosexuels sont mis au ban de la société et
considérés comme des sous-hommes. Je me souviens encore de ce jour où je suis allé accompagner un jeune
dans un hôpital public de la ville de Douala, il venait de découvrir sa séropositivité et là une infirmière a
catégoriquement refusé de s’occuper de ce dernier car ils vivaient dans le même quartier et il était connu de
tous que mon ami était homosexuel. Ses mots résonnent encore dans ma tête : « je ne m’occupe pas des
sorciers et des sectaires » Le jour suivant l’ami en question a été contraint de déménager car tout le quartier
venait d’apprendre qu’il était en plus séropositif et son bailleur lui a crié au nez avant de le jeter à la porte : «
C’est la conséquence de tout ce que tu fais avec les hommes, n’apportes pas ta malchance chez moi » Nous
n’avons eu que nos yeux pour pleurer.
Bon nombre de camerounais ont le sentiment fondé ou non, de l’instrumentalisation de l’homosexualité
comme moyen d’ascension sociale, qui serait entretenue dans certaines sphères du pouvoir politicoéconomique camerounais ; pratique qui contribuerait à renforcer les frustrations chez les camerounais
durement éprouvés par la crise économique, et la précarité. Du coup, certains jeunes sans emploi et sans
repères via les sites de rencontres internet et certains points de rencontre parviennent à entrer en contact
avec les homosexuels, en quête d’un mieux-être financier et du coup, ils sont prêts à tout pour y parvenir.
Soumis et souvent obligés ils ne pensent pas à se protéger, le plus important ici étant de pouvoir avoir de quoi
survivre. Nous avons reçu un d’eux un jour lors de nos causeries dans l’un des quartiers de Douala. Il venait de
recevoir le résultat de son test VIH qui était positif et il s’exprimait en ces termes : « Mon ami refusait le
préservatif et moi, je ne pouvais pas faire autrement, il pouvait me mettre hors de chez lui et arrêter de me
payer la scolarité et de prendre soin de moi, que serai-je devenu ? » Triste sort
La majorité des courants religieux, notamment l’église catholique gréco-romaine à laquelle adhèrent une
majorité de camerounais condamnent et rejettent les personnes lesbiennes et homosexuelles. La fameuse
affaire des listes de présumés homosexuels qui a secoué le pays en 2005 est partie de l’homélie de Noel
prononcé par Mgr Tonye Bakot, archevêque de Yaoundé le 25 décembre 2005.A sa suite les autres courants
religieux ont emboîté le pas pour condamner et critiquer cette pratique sexuelle « déviante » et « avilissante
». Depuis lors, des homosexuels sont excommuniés de leur chapelle religieuse à cause de leur orientation
sexuelle. Nous avons enregistré à ADEFHO, le cas de ce jeune de 23 ans dont le pasteur et le conseil des
anciens avait décidé de l’excommunication du fait de son orientation sexuelle en pleine célébration de culte.
Rejeté par les hommes de Dieu, il a frôlé le suicide, car déprimé, dans cet état il a trouvé sur son chemin une
épaule qui en le soutenant l’a transmis le virus du Sida.
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Cameroon

AFASO
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Je m’appelle X, je suis camerounaise j’ai 37 ans mère de deux enfants et je suis séparée de mon mari,
Je me suis marié à l’âge de 14 ans. Mon mari étant le premier homme que j’ai connu, nous avons fait 5
enfants. Les deux premiers vivent mais les trois autres sont décédés mais je ne savais pas pourquoi.
Lors de la visite prénatale du cinquième enfant j’ai été dépisté VIH+. J’ai donc fait part à mon mari qui n’a pas
voulu accepter mon nouveau statut sérologique. Il ne s’est pas fait dépisté pire il est allé prendre une autre
femme, m’abandonnant avec le bébé à la naissance pendant 7 mois dans notre maison sans ration, ni soins
médicaux. Entre temps mon bébé à eu la malnutrition et je l’ai perdu à 11 mois. Le bébé a eu besoins de soins
médicaux qu’il n’a pas eus. Comme ça ne suffisait, il m’a arraché le corps de mon fils bébé pour aller enterrer
au village m’interdisant de les suivre.
Par la suite, la femme qu’il a pris décidait si mes enfants et moi devions manger ou pas. Pour finir, il nous a
chassés de la maison mes 2 enfants et moi sans se soucier de ma santé ni de l’éducation des enfants
m’abandonnant avec cette charge connaissant très bien que je ne fait rien.
A ce moment là, j’avais besoin de traitement et il avait les moyens de m’en offrir mais hélas, il s’en foutait.
Je me suis rapprochée des assistants sociaux pour me plaindre croyant qu’il devait venir à mon aide mais rien
n’a été fait. J’ai été tellement déçu que je ne savais pas quoi faire. S’il y’avais les lois protégeant les personne
vivent avec le VIH/SIDA(PVVIH), je pense que je devais trouver une solution parce que jusqu’aujourd’hui je
souffre toujours avec mes deux enfants à mes côté.
J’ai un poste de permanente dans une association des femmes actives et solidaire(AFASO) pour la lutte et
l’éducation contre les VIH/SIDA, c’est la ou on m’apporte le soutient moral, physique, et financière.
Mon expérience est basé sur le fait que je rencontre les PVVIH chaque jour et je leur donne les conseils sur
comment vivre positivement avec le VIH. Je reçois des personnes avec des problèmes divers qui sollicitent la
présence d’une loi pour les protéger par exemple : les personnes qui ne peuvent pas avoir d’emploi à cause
de leur statut sérologique (cas de la gendarmerie, la police, l’armée et même beaucoup de sociétés privées).
Etant déjà dans ces structures et porteur de VIH par la suite, on ne vous exclue pas.
Il existe aussi l’abandon des familles par les conjoints, ce qui n’est pas quelque chose à encourager surtout
quand il s’agit d’abandonner la femme et les enfants.
Je pense qu’avec la loi, les PVVIH seront rassurées : ils sauront que ce n’est pas correct de faire contaminer
quelqu’un et aussi elles devraient se plaindre et être écoutées. Aussi la loi doit limiter la propagation du VIH en
rappelant les droits et obligation des PVVIH. Les gens seront punis de discrimination à cause de leur statut,
par exemple dans la plupart des hôpitaux les patients VIH positifs ont leur section, leurs propres pharmacies et
même leurs propres médecins. Ils devront attendre toute la journée sur les bancs de la pharmacie avant d'être
servis pour la simple raison que ces médicaments ne produisent pas de revenus. Je crois fermement que si ces
lois sont mises en place, elles contribueront à assurer les PVVIH en ce qui concerne l’emploi chez les PVVIH,
elles réduiront la discrimination liée au VIH, leur rappelleront les droits et obligations. Elles contribueront à
limiter la propagation du VIH parce que les PVVIH sauront ce qui les attend s'ils mettent les autres sciemment à
risque. Les PVVIH sont des êtres humains normaux et ont le droit de vivre comme toute autre personne. Les
lois sont très nécessaires pour protéger les PVVIH.
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Niger

Association des Jeunes Juristes du Niger (AJJN)
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Discrimination envers les personnes vivant avec le VIH, notamment les femmes
1. Contexte de la situation du VIH et de la riposte au Niger
La prévalence de l’infection à VIH dans la population générale (15-49 ans) au Niger est estimée à 0,8% en 2009.
Selon l’Enquête démographique et de santé à indicateurs multiples (EDSN), les prévalences de l’infection à VIH
les plus élevées ont été observées dans les régions de Diffa (1,7%), Agadez (1,6%), Niamey (1,4%) et Tahoua
(1%). A l’inverse, les plus basses prévalences ont été observées dans les régions de Dosso (0,5%), Maradi
(0,3%), Tillabéri (0,4%) et Zinder (0,5%). Les résultats de cette enquête ont montré que la prévalence du VIH en
milieu urbain est 3 fois plus élevée qu’en milieu rural. Les données de l’EDSN dans la population de 15-49 ans
et de l’enquête nationale de séroprévalence VIH de 2002 au sein des groupes cibles situent le Niger parmi les
pays à épidémie de type concentré. Une enquête de surveillance de seconde génération (SSG) réalisée en 2008
a confirmé la persistance de prévalences du VIH élevées dans certains groupes de population: 1,56% chez les
hommes et femmes en uniforme, 1,31% chez les travailleur(e)s des mines, 1,83% chez les routiers, 1,03% chez
les travailleur(e)s migrants et 2,69% chez les Populations carcérales.
Les femmes constituent 50,1% de la population et sont très vulnérables à l’infection avec une séroprévalence
VIH de 1,7% (IC à 95% [1,4%-2,1%] chez les femmes enceintes. Le taux d’accessibilité pour la PTME est
seulement de 22,2% et s’explique par une insuffisance de mobilisation des 3 262 126 femmes en âge de
procréer et 3 121 107 hommes de 15 à 49 ans, et par la faible couverture en sites PTME. Avec ce taux de
séroprévalence de 1,7% chez les femmes enceintes en 2009, il faut craindre un changement vers un profil
épidémiologique généralisé de type1.
2. Situation de la discrimination liée au VIH chez les femmes nigériennes
L’ONG CADEV NIGER et l’Association des Jeunes Juristes du Niger ont commandités en 2009 (Avril-Mai-Juin),
une étude sur l’identification de la discrimination envers les PVVIH dans cinq (5) grandes villes du Niger. Cette
étude avait pour but de dresser une liste de types de discrimination existant dans le pays en se servant d’une
méthodologie inductive, de façon à être à même d’identifier et de suivre le phénomène de discrimination liée
au VIH/SIDA et de mettre en œuvre des interventions pour l’éliminer. L’étude concernait exclusivement les
discriminations institutionnelles (publiques et privées), prenant en compte les lois, les règlements internes et
les pratiques.
Ainsi, les actes de discrimination envers les femmes vivant avec le VIH suivant ont été identifiés (Etude sur
l’identification de la discrimination institutionnelle envers les PVVIH, AJJN-CADEV, 2009) :
Domaine de la santé : les femmes enceintes vivant avec le VIH sont victimes de refus de traitement, de
différences de traitement, de dépistage sans information préalable, de refus de leur communiquer le résultat
de leur test du VIH, de communication d’office de leur statut sérologique à leur proches et partenaires sexuels
et, de non confidentialité de la part du personnel soignant.
Domaine de l’emploi : les femmes vivant avec le VIH sont victimes de refus d’embauche en tant que « petites
bonnes » et de dépistage obligatoire avant l’embauche dans les forces de défense et de sécurité (Garde
nationale, Police, Gendarmerie, Armée). Les travailleuses du sexe sont particulièrement victimes de la
discrimination liée au VIH par la communauté.
Domaine de la justice : les femmes vivant avec le VIH peuvent être poursuivi pour exposition et/ou
transmission du VIH à leur conjoint sur la base de l’article 230-1 du Code pénal nigérien et des articles 39, 40,
41 de la Loi 2007-08 du 30 avril 2007 relative à la prévention, la prise en charge et le contrôle du VIH. Dans le
couple sérodifférent, la femme séropositive est plus exposée au risque de contaminer son mari séronégatif,
surtout du fait de son désir d’enfant. Le caractère public des audiences judiciaires ne respecte pas le droit à la
confidentialité sur le statut sérologique d’une personne vivant avec le VIH estant en justice. Les travailleuses
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du sexe sont parfois raflées pour racolage sur la voie publique par la brigade des mœurs de la police nationale.
Mais, le Code pénal nigérien réprime surtout le proxénétisme en son article 291. Il en est de même de
l’homosexualité qui est réprimé « indirectement » par le Code pénal nigérien en son article 275.
Domaine de la vie familiale et reproductive : les femmes nigériennes sont généralement exposées aux
violences sexuelles de la part de leur conjoint. Malgré qu’il soit puni par le Code pénal nigérien, le viol conjugal
est une pratique courante dans la société nigérienne. Un conjoint séropositif peut violer sa femme et l’exposé
au risque de contamination sans aucun risque de poursuite pénale. Etant incapable de négocier des rapports
sexuels protégés avec leurs maris, les femmes nigériennes sont exposées au risque de contamination par le
VIH. En effet, les coutumes traditionnelles confinent la femme dans un rôle de reproducteur. Elle n’a pas la
capacité de s’exprimer librement, d’avoir des rapports protégés et d’accéder librement aux services de santé
de la reproduction. Certains islamistes intégristes n’encouragent pas l’espacement des naissances et
interdisent les modes de contraception comme le condom et les pilules. Le dépistage prénatal obligatoire et la
communication d’office du statut sérologique de la femme enceinte à son mari entraîne de nombreux cas de
répudiation de celles-ci. En effet, en l’absence d’un Code de la famille au Niger, c’est la coutume islamique – en
général – qui régit le mariage, le divorce, les successions et la capacité juridique de la femme.
3. Moyens juridiques existants de lutte contre la discrimination liée au VIH chez les femmes
Le Niger a ratifié, en 1999, la Convention Internationale pour l’élimination de toutes les formes de
discrimination à l’égard des femmes (CEDEF). Mais, lors de cette ratification, le gouvernement nigérien a émis
de nombreuses réserves sur certaines dispositions de la CEDEF. Ces réserves empêchent une application
effective de la CEDEF dans notre pays. De plus, le Niger n’a toujours pas ratifié le Protocole de Maputo,
additionnel à la Charte Africaine des Droits de l’Homme et des Peuples relatif aux droits des femmes.
La Loi 2007-08 du 30 avril 2007 relative à la prévention, la prise en charge et le contrôle du VIH interdit
spécialement la discrimination arbitraire à l’égard des personnes vivant avec le VIH/SIDA. Cette loi a été
adoptée au Niger suite au séminaire de N’Ndjamena sur la Loi type relative au VIH/SIDA pour les pays de
l’Afrique de l’Ouest et du centre. Depuis l’adoption de cette loi, les personnes vivant avec le VIH/SIDA
disposent d’un moyen juridique de promotion et de protection de leurs droits. Elles peuvent, sur la base de
cette loi, attaquer devant les structures étatiques judiciaires ou administratives toutes personnes qui se
rendraient coupable de violation des dispositions anti discriminatoires en leur faveur contenues dans celle ci.
Toutefois, cette loi comporte des dispositions discriminatoires qui ne respectent pas les principes énoncés par
les « Directives Internationales sur le VIH/SIDA et les droits de l’homme ». L’AJJN et le Réseau Nigérien des
PVVIH ont organisé un plaidoyer pour la révision de ces dispositions discriminatoires (Document de position
pour une révision des dispositions discriminatoires et une application effective des dispositions de la Loi
2007-08 du 30 avril 2007, AJJN-RENIP+, 2010).
4. Activités de la cellule d’Aide juridique aux PVVIH
Pour lutter contre la discrimination liée au VIH, l’AJJN a crée en son sein une Cellule d’Aide Juridique aux PVVIH
(CAJ) avec l’appui financier de l’Ambassade du Canada au Niger (Rapport d’activités de la Cellule, 2009 et
2010). Cette cellule, dont je suis le Coordinateur, travaille depuis Novembre 2008 avec les associations de
PVVIH et les acteurs intervenant dans la riposte au VIH. Outre la défense juridique des droits des PVVIH, la
cellule juridique fait aussi du plaidoyer pour la révision des dispositions discriminatoires contenues dans la Loi
n°2007-08 du 30 avril 2007 et dans les lois et règlements en vigueur au Niger. C’est ainsi que nous avions pu,
avec l’appui financier de l’ONUSIDA, proposé un projet de révision de la Loi n°2007-08 du 30 avril 2007. Ledit
projet de révision se trouve présentement entre les mains du Secrétariat Général du Gouvernement du Niger
(Termes de référence pour le recrutement d’un consultant national). Toujours avec l’appui financier de
l’ONUSIDA, nous avions proposé, en Mars 2011, un avant projet de Décret d’application du projet de révision
de la Loi n°2007-08 du 30 avril 2007 (Termes de référence pour le recrutement d’un consultant national).
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Notre mission, au sein de la Cellule juridique, est de contribuer à l’adoption d’un cadre juridique de riposte au
VIH respectueux des questions du genre et des droits humains. Ensuite, notre travail va consister à surveiller
l’application effective de ce cadre juridique au profit des PVVIH, des populations et groupes vulnérables au VIH.
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Democratic Republic of Congo (DR Congo)

Action Pour La Lutte Contre L’ignorance Du Sida
(ALCIS)

République Démocratique du Congo - l’absence des lois et politiques protectrices à l’endroit des travailleuses
du sexe crée des situations inacceptables avec les violations de leurs droits humains y compris celui de la santé.
Enjeux : Le statut marginalisé des travailleuses du sexe dans la Province du Sud-Kivu à l’Est de la République
Démocratique du Congo (RDC) continu à créer des situations inacceptables avec de violations graves et
systématiques de leurs droits humains y compris celui de la santé. Si le VIH/Sida et les violences concernent
toute la population, il n’est pas moins évident que toutes les composantes ne sont pas touchées avec la même
intensité et sont au même degré de vulnérabilité. On enregistre des taux d’infection à VIH nettement élevés au
sein des travailleuses du sexe, soit 16% que pour les autres groupes de population (4%), et les études récentes
continuent de confirmer ce schéma (cfr Plan Stratégique National de Lutte contre le Sida 2010-2014).
Description : ALCIS est une organisation communautaire basée au Sud-Kivu à l’Est de la RD Congo dirige, un
programme de Monitoring de protection des droits et de santé des travailleurs du sexe. ALCIS a cartographié et
documenté les violations des droits humains et les risques directs de l’exposition au VIH des travailleurs du
sexe pendant l’exercice de leur activité.
En raison du rejet et de la stigmatisation liée au travail sexuel, un métier exercé au mépris de la législation
sociale en RD. Congo, les cadres de législatifs et la Police sont souvent orientés vers la répression et la
pénalisation des travailleuses du sexe. Ce qui influe négativement sur la mise en place des programmes de
soutien et de protection des travailleuses du sexe contre les abus et les pratiques inhumaines et dégradantes à
la dignité de ces femmes. Par contre, les politiques et les méthodes policières qui perpétuent les mauvaises
conditions de vie et de travail aux travailleuses du sexe et qui encouragent les comportements sans scrupules
de tiers sont courantes. Ces politiques oppressives ont accentué la clandestinité des travailleuses du sexe,
rendant ainsi les programmes de prévention et de prise en charge du VIH/sida pratiquement impossible à
mettre en œuvre.
Des actes de violence et notamment des violences et agressions sexuelles contre les travailleuses du sexe,
perpétrées par les forces de l’ordre sont rapportés partout dans leurs milieux de vie et de travail.
La culture dominante d’impunité, justifiée par la paralysie de l’appareil judiciaire en République Démocratique
du Congo (RDC) a renforcé les attitudes moralistes selon lesquelles violer une travailleuse du sexe n’est pas un
crime à tel point que les politiques admettent difficilement qu’une travailleuses du sexe peut faire l’objet du
viol, ce qui fait que la prise en compte de violences sexuelles faites aux travailleuses du sexe ne se fait pas à
l’unisson et ne constitue pas un vrai sujet de préoccupation de la part de ceux qui sont en charge de
l’application des lois et politiques.
Cependant, des études pilotes de cartographie de risque menées au Sud-Kivu précisent que les travailleuses
du sexe ne peuvent espérer voir aboutir en leur faveur les plaintes déposées contre quelqu’un leur ayant fait
subir un viol, car les systèmes légaux et d’application de la loi sont décevants, et le travail sexuel est considéré
comme un mal contre lequel lutter. La répression étant donc de mise, les travailleuses du sexe sont contraintes
de reléguer la protection de leur santé au second plan de leur préoccupation. Les travailleuses du sexe
rapportent que la sévérité de la violence par les forces de l’ordre les a forcées à travailler dans la clandestinité.
Ceci a augmenté leur isolement social, empirer leurs conditions de vie et entravé leur accès aux services
sanitaires, sociaux et juridiques.
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Actuellement 374 travailleuses du sexe vivant avec le VIH/sida et survivantes de violences sexuelles ne peuvent
plus attendre avec le manque de soins et traitements.
En Aout 2010, une décision gouvernementale avait tombée à pique, demandant fortement la fermeture des
Centres de Traitements Ambulatoires (CTA) des ARV aux patients séropositifs au motif : les CTA ne sont pas
incluent dans les systèmes sanitaires de la RDC. Or, dans tout le cas, les travailleuses du sexe ne peuvent pas se
rendre aux structures étatiques de prise en charge à cause des préjugés, et depuis, on observe une
discrimination inacceptable contre les travailleuses du sexe qui sollicitent les traitements. Le stigmate du viol
et, dans certains cas, celui de la séropositivité au VIH – combiné à un vif stigmate à l’égard de travail sexuel –
sont de puissants obstacles à l’accès universel à la prévention, aux soins et aux traitements pour les
travailleuses du sexe.
DES STRATEGIES D’ACTION
En restant une structure opératrice unique de collecte et documentation d’information sur les violations des
droits humains en lien avec la transmission du VIH parmi les travailleuses du sexe, ALCIS engage les officiels du
gouvernement sur ces problématiques à partir d’une perspective des droits au travail. Nous utilisons les
médias pour renforcer la compréhension du public sur la violence faite aux travailleuses du sexe. A cet effet,
ALCIS anime des émissions radio intitulées : Les Droits des travailleuses du sexe sur les ONDES.
Pression et défense : ALCIS documente et dénonce des cas des violences dirigées contre ces femmes à la
justice. ALCIS enregistre également les plaintes des ces femmes contre les abus de la police. Ces chiffres aident
à informer les officiels du Gouvernement sur la manière dont les travailleuses du sexe sont maltraitées dans la
société. Ces chiffres aident aussi et surtout à accroitre les interactions et la communication avec les officiels du
Gouvernement et les organisations de défense des droits de l’homme au Sud-Kivu, à l’Est de la RDC.
ALCIS a réussit à présenter les problèmes des policiers clandestins qui essayent de tirer avantage de la situation
vulnérable des travailleuses du sexe arrêtées pour les violer en présentant des données collectées sur cette
pratique avec tous les risques possibles de transmission du VIH et les IST.
A travers son Programme de Monitoring de protection des travailleuses du sexe,
Parallèlement à un plaidoyer soutenu pour la promotion des droits humains et la sante parmi les travailleuses
du sexe, ALCIS s’est appliquée à organiser et à renforcer les compréhensions des groupes engagés sur la
promotion des droits de l’homme et la police sur les besoins des travailleuses du sexe en terme de protection
pour qu’elles vivent en santé et travailler en sécurité et avec dignité. Plusieurs actions sont menées jusqu’à ce
jour, parmi lesquelles :
- Publication de plusieurs Alertes à l’action dénonçant les violences sexuelles dirigées contre les travailleuses
du sexe par les forces de l’ordre comme « enjeux pour la transmission du VIH » distribuée et à fait partie
d’actions d’annonces précoce sur lesquelles les organisations de défense des droits de l’homme œuvrant
dans la province du Sud – Kivu ont agis;
- Des interpellations directes ou indirectes à l’endroit des autorités de la Police et de la justice sur les abus et
les violations des droits de l’homme parmi les travailleuses du sexe ;
- Des campagnes de pétitions pour la mobilisation de l’opinion locale et nationale ;
- Des consultations et ralliements communautaires pour revisiter certains articles de la Loi (Loi n° 08/011 du
14 juillet 2008) portant protection des personnes vivant avec le VIH/sida et des personnes affectées. Ceci
pour que cette loi soi réellement protectrice des personnes vulnérables. Il s’agit des articles à la
criminalisation de la transmission volontaire du VIH (Art 45), de l’atteinte à la vie privée (Art 41) ainsi que
du silence sur les droits particuliers des femmes et l’intégration du genre.
- Des campagnes de plaidoyer pour une reforme des lois et politiques au niveau local. Une proposition de
projet de loi a été soumis au Parlement Provincial notamment pour la reconnaissance des droits humains
des travailleuses du sexe et de leur protection sanitaire ;
- Le maintien et le renforcement des liens de collaboration soutenue dans le cadre de défense et la
protection des droits et liberté des travailleuses du sexe par l’organisation des ateliers thématiques;
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-

L’assistance juridique à travers une clinique juridique mise en place en faveur des travailleuses du sexe
vivant avec le VIH/sida et survivante de violences sexuelles.
La Commission mondiale sur le VIH et le droit doit souligner, au Dialogue Régional Africain l’importance crucial
de soutenir le renforcement des lois et politiques protectrices à l’endroit des travailleuses du sexe afin d’établir
des stratégies rentables qui garantiraient l’accès universel à la prévention, au traitement, aux soins et aux
services en République Démocratique du Congo(RDC).
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Ivory Coast

ALTERNATIVE CÔTE D’IVOIRE

Pour son homosexualité X a failli tomber sur le coup de l’article 360 du Code Pénal Ivoirien qui pour rappeler
stipule que : « Est puni d’un emprisonnement de trois (3) mois à deux (2) ans et d’une amende de 50.000 à
500.000 francs quiconque commet un outrage public à la pudeur.
Si l’outrage public à la pudeur consiste en un acte impudique ou contre nature avec un individu du même
sexe, l’emprisonnement est de six (6) mois à deux (2) ans et l’amende de 50.000 à 300.000 francs.
Les peines sont portées au double si le délit a été commis envers un mineur ou en présence d’un mineur de
dix-huit (18) ans. »
Je me nomme X, coiffeur et cordonnier, j’habite une banlieue d’Abidjan appelée Dabou. Je suis membre
d’Alternative Côte d’ Ivoire, une ONG de lutte contre les IST/VIH/SIDA et contre l’homophobie.
En janvier 2010, j’avais 24 ans lorsque j’ai été emprisonné de façon injuste sur la base de mon orientation
sexuelle et de mon statut sérologique. Dans le cadre de mon travail en qualité d’éducateur de pairs, j’ai
rencontré un jeune qui a dit avoir 26 ans, avec le temps, il a commencé à fréquenter la structure. Lors des
cérémonies de quarantième jour des obsèques de ma mère, le jeune homme est venu rester avec nous. Après
la cérémonie, nous avons organisé une virée où le jeune homme a passé la nuit dans mon studio avec un ami.
Moi, je suis allé dormir dans la maison familiale non loin de là. Il a volé le portable et le bracelet de ce dernier
avant de rentrer chez lui. Le lendemain, j’ai été accosté par le régisseur du centre de rééducation de la
délinquance juvénile de la ville de Dabou. Il est venu me trouver à mon lieu de travail (ma cordonnerie) et m’a
demandé de monter dans sa voiture sans explication. Ce que je fis sans hésiter puisque je connaissais le
monsieur en question. A notre arrivée au centre, grande fut ma surprise de me retrouver en face du jeune
homme. Le régisseur m’informe avoir trouvé des objets sur lui et qu’il fallait que je m’en méfie car il est en
phase de rééducation pour délinquance.
Le jour suivant de ma rencontre avec le directeur du centre, la police vint m’embarquer pour le commissariat
de police de la ville. A mon arrivée sur les lieux, je retrouve de nouveau le directeur du centre avec le jeune. Le
directeur du centre me dit que depuis que le jeune a commencé à nous fréquenter mes amis et moi, celui-ci se
maquille et a changé de comportement sans autre précision. Sans même entendre ma version des faits, un
lieutenant de police du nom de Coulibaly qui me connaissait bien a renchérit en disant que je suis homosexuel
et que je suis entrain d’initier le jeune. Selon lui, j’étais donc entrain de mettre le jeune homme sur une voie
abominable. Il m’a alors demandé d’ôter ma chemise, ensuite mon pantalon. Il a commencé à me rouer de
coup sur les fesses et surtout sur mon sexe. Il a accentué les coups sur mon sexe, car pour lui c’est ce sexe que
j’utilise pour détruire la vie des enfants des autres personnes. J’ai été enfermé avec un autre ami (un collègue
de travail) homosexuel qu’ils sont allés chercher aussi. Mon arrestation s’est faite sans aucune autre forme de
procédures et de manière abusive car selon le code de procédure pénale, il faut d’abord une plainte et le
commissariat doit envoyer une convocation au concerné, au cas où la personne ne vient pas alors on part la
chercher c est après quoi celui-ci se rend là-bas pour savoir la raison de son arrestation. En dehors de cela, il
faut savoir aussi que ce soit la constitution ou le code pénal, les relations sexuelles en personne de même
sexe ne sont pas formellement incriminé mais dans les cas où cela se passe entre un adulte et un mineur et
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dans un endroit susceptible de porter atteinte aux bonnes mœurs , là oui la loi agit. Je n’ai pas été entendu.
Je rappelle aussi que je suis le Président des homosexuels de la ville (section de ALTERNATIVE CI). Lors de mon
incarcération, le Président de Alternative CI étant informé, a demandé à ce qu’on puisse me permettre de
prendre les ARV en cellule. Mon ami qui avait été incarcéré avec moi, a été libéré plus tard contre une garantie
de paiement d’une somme de 20 000 francs CFA (vingt mille) soit 31 Euros payée par son père. Celui-ci, à la
demande du Président de ACI, m’a donc apporté les médicaments. Lorsque la police a découvert mon statut
sérologique à cause des ARV qu’on m’avait apporté, ils les ont automatiquement assimilés à de la drogue. Car,
selon leurs propos, les homosexuels c’est uniquement la drogue et la prostitution. J’ai passé une semaine en
prison. Le lendemain de mon arrestation l’ONG dans laquelle je travaille a envoyé une délégation avec le
président en tête pour s’enquérir de la situation. Mais, je n’ai pas pu les rencontrer et la police a réclamé une
somme de 200 000 milles francs FCA (deux cent milles) soit 305 Euros pour ma libération .Les charges retenues
contre moi étaient juste le fait que je sois homosexuel, et ensuite séropositif, il me reprochait d’avoir eu des
rapports sexuels avec le jeune sans préservatif, ils ont fait avouer à mon ami sous prétexte que moi dans la
cellule avait tout avoué ce qui était archi faux. Je n’avais jamais eu de rapport avec ce jeune.
Nous n’avions eu aucun recours à un avocat, une fois de plus la police avait monté une histoire de toutes
pièces. Le jeune a été conduit dans une clinique où il a fait un test de dépistage qui s’est révélé être
séronégatif en attendant les trois mois pour revenir faire le test de confirmation.
Au finish, la structure et ma famille ont pu réunir la somme de 150 000 francs (cent cinquante milles) 229 Euros
et c’est après le paiement de cette somme que j’ai recouvré la liberté.
A ma sortie de prison, j ai perdu mon emploi en tant que Educateur de Pair auprès d’une structure de prise ne
charge de personnes vivant avec le VIH/SIDA dans laquelle je travaillais. Selon les responsable de la structure
cela ternis l’image de leur ladite structure. Je n’ai même pas perçu ma paie.
Nous aimerions à travers ce témoignage amener les politiques à être plus regardants sur la vie des PVVIH en
Côte d’Ivoire. Nous souhaiterions voir des prises de mesures sociales permettant leur épanouissement tels
que :
- Une législation visant à éliminer la discrimination et la stigmatisation des PVVIH et des MSM
particulièrement en santé et en emploi ;
- Une politique anti-homophobe étayée par une loi garantissant la protection des droits des minorités
sexuelles ;
- Une nouvelle orientation des messages sur le SIDA qui en générale sont fondés sur des attitudes sociales
dictées par des préjugés à l’égard des MSM.
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Cameroon

ALTERNATIVES-CAMEROUN

L’article 347 Bis qui pénalise l’homosexualité au Cameroun : un frein à l’accès des MSM aux services de
prévention et prise en charge des IST et du VIH.
Au Cameroun les relations entre personnes de même sexe sont pénalisées par l’article 347 Bis. Cet article punit
toute personne ayant les rapports sexuels avec une personne de même sexe d’une peine de prison allant de 06
mois à 5 ans et d’une amende allant de 20 000 FCFA à 200 000 FCFA. Il est clair que d’après l’article 347 Bis du
code pénal camerounais, c’est la pratique et non l’identité homosexuelle qui est pénalisée contrairement à ce
qu’on observe actuellement sur les cas d’arrestation.
Bien que pas d’action en faveur des MSM jusque là de la part des pouvoirs publics, le nouveau plan stratégique
national de santé (2011-2015) a pour la première fois pris en compte les MSM comme groupe à haut risque. Ce
qui veut dire qu’ils doivent bénéficier d’une attention particulière de la part de l’état dans la lutte contre le sida
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et autres IST.
Les actions dans le cadre de la lutte contre Sida sur le terrain en faveur de cette cible (MSM) sont faites par
certaines associations comme Alternatives-Cameroun. Ces actions consistent à sensibiliser les MSM dans les
lieux de rencontre , les encourager au dépistage, et offrir une prise en charge à ceux qui sont infectés par le
VIH et/ou les IST .
Or on constate que l’existence de l’article 347 Bis est un frein au bon déroulement de ces activités. On constate
aussi une augmentation des cas d’arrestation des personnes sur la base de leur orientation sexuelle réelle ou
supposée et non sur la base de la pratique comme le voudrait l’esprit de cet article.
Déjà la cartographie des lieux de rencontres MSM est sans cesse changeante à cause des tracasseries
policières que subit les gérants de ces structures. Il est difficile de mobiliser et animer une causerie, il se pose
toujours le problème de sécurité des acteurs ou agents terrain car à tout moment l’on peut être arrêté et
inculpé à tort de flagrant délit d’homosexualité.
Même nos équipes de pairs sont souvent victimes de rafles policières lors des actions nocturnes et conduits au
poste de police ou ils sont menacés de faire l’apologie de l’homosexualité car ils ont toujours en leur
possession, lors de ces actions, du matériel de prévention : des flyers, brochures, pénis pédagogique,
préservatifs, et surtout des gels lubrifiants qui sont censés protéger du VIH et autres IST mais considérés dans
notre environnement répressif comme une preuve de l’homosexualité.
Le cas du financement de l’Union Européenne à une association camerounaise pour un projet de lutte contre
l’homophobie et les réactions qui en ont suivies, est une parfaite illustration des faits. Ce projet qui visait en
grande partie d’assurer les actions de prévention et prise en charge auprès des MSM s’est vu stopper à cause
de l’intervention du gouvernement camerounais qui a rappelé au représentant de l’Union Européenne du refus
de ce type de financement.
Or dans la proposition du Cameroun au Round 10 du fond mondial, qui a d’ailleurs été retenue, la thématique
MSM est bien inscrite sur le projet et les actions sont prévues en faveur de cette cible dès l’accessibilité de ce
financement. Comment cela est-ce possible que l’on refuse des fonds accordés à une organisation et censés
alléger un peu les souffrances des MSM au Cameroun et d’un coté accepter d’autres fonds cette fois accordés
au gouvernement camerounais pour lutter aussi contre le sida et les IST auprès des MSM.
Ce double discours contradictoire se traduit sur le plan national ou le ministère de la santé a fait a pas en avant
en intégrant dans le plan stratégique national (2011-2015) la thematique MSM. L’on commence à voir un petit
intérêt des uns et des autres à s’occuper de cette cible. Mais on constate aussi que le son de cloche est
différent dès que l’on va aux ministères de la justice ou de l’intérieur qui sont plus dans l’axe de la fermeté et
de la répression des MSM et même des actions en leur endroit.
Comment le ministère de la santé compte mener à bien les actions du round 10 du fond mondial auprès des
MSM si la menace de l’article 347 Bis est présente. Comment les actions seront-ils possible sur le terrain sans
risque d’une répression policière. Comment avec la pénalisation de l’homosexualité, les équipes de
sensibilisation et même celles de la prise en charge ne seront pas taxées de faire l’apologie ou la promotion de
l’homosexualité. Comment éviter ce qui est arrivé au Sénégal ou les pairs éducateurs avaient été arrêtés et
condamnés pour homosexualité et le matériel de sensibilisation en leur possession classés comme preuve de la
pornographie homosexuelle.
C’est autant de question que nous nous posons au sein de l’association et même au sein des réunions et
ateliers donc nous prenons part.
Le but de notre démarche étant de réduire la discrimination donc les MSM font l’objet au Cameroun
actuellement du fait de l’existence de cet article, mais aussi convaincre nos dirigeants qu’à défaut d’abroger
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l’article 347 Bis, on peut au moins le rendre muet afin de mener a bien des actions et aller réellement vers un
accès universel à la santé pour tous comme l’a préconisé l’ONUSIDA.

9

Democratic Republic of Congo (DR Congo)

ACTION NATURE ET MEDECINE (ANAMED)

DISCRIMINISATION SUR L’ACCES AU TRAITEMENT
L’organisation « Action Nature et Médecine », ANAMED en sigle, est une association dont l’objet est
d’encourager la communauté de base à l’utilisation des connaissances nutritionnelles habituelles ou acquise.
Soit à l’observation d’un régime alimentaire sain et aussi à fabriquer des médicaments par elle-même de façon
à devenir indépendante face à leur besoin en la matière de santé.
Elle encourage les communautés à développer la confiance nécessaire pour exiger le droit au meilleur
traitement. De ceci, l’ANAMED se fait aussi une association de défense des droits de l’homme.
En plus de la communauté congolaise entière, les Personnes Vivant avec le VIH (PVV) sont la couche la plus
défavorisée de la population congolaise. C’est pourquoi, l’ANAMED s’occupe d’elles. La prise en charge d’une
PVV est clinique, mais aussi psychosocial, nutritionnelle, économique, juridique et familiale. Nous essayons de
faire incursion dans tous ses problèmes.
Ainsi, par cette contribution nous apportons notre modeste part à la lutte contre le VIH sida en RD Congo et
en Afrique. L’ANAMED, tient au respect des droits reconnus à la personne humaine et particulièrement les
PVV. Puisque le VIH Sida, dans la plupart des cas résulte d’un comportement et des certaines habitudes,
l’ANAMED essaye par moment à aborder certaines personnes vulnérables : les travailleurs de sexe, les
personnes transgenres…
Notre expérience dans ce domaine, nous le classons en 2 axes :
1. Ici, il sera question d’analyser la situation relative aux effets de la loi sur les groupes cibles.
2. La situation de l’accès aux traitements.
I.

LA SITUATION RELATIVE AUX EFFETS DE LA LOI SUR LES GROUPES CIBLES

En RDC, la loi n° 06/018 du 20 juillet 2006, modifiant et complétant le décret du 30 janvier 1890 portant le
Code Pénal Congolais à ajouté des nouvelles innovations dans le Lex congolais dans le but de lutter contre les
violences faites à la femme (esclavage sexuel, mutilation sexuelle, grossesse forcé…).
Ainsi, l’article 174 du Code Pénal Congolais a été modifié comme nous venons de le dire ci-haut. Le constat est
que, l’Etat Congolais a visé de protéger la femme et l’enfant, tout en criminalisant les PVV. Ainsi, a été
introduite dans l’arsenal pénal congolais l’infraction de « Transmission délibérée des infections sexuellement
transmissibles incurables » (Art 174 i), qui a pour régime répressif la servitude pénale à perpétuité.
Par « Infection sexuellement transmissible incurable », le Législateur voulait parler de VIH /Sida. D’où, cette
infraction est réservée exclusivement au PVV car ils sont considérés comme des criminels dans la société
congolaise.
II.

LA SITUATION DE L’ACCES AU TRAITEMENTS.

Il pose énormément des problèmes en RDC. La déclaration universelle des Droits de l’homme (1948) a affirmé
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pour chacun le droit à un niveau de vie suffisant pour assurer sa santé, son bien être et ceux de sa famille. Le
droit à la santé est aussi l’un des droits fondamental de l’homme.
Et pourtant, dans le monde, lune des grandes inégalités concerne l’accès aux soins de santé. A plus forte raison
pour les PVV. Les PVV en RDC doivent franchir d’énorme distance pour atteindre un lieu de dépistage pour le
traitement où ils ne seront mêmes pas éligible pour un quelconque traitement antirétroviral. Beaucoup des
médecins ne sont pas suffisamment formé pour ce type de traitement.
En quelques mots, la grande majorité des PVV se retrouve dans le désespoir. Si ces personnes n’ont pas de
quoi à manger, qu’en serait-il de l’accès aux antirétroviraux ? Pour être éligible il faut un nombre des
conditions à remplir, ce qui fait que certains bénéficient du traitement et d’autres en manquent.
Dans ce contexte, l’ANAMED essaye de venir en aide aux PVV par :



L’auto-prise en charge financière ;
L’attention qu’elles doivent porter :
-

Aux aliments et boissons qu’elles consomment c.-à-d. des préférences aux aliments
naturels,
En son style de vie dans son ensemble (Hygiène…),
a recherché les meilleurs traitements possibles en cas de maladies,

Beaucoup de patient atteint du Sida, ont déjà considérablement améliorée leur vie en utilisant les plantes
disponible au niveau local et en fabricant des médicaments à des prix extrêmement bas. Ainsi, les PVV encadré
par nous ne sont pas dépendant de la générosité d’autorité ou d’organisation extérieure.
EX : Innocent BALAGIZI à Bukavu en RD Congo a traité les membres d’une association d’entraide dans le but
d’une autonomie par les produits naturels en utilisant le thé d’artémisia, et de l’aloès, du miel et de l’ail. 8
personnes prirent du poids de manière considérable et accusèrent une augmentation des cellules sanguines
blanches, ainsi que la normalisation de la sédimentation sanguine. L’analyse fu conduite à l’hôpital de Goma.
Innocent à connu d’autres succès en traitant les personnes souffrant de stress avec l’ail. Le stress est souvent
sévère chez les patients atteints du Sida qui stimule la production de l’adrénaline dans le sang.
Au succès d’Innocent, nous ajoutons celui de KULUVA Hospital à Arua en Ouganda qui traitait les patients
atteints du Sida au 1er stade de l’infection avec de la citronnelle, ail, artémisia et le poudre de Moringa chaque
jour. Il y a tant des succès remporté dans différents groupes ANAMED.
PROPOSITIONS
Au regard de ce qui précède, nous aimerions apporter notre contributions en ces ter mes :
1. la mise en œuvre d’une loi spéciale pour la protection des personnes vivants avec le VIH/ Sida en ce
qui concerne l’obligation par l’Etat à subvenir à leur besoin et à leur traitement,
2. la mise en place d’une structure socio-juridique de protection et der prise en charge social et scolaire
des orphelins et veuves victimes du Sida,
3. la mise en place des centres de dépistage et de traitement contre le VIH dans tous les coins du pays et
la disponibilisation des médicaments en milieux ruraux.
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Malawi

The Catholic University of Malawi

Introduction
Let us do everything what we can do to combat HIV. If we cannot do everything what we can do it means we
have miles away in bringing the lasting solution to HIV. But if we do everything what we can do it means we are
very close in finding the lasting solution to HIV epidemic. However, for this to be achieved there is need for a
common understanding on the issue of HIV and the LAW so that appropriate intervention measures are
undertaken collectively with the goal of combating the epidemic. Hence, the intervention should be all
encompassing. Therefore, it is essential to look at the issue of culture, socioeconomic and political critically in
relation to HIV and LAW. This is so because of their direct impact on HIV and LAW.
LAWS AND PRACTICES THAT EFFECTIVELY CRIMINALISE PEOPLE LIVING WITH HIV AND VULNERABLE TO HIV
Criminalisation of homosexuality (gays and lesbians)
Culturally, most African ethnic groups find it strange to accommodate homosexuality. Despite the presence of
the bill of rights in most constitutions of respective countries and even signing human rights treaties the
leaders in most such countries are in the fore front of discriminating people who are homosexuals. In fact, in
such countries homosexuality is criminalised hence when an individual has contracted HIV through such a
means which is ‘termed’ as criminal cannot have access to treatment, care and any other support but rather be
arrested and sentenced to about 15 years imprisonment with hard labour. Therefore, in such cases, it means a
homosexual individual who is HIV positive will be arrested too. One African president said “Homosexuals are
worse than dogs”. How do you expect such a victim to have human dignity and be equal with everyone before
the law or be treated equally in all circumstances or have the right to economy, health, culture and any other
status? In fact, it is impossible unless laws and policies have life and there should be a change in mind set.
Disown children because they are HIV positive
Most parents when their children are found out to be HIV positive they become so furious such that they chase
out of home their children due to the fact that they have contracted HIV. This is so because such parents do
not expect that their children might be involved in practices which might risk them of contracting the virus
especially when the girl child gets pregnant (while not married) and during HIV counselling and testing she is
found out to be HIV positive. Such children get disowned by their parents which makes the life of such children
to be more vulnerable. When it gets to the extreme, children are warned of not using the surname of the
parents. In this scenario, it means parents have not taken their responsibility of parenthood which one of the
roles is to take care of the children especially when they are at a disadvantaged.
Divorce because the spouse is HIV positive
Similarly; in marriage when the spouse is found out to be HIV positive and the partner HIV negative, the one
who is HIV negative divorces the one who is HIV positive. This accompanies prejudice and discrimination hence
a breed for further vulnerability. The extent of discrimination has even reached courtship where by ‘love birds’
are instructed to go for HIV testing and counselling before they tie a knot. However, the objective of HIV
testing and counselling is not necessarily to prepare the ‘love birds’ to be cautious hence take the appropriate
measures in protecting the one who has not contracted the virus when married but rather once one of them is
HIV positive then the relationship should end based on HIV status.
Forced retirement because the employee is HIV positive
Institutions especially those which aim at maximising profit or are profit oriented, tend to force retire their
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employees once they are HIV positive just to run away from responsibilities which might be accompanied due
to sickness and visiting the hospitals for medication and other health related issues.
LAWS AND PRACTICES THAT MITIGATE OR SUSTAIN VIOLENCE AND DISCRIMINATION AS LIVED BY WOMEN
Women are vulnerable due to the way the society is treating them and understands them. However, there are
other laws and practices which are good which aim at bringing equality among human beings. The practices
which are good include the advocate for gender equality, introduction of courses on gender in tertiary
education and a certain improvement in women having moderate managerial position both in government and
nongovernmental organisation. Nevertheless there is more work to be done. Most women are still being
discriminated and are the victims of gender based violence. This is so because the culture which promotes
gender based violence is still strong and that most cases concerning gender based violence are handled based
on customary law. This ranges from marriage violence (spouse abuse) whereby all the cases under marriage
are handled based on customary law and the people who were designated during marriage to be the ‘elders’
or ‘supervisors’ are the ones who resolve the conflict which they resolve based on pure customary law.
Unfortunately, most of the customary law discriminates against women. For example, a husband when he
would like to physically or emotionally abuse the spouse will just go for beer drinking; come back and start
unreasonable accusation towards the spouse then end up abusing her physically. Once such a case is heard
under customary court or hearing the perpetrator of violence will simply tell who ever is presiding over the
case that he was drunk and he was violent under the influence of alcohol. The judge of the case will simply try
to convince the woman that her husband abused her physically by the influence of alcohol hence there is no
any case against him. In most cases, the judge is also a man hence it is more likely that he will favour men in
marriage disputes. It is believed that a man does not do any wrong thing in marriage that is why it becomes
even difficult or impossible for a man to apologise to the spouse once there is a dispute and the husband is on
the wrong.
The practices which sustain violence are many. These range from cultural beliefs, socioeconomic and political.
In most cultures women are denied several opportunities and do not take part in most of the decision making.
Surprisingly, no one knows why it is like that because everybody claims that he/she was taught like that by the
previous generation. This ranges from women carrying heavy things on their head. For example, carrying a big
bundle of fire wood from the mountain to home and fetch water which generally pails and heavy buckets are
carried on the head from long distances especially here in Africa where by politicians each general election
preach that they will bring solution to water and sanitation but instead the problem becomes worse. In
general, it looks to be a norm for women to be doing risky jobs, work up early in the morning and go to bed
very late. Women should not complain and not say that they are tired otherwise they will be labelled to be
lazy. Women should have less ambition otherwise they will be described as if they are competing with men
which culturally is a serious misconduct leading to be labelled as rude, more of a man rather than being of a
woman. Some young men may not desire to marry such a girl if she has more ambition but rather most men
prefer to marry someone who is of the lower class than themselves so that they can have a full control over
her. Surprisingly, most women enjoy getting married to someone who is of the upper class than themselves
and that they will be fully controlled in everything.
Employment restriction
Most women find it difficult to secure a job because of their gender. This is so because most men bosses would
like to sexually abuse women first before they are offered a job. Unfortunately women find it more difficult to
report such cases because culturally talking about sex in public is a taboo and that being a woman people will
think that she is the one who seduced the male boss or she was sexy that is why the male boss had to ask for
sex before offering a job to her. To avoid such scenarios women silently loose appetite of seeking for job and
stay as house wives. Similarly some male spouse deny their wives of finding a job or be in public with the fear
that the spouses might indulge in multiple sex relationship. Worse, some institutions have a policy where by
some jobs are spared only for men hence women cannot be employed. This is proved by the fact that when a
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female person has been offered at least a managerial post it becomes news all over. This is a clear sign that
women get restricted in employment hence just offer them a managerial post for the sake of showing off that
the organisation or institution or government is trading well on the issue of women but otherwise the door is
still closed for women. For example, in Malawi a certain male politician said, “Malawi is not ready for a female
president in 2014”. This is recent news.
Economic abuse
Some married women who are employed are being abused economically. When they receive their salary, their
husbands who are very violent end up demanding a huge part of salary or the whole lot so that the husband
can enjoy sipping beer. The news about such irresponsible husband might spread in the media and in the
community but because the wife is the one who is the victim people will look at it just as a laughing stock and
something to make people laugh and get rid of depression.
Pregnancy restriction
There are other jobs where by women are not allowed to conceive so that the company should not lose the
services of a female employee due to maternity leave. In other cases once a female employee does not honour
such laws she ends up losing the job. The other reason for the company to have such laws that female
employees should be controlled in having children by the company is that the beauty of the female employees
should be maintained or prolonged for the sake of the services which might have an impact in the marketing
industry. This need to be looked at holistically, institutions use escape goat in dismissing women who tend to
bear children as their right or get married as their right. Such institutions are pretty aware about the policy or
rights of women hence they use other means to dismiss them while the actual one is not stipulated in the
dismissal letter. For example, a company might dismiss someone because she is late from tea break while in
actual sense she was already on the list of being dismissed hence this is just an escape goat.
LAWS AND PRACTICES THAT FACILITATE OR IMPEDE HIV-RELATED TREATMENT ACCESS
Criminalisation of homosexuality (gays and lesbians)
Despite most African countries including Malawi adopting the bill of rights, minority groups find it very rough
to exercise their rights. If homosexuality is criminalised and yet there are people who are involved in
homosexuality where by they can contract HIV through it, then how can such people access treatment, care,
support or counselling? It will not be possible otherwise if it is known that such people contracted the virus
through criminalised means it means such a person will be prosecuted. Hence criminalisation of homosexuality
is a barrier in the fight against HIV. Holistically people involved in homosexuality feel that legally they are not
accepted in the society hence they can either not access the services pertaining to HIV to avoid being known
that they are involved in the illegal activity or access the services but cheat on all issues pertaining to how they
contracted it and all related scenarios involved. Similarly, health workers cannot treat, counsel or support
someone who finds himself or herself in a problem through an activity which is deemed illegal. If health
workers give assistantship in such a scenario it means they are operating on their own risk hence their efficient
and effectiveness will be compromised due to the risk of also being prosecuted once discovered that they are
treating someone instead of dialling the police number. So health workers are in a dilemma and clients too are
in a dilemma. In addition, statistical data will be false because some clients will give false information
concerning their case to avoid being prosecuted. Similarly, health workers cannot indicate for example, a client
contracted the virus through homosexuality because on the design of the form it is not there and even in other
cases the health worker will be compelled to give false information in order not to shoot at himself/herself.
Emic perspective (witch doctor diagnosis)
The etic versus emic School of thought which are antagonistic bring confusion in relation to the access of HIV
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treatment. The etic perspective is based on the scientific understanding contrary to emic perspective which is
based on belief and understanding which cannot be approved scientifically. Hence, the causes, treatment and
the whole understanding of HIV is different. In fact from the emic perspective HIV is not real or does not exist.
This is so because HIV is a scientific thing hence it can be understood scientifically by someone who has the etic
view. Therefore it might be ‘there’ in the emic perspective but with a different name, cause, treatment,
support and even cure. For example, a person who has contracted HIV and goes to the witch doctor for
diagnosis, such a person will not be diagnosed for HIV because the witch doctor relies on the spirit as it is
claimed and the spirits cannot diagnose HIV as a result a different thing will be said which the spirits can read.
The client will believe what ever the witch doctor has prescribed hence sometimes believing that the client has
been bewitched according to the witchdoctor which is contrary from the etic perspective which will diagnose
as HIV. In such cases it means the client cannot access HIV treatment leading to the worsening of the situation
and further spreads.
Health services not accessible
Most African countries are poor especially the sub-saharan Africa leading to health services being town based
leading to most people in rural areas be hindered to have access to such services. Similarly, poor people cannot
even afford transport to the nearest hospital. Hence, almost all services pertaining to HIV in rural areas are
either not accessible or intermittent.
Corruption
Sometimes the services can be there or treatment but due to corruption clients are not able to have access to
them. Corruption is both at high level and lower level. This involves key political leaders and people on the
ground who offers the services. Sometimes money meant for the services of HIV is being diverted to other
issues not related to HIV. HIV sometimes becomes just a means of getting easy money from donors because
politicians and other stakeholders know that it will be easy to convince donors when writing a proposal for
funding towards HIV. In doing so it means it is a double problem because donors fund with the hope that the
intended purpose will be implemented which in actual sense is not the case hence the problem is being
masked and the situation becomes worse.
Ignorance
To have access to HIV related treatment is a right including all health services. However, due to ignorance on
human rights, clients suffer silently and cannot make their leaders accountable for not providing adequate
services. Surprisingly most African leaders enjoy having a population which is illiterate so that they can easily
cheat them and give any excuse which is illogical without being challenged. Furthermore, even if they divert
funding for HIV and do all the corruption, such leaders enjoy that because they know that the mass population
is illiterate and cannot bring them to book or be accountable. The few non governmental organisations if they
try to make the government accountable such leaders tell their few political followers to deal with the leaders
of such NGOs.
Hence; there is a long way in achieving solution pertaining to HIV. It needs proper planning, people who are of
integrity are the ones to be trusted with the implementation of key roles and make proper coordination.
However, first and foremost, institutions or individuals in the area of HIV should be organised. In fact,
professional or licensed social workers need to play a substantial role in such activities. Otherwise, some
people who are not even professionals in social work end up messing up the whole program instead of
assisting vulnerable people. Social work ethics are fundamental in the implementation of social work related
services. Secondly, it is a prerequisite to use right based approach in the implementation of HIV services which
will be efficient, effective and sustainable rather than need based approach.
ISSUES OF LAW AND HIV PERTAINING TO CHILDREN
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Children are vulnerable to HIV because of their status and that most of the decisions are done on their behalf.
For example, which hospital to go for treatment or not and even when and where to go all depend on either
parents or guardians. Children become destitute when their parents/guardians die due to HIV/AIDS epidemic.
Childhood stage is a critical one because it is the pick of development of a human being hence once completed
poorly will have serious impacts on the individual for the rest of the life of that individual.
Voluntary HIV testing
Voluntary HIV testing for pregnant women has a negative impact on to be born children if pregnant women are
HIV positive. This is so because the control measures will not be applied in protecting the to be born child from
contracting HIV (prevention of mother to child transmission). This is especially to pregnant women who opt not
to go for HIV testing. Any excuse such a pregnant woman can make will have a chain of consequences which
cannot be desired especially to children. Therefore, in this scenario, the best interest of the child is compulsory
HIV testing for pregnant women.
Rape
Almost each and every week there is a case on children being raped in the media. This includes on children
who are even less than 30 days old. This is alarming! It begs the question, ‘Why?’ Most of the time, witch
doctors are the source of such cases. Once clients are either diagnosed and the results show that they are HIV
positive or any other related disease by health workers from a scientific perspective such clients go to witch
doctors to seek divine intervention on their fate. Surprisingly, witch doctors tell such clients that for the
concoction/ witch doctor medication to work or be activated to bring cure there is need for the client to have
sex with a child who is a virgin. It is believed that virginity will cleanse away the disease from emic perspective.
Unfortunately, such clients believe whatever the herbalist has said looking at the confidence of the herbalist
and the way he/she does things giving hope that the message is from the spirits hence the client becomes
assured of the solution. “Spirits do not error” as the saying goes. This attempts the client in doing evil things to
children especially girl children who are the victim of rape. Similarly, some herbalists claim that they have the
charm to make a person rich. Hence with the extreme or relative poverty which is hovering over most people
in Africa especially sub-saharan Africa people get tempted too to seek for the divine intervention from the
spirits. Unfortunately, the rules of the game remain the same, “to have sex with a virgin”. In doing so, HIV and
other related infections get transmitted to children at a very fast rate. Worse, children become psychologically
affected due to the trauma experienced during rape. Hence laws should be formulated or respective
intervention measures should be applied in order to short circuit the practice which violates the rights of
children. Furthermore, there should be practical laws or policy guiding witchdoctors which should be evaluated
on a regular basis so that all the loop holes are filled up.
Child labour
Due to persistent poverty and an increase in the number of orphans, children are being abused by child labour.
Children are employed as housemaid and that there is no proper supervision and the employer utilises on the
problem at hand of the child there by coxing her/him to have sex either in exchange of money or just fare
treatment in the house. Generally as the child who knows what it means to be poor and that she was between
life and death due to lack and not in adequate of the basic needs will certainly give in for sex. However, there
are a number of nongovernmental organisations dealing with the issue of children but the major challenge is
that they do not provide the alternative. They just either withdraw children from child labour or civic education
on the mass population on the evils of child labour without necessarily bringing the alternatives which is a
missed point. No parent/guardian can enjoy seeing their children being the victim of child labour and neither
can any child enjoy being the victim of child labour but due to circumstances which are brought in due to the
system or policy which hinders other people to progress in life compels such people to indulge in work which is
hazardous to themselves but in this case it is better to prolong death time rather than not get involved in
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hazardous work and die instantly due to lack of everything. Therefore, child labour is a breeding ground for
HIV. This is in both dimensions, first, the child may contract the virus due to sexual involvement with the
employer or if an orphan who is already HIV positive will expedite the worsening condition. This is so because
the environment the child is in; is hazardous to the health of the child hence worsen the already risk immune
system.
Passive policy/laws
Policy enactment/draft and implementation on children issues is not given priority as a result bills concerning
children just gather dust while bills on resolutions which concern people in power are passed at a fast rate.
This clearly shows that there is lack of political will on issues concerning children. Of course, theoretically there
might be some activities promised that they will be implemented but empirically the services are negligible.
Sometimes the policy is there but it is passive due to negligence. The consequences become worse when
related to HIV in children.
Child neglect/dumping
Child neglect/dumping is becoming common. It is influenced by several factors however HIV has expedited it
due to inadequate resources in caring for orphans by the relatives. Similarly, just a couple of days ago here in
Malawi a certain Orphan centre has dumped the orphans it was providing care and support due to financial
constraints. If a registered organisation is able to dumple or neglect the orphans whom it was caring; what
more about an individual? The orphans which this organisation has dumped have gone back to the streets in
search of life. Unfortunately, some of such orphans are HIV positive hence the situation is becoming out of
control there by making the fight against HIV to be a losing battle because we are able to ignite it instead of
controlling it. Is the decision made by such a registered Orphanage in the best interest of the child? Or is it the
best decision? Your guess is as good as mine. Surprisingly, in Malawi it is claimed that the country has surplus
maize such that the government is facing a critical problem of storing it. But why are orphans being chased
from the orphanages and go back to the streets in search of food and yet government claims that it is even
having surplus. Does it mean that we are very cruel such that we enjoy having children being in the street? Or
we are too caring by chasing orphans from orphan centres back to the streets? Or we don’t know what it
means to be an orphan and be in the streets? Your guess is as good as mine. Can these orphans who are HIV
positive receive treatment, support and care in the streets? May be or maybe not.
In conclusion; HIV and the LAW is fundamental in finding solution in the fight against HIV/AIDS. This is so
because it is a ladder hence it gives direction on what to do, when, how, why and where.
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Togo

APECAS : Association pour la Promotion de
l’Environnement, de la Culture et d’Aide aux malades
du sida

Résumé du témoignage d’une (PVVIH) qui s’est exprimé en EWE mais traduit en Français.
INTERVIEW
*Question : quelle activité meniez-vous avant de connaître votre statut sérologique?
Réponse : j’étais employée au X de Lomé. Quand je travaillais là, j’aidais mes frères, mes sœurs, mes amis selon
leurs différents problèmes.
*Question : comment et pourquoi avez-vous fait le test de dépistage du VIH/SIDA ?
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Réponse : suite à une maladie de longue durée, mes frères m’ont conseillé à faire le test de dépistage du
VIH/SIDA. Leur ayant donné mon accord ils m’ont accompagné au centre de dépistage. Le test étant fait, nous
sommes retournés au Centre Dépistage Volontaire et Anonyme (CDVA) pour les résultats. En rencontre psycho
-social, le docteur m’a informé que j’étais séropositive. Puis le docteur me demande si je voudrais que mes
frères puissent partager mon statut sérologique avec moi ? Ayant confiance en mes frères je lui ai répondu :
oui!0partir de ce jour là j’ai remarqué un dédain de la part de mes frères sur ma personne mais je n’avais pas
pris cela considération. Au cours du traitement, un produit m’a été prescrit un produit à 20000fcfa.Je me suis
diriger vers mes frères .Malheureusement ? Celui sur qui je comptait et avec lequel je m’entendais bien ne m’a
pu trouvé que 200fcfa .N’ayant pas compris son attitude, je me suis rendu chez lui demander si c’est à cause de
mon statut qu’il m’a traité ainsi? Sans aucune réponse fiable, les trois fois de suite que je me suis rendu chez
lui il m’a donné une gifle toute les trois fois.
D’autres parts, une de mes sœurs m’a fait sortir de notre maison familiale où nous vivions tous avant que je ne
sois malade
J’ai remarqué aussi que dans mon quartier, je fais objet d’une discrimination de la part des riverains qui font du
commérage sur ma personne, me doigtant à chaque fois que je passe. Il y a aussi une assez de méfiance de la
part des riverains qui ne veulent pas souvent me parler. Et toutes ses informations ont été données aux
riverains par ma propre sœur.
Conclusion :
J’ai fais l’objet de violence et d’harcèlement dans ma famille. Néanmoins, je ne suis pas aussi du tout dégagé
psychologiquement quand il s’agit de prendre des soins sanitaires dans un centre où les locaux sont mal
entretenus et qu’à mon avis, je pense que les formalités administratives me font penser que la confidentialité
de nos résultats n’est pas respectée.
Je vis dans une localité où les pratiques liées aux normes et pratiques culturelles pour contracter le VIH sont
très réduites
Je n’ai pas accès à des traitements pour le VIH et le Sida. Je suis actuellement sous ‘’Cotrimoxazole’’ car les
moyens techniques et financiers trop limités de notre gouvernement ne nous permet pas encore d’être inclus
(e) dans la prise d’ARV. L’inclusion des PVVIH à l’ARV à mon avis est devenue une affaire de corruption. Au lieu
de mettre tout le monde sous l’ARV, les médecins préfèrent prendre leurs proches et autres personnes
affiliées.
Les lois sur la propriété intellectuelle entravent l’accès aux traitements. A mon avis, la pandémie du VIH devra
être éradiquée si et seulement si l’OMPI (Organisation Mondiale de la Propriété Intellectuelle) et l’OMS
(Organisation Mondiale de la Santé) collaborent pour faciliter la fabrication des mêmes molécules d’ARV aux
plusieurs malades.
Notre Etat a voté en Décembre 2005, une loi vise à protéger les PVVIH. Aujourd’hui, il est très difficile d’obtenir
de l’assistance juridique de l’Etat car ce denier n’a pas mis à la disposition de la population des Juges ni Avocats
spécifiques pour plaider à cet effet.
Obtenir donc de l’assistance judiciaire d’une ONG oeuvrant dans la riposte de la maladie serait pour moi un
atout indéniable pour amener ces enjeux devant les tribunaux car il m’est difficile à ce jour de partager mon
statut sérologique publiquement.
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Senegal

XAM XAMLE

LES PREUVES DE L'IMPACT DES DROITS DE LA PERSONNE SUR LE VIH
je m'appelle X ,je suis président d'une association de MSM appelée XAM XAMLE du SÉNÉGAL. L'association est
reconnue en 2006 a une competance régioionale et compte 80 membres.
INTRODUCTION
A partir de 2008 l'homophobie qui était très présente dans la société sénégalaise a pris une tournure violentes
qui a profondément affecté au plan physique, moral, et psychologique les Msm qui on été discriminé,
stigmatisé, pourchassé, violenté etc
Cette situation d'atteinte grave aux droits de la personne a eu un impact négatif sur la lutte contre le VIH en ce
sens qu'elle a poussé les msm dans le repli, la clandestinité et a limité l'implication de cette cible vulnérable
dans la lutte contre le VIH
PROPOSITIONS
- Former et capaciter les organisations à base communautaire de la société civile pour la diffusion de messages
sur les droits des msm.
-Diffuser les témoignages sur l'impact de l'intolérance sur les activités de prévention et de prise en charge des
msm
- Plaidoyer pour amener les autorités et les décideurs en général à se prononcer sur les droits des msm et à
ratifier toutes les conventions relatives au droits des personnes.
- Élaborer des stratégies qui mettent en avant des traditions culturelles et religieuses africaines qui défendent
les valeurs de tolérance, l'assistance aux personnes en danger et l'inclusion.
- Encourager la participation de leader msm dans les stratégies de communication.
CONCLUSION
c'est pour mieux argumenter mon propos et pour mieux partager les expériences sur l'impact des droits des
personnes sur le VIH que je vous fais parvenir ma contribution en espérant une suite favorable à ma démarche
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Democratic Republic of Congo (DR Congo)

Association Africaine de Défense es Droits de
l’Homme, ASADHO

Les défis et les opportunités pour des changements dans la loi, des pratiques de l’application de la loi,
l’assistance juridique et l’accès à la justice.
Des lois et pratiques qui ont pour effet de criminaliser les PVV qui sont vulnérables
1. L’art 41 de la loi portant protection des PVV revient à criminaliser les PVV en le rapportant à l’art 45 : « Coup
des dispositions de l’art 45 de la présente loi… ». (Nous avons travaillé pour l’amendement de ces deux articles,
il dossier est au niveau de la première chambre, assemblée nationale)
2. La portée large et vague du champ de l’application du terme « aussitôt » à l’alinéa 1er de l’art 41. Le
dépistage volontaire est un acte qui demande un grand courage. Il est l’aboutissement d’un travail
d’accompagnement fait en amont. Cet acte ne peut en aucun cas être astreint à d’autres obligations, comme
celle d’en divulguer immédiatement le résultat à son, sa ou ses partenaire(s) sexuel(s), au risque de dissuader
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les gens de se faire dépister et de les conduire à vivre dans la clandestinité. Ce qui constituerait un obstacle
au travail de prévention du Vih/sida. La confidentialité des résultats doit rester intouchable, et la divulgation
des résultats doit demeurer un acte volontaire de la personne qui reçoit ses résultats.3. Raison de la
modification de l’art 41 : Aider la PVVih en insistant sur l’accompagnement psychosocial et non en lui imposant
une obligation de divulguer son statut sérologique. L’accompagnement psychosocial n’était pas mentionné
dans l’ancienne mouture de l’art 41 à l’étape de divulgation des résultats alors que plusieurs personnes
(surtout les femmes) se sont vues maltraitées ou discriminées pour avoir divulguées les résultats à leur (s)
partenaire(s). L’accompagnent social est une innovation de taille en ce qu’on crée un cadre de divulgation il y a
3 personnes et cela rassure la femme parce que il y a un troisième œil. (nous travaillons pour l’amendement du
plan stratégique dont le plan opérationnel 2011-2013 n’a pas pris en compte le cible)
Des lois ou des pratiques qui atténuent ou qui maintiennent la violence et la discrimination à l’égard des
femmes et des filles.
La RDC présente un terrain législatif favorable pour accompagner les transformations de genre. Le
Gouvernement congolais, en ratifiant la Convention sur l’élimination de toutes les formes de discrimination à
l’égard des femmes (CEDEF) et en adoptant le plan d’action de Beijing de 1995 a montré son engagement pour
la promotion des droits de la femme. La Constitution de la RDC approuvée par référendum populaire est un
grand instrument pour promouvoir l’égalité de genre en RDC. Cette Constitution qui traduit la volonté politique
et l’expression des aspirations nationales, prend en compte de manière explicite la promotion de l’égalité de
genre dans son préambule, et dans ses arts 5, 14 et 15. Elle met aussi en place les bases de légitimation de
toute politique d’égalité et d’équité de genre en RDC.
La RDC par le biais de son Gouvernement a déposé l’instrument de ratification du protocole additionnel à la
Charte africaine relatif aux droits de l’homme et des peuples relatifs aux droits des femmes (Protocole de
Maputo). Ce texte contient, dans les articles 52, 3 et 4, des dispositions pour l’élimination, la promotion de la
dignité et de la santé reproductive des femmes. La loi sur les violences sexuelles du 20 juillet 2006.
Concernant les personnes vivant avec le vih/sida, le pays a adopté la loi n°08/011 du 14 juillet 2008 portant la
protection des droits des personnes vivant avec le vih/sida et des personnes affectées. Cependant, la
responsabilité de ces engagements dépend de divers niveaux - communautaires, nationaux, régionaux et
mondiaux et implique différents acteurs, tels que les pouvoirs publics, les organismes des Nations unies, les
donateurs, la société civile, les médias et le secteur privé.
La riposte au sida peut devenir une force positive permettant de répondre aux violations des droits des
femmes et des filles, d’éradiquer la stigmatisation et la discrimination contre les femmes et les filles, de lutter
contre les lois criminalisant la transmission du vih/sida. Les lois portant atteinte au droit à la vie privée, à la
confidentialité et au droit d’être protégés contre la violence, les agressions sexuelles et le viol pendant et hors
mariage, pendant et hors conflits et situations d’urgence, ainsi que les lois sur les droits à l’héritage, à la
propriété, à l’accès et au contrôle de la propriété foncière, les lois sur la famille et toute autre politique et
pratique les droits des femmes. Les pouvoirs publics doivent réformer, édicter et renforcer les lois et la
législation afin d’éradiquer la discrimination contre les femmes et les filles.
Le système judiciaire doit promouvoir les droits des femmes concernant l’héritage et la propriété, l’accès et le
contrôle des droits fonciers, les droits à la santé sexuelle et reproductive. La violence exercée à l’égard des
femmes et des filles est une des manifestations les plus omniprésentes des inégalités entre les sexes et
constitue un indicateur du statut des femmes dans la société. La violence exercée à l’égard des femmes est
autant une cause qu’une conséquence de l’infection à vih. La violence doit par conséquent être traitée comme
partie intégrante des rispostes multisectorielles au vih. La mise en place de programmes de modifications des
normes sociales qui favorisent l’égalité des sexes et répondent à la violence exercée à l’égard des femmes,
notamment en décourageant sa perpétration. Ces programmes permettraient également d’accroitre
l’émancipation sociale et économique des femmes et de stopper des pratiques traditionnelles néfastes.
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Des lois et pratiques qui favorisent ou qui entravent l’accès à la prévention et au traitement contre le vih.
En RDC à part les campagnes focalisées sur la PTME, les messages destinés à la prévention ne sont pas orientés
à promouvoir de changement comportemental des hommes et des femmes ciblant les facteurs de risque liés
aux rôles de genre. A cause de décennies d’instabilité politique, le secteur de la santé est caractérisé par un
important déficit des infrastructures, un manque de personnel qualifié et une inaccessibilité financière quasi
générale. Tout ceci contribue à fragiliser la santé des populations en générale, à réduire l’accès aux services
pour la santé reproductive, aux informations et aux services en rapport avec le vih/sida et à accroitre les
risques d’exposition à la pandémie du sida et la mortalité maternelle et enfantine. Le plus souvent les PVV
après la détection de la maladie ne bénéficient pas d’un accompagnement psychosocial. Ils peuvent aussi être
marginalisés par leur famille ou leur groupe social. Malgré l’existence d’une volonté politique à promouvoir la
parité de genre en RDC, une revue des programmes nationaux de lutte contre la pandémie vih/sida et santé et
plus particulièrement le plan stratégique national 2010-2014, le plan sectoriel Vih/sida du secteur santé révèle
une extrême neutralité vis-à-vis de la prise en compte des différences de genre dans l’analyse de la situation, la
définition des objectifs, les choix stratégiques, le plan opérationnel et le suivi des projets.
A titre d’exemple, le plan sanitaire national définit les femmes enceintes, les femmes en uniforme et les
femmes victimes de violences basées sur le genre parmi le groupe cible et ont en exergue la vulnérabilité des
femmes face au vih/sida. Cependant, aucune analyse spécifique n’est pas faite permettant de cibler les
interventions pour répondre au besoin spécifique des femmes et des hommes. Sur le plan conceptuel et
opérationnel, ces aspects ne sont donc pas pris en compte. Les programmes neutres en termes de la prise en
compte de la dimension genre dans le domaine du sida ont un impact limité sur les déterminants de la maladie
liés aux disparités de genre alors que dans ce domaine, les problèmes de disparité de genre se posent encore
de façon profonde dans la société congolaise.
Des questions relatives aux enfants et le vih
La Convention des droits de l’enfant est très importante en ce qui concerne le droit à la santé, droit qui a
obtenu un reconnaissance quasi internationale dans tous les documents de droits humains elle fait mention du
travail effectué par le Comité des droits de l’enfant, en particulier des conclusions du commentaire général sur
le vih/sida et les enfants. L’approche adoptée pour le commentaire est une approche holistique des droits de
l’homme, qui comprend plusieurs objectifs comme le renforcement de la compréhension des droits humains et
des enfants dans un contexte de lutte contre le sida. De plus, les principaux fondamentaux de la convention
ont un impact important sur tous les droits de l’enfant. Plusieurs objectifs sont relevés comme prioritaires dans
la lutte conte le vih.sida. Cependant, ces mêmes objectifs peuvent être menacés par des obstacles culturels,
structurels et financiers. Les orphelins du sida, grandir sans ses parents signifie être privé de ses droits les plus
fondamentaux, à savoir le droit à l’éducation, le droit à la nourriture, le droit au logement et le droit à la santé,
sans parler de manque d’amour et de l’absence d’une structure familiale rassurante. L’enfant orphelin du sida
est par conséquent en situation particulièrement vulnérable. De plus, le risque de perdre ses deux parents est
plus que probable, de même que la contamination de l’enfant lui-même par ses propres géniteurs. L’orphelin
du sida en RDC, outre ses droits fondamentaux bafoué, connaitra un développement psychologique perturbé :
traumatisme profond lié à la perte de ses parents qu’il aura accompagnés tout au long de leur agonie,
culpabilité d’être encore en vie, honte par rapport au sida, maladie tabou qui a emporté ses parents, situation
nouvelle de chef de famille ou de personne nourricière, parent de remplacement pour ses frères et sœurs plus
jeune et responsabilités d’adulte sur des épaules d’enfant. En application de la convention des droits de
l’enfant, en particulier l’article 3 paragraphe 1 consacrant l’intérêt supérieur de l’enfant,les programmes
d’aide aux orphelins du sida doivent être articulés autour d’un seul protagoniste, à savoir l’enfant lui-même.
Cependant, une approche centrée sur l’orphelin serait stérile si elle ne prenait pas en considération la
communauté dans laquelle celui-ci évolue de même que sa famille de remplacement ou d’accueil.
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Democratic Republic of Congo (DR Congo)

ACTION SOLIDAIRE DE LA JEUNESSE POUR LE
DEVELOPPEMENT COMMUNAUTAIRE (ASOJEDEC)

Nous sommes une ONG évoluant dans la lutte contre le VIH/ SIDA , le droits humains, il ya de cela une
quinzaines d’années et dans la promotion des droits des personnes vivant avec le vih et victime de violences
par le leadership féminin depuis douze ans.
NOTRE EXPERIENCE dans ces domaines, entant que coordonnatrice et formatrice des pairs éducateurs dans la
lutte contre le sida et pour la promotion des droits des PVV, nos actions sont orientées dans l’encadrement de
ces derniers par la sensibilisation, orientation vers le CDV, le renforcement des capacités, l’accompagnement
psycho social/stigmatique, thérapeutique, juridique, socioéconomique, etc. Par ailleurs, les actions de
plaidoyer pour la mise en application de la loi portant protection des Personnes Vivant avec le VIH qui est non
connue dans nos communautés.
Etant donné que toutes personnes vivant avec le VIH sont des personnes à part entière, celles-ci jouissent des
mêmes droits que toutes autres personnes. Grâce à notre équipe de terrain composée des diverses
compétences féminines (psychologues, éducatrices sociales, médecins, juristes, paires éducatrices, etc), nous
menons différentes actions en direction des PVV, notamment :
-

Dans le domaine Thérapeutique : nous orientons vers les centres appropriés pour la prise en charge
médical. Nous les accompagnons pour le meilleur respect de traitement ; mais les difficultés sont telles que
les centres auprès desquels déférons les personnes sont souvent en manque d’approvisionnement en ARV,
aussi la difficulté liée au coût très cher de ces produits,

-

Dans le domaine Juridique, nous faisons la médiation et accompagnons dans quelques cas les victimes
auprès des instances juridiques,

-

Dans le domaine socioéconomique : Nous procédons au renforcement des capacités des PVV en vue de
l’auto prise en charge, pour le leadership féminin, la gestion des AGR, etc.
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Togo

Assistance PLUS Togo

Bien le VIH/SIDA soit connu de tous à travers plusieurs stratégies soit de préventions / prises en charge
intégrale (médicale, nutritionnelle, socio-économique, et culturelle), mais aussi par l’engagement des
décideurs pour une meilleure prévention et traitement par la gratuité des ARV et des examens biologiques
indispensables pour le traitement. Tous savons que quand à l’égalité homme-femme, le VIH est un mal qui
mine tous les efforts de la société et hypothèque le bien-être de la population sans distinction de sexe,
d’origine social, d’âge ni de religion.
Le Togo a signé les accords-cadres des droits humains internationaux qui l’obligent à respecter et à protéger les
droits de toute personne, quel que son statut sérologique et son genre. Cependant, les femmes séropositifs
sont sujets à des traitements dégradants et discriminatoires, entraînant les reproches, le désespoir,
l’isolement, la honte et conduisant à peu de liberté, ou une liberté restreinte, de choix dans tous les domaines
de la vie. De plus, l’inégalité des sexes dans tous les secteurs de la vie augmente le non-respect des droits
sexuels et génésiques, ainsi que les droits juridiques, économiques, religieux et politiques de plusieurs milliers
de femmes au Togo. Les inégalités sociales, économiques, religieuses et juridiques que les femmes rencontrent
sont amplifiées par un statut séropositif, et vice versa.
Au Togo les violations des droits sexuels des femmes et des filles, concernant le quand, comment et avec qui
avoir des rapports sexuels ou un enfant, les laissent souvent dans l’incapacité de se protéger du VIH ou de
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protéger leur santé et bien-être lorsqu’elles sont séropositives. Le mariage est souvent le seul recours pour les
femmes d’avoir un statut social et économique et une sécurité. Bien que le viol dans un mariage soit souvent
illégal, beaucoup d’hommes et de femmes pensent que l’homme a droit aux rapports sexuels sur demande. Les
femmes qui refusent les rapports sexuels ou qui essaient d’utiliser un préservatif sont souvent accusées
d’infidélité, et sont battues ou ‘punies’ d’une autre façon (séparation total de corps, divorce sans
consentement de la femme, abandon de famille la part de l’homme. Etc..). Fort d’avoir constaté toutes ces
pratiques inhumaines et l’égard des femmes, pratiques qui portent atteinte aux droits fondamentaux /
inaliénables des femmes, notre organisation s’est engagée a rétablir l’équilibre entre hommes et femmes au
vue des lois et instruments juridiques existants et ratifiés par l’Etat Togolais. Car la violation des droits des
femmes vivant avec le VIH/SIDA à une source de revenu qui entrave la réponse et aggrave l’impact négatif de
l’épidémie.
OBJECTIFS
Depuis la création de notre organisation en mars 2000, elle a pour objectifs de :
-

Plaider pour l’accès à la justice pour les femmes vivant avec le VIH/SIDA du Togo
Assister judiciairement les femmes séropositives Togolaise

RÉSULTATS:
-

-

-

342 femmes séropositives sont formées et informées sur les procédures judiciaires et leurs droits
fondamentaux, entre 2007 et 2010
212 plaintes ont été recensées et traduites en justices, plaintes émanant des femmes séropositives des
localités de Lomé, Sokodé, Kara, Pagouda, et Niamtougou. Ce qui n’était pas possible avant leur mise en
confiance par les actions de sensibilisation, mobilisation et d’éducation de notre organisation
11 femmes séropositives ont retrouvées la garde de leurs enfants aux suites des jugements rendu au
tribunal de première instance de Sokodé, sur la demande des femmes séropositives victimes. Car ells
avaient perdu la garde de leurs enfants suite au décès de leurs époux, les parents des époux gardées les
enfants et ramenées les femmes à leurs familles, histoire mettre les femmes hors d’état de jouir des biens
des époux décédés.
Nous avons contribué à la rédaction du Rapport de l’Examen Périodique, sur les droits des femmes
séropositives du Togo, rapport soumit à la commission des droits de l’homme de l’ONU le 14 Mars 2011
pour le compte du Togo.

STRATEGIES
A fin d’arriver aux dits résultats nous avons conjointement avec les autres organisations de promotion,
protection et défense des droits des femmes séropositives, engagés des actions suivantes :
-

Organisation des groupes de parole des femmes
Réunions de plaidoyer avec les différents intervenants judiciaire et les femmes séropositives
Publication de différentes activités à travers un bulletin mensuel d’information
Organisation des émissions radio et télévisées sur le thème droits de l’homme
Accompagnement des femmes séropositives au parquet soit pour la déposition de plaintes, ou pour les
audiences par le juge du siège.
La conservation de la confidentialité de la séropositivité des femmes plaignantes.

EXTRAIT DES PHOTOS DES SEANCES DE PLAIDOYER ET DE SENSIBILISATIONS SUR L’ACCES POUR LES FEMMES
SEROPOSITIVES ET SUR LES DROITS DES FEMMES SEROPOSITIVES DANS LE NORD TOGO.
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Central African Republic

Association Vivre Laisser Vivre

Je suis une personne vivant avec le VIH. En 2004, j’ai été victime d’une stigmatisation dans ma communauté
puis au lieu de mon travail ce qui m’a poussé à la fondation d’une ONG dénommée Association Vivre Laisser
Vivre.
Je ferai plus de détails lorsque l’occasion de participer à ce dialogue Régional m’offrira ; mais je vais tout de
même témoigner ce qui m’est arrivé et que je continue de garder le mauvais souvenir jusqu’aujourd’hui.
Notre pays dispose d’une loi fixant Droits et Obligations des Personnes vivant avec le (VIH que j’aurai l’occasion
de présenter le contenu), qui entrave les conditions de vie de cette catégorie de personnes que nous sommes
et compromet les efforts de la prise en charge globale des personnes vivant avec le VIH/SIDA.
L’Article 27 de la loi stipule que :
« Toutes personnes vivant avec le VIH ne doit entretenir que des rapports sexuels protégés »
L’Article 34 stipule que :
« Est puni d’un emprisonnement de 2 à 5 ans et d’une amande de 100 000 à 1 000 000 f CFA celui qui, se
sachant porteur de VIH entretiennent des relations sexuelles non protégées »
En effet, il ne s’agit même pas seulement des personnes séropositives mais de toutes personnes vivant avec le
VIH, même ceux qui ignorent leur statut sérologique et dont peut faire le test par la suite et les inculper
rétrospectivement. Donc les Personnes vivant avec le VIH sont condamnées à ne plus faire d’enfants
(Interdiction de droit de procréation à un couple)
Revenons sur ce que j’avais vécu :
Je vivais avec une amie depuis presque deux ans. En juin 2003 j’étais tombé malade je souffrais d’une myosite
à la jambe droite. Tellement que mon état physique était dégradé les parents de mon amie me soupçonnent
d’être porteur du virus de VIH et que leur fille serait déjà infectée ; à cette période je ne connaissais pas encore
mon statut sérologique..
J’ai été traduit en justice par les parents de mon amie Alphonsine.
Le tribunal du chef de quartier en audience publique, m’a condamné de verser la somme de (100 000f CFA) à
Alphonsine mon amie et m’intime l’ordre de prendre soins d’elle au cas où elle tombera malade durant toute
sa vie ; tout le quartier me stigmatise après cette condamnation jusqu’aujourd’hui.
Autre fait qui est survenu à une femme Membre de notre Association.
L’Article 29 de cette loi stipule que :
« Toute PVVIH est tenue d’informer son conjoint de son état de séropositivité. Cette obligation s’impose
également en ces de concubinage notoire ».
Article 39 stipule que :
« Est puni d’un emprisonnement de 3 mois à 1 an ou d’une amande de
10 000f CFA à 1 000 000f CFA toute personne vivant avec le VIH/SIDA qui ne déclare pas son état à son conjoint
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ou à l’autre partenaire dans le cas du concubinage notoire».
En réalité, toutes les Personnes vivant avec le VIH n’ont pas fait le test de dépistage sauf dans la situation d’un
état avancé de maladie ; celui-ci est volontaire.
Les Mamans de la PTPE doivent informer leur conjoint et risque d’être chasser du foyer ; c’est la raison pour
laquelle ont ne parle plus de PTME mais de PTPE (pour réduire la stigmatisation des Mamans) ; comme
conséquence :
Les personnes sexuellement actives refusent de se protéger sous peine d’être soupçonné de porteur de VIH ;
Beaucoup de gens viennent au Centre de Dépistage que quand ils sont malades. Cette loi a aggravé cet échec.
Concernant le concubinage notoire : la vie d’une personne dépendrait- elle de la notoriété du rapport sexuel ?
On informe certains mais pas d’autres selon la « notoriété ».
Par rapport à cette loi, Kaltouma, une mère d’enfant membre de notre Association a été évincée de la maison
conjugale après avoir informé son conjoint de son statut sérologique + après un examen prénatal.
Tout le quartier l’incrimine et la stigmatise en tout lieu.
Dans la maison qu’elle a loué et vit avec ses deux enfants, ses voisins de case lui refusent de se soulager dans la
latrine commune du bailleur destiné aux locataires sous prétexte de se contaminer du VIH ; elle se soulage
dans des poches en plastique et attend la nuit pour aller déposer dans le caniveau au bord de la grand route.
Notre organisation a réagit.
Une équipe était allée d’abord vers le Bailleur de Kaltouma. Celui- ci n’a pas pallié la situation. Nous avons
déposé plainte contre les voisines méchantes à la Brigade criminelle de Bangui mais hélas les auteurs n’ont
même pas été punies et Kaltouma était obligé de quitter ce loyer pour partir à Kaga Bandoro ( une sous
préfecture de la Centrafrique) continuer sa vie chez son oncle maternel.
Je serai beaucoup explicite au moment du dialogue régional.
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Association vivre pour sauvé en sigle AVIPOS

Les contributions doivent avoir été reçues par la poste ou par courriel avant la fermeture des bureaux le
vendredi 10 juin 2011.
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AZUR Développement/ Réseau Sida Afrique

Nous sommes une organisation de femmes qui travaille dans la promotion des droits des femmes, notamment
les droits des femmes et filles survivantes de violence, les femmes et les filles vivant avec le VIH/SIDA entre
autres, et nous représentons le secrétariat du Réseau Sida Afrique (www.reseausida.org) qui renforce les
capacités de ses membres en Afrique du centre et de l’ouest sur les droits des PVVIH.
Sur la fourniture des soins médicaux et l’accès au traitement
La stigmatisation et la discrimination continue dans la fourniture des soins médicaux au Congo; notamment par
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les agents de santé, et les plaintes que nous recevons le personnel paramédical et les pharmaciens des
hôpitaux sont souvent cité, l’emplacement des officines d’attente des patients pour le retrait des
médicaments fait que certains patients passent par d’autres pour s’approvisionner en ARV par crainte. Nous
avons reçu des plaintes des personnes vivant avec le VIH dans les départements de la Lékoumou, de la
Bouenza et du Niari à ce sujet.
En ce qui concerne Brazzaville et Pointe-Noire, nous avons organisé en 2009 et 2010 des ateliers d’échanges
entre les unités de prise en charge des PVVIH et les patients afin de discuter de tous ces problèmes et
encourager la compréhension mutuelle.
Le traitement pour les femmes vivant avec le VIH n’est toujours pas disponible dans certaines zones rurales et
les patients doivent marcher sur des kilomètres pour aller s’approvisionner, ce qui fait qu’il y a beaucoup de
perdues de vue, et aussi surtout pour les femmes autochtones; elles sont abandonnées à leur propre sort.
Sur les populations autochtones; il n’y a pas à ce jour des statistiques disponibles pour savoir quel est le
nombre des autochtones infectées par le VIH/SIDA; car le système de statistiques dans les hôpitaux et centres
de traitement n’inclut pas cela. Cependant, étant donné la vulnérabilité des autochtones, il demeure encore un
grand travail de prévention et de dépistage du VIH à mener afin que celles qui peuvent être sous traitement
puissent y accéder.
Par exemple, dans le département de la Lékoumou, il n’y a pas de centres de dépistage à Zanaga, et les
habitants doivent parcourir 3 heures de route en voiture pour aller le faire à Sibiti; or ceci rend même la
prévention inefficace car il y a peu d’opportunités pour celles qui n’ont pas les moyens de voyager ou ne
peuvent attendre les quelques dépistages mobiles qui y sont organisés. C’est le cas également pour le
traitement du VIH/SIDA où il n’est accessible qu’au district de Sibiti pour tout le département.
Etant donné les faibles ressources des associations de personnes vivant avec le VIH en zone rurale, elles
n’organisent généralement pas des permanences hospitalières, ont du mal à atteindre les zones enclavées ou
hors des grands centres/ principaux et donc ne peuvent étendre leurs actions aux PVVIH qui sont dans le
besoin.
La pauvreté demeure aussi un frein à l’accès au traitement dans la mesure où en zone rurale les femmes vivant
avec le VIH en particulier ont la charge de nourrir la famille, et il y a peu de programmes de lutte contre la
pauvreté qui les cible particulièrement. Nous appuyons des activités génératrices de revenus pour les femmes
vivant avec le VIH en zone rurale depuis 2 ans et avons constaté que l’observance thérapeutique s’améliore
lorsque la femme séropositive a la capacité de satisfaire à certains de ses besoins vitaux.
Sur le droit au travail
Nous recevons des informations sur la discrimination des PVVIH au travail. A Pointe-Noire dans la filière
hôtellerie, il est une pratique que des employés sont dépistés à leur insu et leur statut sérologique est dévoilé
aux autres, et des cas de licenciement ont été signalés sur ce fait. Nous effectuons actuellement une étude sur
le sujet. Ceci signifie aussi que les séro-ignorants sont aussi ciblés et qu’il faut sensibiliser toute la population
en âge de travailler sur la loi sur le VIH/SIDA.
Il faudrait une forte implication des syndicats dans la protection des droits des travailleurs, car ceux qui sont
licenciés pour leur statut sérologique ne savent souvent que faire et abandonnent.
Il faut décrier aussi le manque de cadre de concertation libre et volontaire des associations de lutte contre le
SIDA, droits humains, développement et autres qui devraient débattre et évaluer les actions entreprises, car
souvent isolées ou à petite échelle. Car des actions de lutte contre la stigmatisation et la discrimination des
PVVIH en milieu du travail ne peuvent pas être efficaces si ces efforts ne sont pas coordonnés.
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Or, les cadres de concertation existants sont souvent restrictifs aux acteurs de lutte contre le VIH/SIDA et aussi
scindés en ceux qui travaillent pour la prévention et ceux qui sont dans la prise en charge des personnes vivant
avec le VIH/SIDA.
Sur les droits successoraux
Les femmes et les enfants continuent de perdre leurs droits successoraux à cause de leur statut sérologique.
Elles sont accusées d’apporter le VIH au foyer, elles sont expulsées de leur domicile ou subissent le chantage
de renoncer à leurs biens. Nous avons reçu des cas des veuves mais aussi des femmes séropositives
abandonnées par leurs familles et conjoints, dont les enfants ne perçoivent pas les allocations familiales.
Les interventions en matière de lutte contre le SIDA dans le volet prise en charge juridique sont très faibles; il y
a très de peu de fonds accessibles aux associations dans ce domaine et les interventions sont ponctuelles.
Depuis 2008, nous menons des actions de renforcement de capacités, de plaidoyer, de sensibilisation et
dialogues dans les hôpitaux et dans les associations de personnes séropositives.
Sur la violence faite aux femmes et aux filles
La violence faite aux femmes et aux filles sous ses différentes formes continue et persiste et constitue une
source de vulnérabilité au VIH/SIDA. Nous menons des actions de prévention et d’appui psycho social aux
survivantes de violence, et actuellement, ce ne sont pas seulement les filles qui sont visés par les viols, il y a
aussi les garçons qui sont sodomisés, les cas d’inceste sont aussi en hausse quoiqu’il n’ya pas un système de
rapportage approprié.
L’impunité demeure pour les auteurs de violence au Congo, car les auteurs ne sont pas inquiétés du fait de la
lenteur des procédures judiciaires et des vides juridiques. Les sessions criminelles ne sont pas organisées
régulièrement pour punir les auteurs de violence.
Les survivantes de violence n’ont pas confiance en la justice, et aussi il n’y a pas assez de structures de prises
en charge. Elles ne peuvent pas souvent payer les frais de consultation médicale et les examens médicaux
nécessaires après des cas des violences physiques ou sexuelles; cela aussi veut dire que l’offre pour le
dépistage du VIH aux femmes et filles victimes de violence est réduite.
Les interventions de lutte contre le VIH/SIDA ou d’appui aux femmes vivant avec le VIH/SIDA qui intègrent
aussi la lutte contre la violence sont faibles. Des initiatives que nous avons menées en collaboration avec des
associations de femmes séropositives à Brazzaville ont montré l’importance de mettre cette approche à
l’échelle.
Des documents de référence peuvent être fournis sur demande.
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Association Femme Plus Du Congo (A.F.P.C.)

Je suis Madame X, j’ai 56 ans, je suis Présidente de l’association Femme Plus du Congo qui est une association
des Femmes vivant avec le vih/sida à Brazzaville République du Congo
Effectivement j’ai été maintes fois victime de discriminations et de stigmatisations à cause de mon statut
sérologique surtout avec ma parution dans les médias pour la sensibilisation et la défense des droits des
femmes vivant avec le vih/sida.Je suis une femme vivant avec le le vih/sida ,je suis souvent l’objet des blâmes
même par mes propres parents parce que je parais dans les médias dévoilant ma sérologie au grand public.
Voilà même pourquoi j’ai repris mon nom de jeune fille parce que ,une fois après une émission à la télévision
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j’avais été interpellée par un parent de mon défunt époux qui me reprochait de salir l’image de leur défunt
frère en disant aux gens que j’étais séropositive.
De la part des professionnels de santé quand j’étais atteinte d’une candidose buccale qui m’avait gardé deux
mois durant au Centre Hospitalier et Universitaire. Le premier jour personne ne connaissait mon statut, j’étais
bien traitée , le deuxième jour mon dossier e provenance du CTA avait révélé mon statut .C’est alors que les
infirmières ont commencé à appeler celle qui me soignait.., voyant que cette infirmière qui me soignait ne
venait pas vers elles ,une infirmière.Celle-ci prénom ,j’ai bonne souvenance . Quand elles se sont vraiment
rendues compte qu’elle ne venait alors une est venue carrément la prendre par la main et l’a tirée dans leur
salle. A son retour elle a changé de comportement elle était devenue très agressive à mon égard et
m’exigeait maintenant des gants. Elle me tenait maintenant avec dédain .Elle obligea à ma fille qui me gardait
d’amener une bassine d’eau pour qu’elle puisse se laver les mains et c’est ce qui fut fait. .A chaque fois quand
son bras était en contact avec mon corps elle se lavait les mains puis passait l’alcool dessus tout en changeant
de gants bien sûr. Les candidoses ayant endommagé ma gorge et ma bouche ,je ne pouvais pas parler car
j’avais très mal ,je ne pouvais même pas ouvrir ma bouche ,ni boire ni manger .Pour manger il fallait que le
tout passe par les perfusions ou encore il fallait mettre une substance dans ma bouche ,celle-ci la rendait
insensible là je pouvais avaler ne fusse que la bouillie et cela durant un mois et demi .Je vous assure que c’était
pénible ,tout le personnel soignant qui entrait dans la salle pendant les visites ne s’attardait pas à mon chevet
surement de peur d’être contaminé .J’était malheureuse ……
La loi à l’époque était inexistante, donc nous n’étions pas protégées même par les droits humain
Les lois pénales ne sont pas utilisées contre nous mais ce sont les accusations qui sont contre nous surtout que
pour la majorité des cas ce sont les femmes qui connaissent très tôt leurs statuts sérologiques soit à travers
des consultations natales soit par des maladies prolongées dues à leur vulnérabilité
Effectivement cela entrave beaucoup notre accès au service de santé liée au vih par peur d’être stigmatisées et
discriminées. Les femmes préfèrent se blottir, se cacher et attendre la mort en silence puisque pour celles qui
vont à la maternité, sur leur fiche prénatale il y a la prescription P.T.M.E.. Malgré quelques sensibilisations
qu’on fait auprès du personnel de santé santé en l’occurrence les sages –femmes le message n’est toujours pas
bien perçu, les femmes en travail sont parfois négligées jusqu'à ce que la mort s’en suive. Voilà la cause de
beaucoup de décès chez les femmes vivant avec le VI/sida dans notre pays
Je suis une Femme vivant avec le Vih /sida et je m’occupe des autres femmes vivant avec le vih/sida de mon
association car nous hébergeons même celles qui sont rejetées dans notre siège. Oui nous avons accès à des
services de santé mais pas à l’assistance sociale Nous sommes abandonnées à nous-mêmes .Nous nous
débrouillons pour notre survie.
Oui j’ai déjà été traitée de façon injuste par mon chef Hiérarchique qui voulait me muter parce que j’avais
déclaré ma séropositivité dans les médias et il avait déclaré qu’il ne pouvait plus me garder dans sa structure
parce qu’il ne veut pas décorer les gens à titre posthume. Quand j’ai appris cela ,je me suis rendue chez la
Secrétaire Exécutive du Conseil National de lutte contre le sida pour rendre compte et celle-ci m’a dit :calme –
toi ,attendons la sortie de la note et nous verrons .La suite je n’ai plus su .La note n’est plus parue et la
structure qui devait me recevoir me disait toujours :Nous t’attendons Madame puisque ,le chef nous avons
promis vous envoyer chez nous pour être chef de division du personnel.
Tenez –vous bien, la personne qui ne voulait pas me décorer à titre posthumes aujourd’hui était décédée et la :
FEMME DU SIDA comme il m’appelait dans les coulisses ,je suis encore en vie
Non je n’ai plus de risque de contamination du virus puisque je l’ai déjà
Oui j’ai accès à des traitements car je suis depuis 2002 sous traitement antirétroviral.
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Oui notre gouvernement a rendu gratuit le traitement A.R.V. sous toute l’étendue du territoire Congolais.
Oui nous pouvons maintenant obtenir l’assistance judiciaire de notre Gouvernement car la loi portant
protection des personnes vivant avec le VIH/sida vient d’être adoptée dans notre pays et ceci le 28 Avril
2011,donc nous pouvons aussi maintenant amener ces enjeux dans nos tribunaux en cas de discrimination liée
au VIH
Des services juridiques comme tels non .Mais nous référons les personnes vivant avec le VIH/sida auprès des
services habiletés pour le rétablissement de leurs droits
Oui, nous offrons des services aux personnes vivant avec le Vih/sida, aux femmes aussi dans
l’accompagnement dans l’observance au traitement dans l’éducation thérapeutique, à l’éducation
nutritionnelle, à la promotion et la sensibilisation de leurs droits, à leur développement en ce qui concerne
leur autonomie économique financière à travers des activités génératrices de revenus. En ce qui concerne les
enfants, la majorité sont nôtres car notre association renferme, des femmes pour la majorité des veuves ,chefs
de ménage ayant des enfants à leur charge ,ainsi nous plaidons la cause de ceux-ci pour qu’ils soient prises en
compte comme enfant orphelins et vulnérables et parfois ce que nous obtenons pour la prise en compte
partielle de leur scolarité
Oui nous travaillons à élaborer les lois protectrices des P.V.V.I.H. car avec le financement de URGENT ACTION
FUND, nous avions fait des plaidoyers àl’endroit des femmes parlementaires de notre pays pour l’adoption de
cette loi qui vient d’être adoptée en Avril dernier. La fois passée encore nous avons fait un atelier sur la dignité
de la femme séropositive discriminée dans le processus de l’avant projet portant protection des personnes
vivant avec le vih/sida. Cette activité nous a amenées dans le Département de la Cuvette e Centrale où une
Femme sujette de stigmatisation avait d’abord été ruinée car possédant un restaurant à Makoua, quand les
gens avaient su qu’elle était séropositive, ne venaient plus acheter parce que quand les clients venaient vers le
Restaurant les autres disaient : N’allez pas là-bas car la femme –là a le sida et si vous allez manger de cette
nourriture vous serez contaminés. Cette femme a fini par faire faillite et s’étant recroquevillée en elle, elle a
refusé de se rendre au centre de santé pour s’approvisionner en A.R.V. car c’était l’infirmier du centre qui
avait divulgué ce secret. Ayant appris cela nous nous sommes rendues dans cette localité pour faire la
sensibilisation du personnel de santé de cet hôpital et au grand marché .Et en partenariat avec le Conseil
National de lutte contre le sida, nous nous sommes déployés dans les département la sensibilisation de l’avant
projet de cette loi. Maintenant nous attendons des partenaires pour nous aider à la vulgariser dans les
départements de notre pays
Je suis une activiste dont le travail renforce les preuves sur l’impact des droits de la personne sur le VIH et le
SIDA. Je travaille en partenariat avec d’autres association dans le cadre du renforcement sur les droits des
personnes vivant avec le VIH/sida .Nous avons eu aussi au mois d’Avril 2011, un atelier de formation pour les
femmes pour la défense des femmes victimes de toutes sortes de violence dans une localité appelée KINKALA
dans le Département du Pool
Tout dernièrement du 18 au 21 Avril 2011,après KINKALA ,nous avons encore eu un atelier régional sur le
leadership Féminin .Cet atelier a regroupé les Femmes séropositives du Benin, Cameroun ,de la R.C.A.,la
R.D.C.,la R.C.notre pays ,le Togo, le Tchad etc…Cet atelier a consisté à renforcer la femme séropositive ,à lui
donner les capacité de s’exprimer ,de sortir de sa coquille et de défendre ses droits etc.….
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COMITE D’APPUI AU TRAVAIL SOCIAL DE RUE

Brève présentation de la structure
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Le Comité d’Appui au Travail Social de Rue en sigle CATSR, a été en date du 22 décembre 2006 dans le but de
constituer une plat forme des ONG intervenant avec l’approche de travailleur social de rue pour la promotion
et protection de droit de l’enfant.
A ce sujet, depuis CATSR a mener le plaidoyer pour la mise en œuvre de deux loi consécutive à savoir la loi
portant protection de droit de l’enfant et celle portant protection de droit de personne vivant avec VIH SIDA et
personne affecté par le VIH SIDA.
Sur ce, nos différent enquête sur le terrain prouve à suffisance que les instruments juridique promulgués au
même moment ne sont pas assez vulgarisés et leurs mesures d’accompagnement semblent être insuffisants.
Voilà pourquoi à travers ces assises nous voulons montez en crénons pour démontrer certains caractéristique
discriminatoire observé dans vécu quotidien de PVV et PA.
Notre contribution au dialogue régional africain 2011
En effet, par rapport au back round et à la mission dévolue au CATSR, nous avons accueilli simultanément les
deux lois à savoir :
-

la loi portant protection des personnes vivant avec le VIH ; et personne affecté par les VIH SIDA ;

-

ainsi que celle portant protection des droits des enfants ; car ce dernier est également le fruit de notre
plaidoyer pour sa mise en œuvre avec l’appui de la Communauté Française de Belgique et Dynamo
International.

Vue l’étendue de notre pays, et au regard des abus en rapport à ces deux outils juridiques, nous déplorons for
malheureusement la discrimination d’une part en terme de l’autorisation ou de l’accord que les parents offrent
en guise de consentement pour les dépistages du VIH dans le chef de leurs enfants or cette approche nous la
trouvons négative dans le sens qu’elle est entrain de restreindre le droit de l’enfant.
Par ailleurs, les enfants de la rue que nous accompagnons catégorisé comme personnes à haut risque en
matière du VIH/SIDA, mais le paradoxe s’installe en ce qui concerne la non prise en compte de leur
vulnérabilité au sujet de multiplication de centre pouvant les accompagnés en cette matière.
L’accès universel au soin de qualité et de proximité en domaine du VIH/SIDA est de moins à moins considéré et
si le viol sexuel dont les enfants et femmes en sont régulièrement victimes, c’est parce que les mesures
d’accompagnements et autres dispositions appropriées ne concernent que certaines personnes d’où nous
déplorons la justice à deux vitesse.
En fin, le dialogue régional est un enjeux de taille pour que notre plaidoyer soit attendu de sorte qu’on apporte
certain correctif et dispositif de l’applicabilité de nos deux lois pour que leurs effectivité puisse être à la porté
de tous et que l’impunité de violeur de ces lois cesse d’où les règles de jeux de la bonne gouvernance et
rédévabilité seront prise en compte et la vision de ce assisse pourrait être une réalité tant attendu par bon
nombre des victimes et d’activistes dans le cadre de la riposte contre le VIH sida en RDC et dans la région
d’Afrique.
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Je suis un jeune msm sénégalais séropositif qui vit maintenant à Kaolack comme professeur de mathématiques
et sciences physiques
J’ai vécu dans le milieu msm dakarois donc je vais vous rencontrer l’essentiel
En 2001 quand j’ai eu mon bac je vivais a l’université avec des copains hétéros dans une chambre .Un jour de
weekend quand mes voisins sont partis chez leurs parents je suis resté a l’université et j’ai fait la rencontre
d’un homme plus âgé que moi dans un bar tout prêt de l’université ,on est allé dans ma chambre pour faire
l’amour on a utilisé de préservatif mais après il m a demandé de l argent sinon il allais dehors dire qu’ ‘il m a
baisé et voici le préservatif qu’il a comme preuve et j’ai du accepté son chantage .Je connais aussi la rencontre
des msm qui se sont mariés et ont des enfants et pour eux utiliser un préservatif peut amener des preuves . Je
fais tout pour leur parler de l’avantage de l’utilisation des préservatifs mais c’est très difficile car les pluparts
d’entre eux reçoivent chez eux quand leurs femmes sont absentes et ce n’est pas sur. J ai du prendre une
chambre pour qu’il utilise de préservatifs avec leurs partenaires dans cette chambre allais presque chaque
semaine a DIVISION SIDA pour en procurer des préservatifs que je laissais dans la chambre En février 2008 un
magazine de la place ICONE avait publié des photos d’une soit disant mariage gay qu’on avait fait y avait six
mois et j’y figure a semé un empereur énorme au Sénégal et on a fait l’arrestation de certains msm par la
police et comme j étais un peu célèbre a Dakar a ce moment donc j’ai du aller a Kaolack car on m’avait agressé
deux fois a Dakar et on m a poignardé et quand suis allé a la police car je connaissais mes agresseurs ils me
traitent de tout les noms et me jette dehors parce que suis msm et ils ont bien fait de m’agresser ils devraient
me tuer car c’est ce que la religion a dit pour nous les msm .Je ne pouvais plus aller a l’université suivre mes
cours ni même sortir de ma maison .A ce moment je ne pourrais mémé pas aller a l’hôpital suivre
normalement mon traitement ARV car on disait dans la presse que tous les msm ont le sida ,j avais peur de
prendre des médicaments pour qu’ on me stigmatise .J ai tellement souffert a ce moment alors j’ai pris la
décision de quitter Dakar .J avais un ami msm qui est a Kaolack alors il m a proposé de déposer comme
professeur vacataire j’ai suivi son conseil et maintenant je suis a Kaolack comme professeur de mathématiques
et sciences physiques mais j aille a Dakar des fois pour voir mes amis mais ils baisent sans préservatifs et c’est
très dur de leur parler de l’utilisation de préservatifs car la loi interdit la relation contre nature et faut être
discret pour cela donc c’est mieux de le faire sans préservatifs ainsi y aura pas de preuve mais avec un
préservatif il se peut que quelque un voit l’emballage du préservatif dans la chambre et ça peut avoir des
conséquence sur ta vie.
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HIV/AIDS has become a globally accepted predicament and many have suffered discrimination and stigma due
to HIV /AIDS, but those that have suffered the effect, are those that are directly affected by the disease itself.
As a researcher, the effects of this disease could not go unnoticed and has attracted the attention of many.
Experience and knowledge gained during the research, has revealed a lot of issues that have to be dealt with
by the government and the international bodies that can enforce the policies nationally through treaties with
the government as they work hand in hand. Inter alia the following issues to get global attention to be able to
get solutions to the problem.
Does the law in Tanzania treat people vulnerable with HIV/AIDS as criminals?
There is an importance of legal protection of Human Rights in curbing HIV/AIDS because lack of access to
adequate health care and basic health needs and the well being makes HIV/AIDS to remain as a death
sentence. This therefore calls for the enactment of laws that protect the spread of HIV/AIDS and also at the
same time protecting the rights of those affected by HIV/AIDS.
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Tanzania has implemented laws to protect persons infected with HIV, protecting them from discrimination,
forceful HIV testing and these laws inter alia include;
-

The constitution of the Republic of Tanzania 1977.

This embodies the human rights that are internationally recognized and governments that have ratified are
expected to protect them, these rights include rights to life, health and non discrimination
-

HIV& AIDS (prevention and control) Act 2008

-

Anti-Trafficking in persons Act 2008

-

The code of practice on Hiv/Aids and the world of work 2010

The problem with the implementation of these laws is that it criminalizes intentional transmission of HIV/AIDS,
making it an offence to intentionally transmit HIV/AIDS and on conviction shall be liable to imprisonment for a
term not exceeding 5 years. This may discourage a person from seeking out other services in order to avoid
being constantly monitored as a criminal and arrest in case of any accusation of intentional transmission.
The other problem of the enacted laws related to HIV/AIDS, is the enforceability of these laws. The
enforceability of rights in Tanzania is through the Basic Rights and Duties Enforceability Act which enforces just
some specified rights and not all the rights in the Constitution. It’s been shown that laws and traditional
practices pose obstacles to some efforts taken to combat HIV in Tanzania, some people don’t access the health
facilities due to cultural beliefs or interpretation of some laws.
What government has done to help those affected by HIV/AIDS
To curb this, the Tanzanian Government in the recent years has increased its trained VCT counselors, in 20092010, that’s to say, 5000 were trained as VCT counselors and 7.3 million people attended HIV testing and
counseling.
It was reported in the Tanzania Human Rights Report 2010 on page 123 paragraph 4.1.4.2 when one Aloyce
Baba, a program officer that the HIV Clinton Foundation in Mtwara that there is a shortage of centers in
Mtwara for HIV testing meaning the majority of the people in rural areas do not have access to VCT services.
This means that Government has ignored the fact that rural areas are also affected with HIV/AIDS and
concentrated in the urban areas whose population is more able to avail themselves with health services. The
problem is in the rural areas where they have traditional practices like wife inheritance, cross generational sex
through early marriages and conducting especially in the Muslim community whose age for marriage for girls is
15 years, marriage ceremonies without HIV/AIDS tests which has kept such population ignorant and hence the
increase in the spread of HIV/AIDS.
There has been an annual increase in total government expenditure on HIV/AIDS in 2010 to pay for medical
supplies, services, drugs, remuneration, training and seminars. But the Government has not concentrated on
HIV/AIDS awareness and prevention measures at the community level. This awareness will expose the ways
the disease is spread, the effects which has been increased orphans and street children, this will help change
the ignorant beliefs that people have; some do not even know that HIV/AID existed, they have associated the
disease with witchcraft and they seek medical help from which doctors, that have constantly increased on the
spread of HIV/AIDS due to ignorance. With this we shall be using the famous saying that prevention is better
than cure.
The government also offers strong medicine (ARV) to the population affected with HIV/AIDS without offering
them food while government employees are given food allowance plus ARV. This has raised a big cry among
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the infected population, a bigger percentage of Tanzanian population is poor and cannot afford to feed
themselves. This has proved unequal treatment of the people by the Government and some have been
weakened by the ARVs due to lack of proper feeding which they cannot afford and hence die quicker than
expected.
Another big problem with the government scheme is that its provision of ARVs does not reach users on time
and some time it is not enough especially in the rural areas hence it is not sufficient, the treatment
concentrates on provision of ARVs and forgetting other important services like nutritious food or food
supplements for persons with HIV/AIDS in rural areas and those working in informal sectors. Best practices
from countries have shown that good nutrition is one of the key components of care and support for PLHA,
which helps build vulnerability to opportunistic infections. Good nutrition helps boost the immunity of those
that are infected with HIV/AIDS and helps them stay strong for long.
The Government has also concentrated on ARVs and has ignored the other diseases that come along like T.B
forcing those infected to fend for themselves. One of the complaints was recorded in the human rights report
2010 when she said;
‘I am a widow, my house has been demolished by the government so I am homeless…I am also undergoing T.B
and ARV doses but I can’t use them as I can’t afford to buy a cup of milk. You should have mercy on us as I do
not even have bus fare to go back home to my hut”
This means that Government has other policies that are impacting negatively those affected by HIV/AIDS.
Government should expand the scheme that provides nutritious food and food supplements to persons
infected with HIV as they give them ARVs.
Traditions and religions which allow polygamy, give women little decision making power continue to increase
the risk of HIV spread and the law has not implemented laws that give the right of equality and non
discrimination that are embodied in the constitution.
Some religions prohibit the use of condoms and other means to prevent HIV/AIDS. T he way to ensure these
rights, is to enshrine them in the constitution and make them enforceable in the courts of law, to avoid stigma
and discrimination, among women who test HIV/ AIDS during antenatal. The law should require both husband
and wife to go for antenatal counseling and testing.
The most vulnerable groups of persons with HIV/AIDS are the women, children, prisoners, communities like
pastoralists and nomads and other marginalized groups.
Life insurance, pensions, health insurance and death benefits are some of the effective legal protections in
respect of social welfare of its people as a priority.
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Togo

Association Le JADE-Pour La Vie!

L’expérience que je vais partager a été vécue par une personne vivant avec le VIH Qui a appris son statut
sérologique à la suite de la maladie de sa fille .Choquée par cette Information elle en a parlé au retour de
l’hôpital à son mari. Ce dernier réalise aussi son test Qui donne un résultat négatif. Depuis ce jour, il a retiré
tous les droits et les responsabilités à sa femme : c’est sa coépouse seule qui fait la cuisine pour nourrir toute
la famille. l’enfant infecté n’a plus droit aux petits soins d’avant et à l’affection de son père. Son fils aîné lui est
retiré et placé chez sa coépouse. Le mari est même allé jusqu’à organiser une réunion familiale pour annoncer
leur statut. En bref, cette jeune dame et sa fille sont laissées à elles mêmes bien qu’elles vivent sous le toit du
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mari et du père.
L’enfant et sa mère ont perdu leur droit depuis la connaissance de leur statut par le père. Elles sont
marginalisées et discriminées, ce qui fait qu’aujourd’hui l’enfant est autiste (troubles du langage et
inadaptation dans la communication) par manque d’affection. Par peur de voir son statut exposé encore à
tous; elle ne veut pas porter plainte au tribunal Et s’est résignée à faire face seule à sa maladie avec le soutien
de sa mère et de son frère. Ces derniers ayant été informés lors de la réunion familiale organisée par le mari.
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Burkina Faso

Association Heere Kadi Dédougou

Mon combat de PvVIH pour la vie !
« Je vais être franc ; il n’ya pas de traitement contre le VIH pour le moment ! C’est pas en avalant le fluconazole
a longueur de journée que tu guériras. Désolé je ne peux pas t’en procurer. De surcroît tu ne peux pas acheter
les ARV », tels sont les propos de mon médecin traitant. J’étais au bord du désespoir. La branche de survie à
laquelle je m’étais accrochée solidement cédait sous le poids du VIH. Les larmes pourront-elles me sauver ?
Non ! Seule la disparition de ce monde ici bas pourrait me mettre à l’abri de tant de regards méprisants et
accusateurs ! Comment en suis-je venue à une telle conclusion ?
Suivez plutôt mon histoire de vie de personne vivant avec le VIH !
Je suis malmenée par mon adversaire
Veuve depuis 1994, et mère de six (06) enfants, je vis à Dédougou dans une ville secondaire du Burkina Faso,
située à environ 232 km de la capitale Ouagadougou. Malade depuis plus d’une année, aucun médecin ni
infirmiers n’osaient me proposer le dépistage du VIH malgré les infections opportunistes propres au VIH que je
développais. Le 16 septembre 1998 je me suis rendu à Ouagadougou au centre médical st Camille où j’ai fait le
test de dépistage volontaire. Le résultat s’est révélé positif. Je me savais dès lors séropositive. Cependant ma
situation ne me préoccupait pas plus que celle de mes enfants. Sachant que la maladie peut se transmettre de
la mère à l’enfant, et qu’on pouvait vivre longtemps avant de connaître la phase sida, j’étais presque convaincu
que le dernier de mes enfants pourrait contracter le virus de par ma faute. Cette pensée me hantait
terriblement ! J’allais bientôt mourir et laisser ces enfants dans ce monde si méchant. J’ai par la suite fait une
dépression. Les infections opportunistes n’ont pas tardéà refaire surface. C’est à cette occasion que j’ai été
hospitalisé au centre hospitalier Régional (CHR) de Dédougou après un long séjour, mon médecin traitant me
demandait de rentrer à la maison quand bien même mon état de santé était mauvais ! Aussi il faut dire que
l’hôpital était un refuge sûr pour moi afin de me cacher du monde extérieur si méchant. Dans ma famille,
seule ma mère s’occupait de moi avec abnégation. J’ai compris que la branche de vie à laquelle je m’étais
agrippée, venait de céder avec fracas ! Et c’est à cette occasion que j’ai eu cette entrevu du début de mon récit
avec mon médecin traitant. C’est ainsi que je recevais ma sentence de mort !
Je reprends vie
Très croyante, j’ai trouvé réconfort auprès de mes guides religieux qui n’ont ménagé aucun effort pour
remonter mon moral et m’aider à me procurer le traitement ARV ! J’ai eu mon premier TARV le 15 juillet 2003.
L’espoir commençait à me faire vivre. Mais la hantise qu’il soit probable que mon dernier enfant aussi soit
infecté constituait un Véritable cauchemar pour moi. Le temps passait ! Ceux qui avait programmé mon départ
de ce monde ’ici bas, commençaient à s’impatienter. Lorsque je devais me rendre à Ouagadougou pour mon
suivi, difficile de trouver un bon samaritain avec l’étiquette de VIH que je portais. Certains fessaient des
raisonnements aussi stupides du genre : “elle s’en va à Ouaga pour changer son sang ! Mais cela ne
l’empêchera point d’échapper à la mort”. Mais l’espoir avait véritablement pris racine et mon état s’améliorait
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de jour en jour.
Ma lutte contre la discrimination et la stigmatisation
Pendant ma longue période de maladie, j’ai séjourné quelque temps chez les sœurs de la charité de Dédougou.
Là j’ai fait la connaissance d’une jeune dame qui m’a conté son vécu de femme séropositive. Par la même
occasion, nous avons échangé sur la façon dont nous étions traitées par nos communautés respectives.
Il s’est trouvé qu’elle était déjà en contact avec les dirigeants de la cellule nationale de lutte contre le VIH/SIDA
(SP/CNLS-IST). Invitées en 2001 dans la capitale pour la marche en mémoire des défunts du VIH/SIDA, nous
avons été encouragés par les autres PVVIH qui militaient déjà dans des associations, à créer une association de
lutte contre le VIH dans notre région. Bien que nous n’étions pas convaincues de nos capacités à le faire, nous
avons eu le soutien de quelques autorités sanitaires et administratives pour mettre en place notre cellule de
lutte contre le VIH/SIDA à Dédougou. Ceci dit, à la naissance de notre association qui porte le nom HEERE KADI
(La Paix est Bonne), très peu de PV/VIH y adhéraient de peur d’être étiquetés et de se voir abandonner par leur
entourage.
Environs six (06) PV/VIH à la création, l’association compte aujourd’hui 185 membres. Notre détermination a
convaincu plus d’un de se faire dépister et de s’accepter comme tel.
J’assure la coordination des activités de l’association depuis 2004 après le départ de la première
coordonnatrice. De par la position que j’occupe à présent dans la structure et l’expérience acquise au file des
années, j’ai accepté de témoigner à visage découvert dans un documentaire télévisé intitulé : « Et si c’était
moi ? Posons un regard nouveau…. Non à la stigmatisation et la discrimination des PV/VIH ». J’ai également
accepté de poser sur des affiches avec un chef coutumier (chef de canton de Dédougou). Cette affiche a été
diffusée largement sur le plan national y compris dans ma localité. J’ai également participé à des émissions
radiophoniques où j’encourageais mes frères et sœurs tétanisés par la peur du VIH à sortir de l’ombre et à
venir se faire suivre dans les structures de santé et associatives. Cette approche a eu un véritable impact sur
tous ceux qui me connaissaient dans ma localité. Et de fil en aiguille je suis devenu une référence en matière
de prise en charge dans ma localité. Venants des villages ou de la ville, des parents m’amenaient leurs malades
qu’ils soupçonnaient d’être infectés ! Ils étaient encouragés à se faire dépister. Si le résultat était positif, je
mettais tout en œuvre pour que la prise en charge tant médicale que psychosociale soit effective.
Si le VIH est cause de stigmatisation et de discrimination, cela se traduit pâr un mépris ou une violation des
droits des personnes stigmatisées et discriminées.
Je défends le droit des PV/VIH
Dans notre pays, il n’existait pas de législation type propre au VIH avant 2008. Avant cette date les PV/VIH
étaient à la merci de leurs détracteurs. Certains étaient accusés et abandonnés sans le moindre soutien.
D’autres étaient tout simplement assassinés par des méthodes qui ne disent pas leurs noms.
En association nous discutons de toutes ces situations. Grace au soutien des partenaires comme le PAMAC
(programme d’appui au monde associative et communautaire), IDLO (International Development Law
Organization : Organisation Internationale de Droit du Développement) nous organisons des rencontres de
concertations et de sensibilisation sur les droits et devoirs des PV/VIH. Nous organisons également des
consultations juridiques animés par un juriste de la localité au profit des membres de notre association mais
aussi ceux des autres associations de prise en charge de notre localité. Cela a permis à beaucoup de recouvrer
la joie et le droit de vivre. Le jugement négatif dont était victime les PV/VIH à considérablement régressé. Nous
vivons dans la communauté sans être inquiétés. Nous nous marions et même nous avons l’infime bonheur
d’être parents. Rien n’aurait été possible sans le courage et la hardiesse dont nous nous sommes dotés.
Ainsi donc, j’ose affirmer qu’une bataille a été remportée mais la guerre bat encore son plein ! Je suis
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déterminée à tout faire pour remporter la couronne de vie et l’offrir à tous ceux qui souffre du VIH afin qu’une
autre vie soit possible ! Si ma vie et mon expérience sont encore utiles, je serai heureuse que des millions de
personnes à travers le monde entier y tirent profit pour leur édification morale contre le SIDA et les
PREJUGES !
Oui : Le SIDA attaque le corps
Les préjugés attaquent l’esprit
L’un est dû à un virus
L’autre est dû à l’ignorance
Les deux peuvent tuer
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Senegal

Individual

Je vis a Kaolack a 200 kilomètres de Dakar, je suis médiateur de santé et j’ai une association dénommée X
donc son but est de lutter contre la stigmatisation et la discrimination des groupes vulnérables en particuliers
les msm.Je travaille avec eux dans le domaine de la santé et des Ist / SIDA. J’organise des causeries , des
groupes de paroles , des visites a domiciles et des médiations familiales des msm vivant avec le VIH avec mes
partenaires qui sont Ancs (alliance nationale contre le sida) ,Enda/santé , division sida et le SARA avec le
professeur Cheikh Niang qui sont basés tous à Dakar . Le 19 décembre 2008 on a arrêté a Dakar neuf msm par
la police .J’ai quitté Kaolack pour aller a Dakar les voir et contacter nos partenaires pour les trouver des
avocats .On les a trouvé dans leur appartements au environ de 22 heure pour leur traiter halte contre nature.
Après le jugement on a condamné à 8 ans de prison ferme. Amnestie internationale un certain gayton venant
de paris France m’a contacté pour aller les voir en prison et discuter avec eux .On a fait un rappel car la police
n’avait pas le droit d’aller chez quelqu’un sans l’autorisation d’un procureur .Le 20 Avril 2009 on les a
finalement libéré et on a loué une maison à X pour qu’il y reste le temps de trouver une solution. Quand les
journalistes ont su ça, ils l’ont publié et y a un soulèvement populaire et on leur cherche pour les tuer a saly .
On les a sauvé a saint louis et c’était la même chose .Entre temps trois entre eux sont rentrés chez eux .On ne
savait plus quoi faire alors j’ai pris la décision de les amener a Kaolack chez moi avec la pression des journaliste
et la religion qui veulent a tout prix qu’on les tuent ou qu’ils retournent en prison pour huit ans. Malgré tous
les problèmes que j’ai du rencontrés avec eux avec les habitants de mon quartiers, je les ai trouvé un médecin
pour qu’ils suivent leur traitement car il y en a trois personnes vivant avec le VIH .Ils ont resté avec moi
pendant quatre mois avant de retourner a Kaolack.
Comme aussi dans une ville religieuse, l’homosexualité est interdit par la loi et la religion et y en a beaucoup de
msm qui se sont mariés avec des femmes et qui ont des enfants je travaille avec eux dans la discrétion car ils
n’ont pas l’habitude d’utiliser de préservatifs question de sécurité pour eux .J’ai du insisté pour qu’il utilise des
préservatifs dans leurs rapports avec des hommes et j’en distribue chez moi à chaque moment chez moi. Je
travaille toujours avec des msm en particulier ceux vivant avec les vih j’en recevais presque chaque jour chez
moi pour qu’on discute et je les mets en contact avec des associations des personnes vivants et je leur
distribuais des préservatifs et des lubrifiants a base d’eau
Dans l’attente d’une suite favorable à ma requête viellez recevoir mes salutations les plus distinguées
merci
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Madagascar

Individual

J’ai 23 ans, et je suis dépisté positif en moi de juillet 2010 au centre de dépistage privée SISAL (Sambatra Izay
Salama)
Criminalisation du statut de la séropositivité
Bon nombre de pays en développement y compris Madagascar se préoccupe de régler les problèmes
économiques, politiques, alors même qu’a côté de ces domaines l’Etat doit également assurer l’ordre publique
à avoir le maintien ou le rétablissement de la sécurité publique de la tranquillité publique, mais il y a surtout la
salubrité publique que l’on doit renforcer. Donc on ce qui concerne ce dernier, les personnes vivant avec le VIH
ont droit au travail des soins relatives à leur besoin. Ce qui signifie aussi que tous les citoyens doivent être
égaux à la loi, c'est-à-dire, sans discrimination ni de stigmatisation à l’égaux des PVVIH.
Connaissances et expériences vécues :
Premier cas au niveau de l’hôtel que j’avais travaillé (PALISSANDRE Ambondrona)
Certaines employé considèrent les PVVIH comme des criminels parce qu’ils ne sont pas comme des gens
normaux qui peuvent travailler.
La discrimination et la stigmatisation entre les employeurs règne beaucoup, alors que moi je trouve ce sont
vraiment injustes. Au faite trois moi après l’annonce de mon statut ; on m’appeler pour un entretien
d’embauche dans un grand restaurant quatre étoiles (PALISSANDRE) qui se situe à Ambondrona ; et j’ai été
recruter un poste de serveur/barman entant qu’en test pendant trois jour. Une fois que j’ai pu finir les trois
jours de test ; ils m’ont vraiment pris pour leur propre employé ; et c’était à ce moment là qu’on m’avait fait
l’examen médical pour voir si je suis apte de travailler. Donc j’avais fait le test de tuberculose et qui étais
négatifs ; par contre le VIH/SIDA malheureusement positifs. Le lendemain du résultat ; le maître d’hôtel
m’avait appelé dans le bar pour m’informer que le directeur voulait me voir ; alors je l’avais demandé la
raison et elle m’avait déjà dit que c’était à cause de mon statut. Je suis allé la voir et elle m’avait dit que je suis
une personne irresponsable et que je ne pouvais plus travailler pour eux en raison de ma séropositivité. Et cela
m’avait fait triste et très malheureux, c’est la façon dont-elle me parle, j’allais la dire au revoir en la donnant
ma main et elle avait dit que « non je ne peux pas prendre ta main parce que je ne veux pas avoir le SIDA », en
plus tous les discussions qu’on avait fait été en présence de monsieur l’assistant de direction restaurant. Donc
je suis allé descendre prendre mes affaires et tout le monde me regardait comme je suis une personne qui a la
maladie de la peau qu’on ne me tend même pas la main. Et je suis rentré très malheureux. Trois jours après,
j’ai croisé l’un des serveurs qui travail aussi à l’hôtel Palissandre Ambondrona, et il m’avait dit que tous le
monde ou plus précisément tous les personnelle du restaurant savent que je suis séropositif. Et après je n’osais
plus passer devant l’hôtel parce que j’ai honte de moi-même à cause de la stigmatisation et la discrimination
faites. Le temps passe et j’ai tout oublié mais comme même cela reste gravé dans ma mémoire. Maintenant
que je connais la loi qui poursuit les personnes vivant avec le VIH et ces entourages j’aimerai bien porter
plainte à l’hôtel que j’avais travaillé.
Deuxième cas au niveau de l’association que je viens de quitter (RESEAU MADAIDS Isotry)
Même dans une association de prise en charge il y a de l’exploitation. Et je me sens entièrement victime de cet
acte.
Le moi de Janvier 2011 passer, une association des associations ou réseau des associations de prise en charge
m’on recruter pour gérer un cyber/snack nommée UNITY. La première responsable de cette cyber/snack est la
secrétaire générale du réseau cité en haut, et elle m’avait bien expliqué ce que je dois faire. Le deuxième jour
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que j’ai commencé, elle de nouveau m’avait fait faire un contrat de travail, alors que normalement c’est elle
qui devrait faire cela et me faire signer après. Pourtant c’était la vice versa qui se passait. Donc comme dit alors
j’ai fait le contrat ; et je ‘avait donné le lendemain même, qu’est ce qui s’est se passer ? Elle m’avait pris
comme une personne illettré qui ne Save pas ce qu’un contrat de travail. Elle m’avait emmené au près de la
président du réseau pour lui faire voir et en riant, j’ai accepté, et on avait vu le président. La critique
commençait, ainsi ils il se moquait de moi. Et c’était à ce moment là qu’ils m’ont dit de refaire le contrat, au
faite ils m’on dit que c’est de lettre d’engagement que j’aurai du faire mais pas de contrat alors que c’était ellemême qui m’avais fais faire cela. Alors j’ai commençais à s’énerver, donc j’ai de nouveau fait la lettre
d’engagement. Ensuite, ils ont dit que dans la lettre d’engagement je dois mentionner que je travail
bénévolement chez eux mais par contre une fois que j’aurais fini la lettre, en contre parti, ils vont me donner
une lettre pour dire que je travail pour eux. Et donc j’ai fait tout ceux qu’ils m’on dit. Le comble de tous cela
c’est qu’ils ne m’on jamais donner la lettre de contre partie, jusqu’à ce que j’ai quitté leur réseau. Je vais
maintenant expliquer le déroulement depuis Janvier au fin Mai passer : bon depuis janvier au mars passer ils
ne m’on pas payer, même pas le déplacement, alors j’ai leur est dit que je vais plus continuer car vous
m’exploitent. Et ils m’ont demandé de rester et ils vont me payer, je suis resté mais je n’accepter pas leurs
façons, après ils m’ont payé mais ce n’était pas comme l’accord qu’on avait fais. Donc je commencer à parler
avec mes parents et ils ont dit qu’ils vont voir cela car il ne veut pas que leurs fils même si à le virus ne devrait
pas être exploité.
Et ils ont contacté mon oncle qui est le directeur de l’approvisionnement à la société QMM Ivandry ; car le
société qu quel il travail fait partie des sociétés qui donnent des fonds pour les personnes vivant avec le…, il a
demandé au sein du premier responsable qui est chargé de voir les associations et ainsi les ONG.
Heureusement, il a pu avoir des renseignements surtout sur les exploitations faites par les associations envers
les personnes vivant avec le VIH. Donc mes parents avec mon oncle vont voir ceux qu’ils peuvent faire de
mieux parce que là je travail pas.
Cette contribution m’a ouvert l’esprit d’avoir toujours le courage de penser que je ne suis pas seul et qu’un
jour on trouvera les médicaments pour le guérir.
En conclusion, la connaissance du VIH/SIDA à Madagascar est encore moyenne que les gens ne savent si cette
maladie qui est devenue chronique se transmette par en se touchant la main par exemple.et je croix bien que
c’est pour cela qu’il y a toujours de la stigmatisation et discrimination. Mais ceux que j’ai vécue c’était vraiment
horrible que je ne voulez plus être victime ; et ainsi surtout je veux que ceux qui m’est arriver n’arrive plus a
d’autre PVVIH.
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France

AFRIQUE AVENIR

Originaire d’un pays de l’union Africaine en l’occurrence le Cameroun, je joue les prolongations actuellement
en France d’un combat que j’ai longtemps mené en Afrique de 1990 à 2002. Ma contribution est inspirée de
mon constat personnel de militant très engagé dans la lutte contre le VIH/SIDA et des témoignages de
personnes vivant avec le VIH/SIDA rencontrées dans le cadre de mes activités professionnelles. Fervent
défenseur des droits humains depuis mon très jeune âge, je ne peux me passer dune contribution allant dans
ce sens et souhaite participer à ce dialogue africain malgré mon lieu de résidence actuelle.
Introduction
Mathématiquement, si information équivalait à résultat positif de l’action, il suffirait de moins de moyen pour
lutter efficacement contre les formes de discriminations et de stigmatisations ; néanmoins, sans information
préalable et en l’absence d’une régulation de l’information sur les stratégies adoptées, les résultats seraient
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chaotiques ;
Objectif d’une communication régulée
Réguler la communication et l’information suite à un acte discriminatoire quelconque consiste à mettre les
jalons d’un processus de changement de comportement suscitant des interrogations, de la réflexion, des
échanges, des prises de position sur les formes de discriminations. IL s’agit d’arriver à faire modifier les
représentations collectives d’un comportement négatif
( exemples : « les homosexuels sont des personnes aux légères mœurs » ; « recruter un séropositif peut être
mal perçu ou source de malheur pour l’entreprise » ; Avoir pour ami(e) un homosexuel ou une lesbienne peut
être mal perçu par l’entourage » ; « les travailleurs du sexe sont source de maladies infectieuses » . Exemple
de régulation suite à un constat .
Monsieur X, Directeur d’une société de la place veut faire face à une concurrence farouche des entreprises
présente dans la région. Pour relever ce défit et après tous les paramètres et critères d’une sélection
rigoureuse, son choix se portera sur Monsieur Y dont l’orientation sexuelle et le statut seront révélés à
Monsieur X un jour après l’acceptation de la candidature. A sa grande surprise, Monsieur X reçoit une
notification de refus le jour de sa prise de fonction avec des motifs inventés de toutes pièces. Produire une
vidéo de cinq minutes dans laquelle on ne passe pas le temps à condamner Monsieur Mr X mais plutôt dans
laquelle on l’emmène à se remettre en question sur l’acte posé et les conséquences qui peuvent en découler.
Les discriminations n’existent pas seulement dans le cadre du VIH/SIDA, elles font partie intégrante de notre
vie quotidienne. Ne nous contentons pas seulement de les dénoncer, mais cherchons plutôt à y trouver des
tentatives de solution par la régulation de la communication pour chaque cas d’espèce. Savez vous que des
personnes se font discriminer aussi par rapport à leur état et leur être. Exemples : les fumeurs, les habitués des
boissons alcoolisées, les pauvres, les handicapés
Exemple 2 : Pierre et Marie sont devenus dépendant à la cigarette. Cette dépendance du fait que les deux
soient sans emploi les emmènent parfois sans le vouloir à adopter des attitudes qu’ils n’auraient peut être pas
souhaitez en les revivant à travers une vidéo. La dépendance à la cigarette les oblige à mendier, pour ne pas
dire quémander des bâtons de cigarette auprès des inconnus dans la rue, ou qu’ils se trouvent parce qu’ils
n’ont pas d’argent .Bien souvent, quand la demande ne répond pas à l’offre, ils sont frustrés et
déconcentrés L’exemple de pierre et marie est celui de beaucoup d’africains.
Nous conviendrons que la solution n’est pas d’arrêter et d’emprisonner les homosexuels par rapport à leur
orientations sexuelles, les brûler vif ou les éliminer. Posons nous toujours la question suivante : En quoi les
personnes vivant avec le VIH/SIDA ; les homosexuels, les fumeurs, etc… sont-ils différents de nous si en aucun
cas, ils ne portent pas atteinte à notre vie , notre intégrité physique et morale ?
Méthodologie
-Recenser les témoignages vivant des cas de discriminations et stigmatisations vécus sur le continent africain à
travers une banque de données ;
-Mobiliser les artistes comédiens préalablement formés ;
-Mobiliser des fonds auprès des organismes et institutions privées et publiques ;
-Produire des vidéo d’une durée de 4 à 5 minutes qui doivent être diffusées à l’approche des émissions de
grande écoute sur les chaînes de télévision nationales africaine et Internationales ;
-Production des romans photo sur les discriminations accessibles aux jeunes dans les écoles, les lycées, les
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universités et aux adultes sur les lieux du travail.
Conclusion
La lutte contre les formes de discriminations et de stigmatisations nécessite non seulement un effort de
maturation et d’état d’esprit mais aussi une stratégie dans la régulation des comportements par le biais de la
vidéo.
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Burundi

Individual

Comment le droit peut-il jouer un rôle central dans la réponse au VIH?
Dans certains pays, les personnes porteuses du virus de l'immunodéficience humaine (VIH)/SIDA sont victimes
de discrimination.
Dans les cas extrêmes, cela peut aller à l'internement dans des camps, « sidatoriums », des personnes
infectées et malades.
Mais même dans les pays respectant les droits de l'homme, des séropositifs et malades sont victimes d'une
discrimination sociale :
-

de la part de l'entourage ;

-

de la part des employeurs (absence de progression hiérarchique).

Dans certains pays, plusieurs personnes porteuses du virus VIH ont été incarcérées parce qu'elles étaient
porteuses de ce virus. Dans d’autres pays, les porteurs déclarés du VIH sont « interdits d'entrer sur le territoire
national même en tant que touriste ».
Pour le cas de notre pays ,certaines associations de malades que j’ai contacté ; se sont déclarées inquiètes de
l'évolution des mesures restrictives légales mises en œuvre pour restreindre les conditions d'entrée, de
circulation et de résidence des personnes atteintes par le VIH ou ayant développé le SIDA, certains pays
pouvant même expulser un malade entré pourtant légalement sur leur territoire et qui, sans cette maladie,
n'auraient pas été privé de ce droit.
Toutefois, la mise en œuvre de ces mesures restrictives inclut dans certains pays la suspicion de maladie contre
les personnes porteuse du VIH/SIDA, même si les tests ne sont souvent pas demandés systématiquement,
sans compter qu'on ne peut pas toujours savoir qui est porteuse, qui non. Ces restrictions s'étendent parfois
aux concubins, conjoints, enfants, même si un des membres possède une nationalité et un droit de résidence
permanent et normalement inaliénable, mais ces mesures peuvent parfois s'appliquer aussi à ceux qui ont
obtenu récemment leur naturalisation.
La mise en œuvre de tests médicaux obligatoires pour l'obtention de visas, aux frontières, ou pour l'obtention
de permis de séjour, ou la déclaration obligatoire des malades ou séropositifs, constitue potentiellement une
violation des chartes de liberté de circulation, nuit aux campagnes de dépistage chez les personnes déjà
résidentes, et est contraires aux recommandations de l’Organisation mondiale de la santé (OMS).
Les personnes atteintes ou affectées par le VIH/Sida, sont difficilement acceptées dans leur propre famille, leur
lieu de travail, leur communauté et leur société. Elles font l’objet de stigmatisation et de discrimination de tout
genre. Ces personnes ont droit à une protection égale et à l’égalité garanties au même titre que les autres
personnes Elles sont isolées, insultées, humiliées ; la famille refuse de prendre en charge leurs soins médicaux ;
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certains bailleurs les renvoient si elles sont locataires ; les enfants atteints du VIH/Sida ne sont pas scolarisés,
etc. Or, les personnes infectées et les enfants orphelins rendus vulnérables du fait du VIH/Sida ne doivent pas
faire l’objet de discriminations, de brimades, d’humiliation ou de privation. Toute injure grossière, publique ou
écrite, faisant allusion à une séropositivité établie ou supposée de la victime doit être punie. D’ailleurs, la
protection du droit à la vie privée est un droit garanti à tous citoyens.
Il faut chercher les moyens les plus possibles pour faire savoir et informer au public que les autorités sanitaires
et l’ensemble du personnel médical et paramédical sont tenus de ne pas divulguer l’état sérologique du
malade au public
Il faut que l’employeur traite tout agent infecté par le VIH/Sida comme tout autre employé et prendre en
charge ses soins conformément aux lois et règlements. Il doit garantir l’emploi à tout salarié porteur du virus
tant que celui-ci peut travailler, et lui offrir un travail de substitution acceptable.
Il faut savoir que dans les lieux d’Education, il faut bannir toute discrimination liée au statut sérologique
surtout les enseignants et autres personnes scolaires infectés par le VIH/Sida. Les enfants et orphelins rendus
vulnérables par le Sida ont droit à une scolarité normale, à l’information, aux conseils et aux soins.
Il faut que les personnes infectées aient droit au logement.
RECOMMANDATIONS
-

Il faut que tous les nations du monde entier se mettent ensembles à l’élaboration des lois qui puissent
contribuer aux changements positifs des comportements des personnes ayant toute initiative de
discrimination envers les porteurs du VIH/SIDA et dissuader les auteurs des actes de discrimination et les
lois de stigmatisation envers les personnes vivant avec le VIH/Sida.

-

Il faut que tout le monde se sente touché par la situation des personnes vivant avec le VIH/Sida.
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Burundi

Individual

J’ai fait les études de droit avec une spécialisation en Droit de l’homme et Résolutions pacifiques des conflits.
Dans ma vie professionnelle et de chercheur, je me suis Intéressé aux questions juridiques dans le cadre du
VIH /SIDA pour plusieurs raisons : des membres de ma famille ont été emportés
par le VIH/SIDA et j’ai eu la responsabilité d’assurer la tutelle d’un enfant (neveu) infecté par le VIH/SIDA. J’ai
travaillé également dans un projet d’assistance aux orphelins et autres enfants vulnérables parmi lesquels les
enfants affectés par le VIH/SIDA en qualité de conseiller technique chargé de la protection des droits de
l’enfant et du plaidoyer. Aujourd’hui, je suis aussi membre
du comité national de coordination des actions en faveur des orphelins et autres enfants vulnérables C’est
dans ce contexte que j’ai une expérience à partager en rapport avec les droits de l’enfant dans le contexte du
VIH/SIDA.
Dans les lignes qui suivent, je vous partage déjà quelques idées que j’ai récoltées dans mon pays dans le cadre
d’une étude que j’ai menée en 2009 intitulée : « De la mise en œuvre des droits de l’enfant dans le contexte
du VIH/SIDA ; cas du Burundi «
la question centrale de savoir si le Burundi, placé dans son contexte de pauvreté, de sous développement, de
post conflit et de haute vulnérabilité au VIH/SIDA, parvienne à s’inscrire adéquatement dans la logique de
respect, de protection et de mise en œuvre des droits de l’enfant pris dans tous leurs aspects liés au VIH/SIDA
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tels que définis à l’heure actuelle au niveau international.
Constatations
1. Droit au non discrimination : Des situations de discrimination et de stigmatisation à l’endroit des
enfants touchés par le VIH/SIDA subsistent en famille, en communauté, à l’école, dans les structures
de soins. Elles revêtent plusieurs formes : le refus de partager le lit avec un enfant infecté ou affecté
par le VIH/SIDA, le fait d’ imposer à l’enfant infecté /affecté qu’il mange seul et sur son propre couvert
de table, le refus de partager les habits avec les enfants séropositifs , le refus aux enfants des familles
supposées saines de jouer avec les enfants infectés/affectés(les parents battent leurs enfants pour
avoir côtoyé les enfants infectées ou affectés ) , les autres enfants se moquent d’eux, se méfient de
leurs objets, les familles tutrices s’empressent de vendre les biens laissés par les parents de ces
enfants …
2. droit à l’éducation : malgré que le Gouvernement burundais ait proclamé la suppression des frais
scolaires au primaire, la majorité d’enfants burundais rendus vulnérables par le VIH/SIDA ne
parviennent pas à accéder à l’école ou à y rester. Des barrières à la jouissance effective de la gratuité
persistent : des frais scolaires directs et connexes (achat du matériel scolaire, cahiers et uniformes
notamment, achat du papier pour le test, réhabilitation des infrastructures scolaires, frais de
gardiennage, confection des bulletins, payement des cours de renforcement sont toujours
obligatoires et exigés à tous les élèves. En plus du manque de frais scolaires et de matériels scolaires,
la faim et la maladie constituent des obstacles majeurs à la scolarisation de ces enfants. Un autre
obstacle à la scolarisation des enfants touchés par le VIH/SIDA est lié à la maladie .D’une part les
enfants s’absentent à l’école parce qu’ils tombent eux mêmes souvent malades et, des fois,
manquent de soutien. D’autre part, les enfants particulièrement les filles sont contraints d’abandonner
l’école ou de s’absenter trop souvent parce qu’ils doivent s’occuper de leurs parents ou frères/sœurs
malades. Ensuite, la discrimination liée au VIH/SIDA fait que certaines familles ayant la tutelle des
enfants infectés /affectés par le VIH /SIDA refusent de les amener à l’école sous prétexte qu’il s’agit là
d’un investissement inutile. Les enfants se trouvant dans cette situation sont assujettis à la
maltraitance au sein des familles et doivent s’occuper des tâches domestiques. La discrimination aussi
de ces enfants à l’école par les autres enfants et même des enseignants est une situation qui existe et
qui alimente les abandons scolaires.
Enfin, en milieu rural, la distance trop longue à parcourir pour arriver à l’école constitue une autre barrière
d’accès et de rétention à l’école pour les enfants touchés par le VIH/SIDA. Ceux-ci sont souvent plus faibles
que les autres enfants et ne peuvent pas marcher de longues distances.
3.

Droit à la participation : en famille surtout, ce droit n’est pas exercé. Le conseil des familles, le
placement en tutelle, la gestion des biens /héritages sont là des cadres familiaux où ce droit est
systématiquement violé

4.

quelques abus et violations touchant les autres droits de l’enfant à savoir le droit à la
propriété/Héritage, le droit de vivre dans un milieu familial et le droit à la protection contre
l’exploitation : Notons ici que les spoliations des biens, les privations d’héritage, l’exploitation sexuelle
et économique (soumission des enfants aux pires formes du travail) sont quelques unes de violations
dont sont quotidiennement victimes les enfants touchés par le VIH/SIDA au Burundi

Législation : En analysant la loi no 1/018 du 12 mai 2005 portant protection juridique des personnes vivant
avec le VIH et des personnes atteintes du SIDA, L’on est fortement surpris de réaliser que la loi précitée n’a
réservé aucune disposition spéciale traitant de la question des enfants infectés et/ou affectés par le VIH/SIDA.
De même, plusieurs dispositions de cette loi prévoient 9 différents projets d’ordonnances ministérielles
portant textes d’application, mais aucune ordonnance n’a jusqu’ici été signée et rendue applicable alors que
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la plupart concernent les enfants.
30

Cameroon

Réseau Camerounais des Associations de Personnes
Vivant avec le VIH ( RéCAP+)

Cette histoire se déroule en 2009, plus précisément au mois de Septembre.
Au début de l’année 2009, j’ai fait la rencontre d’une fille âgée de 23 ans (donc majeur selon la loi au
Cameroun). Le père de celle-ci était un agent de police en service au commissariat central de la ville de
Bafoussam, chef lieu de la région de l’Ouest.
Au tout début de notre relation, j’ai pris soin d’annoncer mon statut sérologique à mon amie, même si je
redoutais être victime de sa part de stigmatisation, dont la conséquence aurait été une discrimination et un
terme à notre relation. En tout cas, j’estimais qu’il était mieux de me décharger de ce lourd fardeau qu’était le
secret de mon statut sérologique; ce qui me permettait d’avoir la conscience tranquille. Quelle ne fut pas ma
surprise, car contre toute attente, elle me répondit en ces termes : « Je te tire un coup de chapeau pour ton
sens d’honnêteté et te promet un amour fort, car mieux vaut un homme doté de cette honnêteté et même
avec ce statut, qu’un malhonnête supposé bien portant ». Il s’installa alors entre nous un véritable amour. Mon
amie pris soin d’expliquer à ses parents la nouvelle relation qu’elle venait d’avoir, tout en parlant de mon
statut sérologique. Étonnés de l’apprendre, les deux parents émis des réserves sur une telle amitié, tout en
demandant à leur fille de faire mûrir sa pensée avant tout engagement.
Une semaine plus tard, alors que j’étais l’invité du journal télévisé bilingue au poste national et que j’accordais
une interview au sujet de mon statut sérologique, eu égard à mon passé de star de Football tant au plan
national qu’international. Ce qui devrait permettre à ceux qui se trouvaient dans la même situation que moi,
mais, qui se cachait au cachot du désespoir, de comprendre qu’ils peuvent malgré cette situation, vivre une vie
épanouie, harmonieuse et positive. C’est ici le tournant de mon histoire car au même moment, à 300 Km de là,
mon amie et les membres de sa famille suivaient mon intervention avec une attention particulière. A la fin de
l’élément, mon amie annonça à ses parents qu’ils venaient là de suivre son prince charmant. Un calme plat
s’est fait observé pendant 2 minutes et le père a pris la parole pour annoncer son refus catégorique face à une
telle amitié. Une fois de retour à Bafoussam, mon amie m’a raconté toutes les déboires qu’avait causés mon
interview, séparent même sa famille en deux. Je lui ai alors demandé de planifier un rendez-vous entre ses
parents et moi pour que certaines zones d’ombre soient élucidées. Elle s’est alors attelée et a obtenu un
rendez vous pour le lendemain à 18 heures. Le jour J, je me suis rendu au domicile de ses parents, où j’ai tout
d’abord rencontré sa mère avec qui nous avions eu un échange de 2 heures de temps; elle ma posé un nombre
incalculable de questions au sujet de ma relation avec sa fille, du genre : comment nous devrons nous
comporter pour que sa fille soit contaminée? Questions que j’ai prises soin de répondre avec un accent de
diplomatie e et en toute honnêteté. A la fin de notre conversation, elle a conclu en ces termes : « Mes enfants,
je vous béni et que Dieu vous protège ». Dix minutes plus tard, la sonnerie retentie. C’était l’arrivé du père qui
en me voyant, eu la certitude que mon visage ne lui était pas étranger. Il s’écria : «Ha! c’est toi l’ex footballeur
professionnel devenu séropositif? C’est toi qui veux jouer avec la vie de ma fille? » Dans un calme inhabituel, je
ne répondis pas à cette provocation. Je l’ai salué et présenté l’objet de ma venue chez lui. Il ne ma pas laissé
m’exprimer et à repris la parole pour me dire qu’il était au courant de cette histoire, qu’il n’acceptera, même
pour tout l’or du monde. Il m’a alors intimé l’ordre d’arrêter de voir sa fille sous peine de prendre une balle
dans la tête. Je sorti sous le regard larmoyant de sa fille, sans que cela ne suscite en ce père de la pitié.
Malencontreusement pour lui, l’amour étant plus fort que la haine, nous avons continué à nous voir et vécu
intensément avec la complicité de la mère. Huit mois plus tard le père de mon amie fut informé par un
détracteur que sa fille et moi vivions toujours ensemble et qu’on nous voyait marcher dans la ville, bras
dessous bras dessus.
Au petit matin du 13 Septembre 2009, alors que je m’apprêtais à me rendre à l’établissement où j’enseignais
les mathématiques, j’aperçu à travers les rideaux de la fenêtre, le père de mon amie, accompagné de ses 4
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collègues, matraques et menottes à la main. Ils me dirent : « vous êtes en état d’arrestation ». Je leur ai
demandé de me montrer le mandat du procureur qui leur permettait de me placer en état d’arrestation.
Surpris de savoir que je métrisais quelques notions de droit, ces derniers se sont mis à me rouer de coups
avant de me menotter et me mettre de force dans leur véhicule. Une fois au commissariat, ils m’ont mis dans
une cellule où se trouvaient trois bandits de grands chemins. Ces bandits m’ont intimé de me taire car je faisais
de grands bruits, pour exprimer ma détresse. Au troisième jour, après avoir échappé à une tentative de viol par
un des 3 bandits, ceci grâce à un bon coup de dent, j’ai commencé à crier très fort, attirant l’attention d’un
officier qui m’a tiré de là pour m’amener dans son bureau. Ici, je me suis rendu compte que lui aussi était dans
le réseau du complot dont j’étais victime, car il m’a juste prodigué des conseilles pour que j’arête de voir la fille
de son collègue. Il ne se souciait même pas du viol que je venais d’échapper. Je fus surpris de constater que
depuis 3 jours, je n’avais ni été enregistré, ni été écouté sur procès verbal. Je l’ai fait remarquer à l’officier et ce
dernier a émis un coup de téléphone. Juste après, je fus renvoyé dans une autre cellule, mais plus sombre. Fort
heureusement pour moi, le lendemain, un des membres du conseil d’administration de notre association, qui
est juriste, avait reçu un coup de téléphone de mon frère, lui annonçant ma disparition. Quelques minutes plus
tard, ils reçu mon amie qui lui parla du rapport tendu entre son père et moi, en lui signifiant qu’elle
soupçonnait son père d’être de près ou de loin mémé à cette disparition. Les deux se rendirent au
commissariat où contre toute attente, mon nom ne figurait pas dans le registre des prévenus. Un policier leur
appela au petit coin et leur informa qu’un jeune homme avait été amené au commissariat 4 jours plus et tôt et
n’avait pas été enregistré sous l’ordre du chef de poste. Ce dernier supplia de garder secret la source
d’information, pour ne pas lui causer des ennuis. Aussitôt, le membre du CA de l’association mobilisa les
communautaires de la ville, les organisations des droits de l’homme, les conducteurs de motos taxis et les
riverains se joints à la masse. En moins de trois heures de temps, plus de 2 000 personnes envahirent
l’esplanade du commissariat. De grands bruits se faisaient entendre en provenance de l’esplanade du
commissariat, scandant : « Libérer, libérer, libérer Charly ». Trente minutes plus tard, la porte de la cellule
s’ouvrit et un agent de police m’annonça : « Vous êtes libre ». Je sortis du commissariat le point levé sous des
youyous et des applaudissements. Les communautaires me portaient en triomphe comme un vainqueur de
guerre.
Cette histoire a tellement marqué que lorsque le « Global Network of Peoples living with Aids (GNP+) », arrive
au Cameroun en Janvier 2010 pour implémenter 5 outils, parmi lesquels Global Criminalisation et Humans right
comptes, je suis celui appelé à les coordonner.
Cette histoire a eu d’autres répercutions dans ma vie, car cette injustice m’a transformée en un défenseur
incontesté des droits des personnes vivant avec le VIH et des personnes marginalisées au Cameroun. Le
corollaire de cette transformation a été ma sélection en Février 2011 à l’instance national de Coordination du
Fonds Mondial dans mon pays (ICN) ou encore Country Coordination Mechanism (CCM).
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Democratic Republic of Congo (DR Congo)

Okapi pour les Droits de l’Homme, en sigle OKDH

LA DISCRIMINATION, INEGALITES ET VIOLENCES ENVERS LA FEMME ET A L’ENFANT
L’Okapi pour les Droits de l’Homme, en sigle OKDH, est une association de défense des droits de l’homme et
d’éducation civique crée depuis le 20 aout 2003 dont l’objectif principal est la défense des droits humains
bafoués en RD Congo. Suite aux différentes violations des droits de l’homme en RD Congo ainsi que les
différentes guerres qui ont sévis notre pays, l’OKDH se veut défendre dans la proximité les populations
congolaises. C’est dans ce cadre que l’OKDH œuvre dans la publication par net des informations relatives à
l’évolution des droits de l’homme et autres activités connexes en RD Congo.
Ainsi, la femme et l’enfant sont les cibles principales de l’OKDH, surtout ceux d’agglomérations rurales et semi
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rurales. Ainsi, par cette contribution nous apportons notre modeste part à la lutte contre le VIH sida face aux
vulnérables que sont la femme et l’enfant. Notre apport se circonscrit en ces termes :
En RDC, la loi n° 06/018 du 20 juillet 2006, modifiant et complétant le décret du 30 janvier 1890 portant le
Code Pénal Congolais à ajouté des nouvelles innovations dans le Lex congolais dans le but de lutter contre les
violences faites à la femme (esclavage sexuel, mutilation sexuelle, grossesse forcé…). Ainsi, l’article 174 du
Code Pénal Congolais a été modifié. Le constat est que, l’Etat Congolais a visé de protéger la femme et l’enfant,
tout en criminalisant les Personnes Vivants avec le VIH. Ainsi, a été introduite dans l’arsenal pénal congolais
l’infraction de « Transmission délibérée des infections sexuellement transmissibles incurables » (Art 174 i), qui
a pour régime répressif la servitude pénale à perpétuité. Par « Infection sexuellement transmissible
incurable », le Législateur congolais a voulu désigner le VIH /Sida. D’où, cette infraction est réservée
exclusivement au PVV car ils sont considérés comme des criminels dans la société congolaise. En réalité, le
souci du législateur n’a en rien protégé la femme et l’enfant.
La RD Congo, dans sa partie est, a connu beaucoup de cas de violence. C’est la femme et l’enfant qui ont payé
le lourd tribut. En plus de la considération coutumière et traditionnelle soumettant la femme et l’enfant dans
un régime d’incapacité. Ce régime fait qu’ils soient à la merci de toute violence.
Le Code la famille congolaise confirme cette assertion en plaçant la femme et l’enfant dans le rang des
incapables. Tant que ce régime d’incapacité de la femme et de l’enfant existera en Droit congolais, ils
continueront à subir les violences. Les réforme du Code pénal congolais du 20 juillet 2006 apportant des
nouvelles incriminations dites « Violences faites à la femme » n’aurait pas jusqu’à ce jour d’impact visible.
L’Etat congolais émet les vœux mais l’application par les services compétents (la police, le parquet, le
tribunal…) est loin de la théorie. Ainsi, la femme et l’enfant sont continuellement exposés au VIH/sida.
Malgré l’avènement du 3ème millénaire, la RD Congo reste encore soumis à la domination de la tradition dont
certaines pratiques sont inappropriés et sans protection. Nous citons le cas de l’incision, tatouages
traditionnelles ou mariage successoral.
L’incision est faite par une sage femme à l’ai de d’un outil tranchant et cela lors d’une cérémonie riche en
superstition pour tous les incisés sans stérilisation de l’outil tranchant. Pire encore, lorsqu’un homme décède,
sa femme est obligée de prendre en mariage le frère de l’époux décédé, sans se soucier de l’état sérologique
de ce dernier. Ainsi, la femme est délibérément soumis à contracter le VIH. Tel est le cas de madame X qui a
succède à sa sœur au mariage, après le décès de sa sœur, car la famille estimait de ne pas perdre le riche
monsieur. Quelques temps après le mari décède. La jeune mariée va se faire dépister. Résultat : Elle est
séropositive.
Tel est le cas de la demoiselle X, résidant à Kinshasa/ Banza lemba chez sa sœur ainée. Vu le mauvais
comportement de l’époux, sa sœur ainée avait demandé la séparation des corps. Mais un jour, à l’absence de
sa sœur, le monsieur usant de la malice et intimidations violera la fille. Notons que celle-ci était vierge. D’où, sa
toute première relation se transforme en atteint du VIH. Elle se retrouve atteinte du virus le plus craint au
monde.
Beaucoup des demoiselles en RD Congo ont été atteintes soit par ruse soit encore par violence
PROPOSITIONS
Au regard de ce qui précède, nous aimerions apporter notre contributions en ces termes :
1. Le renforcement des capacités des organes nationaux de justice (Parquet, Police…) en vue de la
protection des femmes et enfants face au VIH/ Sida ;
2. Renforcement des campagnes de lutte contre le sida chez les femmes et enfants ;
3. La mise en place d’une structure socio-juridique de protection et de prise en charge des femmes et
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enfants atteints du VIH/Sida ;
4. Le renforcement des centres de dépistage et de traitement contre le VIH dans les milieux urbains,
ruraux et semi -ruraux, surtout à l’est de la RD Congo.
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Democratic Republic of Congo (DR Congo)

Avocats au ruban rouge

ENTRE LE REJET DE LA PART DES PARLEMENTAIRES ET L’AMBIGUÏTE CHEZ LES DEFENSEURS DES DROITS
HUMAINS : LA SPIRALE DE LA CRIMINALISATION OU QUAND LA PHOBIE IMPREGNE LA LEGISLATION EN RD
CONGO
FAITS ET POSITION DU PROBLEME
Il est révolu le temps où certains juristes congolais glosaient sur le fait que le code pénal congolais était
lacunaire pour sanctionner la transmission délibérée du VIH, que recourir pour ce faire à ses dispositions sur
l’empoisonnement et l’administration des substances nuisibles à la santé revenait à faire de l’analogie
inappropriée à la qualification en matière criminelle.
En effet, il semble que de l’état de ce que d’aucuns considéraient comme un vide juridique l’on ait basculé à
l’autre extrémité qui ressemble fort à une inflation législative sur la question. Ainsi l’on note certes, en vedette
au Congo, le fameux article 45 de la loi du 14 juillet 2008 portant protection des droits des PVVIH1 et PA2,
intitulée non heureuse justement à cause dudit article qui en son alinéa premier commine une peine en ces
termes : « est puni de 5 à 6 ans de servitude pénale principale et de 500.000 Francs congolais d’amende
quiconque transmet délibérément le VIH/SIDA». Mais si c’est cet article qui focalise l’attention des militants
pour les droits des PVVIH en RD Congo comme étant criminalisante à l’endroit de celles-ci, il importe de relever
deux autres dispositions aussi préoccupantes.
Il s’agit d’abord de l’article 174 litera i de la loi du 14 juillet 2006, lequel est ainsi libellé : « sera puni d’une
servitude pénale à perpétuité et d’une amende de 200.0000 Francs congolais, quiconque aura délibérément
contaminé une personne d’une infection sexuellement transmissible incurable ». Cette loi dite sur les violences
sexuelles vient modifier et compléter le code pénal avec pour ambition affichée de réprimer plus efficacement
les violences sexuelles. Il s’agit d’une réaction essentiellement induite par le désastre des violences sexuelles à
l’Est du pays, perpétrées par des groupes armées de tous poils et qui y sévissent suite aux conflits dans les
grands lacs, situation qui émeut encore l’humanité entière.
Ensuite il ya l’article 177 de la loi du 10 janvier 2009 portant protection de l’enfant, en sa section relative aux
agressions sexuelles, lequel est ainsi conçu : « quiconque contamine délibérement unenfant d’une
infectionsexuellement traénsmissible incurable, notamment le VIH/SIDA est puni d’une peine de servitude
pénale à perpétuité et d’une amende de 500.000 à 1.000.000 de Francs congolais ».
Même si cela est dilué par une allusion à d’autres infection IST3, nous sommes d’avis que c’est le VIH/SIDA qui
est principalement en ligne de mire, et donc il ya une mise en cause indirecte des PVVIH, une sorte de
criminalisation en pointillée comme qui dirait « suivez mon regard ».
Dans ce registre cde criminalisation des personnes vulnérables, mentionnons également une proposition de loi
initiée par un député, Evêque d’église de réveil de son état, et intitulée : « proposition de loi relative aux
pratiques sexuelles contrenature », laquelle entend réprimer l’homosexualité au même titre, comme pour
conférer un caractère particulièrement pervers à cette orientation, que la zoophilie (sic) et, éventuellement, la
1

Personnes vivant avec le VIH/SIDA
Personnes affectées
3
Infections sexuellement transmissibles
2
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nécrophilie. Cette proposition de loi a été déclarée recevable en premier examen malgré le fait que la loi du 14
juillet 2008 mentionnée en son article 2 cite les homosexuels parmi les groupes vulnérables dans le contexte
du VIH/SIDA.
ESQUISSE D’EXPLICATION SUIVANT NOTRE EXPERIENCE
Le rejet lié au VIH chez les parlementaires et son incidence sur la législation
Au cours d’un colloque ténu en octobre 2007 avec quelques parlementaires afin de les sensibiliser à l’adoption
de la proposition de loi sur les droits des PVVIH, nous avons pu nous rendre compte de ce que la plupart de ces
honorables messieurs n’étaient, en matière de connaissance du VIH et des idées reçues y attachées, que le
reflet de la société congolaise. En effet, les constats suivants sont ressortis de leurs interventions ou prises de
position :
-

l’infection au VIH est le plus souvent la conséquence d’une vie dissolue ;

-

les PVV sont des personnes potentiellement dangereuses qui n’hésiteraient pas éventuellement à
propager la maladie ;

Dans ces conditions, il n’est pas étonnant que toutes les lois qui leur ont été soumises dans le sens de réprimer
le comportement sus visé aient été adoptées, avec l’impression légitime sans doute de faire œuvre de salut
public. Il a fallu aussi batailler ferme pour que figure dans la version finale de la loi de 20084, à titre de
réaffirmation, les droits au mariage et à la procréation, lesquels sont l’expression de la sexualité perçue comme
moyen de propagation de la pandémie. Un sénateur, ancien médecin de son état, a même semblé ignorer la
PTME5.
Il est aussi remarquable que dans la version finalement adoptée le 14 juillet 2008 que tout y est orienté de
façon à favoriser l’identification même involontaire des PVVIH.
Ainsi d’abord il ya l’article 41 qui impose la divulgation de son statut sérologique à son conjoint ou à ses
partenaires « aussitôt » qu’on en a connaissance sous peine d’être poursuivi pour transmission délibérée du
VIH6. A ce propos, si au cours des séances de vulgarisation que nous avons animées sur ladite loi quelques
femmes nous ont dit que cela aurait pu leur éviter d’être contaminées par leurs maris qui connaissaient
certainement leurs statuts séropositifs, la majorité des participantes était contre ladite disposition au regard de
leur expérience personnelle et des contrecoups qu’elles ont subi à l’annonce de leur séropositivité.
Ensuite il ya le fait que quoique l’article 36 de la loi postule que le dépistage est volontaire, la violation de ce
principe n’a été assortie d’aucune sanction pénale. Or il convient de protéger la vie privée en amont, avant
même le recours au dispositif sur le secret professionnel. En effet, comme Avocat nous avons eu à comparaître
au tribunal de Ndjili à Kinshasa dans une affaire où un infirmier a eu à dépister une dame à son insu et a utilisé
le résultat séropositif recueilli comme moyen de chantage dans un règlement de compte.
Un autre corps plus inattendu a eu à approuver l’adoption des lois criminalisantes.
L’ambigüité dans l’attitude de certains défenseurs des droits humains
Au cours de certaines réunions des militants pour les des droits humains nous avons parfois été stupéfait par
la prise de position de quelques uns d’entre eux. Ainsi, à titre d’exemple, lors d’un atelier tenu à Kinshasa en
2007 à l’initiative de ARASA et réunissant des activistes venus de toutes les provinces du pays, à l’époque
même où la future loi du 14 juillet 2008 loi allait être adoptée par le sénat, les représentant du Nord et Sud
4 La loi du 14 juillet 2008 est aussi dite antidiscriminatoire pour les PVVIH et PA
5 Prévention de la transmission du VIH de la mère à l’enfant
6 Ici indépendamment donc du mobile !
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Kivu se désolidarisèrent d’une déclaration tendant à obtenir le retrait de la disposition criminalisante qui allait
devenir l’article 45 décriée, arguant qu’ils ne pourraient cautionner l’impunité, ces provinces étant, il est vrai,
les plus touchées par les violences. Nous leur avons expliqué qu’il subsisterait, malgré un retrait dudit article,
en droit pénal congolais de quoi réprimer la transmission délibérée du VIH lorsque la peine sera vraiment
justifiée, mais en pure perte.
Plus récemment encore, lors d’un atelier organisé par OSISA en novembre 2010 à Kinshasa, quelques militants
des droits humains déclarés affichèrent leur homophobie en soutenant la proposition de loi sus mentionnée
visant à réprimer l’homosexualité. Ceci dénote d’un engagement sélectif dans la cause des droits humains, or
celle-ci ne peut faire de distinction parmi les personnes devant être protégées quelle que soit leur particularité.
Il ya là manifestement contradiction entre l’attitude et l’idéal.
De ce qui précède il y a lieu de craindre que les défenseurs des droits humains ne marchent pas à rangs serrés
pour faire face à tous les défis et à l’engrenage de la criminalisation, ce qui rendrait le combat plus ardu. D’où
la nécessité de sonner le rappel des troupes.
QUELQUES REMARQUES OBJECTIVES ET FINALES
- L’inflation législative relevée ci-haut va à l’encontre du principe légistique d’économie selon lequel le
législateur ne se répète pas inutilement. Certes il n ya pas dans le cas d’espèce de double emploi, car chaque
loi délimite explicitement ou implicitement sa portée, mais il ya certainement redondance et, comme en style,
ceci est une faute. Pour le cas de la transmission du VIH à l’enfant par exemple, il eût suffi de considérer cela
comme une circonstance aggravante d’une infraction existante, au regard de la fragilité de cet être, sans qu’il
soit de besoin de créer une nouvelle incrimination spécifique.
- Cette abondance des textes sur un même acte multiplie d’autant le risque d’erreur de qualification pur les
plaideurs, ce qui peut donner lieu à cassation et insécurise les justiciables.
- A travers les séances de vulgarisation, souvent simultanées désormais, de ces lois criminalisantes en vigueur,
leurs articles discutables sus mentionnés ne contribuent pas à forger une bonne image de la PVVIH dans la
société.
Par ailleurs, la multiplication des dispositions pénales dans des lois particulières en dehors du code pénal
ordinaire n’est pas une démarche recommandée. Cela appelle en notre sens une nouvelle codification, avec
éventuellement, un redéploiement des articles dont certains sont désormais surchargés en literae comme cela
fut pour l’ancien code pénal français.
Ainsi donc, la seule logique juridique offrirait de bonnes raisons pour revoir tout l’arsenal criminalisant que
nous fustigeons à travers ce propos.
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Burkina Faso

PAMAC (Programme d’Appui au Monde Associatif et
Communautaire de lutte contre le VIH/SIDA)

Je me nomme X, je suis magistrat de formation et je suis actuellement le Conseiller Juridique du PAMAC.
J’offre des services juridiques à des personnes vivant avec le VIH et aux organisations de PvVIH depuis au
moins 2001, et je le fais dans le cadre de mon service au PAMAC depuis 2003 à nos jours
J’ai eu l’honneur d’être le 1er coordonnateur du Comité de lutte contre le VIH/SIDA du ministère de la Justice
au Burkina Faso (CMLS/Justice).
Au regard de tout ce qui précède, je me sens à mesure d’apporter ma contribution pour le Dialogue Régional
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Africain, en partageant mon expérience en matière de promotion des Droits des PVVIH dans mon pays le
Burkina Faso.
Le Déni initial des Droits de la PvVIH au double plan social et institutionnel
Je rappelle que je suis Magistrat, donc un professionnel du Droit et mon outil de travail principal est la loi ou
législation étatique. Or à cette époque, la pandémie du VIH était à peine connue des populations générales, les
rares cas avérés n’étaient pas acceptés dans leurs milieux et dans leurs familles. La question du VIH était un
redoutable tabou qu’il fallait éviter de prononcer de sa bouche et personne n’avait le courage de prononcer
ouvertement le SIDA sinon son entourage le fuyait comme un pestiféré. Cette situation de non connaissance
du VIH a renforcé le tabou et la peur généralisés liés au VIH/SIDA a engendré les premiers cas de
stigmatisation/discrimination des personnes vivant avec le VIH.
A titre d’exemple de l’époque, je me rappelle que dans une certaine localité située à peu près à 110 Km de la
capitale Ouagadougou, les malades étaient abandonnés au bord des grandes voies, quand la famille n’avait
plus de ressources pour assurer les soins ou alors si elle ne sentait pas une amélioration dans l’état de santé du
malade, ou encore quand elle estimait que le malade constituait une honte pour toute la famille etc.
C’était l’époque du désarroi pour les amis et familles des PvVIH, l’époque du déni sournois de tout droit à une
PvVIH, même le droit à une mort en toute dignité !
Dans les années 2003 malheureusement, la perception de l’infection à VIH n’était pas meilleure même dans
certains de nos centres médicaux. En effet, quand un malade hospitalisé pour des soins était soupçonné d’être
atteint de VIH, les agents de santé se passaient des mots-de- passe pour s’informer du cas. Il arrivait de
constater qu’en passant la relève à leurs collègues dans le milieu médical, certains agents de santé laissaient au
chevet d’un malade précis des mots écrits en rouge dans le genre :
« Bien s’occuper de ce malade STP ! » « En cas de rupture de gants, voir dans mon tiroir » « Si nécessaire,
contactez- moi »… Ces petits mots codés accrochés avec la feuille de température et de traitement au chevet
du lit du malade étaient destinés à tout agent non informé pour lui éviter de se contaminer au contact du
malade. Cela suscitait évidemment la curiosité et la méfiance mais pire, ça provoquait parfois l’abandon du
malade par les agents de santé les plus radicaux ou les plus critique vis-à-vis du VIH. Il est évident qu’à ce
stade, on ne parlait pas encore de lois spécifiques sur le VIH dans aucun pays à notre connaissance et surtout
pas au Burkina.
C’est pourtant dans ce contexte national peu respectueux des droits des malades du SIDA que j’ai entamé mes
premières actions de juriste pour la promotion et la défense des droits des PvVIH. J’ai ainsi organisé et animé
des conférences-débats à travers tout le pays et dans chacun des treize (13) districts sanitaires que comptai le
Burkina à l’époque ; le Thèmedes conférences était simple en son temps :« VIH et Secret Médical ».
Le VIH et Droit : état des lieux au Burkina Faso
Ces conférences y ont peut être contribué, mais peu à peu les consciences commençaient s’éveiller et des
malades du SIDA marquaient leur face aux injustices et autres traitements inhumains dont ils sont victimes.
C’est ainsi que les premières plaintes ont commencé à se faire entendre. Mais l’action des défenseurs
/promoteurs des droits des PVVIH manquait de base légale spécifique. On se référait à la fois à la Déclaration
Universelle des Droits de l’Homme (10 /12/ 1948), à la Constitution du pays, et à toutes autres lois nationales,
pourvu que cette gymnastique juridique permette de gérer les situations en cours et de stopper la
maltraitance dont souffraient certains malades.
La première loi spécifique qui reconnaît ou accorde des droits à la PVVIH au Burkina est le RAABO CONJOINT
N°AN-VIII 0084 / FP / SAN-AS / MF / CAPRO du 31 Mai 1991 portant tarification des actes des professionnels
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de la sante et des hospitalisations dans les formations sanitaires et établissements hospitaliers publics du
Burkina Faso.
NB : le ‘’Raabo’’ était l’appellation consacrée pour les arrêtés ministériels, sous le régime de la révolution
démocratique et populaire qui était en cour au Burkina Faso.
Cet arrêté conjoint de 31 Mai 1991 est le document pionnier en matière de droits des PvVIH au Burkina Faso.
Pourtant il ne parle du VIH SIDA que dans un seul de ses articles, en l’occurrence l’article23 qui
stipulait lapidairement :"Les personnes atteintes de tuberculose, de lèpre, de la trypanosomiase ou du SIDA
bénéficient de la gratuité de l’hospitalisation en 3ème, 4ème, 5ème catégorie ainsi que des examens de
laboratoire s et de radiologie au cours du traitement de la maladie’’.
Cette disposition semble avoir été reprise dans des textes juridiques ultérieurs, notamment dans la Loi
n°23/94/ADP du 19 Mai 1994 portant Code de la Santé Publique ;
Aujourd’hui, le pays s’est doté de textes juridiques spécifique qui permettent de veiller sur les droits des
PVVIH, même si leur niveau de pertinence reste encore critiquable. Il s’agit de
-

La LOI n° 049-2005 AN du 21 Décembre 2005 Portant Santé de la Reproduction

-

La loi n° 028 -2008 /AN du 13 Mai 2008 portant code du travail au Burkina Faso

-

La loi n° 030 -2008 /AN du 20 Mai 2008 portant lutte contre le VIH/SIDA et protection des droits des
personnes vivant avec le VIH.

-

Du décret n°2010-744/PRESS/PM/MS du 08 décembre 2010 portant modalités d’application de la loi n°030
-2008 /AN du 20 Mai 2008 portant lutte contre le VIH/SIDA et protection des droits des personnes vivant
avec le VIH.

On peut donc dire qu’il y a eu une évolution juridique favorable à la promotion et la protection des droits des
PvVIH, même si le combat est loin d’être gagné.
Bref aperçu de mon expérience et celle du PAMAC en matière d’offres de services juridiques aux PvVIH
Au cours des dix dernières années, j’ai continué à animer des conférences de promotion des droits des PvVIH
sur des thématiques diverses et variées suivants les nécessités :

-

« VIH/SIDA et Droits de l’Homme en Afrique subsaharienne »

-

« VIH/SIDA, Droits de l’Homme et Bonne Gouvernance »

-

« Le Cadre Normatif des Associations de lutte contre le SIDA au Burkina Faso »

-

« Dépistage au VIH/SIDA et Secret Médical »

-

« Mineurs d’âge et dépistage au VIH/SIDA »

-

« Discrimination et Stigmatisation des Personnes Vivant avec le VIH »

-

« VIH/SIDA et Droits de l’Homme : Rôle des autorités et protection des travailleurs infectés »

-

« VIH et droits des personnes et de la famille »
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-

« Pénalisation de la contamination volontaire au VIH »

-

« Stigmatisation et discrimination des PVVIH dans l’entreprise»

-

« VIH ET Droits : état de la législation Burkinabè »

-

« Les principes éthiques de la recherche en VIH» …etc.

Depuis 2003, je tiens la permanence d’écoute juridique du PAMAC au profit des PvVIH et des associations. Le
PAMAC dispose de deux avocats professionnels dans les cours d’appel du pays, pour accueillir, conseiller et
assister les PvVIH en cas de besoins.
Par ailleurs, un certains nombres d’études sur le VIH ont été réalisés grâce au PAMAC et à son employé que je
suis :

-

Etude de base sur la stigmatisation et la discrimination liées et VIH/SIDA : cas du Burkina Faso
(MPDH/PAMAC-ONUSIDA-IPC Mars 2007).

-

‘’Documentation de cas éthiques et juridiques de stigmatisation et de discrimination des groupes
vulnérables, en l’occurrence les femmes’’ SP/CNLS-IST / ONUSIDA Juin 2008

Le PAMAC et son serviteur s’approprient la conviction de l’ONUSIDA qui est que :
« LA REALISATION PLEINE ET UNIVERSELLE DES DROITS DE L’HOMME EST UN ELEMENT ESSENTIEL DE LA
RIPOSTE MONDIALE CONTRE LE VIH/SIDA »
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Democratic Republic of Congo (DR Congo)

LES ANGES DU CIEL

IL ya plusieurs femmes qui sont discriminés dans notre pays la RDCONGO
Nous avons la loi qui protège les pvvih mais la pratique est tout autre que c’est soit la police ou le législateur
personne ne fait attention à la pratiquer
Les lois du pays sont élaborer à notre faveur mais la pratique pose problème, c’est peut être fait pour éviter les
bruts et montre au monde qu’il ya de considération pour cette catégorie
Je travaille avec les femmes vivant avec le virus du vih, qui subissent de discrimination jours et nuits
Les premières personnes à discriminer sont des personnels soignants
Le gouvernement congolais s’intéresse mais la pratique est vraiment faible par rapport aux lois adoptés et aux
principes universels
Oui, je peux le faire
Oui, je peux l’offrir à toutes ces personnes pour qu’elles se sentent vraiment sécurisé par le leur
D’AILLEURS NOUS nous sommes organisés en un réseau des femmes vivant avec le VIH et défendre le droits
humain en RDC une branche du réseau sida Afrique ou nous réfléchissons sur nos droits et analyse des cas des
discrimination et de non accès aux ARV pour dénoncer et revendiquer nos droits
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Et de fois nous évaluons nos analysent si elles ont de l’impact et des résultat escompté
Suis une activiste de droits humains
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Ivory Coast

Réseau Africain des Personnes vivant avec le VIH/sida,
branche Afrique de l’Ouest (RAP+AO)

Violation du droit à l’assistance psychosociale pré-test et post-test par le personnel médical – Violation du droit
à la confidentialité et à la vie privée – Discrimination et stigmatisation d’une PVVIH – Méconnaissance des
modes de transmission du VIH – Vie positive et engagement dans la réponse au VIH par le droit.
Je m’appelle X, ivoirien et juriste indépendant âgé de 52 ans. En 1994, responsable du service des pensions
d’une structure parapublique, j’ai rencontré M-J, Secrétaire de Direction dans une société et de 4 ans mon
aînée. Cette différence d’âge incommodait ses parents qui voyaient en moi un gigolo, alors que mon salaire
plus important que le sien, me mettait à l’abri de tout besoin. La fragilité de l’état de santé de M-J ne nous a
pas permis d’avoir des enfants. En dépit des ragots, nous nous sommes mariés sans la présence de ses parents.
Notre mariage n’a pas connu la bénédiction des siens que ceux bien antérieurs au nôtre de ses sœurs cadettes,
l’une avec un professeur en médecine, l’autre avec un comptable. Les résultats des tests de dépistage du VIH
que nous avions faits avant notre rencontre étaient négatifs.
Tombé malade en 2001, j’ai été hospitalisé dans la polyclinique où travaillait son beau-frère. Selon le médecin
traitant mon état de santé nécessitait le test de dépistage du VIH. J’y ai donné mon accord sans avoir reçu de
conseil pré-test. Le lendemain après-midi, ce dernier porteur de l’enveloppe contenant les résultats, m’a
informé sans détours de ma séropositivité. Aucun conseil post-test ne m’a été là-aussi donné. Il me fallait
trouver les mots justes pour en informer mon épouse à sa descente de service, surtout qu’à cette époque les
messages véhiculés sur le VIH/sida étaient synonymes de mort imminente. Sitôt arrivée, j’ai tendu à M-J les
résultats du test réalisé qui m’a apporté sa compassion. Sorti d’hôpital plus tard, je suis entré en convalescence
chez ma mère où je suis resté pendant une semaine sans aucune visite de mon épouse et me préparant à
informer certains des miens de mon statut sérologique. Mis au courant de ma séropositivité, le professeur en
médecine l’a révélée aux sœurs cadettes de ma femme qu’il encourageait au divorce. Pendant la deuxième
semaine, M-J m’a signalé sa prochaine visite. Grande fut ma surprise de la voir arriver le week-end avec le
professeur en médecine, son épouse et nos témoins de mariage. Pendant l’entretien, le professeur a révélé
mon statut sérologique à l’assistance et déclaré qu’il me fallait divorcer de M-J. Nos témoins de mariage ont
sollicité me rencontrer chez eux où deux jours plus tard, en présence de leurs enfants, je devais me justifier sur
mon état sérologique. Mon désarroi s’amplifiait avec l’attitude de ces derniers pour qui ma séropositivité était
l’indicateur de mon infidélité et que j’attentais à la vie M-J. Craignant pour sa sérologie, mon épouse a refait
son test de dépistage qui s’est révélé négatif. Dans l’intervalle, la structure dans laquelle je travaillais avait clos
ses activités.
J’ai informé de la situation un de mes cousins responsable d’une ONG de lutte contre le VIH/sida qui m’y a
intéressé, me prenant comme membre et conseiller juridique de son organisation. Je participais à de
nombreux ateliers au plan national qui m’ont permis de rencontrer d’autres Personnes Vivant avec le VIH
(PVVIH). Ces rencontres m’ont revigoré et j’ai compris que les clichés entretenus sur les PVVIH étaient
fallacieux. En Janvier 2005, élu Secrétaire Général du Réseau Ivoirien des organisations de PVVIH (RIP+), je
prenais part aux ateliers où il était question de droit tant au plan national qu’au plan sous-régional ouestafricain. Quatre mois plus tard, lors d’un atelier sous-régional organisé au Burkina Faso, j’ai été chargé
d’élaborer une esquisse des statuts et du règlement intérieur de la future section ouest-africaine du Réseau
Africain des Personnes vivant avec le VIH (RAP+AO). Pendant ce temps, mes relations avec M-J se détérioraient
qui se retrouvait devant un dilemme que les siens lui imposaient : divorcer d’un mari séropositif et sans un
véritable emploi ou courir le risque de se voir contaminer en demeurant avec moi. Alors que je m’évertuais à
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lui faire savoir que bien que notre couple soit séro-discordant et qu’une nouvelle conduite de vie la mettrait à
l’abri de toute contamination de ma part, en janvier 2006 la pression familiale a fini par la convaincre d’initier
une procédure de divorce contre moi et de rejoindre leur domicile familial. M’investissant à fond dans mes
activités de lutte contre la stigmatisation et la discrimination liées au VIH/sida, j’ai été désigné Secrétaire
Général Adjoint de l’Observatoire Ivoirien des Droits des Personnes vivant avec le VIH (ODP+), avant qu’en juin
2006 la section Afrique de l’Ouest du Réseau Africain des Personnes vivant avec le VIH n’adopte en Assemblée
Générale l’esquisse des textes que j’avais élaborée et que j’en sois élu en même temps Secrétaire Général
Adjoint. Mon engagement pour la promotion des droits des PVVIH m’a permis de prendre part à de nombreux
ateliers organisés dans la sous-région ouest-africaine et d’y faire des présentations. Membre du Comité
national de rédaction de l’avant-projet de loi VIH relatif à la prévention, la protection et au contrôle en matière
de lutte contre le VIH/sida en Côte d’Ivoire, je suis aussi membre du Comité des experts du Bureau régional de
ONUSIDA basé à Dakar chargé de l’examen des cadres légaux nationaux dans la sous-région Afrique de l’Ouest
et du Centre en conformité avec les normes et standards internationaux. Aujourd’hui, je suis point focal de
mon pays pour le compte du RAP+AO sur le projet CORRIDOR qui est un projet régional commun de
prévention, de prise en charge des IST/VIH/sida et de lutte contre la stigmatisation et la discrimination liées au
VIH/sida le long du corridor de migration Abidjan-Lagos impliquant cinq pays (de la Côte d’Ivoire au Nigéria).
Victime de violation de mes droits tant par le personnel médical que par des personnes de mon entourage,
j’informe régulièrement les PVVIH dans le cadre de mes activités qu’en dépit de l’inexistence à ce jour dans
notre pays d’une loi spécifique portant protection des PVVIH à l’instar d’autres pays de la sous-région, ce sont
les rejets, les jugements moralisateurs, les souffrances physiques et psychologiques, l’atteinte à leur dignité qui
les conduisent à ne pas exercer leurs droits : cela entrave gravement la lutte contre le VIH. Comme toute
personne, elles sont membres à part entière de leur communauté et le Droit étant le même pour tous, la
garantie du respect de leurs droits est consacrée par la Constitution. Les invitant à vaincre la honte d’être
reconnu comme tel car partageant leur statut sérologique, elles peuvent aisément revendiquer leurs droits
violés sur le fondement des textes existants afin de sortir de l’isolement. C’est par l’exercice effectif de leurs
droits juridiquement reconnus et protégés que la stigmatisation et la discrimination, prendront du recul.
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Burundi

Réseau Burundais des Personnes vivant avec le
VIH/sida (RBP+)

Mission du RBP+ : Le Réseau Burundais des Personnes vivant avec le VIH est une organisation de la société
civile qui oeuvre en faveur des personnes vivant avec le VIH afin qu’elles sortent de l’anonymat et accèdent
aux services de prévention, de traitement, de soins et de soutien, et ainsi améliorent la qualité de leur vie. Elle
apporte une valeur ajoutée aux efforts de prévention par l’entremise des actions de mobilisation et de
sensibilisation de la communauté par des témoignages à visage découvert et par la promotion du dépistage
volontaire
Il apporte sa contribution aux efforts du gouvernement et d’autres partenaires impliqués dans la lutte contre le
Sida au Burundi, auxquels des liens de partenariat ont été tissés pour un travail en synergie au profit de la
population en général et des Personnes infectées et affectées ainsi que des groupes hautement vulnérables en
particulier.
Introduction
La vision 2011 pour le Burundi, partagée par l’ensemble des acteurs et partenaires est celle d’un pays où les
populations, au niveau de leur foyer, de leur lieu de travail, de leur colline, de leur commune et de leur province,
constituent des communautés compétentes face au VIH. Et, à l’échelle du territoire national tout entier, une
société protégée contre de nouvelles infections par le VIH. Un pays où le bien-être et la qualité de vie des PVVIH
et des personnes affectées sont garantis au sein de leur communauté, dans un environnement de respect des
droits humains, sans stigmatisation ni discrimination. Cette vision commune sou tend les objectifs ambitieux
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fixés dans le cadre l’Accès Universel au Burundi et pris en compte au niveau des axes/composantes
stratégiques et domaines d’actions de la réponse nationale au VIH/SIDA. Elle impose à toutes les parties
prenantes le respect de principes directeurs qui sont des valeurs et des règles également partagées pour la
bonne gouvernance et la démocratisation des cadres de partenariats pour la lutte contre la VIH/SIDA. Parmi les
principes directeurs du PSN 2007-2011, nous citons la « Protection des droits des groupes vulnérables que sont
les personnes vivant dans la précarité et la pauvreté, les enfants, les femmes, les rapatriés et les déplacés » : ils
sont garantis par la Constitution Burundaise, les chartes, déclarations et conventions internationales ratifiées
par le Burundi, en particulier la Déclaration Universelle des droits de l’homme, la Charte Africaine des Droits de
l’Homme et des Peuples, la Convention sur les Droits des Enfants, la Déclaration de Beijing.
Malheureusement, Le 22 avril 2009, le président du Burundi, Pierre Nkurunziza, a promulgué une loi qui
criminalise les pratiques sexuelles entre personnes de même sexe. Le nouveau code pénal burundais
criminalise l’homosexualité qui constitue dorénavant un « attentat à la pudeur », « contraire aux moeurs » et
les relations homosexuelles seront passibles, selon l’article 567, de peines pouvant aller jusqu’à deux ans de
prison. Cette pénalisation a été dénoncée par les associations de défense des Droits de l’Homme et par celles
luttant contre le VIH car elle a des conséquences dramatiques en termes de lutte contre le VIH/sida. Au
Burundi, les travailleuses du sexe, et les hommes ayant des relations sexuelles avec d’autres hommes (MSM)
sont considérés comme les principales populations les plus à risque. La vulnérabilité des hommes et femmes
ayant des relations sexuelles avec des personnes du même sexe n’est due à aucune prédisposition biologique,
mais est le résultat d’un ensemble de violations des droits de l’homme et d’inégalités sociales qui augmentent
le risque d’infection au VIH.
Situation épidémiologique chez les MSM du Burundi
Les groupes vulnérables ou à risque élevé n’ont pas fait l’objet d’une attention suffisante dans la mise en
oeuvre du PAN 2002-2006 et, l’insuffisance des données sur la prévalence et les comportements sexuels dans
ces groupes ne permet pas de caractériser le type d’épidémie dans le pays. L’enquête combinée de
séroprévalence et socio comportementale qui vient d’être réalisée en 2010 par le SEP/CNLS, pour un
échantillon de 383 MSM, le taux de séroprévalence est de 2%.
Les MSM au Burundi sont des jeunes, 88% de ces MSM sont des célibataires dont l’âge moyen est de 25 ans
selon les résultats issus d’une analyse situationnelle qui a été réalisée à Bujumbura en septembre 2009 par
l’Association des MSM, HUMURE. Les résultats de cette étude ont montré également que dans cette
population, l’utilisation systématique du préservatif et du gel est insuffisante. Les MSM ont peu de
connaissances en matière des IST/VIH/Sida. Avec l’appui des bailleurs de fonds, des actions IEC/CCC et de prise
en charge en faveur des MSM ont été menées au Burundi. Mais des contraintes ont été observées. Une
première contrainte a été constatée au niveau du caractère général des messages lors des séances IEC/CCC
sans qu’il ait une prise en compte de la spécificité des pratiques MSM. La deuxième contrainte a été observée
chez les prestataires des services de prise en charge qui disposent jusqu’aujourd’hui de peu de connaissances
sur les pratiques MSM et surtout sur les moyens de prévention contre les IST/VIH/Sida. Aussi peu de manuels
sur les pratiques MSM ainsi que des modes de se prévenir des IST sont loin d’être disponible dans les
différentes structures de prise en charge qu’elles soient publiques ou privées.
Des programmes pour les minorités sexuelles
La stigmatisation liée à l’homophobie, le déni de l’homosexualité et la législation qui criminalise les relations
entre personnes du même sexe, tout cela a conduit à rendre encore moins visibles les questions liées à la
transmission du VIH entre personnes du même sexe, et a limité de manière drastique l’accès de ces personnes
aux services de prévention et de prise en charge.
Pour remédier à cette situation qui constitue un danger non seulement pour les minorités mais aussi pour la
population en général, des interventions spécifiques adaptées doivent être menées en faveur des minorités
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sexuelles d’une part, d’autre part ces dernières constitueront des éléments de plaidoyer pour une lutte et prise
en charge intégrée. En plus, une action de sensibilisation des structures devra être menée pour l’acceptation
du groupe afin d’étendre l’expérience qu’on aura acquise avec les initiatives pilotes qui seront réalisées dans le
cadre des projets de lutte contre le VIH/Sida susceptibles d’inverser la tendance de l’épidémie au sein de la
communauté homosexuelle. Pour ce faire, les projets à développer dans ce cadre devront être bien formulés
et bien menés en vue de documenter les expériences réussies et en faire la promotion.
Pour répondre à ces préoccupations, un renforcement de capacités est indispensable. D’une part, les
structures de prévention et de prise en charge du VIH/SIDA devront comprendre davantage le phénomène de
l’homosexualité, en quoi il expose à l’infection au VIH, quels comportements à risques favorables à la
transmission du VIH, quelles sont les pratiques ; d’autres part comment monter un projet à résultats rapides et
efficaces ?, en quoi consiste un projet de soutien économique ? et quel est sa contribution dans la prévention
du VIH ?
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Central African Republic

Réseau Centrafricain des personnes vivant avec le
VIH/SIDA

En République Centrafricaine une loi fixant les droits et obligations des Personnes vivant avec le VIH/SIDA
(PVVIH) délibéré et adopté par l’assemblée nationale et promulgué par le président de la République a vue le
jour le 12 Septembre 2006.
Cette loi en l’encontre des PVVIH , particulièrement répressif et ceci rend très difficile l’accès de la population
au dépistage volontaire et aussi l’intégration de la communauté se sachant pvvih d’entrer dans les associations
des pvvih. Cette loi est limité aux droits et devoirs des PVVIH et n’a pas été étendue aux obligations relatives à
la lutte contre le SIDA en général.
Des lois qui intitulent : toute PVVIH ne doit entretenir que des relations sexuelles protégée et punis d’un
emprisonnement de 2 à 5 ans et d’une amende de 1.00.000 à 1.000.000 de FCFA celui qui se sachant porteur
du VIH , entretient des relations sexuelles non protégées.
Ceci dit il ne s’agit même pas seulement des personnes séro+ mais de tous PVVIH, même ceux qui ignorent
leurs statuts et dont on peut faire le test par la suite et les inculper rétrospectivement
(cela interdit le droit de procréation)
Autres articles : Toute pratique ou tout comportement pouvant occasionner la transmission de l’infection à
une autre personne est interdite au PVVIH. Cet article a une peine d’emprisonnement de 1 à 3 ans et une
amende de 1.00.000 à 1.000.000fcfa, de même celui qui par imprudence, expose autrui par son fait ou son
activité, occasionne sciemment la transmission à autrui de l’infection à VIH.
C’est dire les mamans dépistées ou non de la Prévention transmission mère et enfant (PTME) ne peuvent
plus allaiter au sein leur enfant (si elle ne le font pas, l’enfant est malnutri/décédé, donc maltraitance) ; il est
impossible de démontrer qui est le transmetteur.
Toute PVVIH est tenue de se soumettre aux soins prescrits par le médecin ; dans un article, alors que tout
patient est libre de suivre ou non son traitement et/ou de demander un autre avis
Délits de transmission et d’exposition au risque de transmission
Ces dispositions ne sont pas rares dans la mesure ou elles sont perçues comme une marque de fermeté, mais
elles ne sont pas recommandées et elles devraient n’être utilisées qu’en derniers recours. Si une telle
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disposition est néanmoins adoptée, il est préférable qu’elle soit générique, et non pas spécifique au VIH et
qu’elle reconnaisse les facteurs à décharge, par exemple le consentement du partenaire et l’emploi de moyen
de protection (préservatif)
Il est aussi essentiel que les protocoles soient établis entre les autorités sanitaires et judiciaires pour éviter que
des affaires ne soient indument portées devant un tribunal , sans aucun élément scientifique probant.
Conclusions
Cette loi va renforcer la discrimination des PVVIH et risque de ruiner les efforts en matière de prévention au
niveau national.
Pas de loi spécifique pour les PVVIH
Spécifique=discrimination, stigmatisation
Il est important que cette loi soit révisée au niveau national et que d’autre par toutes les lois concernant la
lutte contre le VIH/SIDA soient communs dans toutes les régions d’Afrique Sud saharienne pourquoi pas
mondialisé
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Burkina Faso

Réseau pour une plus grande implication des
personnes vivants avec le VIH (REGIPIV)

Video : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dxR452EQr6Y

Introduction
Le Réseau pour une Grande Implication des Personnes Infectées par le VIH (REGIPIV-BF) a été créé le 16 juin
2001 à l’issue du forum qui a regroupé des participants venus de 21 provinces du Burkina Faso.
Son objectif principal est d’améliorer la prise en charge globale des personnes vivant avec le VIH dans toutes
les localités du Burkina Faso par l'implication des personnes elles-mêmes concernées. Il s’est donné comme
mission depuis sa création d’œuvrer à impliquer les PVVIH dans l’organisation de leur propre prise en charge
globale au Burkina.
Le REGIPIV dans sa lutte contre le VIH/SIDA, a remarqué que les personnes séropositives ne sont pas
suffisamment prises en compte dans les programmes de prévention et que la vision négative et la forte
connotation sexuelle de la maladie sont des réalités. Cette mauvaise compréhension de la maladie est liée à la
stigmatisation qui l’entoure. Le REGIPIV s’est rapidement impliqué dans la prise en charge des personnes
vivant avec le VIH car le rôle des personnes infectées ou affectées s’est avéré important dans l’humanisation
du VIH/SIDA au Burkina Faso.
Toutefois, la région de l’Est du Burkina Faso est faiblement couverte par les programmes de prévention contre
le VIH et de prise en charge des PVVIH. La peur de braver les longues distances entre les villes, la persistance
des pratiques culturelles néfastes et favorables à la culture de comportements stigmatisant et
discriminatoires ; le VIH apparaissait toujours dans cette localité comme une maladie qui n’attrape que les
personnes considérées comme des « dépravés sexuelles », ou des personnes « qui ont péché » ou qui ont été
« punies par Dieu ». A cause de cela, les personnes vivant avec le VIH vivent dans l’ombre et n’osent pas
révéler leur statut sérologique entraînant de ce fait un mauvais rendement des programmes de prévention car
la transmission persiste.
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C’est dans cette optique que la région de l’Est du Burkina Faso a été choisie compte tenue de la faible
affirmation des personnes vivants avec le VIH de la localité et l’énorme difficulté que les acteurs de prise en
charge éprouvent dans la région.
L’objectif poursuivi par cette intervention est de réduire toutes formes de stigmatisation et de discrimination
associées au VIH/SIDA, dans les lieux de travail et dans l’entourage familiale dans la région de l’Est du Burkina
tout en faisant accroitre de 80% l’implication effective des autorités administratives coutumières et religieuses
dans la défense des droits de PVVIH, et en instaurant un système de collaboration entre les PVVIH et les
structures judiciaires.
Stratégie
La mise en œuvre du projet a débuté par une première mission qui avait pour tache de faire un plaidoyer
auprès des autorités administratives et coutumières, des associations, ONG, partenaires de développement
local et national pour créer un cadre favorable à la mise en œuvre des activités dudit projet sur l’émergence
des PV VIH.
En outre, cette mission devrait aboutir à un engagement verbal des autorités en ce qui concerne leur
implication pour une émergence d’associations de PVVIH dans les différentes localités.
Enfin, L’organisation des séances d’animation sur les droits par les professionnels du droit au sein des
associations de PV VIH.
Résultats
-

Trois (3) magistrats ont animé quatre (4) séances de causerie sur les droits dans les trois associations de PV
VIH localisées dans les provinces ;

-

Deux (2) préfets ont animé quatre (4) séances d’animation sur les droits dans les deux (2) associations de
PV VIH localisées dans les départements ;

-

La confiance s’est installée entre les services juridiques et les associations de PV VIH de la région ;

-

Vingt cinq (25) PV VIH ont été formées à la lutte contre la stigmatisation/discrimination ;

-

Cinq (5) cadres de concertations ont été tenus sous la responsabilité des Hauts Commissaires, impliquant
les autorités des districts sanitaires, de l’action Sociale, de la justice, des mairies, les responsables
d’associations, les PVVIH, les ONG de développement ;

-

Au moins 40 acteurs impliqués dans la prise en charge des PVVIH ont échangé sur la problématique de la
stigmatisation et de la discrimination ;

-

Cinq (5) associations de PV VIH sont mises en place dont trois sont officiellement reconnues ;

-

La conception d’un support audio visuel sur les différentes rencontres de concertation a été réalisée à cet
effet ;

-

250 copies de la loi sur le VIH, ont été distribuées au cours des cadres de concertation aux acteurs de la
société civile, aux autorités administratives, coutumières, autorités judiciaires et parajudiciaires

-

le recueil des informations a permis au réseau de contribuer à l’écriture des décrets d’application de la loi
au niveau national.
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Perspectives/Conclusion
Cette expérience a servi de base pour la mise en œuvre d’activités similaires dans d’autres localités du Burkina
Faso. Vus les résultats et la pertinence de l’activité, elle a reçu l’appui financier du Conseil National de Lutte
contre le Sida et les IST (CNLS-IST) et le Programme d’Appui au Monde Associatif et Communautaire (PAMAC)
pour les années suivantes.
Au-delà de tout ce qui précède, ce projet a permis la mise en place d’associations de PVVIH en collaboration
avec les autorités administratives et judiciaires, de la santé, de l’action sociale. De ce fait, il vient contribuer à la
réalisation de cette ambition, datant de 2001 que le REGIPIV s’est donné à organiser des concertations locales
autour de la stigmatisation et de la discrimination, à lutter pour l’insertion sociale des personnes vivant avec le
VIH et à impliquer les hommes de droit dans la prise en charge des PV VIH .
Du reste, le défi sera le soutien financier et matériel aux groupes constitués pour l’atteinte effective et
efficiente des objectifs qui leurs sont assignés dont l’une d’entre elle est de réaliser au niveau national un
programme d’accès des PV VIH aux services juridiques.
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Democratic Republic of Congo (DR Congo)

réseau des organisations non gouvernementales des
droits de l’homme
et des personnes vivant avec le VIH-sida

Nous avons l’honneur de venir par le présent appel à contribution au nom du Réseau des Organisations Non
gouvernementales de droit de l’homme et associations des personnes vivants avec le VIH-SIDA, RDH/VIH-SIDA
en sigle, vous présenter l’objet en exergue.
En effet, le RDH/VIH-SIDA est une plateforme d’Organisation Non Gouvernementale des Droits de l’Homme
engagée dans la lutte contre le VIH-SIDA, prévention et promotion des droits des personnes vivants avec le
VIH-SIDA, créée à Lubumbashi en République Démocratique du Congo en date du 03 Décembre 2005 sous la
férule du Programme National Multisectoriel de lutte contre le VIH/SIDA.
Dans l’esprit de sa création, le RDH/VIH-SIDA a pour mission principale, le renforcement des capacités
d’intervention et l’accroissement des moyens d’action des Organisations Non Gouvernementales des Droits de
l’Homme et associations membres, en vue de contribuer efficacement et de manière efficiente à l’atténuation
de l’impact négatif du VIH-SIDA ainsi que lutter contre un environnement de discrimination et stigmatisation.
Ceci par les sessions de formations, les séances de sensibilisation et le briefing sur les notions du VIH-SIDA et
les grandes lignes de la loi portant protection des personnes vivant avec le VIH-SIDA.
Pour accomplir sa mission, le RDH/VIH-SIDA s’est assigné statutairement les objectifs suivants :
-

Contribuer à la promotion et à la défense des droits des personnes vivants avec le VIH-SIDA et celles
affectées par le VIH-SIDA ;

Assurer l’accompagnement juridique, judiciaire et psychologique des Personnes Vivants avec le VIH et
Personnes Affectées par le Virus ;
-

Informer les Personnes Vivants avec le VIH et Personnes Affectées par le Virus sur leurs droits ;

-

Sensibiliser la population et les proches des Personnes Vivants avec le VIH et Personnes Affectées par le
Virus sur les droits de ceux-ci ;

Sensibiliser les autorités locales et nationales sur les droits des Personnes Vivants avec le VIH et Personnes
Affectées par le Virus.
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Le RDH/VIH-SIDA a pour domaines d’intervention, les droits de l’homme, pris sous leur angle de promotion
d’un environnement luttant contre la discrimination et la stigmatisation dans l’éducation et l’accompagnement
des victimes. En outre, le RDH/VIH-SIDA assure l’assistance judiciaire des Personnes Vivants avec le VIH et
Personnes Affectées par le Virus, victimes de violation de leurs droits fondamentaux à cause de leur statut
sérologique à VIH. Illustration est faite ici des femmes victimes des procédures en divorce initiées par leurs
maris qui se fondent sur la séroprévalence supposée ou avérée de leur épouse. Il en est de même pour les
orphelins de sida privés de leurs droits successoraux.
De manière générale, le RDH/VIH-SIDA dispose d’une grande expérience dans le domaine des droits de
l’homme, soutenue par ses membres qui sont dans leur majeure partie, Avocats, membres des organisations
des droits de l’homme, faisant de la défense et promotion des droits de l’homme leur cheval de bataille.
Dans le domaine du VIH-SIDA, le RDH/VIH-SIDA, justifie aussi d’une expérience non négligeable, partant d’une
part, des nombreuses formations auxquelles il a bruyamment participé par le biais de ses membres, et d’autre
part, l’efficacité de son accompagnement juridique et judiciaire des Personnes Vivants avec le VIH et Personnes
Affectées par le Virus nous référé par l’UCOP PLUS qui les gèrent en est une preuve éloquence.
Le RDH a eu de janvier à mai 2009 à piloter la vulgarisation de la loi portant protection des Personnes Vivants
avec le VIH et Personnes Affectées à travers les grandes villes de la province du Katanga sous le financement de
la Coordination Provinciale du Programme National Multisectoriel de Lutte contre SIDA.
Le RDH a participé à l’atelier de relecture de l’avant projet de loi sur la protection des droits des Personnes
Vivants avec le VIH et Personnes Affectées par le Virus organisé en juin 2007 par le Haut Commissariat des
Nations Unies aux droits de l’homme. Il en est de même de sa participation à l’atelier sur la collecte des
données sur les discriminations et stigmatisations des Personnes Vivants avec le VIH et Personnes Affectées
par le Virus organisé à Lubumbashi en Octobre 2007 par le Haut Commissariat des Nations Unies aux droits de
l’Homme ainsi que la participation à plusieurs ateliers, séminaires et formations organisées par la Coordination
Provinciale du Programme National Multisectoriel de lutte contre le SIDA.
De même, les diverses séances de sensibilisation et de formation des Personnes Vivants avec le VIH et
Personnes Affectées par le Virus sur leurs droits ainsi que la vulgarisation des lois portant protection des
Personnes Vivants avec le VIH et Personnes Affectées par le Virus, sur les violences sexuelles et portant
protection de l’enfant en sont des bases. Le Réseau a eu à organiser un atelier de formation des formateurs sur
les stratégies d’intervention dans l’atténuation de l’impact négatif du VIH-SIDA à Lubumbashi en décembre
2006 avec le financement du PNMLS Katanga.
Du point de vue interne, le RDH/VIH-SIDA à travers ses statuts constitutifs dispose de deux organes qui sont :
-

L’Assemblée Générale,

-

Le Comité Exécutif.

Sur le plan de l’organisation interne, le RDH/VIH-SIDA se compose :
-

D’un Coordonnateur ;

-

D’un Coordonnateur adjoint ;

-

D’un Secrétaire ;

-

D’un Secrétaire adjoint ;
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-

D’un Trésorier ;

-

D’un trésorier adjoint.

Voilà la contribution du Réseau des Organisations Non Gouvernementales des Droits de l’homme engagé dans
la lutte contre le VIH/SIDA, RDH/VIH-SIDA au dialogue Régional Africain.
Avec l’espoir que cette contribution retiendra votre particulière attention, veuillez recevoir l’assurance de
notre considération distinguée.
Pour le Réseau des Organisations Non Gouvernementales des droits de l’Homme et associations des personnes
vivants avec le VIH/SIDA.
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Ivory Coast

Réseau Ivoirien des organisations de personnes vivant
avec le VIH-sida (RIP+)

OFFRES DE SERVICES JURIDIQUES : CAS DE LA CONSULTATION JURIDIQUE FORAINE OFFERTE AUX PVVIH
LORS DE LA 22ième JOURNEE MONDIALE DE LUTTE CONTRE LE SIDA 2009 (JMLS) A BONOUA.
RAPPELS
Contexte de l’activité
Le RIP+ a organisé une journée de consultation juridique foraine (COJUFOR), le lundi 30 novembre 2009. Cette
activité s’est déroulée sur le site du village communautaire à Bonoua de 09 heures à 14 heures dans le cadre de
la 22ème JMLS 2009 dont le thème est « Accès universel et Droits de la Personne ». Monsieur YOUNOUSSE
Abou Dramane, juriste au Ministère de la lutte contre le sida et Mademoiselle Abiba Lofougongnon
OUATTARA, Juriste consultante et membres de l’Association des Femmes juristes de Côte d’Ivoire (AFJCI) ont
conduit cette consultation.
Objectifs
-

Promouvoir et défendre les droits fondamentaux des personnes vivant avec le VIH.

-

Organiser une journée de Consultation Juridique Foraine (COJUFOR) autour des droits des personnes
vivants avec le VIH

-

Recenser les cas de violation des droits des personnes liés à l’infection au VIH ;

-

Proposer des solutions fondées sur les dispositions légales en vigueur et sur la jurisprudence

Résultats Attendus
100 participants sont sensibilisés sur les droits fondamentaux des PVVIH
Stratégies
Le RIP+ a recruté deux juristes consultants experts dans le domaine du « VIH et droits de la personne ».
A travers des entretiens individuels, les consultants ont écouté, échangé avec les participants et proposé des
solutions aux problèmes juridiques posés, pendant un timing allant de 3 à 5 mn selon le cas.
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PROBLEMES DES VISITEURS, ORIENTATIONS ET SOLUTIONS PROPOSEES
Au total quatre vingt (80) personnes ont participé à l’activité et ont posé des problèmes ci-dessous résumés.
1- un conjoint musulman a chassé sa femme parce qu’elle est séropositive. En plus, il a divulgué auprès de
l’entourage le statut VIH de sa femme et elle est l’objet de stigmatisation et de rejet. Quels sont les problèmes
juridiques qui se posent et
quelles solutions peut-on proposer ?
Problèmes juridiques identifiés :
- Rejet et stigmatisation à l’endroit d’une personne séropositive
- Diffamation, rupture de la confidentialité, atteinte au droit à la vie privée de la Femme.
2- Un OEV a été dépossédé des biens de son père décédé du VIH. Comment faire pour le rétablir dans ses
droits ?
Problèmes juridiques identifiés : héritage et succession
3- Les proches d’une personne séropositive sont l’objet d’injures, de rejet et de discrimination de la part de
leur entourage. Quel problème de droit cela pose et quelle solution le droit propose-t-il ?
Problèmes juridiques identifiés : rejet, stigmatisation et diffamation.
4- une femme séropositive annonce son statut VIH à son conjoint. Au lieu de dire qu’elle est séropositive, elle
dit à son mari qu’elle est séronégative. Que faire dans ce cas ? est ce qu’on peut dire la vérité à son conjoint ?
Problèmes juridiques identifiés : Annonce du statut VIH par un tiers. La responsabilité de l’annonce du statut
VIH d’une femme enceinte à son conjoint.
5- Une femme enceinte déclarée séropositive est abandonnée par son conjoint après lui avoir proféré des
injures.
Problèmes juridiques identifiés : rejet, stigmatisation et diffamation liées au statut VIH.
6- Un travailleur d’une entreprise de la place infecté par le VIH refuse d’informer son
employeur de son statut VIH parce qu’il a peur d’être licencié. Or s’il ne l’annonce pas à son patron il ne pourra
bénéficier de soins, soutien et traitement adéquats. Quels conseils peut-on lui donner pour l’aider.
Problèmes juridiques identifiés : le licenciement d’un travailleur du fait de son statut VIH positif. La
discrimination liée au statut VIH positif.
7- Un élève infecté se confie à son ami qui lui divulgue le résultat auprès d’autres personnes. L’élève est l’objet
de stigmatisation et de discrimination de la part de son entourage. Comment peut-on qualifier un tel acte et
quelle solution la loi prévoit-elle?
Problèmes juridiques identifiés : la divulgation du statut VIH positif par un tiers (rupture du droit à la
confidentialité et atteinte au droit à la vie privée). Rejet, stigmatisation et discrimination à l’endroit d’une
personne vivant avec le VIH.
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8- Le statut VIH d’une jeune fille séropositive a été divulgué et quelqu’un qu’elle ne connaît pas l’a appelé au
téléphone pour lui dire qu’il connaît son statut.
Problèmes juridiques identifiés : divulgation du résultat d’un test par tiers et diffamation.
9- Une femme est infectée par le VIH. Ses enfants lui ont été retirés par les parents de son défunt mari sous
prétexte qu’elle va les contaminer. Elle est abandonnée et est sans cesse stigmatisée.
Problèmes juridiques identifiés : atteinte à la vie privée, rupture du droit à la confidentialité, succession,
héritage et garde des enfants en cas de décès du conjoint.
10- Est-ce qu’on peut obliger une femme enceinte à faire le test de dépistage lors de sa consultation
prénatale?
Problèmes juridiques identifiés : les caractères du test de dépistage du VIH. La violation du consentement et
l’atteinte à la vie privée de la femme enceinte.
11- Un monsieur que l’on sait séropositif parce qu’il a fait le test de dépistage chez nous (dans notre centre de
santé) continue de chercher les femmes n’importe comment et sans se protéger malgré les conseils que nous
lui avons donnés. Est-ce qu’on peut se permettre d’informer son entourage pour que les gens prennent des
précautions afin d’éviter qu’il les infecte ?
Problèmes juridiques identifiés : contamination volontaire ou par imprudence, négligence. Divulgation du
statut sérologique de quelqu’un sans son consentement (atteinte à sa vie privée).
12- Un monsieur demande si l’on peut renvoyer un travailleur infecté par le VIH/SIDA à cause de sa
séropositivité ?
Problèmes juridiques identifiés : licenciement abusif, stigmatisation
13- Plusieurs personnes ont voulu savoir si une femme peut bénéficier de la pension de son mari ?
Problèmes juridiques identifiés : la pension de réversion de veuve au niveau de la CEGRAE et de la CNPS.
14- Comment faire pour contraindre son ex. mari à appliquer les décisions issues du divorce ? (Paiement de
pension, partage des biens)
Problèmes juridiques identifiés : partage des biens de la communauté et application des décisions de justice
15- Un homme demande s’il peut obliger son épouse à faire son test de dépistage ? Problèmes juridiques
identifiés : la liberté de faire son test de dépistage et obligations des conjoints sur la question du VIH (caractère
volontaire du test de dépistage et le consentement éclairé du client).
16- Plusieurs personnes ont voulu savoir si un père de famille peut contraindre ses enfants à faire leur test de
dépistage ?
Problèmes juridiques identifiés : la liberté de faire son test de dépistage et les droits des enfants.
17- Un jeune homme voudrait savoir si l’on peut contracter le VIH/SIDA en consommant la nourriture
confectionnée par une personne infectée ?
Problèmes juridiques identifiés : droit à l’information, stigmatisation, préjugés
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18- Comment faire pour établir un extrait de naissance pour un enfant qui a déjà 1 an ?
Problèmes juridiques identifiés : déclaration des enfants à l’état civil et procédure d’obtention de jugement
supplétif.
DIFFICULTES RENCONTREES
L’absence de loi sur le VIH a rendu difficile la consultation. Certains problèmes posés n’ont pas de solutions
dans les textes de loi existante. Le cadre de la consultation n’était pas très approprié parce que certains
visiteurs n’ont pu s’exprimer à leur aise et auraient préféré un endroit confidentiel hors des regards.
SOLUTIONS PROPOSEES
On a dû faire une large interprétation des instruments juridiques internationaux et nationaux de promotion et
de protection des droits de l’homme. Pour l’essentiel, nous avons exhorté les personnes vivant avec le VIH
victimes de violation de leurs droits à saisir les tribunaux, car en l’absence de loi, les juges ont la possibilité de
faire référence à la jurisprudence pour résoudre les cas non prévus par les textes existants.
RECOMMANDATIONS
Les problèmes recensés seront étudiés, analysés par une équipe de juristes afin de proposer pour chacun des
cas des solutions adaptées et beaucoup plus précises. En sus, les juristes proposeront les voies de recours pour
chaque cas de violation des droits. Un dépliant comportant les problèmes et leurs solutions ainsi que les voies
de recours sera conçu et produit en plusieurs exemplaires puis diffusé auprès de tous les acteurs de la lutte
contre le sida.
CONCLUSION
Cette journée de consultation juridique foraine a permis de recueillir effectivement plusieurs cas de violation
des droits des personnes vivants avec le VIH. Au regard du nombre de personnes reçues dans le cadre de cette
consultation, nous pouvons dire que l’activité a connu un franc succès. D’ailleurs tous les visiteurs ont salué
cette initiative et ont même souhaité qu’elle soit assez souvent renouvelée pour le bonheur des personnes
vivant avec le VIH. Quant aux juristes consultants, ils remercient les responsables du RIP+ pour la confiance
ainsi que pour les dispositions prises afin de favoriser le bon déroulement de l’activité. Enfin, ils les assurent de
leur disponibilité à poursuivre le processus au regard des recommandations ci-haut indiquées.
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Dijbouti

Reseau Nation Djiboutien de PVVIH
(RNDP+)

Chers collègues.
Nous avons le regret de vous informer que le consulat américain nous a refusé le visa d’entrée dans son pays
pour un court séjour à l’occasion d’une réunion de haut niveau sur le VIH/SIDA du 8-10 juin 2011 à New-York.
En effet, nous sommes le Réseau National Djiboutien des PVVIH (RNDP+) et à ce titre, le comité directeur avait
désigné son coordinateur de programme en l’occurrence Mr X pour représenter les intérêts de toutes les
PAVIH-Sida à cette réunion citée en référence.
Il est à souligné que nos autorités nationales compétentes nous ont rajoutés dans la liste de la délégation
nationale du pays au nombre de huit (8) personnes.
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En outre, nous étions pris en charge totalement par le financement du programme alimentaire mondial
(PAM/WFP).
Cela étant, nous sommes consternés de voir le consulat américain d’avoir exercé une loi discriminatoire et
abusive à l’encontre de la population clé affectée, en refusant le visa seulement à notre représentant parmi la
délégation nationale.
Et c’est pourtant, malgré l’ordre de mission de SE Mr le président de la république ordonnant au représentant
de notre réseau de se rendre à cette réunion de haut niveau; La lettre du ministre de la santé ; adressée au 1er
ministre pour accord final de la liste des membres de la délégation ; lettre d’invitation du secrétaire générale
des Nations Unies à son SE Mr le président de la république de Djibouti concernant la participation de Djibouti ;
la lettre du coordinateur du bureau de l’ONUSIDA du pays ; la confirmation de notre demande de visa non
immigrant envoyée au consulat américain ; la lettre de notre prise en charge financière par le système des
Nations Unies (PAM/WFP) ; la lettre de désignation de notre candidat par le comité directeur du réseau
(RNDP+) ; une copie du passeport valide de l’intéressé et enfin le billet Air France Aller et Retour
Djibouti/New-York/Djibouti.
Bien que nous ayons réuni toutes les exigences requises pour l’obtention du visa, nous vous signalons que nous
avons injustement et sans raison valable, été discriminés par l’entêtement du consulat américain qui selon
nous, avait le plus grand mal du monde de voir partir la représentativité des personnes vivant avec le VIH/SIDA
de Djibouti à New-York.
Pour vous donner une idée précise, voici à présent l’établissement de la liste de la délégation nationale
Djiboutienne conduite par le premier ministre:
-

Mr. Dileyta Mohamed Dileyta, 1er ministre (financement budget Nationale)

-

Mr. Ali Yacoub Mahamoud, ministre de la santé (financement budget Nationale)

-

Mme. Aïcha Mohamed Robleh, députée de l’assemblée Nationale (financement PNUD)

-

Mme. Degmo Mohamed Issack, secrétaire générale de l’UNFD (financement ONUSIDA)

-

Mr. Ali Sillaye Abdallah, secrétaire exécutif du CTILSPT (financement budget Nationale)

-

Mme. Zamzam Abdillahi Ali, directrice du PLS (financement OMS)

Mr. Abdallah Ismaël Abass, représentant du réseau des PVVIH (financement PAM/WFP)
-

Mme. Mouna Ahmed Iltireh, représentante de l’ADEPF (financement IPP)

NB : Le signe astéride signifie le représentant de RNDP+ condamné par le consulat américain comme une
parasite à ne pas permettre de se rendre à New-York.
Notre grande question est de savoir :
Pourquoi la représentation des PVVIH est-elle donc devenue une pestiférée pour le consulat américain alors
qu’elle est la plus concernée contrairement au reste de la délégation nationale autorisée à cette réunion de
niveau supérieur sur le VIH/SIDA à New-York ?...
Par conséquent, nous sollicitons auprès de tous nos partenaires ayant les intérêts communs dans la lutte
contre le sida, de faire le groupe de pression pour jouer le rôle d’ambassadeur en notre faveur, afin qu’une
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telle discrimination et stigmatisation en termes des violations des droits de participation à la réunion de haut
niveau, pratiquées par le consulat américain contre les PVVIH de Djibouti ; ne se reproduise pas seulement à
Djibouti _ mais aussi partout dans le monde.
Désormais, l’Amérique doit se réveiller avec le 21e siècle
A bat la loi discriminatoire américaine contre les PVVIH.
Le comité
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Senegal

Individual

Le Sénégal est un pays à plus de 90% musulmans, l’homosexualité y est bannie plus que tout, les populations
en sont arrivées à lyncher les MSM et même les déterrer une fois qu’ils sont morts et enterré. Pourtant le
Sénégal est un pays réputé comme un pays ou les droits sont respectés. Il reste maintenant à savoir si tout ceci
est respecté, il reste à savoir pourquoi au Sénégal on ne supporte pas le MSM.
Les droits des MSM ne sont pas respectés et le MSM séropositif au VIH est doublement stigmatisé même au
niveau de la plupart des structures de prise en charge.
Cependant, au Sénégal les MSM n’ont qu’une seule structure de prise en charge médicale et d’assistance aux
groupes vulnérables.
Concernant les MSM infectés par le VIH, j’essaie de faire de mon mieux pour leurs rappeler à chaque fois que
le besoin se fait sentir, leurs droits car je défie toute organisation qui se dit défenseurs de droits humains au
Sénégal.
Dans les structures de prise en charge du VIH il y a désormais des MSM médiateurs psychosociaux ce qui a
réduit la stigmatisation.
Les assistants sociaux orientent systématiquement les MSM PVVIH venus en rendez-vous médical vers leurs
pairs pour l’instauration du climat de confiance.
Voici une de nombreuses histoires que j’ai vécues juste parce que je suis MSM. A la veille de la conférence
internationale sur le VIH au Sénégal ICASA en 2008, une marche pour les droits de l’homme à été organisé
avec les partenaires. Après cette marche couverte par des organes de presse nationale et internationale, les
gens de mon quartier qui ont certainement reconnu ma voie à la radio lors du point de presse que j’ai accordé
aux journalistes, se sont organisés et ils sont venus saccager mon domicile avant de le bruler mes bagages.
Heureusement pour moi, j’étais à l’aéroport, en tant que membre du comité, pour accueillir des participants à
l’ICASA. Cette chance n’a pas sourit mes pairs MSM que j’avais laissé à la maison : ils ont été attaqué,
violentés, battus, ils en sont sortis avec des blessures graves telle qu’une jambe cassée, un de nos amis MSM
dont le voisinage avait reconnu comme quelqu’un de régulier chez moi a été sauvagement blessé par coups de
machettes par ces voisins là.
Surpris, ne comprenant rien de ce qui est entrain de se passer, ils courraient dans tous les sens, certains
escaladaient les murs, juste pour tomber dans les maisons voisines où les gens les traquaient, ce qui à
occasionné plusieurs blessures de par les chutes, mais aussi le lynchage.
Heureusement que quelques passagers ont attiré leurs attention sur le fait qu’ils aller les tuer et c’est
seulement en ce moment qu’ils les ont laissé.
L ‘accès à l’information sur le VIH n’est pas équitable entre MSM et le reste de la population, ce qui fait que les
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jeunes ou nouveaux dans la pratique préfèrent rester dans l’anonymat.
Les droits humains ne sont pas respectés au Sénégal ; par exemple un IMAM de l’ONG JAMRA qui porte la
composante plaidoyer pour les groupes vulnérables dans le programme du fonds mondial au Sénégal, comme
sous récipiendaire, a fait une déclaration qui dit je cite : « les MSM devront être lapidés purement et
simplement » soutenant ainsi le discourt d’un chef religieux d’une des confréries au Sénégal. L’imam a
demandé que l’homosexualité soit criminalisée : QUELLE HYPOCRISIE
Après cette attaque, nous n’avons noté aucun soutien que ce soit venant ni des ONG intervenant dans le
domaine, ni des partenaires au niveau des sites de prise en charge. Cependant, ils nous disaient que leur
engagement se limite sur la promotion de la santé publique et le déroulement des projets/programmes n’est
pas égal à un certain engagement pour les droits des homosexuels, TS, PVVIH ou usagers de drogues.
Il est difficile pour un MSM de rencontrer les structures dites de droits humains parce que nous ne sommes
jamais reçu en tant qu’individu, mais plutôt en tant que personne adoptant des relations contre nature c'est-àdire MSM.
Actuellement je suis obligé de vivre dans un quartier résidentiel sans trop avoir les moyens qu’il faut de peur
d’être agressé ou même tué et pourtant je continu à dérouler mes activités de soutien aux groupes vulnérables
en général pour la promotion des droits humains en milieu MSM.
Nous n terminerons pas nos propos sans mettre en exergue certaines organisations qui divisent les leaders
MSM pour mieux régner c'est-à-dire en les faisant comprendre qu’il ne faut pas suivre les activistes parce
qu’au Sénégal la religion et les réalités socio culturelles pèsent lourd sur notre société. Et pourtant le Sénégal
n’est le seul pays musulman.
En conclusion, nous ne sentons pas les interventions des organisations nationales de promotions des droits
humains sur notre communauté MSM en cas de besoin. Par ailleurs, nous aimerions être impliqués dans toutes
les actions de plaidoyer et de lutte contre la stigmatisation et la discrimination des MSM car nous ne sommes
pas dans la clandestinité.
VIVE LE RESPECT DES DROITS HUMAINS EN GENERAL DANS LES PAYS AFRICAINS ET SURTOUT CEUX DES
HOMOSEXUELS AU SENEGAL
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Democratic Republic of Congo (DR Congo)

Réseau des PVV en RDC (UCOP+)

Problématique générale
La République démocratique du Congo est classée 137ème sur 138 pays en ce qui concerne les l’égalité de
genre (PNUD, 2010). Or les rôles dévolus aux femmes et aux hommes et l'inégalité des relations entre les
sexes interagissent avec d'autres variables sociales et économiques et se traduisent par des situations
différentes, parfois inéquitables, pour ce qui concerne l'exposition aux opportunités et aux risques y compris la
pandémie du SIDA. Malgré des avancées sur le plan législatif (notamment la constitution, qui consacre l’égalité
homme-femme), le code de la famille actuellement encore en vigueur contient certaines clauses démontrant
clairement les fortes inégalités. L’acceptation socioculturelle de la domination de l’homme sur la femme en
RDC y est explicite. Par ailleurs, un élément concret qui montre l’acceptation socioculturelle du multipartenariat chez l’homme et non chez la femme en RDC s’y retrouve également.
Le statut social et culturel de la femme qui la met sous l’autorité de l’homme lui dénie de nombreux droits
d’accès aux ressources et aux services sociaux et sanitaires de base. Ainsi, pour 55% des femmes, en cas de
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problèmes de santé, c’est le mari qui décide du recours à des soins de santé.
Les données d’enquête montrent aussi que les femmes sont beaucoup moins informées que les hommes : 15%
des femmes ont une connaissance complète du SIDA, contre 22% des hommes (EDS, 2007). Par ailleurs,
certaines vulnérabilités et risques sont également liés à l’atteinte qui est porté aux droits fondamentaux des
femmes, entre autres à travers les violences ainsi que la stigmatisation et discrimination à laquelle elles sont
soumises.
Cette situation s’est traduite par une féminisation de l’épidémie, avec un sex-ratio femme/homme VIH+ passé
de 1,11 en 1990 à 1,78 en 2010 (UNGASS 2010).
Ces inégalités hommes-femmes et les violations des droits de la femme limitent l'accès des femmes à la
prévention, à la prise en charge, au traitement et au soutien. Les obstacles à la prise en charge trouvent leur
source dans la double norme sexuelle qui fait que les femmes séropositives sont plus stigmatisées que les
hommes. Ceci est aggravé par le fait que, dans les familles, les femmes sont généralement les premières à se
soumettre à un test de séropositivité à travers le dépistage prénatal – parfois sans leur consentement éclairé –
et peuvent en conséquence être accusées d'avoir fait entrer le VIH dans la famille. Ceci peut se traduire par des
manifestations de rejet, de marginalisation ou de violence de la part des époux ou de la belle-famille.
Ma contribution
Cette problématique extrêmement sérieuse me tiens particulièrement à cœur et j’ai une réelle contribution à
apporter pour plusieurs raisons :
1) Je suis séropositive.
J’ai 43 ans, je suis mariée et je suis mère de 4 enfants. J’ai appris ma séropositivité à l’âge de 38 ans dans le
cadre d’un test de routine dans le cadre d’un problème d’amaigrissement inexpliqué. J’ai décidé rapidement de
dévoiler mon statut sérologique en vue de contribuer au problème de stigmatisation dans le quotidien et dans
le cadre professionnel.
J’ai vécu plusieurs cas de stigmatisation sérieux, qui ont failli me couter la vie. Dans le premier cas, je souffrais
d’une pneumopathie. Au moment de retirer le drain, le médecin a refusé de le retirer et l’infirmier a mal géré
l’intervention. Ils m’ont ensuite laissé seule avec mes enfants à tenter d’assurer ma survie, en éviter l’entrée
d’air, etc. Quand mes enfants les ont appelés pour qu’ils viennent aider, ils leur ont demandé ce que j’attendais
pour mourir. Le second cas sérieux était lié à l’accès au traitement. Je disposais plus de médicaments et une
consœur des cliniques universitaires m’a fait attendre plusieurs jours et m’a dit qu’elle avait d’autres
problèmes que le VIH/Sida à gérer. Ces cas m’ont fortement marqués. Je me dis souvent que j’ai la chance
d’être médecin, de comprendre ma maladie et d’avoir un certain statut professionnel et social. Le fait que
malgré cette situation, je souffre de tant de discrimination et stigmatisation implique nécessairement que les
personnes plus démunies en souffrent encore davantage.
J’ai ainsi décidé de m’engager en tant qu’activiste pour soutenir ceux qui en ont besoin et profiter de mes
connaissances et de mon expérience.
2) Je suis médecin en santé publique.
Je travaille en tant que médecin à l’Hôpital Général de Référence de Kintambo. Je vis au quotidien la
stigmatisation des personnes vivant avec le VIH/Sida qui viennent se faire soigner. J’ai donc décidé de prendre
des actions au niveau de mon hôpital pour changer l’état des choses et lutter contre la stigmatisation. Pour ce
faire, j’ai tout d’abord tenté de fédérer mes confrères et consœurs médecins ainsi que les infirmés. Ensemble
avec certains PVV stabilisés, nous nous sommes organisés pour lutter contre la stigmatisation. Nous
intervenons sur la stigmatisation en milieu hospitalisé en sensibilisant le personnel soignant afin qu’ils
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n’adoptent pas de comportant stigmatisant. Par ailleurs, nous essayons d’élargir l’intervention à la prise en
charge psychosociale et juridique. Dans ce cadre, le comité de gestion de l’Hôpital a cédé un espace qui servira
pour la prise en charge psychologique et sociale et juridique, pour permettre aux PVV qui se font soigner
d’également bénéficier facilement de ces appuis. Cette initiative est réalisée sur base de cotisations volontaires
des personnes qui s’engagent sur la question. L’objectif est d’étendre ce type d’initiatives volontaires à
d’autres hôpitaux.
Au-delà de cela, dans le cadre de mes contacts avec mes patients, j’arrive à leur faire voir que la vie positive est
possible et vaut la peine d’être vécue. Lorsque je partage mon expérience avec eux, ils se sentent moins seuls
et prennent que tout le monde peut être touché et qu’une vie normale est possible. Ceci facilite l’adhésion aux
soins et au traitement. Je leur montre des photos des photos de moi avant l’adhésion au traitement et après
pour leur faire voir les choses de manière concrète et leur voir prendre conscience qu’ils seront moins
stigmatisés.
3) Je suis activiste des droits des personnes vivant avec le VIH/Sida et tout particulièrement des femmes
positives.
En 2009, je me suis engagée comme activiste au sein du réseau des PVV en RDC (UCOP+). Je me rendais en
effet compte que mon action au niveau de l’hôpital et dans ma vie de tous les jours était utile mais ne
suffiraient pas et qu’il était important que je m’implique davantage pour en étendre le champ. En 2010, nous
avons mis en place un réseau de femmes séropositives au sein de l’UCOP+ pour adresser plus spécifiquement
les problèmes et besoins spécifiques des femmes. J’ai contribué à mobiliser les partenaires autour de la
question et ai joué un rôle actif dans la collecte d’évidence et d’analyse plus systématique, entre autres dans le
cadre de la note de 2010 sur le genre et VIH/Sida en RDC. Au sein de l’UCOP+, j’ai également travaillé à fédérer
davantage les femmes pour qu’elles renforcent leurs capacités et arrivent à mieux exprimer leurs besoins.
Nous avons organisé un premier atelier sur le leadership en 2010, en vue de renforcer le leadership des
femmes au sein de l’UCOP+. Cependant, ceci n’est pas une tâche facile et nous nous butons à beaucoup de
résistance et incompréhension au sein même de notre structure. Actuellement, malgré le fait que plus de 70%
des membres de l’UCOP+ soient des femmes, le leadership reste entièrement masculin et les priorités des
femmes sont insuffisamment comprises/analysées et prises en compte dans le plaidoyer.
4) Je suis femme et mère de famille
En tant que femme, j’ai eu la chance de bénéficier de l’appui de mon mari et de vivre en harmonie dans un
couple séro positif. Les femmes sont souvent les premières à se soumettre au test dans le cadre de leur
grossesse et donc souvent considérées comme ayant fait entré le VIH dans la famille. Ceci les expose à la
stigmatisation de la part de leur famille et conjoint et souvent un rejet total. Elles se retrouvent seule face à la
maladie et sans moyens ni foyer. Ceci les amènent souvent à rester dans la clandestinité, quitte à prendre le
risque d’allaiter leur enfant par peur de rejet. Je me suis engagée aussi pour aider les autres femmes à mieux
vivre et partager leur séropositivité.
Finalement, le fait d’être mère de famille m’a également amené à m’engager, pour contribuer à protéger les
générations en dessous de nous.
En conclusion, de part mon expérience personnelle, professionnelle et mon engagement, je pense réellement
pouvoir apporter une contribution aux débats et à la définition d’orientations stratégiques dans le domaine.
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CONTEXTE
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La prévalence du VIH/SIDA au Togo est de 3,2% . Nombre de personnes vivant avec le vih-sida : 120 000150 000 . Population générale : 5700000 dont 51 % de femmes et 49 % d’hommes.Sur environ 39 000 PVVIH en
attente de traitement, seulement environ 23 000 bénéficient du traitement. Parmi les PVVIH enregistrées dans
les structures de prise en charge plus de 68 % sont des femmes et 32 % sont des hommes. Le pays a mis déjà
en œuvre deux plans stratégiques depuis 2001.
L’accès universel à la prévention aux traitements et au soutien est loin des attentes pour les populations clés
: PVVIH, travailleuses de sexe HSH, UDI, les travailleurs migrants, détenus qui continuent par vivre dans la
peur et la clandestinité.
METHODES
-

Exploitation documentaire à travers des revues documentaires

-

Consultation des partenaires clés et des populations clés à savoir les MSM, les Professionnels de sexe, les
UDI, les détenus, les migrants…

-

Participation aux activités stratégiques : fourum régional des parlementaires sur la santé reproductive et la
population à LOME,

-

Les résultats des groupes d’auto-support

-

Mise en place d’un observatoire, un système de veille sur le respect des pratiques de l’éthique et des
droits des personnes en matière du vih/sida

-

Recueil des témoignages sur le vécu quotidien des populations vulnérables
RESULTATS

- l’environnement juridique de la lutte contre le VIH est assez difficile à supporter par les populations clés et
les familles vivant avec le vih, le décret d’application de la loi n’est pas toujours pris. Les préjudices subis ne
sont pas réparés, Peur d’amener les affaires de stigmatisation et de discrimination à la justice.
- Persistance de mauvaises pratiques quant au respect de l’éthique et droits des personnes. Les conditions de
réalisation du dépistage sont souvent violées par certaines structures en charge telles que l’anonymat,
caractère volontaire, consentement. La stigmatisation et la discrimination des personnes affectées et infectées
sont fréquentes. Les femmes , les enfants sont quotidiennement victimes d’exclusion par la famille. Les
victimes sont obligées de vivre dans la clandestinité. La contamination volontaire persiste.
La perception négative de la maladie étiquetée comme une maladie honteuse, une malédiction grandissante .
-

Cette situation est également vécue dans les structures de santé par les victimes : l’acceuil des patients
par certains personnels de santé demeure problématique. Certains agents de santé refuse de soigner les
patients infetés par le VIH.

-

Il n’existe pas dans le pays d’association de gays, ni de professionnels de sexe

-

Des Associations ont commencé par mener des études et des services de prévention sont délivrés à ces
populations timidement.

Des pratiques portant atteintes à la vie privée du patient : divulgation du secret professionnel, licenciement
abusifs, refus de logement, dénigrement, isolement, non respect des droits essentiels des personnes.
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Les femmes vivant avec le VIH sont stigmatisées. Les enfants affectés font l’objet de mauvais traitements à
l’école et sur les lieux de formation . leurs droits successoraux sont confisqués souvent. Le
dépistage est imposé aux fidèles de nombreuses églises, des licenciements abusifs , exclusion de l’école pour
cause de statut sérologique, Quelques ont été menées sur les lieux de travail, cela ne couvre pas une grande
majorité des bénéficiaires.
- difficulté d’accès à la justice pour obtenir des réparations pour préjudices subis : . La loi est le plus souvent
méconnue par ceux qui en ont besoin. La relation entre soignants et soignés demeure verticale, peur ou
manque de confiance envers le système de recours à savoir l’autorité sanitaire et judiciaire
- Survivance des normes et pratiques socioculturelles néfastes : lévirat, excision expropriation d’héritage et de
succession, mariage forcé, exploitation des filles dans les couvents traditionnels.
- Le dispositif actuel de dépistage dans de nombreuses structures qui ne garantit pas le respect de l’éthique
et des droits des patients
- Le principe de justice et d’équité dans l’accès aux soins et traitements n’est pas appliqué aux populations clés
du fait de leur statut.
- Un clinique juridique en mise en place en faveur des Populations vulnérables et particulièrement des
populations clés : les MSM, Les UDI, les détenus, les migrants
- existence des cas de refus de soins par certains personnels de soins du fait du statut des patients ou du fait
de non-paiement par ceux-ci. Les soins sont souvent prodigués selon des jugements de valeurs, et des a priori
sur les patients dans des de nombreux cas. Quelques campagnes de sensibilisation de masse et de proximité
sont organisées dans le domaine des droits humains. Des activités de révision de la loi portant protection des
perosnnes en matière du vih sont menées par les le CNLS, cependant le decrét est demeuré non pris et la
situation perdure Il faut noter un engagement formidable de la société civile en faveur de ces populations que
ce soit pour les services de prévention , de prise en charge de traitement et soutien. Mais cela demeure très
insuffisant.
RECOMMANDATIONS
- Mettre en place un agenda politique régional pour améliorer l’environnemental politique et juridique
régional de la lutte contre le sida en Afrique et niveau national.
- Mettre en place des Sections Nationales de la Commission Mondiale sur le VIH et le droit.
- Appuyer la clinique juridique mise en place e faveur des population clés
- Développer un partenariat autour d’un plan stratégique régional en Afrique en lien avec les autres régions du
monde.
- accélérer les programmes de prévention, de prise en charge, de traitement et soutien en faveur des
populations clés.
-Mettre en place un plan de communication en la matière
CONCLUSIONS
si aucune mesure urgente n’est envisagée dans les meilleurs délais, la situation présente risque d’hypothéquer
les acquis de la lutte contre le VIH/sida.
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VISION DU MONDE MEILLEUR:Vi2M

Parlez des droits de l'Homme dans le monde, l’Afrique reste très loin des réalités c'est à dire qu'elle est
toujours à l'étape embryonnaire surtout les droits liés au Personnes Vivants avec le VIH SIDA
Peut -ton se demander les réelles causes se la discrimination et de la stigmatisation faites au PVVIH SIDA?
Quelles peuvent être les conséquences à ce problème récurent en Afrique?
Peut-on trouver les voies et moyens pour pallier une fois de bon à ce fléau?
Dans une étude détaillée nous essayerons de faire une proposition afin de mettre fin à ce système.
Longtemps marginalisé par les mauvais comportements à l'égard de PV V I H, les droits de l'homme en général
refuse de closent ses œufs pour être pratiquer par toutes et tous par manque d'application des textes
juridiques. Or le monde dans lequel nous vivons est codifié par des normes, des règlements, les législations.
Comment peut on vivre sans connaitre et ou appliquer les exigences juridiques du monde?
C'est or de question en ce 21em siècle que l'Afrique continue à demeurer un dépotoir de tous les maux affreux
du monde (les injustices sociopolitiques et économiques, les viols, alphabétisation, sous information etc.)
surdose par la loi du plus fort est la meilleur les incontournables, les impenalysables (les politiciens et les
riches)
De pire tous ces maux sont faites à l'endroit des personnes malades désœuvrés et démunis les conduisant à
une abstinence totale de déclarer son statut sérologique car ils seront mal vus, négligés, rejetés et font l'ont
l'objet de moqueries, par la famille et ces connaissances. On se demande ou est cette Afrique autrefois
solidaire et joyeuse.
Peux t on parler des causes engendrant le rejet et l'objet de moqueries des PVVIH SIDA?
Les causes de la discrimination et de la stigmatisation.
Il n'y a jamais eu de fumée sans feu. Ainsi aurait toujours des causes pour chaque problème.
En 1er lieu mentionnons l'ignorance de la population Africaine.
Plus de la moitié de la population africaine est analphabete.si nous disons analphabètes c'est parce que le
peuple africain ne connaisse pas les codes de bonnes conduites et de pratiques juridiques.
L'ignorance constitue un grand fléau à combattre en Afrique afin de faire connaitre les droits Humains.
En 2em lieu le manque d'information et la sous information liée à l'accélération de la discrimination et de la
stigmatisation
En 3 em point aussi faut-il citer le manque e prise de conscience
En 4em lieu n'oublions pas l'autorisation parentale dont est confrontés les africains. Il est sans doute qu'en
Afrique, existe des sujet tabous et inédits comme les sujet liés aux sexes et de surprennent lorsque les enfants
parlent des MST et du sexe, systématiquement ils seront punis car ils ne doivent pas parler de cela
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STRATEGIE A UTILISEE
Notre proposition serait d'ordre culturelle.la stratégie à utilisée sera de compétir les élèves proposer par leur
Etablissement scolaire.
Le projet constituera à faire présenter par ces élèves:
1- Des poèmes sur le thème la discrimination et la stigmatisation
2- Proposer des sketchs sur les conséquences de la discrimination et la stigmatisation
3- lancer ces mêmes élèves à composé des chansons sur le thème.
4- A passer aux jeux questions réponses.
Chaque établissement présentera des groupes d'élève pour le représenter à cette compétion.
LES PHASES DE LA COMPETITIONS
Le niveau national
D'abord la complétion sera inter établissement scolaire d'une même localité (niveau préfectorale)
Apres ce sera d'ordre régionale.
Donc le lauréat Etablissement scolaire ayant réussit les quatre points cités (présentations de poème, des
sketchs, de chanson, et des réponses aux questions liés aux problèmes du rejet et de moqueries de PVVIH
SIDA) se mesurera avec son adversaire d'une autre région du pays.
Apres le niveau régionale le challenge continu et ce sera un établissement scolaire d'une préfecture donnée
qui représenterai son pays pour la suite de la compétion.
Le niveau international.
Ici il est question qu'un Etablissement scolaire d'une préfecture repensente son pays pour continuer la
compétition avec les autre pays d'Afrique.
Comment serait choisi le lauréat.
Le vainqueur de chaque phase sera choisi par un juris qui dégagerai le lauréat sur la base des points de chaque
points des quatre domaines de prestations précités.
A chaque rencontre pour la compétition il est à relater que les participants seront récompensés par des prix
du dernier au 1er.
Quelle sera l'impact des ces compétions sur la population.
Les conséquences directes de cette compétions sur la population seront que par ces manifestations culturelles,
la population sera au courent des dangers auxquelles elle court en rejetant et en se manquant des PVVIH SIDA.
Cette même la population sera participative car le projet sera culturelle et dont il faut des soutiens et supports
de la population pour pousser, encourager chaque groupe d'élève choisi par un Etablissement.
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Sans doute il n'y a rien de grand et de souhaitable pour des parents de voir leurs enfants représentés leurs
écoles, se mettre sur des podiums pour démontrer ses talents artistique à travers cet événement, de
transmettre des messages importants et sérieux, de les sensibiliser ou éduquer.
Imagine la joie qui amine tout un chacun de voir son enfant, son frère et ou sa sœur entrain de faire une
compétition d'ordre préfectorale à un niveau l'internationale.
Par ce projet de competir les élèves sur les thèmes de discrimination et de la stigmatisation, toute la
population est imbriquée et elle doit agir en faisant elle assimilera et comprendra les conséquences liées aux
rejets et aux moqueries en l'endroit des PVVIH SIDA car à travers tous les quatre 4 rubriques .Ainsi elle saura
quelle comportement affichée envers les PVVIH SIDA.
Justification du projet de compétition des Etablissements scolaires.
Le projet de compétition des établissements scolaires par le biais des élèves se situe dans la droite ligne de
faire connaitre les enjeux auxquels cours la population africaine en rejetant et en se moquant des PVVIH SIDA.
Par cette compétition la population sera informée d'une manière d'une autre aux conséquences liées à ces
comportements malsains dont sont victimes les PVVIH SIDA.
Pour ceux qui aiment la lecture, ils liront des poèmes écrits par de différents groupes d'élève et par la ils
auront des satisfactions aux problèmes liées aux mauvais habitudes en vers des PVVIH SIDA.
Pour d'autres qui s'intéressent aux sketchs et ou aux chansons y trouveraient leurs réponses.
De nos jours les informations sont véhicules à travers des manifestations culturelles et la population quelque
soit son statut d'inconscience, d'ignorance, de pauvreté se donne au moins un peu de temps pour
appréhender, pour participer à ces manifestations car elle est imbrique par soit par son enfants ou sa sœur ou
son frère ou son cousin ou son ami ou son camarade ou une connaissance.
Pourquoi la cible d'action les élèves à ce projet
Pour y arrivée à bout de ce projet nous mettons le cap sur les élèves. Les élèves constituent la cible
importante car c'est la couche la plus vulnérable, la plus écoutés et suivies par la population. Les prendre
comme plate tournante de cette réussite de ce projet les élèves car ils sont un épicentre de tous dans la
société (la participation des parents, des frères et sœurs, des oncles, des nièces, des cousin des amis, les
connaissances en bref tout le monde pour les soutenir.)
Or avant de soutenir quelqu'un ils faut chercher à savoir ce que fait cette dernière.
Suite à cette recherche de savoir que font ses enfants ou élèvent ils sont dans l'obligation de comprendre le
projet et pourquoi ce projet et à qui est destiner le projet.
Quel serai l'avenir de ces élèves acteurs
Il va sans dire que dans la vie notre réussite est à nos pieds surtout ceux qui sont dotés des talents artistiques.
Par le biais de ce projet nous verront l'émergence des jeunes élèves artistes dans le domaine de la
cinématographie, de la poésie ou et le romantisme et de compositions des chansons.
De nos jours ce sont à travers les sketches, les chansons et des fois par des poésies que les populations sous
informées arrivent à être au parfum des événements et situations dans le monde.
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Alors si nous prenons le projet de ce coté culturel il est sans doute d'atteindre une réussite efficace.
En sommes à la proposition de notre idée de dialogue régional africain, il est important pour la réussite de
ce projet de prendre la situation de façon cultuelle car elle reste de nos jours un moyen sur pour partager et
informer des populations à prendre conscience des réalités de l'heure et aussi est il à noter que la cible
d'action qui est les élèves constituent un épicentre le plus suivis, le plus encouragés, le plus entendus par tous
pour les sensibilisations et sans oublier que les rubriques à aborder(les jeux questions réponses, les chants,
les sketch et les poésies) intéressent tout le monde et d'une façon d'une être chacun y trouver sa part.
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African Alliance of Sex Workers (ASWA) Mozambique

This submission is from the African Alliance of Sex Workers (ASWA) in Mozambique, a movement created
in 2010 involving sub-Saharan countries. This movement is led and organized by sex workers and aims
to fight for human rights for sex workers, as well as to advocate for
the recognition of sex work as a profession. This submission is also supported by Pathfinder
International and Population Services International, which are part of the Steering Committee of ASWA in
Mozambique.
In Mozambique, the ASWA aims to:
• Promote the Human Rights of Sex Workers;
• Document violations of human rights of sex workers;
• Encourage the participation of sex workers in spaces where there is discussion on public policies;
• Strengthen the movement of sex workers.
This submission describes the context of Mozambique and the experiences of sex workers with their clients,
police and other social factors that contribute to increasing their vulnerability to HIV.
A Sex worker sexually assaulted by a client without a condom
The client invited her to a hotel, which she accepted. When they arrived, the client locked the doors of
the hotel room forcing her to have sex without protection, claiming she was a prostitute and that
should serve the customers sexually. Later, the client called friends, and invited them to the hotel to
do the same, and she could not defend herself.
The Mozambican Context
Socio-cultural Factors
Mozambican society is very rigid with regard to gender roles. There is a common perception
that women have specific roles in society – as mothers, housewives, partners - but not as sex
workers. Therefore, it is common that sex workers are seen to be breaking the rules and as being
immoral. Even the most progressive people and institutions, commonly stated:
"The society in Mozambique is not ready to look at sex work as common work.”
Machismo is one factor fuelling this reality, contributing to the vision of sex workers as "noncitizens" or "subhuman". There are many stories of sex workers driven from their homes by
families or their neighbours. Moreover, there are incidents where they are mistreated and discriminated
against in public. Often, their children are also marginalized in schools and in social life.
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The media also feed this discriminatory view. When a sex worker courageously is interviewed in the newspaper
or on television, it is likely that their opinions and statements are falsified or manipulated. Until today, there
has not been a newspaper article or TV piece that presents sex work in a neutral way, without judgment and
without discrimination.
Moreover, perceptions of morality, as well as religious and political pressure are influential in the country.
However, it is apparent that some people in big cities are beginning to change their opinion about sex workers
and there are those who support the struggle for their rights.
Legislation
The Penal Code in Mozambique is not clear regarding the legal status of sex work. Although the Code was
reviewed some years ago, still contains three articles that can be interpreted to condemn sex work – those
which condemn "vices against nature". While these clauses now seem to generate fewer prosecutions or
convictions, they are still present and pose a threat to the sex workers, by providing the police and other
parties the opportunity to give legal effect to the disapproval of sex work. Also common are cases of sex
workers subjected to arbitrary arrest by police.
The Law of Human Rights and the Fight against Stigma and Discrimination of People Living with HIV / AIDS in
2009, initially focused on defending human rights of people living with HIV, but its final version criminalizes the
intentional transmission of HIV. Although it is almost impossible to be met, this law has been attempted as a
legal argument by sex workers’ customers who use the police to prosecute sex workers for deliberate
transmission of HIV. Just like the Penal Code, the law increased the vulnerability of sex workers.
Policies
The recent National Strategic Plan for HIV and AIDS (2010-2014) indicates the need for development of
prevention activities specific to sex workers and stimulates the increase of knowledge about this population. A
professional commented: "The plan focuses strongly on human rights, and sex workers are often mentioned
...it is a very political document. Perhaps by becoming more liberal in the discourse became more marginalized
in practice, written more for the donors as opposed to deal with the reality on the ground."
Range of sex work
The vast majority of sex workers in Mozambique are women. There is anecdotal evidence suggesting the
existence of transactional relationships between men, but they rarely declare themselves as sex workers.
There are some transgender sex workers in Maputo, which seem to have an increased vulnerability to violence
and police harassment.
Experiences with police
The quality of law enforcement has a significant impact on the day-to-day lives of sex workers. Violence against
sex workers in the cities is high, possibly because of its greater visibility and an increase of reporting. Much of
this violence comes from clients.
Places where the police receive training on the human rights of sex workers (such as 100% Activity of Life
Program, an HIV prevention program aimed at sex workers) are gradually experiencing improvements. The
service to complaints of sex workers is less discriminatory. In Maputo, there is strong evidence that police
behavior improved significantly. However, in Matola - the neighbouring city - the situation is very different,
especially because the Municipal Police participates in policing the streets. "The staff of the chamber
responsible for keeping the streets litter-free, consider sex workers like garbage that needs to be cleaned up in
their city." In Matola, complaints to police about sex clients are not taken seriously, and there are stories of
physical violence by police against sex workers.
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Emboldened by the lack of recognition or protection for sex workers in the law, many clients take advantage,
offering them more money for unprotected sex, refusing to pay for what was contracted, and negotiating
condom use to then break these agreements, as well as being violent. The sex workers are usually very poor
and are sometimes accused of stealing clients' property, which generates violence and increased the risk of
injury. And as a way to escape jail, customers often bribe the police.
Experiences with social and health services
Sex workers usually have bad experiences with health services, with common delays in the treatment of
previously diagnosed STIs, lack of professional confidentiality, discrimination and bad service by health
providers. As a result, many avoid public health services and seek alternatives such as private medical
treatment, traditional healers and self-medication, which can cause more damage to their health.
The majority of sex workers are not able to share personal information with a doctor because of the lack of
confidentiality in medical services.
There are few social and health services specific to sex workers, or specialist clinics that meet their needs.

"I am a sex worker living in the Nampula district of the Faina. I met a client who I
lived with for five years and we had two children. After we parted and he took
custody of my children and I lost the right to visit them because I am sex worker "

Training to sensitize the police on human rights of sex workers
A successful initiative to train police on the human rights of sex workers was conducted by the partners of the
Program 100% Life (Pathfinder and PSI) in collaboration with the Office for Assistance to Women and Children
Victims of Violence. In 2010, we trained 75 police officers and have begun to develop outreach activities with
their peers.
"Police are now starting to think for the first time of sex work as having implications for human rights,” reports
the organization. The approach seems to have had an impact on police services and the volume of complaints
by sex workers has increased.
Awareness among health care providers about sex work
The 100% Life Program, through its partners, conduct training and awareness activities with health care
providers to make health services friendly and without prejudice against sex workers, as well as increasing the
capacity of health providers to deal with the specific health needs of sex workers. Community mobilization
activities, conducted by peer educators in the program, focus on the promotion of health services and
preventive actions.
Schemes facilitating attendance at clinics were established and collaborate to increase the frequency of this
group to health facilities.
Barriers to freedom of association and expression
Organizations in Mozambique who wish to register officially as a NGOs need to ask permission from the
Ministry of Justice and the Minister personally signs this request. This is a difficult hurdle to overcome, at least
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in the short term, since there will always be a political bias in the assessment of an association of sex workers,
who may have denied their right of association. There is urgent need to facilitate the process of official
registration of associations in the country, depoliticizing it.
Recommendations
What sex workers want in Mozambique:
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End violence against sex workers



Ensure equal rights for all, including gender equality



Ensure access to education and training for sex workers



End discrimination against sex workers



Make sex work a recognized profession



Facilitate the process of official registration of associations



Repeal any provisions that may be used to condemn sex workers

Mozambique

MONASO – Rede Moçambicana de Organizações
Contra a SIDA

Advocating for the rights of people living with HIV and AIDS in Mozambique
National Context
Mozambique is one of the countries with the highest prevalence rates of HIV and AIDS in the world. According
the UNAIDS data for 2010, in 2009 the national prevalence rate was 11.5%, and continues to rise in the south.
Of the about 1.6 million Mozambicans living with HIV and AIDS, most are unaware of their HIV status; only 12%
of men and 15% of women reported knowing their HIV status.
Currently, only 32% of adults needing antiretroviral treatment have access to it, and 14% of children.
Stigma and discrimination are the major constraints and obstacles to universal access. Many people living with
HIV and AIDS in Mozambique have suffered episodes of discrimination in their school, community, workplace
and even family.
Civil society campaigns for the creation of law for the protection of people living with HIV and AIDS
MONASO, the Mozambican Network of Organisations against AIDS, has been working to lessen the impact of
social stigma and discrimination against people living with HIV and AIDS in Mozambique at the community
level for nearly 20 years.
According to our experience, the lack of legislation protecting and promoting human rights of people infected
and affected by HIV and AIDS is a barrier to the empowerment of communities.
MONASO, its members and other civil society organizations working on HIV and AIDS, aiming to reduce stigma
and discrimination against people living with and affected by HIV and AIDS and give more dignity to their lives,
participated in 2001 in a civil society campaign to promote the rights of workers and job applicants living with
AIDS, which culminated in the drafting of a new law (Law 05/2002). However, this law protects only those in
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the workplace, not covering the majority of the Mozambican population.
It was in view of the marginalization of people infected and affected by HIV and AIDS that organizations have
worked together in drafting Law 12/2009 which defends the rights and freedoms of persons living with HIV and
AIDS.
Based on the various discrimination cases that have occurred due to HIV and AIDS, MONASO, in coordination
with other civil society organizations, began a campaign of hearing people with HIV and AIDS, associations
working on HIV and AIDS, associations that work on human rights, parliamentarians, lawyers and others,
culminating in the preparation of a preliminary draft law. This draft law was filed in the Assembly of the
Republic in 2005 and finally passed into law on March 2009, as Law 12/2009, legal device that protects the
rights of people living with HIV and AIDS.
This law considers as its subject people living with HIV and AIDS, including articles on specific rights and
guarantees of certain vulnerable groups: orphans and vulnerable children, people with disabilities, injecting
drug users, pregnant women and others in vulnerable situations, below the poverty line.
Gains and dissemination process of the Law 12/2009
These campaigns contributed to the creation of a favorable legal environment. However, there is still much
work to do, including disclosure law, which has already come to have an effect on some people's lives. After its
approval in June 2010, MONASO started an awareness campaign for communities and reached over 250,000
people by 74 of the 144 districts of the country. The campaign's goal of spreading the law was to promote and
educate people about the rights of people living with HIV and AIDS and empower the very people affected and
infected with HIV and AIDS with knowledge to support the process of reducing stigma and discrimination. This
new device has legal provisions relating to voluntary testing that requires testing to be with the consent of the
test-taker. Although there is counseling initiated by the health worker, it only happens with the consent of the
patient. The law also provides for penalties when tests results are disclosed without the knowledge or
permission of the patient. This article has contributed to the reduction of breaches of confidentiality by health
professionals, something that happened a lot in health facilities.
The Act covers the responsibilities of the state, including an article that charges the government for ensuring
the availability of free ARVs and other medications for the treatment of people living with HIV and AIDS. This
article has become a gateway to claims that the law since it has been in the country breaks record of the stock,
and there is still a low coverage of antiretroviral treatment; only about 32% have access to treatment.
Additionally, the stigma and discrimination of people living with HIV and AIDS is a public crime whereby
everyone is required to report cases of abuse. In addition, once the complaint is made, it cannot be removed
even if a complainant repents.
MONASO has received reports that demonstrate the applicability of the Act, such as the case study of Mary.
Mary is a woman of 30 years and an activist member of MONASO. When Mary went to a checkup at a health
unit which does treatment, she was insulted and discriminated against by an attendant of the facility, who
called her "NWA AIDS, "which means "you with HIV / AIDS" in front of other users. Mary lodged a complaint
directly with the Prosecutor who, surprisingly, said he could not try the case or bring forward the complaint
because there was no legal instrument to that effect. Maria, who was carrying a copy of the newsletter
containing the Law of the Republic, presented it to the attorney who was completely unaware of the
instrument after seeing it and promised to follow up on the case. Additionally, Maria made a complaint
towards the facility. The director called the official concerned and scolded him in front of the complainant and
established a system of weekly sensitization of health professionals and weekly assessment of teamwork with
participants of the unit to help minimize stigma and discrimination.
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Gaps in the Law
Moreover, although Law 12/2009 mentions drug users in a state of vulnerability as one of the key groups, it
makes no mention of men having sex with other men and sex workers, although these groups contribute about
5% of new infections, according to data the UNAIDS 2010.
Additionally, Law provides no compensation for complainants. Awards are available through the courts but this
requires technical assistance from a qualified lawyer that is often costly and time consuming.
Recommendations
With the case study above, it is clear that professionals require legal qualification so they can follow up the
complaints that they may have. Moreover, most of these do not have human rights training. The same
challenge extends to health professionals who represent the gateway for access to treatment.
There is a need to increasingly involve all segments of the community in the response to reduce stigma and
discrimination which still prevails.
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Malawi

Active Community Clubs Organization

LAWS AND PRACTICES THAT EFFECTIVELY CRIMINALISE PEOPLE LIVING WITH HIV AND VULNERABLE TO HIV.
a. LOAN DISBURSEMENT
No deliberate polices or laws to facilitate the disbursement of loans to people living with HIV/AIDS.
Few people living with HIV/AIDS access loans and are denied the chance of purchasing life assurance policies
from banks and insurances companies respectively.
Obtaining loans becomes very difficult because most lending institutions are not 100 sure of their life span.
b.

DISTRIBUTION OF FREE AGRICULTURE INPUTS

Though the issue of agriculture subsidy has greatly indeed reduced hunger in countries like Malawi; few People
with Disabilities (PWD) have benefited from this unique program just because those who are given the
responsibility to register the beneficiaries discriminate them.
The situation is even worse for those who are both physically challenged and HIV positive.
c. LEADERSHIP
Most people infected by HIV/AIDS are denied a chance to take leadership in our communities because of their
status.
Those who are infected are also denied promotion in their workplaces.
Leaders regard people with HIV/AIDS as under achievers despite them being qualified and can perform better
than those who they consider being well.
Evidently, discrimination is also found in our churches and communities where those who are infected with
HIV/AIDS are denied leadership roles because they wrongly assume that they are very weak to perform this
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role.
d. MOST PROGRAMS NOT TARGETING PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES(PWD) LIVING WITH HIV/AIDS
It is undisputed fact that PWD are important citizens of our countries and they can contribute positively to the
development our beautiful nations and eventually to the attainment of the Millennium development of Goal if
they are given opportunities to participate in various programs.
It is sad to note that most HIV/AIDS programs do not target PWD and this makes them more vulnerable to
HIV/AIDS.
Stigma and Discrimination of the PWD infected with HIV/AIDS is a violation of freedom of Association and right
to information which African governments must strongly condemn.
This bad habit leads to increases in cases of new infections and death of PWD due to lack of information and
negligence by ourselves.
Our efforts in fighting against HIV/AIDS will be in vain if we continually stigmatize and discriminate a certain
group of people in our countries.
LAWS AND PRACTICES THAT MITIGATE OR SUSTAIN VIOLENCE AND DISCRIMINATION AS LIVED BY WOMEN
a. BLOOD TESTING AND COUNSELLING
In most countries blood testing and counseling is voluntary for men but compulsory for women and those who
are pregnant are the most target.
This bad habit is discriminatory towards women.
It is time now for governments to make this important activity compulsory for families if we are to win this
battle.
b.

DISCLOSING OF HIV/AIDS STATUS

In other African cultures when a woman disclose her HIV /AIDS status she is subject to all kinds of ill treatment
and sometimes the women is chased from home by the husband or his relatives.
But in most African setting, the issue is quite different when a man has disclosed his HIV/AIDS status because
he is allowed to live free and normal life. Due to this fear, women tend to hide their HIV/AIDS status and
sometimes they die although their lives could have been saved if they had received treatment in the hospital.
In other circumstances if a man is the one who has tested HIV positive; he refuses to use condoms to avoid
infecting the other partner. In this case it means that the woman`s freedom of choice is violated. African
government should put measures so that no woman is neither chased nor suffer in any way because of
disclosing status.
c. ESTABLISHMENTS OF SUPPORTING UNITS IN POLICE STATIONS
Very few African states have established what we call “supporting units” in police stations which can help to
sort out issues concerning all kinds of rape including marital rape which is very sensitive and difficult to handle.
The establishment of these supporting units can help to reduce the rape cases which are making the number of
HIV/AIDS cases to increase every day.
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LAWS AND PRACTICES THAT FACILITATE OR IMPEDE HIV related treatment access
a. ALLOCATION OF FUNDS
If African governments are really serious in this fight against HIV/AIDS, they have to provide enough resources
to the government departments which coordinate this noble task.
Much as we appreciate those resources are never enough, most government allocation of funds to HIV/AIDS
department are a mockery of natural justice.
Government departments that coordinate HIV/AIDS issues receive inadequate resources disabling them to
function properly.
Enough allocation of funds to this department will improve our performance greatly as far as HIV/AIDS is
concerned.
Hospitals that provide counseling and treatment for HIV/AIDS are very few which makes it difficult for patients
to access the much desired support.
Patience travel along distances in order to get medical help in these few hospitals.
Hospitals that are found at such long distances makes the medical personnel fail to monitor the progress of
their HIV/AIDS patients closely specifically those who are on ARV treatment.
Due to this problem, the hospitals do not have transport for monitoring purpose.
b. ARV TREATMENT
Much as we acknowledge that economies of most Africa states are affected due to global down turn, it is good
to note that very few of them have embarked on free distribution of this life saving drug.
It is true to say that individuals on their own cannot afford to purchase this expensive life prolonging drug and
it important for governments to support this initiative.
Of late, the price for this life prolonging drug has almost doubled making it very difficult indeed to be accessed
by all.
However, it is sad to learn that not in all countries is this drug distributed free.
It is worrisome also that in those countries that this drug is given free; it is only targeting a few beneficiaries
because governments do not have enough resources to provide to everybody.
It is therefore imperative that the dialogue seriously reconsider to pressurize African government that they
should have a law or guidelines in their annual budget so that health departments should be provided enough
resource to support people living with HIV/AIDS by making the drug available and accessible to all including
those who live in remote areas.
c. FEW MEDICAL PERSONNEL
The issue of few well trained human resources is also hampering the battle against HIV/AIDS in Africa.
There are few medical personnel compared to the number of HIV/AIDS patients in our communities.
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This problem had been there before and it is even worse with this sudden escalating number of HIV/AIDS
cases.
The rate of doctors or nurses in other African countries is 1 to 100 patients.
In this case it is difficult for the available personnel to treat the HIV/AIDS cases with a matter of urgency as
there is a long queue waiting for one person.
Sometimes HIV/AIDS patients die on the queue before they are attended to.
It is imperative that governments should built referral health centers where HIV/AIDS patients can easily access
treatment.
This cannot happen when governments do not have clear policies.
d. ILL TREATMENT OF HIV/AIDS PATIENTS BY MEDICAL PERSONNEL
The issue of fighting against HIV/AIDS is very broad because it touches all sectors in our communities where all
of us are called to change our altitude towards people living with HIV/AIDS.
There are cases in some African States where medical personnel ill treat HIV/AIDS patients either by abandon
them or altering dehumanizing words to them.
Sometimes the medical personnel take very long time to assist HIV/AIDS patient because they say they are
tired of their frequent visits to the hospital.
This is a great concern to most countries that should be addressed by put in place laws that can protect people
that are infected or affected with HIV/AIDS.
ISSUES OF LAW PERTAINING TO CHILDREN
Parents who die of HIV/AIDS die with all family values making the children vulnerable to all sorts of problems
ranging from economic and social.
a. ECONOMIC
Orphans faces economic hardship that if not curbed in good time leads to children exposed to all sorts of
sexual exploitation leading to HIV/AIDS due to poverty.
It is imperative that governments put in place deliberate policies enabling the introduction of lending schemes
targeting child headed homes that cannot be able to support themselves.
It would be very unfair if these lending schemes set up difficult conditions making the loans difficult to be
obtained by children whose parents died of HIV/AIDS.
b. EDUCATIONAL GRANTS
Governments should put laws or policies that provide grants to those HIV/AIDS orphans that are in need of
support to finish their education.
c. CHILD PROTECTION POLICY
Most countries have no HIV/AIDS child protection policies that can protect the orphans from all sorts of abuse
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ranging from goods grabbing by relatives of their deceased parents and sexual exploitation.
In school teachers sideline children with HIV/AIDS in certain activities because of their status.
The absence of such laws makes it is difficult to bring those who are offenders to book as there are no laws
protecting such children.
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Nigeria

Individual

Treatment Challenges among Children Living with HIV/AIDS in Ede, Osun State, Nigeria
Background
In high-income countries, children can be tested soon after birth using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) tests
and other specialist techniques. Where this technology is available, the longest a mother will have to wait for
an accurate result is usually around six weeks.
In Nigeria, PCR testing is generally unaffordable or unavailable; a mother may have to wait up to 18 months
after giving birth before antibody tests (which are used in adults, and are more commonly available) can be
used to accurately diagnose her child.
In some resource-poor communities like Ede town, ‘dried blood spot’ testing has been introduced. This is
where a small sample of blood is taken from a child, dropped onto paper, and sent to a laboratory where it can
be tested. Since these samples do not need to be refrigerated and are easy to transport, they will then be sent
miles away to places where PCR is available which is always the Teaching Hospital in the State Capital, Osogbo.
However, dried blood spot testing is expensive and take a long time for test results to return. There is evidence
that when the drug nevirapine is used to prevent mother-to-child transmission of HIV, dried blood spot testing
doesn't always detect HIV in the first few days of the child's life.
Methodology
This report was based on the personal experiences as HIV/AIDS control manager in one of the leading NonGovernmental Organisations in Osun State where Ede is part of the project site compliment with in-depth
interviews with caregivers and children living with HIV.
Study Area
Ede is located at 10°27' North and 13°27' East. Ede is in the Osun State, which is in the south western part of
Nigeria. Ede is situated on the banks of Oshun River near Ibadan. However the city is practically built on
railroad. Historically, it was an important town in Yorubaland. Egungun festival is still widely celebrated, like
many other traditional festivals. However, more and more people are celebrating Christmas, New Year's Day
and Ileya (Id-el Kabir) festival. In fact, throughout Nigeria, Id-el Kabir is celebrated most in Ede.
Problems with testing
In 2010, only 6 percent of children born to women living with HIV who delivered in hospitals were tested
within two months of birth in Ede. A number of factors prevent children from being tested. Health authorities’
lack of technical ability, poor systems for laboratory analysis, problems with transportation of specimens and
results, and little confidence in caring for children are all significant factors.
Furthermore, parents unwilling to take their child for an HIV test for fear that the child will face prejudice once
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diagnosed. A lack of knowledge about testing and the fact HIV can be effectively treated could also lead to
poor testing rates. Mothers who have not yet been tested may too be fearful of discovering their child is
infected as this would likely mean they are infected also. Hospitals or clinics providing testing in Ede were not
readily accessible and lose contact with HIV-exposed children for follow-up tests. Mothers have to travel long
distances to reach the nearest health service that can test her child, and this may be impractical and expensive.
Adherence to Treatment
A self follow up of 15 cohort children in Ede who were living with HIV and on treatment found that treatment
adherence ranging from 10-30%. The socioeconomic status of the children, whether or not they have disclosed
their status was identified to affect their adherent to treatment. Out of the 15 children I followed up, only 2 of
them disclosed their status and this awareness of their positive status by community members has made them
to be stigmatizing these children. Stigma surrounding HIV is a major adherence problem and that is why
parents and caregivers are unwilling to make it publicly known that the child in their care is HIV-positive. For
instance, carers interviewed said they feel reluctant to fill out prescriptions in their local community and did
not make a child’s school aware of their condition, which has led them to missing out on drug doses during the
school day. They added that they are also always hesitating to administer ARVs if other people are present
when a child is due to receive them.
Among older children and adolescents, a variety of social factors such as fear of stigma and discrimination,
stress and anxiety and peer relations impact treatment adherence. Side effects, and the need to take
treatment at different times of the day, also explain why adolescents may find it difficult to adhere to their
treatment regimens. Some of the responses of the interviewees were as follows:
“We usually go for treatment during the weekdays which I cannot go because of my school and I cannot get
permission from school because I don’t want them to be aware that am positive o HIV because my friends
would leave me”. High school 2 student
“My parents abandoned me here with my grandparents because am positive to HIV which I was told to have
gotten during circumcision. I was not given the opportunity to go to school and everyday my grandmother
would asked me not to go out and have heard my grandparents saying it that I would soon die. When asked if
she’s on any treatment she said no”. 12 years old girl
“My parents died of AIDS and I was told I got this disease from my mother. People living with HIV in this
community usually contribute money to hire a bus whenever we are going for treatment because we go in
group because the hospital we go for our treatment is far and when I don’t have money I would be dropped
because am a beggar and most times I don’t make more than 250-300 naira daily (˷$2) and that is what I use to
sustain myself. I wish I have a relatives to care for me and send me to school. I pray for death everyday”. 14
years old boy
Lack of appropriate treatment
Many of the drugs that are conventionally used to treat adults living with HIV are not available in an
appropriate form, or licensed/approved for use in children. Those that are available are often unaffordable in
the areas where they are most needed. In the study area for instance, no treatment is available for children
and whoever in need of treatment have to travel to state capital before they could access treatment. When
their parents/caregivers were asked on the treatment of their children, they said
“My child is not receiving any treatment for this disease likewise myself because I don’t want people in this
community to be aware of our status that is why we don’t go for treatment and even if I decide to take him for
treatment I cannot afford the transport fare since my husband has dead of this disease but I make sure I take
him regularly to my pastor for delivery prayer and I know my God will cure him one day”. Mother of a 3 year
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old child who herself is positive
My child was tested positive to HIV and I know she got this disease from during circumcision. I cried with
nobody to console me and have been warned before not to take her for circumcision but I believe if I don’t she
might be promiscuous. Now she is dying inside because I don’t want people to know she is positive to HIV and I
don’t know how I can access treatment service for her and even to warn my other community mothers not to
go for circumcision again. My husband has abandoned me all because of this and he was the person who
encouraged me to circumcise the child. Mother of a 5 year child living with HIV
The paediatric formulations that are available can be significantly more expensive than adult equivalents and
therefore an expansion of the development of cheap, fixed-dose combinations for children is greatly needed. A
lack of appropriate treatment is one of the main reasons that treatment failures occurs in children. The wider
provision of cheaper, simplified drug formulations, fixed-dose combination tablets and low-cost generic
versions of paediatric drugs would all have immense benefits. Although developments in paediatric HIV drugs
are urgently needed it has also been observed that "children are often a low priority when it comes to drug
development and financing.
Discussion/Conclusion
As HIV-related stigma and discrimination can affect children's testing and treatment, adherence due to the
unwillingness of some caregivers to reveal a child's HIV status and negative attitudes towards those living with
HIV need to be tackled. General improvements in the health systems of local communities in Nigeria would
allow for greater resources to be allocated towards treating children. Most clinics in Nigeria lack the resources
and capacity needed to help children living with HIV, and suffer from a shortage of healthcare workers that are
trained to test and treat children.
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South Africa

African Center for Migration and Society, University of
Witwatersrand

The African Centre for Migration and Society (formerly the Forced Migration Studies Programme) is based at
the University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa. The ACMS is an independent,
interdisciplinary and internationally engaged Africa‐based centre of excellence for research and teaching that
shapes global discourse on human mobility, development and social transformation. Through research,
teaching and outreach ACMS is a regional leader for migration on the continent, with partnerships around the
world. We would like to respond to your call for recommendations on “actionable, evidence‐informed and
human rights‐based recommendations for effective HIV responses that protect and promote the human rights
of people living with and most vulnerable to HIV”1 by highlighting two main areas:
1.) health and migrancy; and
2.) sex work and migrancy.2
We will briefly set out the main issues and recommendations in this submission, and include a recent research
report in Appendix B that will expand on these – and other – concerns.
1.) Health and Migrancy
Migrant communities have ongoing problems that restrict their access to public healthcare services in South
Africa. Problems that have been documented include: 3
-

Access to basic healthcare, including ART remains problematic for foreign migrants, including those with
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-

-

-

-

-

documentation.
Undocumented migrants are found to face the greatest challenges in accessing public healthcare services.4
The South African public health system faces many financial and human resource constraints. Evidence
suggests that foreign migrants more so than local populations experience the brunt of the challenges that
affects the public healthcare system, particularly the frustrations of frontline healthcare providers.5
Indications show that refugee and migrant women are regularly refused medical care when in labour and
find it difficult to access ARV treatment following rape and to prevent mother to child transmission of HIV.
Lack of official documentation from the Department of Home Affairs hinders access to health care;
Xenophobia, especially within the public health system, results in a denial of rights to services.
Frontline staff (clerks and nurses) are the most likely to turn refugees and asylum seekers away; once
contact with a doctor has been made treatment is more likely to be given. This is particularly pronounced
regarding treatment for routine or chronic conditions;
Confusion exists amongst health care providers over the rights different categories of migrants have to
services and the fees to be paid. For example, refugees are exempt from most fees but current guidelines
are ambiguous for asylum seekers;
Some non‐governmental service providers have reported that even with the provision of free services for
non‐citizens, they struggle to reach refugees and asylum seekers, even if transport is provided or outreach
home‐based care‐givers are placed in the community;
Some NGOs report that they are required to intervene to ensure that refugees and asylum seekers access
the public health system. Without the intervention from civil society, some refugees and asylum seekers
would not be able to access health services. HIV/AIDS services In addition, ACMS is concerned that the end
to the moratorium on the deportation of undocumented Zimbabweans at the end of 2010 will negatively
impact access to public health and continuity of treatment for HIV and TB due to fear of arrest, detention
and deportation.

A number of recommendations to address these problems and implanting international obligations on migrant
health6 were drafted at a National Consultation on Migration Health ‘Realising migrants’ right to health in
South Africa,’ (April 22‐23, 2010). These are included in Appendix A.
2.) Migration and Sex Work
Internationally, the links between migration and sex work have been well‐established.7 Migrants may enter a
new city and look for various ways to establish a livelihood, to support both themselves and dependents that
remain at home. The informal economy or the service sector is often more accessible to migrant groups ‐
particularly undocumented migrants ‐ than the formal sector. Engaging in sex work has been shown to be a
viable option for a number of reasons: it pays relatively better than other service work; has flexible working
hours, often means that the sex worker is self‐ employed, and does not require formal qualifications or
documentation.8 In part because sex work in South Africa is illegal and highly stigmatised, little information or
research is available on the number of sex workers in South Africa, where they come from and what their
migrancy patterns are. The sex work research that captures information on migrancy in South Africa contains
information on two areas only: Johannesburg and Cape Town. Systematic research conducted in Cape Town in
2008 found that 5% of indoor sex workers were “foreign”.9 Research from Hillbrow in 1998 showed that a
relatively small percentage of sex workers in Hillbrow were from other countries – only 11%.10 Recent
evidence however points to a much larger proportion of Hillbrow sex workers originating from countries
outside of South Africa.11 In an ACMS study conducted in 2010 (‘the World Cup study’) which surveyed 2239
male, female and transgender sex workers across 4 sites in South Africa, 43,4% (n=971) were found to be cross‐
border migrants and 56,1% (n=1257) were internal migrants. Only 11 sex workers or (0.5%) worked in the same
province than they were born.12 What is plain is that a range of human rights violations are regularly
perpetuated against male, female and transgender sex workers.13 The rights of these workers – and sex
workers generally – need to be carefully considered and protected.
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Sex work, migration, gender and health
Currently sex work in South Africa is a criminal offence.14 Sex workers are a highly stigmatised and
marginalised group in South African societies and within the southern African region.15 Negative social
attitudes create barriers to sex worker access to social, health care and legal services, while making them
vulnerable to exploitation and to high levels of violence.
Research conducted in Johannesburg, Cape Town and Rustenburg during 2010 (‘the World Cup study’)
confirms that the majority of sex workers are migrants, having moved from either elsewhere in South Africa or
from within the southern African region.16 Cross‐border migrant sex workers experience additional challenges
in accessing services, which further exacerbates their vulnerability to exploitation and violence.17 This is linked
to the challenges that cross‐border migrants face in accessing documentation in order to regularise their stay
in South Africa; individuals engaged in informal livelihood activities are shown to experience difficulties in
formalising their stay in South Africa. 18 Challenges with the police and police violence are a constant
problem.19 For migrant women engaged in sex work, multiple challenges are experienced, including access to
documentation, fear of the police, violence, and access to health care services.
Sex work is often an informal livelihood strategy for migrants. People who are dependent on the informal
sector for survival are often at greater risk of becoming too sick to work; they generally have limited access to
health services and health information, have limited or no financial security, and could lose their only
livelihood if they have to provide care work for ill family members.20
The sex work industry is particularly gendered with the vast majority of sellers of sex workers being female,
and the buyers, male. Many women may enter sex work as they have a number of dependants (both children
and adults) to provide for. The World Cup study found that female sex workers had on average two dependent
children for whom they were financially responsible for.21 The pressure of providing for an extended family –
particularly in dangerous context of the sex work industry ‐ may prevent women from seeking health care in a
timely manner. Prevailing patriarchal attitudes exacerbate the stigma associated with sex work and create and
entrench the skewed power relations between men and women. This imbalance of power makes it particularly
difficult for sex workers to negotiate safer sex and increases their vulnerability towards STIs and violence from
both clients and partners.22 In addition, some rogue members of the police view themselves as custodians of
women’s sexuality and lash out at sex workers with insults and brutality.23
Sex work, migration and HIV
Whilst the relationship between migration and HIV is acknowledged to be complex, the context of migration
may place individuals at increased risk of acquiring HIV. Studies have demonstrated the long‐wave impact of
HIV on livelihood activities and – more recently – on migration patterns. Many urban migrants are found to
engage in livelihood strategies situated within the “informal economy”; these informal workplaces are often
overlooked in international and local laws, policy and programmes that focus on workplace responses to health
and HIV.24
Because sex workers have generally been ignored in South Africa, information on HIV/AIDS and sex workers is
limited. What we do know makes it clear that sex workers are very vulnerable to HIV. In studies done in 1998,
HIV prevalence rates amongst difference sex worker groups were between 45% ‐ 69%.25 It is likely that HIV
prevalence rates are now much higher. 26
Sex workers’ health is compromised by violence (perpetrated by clients as well as the police27), stigma, the
nature and danger of their work, economic difficulties, and the lack of access to services and support. Public
health and human rights approaches to sex work highlight the following consequences of the on‐going
criminalisation of sex work:
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1. Increasing sex worker vulnerability to violence from clients, partners and police;
2. Creating and sustaining unsafe and oppressive working conditions;
3. Increasing the stigmatization of sex workers;
4. Restricting access to health, social, police, legal and financial services;
5. A negative impact on safer sex practices; and
6. Impacting on the ability to find other employment.28
All of these factors impact on sex workers’ ability to protect themselves against HIV, prevent HIV transmission
to their sexual partners and clients, and to access HIV‐testing, treatment and support. Due to the illegal nature
of their work and the fact that migrants are an underserved population by health care services, migrant sex
workers are often at high risk of contracting HIV.
South Africa’s national AIDS Plan ‐ The National HIV & AIDS and STI Strategic Plan for South Africa 2007–2011
(NSP) ‐ recognises the vulnerability of sex workers and includes a number of provisions to mitigate the risk of
HIV for sex workers. 29Yet, none of these provisions have been implemented. Neither has the custodian of the
NSP – the South African National AIDS Council (SANAC) – taken an official decision to support the
decriminalisation of sex work30 despite mounting evidence that it is the most appropriate public health and
human rights response to sex work.31
Recommendations
a.) Recommend the decriminalisation of sex work in current law reform processes The South African Law
Reform Commission (SALRC) has spent more than 8 years working on the issue of sex work legal reform. It has
released an Issue Paper (2002) and a Discussion Paper (2009) on “Adult Prostitution” but has not
recommended a specific legal model that Parliament should adopt. The SALRC should release its
recommendations and model legislation as a matter of urgency.
b.) Sensitize health service providers on patients’ rights, migration and health in general through specialized
training sessions and materials about rights to accessing the health care system
c.) Implement the sex work provisions of the National Strategic Plan 2007‐2011. The NSP recommends the
implementation of sex work‐specific health care services, nondiscrimination and the decriminalisation of sex
work.
d.) Discipline police who harass and unlawfully arrest sex workers. A wide spectrum of complaints have been
lodged against members of police who rape, extort, beat, pepperspray and arrest sex workers without charging
them.32 The Western Cape High Court issued a judgment in April 2009 against this practice, where the Court
interdicted the police from arresting sex workers while knowing they would not be charged or prosecuted.33
This interdict should be respected in the Western Cape and carried through to all other regions.
1 http://www.hivlawcommission.org/images/stories/rd_africa_call_en.doc
2 The Consortium for Refugees and Migrants in South Africa (CoRMSA) “Protecting Refugees, Asylum Seekers and Immigrants in South Africa during
2010”, Johannesburg: April 2011, available www.cormsa.org.za University of the Witwatersrand
3 For more details, see the reports by Cormsa entitled “Protecting Refugees, Asylum Seekers and Immigrants in South Africa” for 2007‐2010. Available:
www.cormsa.org.za
4 See, Jens Windahl Pedersen (2010) The Promised Land. A Case study of Zimbabwean migrants’' access to healthcare in Johannesburg, South Africa.
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Unpublished MA Thesis. Masters in Humanitarian Studies, Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine.
5 See Moyo, K. (2010). Street Level Bureaucracy: The Interface between Health Personnel and Migrant Patients at Hillbrow Community Health Centre,
Unpublished MA Thesis. Forced Migration Studies Programme: University of the Witwatersrand. http://hdl.handle.net/10539/8462
6 In 2008, the 61st annual World Health Assembly (WHA) adopted Resolution 61.17 on the Health of Migrants, which calls on member states (including
South Africa) to promote equitable access to health promotion, disease prevention and care for migrants (World Health Assembly, 2008). Member states
met in May 2010 at the 63rd WHA, to report on the progress made towards achieving Resolution 61.17. In preparation for this meeting, the WHO, the
International Organization for Migration (IOM) and the Ministry of Health and Social Policy of Spain, co‐convened a Global Consultation on Migrant
Health in Madrid, Spain.This meeting was held from 3 to 5 March 2010 at the National School of Public Health, Madrid.
http://www.who.int/hac/events/3_5march2010/en/index.html
7 Various authors. Health, HIV and Sex Work: the Influence of Migration and Mobility. Research for Sex Work. 2002;5; Bujra JM. Women "Entrepreneurs"
of Early Nairobi. Canadian Journal of African Studies 1975;9(2):213‐34; Busza J. Sex work and migration: The Dangers of Oversimplification ‐ A Case Study
of Vietnamese Women in Cambodia. Health & Human Rights. 2004;7(2):231‐49; Karnataka Health Promotion Trust and Population Council. Patterns of
Migration/Mobility and HIV Risk among Female Sex Workers: Karnataka. Bangalore: Karnataka Health Promotion Trust; 2008; and Agustin LM. Sex at the
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Uganda

African Palliative Care Association

Addressing Legal Issues in Three African Countries: Project Summary
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Introduction
The World Health Organization (WHO) defines palliative care as ‘an approach that improves the quality of life
of patients and their families facing the problems associated with life threatening illnesses, through the
prevention and relief of suffering by means of early identification and impeccable assessment and treatment of
pain and other problems, physical, psychosocial and spiritual’ (WHO 2002).
Examples of life threatening illnesses include cancer and HIV/AIDS, among others. Palliative care emphasises
provision of relief from pain and other distressing symptoms, integrating psychosocial and spiritual aspects of
patient care, offering support systems to help the family cope during patient illness and bereavement, as well
as use of a team approach to address patient needs (Hospice Palliative Care Association of South Africa 2009).
Palliative care practice in Low Income Countries (LIC) faces many challenges and barriers. First, patients are
diagnosed late and there are less supportive mechanisms especially in rural areas. The care for orphans
appears to pose a challenge in social and financial terms. Secondly, clinical staff (doctors and nurses) may not
have the necessary training to understand or provide palliative care and end up ‘giving up’ on the patient. In
addition, lack of communication skills by clinicians, institutional standards and access to palliative care centres
are important barriers especially in LIC (Hospice Palliative Care Association of South Africa 2009), added to this
is the issues around legal and human rights aspects of palliative care which are poorly understood by both
patients and care providers.
Project Summary 2009/2010
With this background, the African Palliative Care Association (APCA) is developing mechanisms to support its
partners identify some of the legal and human rights issues that hinder the provision of palliative care to
patients with life threatening illnesses across Africa. In 2009, APCA in collaboration with Open Society Institute
(OSI Law and Health section) and Open Society Institute for East Africa (OSIEA; reviewed legal policies in Kenya,
Uganda and Tanzania and identified some of the legal and human rights barriers that affect the advancement
of palliative care and particularly drug availability.
This review involved assessing various literatures from Low Income Countries (LIC) focusing on issues of access,
ethics, awareness of laws and rights of patients, preparation for death, family participation in palliative care
and provider challenges. Other documents such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), the countries’ constitutions, various Acts and regulations were also reviewed. In
addition to this, interviews with legal officers, health care providers and focus group discussions with patients
were conducted.
The findings from this review revealed that:
-

There was inadequate knowledge of international laws and conventions among health workers as well as
palliative care patients.

-

Despite the importance of making a will and succession planning, many people still do not do it partly
because they do not want to but also partly because they are not aware or they do not have technical
knowledge to write a will.

-

Health workers recognise the need for continuous education when they begin to work for a palliative care
institution. This possibility enables them get oriented and/or updated on prescription practices and
dispensing and safety procedure especially for the addictive medicines.

-

Some of the laws regulating medicine were enacted way back before palliative care became a human right
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issue and therefore palliative care is not captured in these laws as a medical or professional discipline.
Based on these findings, some of the recommendations that were proposed include:
-

Training materials on the legal aspects of working in the health sector should be created for healthcare
workers at all levels of service delivery from tertiary to community level.

-

Information, education and communication (IEC) materials should be developed on the rights of patients
with life threatening illnesses.

-

Liaison between legal aid service providers and palliative care service providers should take place to
explore the possibility of free (pro bono) legal services for patients and their families.

-

Legal materials that relate to the management of property/estate and other basic rights should be
translated in simple terms into various widely spoken languages in the three countries.

-

Guidelines should be created on how to write a will that conforms to the law, and these guidelines should
be made available to healthcare providers for passing on to their patients.

-

Health providers should have a checklist of legal issues to enable them to appropriately assist patients who
may need legal advice.

-

Advocacy for palliative care by existing legal organisations may be advantageous since they already have
the resource and human power as well as the legal platform.

-

There is need for the relevant laws e.g. the NSSF Act and the Pensions Act to be amended to make it easier
for patients with life-threatening illnesses to access their social benefits with minimal difficulty to enable
them to plan sufficiently for their families.

In view of the above findings and recommendations, APCA is building on this work as outlined in the summary
of the current project below.
Project Summary 2011:
Title: Providing technical assistance to address legal issues that affect palliative care provision in two African
countries
Aim: The aim of this project is to provide technical assistance to palliative care organizations in Uganda and
Tanzania to address legal and human rights issues that affect palliative care scale- up.
Key objectives
i.

To provide feedback on the review of legal policies carried out in Uganda and Tanzania

ii.

To build capacity of legal experts in Uganda and Tanzania through a palliative care training course

iii.

To develop technical assistance packages for health workers and patients. Such packages include
training materials for health care workers, IEC materials on the rights of patients with life threatening
illnesses, guidelines on how to write wills and a checklist of legal issues to help assist patients who may
need legal advice.

iv.

To disseminate materials on law, human rights, and palliative care in the African region.
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Kenya

AIDS Law Project

Effects of provisions of the Anti counterfeit legislation on access to medicines in Kenya
BACKGROUND
In 2008, the Kenyan Parliament enacted the Anti-counterfeit Act (No. 13 of 2008) whose objective is to prohibit
trade in counterfeit goods.1 Prior to the enactment of the industrial property Act (No. 3 of 2001), generic drugs
for the treatment of HIV and AIDS were not available in the country because the previous existing legislation
did not allow for parallel importation of the generic drugs and medicines. This situation changed after the
enactment of section 58 (2) of the Industrial Property Act 2001, read with rule 37 of the Industrial Property
Regulations 2002, which currently allows for parallel importation of generic drugs.
As such, the enforcement and application of the Anti-Counterfeit Act (No. 13 of 2008), particularly sections 2,
32 and 34, will endanger the lives of Kenyan citizens afflicted with HIV and AIDS, as they will be arbitrarily
denied access to affordable and essential drugs and medication necessary for the fulfillment of the rights to life
and human dignity that are enshrined in Articles 26, 28 and 43 of the Constitution of the Republic of Kenya.
The impugned sections do not recognise the principles of access to essential medicines as they are contained in
the following provisions of the Industrial Property Act (No. 3 of 2001), inter alia:
a. Section 80(1)(a) on exploitation of the patented inventions by the Government, or by third parties
authorized by the Government ;
b. Section 80(1A) and (1B), which deal with generic substitution and compulsory licences issued to third
parties;
ANTI-COUNTERFEITING LAW IMPEDES ACCESS TO MEDICINES
The problematic sections in this law include section 2, 32 and 34. These sections provide as follows: The
Definition of the word counterfeit leaves an unclear and blurred impression. Under section 2 of the Anticounterfeit Act, No. 14 of 2008, the word counterfeit, is defined as, “Counterfeiting” means taking the following
actions without the authority of the owner of any Intellectual Property Rights subsisting in Kenya or elsewhere
in respect of protected goods:
Section 32: It shall be an offence for any person toi. Import into, transit through, transship within or export from
Kenya, except for private and domestic use of the importer or exporter as the case maybe, any counterfeit
goods;
Section 34: The owner of an Intellectual Property Right, who has valid grounds for suspecting that the
importation of counterfeit goods may take place, may apply to the commissioner in the prescribed manner to
seize and detain all suspected counterfeit goods which are;
a. Goods featuring, bearing, embodying or incorporating the subject matter of that Intellectual Property Right
or to which the subject matter of that right has been applied; and
b. Imported into or enter Kenya during the period specified in the application provided that the period may not
extend beyond the last day of the period for which that Intellectual Property Right subsists.
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A generic medication is defined by the World Health Organisation as “a pharmaceutical product, usually
intended to be interchangeable with an innovator product, that is manufactured without a licence from the
innovator company and marketed after the expiry date of the patent or other exclusive rights”.2 Generic
medicines are up to 90% cheaper than branded medicines, and therefore enable equitable access to medicines
without discrimination on the basis of income. To ensure that the principle of non-discrimination, as outlined
in Section 27 of the Constitution, and Article 2 of the ICESCR is adhered to, it cannot be permissible that poorer
households are disproportionately burdened with health expenses as compared to richer households.
Generic medicines are necessary in Kenya for purposes of the realization of the right to health. Even if the
product in question is patented, the State must ensure that patients can access required medications even in
the event that the patented product is not available in sufficient quantities or at affordable prices, or in case a
compulsory license has been issued.3
THE RIGHT TO HEALTH AND ACCESS TO MEDICINES
Article 43(1) of the newly-enacted Constitution of Kenya states that “Every person has the right to the highest
attainable standard of health, which includes the right to health care services, including reproductive health
care.” Article 53 of the Constitution of Kenya further guarantees the right of every child to “basic nutrition,
shelter and healthcare”. Article 56 of the new Constitution provides that the State shall put in place affirmative
action programmes designed to ensure that minorities and marginalized groups-(e) have reasonable access to
water, health services and infrastructure.4 Article 12(2) outlines specific steps that State Parties to the ICESCR
are obliged to take to achieve the full realization of the right. Article 12(2)(c) provides that States must take
steps to ensure “[t]he prevention, treatment and control of epidemic, endemic, occupational and other
diseases”. As HIV/AIDS has reached epidemic proportions within Kenya, this article is certainly applicable to the
State. The prevalence of HIV in adults aged 15-49 years was estimated to be 7.4 percent in 2007, and around
1.4 million adults aged 15-64 are estimated to be infected.5
Additionally, 12(2)(d) requires “[t]he creation of conditions which would assure to all medical service and
medical attention in the event of sickness”.6 This latter clause has been interpreted by the Committee on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (“CESCR”), in their General Comment No 14 to include provision of
essential drugs.7
INTERVENTION
ALP enjoined in public interest litigation filed by three petitioners as an interested party against the Attorney
General and the Anti counterfeit Agency challenging the constitutionality of section 2, 32 and 34 of the Anti
Counterfeit Act.8 On 23rd April 2010, Justice Roselyn Wendo granted stay against the operation of the cited
sections. ALP’s arguments weighed heavily in favour of granting a conservatory order (injunction) pending the
hearing and determination of the Petition.
Expected Outcome
The following outcomes are expected from the court case:
-

A declaration of illegality and unconstitutionality of sections 2, 2 and 34 of the Anti Counterfeit Act.
Promotion of social economic and social rights in particular the right to health as a fundamental human
right under the constitution or the benefit of PLHIV’s.
Set a legal precedent in areas of access to essential medicine as a human right.
Strengthen advocacy capacity of PLHIV’s to engage with politicians and government officials on issues that
affect them locally and nationally such as access to essential medicines.
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Noteworthy, this is a trend that is taking up shape throughout East Africa with establishment of a proposed
draft East African Anti Counterfeit Bill which is in all respects the same as the Kenyan Act in defining ‘a
counterfeit’. Other countries like Uganda have also developed draft anti counterfeit laws with problematic
sections which have the potential of affecting access to affordable generic medicines. We therefore urge the
commission to look into this issue and make significant recommendations.
These are just some of the challenges the laws bring in the area of access to medicines. Many more issues need
to be discussed and we hope the Global Commission on HIV and the Law will have constructive discussions in
proposing solutions to this problem.
1 The Act was assented to by the president on 24th of December 2008 and a notice of commencement of the Act was given on 7th July 2009.
2 WHO, “Trade, foreign policy, diplomacy and health: Generic Drugs”. Accessed at: http://www.who.int/trade/glossary/story034/en/index.html
3 WHO, “Medicines: Counterfeit Medicines”. Fact Sheet No. 275, January 2010, Geneva. Accessed at:
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs275/en/ . As compared to the Anti-Counterfeit Act (No. 13 of 2008), the World Health Organisation
defines counterfeit drugs as “medicines that are deliberately and fraudulently mislabelled with respect to identity and/or source”, and may be
compounded using the wrong ingredients, insufficient active ingredients, without active ingredients altogether (“spurious”), or with fake packaging.
4 The right to the highest attainable standard of health, as outlined in Article 12 of the ICESCR, imposes core obligations on States to respect, protect and
fulfill the right to health and to ensure the right of access to health facilities, goods and services on a non-discriminatory basis, especially for vulnerable
or marginalized groups. Medical care in the event of sickness, as well as the prevention, treatment and control of diseases, are central features of the
right to health, the realization of which depends upon access to medicines.
5 Kenya National Bureau of Statistics, “Kenya Demographic and Health Survey 2008-2009” (Nairobi, 2010), p 210.
6 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, art. 12(2), adopted Dec. 16, 1966, 993 U.N.T.S. 3, entered into force Jan. 3, 1976,
available at http://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/cescr.htm
7 Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (“CESCR”), General Comment 14, para 17. E/C.12/2000/4.
8 Patricia Asero & Others vs. the Hon. Attorney General, Aids Law Project (Interested Party)|, in the High Court of Kenya at Nairobi, Petition No. 409 of
2009.
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Uganda

Alliance for Integrated Development and
Empowerment-AIDE

PROVISION OF LEGAL AID TO SEX WORKERS AND HIV/AIDS PREVENTION CHALLENGES IN UGANDA
Each day over to 20,000 people become infected with the HIV virus worldwide; a large portion of which are
infected through unprotected sex with commercial sex workers (UNAIDS, 2008).While condoms are an
effective defence against the transmission of HIV and other sexually transmitted infections (STIs), large
numbers of sex workers are not using condoms with their clients. Indeed, infection rates among sex workers
are among the highest of any group.
Uganda Situation
There is limited data on HIV/AIDS among SW but a recent study in Kampala City alone shows that HIV/AIDS
prevalence among female SWs is more than four times the average. Sex workers usually have a high number of
sexual partners. This means that when they become infected with HIV, they pass it on to multiple clients.
Preventing HIV infections amongst those involved in the sex trade therefore an instrumental part in the fight
against AIDS.
Sex work in Uganda is illegal which makes sex workers avoid health services, including sexual and reproductive
health care and HIV care and treatment, for fear that their name, HIV status, and other personal information
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will be made available to the police or other government agencies.
LEGAL SITUATION OF SWS IN UGANDA
Sex work is illegal in Uganda, under the Penal Code Act; as such it is done in hiding under cover to avoid
detection and arrests. Because of this, the women and girls engaged it are abused and exploited. Many
criminal acts are committed against them and they have limited access to justice. Women engaged in
commercial sex work are subjected to violence, assault, rape and even murder, even police has been accused
of arbitrary arrests, sexual and exploitation and extortion. Whenever human rights violations are committed
against them and they report to police, their complaints are ignored complaints, the police fails or ignores to
investigate and the abusers continue to inflict pain and harm on sex workers with impunity.
Sex work in Uganda is a highly stigmatized occupation. Cultural attitudes towards sex work and sex workers are
predominantly negative and conservative. Sex work is categorized as an offence against morals, a threat to the
moral fabric of society and nuisance under the Uganda law. The frequent arrest of women by the law
enforcement officers consider practicing the trade increases the negative social perception of sex workers.
Societal attitudes are also reflected in the approaches adopted by many civil society organizations working
with sex worker communities in Uganda. Not many organizations have considered the medicines need for
CSW. Because of the stigma associated with the trade, those who engage in it do not freely access the medical
care and treatment needed and yet they are exposed to many STI infections including HIV/AIDS. According to
the 2009 Uganda AIDS Commission, the rate of infections among the Commercial Sex Workers is a 12% which
is very high.
Sex workers lack information concerning where to go for treatment of HIV and other STIs, the skills to
negotiate with their clients for safer sex, or an adequate supply of condoms. Sex workers also do not seek
services, because of the negative attitude of the health workers towards them. Further the law prosecutes
involvement in sex work; therefore the National HIV/AIDS Policy at the work place in Uganda does not protect
them because it does not recognize sex work as work in Uganda.
Sex workers in Uganda experience severe levels of violence from sexual partners, the community where they
work and live and even from the police and other law enforcement agents.. More than 90% of female sex
workers in Uganda according to a recent study shows that they have been raped in the past year. The illegal
status of sex work makes it more difficult to punish perpetrators of violence.
AIDE INTERVENTIONS IN LEGAL AID PROVISION
Alliance for Integrated Development and Empowerment – AIDE, an organization that promotes the rights of
women, girls affected with HIV/AIDS and sex workers in Uganda to access justice has had several initiatives to
addresses the legal and human rights needs of SW from a health perspective but manly through provision of
legal aid to sex workers as well as legal advocacy on health and the right to access medicines, health care and
treatment. AIDE believes that seeking human rights for sex workers is not about encouraging people to enter
the industry; it is about acknowledging that sex workers have the right to choose and that they deserve
protection under the law like anybody else as provided for under our Constitution. We therefore provide legal
aid to individual sex workers, we provide legal advice, because the activity is illegal we use special telephone
lines for reporting abuses inflicted on sex workers and a lawyer is assigned to handle a particular case. If there
are any arrests, then the lawyer obtains bail for such sex worker.

We collect and document experiences and human rights violations of sex workers and any other form of
abuse. We provide leaflets to the local leaders to influence change of their negative attitudes towards sex
work. We are engaging Justice Law and Order Sector to include maternal justice and reproductive health rights
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in their programs including the rights of sex workers in as far as they impact on health service delivery and the
fight against HIV/AIDS in Uganda.
We train sex workers to be human rights defenders of their own rights and how to report crime We work
towards creating a safe and enabling environment that encourages sex workers to report human rights
violations. In this we raise awareness of human rights for sex workers in Uganda through radio talk shows on
the local FM radio stations especially on their right to access health care and treatment without discrimination.
We hold periodic discussions with the police since police has been accused of being one of the human rights
violators of sex work through extortion, sexual abuse, arbitrary arrests and harassment. With this, we hope to
end impunity for the perpetrators of violence against sex workers. This encourages sex to seek freely access
health information and other health services since according to health workers we have engaged indicate that
providing health services to sex workers is difficult because when the health workers approach them, they run
away thinking that they are bringing police. We hope to create more trust between health workers and sex
workers.
We promote collaboration with other organisations in the in Uganda especially those working in legal aid and
health rights protect sex workers’ human rights thereby contributing to the fight against HIV/AIDS
CHALLENGES
The main challenge of providing legal aid to sex workers is that we are protecting individuals whose activity is
not recognized by law. This makes it difficult to enforce certain rights.
The health workers themselves have a negative attitude towards sex workers and have not appreciated the
link between sex work and those presumed to be in stable monogamous relationships because these move out
to buy sex from sex workers and in return increase the risk if infection to themselves and their partners.
There is limited information on sex workers’ rights and HIV-related and sexual and reproductive health
services. It is important to link sex workers rights in health care and service provision in order to strengthen the
efforts aiming at fighting the HIV/AIDS scourge.
CONCLUSION
Effective response to HIV/AIDS fight require multidisciplinary strategies ranging from health and the law and
such a strategy ensures more effective sustainable results because it empowers people themselves to be part
of their own solutions and this is what we try to promote.
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Nigeria

Amana Association

Severe Stigmatization and Criminalization of HIV Infection at Community Level; The Experiences of Amana
Association.
Amana Association is a community based association of People Living with HIV/AIDS. Our community is a rural
Muslim Community where stigmatization has reached such unbearable levels that we know a few people who
have actually committed suicide because they were told that they have AIDS. The association was formed in
2005 when members decided to do something by way of educating the community to understand our plight
and accept us as normal people. One other reason for forming the group was for people who tested positive to
find emotional and psycho-social support through meeting others who had already overcome the initial shock
and fear associated with HIV diagnosis. Many members have found partners and got married from the Support
Group.
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Many of the members have shared experiences of how they were driven away from their homes or even
rejected by family members. While there are laws and statutes that can be applied in severe cases, these laws
are not localized and their application would be costly and impractical at the level of the poor man/woman
which is the typical member of Amana. The community is unaware of these laws and also people who are
victims do not have the courage and lack the necessary support to take legal action against community
members and institutions that treat them badly. Our problem stems not from an inadequate legal framework
and from lack of education and information of the general population.
Some statutes that can be put to use in protecting PLWA and which are enforceable in Nigeria include;1. Resolution 49/1999 of the UN Human Rights Commission.
2. The Abuja Declaration on AIDS, TB and other related Infectious Diseases (April 2001).
3.

The Declaration on Commitment on HIV/AIDS made during the UN Special Session on HIV/AIDS (27TH
June 2001).

4.

Chapter 2 0f the 1999 Constitution of Nigeria, Section 14 (2)(b), recognizes that it is the duty of every
citizen to “respect the dignity of other citizens and the rights and legitimate interests of others……………”

These statutes are, however, grossly insufficient. The panacea would be a localized law to deal
comprehensively with AIDS Related Stigma and Discrimination in Niger State. All 39 States of the Nigerian
Federation have State Assemblies that have the power to pass laws to deal with specific issues. Lagos State is
the only state in Nigeria that has passed such a law.
So severe is stigmatization that even when some are informed of their HIV status, they would prefer to hide at
home and die that queue up in the ARV centre in Kontagora General Hospital where others who came to the
hospital for other services would see them.
One such case that is that of Zainab. She is not a member of Amana. A few weeks back when I was sitting in
front of my house, in the late evening, just before the dusk prayers, this woman approached me and
demanded to see me privately. I followed her and when she thought we had enough privacy she opened up.
She told me that she had been informed by people that I provided medicine for AIDS. I did not correct that
impression right away because I wanted to hear all she had to say. She then informed me that she had been
diagnosed with HIV. I gave her what information I could in the circumstances and advised her to go to General
Hospital here in Kontagora where treatment would be provided free of charge. She became very agitated, and
was quite adamant that she would never go there again. She explained to me that she had been to the place
and when a medical worker who happened to be her neighbor saw her, she came back to the community and
informed all who cared to listen that she had AIDS. This had resulted to very serious problems with her
husband and other family members who had never agreed to go for an HIV test. There was no persuading that
woman to back to that hospital, so all I did was to arrange for a day when I took her to Minna, 200 km away
which is the nearest ARV Centre. She agreed to bear the cost of transportation which was quite heavy for a
woman like her.
Another more pathetic case is that of Ibrahim. In 2001 he was diagnosed with AIDS. There was no treatment
then and counseling was unavailable or poor. The facility where he was diagnosed was a privately owned
medical laboratory. The lab is situated near the road. He casually walked to the road and pretended to be
waiting for a lull in the traffic so as to cross the road. When a big enough truck, travelling fast enough
approached, he simply stepped onto the road and was instantly crushed to death. He preferred dearth to the
shame of living with AIDS.
Mallam Umar is a founding member of Amana since 2005, he had two wives one of whom is now dead due to
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complications arising from HIV infection. He fell very ill before help came in the form of ARVs. He is now better
but rendered very poor. Being a butcher nobody would buy meat from him. This kind of discrimination
abounds in the community where children have been known to be sent away from their friends’ homes
because their parents are known to be HIV positive.
For us in Amana in these rural communities that make up Kontagora Emirate, the problem basically is stigma
and discrimination from other community members and the lack of local legislation to protect us.
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The context of sex workers in Namibia
Namibia has a population of about 2.2 Million but the local perception is that there is a disproportionately high
number of sex workers. There is no data collected or research to backup this, but it is something we witness at
night during the outreach and were told about from most of the people spoken to. The presence of sex
workers is clearly evident in the three major cities – Windhoek, Walvis Bay and Swakopmund – as well along
border towns, truck routes and game parks. Sex Work cross class and cultural boundaries and is prevalent,
though in different ways, in the informal settlements – townships – as well as in the City centre and in a very
few selected clubs and hotels.
Alcohol consumption is such a problem for some sex workers that some women forget all about the condom
and may even forget if she asked the client to pay. The drinking is thought to be a way to cope with feelings of
stigma, exclusion and self-disgust, for some of the women. The feeling of “I don’t fit in the society, I can always
blame it on the alcohol or sometimes, because when you are drunk you can do anything with a client, for
example anal sex.” At the same time drinking levels amongst the local population is also high, so it is part of
the norm.
See Appendix One for a description of the various populations involved in sex work in Namibia.
What does the law say?
Sex work in Namibia is illegal, Namibian sex work legislation dates back to when the country was under South
African rule. The Combating of Immoral Practices Act (1980) is therefore similar to current South African
legislation. Selling or buying sex per se is not illegal. However, sex workers are in fact criminalised by sections
of the act that outlaw soliciting for “immoral purposes” in a public place, exhibiting oneself in an indecent
dress or manner in public view, brothel keeping, procuring a woman to become a “prostitute or an inmate of a
brothel,” Living on the earnings of a sex worker, and facilitating the act of prostitution by providing information
or any other assistance.
What is the status of discussions about changing the law or challenging it through the courts; the
constitution and sex work?
There has been little recent dialogue around the issues of decriminalisation or at large the legalisation of sex
work. Some Members of Parliament were even suggesting tighter and more enforceable law around sex work
How is the law enforced? Do the police break other law while trying to enforce the sex work law?
“Sex workers being arrested get confiscated off of their properties, get beaten up, get taken on high speed
pursuits with excessive braking in an attempt to hurt us, they sleep with us before they take us to the holding
cells…… if you can negotiate you will not be held captive. A sex worker was hit by a police vehicle in our
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presence it was a hit and run when we tried reporting this to the city police station commander he refused to
speak with us”. Sex worker, Windhoek, 2011
Sexual violence happens frequently, but sex workers are afraid to talk about these issues as there are no laws
protecting them. “Three brutal killings happened in Namibia three years ago, all killings were in the same
manner, these killings were never brought to light we still don’t know who killed this sex workers in this brutal
way”. Sex worker, Windhoek, 2011
Police raids end up in full aggressive body searches in an attempt to find condoms, and sex workers found with
condoms get arrested as police refer to “having a condom in the purse” as a sign of sex work. “ I was picked up
by a man we went to Dan Viljoen game park the client was aggressive after he asked me to push his motor
vehicle (apparently it could not start). My clothes and money were in the vehicle and he drove off. I was
stranded 35 kilometres outside of town, I covered myself with plastic bags and by the time I arrived at the
police station police asked me why did I get into the vehicle of an unknown man, I deserved it. I was so filled
with rage the next day we saw this man we attacked himbrutally”.
Other aspects of police behaviour in relation to sex work
Transgender men being arrested are placed in cells with at least 35 inmates, most transgender are brutally
raped and end up HIV positive because our health system stopped distributing condoms to them. “Police
officers don’t allow us to take our ARV’s in prison, the food is not even good and it’s very dangerous as a sex
worker to carry around ARVs. Police call us the carriers and transmitters of HIV, they tell everyone in prison and
we get further beatings”.
Clients behaviour, and police response to that
Clients treat us with respect, they allow us to have condoms (especially foreign clients)., “Bad clients take us
far away from the city, you sleep with the client without a condom the client offers you N$50 with a condom
and says N$500 without a condom, looking at the distance you are away from town you just agree and knowing the risk - sleep with this clients; they even end up not giving you the money they said they will”.
Access to health services
Many sex workers don’t access state owned health centres for reasons of privacy. At the moment they are the
only one that provide free HIV and STI screenings and also ARV treatment because of the high volumes of
stigma and discrimination.
Ability to open bank account etc.
Since sex work is not a recognised form of employment it is extremely difficult to open a bank account or even
have insurance, or simply to even apply for a personal loan is totally impossible.
What are the good things in our lives?
Sex workers in Namibia don’t take their trade as a punishment because they are from a disadvantaged
background, they rather talk good because it’s the only thing that they know how to do best. “ ” I started sex
work at the age of 13 I completed my high school from the money I earned as a sex worker and look at me
know I am doing my second year Bachelor of Law criminal justice correctional service management”. Midnight,
sex worker
The right to organise. Sex workers are organising in Namibia for the first time. With the establishment of The
Red Umbrella (TRU) and the launch of the African Sex Workers Alliance (ASWA) in Namibia sex workers are
taking a stand, and sex worker voices are to be heard and very loud.
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Media.
Media has always been very supportive to sex workers as they issues have always raised controversy and has
stirred trouble within the members of state as they have been known to use the services so media is always
very keen on publishing positive and accurate stories over sex workers.

APPENDIX ONE
A PROFILE OF SEX WORK POPULATIONS IN NAMIBIA
Sex workers are comprised of local nationals and immigrants, who come from Zimbabwe, Zambia and Angola.
Amongst the local national sex workers come from are the Damara, Nama, Hero and Ovambo cultures as well
as the coloured population. There seem to be very, very few white sex workers. There are female (the
majority) as well as male and transgendered sex workers.
Whilst Windhoek has a large sex work population there are many more sex workers in Walvis Bay, where
formalised sex work is thought to have begun in Namibia. In this town you find all kinds and class of sex
workers working; young, old and sex workers of all gender/sex orientation. Keetmanshoop is also well known
for sex work with truck drivers. The other hot spot in Namibia is Port of Beora. . In summary sex work is
associated with township drinking shebeens/ taverns, gambling and nightclubs, people on the move for
example truck drivers and sailors, border crossing, game parks as well as in exclusive restaurants.
The working practices of the sex workers, varies vastly and is very location-specific. Amongst female sex work,
the chosen locations indicate class and cultural differences. In Windhoek, for example, the more up-market
street based sex workers are from Zimbabwe, Zambia and Angola. These women dress and behave differently
to the local women and operate from a specific location. In Windhoek many Zimbabwean and Zambian sex
workers work near Kalahari Sands Hotel. It has a hotel and a shopping mall is a very clean area. The woman are
trying to target a high class clientele, their dress code is presentable, clean and good, they have good
communication skills. That is thought to attract many clients who keep going back to them. The
minimum they charge is 100 Namibian Dollar and the maximum is between 500-1000 Namibian Dollar.
Research showed that the major issues facing these women were police abuse , including sexual violence and
beatings. Sex workers are in some cases left permanently injured by these assaults. “The police have beaten
me four times, they hit my friend with their car, her head was hurt and she isn’t able to talk anymore,” said
Salinde, a street sex worker during an interview with researchers in Windhoek.
The Zimbabweans are very conscious about HIV and they do not give unsafe sex. The woman carry condoms,
by and large practice safe sex but are susceptible to clients who offer more for unsafe sex, this is particularly
common with new migrant sex workers which have no choice as survival in a foreign country is pivotal And the
level of HIV is unknown as no to little research has been carried out. They present themselves as very
professional, sometimes their clients take them out for dinner, club or to country side hotel for a day or a
weekend and to spend a day together. They do business in cars, in hotels and in the homes of the sex workers.
Zimbabweans take sex work as ‘‘work” and during the day they go shopping, go to school because most of
them are students, they are between the age of 17-32. Most men from Zimbabwe end up being pimps or
female clients.
Coloured sex workers are also considered up-market but not as high status as the Zimbabwe women. The
coloured sex workers operate from gambling locations. They are seen as hustlers, that is to say the manner of
approaching clients is not direct – do you want business – but more of a filtration in which the boundary
between casual sex and money for sex is not clear cut. Coloured Sex workers, who work in gambling houses,
often seem to enjoy playing pool. It is at these places that they are able to weigh a client who is winning
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money. They want to be paid well for their services and feel they have it. They also prefer to work in their own
houses or rent their private rooms for security purposes but also because they don’t like exposing their
children to sex work. The average cost of a transaction varies from 100 to 1500. The levels of HIV are
particularly high as many of them have drug and alcohol addiction issues. Safe sex is common within the
coloured sex workers although they too are at a high risk of contracting HIV because of alcohol or drug use
impairing their rationale of reasoning. The major concerns facing these women is the high rates of robbery
initiated crimes that happen at this gambling houses making them a target as it is obvious one that goes in
such a place to come out with more money. The women are more secretive and less politically active. They
operate far away from their home and do not want to be known to be sex workers.
The majority of Namibian sex workers, who are in the majority, are the Damara/Nama and Oshiwambo. Most
of Namibian sex workers are called the “local girls.” They stand on the streets and wait for any client to come
along. They do not target a particular kind of client and will do business with anybody. The Damaras Nama
tend to consume much alcohol and some use drugs. Addiction levels are high. They live chaotic lives and with
no sense of tomorrow. HIV prevalence is very high. They will do sex work where ever they can and do not try to
disguise what they do. Their children are exposed to their sex work and in some situations the children are
most likely learn sex work from their mothers. These women are said to be very loud and aggressive, with
some of them reportedly willing to engage in crime and rob clients. Some of them have pimps who are
coloured and Oshiwambo. Many of the pimps are their boyfriends of clients. The women have low levels of
education and have less information on HIV and human rights. The average age is between 16-17 years. Some
Namibian girls start sex work as early as 7 years thought to be something they learn from their mother.
They are seen as jealous and reckless, and are arrested for loitering, bad language. Many of them carry a
weapon like a broken bottles, razorblade and will fight a lot among themselves for clients. They can be very
violent, are thought to be rough with some clients and there have been incidents in which clients can get hurt
or killed. For example when you might what can you do in case of any danger? She/he will say,’’ ek het n
lemitjie” meaning “I have the razor blade.”
The Oshiwambo women are different to the Damaras. They work near the Windhoek market and are allowed
in the high class places such as hotels, massage parlors etc where they can operate and earn more and
they also take work very seriously, they always say; “you don’t sit on your bread and sleep hungry”.
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The Red Umbrella ASWA Namibia

This report highlights the findings of a Situational Analysis (SA) on HIV prevention in sex work settings in
Nigeria. The SA was carried out in October 2008 primarily to obtain baseline data to inform the development of
a National Framework for HIV Prevention in Sex Work Settings. The Framework document will provide
guidance to stakeholders in designing and developing evidence based programs to address HIV prevention in
Sex Work Settings. This is a descriptive study seeking to gather data on demographic and behavioural
characteristics of sex workers, factors influencing entry into sex work, the risks associated with sex work, their
access to health care services and their needs as well as issues and challenges relating to the provision and
scaling up of HIV/AIDS services in Sex Work Settings.
In determining the sample size and sampling methods for the selection of study participants, a number of
factors were taken into consideration including concentration of sex workers, accessibility of location,
willingness to participate and peculiarity of sex work settings. Thus, a cluster sampling method was selected to
ensure the representation of all sub-groups while participants from each cluster were selected taking into
account the issues already raised. A total of 348 participants were recruited for the study from the following
states: Lagos, Edo, Cross River, Kano and the Federal Capital Territory. Respondents included sex workers,
service providers from public and private sector institutions, brothel owners, policy makers and some
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development partners.
This situational Analysis is meant to identify gaps that hinder adequate implementation of HIV prevention
programs for sex workers in sex work settings. It is designed to generate information that would feed into the
development of an all encompassing National framework in HIV/AIDS prevention in sex work settings to guide
all organisations involved in providing HIV/AIDS prevention services in sex work settings in designing,
developing, implementing and evaluating their programs.
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ASWA Nigeria

This submission is from the African Sex Workers Alliance (ASWA). It overviews the approach being taken by
ASWA to promoting sex workers rights in Sub-Saharan Africa, and places that in the context of the terms of
reference of the Global Commission on HIV and the Law (“the Commission”).
What is ASWA?
Sex worker leaders, women’s activists, sex workers and NGOs came together in February 2009, at the first ever
sex worker led African conference, to form the African Sex Worker Alliance (ASWA). This Pan African grassroots
movement is committed to sex worker health and human rights, and building women activism and LGBTIQ
inclusion. ASWA, through its national coalition partners in Botswana, Kenya, Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria,
South Africa Uganda and Zimbabwe, is promoting an agenda of social justice and rights for sex workers. ASWA
has developed programmes that collectively aim to address behavioural change, provide support, mitigate
stigma, seek legal redress, offer safe spaces, give sex workers a voice and influence policy. See Appendix 1on
our funding sources See Appendix 2 on our achievements to date, and Appendix 3 for our plans for 2011.
ASWA has a Coordinator based in Uganda and an administrative office in Cape Town.
What are the major challenges which ASWA faces in advocating for sex worker rights in Africa?
Separating fact from fiction
Given the existence of hostile laws and stigma surrounding sex work, it is maybe unsurprising that there are
many untruths told, and believed, about the sex industry. The stereotyping of sex workers deters engagement
in the complexities of sex work, meaning that sex work debates seldom move beyond issues of morality and
generalisations arising from a few cases.
Handling and representing the desperate position of many sex workers
Sex workers, 90% of whom are women, live at the legal, social and economic margins of their society and are
subject to repeated and systematic human rights violations. Most sex workers enter the industry for economic
reasons. They are marginalised, face gender based violence, economic oppression, human rights abuses,
structural violence and health challenges. As sex work is a criminalised offence in almost all African countries,
sex workers are usually forced underground, where the sex work industry is ‘regulated’ by criminal threats and
links between police officers and brothels, or pimps/managers. Without labour rights as employees, many sex
workers are exploited - experiencing brides for money, provision of sex to avoid arrest, mobility restriction,
withholding of wages and prevention of medical assistance, and arbitrary fines. In Cape Town, brothel owners
will often retain 40% of their earnings. In Cape Town, 37% of street-based and 20% of brothel-based sex
workers often experience violence and, alarmingly, can’t report it to the police.1 In Mombasa, 67% of sex

1

See Fick N. Sex workers experiences with the local law enforcement in South Africa. Research for Sex Work.
2005;8:4-8, [10] Fick N. Enforcing Fear - Police abuse of sex workers when making arrests. SA Crime Quarterly.
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workers undergo violence occasionally – and for 30% it’s a common occurrence. Instead of protection, some
police sanction and fuel this violence. There’s ample evidence of police harassment, arbitrary arrests, forced
sex, and rape. Sex workers hardly can access legal services or protection – making them vulnerable. Highly
exploitative working conditions are common. Human trafficking also takes place, although not as widely as
commonly depicted, and hidden by criminalisation. Sex workers are subjected to far higher levels of violence
than the general population. Some go so far as to claim that there is a unacknowledged genocide of sex
workers in Africa. The specific problems faced by sex workers include murder (usually not investigated),
systematic and regular violence and rape, stigmatization and marginalization. Serial killing is not uncommon
with cases reported last year in Uganda, Kenya and South Africa. In many incidents these cases are not
investigated.
Major research conducted in 2010 by ASWA in Kenya, Uganda, Zimbabwe and South Africa – see Appendix 3 further evidences and reaffirms previous research findings that speak of gross health and human rights abuses
around sex workers.
Countering attempts to silence sex workers
The hostile environment created by health care providers, police action, increasingly anti-poor and
conservative strategies by government and the anti-prostitution lobby means that ASWA’s promotion of health
and human rights needs to directly tackle stereotypes, and ensure that the human face of sex work is known.
We face an environment which attempts to silence sex workers and exclude their voices, especially around
decisions that directly impact upon them. The voice of sex workers must be heard in recommendations for just
laws, good health services and human rights defence.
Urgent and complex agendas
Our new research – see Appendix 3 - highlights the importance of the need for grass roots empowerment
programmes for sex workers; the need for legislative reform and the application of a rights-based approach to
public health interventions and the building of women’s activism; need for LGBTIQ inclusion and that sex
workers need safe spaces into which they can retreat when subjected to violence and a collective voice, in
partnership with civil society, in challenging health and human rights violations.
Representing the full diversity of sex workers, and the humanity of sex workers
Most laws prohibiting sex work are gender-biased, in which the offence is placed on the seller of sexual
services and only rarely the buyer. This has gender implications since most sellers of sex are women and most
buyers are men. However, male and transgender sex workers experience the same system of patriarchy;
notably, transgender sex workers experience different kinds and levels of abuse since their sexual identity is
deeply stigmatized and discriminated against. This is being reflected in other work associated with ASWA and
being separately submitted to the Commission.
There is a need for more neutral and accurate information that will remind society of the humanity of sex
workers – an acknowledgment of their human face. Many sex workers report that they are trying to put food
on the table for their children, they are working mothers, but stereotypes erase this dimension of their life.
Furthermore, as a result of misconceptions, stigma, and discrimination, hate crime is perpetuated. Many
groups and individuals feel justified in violating their human rights due to the fact that sex workers do not have
the same access to legal redress. For example following a prohibited human rights march in Limpopo, a foreign
sex worker was badly beaten. She laid a charge only to then have the police office come to her home and
threaten her; she withdrew the case.

2006 June;16:27-33, [11] Fick N. Sex Workers Speak Out - Policing and the sex industry. SA Crime Quarterly.2006 17 September
2008;15(March):13-8.
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Additionally, sex workers face structural violence when they are discriminated against by public health policies
and health care facilities. They are often blamed for Africa’s on-going HIV crisis. While many sex workers are
fully aware of how to prevent the spread of sexually-transmitted infections, they have little power to enact this
knowledge: many clients will force sex workers to have sex without a condom or offer a higher price for
unprotected sex. This risk is heightened by sex workers’ poor access to contraception since governments
exclude sex workers from many safer sex campaigns and initiatives.
In relation to the Global Commission on HIV and the Law, what does ASWA see as the priorities for
promoting sex worker rights and leadership in Africa?
Continued work to strengthen the capacity of sex workers to speak and act for themselves. ASWA supports
this happening through central fundraising to employ staff in each member network, through helping to forge
partnerships with existing in-country organisations bringing professional expertise to the guidance and
mentoring of sex workers, and through investing in continent-wide activity which provides a back-up to
country-based action, including research, meetings and submissions such as this one.
Continuation and expansion of research.
The decriminalisation of sex work, and strategies to achieve incremental targets towards that. ASWA sees this
as the core strategic priority at country level. Staged approaches will clearly be required, and interventions
which have innate value and help to move systems towards the openness and accountability which
accompanies decriminalisation include:
-

Sex worker involvement in training of police, health officials and others;

-

Effective, independent police complaint systems;

-

Media training in the issues around sex work, and high quality reporting.

A pragmatic approach, and caution against reducing sex work to a moral debate on the basis of a narrow
definition of morality. We well know that similar strands of argument were used by some to justify
colonisation, apartheid, discrimination against women, and the outlawing of homosexuals. This debate has to
be approached from the basis of neutral and accurate information that will remind society that sex workers are
full and rightful human beings and contributing citizens.
APPENDIX 1
Who supports the work of ASWA?
Funding through foundations based in and outside Africa, and professional skills from country-based host
agencies. ASWA is currently funded by the FORD FOUNDATION, OXFAM NOVIB and OXFAM CANADA. It will
soon be receiving funding from AJWS and UNFPA. It was previously also funded by OXFAM GB and provided
with technical support by UNDP.
APPENDIX 2
What has ASWA achieved so far?
There is much work to be done but we need to hold onto the success
-

Before – no national sex worker health and human rights defence coalitions. Since the inception of program
for the first time ever we now have national health and human rights coalitions in operation in South Africa,
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Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Uganda, Kenya, Nigeria, Botswana and partially in Malawi.
-

Before work with sex workers was not joined up and in partnership. Since the inception of the program sex
work national coalitions is now multi disciplinary, holistic and integrative resulting in sex workers have
greater referral possibilities and more comprehensive services available to them that addresses their needs
in totality.

-

Since the inception of the program for the first time ever we now have sex workers leading the formation of
who should be part of the national coalitions as well as taking up leadership roles.

-

Before ASWA, limited and sporadic representation of sex workers on different forums in which sex workers
were randomly chosen.

-

Before ASWA limited documentation of sex workers health and human rights violations. There is now wide
spread documentation of sex workers health and human rights via the collection of stories and giving voice
to these through dance and drama. We have implemented wide spread collection of the stories and
creative space activities, lead by sex workers.

-

Another key success is the empowering of sex worker lead organizations and NGOS thereby placing sex
workers at the for-front of sex worker health and human rights activism.

-

Existing peer education programs are beginning to be reframed as human rights defense programs in other
words framing health as a human rights issue alongside other human rights issues. This shifts the focus
from solely seeing sex workers as carriers of disease and reinforcement stero types and placing sex work
health issues in a human rights context. Again, attempt to develop holistic intervention strategies. This
process is beginning and further work is required. More training of peer educators by coordinators is
needed.

-

The use of ICT as a way of giving sex workers access to contemporary technologies as well as a way of
uniting them. Another new intuitive brought about as a result of ASWA but also in early stages.

-

Capacity building of sex workers as leaders within their own communities and within existing partnerships
is a vital step forward. The action aims to have a roll on and knock on effect with empowered sex workers
(coordinators) transferring skills to other sex workers. This is beginning but further work is required.

-

Role models and coming out thereby providing more sex workers with people to look up to.

-

The building of a small revolution of independent women and LGBTI inclusions alongside the development
of African sex worker consciousness.

-

A vital new introduction is the creation of safe meeting spaces for sex workers in places where this did not
occur before hand were sex workers can simply be a person, mother, sister, without the label sex workers
and share concerns related to sex work as well as other dimensions in their lives.

-

Supporting existing outreach programs as well as implementation of outreach programs.

-

Research that has never occurred before – across different African countries (usually research is in one or
two countries, limited cross country research and do not know of any research which is west, east and
southern Africa) and undertaken by sex workers as well as having their names on the publication (they are
the joint authors of the research). This is a major shift away from been research objects to been the authors
of the research.
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-

Inclusion of male and transgender sex workers.

-

Beginning of attempts to address cross border sex worker and the vulnerability these individuals face.

-

Joint action with police for example with cases of trafficking.

-

The beginning of the establishment of an African sex work secretariat run by sex workers. This process is
only beginning and needs more support.

-

Cross regional advocacy actions, for example the marches in December and in March. This is a first. This is a
powerful advocacy tool as it points to shared regional and African concerns.

-

Development and sharing of best practice models.

-

Finding creative ways of engaging sex workers like use of sms system is something we would like to take
further.

-

When isolation and abuse occurs in one place we can mobilize a across borders in response.

-

Use of video and audio to capture violations.

-

Health and human rights watch function.

-

Passion and comment from coordinators and partners. People are involved over and above simply work
commitments but a deep concern and belief in human rights.

In summary, since the inception of ASWA more sex workers are getting included on policy making bodies, like
national HIV forums. This is critical as much of the work in the past has been done to sex workers as opposed to
working with sex workers. Partnership work with sex workers is creating a mind shift and moves away from
simply treating sex workers as passive objects to be acted upon but instead there is an enabling process that
builds upon existing strengths and sees sex workers as active agents of change. Before ASWA, there was
limited and sporadic representation of sex workers on different forums and these sex workers were randomly
chosen. The sex work leaders attend conferences and panels like the UN HIV advisory panel and also national
HIV strategic platforms in which they voice the concerns of sex workers. Before ASWA there was limited
documentation of sex workers health and human rights violations. There is now wide spread documentation of
sex workers health and human rights via the collection of stories and giving voice to these through dance and
drama and ICT productions. But perhaps the most significant result is that ASWA is sex worker lead and a
partnership between sex workers and civil society.
APPENDIX 3
What are ASWA’s key plans for 2011?
-

Completion of the strategic review and strengthening internal systems, governance, and related.

-

Development of a secretariat.

-

Strengthening models of sex worker empowerment and representation on national and regional bodies.

-

Maturing the role of national coordinators and creation of a mentor system to transfer skills.

-

Increasing focus on the development of national-level strategies which emphasise the diversity of country
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specific approaches required.
-

Launch of key research on the human rights of sex workers in Africa – to be supplied for the Commission
once launched.

-

New research projects.

-

Consolidate national partnerships and look at inclusion of new national coalitions

-

Improving relationships and cooperation with the network of sex worker projects in Francophone countries
and the Indian Ocean territories.

-

Development of drama/dance groups to provide sensitivity training to police and hostile health care
providers.

-

Greater inclusion of male and transgender sex workers.

-

Support for the growth of sex work organizations and movement.

-

On-going documentation of human rights violations and creation of spaces for sex workers voices.

-

Preparing for lobbying around the recommendations of the Global Commission.

-

Strengthening our funding base and sustainability.

APPENDIX FOUR
Research conducted in 2010 by ASWA in Kenya, Uganda, Zimbabwe and South Africa further evidences and
reaffirms previous research findings that speak of gross health and human rights abuse. The key findings are
that:
“Sexual violence, perpetrated by police and related authorities, was common across all sites. Some sex workers
had experienced this multiple times, often in the form of gang rape by police. Having to bribe the police, “all
the time”, was deeply connected with sexual violence. Police demand money, failing which sex, or vice versa. A
range of people on the fringes of the sex industry take advantage of sex work criminalisation by extorting
money or sex. Clients, according to female SW, commonly ignored their wishes or the occurrence of pain. Gang
rape was common, and usually took the form of a SW agreeing to sex with one client, who has secretly struck a
deal with several other men to “take turns” with the SW afterwards. Condoms were apparently seldom used in
instances of rape, by gangs or otherwise. Across sites, SW faced violence for refusing unprotected sex. Once a
SW’s occupation became known, they were usually despised by family and community members, and in some
cases chased away from their homes. Many reported being ostracised by religious institutions (both Christian
and Muslim), at times in extreme forms, particularly in east Africa. In general, migrant SWs’ experiences of
being singled out and mistreated reveal much about attitudes in South Africa towards foreigners. SWs
described many instances of poor treatment once health providers – particularly those in public clinics and
hospitals – became aware of their work. They were said to ask invasive and unnecessary questions of SW and
frequently breached patient confidentiality.”2

Male sex work research findings:
2

Please see attached full report.
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The data presented in this report combine to build-up a complex and nuanced account of the lives and lifeworlds of male sex workers in the Southern and Eastern Africa region. A strength of the methodology adopted
in the study (both in the formative workshop and in the follow-up activities) was a focus on sex workers'
narratives amidst the creation of discursive spaces where in intimate and personal views of male sex work
could be shared. This added analytical depth to explorations of social vulnerability, sexual subjectivity,
'belonging', risk and so forth.
The research consciously countered approaches to the study of sex work that focus on the classification of
'types' of sex worker or sex work, or which focus on the categorization and quantification of sexual risk
practices. Whilst such research can certainly engender useful information, we were also concerned that in
terms of analysis of sexualities and sex work as lived day-to-day practices such studies typically offer only a
partial or limited perspective. In basing our research and analysis within first-order accounts of sex workers'
lives we have sought to ground the research with a strong, experiential epistemology, which is also personally
and emotionally sensitive. Personal developmental milestones [family background], language, vernacular,
cultural and tribal affiliations, including inner city and peri-urban influences – and migrant sex work
populations -have created mini-sub-cultures that often contain specific mores, codes of behaviour, class
divisions and gender rivalry . This anthropological diversity must be addressed -sensitive to the needs,
aspirations and participation of all concerned. This in turn can offer important insights into sex workers life
experiences in a manner that can offer new and significant pathways for addressing social vulnerability, rights,
risks, HIV prevention and health.
Recommendations:
-

More experiential and qualitative research should be undertaken. Far too much research has concentrated
on epidemiology, and the human face of male sex work within the diaspora of sex work has been
neglected. Personal narratives provide testimony and subjective content unpacks crucial information that
could inform policy, health and ultimately legislation. A clear example from this research was the seminal
difference in certain risk factors articulated by the respondents -with a range of responses including
substance abuse, childhood factors, abuse, and gender identity struggles.

-

Because of stigma, marginalization and powerlessness, there is a compelling need to develop a male sex
work coalition in Africa. In the first instance to raise socio-political awareness within civil society and
legislators, and secondly to give a voice for male and transgendered sex workers in a manner that dispels
myth and deconstructs so called male sex work homogeny

-

With the advent of male sex work forums, such as the newly developed 'Sisonke' male sex work group in
Cape Town - ASWA might readily embrace male and transgendered sex work into its coalition strategies,
namely to promote human rights, counteract gender based violence and strive towards legal reform.

-

Male sex work is often mistaken as an adjunct of homosexuality, and male sex work traverses the
boundaries of hetero and homo- normative polarities and meanings. Male sex work must be included in
the debate of African prejudice towards homosexuality and men who have sex with men.

With a more visible and coherent male sex work initiative linked to an African coalition - such as Sisonke/ASWA
- human sexuality, can be placed in a context which is substantially more powerful when engaging with moral
codes that fundamentally obfuscate the reality on the ground.
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THE NEED FOR A PROTECTIVE LEGAL AND POLICY ENVIRONMENT IN AFRICA TO PREVENT HUMAN RIGHTS
VIOLATIONS AT THE INTERSECTION OF HIV AND REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS
This submission by the AIDS Legal Network, ATHENA Network, and the Center for Reproductive Rights focuses
on violations of women’s human rights in healthcare settings, including involuntary HIV testing and disclosure
and discriminatory practices by healthcare providers, as well as dangerous legislative trends that further
threaten women’s rights in the context of HIV in Africa. These issues point to the need for a legal and policy
environment which protects women from the violations detailed below, and the development of laws and
policies which do not increase women’s vulnerability or further fuel stigma and discrimination against women
living with HIV.
Non-Consensual HIV Testing and Disclosure
International human rights standards and medical ethics require medical providers to obtain informed consent
for HIV testing and to ensure strict confidentiality of HIV status. However, laws that call for routine and/or
mandatory HIV testing and disclosure or failure to adequately implement protective laws and policies
contribute to healthcare providers testing women and exposing their HIV status to partners, family members
and sometimes even employers without their consent. For instance, only half of Kenya’s public health facilities
and only 15% of its maternity wards comply with the country’s informed consent regulations. Non-consensual
HIV testing, especially in the context of pre-natal care, violates women’s rights to autonomy, dignity, health,
equality, non-discrimination, and equal protection before the law. For example, a recent study in South Africa
demonstrates that provider-initiated HIV testing was perceived by some pregnant women as being “forced” to
test and linked with a threat to withhold further health services if they refused to test.1 Moreover, nonconsensual disclosure of HIV status places women at risk of physical, sexual, and psychological abuse, including
abandonment, neglect, separation from their children, and even ostracism by their husbands, partners, or
community.2 Research has also shown that violations of consent and confidentiality discourage pregnant
women – regardless of their HIV status – from obtaining healthcare services, including HIV testing, drug
treatment, pre- and post-natal care and means to prevent vertical transmission.3
Discrimination and Violence in Healthcare Settings against Women Living with HIV
Women living with HIV also face discrimination and violence in healthcare settings, such as coercive and forced
sterilisation and termination of pregnancy, as well as delays in and denial of sexual and reproductive
healthcare services. There is growing evidence of coercive sterilization of positive women in the region. In
Namibia, litigation is currently underway to challenge the systematic coercive and forced sterilisation of
women living with HIV in public hospitals.4 Denial of services to women because of their HIV status is also a
widespread problem in the region.5 A woman in Congo Brazzaville described how after giving birth alone in a
maternity ward because none of the staff would treat her because she was HIV-positive, her newborn died
from falling off the bed.6
Women living with HIV also encounter discriminatory attitudes from healthcare providers regarding their
childbearing decisions. This occurs in spite of women’s right to make sexual and reproductive choices,
irrespective of their HIV status, and the fact that with the appropriate interventions, the risk of viral
transmission to newborns can be reduced to less than 2%. These attitudes can manifest themselves in a range
of discriminatory conduct including conditioning receipt of antiretrovirals on contraceptive use and coercive
sterilisation.
Violence and HIV
It is widely recognised that risks and vulnerabilities to both HIV transmission and related rights abuses in the
region are based within, and largely determined by, the gendered, unequal and powered societal contexts,
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which place women and girl children at greater risk.7 The UNAIDS Report on the Global AIDS Epidemic has
noted that: “The consequences of gender inequalities in terms of low socio-economic and political status,
unequal access to education, and fear of violence, add to the greater biological vulnerability of women and
girls being infected with HIV.”8 Furthermore, women’s HIV risks and vulnerabilities in the region are further
exacerbated by high levels of sexual and gender violence.9 According to the same report, “Violence and the
threat of violence can hamper women’s ability to adequately protect themselves from HIV infection and/or
assert healthy sexual decision-making. In addition, women living with HIV are likely to experience violence due
to their HIV status.”10
High levels of violence and abuse, including sexual violence and rape, impact greatly on especially women’s
risks to HIV transmission.11 In its Agenda for Accelerated Country Actions for Women, Girls, Gender Equality
and HIV, UNAIDS has also noted that “Violence against women and girls is one of the most pervasive
manifestations of gender inequality and is an indicator of the status of women in a society. Violence against
women is both a cause and a consequence of HIV infection.”12 Given the limited and often inadequate access
to socio-medical and legal services for victims and survivors of sexual violence – as in most countries
“appropriate, immediate, timely, exhaustive, serious and impartial judicial responses to act on violence against
women, including rape inside and outside of marriage”13 are not guaranteed – women’s rights are violated not
only by the sexual offence itself, but also by the subsequent inadequate access to, and secondary victimisation
by, health, psycho-social and legal services.14
Disturbing Legislative Trends
Fuelling or exacerbating human rights violations faced by women in healthcare settings are disturbing
legislative trends in Africa. Laws that have been passed or are being considered often call for routine and/or
mandatory HIV testing in many circumstances, including pregnancy and before marriage; non-consensual
partner disclosure; and criminalisation of HIV transmission, including vertical transmission, either implicitly or
explicitly. The stated goals of such legislation usually include protecting the rights of and eliminating
discrimination against people living with HIV. Far from achieving these goals though, such legislation
compounds the already dire effects of weak healthcare systems which lack supplies, staff and respect for
patients’ rights; widespread prevalence of stigma and discrimination against people living with HIV; and high
rates of violence against women. Laws criminalising HIV transmission, often overly broad and poorly drafted,
could penalise individuals who practice safer sex and/or disclose their HIV status to their sexual partners, or
women who transmit HIV to their children, either in utero or during labour and delivery. Criminalisation of
vertical transmission could also further exacerbate the already negative attitudes of some healthcare workers
towards the childbearing decisions of women living with HIV. Pregnant women may face the most severe
consequences of these laws, especially considering simultaneous trends of routine and mandatory HIV testing
of pregnant women.
In light of such grave threats to women’s human rights, we hope that the Global Commission will support the
development of legal and policy environment that contains strong protections for women’s rights in Africa.
Specifically:
-

-

-

To ensure that the protection of women’s rights, especially the rights to autonomy, sexual and
reproductive choice, equality and non-discrimination, are at the center of the response to HIV and
AIDS – so as to guarantee that women’s risks and vulnerabilities are not perpetuated, but rather
addressed and minimised;
To ensure the enactment of laws and policies that fully protect women’s sexual and reproductive rights
and ensure that these are applied in the context of women living with HIV, including the development
of an effective legal and policy framework which clearly prohibits and punishes sterilisation without
consent;
To take pro-active steps to reduce discrimination against women living with HIV in healthcare settings,
with a particular emphasis on stopping non-consensual HIV testing and disclosure of HIV status,
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-

-

reducing stigma that leads to denial of necessary sexual and reproductive health services, and
eradicating the practice of coercive sterilisation of women living with HIV, as well as all other coercive
practices;
To encourage the passage of legislation and policies that require medical providers to obtain informed
consent prior to HIV testing and disclosure of HIV status and impose strict confidentiality standards in
the context of HIV, and create effective enforcement mechanisms to guarantee these protections and
ensure access to effective redress mechanisms as and when rights violations occur;
Finally, to ensure that HIV legislation and policies focus on protecting the human rights of people living
with HIV and the development of comprehensive and evidence-based prevention methods, rather than
introducing provisions such as criminalisation of transmission which increase women’s risks and
vulnerabilities and to call on states to review and repeal harmful and discriminatory legislation.

1 Kehler, J., Howard Cornelius, A., Blosse, S. & Mthembu, P. 2010. Where are the Human Rights for Pregnant Women? Scale-up provider-initiated HIV
testing and counselling of pregnant women: The South African experience. Cape Town: AIDS Legal Network p. 6.
2 Gerntholtz, L. & Grant, C. 2010. International, African and country legal obligations on women’s equality in relation to sexual and reproductive health,
including HIV and AIDS. HEARD and ARASA. Durban, South Africa, p18.
3 Gerntholtz, L. & Grant, C. 2010. International, African and country legal obligations on women’s equality in relation to sexual and reproductive health,
including HIV and AIDS. HEARD and ARASA. Durban, South Africa, p 20.
4 ICW. 2009. The Forced and Coerced Sterilization of HIV Positive Women in Namibia.
[www.icw.org/files/The%20forced%20and%20coerced%20sterilization%20of%20HIV%20positive%20wo men%20in%20Namibia%2009.pdf]; Anand, N.,
Erdman, J., Kelly, L. & Robinson, C. 2009. Policy Brief: Developing a Human Rights Framework to Address Coerced Sterilization and Abortion. Bridging the
Gap. Athena Network. [www.athenanetwork.org/assets/files/Bridging%20the%20Gap%20Policy%20Brief.pdf.]; Gatsi, J., Kehler, J. & Crone, T. 2010.
Make it everybody’s business: Lessons learned from addressing the coerced sterilisation of positive women in Namibia. A best practice model. Namibia
Women’s Health Network, Namibia.
5 Kehler, J., Howard Cornelius, A., Blosse, S. & Mthembu, P. 2010. Where are the Human Rights for Pregnant Women? Scale-up provider-initiated HIV
testing and counselling of pregnant women: The South African experience. Cape Town: AIDS Legal Network; Center for Reproductive Rights and
Federation of Women Lawyers—Kenya 2008, At Risk: Rights Violations of HIV-Positive Women in Kenyan Health Facilities.
6 YWCA. 2010. Women, HIV and Rights. World YWCA Statement for World AIDS Day. Available at
http://www.who.int/pmnch/media/membernews/2009/ywca_aidsdaystatement/en/index.html. 7 UNAIDS. 2010. Agenda for Accelerated Country
Actions for Women, Girls, Gender Equality and HIV: Operational Plan for UNAIDS Action Framework: Addressing women, girls, gender equality and HIV.
Geneva, UNAIDS; Report of UN Secretary General on the Implementation of the Declaration of Commitment on HIV/AIDS and the Political Declaration on
HIV/AIDS. 31 March 2011; UNAIDS. 2010. Global Report: UNAIDS Report on the Global AIDS Epidemic. Geneva, UNAIDS.
8 UNAIDS. 2010. Global Report: UNAIDS Report on the Global AIDS Epidemic, p130.
9 UNAIDS. 2010. Global Report: UNAIDS Report on the Global AIDS Epidemic, pp134-136.
10 UNAIDS. 2010. Global Report: UNAIDS Report on the Global AIDS Epidemic, p134.
11 See also UNAIDS. 2010. Agenda for Accelerated Country Actions for Women, Girls, Gender Equality and HIV: Operational Plan for UNAIDS Action
Framework: Addressing women, girls, gender equality and HIV; Jewkes, R. et al. 2010. ‘Intimate partner violence, relationship power inequity, and
incidence of HIV infection in young women in South Africa: A cohort study’. In: Lancet, 2010, 376, pp41–48; UNIFEM & ActionAid. 2009. Together we
must...End violence against women and girls and HIV & AIDS. Geneva: UNIFEM.
12 UNAIDS. 2010. Agenda for Accelerated Country Actions for Women, Girls, Gender Equality and HIV: Operational Plan for UNAIDS Action Framework:
Addressing women, girls, gender equality and HIV, p10.
13 UNAIDS. 2010. Agenda for Accelerated Country Actions for Women, Girls, Gender Equality and HIV: Operational Plan for UNAIDS Action Framework:
Addressing women, girls, gender equality and HIV, p10.
14 See also WHO/UNAIDS. 2010. Addressing violence against women and HIV/AIDS: What works? Geneva, World Health Organisation.
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The Law: a tool for strengthening the response to HIV/AIDS
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Stigma and discrimination amongst people living with HIV is as old as the HIV epidemic1. Despite the successes
by Government of Botswana to reverse the tide of HIV and AIDS, stigma and discrimination remain barriers to
testing and treatment, care and support.
Lack of protective legislation and negative societal perceptions regarding HIV have overtime resulted in
violation of the rights of those affected in workplaces, detention institutions particularly prisons and health
facilities and in communities. BONELA is currently positioned address issues of stigma and discrimination in
relation to other most at risk populations such as prisoners, sex workers, and LGBTI by ensuring that there is
evidence on the various violations, raising awareness to create dialogue among Botswana Society as well as
engaging networks and partners towards collaborative advocacy for attainment of comprehensive prevention,
treatment, care and support.
The BONELA legal assistance project has in the past 4 years handled 358 diverse cases2 ranging from
defamation; including unlawful disclosure of ones’ HIV status, character assassination based on HIV status,
unlawful and unfair termination of employment, domestic violence, wrongful diagnosis, and medical
malpractice cases. This evidence also highlighted that most victims of dismissal from employment and
domestic violence were women who were also single parents. The implications for gender disparities regarding
these incidents cannot be overemphasised. The issue of rights in the national response to HIV therefore
requires urgent legal framework and equitable access to comprehensive legal services to ensure the dignity
those infected and affected by HIV/AIDS.
Through its advocacy, BONELA has made significant contributions to the development of policy and legislation
in Botswana, including the amendment of the Employment3 and Public Service Acts to recognise sexual
minorities in the workplace. The Employment Act prohibits discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation
and the Public Service Act prohibits discrimination on the basis of health status.
BONELA is also advocating for the rights of people to accurate information in order to make informed decisions
and to be participant’s in2 their health provision. Campaigns have been carried out to lobby for the scaling up
of HIV/TB information in order to bring consciousness about the danger of co-infection and lack of adherence
to treatment among Batswana. Thus BONELA also supports the Access to Information Bill that will be table as a
private member Bill.
BONELA is further concerned that the noble, comprehensive and diverse interventions by multiple and crosssectional implementers through various funding modalities as well as the very successful treatment
programmes offered through Botswana health services4, present opportunity for further neglect and abuse of
people’s rights, under the guise of offering free life saving services. Therefore without comprehensive policy
and legislative framework that protects the rights of all those affected by HIV, the risk of upward spiral of
human rights violation is inevitable.
In this regard, BONELA contends that Botswana’s continued reluctance to ratify international instruments that
will ensure the protection and fulfilment of International Economic and Social Rights (ICECR) for all, is not
consistent with the desire to realise the national vision 2016 aspirations having a moral and tolerant nation –
and the national goal of zero new infections by 2016, as well as the goals of the 2015 universal access targets.
BONELA’s position of advocating for human rights in the interventions on HIV and AIDS is driven by these and
other national ideals and premised on the principles of development, democracy and dignity.
1 Various national and International HIV and AIDS documents
2 BONELA Legal Aid Cases
3 Botswana Employment Act – Section 23
4 The operationalisation of the Botswana National Strategic Framework on HIV and AIDS will be funded by multiple partners and implemented through a
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multi-sectoral approach;
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The Concerned Children and Youth Association (CCYA)-Uganda was formed on 27th December 2001.By that
time in question there were rampant abductions of children and youth by the Lord’s Resistance Army.
The aim of CCYA formation is to advocate for the unconditional release of children and youth abducted by the
LRA rebels, and also empower them holistically so that they are able to lead meaningful lives.
CCYA was Co-founded by Angelina Atyam, youth and children who are primary victims of Northern Uganda
conflict.
In northern Uganda, physical and structural violence (political repression, economic inequality, and genderbased discrimination) increase vulnerability to HIV infection. In settings of war, traditional HIV prevention that
solely promotes risk avoidance and risk reduction and assumes the existence of personal choice inadequately
addresses the realities of HIV transmission.
The design of HIV prevention strategies in northern Uganda must recognize how HIV transmission occurs and
the factors that put people at risk for infection. A human rights approach provides a viable model for achieving
this aim. (Am J Public Health. 2007;97:1184– 1186. doi:10.2105/AJPH.2005. 072777) UGANDA, A COUNTRY
THAT has demonstrated dramatic success in reducing national HIV prevalence, remains at the center of the
current debate between the proponents of risk avoidance and harm-reduction strategies for the prevention of
HIV transmission.
1,2 In this debate, enormous energy and expenditures are invested in efforts that pit abstinence and behavior
change against condom promotion. However, both strategies rest on the assumption that individual behavior
and personal choice are to blame for HIV transmission. Neither strategy acknowledges that poverty, political
instability, and gender inequality are driving forces in the epidemic.
3–6 The experience of those living in northern Uganda, where HIV prevalence stands at nearly double that of
the rest of the country, challenges the supposition that individual choice determines HIV transmission risk.
7 NORTHERN UGANDA AND VULNERABILITY TO HIV INFECTION For 21 years, northern Uganda has experienced
a particularly brutal conflict between an insurgent group called the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) and the army
of the Ugandan government.
8 The war has been characterized by child abductions, frequent rapes, attacks on civilian camps, deliberate
maiming, and ruthless killings. Three unique exigencies of the war in northern Uganda make traditional HIV
prevention programs ineffective: the mass abduction of children into the LRA, the phenomena of night
commuting, and the existence of internally displaced people’s camps. First, child abductions create increased
vulnerability to HIV infection among the young. During the war, more than 66000 children have been abducted
to fight as soldiers or serve as sex slaves.
9 Males abducted into the LRA are coerced through physical violence to use rape as a weapon of war, and
many of the girls are forced into sexual slavery as “wives” to LRA commanders, with some eventually
contracting HIV. Second, tens of thousands of “night commuters,” most of whom are children, flee the
insecurity of their communities each evening and traverse northern Uganda unsupervised to seek safety in
hospitals and city shelters.
10 These children are often sexually victimized, and even when the sexual activity is consensual, it often occurs
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at an early age and without the benefit of information about safe sexual practices. This reality creates an
environment ripe for HIV transmission.
11 (Currently, because of a cessation of hostilities while the government and the LRA are negotiating peace,
the number of night commuters has dramatically fallen. However, night commuting has been a factor that has
contributed to HIV vulnerability.) Third, the 1.8 million people currently living in internally displaced people’s
camps are vulnerable to HIV infection because of both insecurity and severely limited economic opportunity.
Women who tend crops and collect firewood on the perimeters of the camps are frequently attacked and
raped by both Ugandan soldiers and members of the LRA.
12 Additionally, women are frequently driven to transactional sex (i. e. providing sexual services for money) in
order to provide for their children and attain the means to provide educational opportunities for their children.
EXPANDING THE FRAME OF HIV PREVENTION
The sole promotion of traditional forms of HIV prevention (abstinence, behavior change, and condom
prevention) will not reduce the prevalence of HIV in northern Uganda. The unique and interconnected realities
of child soldiers, night commuters, and the internally displaced people’s camps that entangle the population in
a dangerous web of physical and structural violence (i.e., political repression, economic inequality, and genderbased discrimination, structures that disadvantage certain populations) must be accounted for to design
successful HIV prevention programs. Condom promotion does not adequately minimize HIV transmission for
women and children who are raped by members of the LRA and government soldiers, because women in this
situation lack power to negotiate condom use. Furthermore, condom promotion programs fail to protect
women who have limited Furthermore, condom promotion programs fail to protect women who have limited
negotiation power and are driven into transactional sex to meet basic living necessities. Abstinence and
behavior change strategies ignore how poverty and war strip individuals of personal choice essential to avoid
HIV transmission. Although some may argue that individuals never lose personal agency- the ability to affect
one’s surrounding and personal relationships in a manner consistent with personal desires- the situation in
northern Uganda demonstrates that setting permeated by war and poverty obstruct the expression of such
agency.
Given the context of conflict in northern Uganda, it’s imperative that efforts to prevent HIV transmission
expand beyond traditional risk avoidance and reduction strategies to include the need for personal, political
and economic security in such communities. Child soldiers, night commuting, and life in the internally displaced
people’s camps create widespread vulnerability to HIV infection in northern Uganda. To reduce HIV
transmission in this region, the social and political forces that underpin risk must be understood, a task that
rests on attentiveness to the local and global contexts. A human rights approach to HIV prevention promotes
recognition of the ways in which lack of basic social and economic rights- including the right to food, shelter,
health, education, and economic opportunity- argument HIV risk significantly in northern Uganda.
With a human rights approach in mind, it’s clear that poverty eradication and income generation activities are
very essential for effective HIV prevention among women in internally displaced people’s camps, where
livelihoods are severely limited and non existent. If options for income generation existed, women could avoid
transactional sex as a means of meeting basic human needs, thereby diminishing their risk of HIV infections.
Further more, HIV prevention programs must also target men. In northern Uganda, displacement has
comprised of male gender roles, creating frustration that manifests its self in violence against women. HIV
prevention programs must acknowledge these realities and attempt to counter this violence by working with
men to reshape their gender roles in ways that are acceptable to both men and women.
TOWARDS A HUMAN RIGHTS APPROACH
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Further, Uganda and countries with significant influence in East Africa, such as the United States and Great
Britain, must focus on interventions that provide real security for vulnerable populations, such as the
deployment of peace keepers and the establishment of well protected centers of education, health care, and
shelter, which will decrease not only HIV risk but also form a critical component of strategies to reduce HIV
transmission in northern Uganda, because resolution of the war will diminish pressures that contribute to HIV
transmission. Such that interventions will require significant funding, a collective responsibility of the United
Nations, wealthy countries, the Ugandan government, and both local and global non governmental
organizations.
These lessons from the northern Uganda’s experience have applicability on a global scale, particularly in
conflict settings where the risk of HIV infection clearly extends beyond individual choice. With outstanding of
local contexts, HIV prevention efforts risk failure on grand scale. A rigorous incorporation of social, political,
and economic context into HIV prevention strategies promises a new dawn in curbing HIV transmission.
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The importance of including mass media in countries where same sex relations are criminalized and
subsequent decriminalization dialogue
Several African countries have laws that criminalize most -at -risk -populations (MARPs: men who have sex
with men, transgender people and their sexual partners; female, male and transgender sex workers and their
sexual partners, and people who inject drugs and their sexual partners). This is without a doubt a major
obstacle for comprehensive HIV/AIDS prevention and treatment programs.
While MSM are particularly vulnerable to HIV infection due to biological factors it is important to actively
include other sexual minorities. Laws criminalizing sexual minorities leads to fear of arrest and drives this
already marginalized and under-serviced group further underground, which subsequently makes them even
more difficult to reach with HIV/AIDS interventions (Amnesty International, 2010). The negative impact of
criminalization of particularly MSM on both HIV prevention and treatment programs is well established (Baral
et al. 2009, Smith et al 2009; UNAIDS 2010b, 2006; UNDP 2010). Subsequently, the need to acknowledge and
address the specific health needs and rights of MSM and sexual minorities in relation to HIV/AIDS has received
increased attention both from the research community (Epprecht, 2008), and multilateral organizations e.g.
United Nations Human Rights Council (2011), the UNDP initiative The Global Commission on HIV and the Law,
as well as major funders of HIV/AIDS interventions such as Global Fund (2008) and PEPFAR (2009).
Despite the well-established public health grounds for de-criminalizing MSM and other sexual minorities, and
the fact that most African countries have made several commitments to ensure universal access to HIV
prevention and treatment services (notably the 2001 Declaration of Commitment of the UN General Assembly,
the 2006 60/262. Political Declaration on HIV/AIDS and the 2006 Abuja Declaration of the African Union), few
of the 38 African countries that currently have laws against homosexuality are in the process of de-criminalize
same-sex sexual practices (Ottosson, 2010).
Discrimination regardless of legal status
Stigma and discrimination leads to feelings of shame, guilt and isolation which in turn prompts people to act in
ways that directly harmful to themselves and others. Stigma and discrimination alone results in failure to utilize
existing services and/or service providers denying services (UNAIDS/WHO 2003). There is a clear correlation
between health care workers’ discriminatory attitudes and MSM not seeking health care. A recent report
explores the correlations between people with non-conforming sexualities and poverty. A sexual minority
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status appears to be linked to exclusion from social and economic participation as they face higher degrees of
rejection by employers, and/or discrimination from communities on which they depend on to make a living in
the informal sector (Sida 2010). Poverty in turn is associated with high risk behavior, such as multiple
concurrent partners, inter-generational sex, and transactional sex. In short, discrimination is a key barrier for
HIV/AIDS services uptake (UNAIDS 2007). While de-criminalization of MSM and sexual minorities is urgently
needed, a dialogue on legal reforms also needs to include non-discrimination laws to address some of the
barriers for access to HIV/AIDS services, as well as the underlying factors increasing vulnerability.
Chan (2005) in his review of the decriminalization process in Hong Kong finds that indeed decriminalization
alone does not address long held prejudices, nor put an end to discrimination and harassment of homosexuals.
Decriminalization of homosexuality, however essential, needs to be combined with explicit anti-discrimination
laws (Chan 2005; Wintemute 2000 in Chan 2005). In conclusion, without combining legalization of sexual
minorities with non-discrimination laws, discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation threatens to be
ineffectual. Furthermore, these non-discrimination laws could be an important tool for actors seeking to
challenge social homophobia.
The importance of addressing homophobia in the media
With the introduction of modern mass media, a successful struggle for recognition of a particular issue is
increasingly dependent on visibility in mass media (Thompson 1995:247). Mass media greatly facilitates the
process whereby social issues become recognized as important by individuals that do not share the same direct
experiences or spatial-temporal context. Thompson (1995) highlights the inherent potential for concerted
social action, when a particular frame achieves visibility in mass media.
Different actors can however use their access to a public arena, such as a newspaper or radio show, to further
a range of causes. Subsequently, without strong anti-discrimination laws, public arenas can be used for hate
speech and incitement to cause bodily or mental harm to sexual minorities. Mass media can assist in
establishing or further entrenching a socio-cultural climate where discrimination is socially acceptable. Scholars
Spivey and Robison(2010) applies James Waller’s theoretical framework which focus on explaining how
ordinary individuals are able to commit extraordinary acts of brutality, to the ex-gay movement organizations’
rhetoric and advocacy material. The ex-gay movement predominantly consisted of Evangelical Christian right
churches, but has now grown to become an internal network with an active strategy to proliferate globally.
Their purpose is to purge society of homosexuality and transgendarism. Spivey and Robison (2010) finds in
their analysis that the ex-gay network’s rhetoric and advocacy material is indeed supporting the social
processes (the cultural construction of a world view, the psychological construction of “the other”, and the
social construction of cruelty) identified by Waller as facilitators to genocide or other atrocities. Hate speech
amplified by mass media can thus have grave implications as it can create a socio-cultural climate where
homophobic discrimination is socially acceptable and perceived as a duty regardless of same sex sexuality is
illegal or not.
Variations of discriminatory discourses in Uganda and Namibia media
A recent study of two leading Ugandan newspapers’ coverage of the controversial Anti-Homosexuality Bill
concluded that about a third of the 115 items covering the Bill contained anti-gay statements; i.e.
homosexuality is described as a social evil, a sin, immoral, unnatural etc. Moreover, 33% of the New Visions
and 37% of the Daily Monitor items include Proposals that point towards un-favorable non-linguistic
treatment, in this case identified as: The occurrence of explicit supportive statements of the Antihomosexuality Bill and/or proposals for other forms of discriminatory treatment of LGBT individuals.
Furthermore, LGBT individuals are rarely quoted and are therefore denied agency and rhetorical ownership of
the Bill even if being the group most affected by the Bill’s introduction (Strand 2011a). These linguistic
discourses, does not directly incite violence against Ugandan LGBT; but assist in the social process Waller
(2007) labels “psychological construction of the other” which results in the moral exclusion of the out-group.
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The moral exclusion is a prerequisite for the process when a member of an out -group is moved from being
understood as a person to a non-person, and how a perpetrator come to “believe that it is not only right to
harm their victims, but would be wrong not to do so” (Waller 2007:203). The discriminatory discourses
surrounding the coverage of the Anti-homosexuality Bill, was not merely a result of the launch of the Bill
(Strand 2011a). The tabloid newspaper The Red Pepper regularly “outs” individuals believed to be gay by
publicizing names and/or pictures or enough other information for the individuals to be easily identified in
their community. The tabloid also urges the public to assist the newspaper by submitting the names of
suspected homosexuals (Strand 2011a). In October 2010, the Ugandan Rolling Stone magazine went a step
further and launched an outing of LGBT people in their article “Hang them! They are after our kids!!! 100
Pictures of Uganda’s Top Homos Leak”, and directly called for the hanging of Ugandan homosexuals. Together
with three others, activist and co-founder of Sexual Minorities Uganda David Kato sued the magazine. A few
weeks after a judge ruled against Rolling Stone, and order the magazine to stop, David Kato was murdered in
his home.
In another study of the Namibian media’s coverage of the Ministry of Health’s removal of the entire section
acknowledging homosexuals as a vulnerable group in the new national HIV/AIDS policy; it was found that the
previously vocal and explicit state-sanctioned discrimination from the 1990s and early 2000s had turned into a
discourse of silence and denial (Strand 2011b). So even if the Namibian national HIV/AIDS policy had been
produced through a nation-wide consultative process, the Ministry of Health’s removal of the entire
paragraph, received minimal coverage in the privately-owned press, and none in the state-owned press. The
study concludes that the state-sanctioned discourse of silence and denial reproduced in public policy and
media can be even more insidious and difficult to address than an overtly hostile discourse. In different ways
these discriminatory media discourses, together with an existing criminal code, assists in the sedimentation of
a social environment where discrimination against sexual minorities is seen as legit and socially acceptable.
While legalization of sexual minorities should be a priority, addressing a homophobic social climate and various
institutions, such as mass media that that promotes stigma and discrimination is of equal importance to reach
MGD6.
Recommendations
-

Dialogue on de-criminalization reforms should be combined with anti-discrimination laws, and in particular
target hate-speech and incitement to kill and/or cause bodily and mental harm to sexual minorities.

-

Include mass media representatives in the process and recognize their key role both as both reproducer of
societal discourses and the producer of new discourses. Sensitize media on their “house style” when it
comes to covering sexual minorities issues, and the implications of criminalization and discrimination of
sexual minorities for reaching MDG6.
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LAWS AND PRACTICES THAT MITIGATE VIOLENCE AND DISCRIMINATION AS LIVED BY WOMEN IN NIGERIA:
CENTER FOR RIGHTS AND DEVELOPMENT
INTRODUCTION:
All over the world women’s rights are violated everyday. Many women cannot earn a living wage and cannot
afford the basic amenities of life. On top of this, our culture subject women to a second rate position, they are
not recognized let alone treated equally with men. These circumstances can make women more vulnerable to
infection and illness. For many of these women, HIV is likely to be one of the numbers of reasons for
oppression. Many of them experience stigma and discrimination and domestic violence simply because they
are women and their HIV status.
CASES OF DISCIMINATION AND STIGMA AS REPORTED BY CERAD.
The Center for rights and Development run a free legal clinic where legal advice and services are given to
persons living with HIV/AIDs and these are majorly made up of women and orphans of AIDS.
Since 2006, the Center has recorded and prosecuted cases of domestic violence, rape, stigma and
discrimination as it affects women living with HIV. The Center in 2008 also produced a documentary-drama (to
be made available) where women living with HIV depicted the acts of violence, stigma and discrimination they
have experienced as a result of their status. This clearly reveals the burden of HIV is majorly borne by women.
The African society is male dominated and a woman enjoys marital harmony, safety, gets an education or has a
career on the whim of a male. Women who are in the majority are further improvised by the burden they bear
as care –givers, in some cases they head households where they are forced out of their marriage and some are
denied their rights of inheritance.
A case in point that was reported at the Center in 2008 is of Mrs. Justina a 37 year old mother of one whose
husband threw out of their matrimonial home due to her testing positive of HIV, the husband proceeded to
inform her neighbors, Pastor, colleagues and provost of his wife’s HIV status after which he filed for divorce.
The center represented her in the matter which also involved a fight for the custody of the only child of the
marr8iage whom the husband abducted in 2008. The whereabouts of the child as at the time of filling the
response is still unknown.
In some cultures in Nigeria, a woman has no right of inheritance and where she has this right; a family denied
our client Ms. Abigail her allotted inheritance because she is HIV positive. According to her elder brother who
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spoke to our lawyer on telephone, “Abigail does not need the house her late father willed to her as she is HIV
positive and will soon die”. She was sent out of her home and prevented from participating in family activities.
Abigail died in early 20011.
Mrs. Kudirat in 2008 reported a case of harassment by her Landlady, neighbors and ex- husband due to her HIV
status. She was forcefully evicted from her one- room apartment on the advice of her ex-husband who walked
out of the marriage after discovering his wife’s HIV status, the landlady subjected her to a series of harassment
and torture as she claimed that “Kudirat will kill everybody in the neighborhood with her disease, I don’t want
to die yet” the matter was later settled out of Court.
Mrs. Afusat contracted HIV form her late husband who refused to protect his wife even after he discovered his
HIV status. She sought the assistant of the Center to help rehabilitate her children and settle them in schools.
Mrs. Afusat died in 2010 after a long illness. Some women are raped by their husband and partner who insist
on having unprotected sex in spite of their status. These women are powerless to negotiate safe sex and are
also the primary care-givers to their sick partners; Mrs. Afusat was 39 years old when she died.
Mrs. Hannah’ case reported in 2009 was a case of a hospital refusal to treat her due to her status. She is
pregnant and needs immediate maternity care and came to the center to inquire about PMTCT services.
Mrs. A’s husband died in early 2010, by April, her 3 children where taken to her husband’s village by her inlaws, she was ordered out of the matrimonial home and her late husband’s property was forcefully removed
by her in-laws. The Center advised her to liaise with a Legal practitioner in her Husband’s home state and
obtain letters of administration; she was extremely lucky as the husband died intestate and named her as next
of kin in his accounts. The matter is still pending. LEGAL FRAME
FRAMEWORK FOR MITIGATING THE IMPACT OF DISCRIMINATION AND VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN
There are Socio-cultural, economic, political, legal and religious challenges to the promotion and protection of
women’s rights in Nigeria. In particular women experience discrimination as well as violence in the face of the
myriad of legislation and court pronouncement that seeks to protect women and promote gender equality in
the society.
The Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 1999 Chapter 4 provision in particular section 42 promotes
freedom from discrimination on the basis of age, ethnic origin, and circumstances of birth, sex or political
opinion. This portends that women in Nigeria are to be free from any form of discrimination whatsoever and
cannot be limited as a result of their status as women. This forms the basis from which all other laws in Nigeria
define their legitimacy.
Nigeria has also ratified the African charter on Human and people’s rights 1981 and the convention on
elimination of all forms of discrimination against women (CEDAW) 1979, these requires States to eliminate all
forms of discrimination against women.
The protection against violence Law of Lagos state 2007 further expanded section 252 provision of the Criminal
Law in Lagos sate by criminalizing acts of domestic violence in Lagos sate. Although not specifically enacted to
protect women, it is legislation if and when it is properly applied will go a long way in protecting women who
are the major victims of domestic violence in the sate. However, this legislation does not apply through out
the Federation and only apply to Lagos Sate. The law is yet to be tested since its enactment in 2007.
The Lagos sate HIV specific legislation enacted in 2007 also provided in sections 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 freedoms
from discrimination as a result of a person’s HIV status. Although this Law does not specifically address women
it is a first of its kind legislation in the country which clearly criminalizes acts of stigma and discrimination
against persons living with HIV.
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The National Human Rights Commission established as a body of the Federal government of Nigeria to
promote rights protection of Nigerian citizens have been very active in prosecuting cases of reported
discrimination against women in Nigeria. Although society restraints prevent a lot of women from reporting
cases of domestic violence and discrimination, there are enabling policies and legislation enacted to promote
the protection of the rights of women in Nigeria.
Conclusion:
Despite the enactments of legislations at both National and sate levels and the ratification of international
conventions, women’s fundamental rights are still being infringed, women have and an unequal power
relations with men, they are powerless to negotiate safe sex, they bear disease burden and are further
hampered by poverty, low education and cultural beliefs which hinders their enjoyment of equality in Nigeria.
The Issue of Gender equality appears to be a mirage and what women are presently demanding for is equity
where equality is unavailable, let there be fairness at the very least. Women are vulnerable and in other to
achieve the Millennium development goals, the equality and empowerment of women must be promoted as
stated in goal 3.
Government, Civil society, traditional institutions have a pivotal role tom play to ensure that women are
protected and empowered to create a society where women can contribute their quota to national
development without fear.
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FRIENDLY HIV POLICIES AND LAWS: A WINDOW TO MSM ACCESS TO HEALTH SERVICES IN MALAWI
Organization:
Centre for the Development of People is an organization that works with Men who have sex with men (MSM)
in the context of HIV/AIDS and Human Rights.MSM in Malawi have high HIV prevalence 21.4% more than the
general population. These men are at substantial risk of HIV infection, and have been markedly underserved
and marginalized. High HIV infection rates have been reported within men of reproductive age, however this
group does not have sufficient prevention knowledge, in particular, an understanding of the health risks
associated with anal intercourse. Clearly this is an issue of sexual and reproductive health, and the access to
services and information, essential to overall physical well being. While there is high prevalence among MSM,
there are no substantial national or government interventions to combat the spread of the epidemic within
these vulnerable populations. Due to the criminalization of same sex relationships, the current legal
framework hinders the implementation of HIV programmes that specifically address the needs of the MSM
population within Malawi.
Prohibitive Laws:
Malawi’s penal code currently criminalizes private, homosexual acts between consenting adults. It prohibits
carnal knowledge “against the order of nature” and classifies homosexual acts, whether committed in public or
private, as “gross indecency (sections 153 &156 of the penal code). Additional, parliament in November 2010
passed an amendment to the penal code expressly criminalizing homosexual acts between women (section
137 A of the penal code). These sodomy laws have been used to persecute individuals presumed or known to
be homosexual in Malawi.
Examples:
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In December 28, 2009 two male individuals were arrested were; two days after they conducted a traditional
engagement ceremony. They were charged under Section 153,156 of Malawi’s criminal code, which
criminalizes “unnatural offenses” defined as “carnal knowledge against the order of nature,” and “indecent
practices between males. They were subjected to psychiatric and anal medical examination without their
consent.
Because of supporting the defendants in this case, twice the police raided CEDEP offices during the months of
December 2009 and January 2010. The police illegally confiscated education material related to the
organisation MSM HIV and AIDS work. The materials that were illegally seized from CEDEP resource centre
were considered to be pornographic resulting in the law enforcement agents arresting two HIV/AIDS outreach
workers.
Recently in April 2011 two prisoners; X and Y were arrested for an alleged ‘unnatural act’ believed to have
taken place on the night of 9th April 2011 in their cell. The two gentlemen were sleeping next to each other in a
cell that was accommodating 42 cellmates. In the middle of the night, a fellow prisoner apparently noted that
there was a huge gap between him and Y. He became suspicious and immediately woke up and reported to
their senior (Nyapala) that Y was having carnal knowledge with X. Apparently, the gentlemen were never
found in the act, as it were. It was also asserted that on the day in question, the lights in the cell had been
switched off due to the heat, there was no light in the cell except for some light that was emanating from a
small radio. It is clear that this light was inadequate to accurately identify and observe the ‘unnatural’ act.
X reported that the senior (Nyapala) heavily assaulted him to force him to make a confession to have
committed the alleged carnal knowledge. On 10th April 2011, they were taken to Zomba Central Hospital for
anal examination and other tests. They were told not to take a bath. No consent was obtained from them
before they were subjected to the examination and tests. X reported that he had some pipe-like object
inserted into his anus because he played the role of a receptive partner. Y had his male organs examined as
well. The law enforcement agents suspected him to have played the role of the inserting partner. The medical
practitioner also subjected them to an HIV test. They were and have to date not been told or given the results
of the examination and blood tests. The gentlemen also reported that a T-shirt that was taken from their cell
as the one, which was used for wiping the semen after the ‘unnatural’ act, does not belong to any one of them.
The love letters that were said to have been intercepted by prison authorities were also taken away from them
and they are in custody of the police. Both of them denied not knowing the letters.
Impact of the Laws
Persecution of gay men and other MSM of this nature results into pushing them further in their closets,
drawing the community underground and subsequently affect immensely in their ability to access health
services. The services that they often, desperately, need to stay healthy as any other groups of people in
Malawi. Further, criminalization, stigma, and lack of targeted HIV prevention programs exacerbate HIV risk
among MSM in Malawi by limiting the provision of such services by organizations for fear of being persecuted
too. Stigma and discrimination limit access to comprehensive health and preventive care programming by
affected communities. Furthermore, sexuality-based violence targeting MSM can result in MSM being afraid to
walk in their own communities, which may limit access to appropriate health care (Baral et al. 2009). In
contexts of stigma and discrimination, blackmail is more common, and opportunities for gainful employment
can be limited if one is identified as gay or bisexual, which again limits access to care.
Though the Malawi 2009 to 2013 National HIV prevention strategy has included MSM as one of the target
groups to be reached with prevention programmes. There is nothing that the government has done to
translate the policy into action. There are no programs on the ground reaching MSM people. It is a high time
that the government does comit itself for universal access to reach with services those who are more
vulnerable such as MSM.
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The importance of reaching out to support same sex relationships is a critical component in the response to
HIV and has been well recognized by leading medical institutions as well as UNAIDS, UNDP and the World
Health Organization. According to an August 2009 research paper published in the Lancet, the world’s leading
medical journal, “The HIV/AIDS community now has considerable challenges in clarifying and addressing the
needs of [men having sex with men (MSM)] in sub Saharan Africa… political and social hostility are endemic. An
effective response to HIV/AIDS requires improved strategic information about all risk groups, including MSM.
The belated response to MSM with HIV infection needs rapid and sustained national and international
commitment to the development of appropriate interventions and action to reduce structural and social
barriers to make these accessible.”
Recommendations:
The Malawi government is urged to serious consider the following recommendations:
1. To have political and policy commitment to implement MSM related activities in the national strategic plan.
2. Stop arrests and harassment of individuals on the basis of their perceived or real sexual orientation
3. Amend section 20 of the constitution to include sexual orientation as the ground for non- discrimination.
Conclusion:
It is clear that the prohibitive laws outlined above hinder the implementation of HIV programmes targeting gay
men and other MSM. The specific provisions of the Malawian criminal code that criminalize same-sex practices
does not allow for an environment that is enabling for programming. It is therefore imperative that the
Malawian government review its laws to the standard of the Constitution of Malawi, for as long as the nonfriendly laws are kept in the statute books, they will still be applied and will remain an important barrier to
addressing HIV and AIDS among LGBT In Malawi.
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When the Law Speaks Low‐A Call for the Protection of the Unborn Child in Pediatric HIV
Key Thematic Words
1. Pediatric HIV: Means HIV among infants and children. It also covers HIV before birth (during pregnancy of
the mother)
2. Law: A collection of legal instruments/documents
In Malawi, Mrs. X of Salima district lives 16 km from Khombedza Health Center which is her nearest health
facility. She is pregnant and HIV positive. Her husband is an average farmer who makes K 30,000 (USD 185) per
year out of tobacco sales and harvests 20 bags of maize. To carter for daily needs, he sales some surplus of his
maize harvest. Besides he mends bicycles. He is able to buy shoes for himself and his wife.
When time for labor arrived in February 2009, Mrs. Sandikonda was not able to visit Khombedza Health Center
to have services from skilled birth attendants. She delivered at Mai Maliya, a traditional birth attendant, and
named her baby Muda. Within the first six months from birth, Muda started developing sores and ear puss. By
the end of one year, she was frequently sick and thriving to grow. Mr. and Mrs. X later referred the baby to
Khombedza Health Center where she was diagnosed with HIV. Muda was immediately put on treatment.
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However, if not for something else, it is certain one day Muda will die of AIDS.
In the interest of preventing maternal and infant mortality, Malawi and other African states banned the use of
Traditional Birth Attendants (TBAs). This was announced in Malawi in 2007. This had a positive effect. During
the ban, there were reduced cases of life‐threatening complications such as a ruptured uterus or bladder (Dr.
Frank Taulo, Association of Gynecologists in Malawi, 2011). In 2007, Malawi's maternal mortality rate stood at
807 women per 100,000 live births. According to figures released at the U.N. Millennium Development Goal
Review in September 2010, the figure had fallen to 510 per 100,000 women.
However, behind these improving figures, some women like Mrs. X continued to turn to TBAs during the ban.
This was among other things due to long distances to their nearest facilities. The Association of Midwives has
long recommended that the government increase the number of health centers, train more people and recall
retired nurses to make up for the shortfall in skilled birth attendants.
One thing stood and stands out clear as regards prevention of mother to child transmission of HIV. Delivery at
traditional birth attendants promotes this transmission because the attendants do not have equipment and
skills to prevent it. Most of these attendants have not attained average primary school education. They are
illiterate. This takes away the question of training them to effectively administer HIV prophylactic drugs like
ARVs and Cotrimoxazole Preventive Therapy. Besides, they may not be accurate in conducting safe delivery‐
just like they failed before even after trainings. They are these factors that justified the Ministry of Health’s ban
of the TBAs.
However, in October 2010 the president of the republic of Malawi, Professor Bingu wa Mutharika, lifted the
ban and called for active participation of traditional birth attendants. This, in my view, is a rebirth of children
like Muda: And we are yet to expect more Mudas. Here, the right to life and healthy living has been
compromised.
In 1948 the United Nations published the universal declaration of human rights as a standard for all nations. In
the declaration of the rights of the child the UN declared in 1959 that: "The child by reason of his physical and
mental immaturity, needs special safeguards and care, including appropriate legal protection before as well as
after birth". Extending this declaration the medical fraternity has realized that the child has rights to safe
delivery and healthy development (cf.: RIGHTS OF THE UNBORN, Executive Board of the Finnish Medical
Association, September 2007). To safeguard these:
-

-

-

-

The pregnant woman must not be exposed to any environment which could carry a risk to the normal
development of the unborn.
Health counseling must be guaranteed to the pregnant woman so that she could act in the best interest of
the unborn and avoid risks which could jeopardize its healthy development.
During pregnancy the mother must be offered regular controls to exclude and prevent diseases and other
risks. Diseases threatening the mother or the unborn have to be taken care of in proper fashion. Check‐ups
and treatments in the interest of the unborn have to be easily available to the mother.
Risk factors threatening the safety of the delivery have to be searched for with regular checkups and if
possible treated during pregnancy. It is advisable to give the mother and the father counseling in order to
prepare them to the delivery and nursing of the new‐born child; and
In choosing the time, place and method of delivery, safety of the mother and the baby is of the highest
priority. Hygienic and well equipped facilities as well as trained personnel have to be available to the
mother.
While the 1959 UN declaration calls for legal protection, the Malawian citizen has limited legal instruments
to advance this protection. The 1948 Public Health Act does not address protection of the unborn child in
the present era. This must be because prenatal and neonatal health of the 1940s had challenges different
from the present ones. For children underfive, the act only outlined issues of small pox vaccination which
started six months after birth (Laws of Malawi, Cap 34:01).
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What should the Malawian law and African laws do to defend rights of the unborn babies in the wake of HIV
& AIDS?
In preventing domestic violence, Malawi developed a Domestic Violence Act through the Ministry of Gender,
Child Welfare and Community Services (MGCWCS). This was adopted by Parliament on 21 June 2006. The Act
gives justifiable grounds to victims and observers of violence to seek court intervention against perpetrators of
violence. In this case, there are easy‐and‐ready‐to‐use legal references for a complainant. If a tool like this
were available to defend rights of the unborn against HIV and death at birth, Malawians would quickly have a
frame of reference to veto some adhoc policy statements and decrees.
Is this what we need?
On the other hand, the act would accord suable responsibilities to parties that are responsible for the unborn
child or a newborn. For instance, it would accord responsibilities to the father to ensure that he guards for safe
delivery of the child. Preparing for safe delivery, among other things, means saving funds to ensure that the
mother visits the health center at least a week before the expected day of delivery. During the expected days
of delivery the mother is already at the facility. Going to the facility when labor starts, induces on‐theroad
deliveries or deliveries at home/at TBAs.
Can the law prescribe unalienable roles of the father in ensuring safe delivery just as it has prescribed his
roles in the prevention of domestic violence?
Mr. Y is one of the Malawian men who are capable of preparing for safe delivery; except for his negligence
which is exacerbated by lack of rules. In addition, the act would sanctify specific government departments with
powers to make specific rules for the proper control of prenatal and neonatal administration and defend those
rules against adhoc abrogation political or non‐political in nature.
If the law speaks explicitly on rights of the unborn in the wake of HIV & AIDS, it will go a long way in
preventing mother to child transmission and saving lives. What should be the face and tone of the law?
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Malawi is a least developed country with poor socio-economic indicators, particularly in public health. It has a
limited pharmaceutical manufacturing base and thus depends significantly upon the importation of products
from foreign-based manufacturers. In the case of relatively newer medicines, some of which are covered by
intellectual property rights, Malawi must import from brand name manufacturers. Where a patent bar does
not exist, Malawi relies on manufacturers based in India and, to some extent, in China and South Africa. With
respect to anti-retrovirals, Malawi’s HIV/AIDS treatment programme, previously funded by the Global Fund,
relies almost exclusively on fixed-dose combinations generics imported from India. This reliance is potentially
problematic because some of the component medicines are still patent protected in Malawi.
Malawi’s patent legislation was supposed to become generally compliant with the Uruguay Round Agreement
on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs) by January 2006, but this has not yet
happened. With respect to medicines, Malawi has some flexibility to extend its date of compliance until 2016
under paragraph 7 of the Doha Declaration and under subsequent action by the World Trade Organisation
General Council. This extension does not obviate the need for prospective domestic legislative reform to take
advantage of existing TRIPs flexibilities, including the extended transition period.
Moreover, given Malawi’s current system for granting pharmaceutical patents, the right to extend the
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transition period re medicines will not necessarily suspend the effect of previously granted patents. Thus,
provision will need to be made for granting compulsory licences and/or authorising government use with
respect to existing on-patent medicines. In addition, Malawi’s underlying patent legislation reflects few of the
available TRIPs public health safeguards with the exception of some provision for compulsory licences and
government use. However, even where these are available, there is little, or no, capacity to implement them
and thus no experience in their use.
In sum, there is minimal awareness of the approaching the flexibilities that are available, under Article 31 and
Article 31bis of the TRIPS agreement, that Malawi can use to promote access to medicines and, where
awareness does exist, almost no knowledge of the technical details at issue.
Malawi’s current efforts to regularise its intellectual property rights affecting access to medicines are ad hoc,
problematic and reflect a limited technical capacity. Nonetheless, the apparent political will to revise the
Malawian Patents Act and make best efforts to ensure maximum access to medicines should be capitalised
upon and key ministries and institutions, particularly the Ministries of Health and Commerce and the Patents
Office, should be supported in their access to medicines-related and broader TRIPs-related initiatives.
However, this intellectual property reform will not be possible without the assistance of development partners
in increasing the availability of specialist skills on issues such as intellectual property law and international drug
procurement and further assistance in facilitating the thorough review of legislation and associated policies.
Moreover, one facet of the access to treatment problem that has largely been ignored in the current access to
medicine discourse is that access might be illusory in the absence of suitable medicines for resource poor
settings. While reforms to Malawi’s Patent legislation to take advantage of the TRIPS flexibilities may ensure
some access to affordable medicines, they are unlikely to provide a satisfactory solution to the access to
essential medicines problem. This is because inability to pay for existing medicines is just one aspect of the
problem of lack of access to medicines. There are other barriers to access to medicines including inability to
determine the quantity of drugs by procurement agencies, inefficient drug distribution systems, poor health
care delivery systems, illiteracy on the part of consumer ( resulting in problems with adherence to treatment
and drug resistance), low government per capita spending on drugs, donor fatigue and corruption. More
importantly, there are cultural barriers to access as well as lack of appropriate and reasonably safe drugs
(including ARVs and drugs targeting opportunistic infections) for resource poor settings.
According to the United Nations Millenium Project Task Force on Access to Essential Medicines, in order to
provide access to medicine two broad challenges must be addressed. The first challenge relates to how to
make existing medicines affordable to the poor. The second and more intractable challenge relates how to
devise new ways of stimulating R&D into new medical problems that are endemic in developing countries.
Timmermans, notes that it is useful to make a clear distinction between existing and new drugs because
possible strategies for ensuring their availability may differ. 1 While weakening patents may be a good strategy
for making medicines more affordable, it may not be a good strategy for stimulating more R&D for the benefit
of the poor. Stimulating research into these diseases might even require strengthening patent rules. In
particular, given that patents are useful tools for coordinating R&D, weakening patents may deprive public and
private partnerships (PPPs) working on problems targeting resource poor settings of useful tools for
coordinating R&D partnerships.
Surprisingly, most of the pro-access advocates tend to define the problem of access too narrowly by
concentrating on the question of affordability. They sometimes even demonstrate open hostility towards
patents and only regard them as instruments for inflating drug prices. As a result, they have not endeavoured
to understand the potential of patent law as a system of regulation that can guide biomedical R&D in a manner
that might be responsive to the medical needs of the poor. Even where some concede that patents may be a
useful tool for the promotion of biomedical R&D, they argue that the utility of patents is confined to
stimulating the production of drugs for the developed world.
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This submission argues that overemphasis on affordability undermines efforts to find sustainable solutions to
the problem of access to medicine. Access to medicines will only be achieved if suitable medicines are
developed in the first place and development requires the creation of a legal framework that is supportive of
R&D. Such a legal and policy framework must address both the need to get currently available pharmaceuticals
to the developing world and the need to encourage research into future useful products that benefit the
poor.2 As Irwin and Ombaka observe:
“an effective access to medicines strategy must do more than provide a wider availability of existing
medications in disadvantaged regions. Meeting the Millennium Development Goals target requires
mechanisms to stimulate new drug research aimed at maladies which are disproportionately concentrated in
the developing world, and which have so far drawn insufficient attention from the international
pharmaceutical industry.”3
Reforms premised on the assumption that patents always deprive the poor of access to medicines may
therefore hamper efforts to find an appropriate solution to the problem. Developing mechanisms to stimulate
new drug research requires the development of a strategy that adequately recognizes that those who devote
their resources to R&D need to be given adequate protection and incentives. The challenge lies in devising
ways of making patent law a better regulatory instrument for nurturing R&D in a manner that guarantees both
the availability and affordability of medicines for the poor. The question that needs to be resolved is how can
the patent be made a better regulatory device to support research into the medical needs of poor people?
Whatever the answer, policy-makers ought to be cautious about implementing reforms that may grossly
undermine the multifaceted roles of patents regarding R&D targeting diseases of the poor. Instead, they
should implement reforms which enhance these functions to an optimum level.
For further information see the work we did for DFID: http://www.who.int/hiv/amds/countries/mwi_SurveyUseTRIPs.pdf
1 Karin Timmermans (2006), “Ensuring Access to Medicine 2005 and Beyond” in Negotiating Health : Intellectual Property and Access to Medicines,
Ed.Pedro Roffe, Geoff Tansey and David Vivas-Eugui, (London: Earthscan), : p42
2 Nancy Pirt, (1986-87), :p281.
3 Alec Irwin and Eva Ombaka (2003), Background Paper of the Task Force on Major Diseases and Access to Medicine, Subgroup on Access to Essential
Medicines, UN Millennium Project, : p46. http://www.unmillenniumproject.org/documents/tf05atemapr18.pdf (Accessed 14/06/06).
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Malawi

Individual

Enforcing human rights of prisoners living with HIV/AIDS: Striking a balance between ethics and requisite
actions.
Summary
All prisoners have the right to receive health care, including preventive measures, equivalent to that available
in the community without discrimination, in particular with respect to their legal status or nationality. The
general principles adopted by a national AIDS programme should apply equally to prisoners and to the
community. This is the general principle advocated by the World Health Organization (WHO.)
The issue of HIV/AIDS in prisons has got very little mention, both in countries where HIV prevalence is minimal
as well as where the impact of HIV is much more severe. However, in Malawi, articles 44 and 45 of the
proposed HIV/AIDS law which will criminalize infections of HIV/AIDS have stirred controversy. It shall
consequently discourage people from testing because a positive status will mean potential criminal liability.
This is detrimental to prevention efforts .This will heighten further the burden of the tax payer in terms of
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supporting prisons as well as service organizations and legal entities already trying to sort out issues of
prisoners living with HIV/AIDS. It should be noted also that article 6 of the draft prohibits discrimination of
people with HIV while article 7 deals with privacy and confidentiality which is a plus and provides ammunition
for the proponents of the HIV/AIDS draft bill in defence of inclusion of articles 44 and 45.
In March 1993, the WHO distributed guidelines1 on HIV infection and AIDS in prison.
The UNAIDS statement explained that ignorance and lack of government support in addressing HIV/AIDS in
prison has led to denial, redundant policies, violence and discrimination.
A host of human rights issues of prisoners living with HIV/AIDS need to be looked into by the government if its
commitment to increase the momentum to fight HIV/AIDS is to be taken seriously.
In Malawi’s prisons, where HIV prevalence and the incidence of homosexual activity are both high, condoms
cannot be available. The condom distribution policy states the need for the condoms in prisons but clearly this
is not going to happen because homosexuality is illegal in Malawi. Described as an “unnatural offence” in the
Malawi Penal Code, conviction results in a prison sentence of 14 years although the President reserves the
right to pardon offenders as seen in the case of Steven Monjeza and Tiwonge Chimbalanga in 2010.
Ethics versus necessity of mandatory HIV testing
The primary goal of most policies regarding prisoners with HIV is to prevent transmission either to inmates or
prison staff. The result is that if all prisoners are tested upon admission to the prison, they must be tested
again three months later to be assured of the reliability of the results.
The effects of mandatory testing can have far-reaching impacts on the lives of prisoners after release, as they
can potentially suffer from psychological stress if not given adequate counselling and support as well as
employment discrimination.
Detecting HIV as early as possible is the most cost-beneficial means of providing treatment in prisons.
Treatment of opportunistic infections does not delay the progression of HIV but rather ARV therapy and a
nutritious diet can accomplish this feat. The question remains, ‘how do governments balance between ethics
and necessity of HIV testing?’
Counseling and HIV testing as pertains to prisoners
Regulations require that prisoners who voluntarily request/accept an HIV test should have pre-test and posttest counseling sessions with trained personnel. It is common knowledge that only a handful of those going for
a test receive counseling if any. In view of how busy the medical personnel are, this is not surprising as the
counseling process takes time and is often an emotional burden on the counselor. In certain instances,
prisoners allege that they have their blood tested for HIV without their express permission evidence that their
rights to voluntary testing have been waived.
Counseling is not the exclusive preserve of medical personnel. It is recommended that In order to fulfill the
ethical requirements of providing adequate counseling, volunteers from the prisoners, prison staff, and
members of the public should be trained in counseling.
Medical care in the prison realm

1

The guidelines covered HIV testing, preventive measures, management and care of HIV-infected prisoners, confidentiality, tuberculosis, and
early release policies which were publicly supported and endorsed by the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) in a
statement issued in April 1996.
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The authorities have priority of medical care of prisoners lowest on their list. Add to this the low priority of the
prisons in general on the government's list and you have a desperate situation in your hands. Some prisons
cannot afford the luxury of an ambulance hence fellow prisoners are forced to carry the sick whose bodies are
festered with lesions to the hospital.
When there is an acute shortage of drugs at the District hospital, priority is given to patients in wards and not
prisoners hence subjecting them to a form of discrimination. It is not uncommon for smaller prisons with a
population of slightly above 250 to get the same apportions of medical supplies as larger prisons.
It is also demeaning for a critically ill prisoner to be handcuffed to the bed in an open general ward despite his
obvious inability to escape. His carers (if lucky to be accorded any) are also subjected to stigma.
HIV treatment for Prisoners living with HIV/AIDS
A combination of several drugs, which usually must be taken at different times with various specific directions
as to accompaniment with meals or fluids and other such requirements is what is regarded as the
recommended treatment for HIV or in short - anti-retroviral (ARV) therapy. ARV treatment has its complexes,
is expensive, and the prison environment poses serious challenges to its effectiveness. The administration of
the complicated treatment regime is usually the realm of specialists. In addition, the lack of privacy intrinsic to
any prison situation means that a prisoner undergoing ARV treatment will have difficultly concealing his or her
HIV status from prison officials or other prisoners.
Early release of chronically sick prisoners
WHO guidelines advocate early release of prisoners in the advanced stages of AIDS. The motivation behind a
policy of early release is to allow a person to die in dignity, either in their own home or with their family, rather
than forcing them to die isolated and alone in prison.
It is normal practice for the Chief Commissioner of Prisons to request for the early release of prisoners based
on humanitarian grounds based on Malawian concepts of humane action. The procedure however is that the
parliament has to debate the list forwarded by the commissioner of prisons which violates their ( prisoners
with HIV/AIDS) right to privacy. In addition, the criteria parliament based its selection is suspect.
Magistrates and their legal duty to serve
The desire for magistrates to clear the pending high case loads obscures their obligation to provide bail to
suspects who have declared their HIV status. To some, a high convict rate means that they are diligently
dealing with criminals regardless of their health status.
Neglected roles of NGOs and religious bodies
NGOs/charitable organizations and religious bodies do not plan for Prisons in their work plans. Either this is
done deliberately or unconsciously. A few notable NGOs are seen to visit the prisoners and address their plight
in terms of medical services or material needs but even then this is always once in a while as corporate social
responsibility gestures. In cases where the NGOs visit, the very worst cases are kept away from them during
official tours.
Recommendations


-Judicial staff including the magistrate, court martials, bench, prosecutors et al need to be well informed on the
issues surrounding HIV/AIDS of suspects, complainants and convicts alike.
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-It is recommended that NGOs and religious bodies participate in a co-ordinated effort of monitoring and
evaluating prison conditions. This will highlight any human right violations and ensure that corrective action is
taken.



-Strongly advocate for a compromise of articles 44 and 45 in the proposed HIV/AIDS bill.



-Train Prisons officers in human rights and HIV/AIDS peer education



-Train police officers in rules and procedures when making arrests of sexual crime suspects. This relates to
mandatory testing.



-Widely distribute IEC materials regarding Human rights and in particular those of prisoners living with
HIV/AIDS.



-Encourage more charitable organizations to engage in servicing of prisoners living with HIV/AIDS. This would
also include those who have served out their sentences or those who have been offered clemency and released
on humanitarian grounds.



-The anti corruption bureau should step up efforts to weed out malfeasance which breeds corruption.
-Monitoring and evaluation to ensure procedural regulations are adhered to and maintained as well as
evaluating the success or failures of prison HIV/AIDS programs for future planning purposes.
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Malawi

Chitipa District Assembly

Advocating for the human rights of discordant couples.
The 5th June 2011 marked exactly 30 years of age since HIV and AIDS was discovered in the world a pandemic
that has claimed millions and millions of lives of people around the world.HIV and AIDS has long been
influenced by stigma and discrimination because of limited information of basic human rights issues that have
not been nicely addressed through the national legal frameworks. The laws and regulations protecting people
living with HIV from stigma and discrimination are not adequately implemented or not been enacted, let alone
the laws protecting the discordant couples do not even exist.
My wife and I we got married on 14th march 1986 we have four biological children, Iam HIV positive while my
wife and our children our HIV negative. I remember in the year 1995 when I started experiencing some high
body temperatures, night sweats, loss of weight and loss of appetite. I thought I was being bewitched. I
travelled up and down to consult witch doctors but to no avail. Later on in the year, I decided to visit the local
clinic. I was given three sputum bottles, after explaining my fate to the clinical officer and I was advised to take
them back-the three sputum bottles-the following day to the clinic for the laboratory test and I was prescribed
on septrin and amoxlyn for seven days. I waited for one month for the result to come out and for me it was
okay because I didn’t know what was going on in the lab. I got my result on September 14, 1995 and I was told
that I had pulmonary TB. Thereon, I was put on initial intensive phase treatment for two months, prescribed on
800mg Ethambutol, 2mg Pyrazinamide and 600/400mg Rifinah. My Tb card was 4167/95. The drugs were too
strong for me and I was advised to eat before taking them everyday. What was cumbersome for me, thought it
was normal at that time-was all TB patients were taking their medication from the “garage”, commonly known
as the TB corner these days, which was just a desk in the open waiting room for all people to see. I was on TB
treatment for 12 months and I was discharged on September 14, 1996. Even though I was discharged, my
health was not quite well for me as I kept on having different illnesses such as chicken pox, malaria, flu, coughs,
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headaches etc.
Come the year 2004 I was again bedridden, as usual as it was in the first incidence, I spent lot money on
traditional healers and spiritual healers but I was not getting healed. In June 2004 I was told that I could have a
TB relapse and I was told to take my sputum to the laboratory test which I did. And since I was very ill, the
clinical officer decided to put me on TB treatment before the results came out and I responded well to
treatment. My TB case number was CH350/04. I took the treatment for about 8 months, but even then I had a
lot of opportunistic infections and the TB drugs were not helping me anymore, until November 2005 when my
wife took up a challenge on me that I should go for VCT but I was hesitant and stubborn to agree because I
feared that she could divorce me if I tested HIV positive. Out of love and care she pleaded with me and we
both went for VCT> I tested HIV positive and she tested HIV negative. My CD4 count was a low as 54 and I was
eligible for ART on Trimune 30 0n January 13, 2006.Prio to that, my wife Angela had an oppotunity to attend a
workshop in Siavonga in April 2005.The workshop was funded by SAT{Southern African AIDS Trust] and it was
from this workshop where my wife was empowered with HIV and AIDS infomation.It was also from the same
workshop which so the birth of Zambia Network of Religious Leaders Living with or personally affected by HIV
and AIDS[ ZANEREL+}.Right now I am a board member of ZANERELA+ and iam proud to serve in the board for
the organisation that saved my life because of the empowerment which my wife Angela got from Siavonga
workshop.ZANERELA+ has benefited a lot from us as a discordant couple because we are a role model to fellow
religious leaders. My wife Angela and I have also benefited a lot from ZANERELA+.
I was also among the group of advocates who produced the brochure entitled “Playing it safe when you are
HIV positive”, an advocacy tool for comprehensive condom use. In this brochure, my wife Angela and I are the
main players because we are a discordant couple (my wife is HIV negative). It has carried a lot of impact at
both community and country level. My wife and I have become role models in the different communities of
our country as different churches, organizations and government departments have been inviting us to
facilitate sessions to their members on sexually positive life as a discordant couple, condom use (especially that
both of us are still sexually active) and on care and support to keep the marriage bonds stronger.
Iam also a member of INARELA+Zambia an organization that empowers Religious Leaders Living with or
personally affected with HIV.We empower religious leaders with comprehensive condom use tool the SAVE
strategy.
S- Safer practices
A-Availability of medication
V-Voluntary Counseling and Testing.
E-Empowerment.
This strategy is working well with the Religious Leader because it is more comprehensive and Religious leaders
do not feel stigmatised to talk about condoms in their respective churches.
The biggest challenge is that there no laws or policies that protects the discordant couples more especially in
churches in my country.
As human rights advocate and a person living with HIV, I will go flat out to educate and sensitize the
communities in order to address these challenges. I will share my experience at the African Regional Dialogue
2011 conference in my application will be selected.
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Zambia

Forum for the Prevention of TB, HIV/AIDS & Malaria in
Zambia (FOPTAM-Z)

Though, Rwanda has made achievements in the prevention against HIV/AIDS in terms of access to Medicines.
There are some challenges which might need to be addressed.
With regard to PMTCT Services, the Government has embarked on an ambitious process of universal access to
PMTCT Services for pregnant women and their spouses with the ultimate goal of ensuring that both know their
HIV Status. However, the implementation of this process in some public health centres is in violation of
women’s rights. Indeed, Women are compelled to be accompanied by their spouses, failure to do so leads to
the denial of the services of women. I have documented some cases in the City of Kigali and also interviewed
people living with HIV.
I have also documented issues related to Post Exposure Prophylaxis (PEP) specifically on cases related to sexual
violence, as a practice, whenever there is an allegation of sexual violence (rape), the alleged victim undergoes
the test to establish whether there has been a rape or not and in some cases HIV testing is carried out. This
practice does not take into consideration the window period since most of the time; the HIV Testing reveals a
negative result.
Therefore, this practice fails to protect alleged victims of sexual violence to get access to medicines through
preventive measures. In addition, most of public health centres in the country side, do not have Post Exposure
Prophylaxis while most of sexual violence cases occur in the country side.
Another challenge and contradictory practice in prisons is the denial to avail Condoms. The refusal is to
prevent homosexual practices in the prisons whereas there is no law criminalising homosexuality in Rwanda.
The last challenge is the proposed criminalisation of sex work in the current draft penal code.
I shall elaborate more in case I am given an opportunity to attend the Regional Dialogue and share the
experiences with other stakeholders.
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Rwanda

Centre for the Study of AIDS

This submission comes from Chrysalide – the only NGO regionally dedicated to the residential rehabilitation of
women suffering from drug and/or alcohol dependence, including those who are engaged in commercial sex
work and suffering from HIV/AIDS. Since July 2010, Chrysalide has been working on developing the Red
Umbrella Movement in the Republic of Mauritius, to empower Commercial Sex Workers (CSWs).
The submission covers the Mauritius context, and experiences of sex workers with law enforcement agencies,
health and support centres, clients and the general public, which relate directly or indirectly to their
vulnerability to HIV. Real life experiences illustrating comments in the text of the submission are attached as
an appendix.
Cultural context
The population of Mauritius, which is multiethnic, was estimated at 1.3 million in 2010 by the UN. There is a
national incoherence as for the number of CSWs around the island. The government claims an average of 1320
CSWs in 2010, almost 30% of which are HIV+.
Sexuality is still a taboo in Mauritius, hence sex work is generally perceived as immoral, as indicative of a
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character fault in the individual sex worker. People engaging in sex work are seen as doing it for pleasure.
CSWs are generally perceived as vicious people who are lazy and after an easy life. Because of that, CSWs are
considered as sub-human by a vast majority of people.
However, there is almost always a very close link between sex work, poverty and drug addiction (Appendix 1)
“Also, it is a lot easier to solicit clients when you’re high. Almost all CSW take drugs or are heavy
drinkers”(Appendix 7). A vast majority of CSWs started trading sex for money because they were victims of
poverty and/or substance abuse.
There is also a general perception that sex work is restricted to one ethic group, the Afro Mauritians, although
this is not true. There is an alienation and marginalisation of commercial sex workers; people don’t feel
concerned about them.
Legal context
Sex work is illegal in Mauritius. People involved in the sex trade are prosecuted for various offences such as:
“brothel keeping”, “soliciting”, “performing an indecent act in public”, “rogue and vagabonding behaviour”,
“pornography”, “being a pimp”, and “being a common prostitute”. Clients are used as witnesses instead of
being charged.
Diversity among Commercial Sex Workers (see appendix 7)
Although sex work is a legal offence, CSWs are widespread and diverse.
Many CSWs work for a third party like pimps, brothel keepers, taxi drivers, nightclubs or hotels, where clients
and the workplace are already contracted and the price already decided. The third party takes a big percentage
of the amount being paid by the client; CSWs usually earn a ridiculously small amount for their work and are
physically abused if they complain/request for more money.
Many CSWs also engage in direct soliciting, where the terms and conditions of the sexual services are arranged
between CSWs and clients. This type of sex work is the most widespread one on the island. CSWs are always
present in the capital Port Louis, where they solicit at the Victoria Station or at the Company’s Garden. CSWs
also solicit around the island on the streets, at the beach, in casinos etc... The money earned varies upon the
client, and usually ranges between USD 3 and USD 5.
By engaging in sex work in public spaces, CSWs are also publicly revealing their identity as sex workers, risking
legal prosecutions. This hyper visibility also induces a hyper rate of discriminatory behaviours by the general
public towards them.
Experiences with the Police (see appendices 2 & 7)
Police officers in uniforms often physically and verbally abuse CSWs in public. “They hit us with anything they
can find, generally punch us, kick us, or use creepers to savagely lash us or blow us from truncheon”;” they beat
you up like you’re a man”. Because of their status as representative of the law, their actions are respected by
the public, and the atrocities are normalized. “They are police officers, they have force of law”. The Police make
regular swoops to the Company’s Garden in the capital and force CSWs to jump in the police van. CSWs are
then taken to another place, often but not always to the Police Headquarters, and are sexually abused and
victims of more violence. Many testify of a broken arm, leg, nose and being covered in bruises.
The Police type false statements and demand that the sex workers sign them.
The Police threaten CSWs and their families for different reasons, for example if they remain in the Company’s
Garden, if they’re found soliciting again, if they put a complaint against the Police etc.. The general perception
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being that a sex worker can’t be raped, the Police simply refuse to accept a complaint from a sex worker and
threaten to arrest them if they insist.
The complaints system against the Police is ineffective, especially for criminalised groups such as CSWs and
drug users.
Experience with clients (see appendices 3 & 7)
Clients often mistreat CSWs for many reasons. Violence and sexual abuse is extremely common, especially
when there is no third party involved to “protect” the CSW. Clients often refuse to pay, or take their money
back once the sexual services done. Clients often come alone to make the deal and then take the CSW in a
place where more clients are waiting to abuse her/him.
Clients almost always refuse to use condoms, male or female, and get violent when asked to do so. Clients fear
CSWs are HIV+ because they ask for safe sex. They still refuse to use a condom, beat the CSW and sexually
abuse her without using protection. What works best for CSWs is for them to request the use of a condom to
avoid pregnancy, although this is often perceived by the client as a threat “to come knocking at their door in a
few years with a baby”. And this gives them another excuse to be violent.
Experience with health and social services (see appendices 3 & 7)
Lack of privacy or confidentiality: HIV status often disclosed publicly, transgender sex workers face
discriminatory remarks.
CSWs face discriminatory treatment if the doctors know they are CSW or drug users or HIV+: they often refuse
to nurse CSWs, or give them inadequate treatments, or wear two pairs of gloves if they do nurse CSWs. Health
workers don’t receive training to deal with the particular issues raised by CSWs or drug users.
Experience with the general public (see appendices 3, 4 & 7)
There is a lack of acceptance of CSWs, who are seen as sub-human because their work is illegal.
CSWS seen as single dimensional: to be accepted they need to be seen as mothers, family members, and
people with skills. There is a general perception that CSWs deserve the violence they are subjected to or even
that “they’ve looked for it”. The general public do have violent behaviours towards CSWs: throwing of rocks,
pipes, excrements, oil paint, and acid. They make disobliging/mocking comments about CSWs and never react
or try to help out when they witness the atrocities CSWs are victims of.
Socio/emotional impact of criminalisation on sex workers (see appendix 4)
Years of discrimination and marginalisation, physical and verbal abuses have had many consequences on CSWs
living and working conditions. Because this violence is enforced by representatives of the law, CSWs are
convinced that they are not entitled to any rights, and not protected by the law, which leads them to pass over
the atrocities they face in silence. It has developed in them self stigma to such an extent that they have
resigned from challenging clear injustice. Criminalisation has a psychological impact on them, affecting every
aspect of CSWs’ lives.
Barriers to organizing Commercial Sex Workers in an NGO (see appendices 5 & 6)
Legally, Commercial Sex Workers can’t register an NGO in their account since sex work is illegal in Mauritius.
However, there is a possibility of grouping CSWs and registering an NGO on the account of a related issue (i.e.
Fighting Human Rights Abuses or HIV & the Law). In this context, the aim of the Red Umbrella Movement is to
organize CSWs in an NGO. This has proved difficult so far for many reasons such as:
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-

Criminalised status of their profession

-

Self stigma

-

General feeling that there is no point, no way out of the vicious cycle of sex work, drugs, poverty

-

Lack of education acting as a barrier in understanding the terms and aims of the NGO

What works well in Mauritius (see appendix 5)
-

Free ARV drugs and treatment
Two outreach officers working as peer educators for sex worker prevention, referral, and accompaniment
to health centres, counselling & distribution of free condoms

What Commercial Sex Workers Want in Mauritius (see appendix 4)
-

Stop the violence against them
Stop the discrimination against them

Solutions
-
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Challenging the police from a legal perspective – they don’t know the law
Accessible police complaints systems
Educate state agencies and the general public on Human Rights
Educate Commercial Sex Workers on their rights

Mauritius

Chrysalide

DIFFICULTIES FACED BY PLWHIV
As a PLWHIV, we go through a lot of difficulties doing our follow up control and taking of ARV in the Bamenda
Regional Hospital.
I will start by taking about the nurses in the treatment center. They are so impolite, they insult PLWHIV as if
they where trash. They go as far as asking bribe from patient in kind oh cash so as to save them early. All this is
because of the procedure involve in the taking of ARV. We come to the hospital as early as 5.00am to secure
position to collect ARV, but will still end up to collect in the late hours of the day. While those who have given
money or gifts to a nurse or a worker comes and collect immediately. We have just three days in a week to
collect ARV and the place is always so crowded on those days. For the Centre has become so small for the
number of PLWHIV. The Day Hospital is isolated at the main entrance of the Regional Hospital in such a way
that as one is just going there every body knows that He or She is HIV Positive. This courses many PLWHIV to
default. There is no confidentiality in the treatment Center while there is confidentiality is Mission and Private
Hospitals but only those who can afford the bills will go there.
As a worker, it is not easy to meet up with the rendez – vous to collect ARV. Is either you miss the time and you
are treated as a defaulter or you have problems at your job side that may course you to lose your job, not to
talk of students.
There is always shortage of ARV which courses us to visit the hospital many times in a month.
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For CD4 Count, you can secure a position but finally dot he test within three months or more and within this
period you will have to frequently visit the Hospital, where you will be given information like:
Reagents are finish, Just 10 to 20 persons are needed in a day, it is only for children and pregnant women.
There are many people from the suburbs or prisoners to do it for the day.
But those who have connection in the Hospital or something to give do it easily. At times ARV can not be serve
to you until the test is done. The test is done in the lab where all other test of the whole hospital is done and
one is not always sure of the result. You have to wait on a line for hours and you don’t have to eat any thing
before the test. You will take a child there in the money without food and finally at about 11.00am or later
they tell you it is not possible to do the test or you are selected to go the lab. It causes PLWHIV to be so weak
and discouraged.
All these will course one to default and when you default, you will be sent to a social worker which is another
hell. She will abuse, insult and torment you by making you to come every week for about two to three months.
Each week you come she gives you another day in the next week. And at the end she asks for some one to
come and sign as a suretee. This person has to promise that He or She will follow you up to be taking your ARV
before Adherence Counseling can be done and ARV given to you. And the suretee most be a relative and a
worker.
PLWHIV are employed as Community Relay Agent and you work in difficult condition and salary is not paid
monthly. You can work at times for three to six months before your salary is paid. I work as a Community Relay
Agent for two years in Kumbo, that was in 2007 - 2009 sent by the Regional Technical Group Bamenda and only
three months salary was paid up to date. All efforts to have the money has failed. We were about 8 of us. That
course my health and that of my son to fail and I was placed on ARV of which I was on Positive Living.
I think it will be very good if Mission and Private Hospitals are given much opportunity to be involve in this
program for members of Government Hospitals use this program to make themselves rich.
Thanks
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Cameroon

Individual

DANAYA SO (House of Trust) is a sex worker organization in Mali, created in 1992 and aiming to ameliorate the
living conditions of sex workers’. DANAYA SO’s intervention fields are health (prevention/treatment), income
generation, legal protection, and professional training and literacy classes.
DANAYA SO is a national organization working in five cities with around 3100 sex worker members. DANAYA
SO plays an essential and unique role in Mali in providing mutual assistance between sex workers. In 1997 it
created LAKANA SO to take care of the sex workers’ children and under-age sex worker.
DANAYA SO is managed exclusively by sex workers. Around 30 sex workers plan and manage the programs on
the national and local level, and do the field work. A national coordination assists in monitoring and
representing the association. DANAYA SO seeks to diminish marginalization of sex workers, difficulties in
accessing health and social services; provides HIV prevention and access to treatment and condoms, challenges
discrimination in renting apartments, in participation in social events and in practising religion.
Legal situation
In Mali sex work is neither legalized nor forbidden, but soliciting and living of sex work as intermediary are.
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Sex workers working in brothels must register with the police, pay an annual fee and must undergo monthly
medical consultation, otherwise they get arrested.
Those women doing clandestine (unregistered) sex work outside brothels, which is the majority, have no
formal contact with the police. They are living in poor neighborhoods and are not distinguishable from other
women in the area. They engage in sex work in bars, streets, and neighborhoods.
But they are sometimes targeted by police raids, in an attempt to fight delinquency. Therefore most sex
workers had considerable contact the police. Sometimes their sex work activity is also known by their parents,
neighbors and health services.
In the following summary the three main issues:
-

legal protection and civil rights;

-

access to public services and

-

birth certificates for children,

are presented.
1. Legal protection and civil rights for women
Unregistered sex workers are often mistreated by the police. They are submitted to arbitrary treatment and
raids where male police ask them for money or sometimes rape them.
However, police can also provide significant support to sex workers. Clients refusing to pay or to wear condoms
are compelled by the police to pay their debts to sex workers.
SOLUTIONS
To stop the consequences of raids, DANAYA SO signed agreements with the local police stations, exempting sex
workers from arrest if their medical consultation booklets are up to date (the required monthly consultations
are registered).
A significant success for DANAYA SO has been the health booklet, given to all members. It records the monthly
medical consultations in the DANAYA SO clinic and health centres. The recognition of the DANAYA SO health
booklet by the police is 95 % effective in preventing police abuse during raids.
DANAYA SO also monitors HIV-testing protocols and intervenes when research programs fail to follow ethical
standards.
DANAYA SO intervenes on behalf of members in police custody and teams accompany sex workers when they
seek help after abusive behaviour. Since DANAYA SO has been in contact with the police for so many years, a
constructive collaboration has been established in the favour of the sex workers.
[All sex workers’ quotes in this text are from interviews in DANAYA SO’s publication “l’Espoir bafoué” (2005),
they illustrate situations sex workers women live without support of the NGO]
“When the girls are arrested after police raids, they must clean the desks in the police station and wash even
the toilettes. Some refuse and are held under arrest for two days. Some officers say you need to pay them
money to get out. Some officers hit the girls and, once in the police station, have sex with them. Officers are
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doing raids to get their pocket money.”
“Unofficial sex workers are treated like other women by police: you pay and they leave you alone, or they do it
with you and then leave you alone. Police are doing the raids because of crime, not sex work. There are many
police raids after robberies, or when they are after drug traffickers. When a girl is a suspect, police follows her;
hoping she’ll lead them to the criminal. That’s why clandestine sex workers are registered at the police.”
“She doesn’t do anything about it, if a client didn’t pay, one or two times. But the third time, she takes him to
the police station and says he stole something or that he abused her to get the money he owned her. You can’t
just bring him to the police station and say: ‘He refused to pay me.’ ”
“What can the police do if men make trouble? Some police men say: ‘You deserve it; why don’t you get
married?’, and others: ‘Men are ignorant, why do you follow them?’ Some officers help you get your money
back from your client, but others insult us. ”
“Many sex workers have boyfriends who are police officers. You wait for the day when this officer is working
and you bring in the client. If the client knows this, he’ll pay you to avoid being seen by other people.”
“Some men say they want to have sex and after we take the money, they refuse to wear the condom. We can
take them to the police and police help us because they say to always wear condoms. Police questions him and
locks him up and gives us our money back.”
2. Access to public services and civil rights
Malian sex workers have the same civil rights as anybody in Mali. For social reasons they hesitate to claim
these rights like others do. This impacts on access to health services, administrative procedures and
participation in social and religious activities. According to a DANAYA SO study, 1995, only 25 % of the sex
workers went to the doctor when they had health problems because they felt ashamed. Today all DANAYA SO
members undertake voluntary medical visits, regularly or in case of health problems. Sex workers often do not
obtain their legal documents because they are ashamed to be known as unmarried women with, sometimes,
children from different non- official fathers. They are not always welcome at marriages, funerals and other
social events. At funerals for Muslim sex workers, religious rites or even burying the body get often refused.
“In Mopti, police arrest sex workers who don’t do medical consultations. They go to brothels and take women
to the police station. Women are forced to see a doctor. That’s why we have health records. After the medical
checkup, we show the records at the police station and we must buy the medicine on the prescription before we
can go to the police station.”
SOLUTIONS
Doctors from health centres come 2-4 times monthly to DANAYA SO to provide medical consultations to sex
workers. Additionally, DANAYA SO established contracts with health centres where its members show the
DANAYA SO health booklet and are treated for free. Cooperation with the health centres has diminished
mutual prejudices. DANAYA SO also created a health insurance to further facilitate access.
DANAYA SO trains men on HIV prevention. Professional groups like police, soldiers, truck drivers and teachers
asked DANAYA SO to conduct these training events and around
11 000 men have so far received it.
DANAYA SO accompanies women to obtain identity cards and other legal documents.
In 2011, DANAYA SO started a poster campaign in bars and brothels to educate about mutual respect, and
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prevent violence against sex workers. It also started educating sex workers about their civil rights.
3. Birth certificates for children
Many children of sex workers have no birth certificate. Until recently, single mothers had to indicate in the
birth certificates “father unidentified.” Children with these birth certificates were mocked and isolated. For this
reason, sex workers got no birth certificate for their children and without this they could not go to school.
“How can a sex worker from a brothel have the birth certificate of her child? How can the child go to school?
Her children who are five or ten years old don’t have birth certificates. Then, you can’t even talk about sending
them to school.”
SOLUTIONS
DANAYA SO helps the sex workers to obtain special birth certificates (auxiliary judgements) without having to
state “unidentified father”, which is new for the Malian justice department. Over 2400 have been issued so
far. That accompanies registration at school. Now DANAYA SO members organise in groups to contact Malian
government agencies themselves. DANAYA SO does also research of fatherhood if wanted by the sex worker.
SUMMARY
The legal situation for sex workers in Mali is better than in other African countries. The main problem is that
there is no respect for regulations concerning sex work and opportunities are taken to exploit women. Sex
workers in Mali have full opportunity to claim their civil rights, but dare not; they must be accompanied by
organizations like DANAYA SO in order to normalize relations with government administration and civil society.
Through continuous efforts DANAYA SO has become a valuable partner of the Health Ministry and other
important actors. The teams continue to meet with religious and traditional leaders, and politicians, to
promote the rights of sex workers.
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HIV and HIV Laws: A Swing between Hope and Despair
(An Abstract)
1. Introduction:
In recent years and in so many of the African states, especially the sub Saharan countries, the fights against HIV
epidemic has taken a new approach through the enactment of HIV laws. This law serves as the framework and
tools in combating HIV transmission, mitigating effects and saving as the roadmap for the care and support
services. These laws carry different approach in combating the epidemic. Tanzania is one of the countries
enacted HIV specific law and has gone ahead to enact regulations to put the law into effect.1 Enacting the laws
by itself was seen as a step forward as the guiding document to lead the process. However, with time,
mushrooming of these laws has proved to be to some extent a stumbling block towards addressing specific
issues of the epidemic. Drawing insights from Tanzania, the stumbling blocks within and outside these laws will
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be discussed to put things into perspective.
2. Tanzania HIV&AIDS (Prevention and Control) Act
As aforementioned, this is the leading legal document in combating the effects of the epidemic in the country.
The law has three major thematic themes been those provisions related to the general public health
addressing issues of improved health care,2 human rights with the lieu of combating stigma and
discrimination3 and criminal sanctions related to the carelessness leading to the transmission of HIV.4 Despite
of the comprehensive nature of this law in addressing several areas of concern, there are still weakness
resulting from the gaps within the same law, in the implementation and effects of other pre existing laws in the
implementation of this HIV law. Some of them are discussed as follows;
2.1 Criminalization of HIV Transmission
The Tanzania HIV law criminalizes the willful transmission of HIV. Despite the fact that there has never been
case brought in court on this aspect after the enactment of the law or before, still the law maintains that,
whoever willfully transmits HIV to other person intentionally commits and offence.5 This is not only an
impossible offence to prove but is also the backlash on the efforts of combating transmission of HIV. In fear of
been seen as the victims people shies away from testing which is the major starting point in combating the
transmission. Apart from that, the law put in danger the lives of specific groups who due to the nature of their
roles in the community find themselves forced to test HIV status before other such as women. This provision as
well targets other vulnerable and already discriminated groups such as commercials sex workers who may be
seen, labeled or targeted as HIV transmission conduits. It is evidently clear based on this analysis that this
provision serves no good purpose within the law. 2
2.1. The Fate of Economic and Social Rights
Apart from the issue of criminalization is the fact that this law is completely silent about the economic social
and cultural rights of the PLHIV. Vital as they are neither the Tanzanian constitution nor this legislation
guarantee them this right and importance and implication of skipping them is as discussed here under;
2.1.1. Right to Work
Even though Tanzania labour laws guarantee PLHIV right not to be discriminated in the world of work, the law
does not fully protect their right to remain at work.6 The laws give employers right to terminate the employee
so long as they pay them proper terminal benefits. The labor laws and even HIV legislation does not address
the issue of “reasonable accommodation” within the field of work. This has led to the termination of PLHIV
from work for reasons of been ill of the opportunistic diseases. However the conducts of pre employment HIV
testing have been reported in Tanzania which means there is a possibility that people get denied right to
employment due to their HIV positive status.
2.1.2. Right to Education7
Right to education in Tanzania is important. This include both education on HIV transmission and how to lead
positive life for those affected but also right to education for orphans who have lost their parents due to HIV
effects. The law does not put obligation on the state to carter for the education of the orphans. In fact there is
no established state database where orphans are registered for the purposes of providing them with their
needs which on one hand makes it impossible to recognize them and carter for their needs. However, there is
no clear framework on how to address the needs of orphans which makes the intervention ineffective and
inefficient by failing to address some of the very burning orphan’s issues such as trauma and discrimination in
different levels. All, in all lack of education creates the circle of vulnerability to HIV and must be effectively
addressed if we really want to see HIV free generation in future.
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2.1.3. Right to Health
The law provides for the PLHIV right to treatment. This however does not go beyond provision of ARV’s. Even
though this is a commendable step, still does not carter for the most immediate needs of the PLHIV. As
commonly known HIV does not kill a person but opportunistic diseases such as malaria if serious measures are
not taken to cure it. In this respect the silence of the law on this area means PLHIV opportunistic diseases are
not freely treated hence causes the death of so many HIV people. However, Tanzania has no public insurance
system which makes difficult the lives of PLHIV who based on the per capita income lives poor lives but at the
same time likely to attend hospitals than any body else in the community. The law provides for the regulation
of scientific researches but there has been reported malpractice in Tanzania where unapproved HIV medicine 3
was tested on PLHIV. However, there has been a claim on HIV cure which has not been scientifically proved. In
this respect the law has proved to be ineffective in addressing some of these concerns.8
2.1.4. Right to Food
Even though not mentioned in the law or any other convention this is an important right to PLHIV. Leaving
health means eating health. It was reported in Tanzania that PLHIV people who were taking ARV’s sold them to
farmers in exchange of little money for survival. This is an indication that in absence of proper services to PLHIV
such as food etc the provision of ARV’s may not be useful or even serve the purpose.
2.2. Right to Legal Assistance9
There is no right to legal assistance in Tanzania. Free legal assistance is usually provided by few independent
NGO’s. Even though right to legal assistance is key and central in fight of HIV to all PLHIV but also to specific
groups like widows and orphans still Tanzanian government has no legal assistance scheme and does not
provide grant to those organizations providing this service. Legal assistance is also very important when it
comes to challenging the malpractice or bad customary laws though strategic litigation.
2.3. Vulnerable are Forgotten
The misery of the HIV law in Tanzania is the fact that it does not address the fate of most at risk population
(MARPS). Even though there is evidence showing men who have sex with men, commercial sex workers, drug
users and other at high risk groups such as prisoners, disabled and fishermen still the law is silent on their
issues. However, Tanzania penal code criminalizes conducts of men having sex with other men10 and makes it
illegal for people to live on the earnings of prostitution which has double effect to both women and families
they support. The law as well criminalizes drug use which makes it impossible to supply them with clean
needles and or even organize them for any intervention as they are in fear of arrest and charges. There are no
specific tailored services targeting other groups such as disabled which put them in the high risk of HIV
transmission. Prisoners behind the bars are often forgotten while there are new transmissions happening
there.11 No proper health services inmost of the prisons and there is no supply of condoms, proper food and
no regular testing. In fact there are no specific designed policies or programs targeting prisoners.
3. The use of the Exiting mechanisms
Despite the fact that, there are multiple documents and mechanisms existing in Africa for the protection of
PLHIV rights, most of them are ineffective and inaccessible. Accessibility is limited by the costs related to
accessing them, knowledge and awareness of the existence of these mechanisms by the victims and litigants.
Some of the useful mechanisms are made inaccessible by the general population due to the design of the very
mechanism. For instance the East Africa Court of Justice which would serve as the key court in the creation of
the jurisprudence around the rights of PLHIV has no power to take human rights cases. Opinion of the court
from this court would have multiple effects to East African states especially on HIV issues. The role of others
such as SADC tribunal has to be explored. However, there is need to strengthen the (ACHPR), Committee on
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the Protection of the Rights of People Living with HIV (PLHIV) and those at Risk, Vulnerable to and Affected by
HIV12 which has recently be inaugurated. This committee may serve as the key organ in the protection of PHIV
in the region.
4. Conclusion
Even though HIV laws serves very important role in combating HIV in Africa and Tanzania in general there are
some of the stumbling blocks which need to be addressed for more robust results. Some of them are as
discussed above been economic, social and development rights, the fate of those at risk and use of the
available and existing mechanisms in general.
1 See the HIV and AIDS Prevention and Control Act, 2008 (Cap 2 of 2008)
2 Id parts I, II, III, IV, V & VI
3 Part VII of the Cap 2, 2008
4 Part VIII & XI of Cap 2, 2008
5 See section 33 of HIV and AIDS Prevention and Control Act, 2008 read together with section 47 on the penalty to the offence established by section 33
6 Employment and Labour Relations Act, 2004, section 7(4) read together with sub – section 5 on Non- discrimination
7 See section Part III of HIV and AIDS Prevention and Control Act, 2008 (Cap 2 of 2008) which insists on importance of HIV education to the public
8 For the information on the claims of cure of HIV in Tanzania see the following links on youtube http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DJ2x7zo8T9U ; and
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iKOwDQcPwbs all soured on 9th June, 2011
9 For the detailed information on the legal aid scheme in Tanzania see, Maina C.M, Human Rights in Tanzania: Selected Cases and Materials, Rudiger
Koppe Verlag. Koln, 1997 Pp 343 - 348
10 See, section 154 of the penal code was repealed by Sexual Offences Special Provisions Act (SOSPA) and states clearly that, any person who does or
procures his fellow (male person) to have carnal knowledge of him commits an offence and if found guilty will be is liable for 30 years imprisonment or
life imprisonment where the same act was done to a child under the age of 10 years
11 The CSO’s 2008 report on the prisoner’s affairs in Tanzania (soon to be made in public) details these incidences.
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DISCRIMINATION,SOCIETAL ABUSES AND TRAFFICKING IN CHILDREN IN CAMEROON
In Cameroon today there are about 700,000 – 900,000 PLWHA.Only 80,000 PLWHA are eligible for ARV and
only 12,000 are taking the ARVs.80% of PLWHA in Cameroon are ages from 15 + 49.The sex ratio is ,3 women:2
men. To duel on the topic women and children who often experience discrimination, inequality and their
inability to access basic rights for survival which increases their vulnerability to HIV and the law does very little
help those who have suffered. It will be necessary to look at issues of gender based violence in the Cameroon
context and how the law treats it.
It is worthwhile noting with regrets that inspite of the devastating effects of HIV/AIDS on humanity in general
and the Cameroonian society in particular our government still lacks a comprehensive manpower policy and
laws to manage cases of discrimination, violence. PLWHA,women and children inability to access the law to
protect them Consequently all attempts by the law and structures as NGOs,civil society actors FBos,CBOs and
the National Commission for human rights and freedom in Cameroon and collective agreements all inspired by
International conventions and ratified by Cameroon on the worst forms of child labour.
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Women and in the North West Region of Cameroon are exposed to dversed lif threatening situations that
hampers their rights to protection.In a study carried out by DELIMAR GOURMET’s HOME GROUP Bamenda in
the North West Region of Cameroon,children rported physical violence, battery, abandonment, neglect, rape,
incest, stigma and discrimination and gender based violence.This is very common and registers a serious
concern.Women and children reported cases of broken arms,limbs and abandonment by parents and
relatives.The boys are usually victims of physical and verbal abuse than girls.This shows that communities that
participated in the study gave serious protection from physical and verbal abuse to girls than to boys.On the
contrary girls are often victims of neglect and sexual abuse than the boy child.55% of female compared to only
33% of the male eported they had suffered from hunger in their lifetime and 19% reported sexual abuse while
15% of girls had been rapedcompared to 1.3% for boys .More than one girl out of ten had experienced coerced
sex before the age of ten.Given the high prevalence in the Region and high infection probaility in coerced sex
,the women and girls have a high probability of being infected with HIV.Women and girls who spoke of what
what had happened to them were or are always being disbelived ,accused of being guilty for the the incidence
and punished..Most women and children do not tell anyone as they are too ashamed about what they had
experienced or too frightened about how family members and the community might react to the disclosure of
the information.As a result none of the raped women or girls have received medical assistance after the
incidence.The infection rate in the region stands at 8.7% between the ages 15-49 Years group.The HIV/AIDS
pandemic is having a strong impact on the lives of women and children in the the North West Region many of
whom are being affected by parental death..The study also reveals that parental death is a common source of
serious distress and anxiety for children in the North west Region .There are other factors that accounts for
devastating situation of women ,and healthy development of children and these include:-Cultural volence (wife inheritance,polygamy, female genital mutilation,and early and forced marRiages) .
-Physical abuse (slapping,battery,strangling and burning)
-Psychological abuse (abandonment,,cnfinement to the home)
-Health care
-Sexual harassment (incest,physical force)
Children born to young non- married parents.A child whose father or mother is unknown or has disappeared is
often being insulted or treated harshly.
-Children born to or resident in polygamous households with many wives and the dynamics between
Them that leads to conflicts that weakens protection mechanisms.
-A caretaker who is mentally ill, maltreated by his or her spouse or living in extreme poverty.
There exists a multitude of events that one child has to cope with while growing up.On the average, the
children and women in the study had been exposed to 13 different traumatizing events in their life.Common
experiences being; women being raped and killed or beaten to death or killed by mob violence (81%)
witnessing the sudden or violent death of a loved one,(58%) being beaten and thretend to be badly hurt,(52%)
painful hospital treatments,(45%)natural disasters such as fire or heavy rainfafall,(37%) , S road accidents
(31%) and seeing a dead body outside a funeral(35%).The study also revealed that,there are severe
consequences on women and children due exposure to trauma and distress,mental disorder amongst the
children marked by socially non- acceptable bahaviours.The women and children are mocked
,stigmatised,rejected,dejected and sometimes punished.Mental disorder casesregisters 48% and more
common among girls than boys. Incidences of suicideal behaviour registered 16%.6% of the children had
attempted to commit suicide during the study period.This mental health State of the children was strongly
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linked to the life circumstances and in particular the level of domestic Violence and neglect reported lower self
esteem,higher suicide risk and higher rates mental disorders than children not subjected to such
treatment.Talking about the law’s influence to protect women and children,i will like to address the follwing
issues:
-There aren no psychological services for women and children in the rural areas of the North West Region of
Cameroon.ounselling services on offer are exclusively related to HIV- testing and diagnosis in the Regional
capital Bamenda.NGOs reporting to provide psycho-social support in reality carryout programs Of a
purelysocial dimension such as offering support in housing,social enrolment or skill training,material and
alimentary support ( food,blankets and clothes).
The law does not explicitly forbid discrimination based on race, language, or social status, but does prohibit
discrimination based on gender and mandates that "everyone has equal rights and obligations." The
government, however, does not enforce these provisions effectively. Violence and discrimination against
women, trafficking in persons, and discrimination against ethnic minorities and homosexuals were problems.
The law prohibits rape, although police and the courts rarely investigated and prosecuted rape cases. The
media reports at least several rape cases each year, although no one is arrested. Due to social taboos
associated with sexual violence, many rapes likely go unreported.
A 2005 survey cited by the Cameroon Tribune indicated that 39 percent of women living with a man (married
or unmarried) were victims of physical violence, and 28 percent were victims of psychological violence. The law
does not specifically prohibit domestic violence, although assault is prohibited and is punishable by prison
terms and fines. Women's rights advocates asserted that penalties for domestic violence were insufficient.
Spousal abuse is not a legal ground for divorce.
Unlike in the previous years, NGOs did not lead public awareness campaigns to combat breast ironing during
the year, a practice conducted by female family members.
While the law prohibits prostitution, it was tolerated and practiced predominantly in urban areas and places
frequented by tourists.
In June 2007 the government signed the Anti-Sex Tourism Charter, which provides ethical guidelines for the
tourism industry.
While the law prohibits sexual harassment, very few cases are reported or prosecuted during the year. The
government does not conduct any public education campaigns on the subject and there are no statistics
available on its occurrence.
Despite constitutional provisions recognizing women's rights, women do not enjoy the same rights and
privileges as men. Some points of civil law are prejudicial to women.
The law allows a husband to oppose his wife's right to work in a separate profession if the protest is made in
the interest of the household and the family; a husband may also end his wife's commercial activity by
notifying the clerk of the commerce tribunal of his opposition based upon the family's interest.
Customary law is far more discriminatory against women, since in many regions a woman traditionally was
regarded as the property of her husband. Because of the importance attached to customs and traditions, civil
laws protecting women often are not respected.
The government made some efforts to protect children's rights and welfare, including participation in seminars
on children's rights. The minister of social affairs and other senior leaders have made statements and
presented government action plans regarding the improvement of the condition for children.
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The law provides for a child's right to education, and schooling was mandatory through the age of 14 and free
in public primary schools. Since parents had to pay for uniform and book fees for primary school, and because
tuition and other fees for secondary education remained costly, education was largely unaffordable for many
children. The government has taken measures to improve access to schools, such as the construction of new
classrooms and the recruitment of new teachers, and provision of water fountains.
According to 2005 government statistics, 72 percent of girls between the ages of six and 14 were enrolled in
school, compared to 81.3 percent of boys in the same age group. According to the UN Children's Fund
(UNICEF), the secondary school enrollment ratio (gross) was 36 percent for boys and 29 percent for girls. The
low education rate continuesto be attributed to high costs, socio-cultural prejudices, early marriage, sexual
harassment, unwanted pregnancy, and domestic chores.
The extent of child abuse is very much not known, although children's rights organizations is targeting the
problem. Newspaper reports often cited children as victims of kidnapping, mutilation, and even infanticide.
There are several credible stories of mothers (usually young, unemployed, and unmarried) abandoning their
newborns in streets, garbage cans, and pit toilets.
The law does not prohibit FGM, which was practiced in isolated areas of the Far North, East, and Southwest
regions.
Internal migration contributed to the spread of FGM to different parts of the country. The majority of FGM
procedures were clitorectomies. The severest form of FGM, infibulation, was performed in the Kajifu region of
the Southwest Region. FGM usually was practiced on infants and preadolescent girls. Public health centers in
areas where FGM is frequently practiced counseled women about the harmful consequences of FGM;
however, the government has not prosecuted any persons charged with performing FGM.
On February 6 2008, during the first International Day against Female Genital Mutilation, the minister of
women's empowerment and the family condemned the practice and called on all citizens to join the fight
against FGM.
While the minimum legal age for a woman to marry is 15, many families are facilitating the marriage of young
girls by the age of 12. Early marriage is prevalent in the northern regions of Far North, Adamaoua, North, and
particularly the remote Far North Region, where many girls as young as nine faced severe health risks from
pregnancies. There are no statistics on the prevalence of child marriage.
Although exact numbers were unavailable, the country has a significant number of displaced or street
children, most of whom resided in urban areas such as Yaounde and Douala.
Beginning in January the Ministry of Social Affairs, in association with communities and various councils,
established the "Project to Fight the Phenomenon of Enfants De la Rue (EDR)". The program gathered
information on the phenomenon, offered psycho-social care, and bolstered the intake capacities of specialized
centers. On April 9, in Maroua, Far North Region, the Ministry of Social Affairs launched the pilot phase of EDR.
On April 14, the ministry also launched the program in Douala, for the Littoral and South West regions. The
ministry reported that approximately 2,000 children lived in the streets of the major urban centers of the
country. In April and May, a census conducted in Yaounde and Douala showed that 155 street children lived in
Yaounde, and 280 street children lived in Douala. On May 14, the Minister of Social Affairs launched the
operation designed to return 150 children to their families. On December 30, she revealed that the operation
made it possible for 119 out of the 435 children identified in Yaounde and Douala to return home.
The law does not prohibit all forms of trafficking in persons, and there are reports that persons are trafficked
to, from, and within the country. The law criminalizes child trafficking and slavery and prohibits prostitution,
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forced labor, and other crimes related to trafficking in persons.
A 2000 International Labor Organization (ILO) study conducted in Yaounde, Douala, and Bamenda, reported
that trafficking accounted for 84 percent of child laborers in these three cities. Local NGOs believe this statistic
was still accurate. In most cases, intermediaries presented themselves as businessmen, approaching parents
with large families or custodians of orphans and promising to assist the child with education or professional
training. The intermediary paid parents an average of 6,000 CFA ($12) before transporting the child to a city
where the intermediary would subject the child to forced labor with little remuneration. In four out of 10
cases, the child is a foreigner transported to the country for labor. The report also indicated that the country
was a transit site for regional traffickers, who transported children from Nigeria, Benin, Niger, Chad, Togo, the
Republic of the Congo, and the CAR for indentured or domestic servitude, farm labor, and sexual exploitation.
Citizens also were trafficked to South Africa.
Women and children traditionally have faced the greatest risk of trafficking generally for sexual exploitation
and forced labor. Most trafficking in children occur within the country's borders, while most trafficked women
are transported out of the country. According to anecdotal evidence from the NCHRF, women often are
"hired" into hubs of prostitution, often in Europe. The method for trafficking women usually involved a
marriage proposition by a foreign businessman. Women were often inducted into servitude upon arrival at a
foreign destination. Credible reports indicated that traffickers used trafficking victims to recruit additional
victims. Girls are internally trafficked from the Adamaoua, North, Far North, and Northwest regions to Douala
and Yaounde to work as domestic servants, street vendors, or prostitutes.
For example, in 2007 a local law enforcement official reported that traffickers smuggled scores of children as
young as eight years old into the country from Bakassi, Nigeria for a Nigerian fisherman. There was no action
taken to address the problem due to the lack of effective administrative control.
Slavery is illegal in the country and the law provides punishment of 10 to 20 years' imprisonment for persons
accused of slavery or trafficking in persons. However, there were credible reports of hereditary servitude by
former slaves in some chiefdoms in the North Region. For example, there were reports that the Lamido (the
traditional Muslim chief) of Rey Bouba in the North Region had hereditary servants inside his compound.
Although the Lamido was replaced by his son in 2004, the hereditary servants remained, reportedly by choice
for cultural reasons.
The law provides that any person who engages in crimes associated with trafficking in persons shall be
punished by prison terms of between six months and 20 years.
Although statistics are unavailable because traffickers could be prosecuted under various sections of the penal
code, the government reportedly prosecuted trafficking cases during the year. In January gendarmerie in the
North West Region arrested three traffickers transporting seven children between the ages of 12 and 17 to the
Center Region to work as forced laborers. The case was pending in Bamenda at year's end of 2008.
The Ministry of Labor and Social Insurance (MINLESI) is primarily responsible for fighting trafficking; however,
the ministry was severely underfunded.
The government continues to fight trafficking through the use of an interagency committee and a program to
find and return trafficked children. In addition, the government cooperates with the governments of Gabon,
Nigeria, Togo, and Benin to fight trafficking through the exchange of information and preparation of common
legislation on trafficking. The Interpol office in the country also plays a significant role in the government's
antitrafficking actions.
The government continues to work with local and international NGOs to provide temporary shelter and
assistance to victims of trafficking. Catholic Relief Services worked to combat corruption in local schools that
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leads to child prostitution. UNICEF also is actively engaged in combating girls' prostitution throughout.
The government continues to build awareness among local government and security officials in the areas
where trafficking is an issue. Antitrafficking information or education campaigns and antitrafficking spots are
broadcast ed on government radio and television. The government monitored immigration and emigration
patterns for evidence of trafficking. Frontier police at airports, borders, and ports reported stopping many
trafficking cases but are not providing details.
The law generally protects children from exploitation in the workplace and specifies penalties ranging from
fines to imprisonment for infringement; however, child labor remained a problem. The government specifically
prohibits forced and compulsory labor by children, but there are reports that it occurs in practice.
The law sets a minimum age of 14 for child employment, barns night work, and enumerates tasks that children
under the age of 18 cannot legally perform. These include moving heavy objects, dangerous and unhealthy
tasks, working in confined areas, and prostitution. The law also states that a child's work day cannot exceed
eight hours. Employers are required to train children between the ages of 14 and 18, and work contracts must
contain a training provision for minors. The prohibition against night work is not effectively enforced.
Child labor exists chiefly in urban areas and in the informal sectors such as street vending, car washing,
agricultural work, and domestic services. Many urban street vendors are less than 14 years of age. Children
work as household helps, and some children are involved in prostitution. In the north there are credible
reports that children from needy homes are placed with other families to do household work for pay.
There are reports that some parents give their children to "marabouts" (traditional religious figures) in Maroua
in the Extreme North, to learn the Koran and prepare them to become "marabouts" themselves. However,
there are reports that some children are kept in leg chains and subjected to forced labor.
Parents view child labor as both a tradition and a rite of passage. Relatives often employed rural youth,
especially girls, as domestic helpers, and these jobs seldom allows time for the children to attend school. In
rural areas, many children begin work at an early age on family farms. According to some NGOs, the cocoa
industry also employs child laborers. These children originate, for the most part, from the three northern and
the North West regions.
The Ministry of Social Affairs and MINLESI are responsible for enforcing existing child labor laws through site
inspections of registered businesses; however, the government does not allocate sufficient resources to
support an effective inspection program. Moreover, the legal prohibitions do not include family chores, which
in many instances are beyond a child's capacity. In 2005 the government employed 58 general labor inspectors
to investigate child labor cases.
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My name is X, I hail from the North-West province of Cameroon that is Bamenda to be precise.
In 1999 my entire family and I were seriously affected by HIV/AIDS. My mother had been and is still suffering
from schizophrenia for the past 18years now. This pushed my father to be unfaithful and had to contract the
HIV virus, my father being the sole bread winner of the family and had to put the whole family in a terrible
stage, because our land and houses were sold in order to procure drugs for him but due to so many
opportunistic diseases that had already installed in him he died leaving us in the streets.
During the illness of my father, as we moved from one hospital to another we had to go through all sorts of
discriminations and stigmatization. Some of these included the hospital staff and the immediate environment.
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This discrimination was due to the lack of confidentiality on the part of the medical staff and the scorn and
rejection of family members and friends. Even after my father’s dead his brothers and sisters rejected his
corpse to us his children.
In 2006 I was diagnosed HIV positive when I was pregnant for my second child and this was during my first
ante-natal visit. Due to the discrimination and the pains my family went through during my father’s illness I
decided not to let anyone in my family about my status for fear that I will be dished that same treatment.
Notwithstanding I told my partner that I had been diagnosed HIV positive. To my greatest surprise himself and
his mother threw out my things and called me all sorts of names regardless of the fact that I was pregnant. I
left and my boy thanks to God is HIV negative. This child will be four years old in July and his father does not
even know him or any member of his family knowing him. They have never asked of him or me. Meanwhile
during the pregnancy I tried seeking help from the social welfare but all my endeavors were in vain. So I was
abandoned with my two children all to myself till today. After some time I learnt he had taken another wife
and the woman was equally HIV positive and that he was on ARV treatment even before he met me. I think
Laws are needed to punish such people.
In as much as we wish for these laws to be put in place, I think we may also encounter so many
inconveniencies some of which may be; Why laws for people living with HIV/AIDS given the fact that it is an
illness like any other illness. There are short term diseases meanwhile HIV/AIDS can be managed for a long
period of time before death so why should there be laws for people living with HIV and not all these other
diseases.
We equally wish to punish people who facilitate the spread of this virus; the question will rise as to what will
be done to the HIV positive mothers who transmits the virus to their unborn babies.
Notwithstanding laws are very necessary to punish people who trample on our rights as human beings .For
example, my partner infects me with the virus abandons me and the baby with my children not having the
proper upbringing that befits the status of their father.
We realize that people are refused loans and credit simply because they have been tested HIV positive. They
are refused these loans because they are already regarded as dead people and dead people do not function.
People are punished and discriminated upon because of their status, for example in most hospitals HIV positive
patients have their sections their own pharmacies and even their own particular doctors. Many at times they
will have to wait the whole day on the benches in the pharmacy before being served their drugs all for the
simple reason that these drugs do not generate any form of income
Jobs and recruitment opportunities are refused to people because they are HIV positive. This is the case with
my country Cameroon where young men and women are rejected during the recruitment process because
they are HIV positive.
I strongly believe that if these laws are put in place it will help in assuring the HIV positive person that they will
not be left out on what they like to do because of their status, that is provide employment for the HIV positive
person, recall to each person his rights and obligations to himself, his partner and the society and above all it
will help to stop the spread of the HIV virus because the people living with HIV(PLWHIV) will know what awaits
them if they willingly and knowingly transmit the virus to an innocent person. The society will also know that
PLWHIV are normal human beings and have the right to live like any other person.
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A STORY OF AN HIV/AIDS INFECTED MOTHER AND AN ORPHANED CHILD FROM LAKE LAND
Preamble
Malawi Children’s Village is a local NGO that looks after the welfare of orphaned and vulnerable children in
thirty seven villages of a southern lake shore district of Mangochi in Malawi.
The organisation implements programmes through four main thematic areas of intervention namely:
-

Education

-

Health

-

Food security and Nutrition

-

Community Based Mitigation of the impact of HIV/AIDS

This paper will shed light on the true life experience of an HIV/AIDS infected mother and an HIV/AIDS infected
orphaned child in Malawi versus issues of stigma, discrimination, and marginalisation and the government
policies and laws on the other hand.
Apart from the true life experience, the paper will also elaborate and analyse some study findings carried out
by Malawi Children’s Village and other researchers and academicians.
An HIV/AIDS Infected Orphaned Child
Under its community based mitigation of the impact of HIV/AIDS, the organisation runs an orphaned
infants/babies Rehabilitation unit. Babies whose mothers die during or soon after birth are kept and cared for
in the unit under the care of well trained caregivers and a residence nurse. Babies are kept in the unit up to
when they reach three years after which they are always incorporated back into the village (to their relatives in
the extended family system)
Upon admission into the Rehabilitation Unit, with close collaboration with the baby’s relatives, the babies are
required to under go an HIV test so that special care and treatment can be accorded.
In most cases when these babies’ test results are positive, relatives do have negative feelings towards the baby
such that they don’t want to be associated with it, labelling the baby as an outcast and openly declaring that
the baby doesn’t belong to them, they criminalise the baby in the name of the deceased mother such that the
child is regarded as an outcast.
A case is vividly remembered how a family denounced a three year orphaned HIV/AIDS infected young girl and
refused to be living with her because of her status. Our organisation intervened through the outreach team in
counselling the relatives up to the point that they accepted the child in their family, however though they
accepted, the child was subject to torture and ill treatment. When it was discovered by the outreach team, the
matter was reported to the District Social welfare Office who handled the case accordingly and transferred the
child to a residential care centre. This is just atypical example of many cases that the author have come across
within a period of six years.
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An HIV/AIDS Infected Mother
A study that was carried out by the organisation in 20051 revealed that almost 70% of the mothers of the
admitted babies at the Rehabilitation Unit, die of HIV/AIDS related illnesses and that in the villages these
mothers and other HIV positive living women were/are being discriminated, marginalised, criminalised and
unable access basic rights for survival thereby increasing their vulnerability to HIV.
The Law in Malawi
In Malawi, though there are laws that recognise the rights of children and that it is a signatory to UN
convention on the right of the child, International covenant on Civil and political rights, African charter on the
rights and welfare of the child, but currently there are no laws that punishes those who discriminate, ill treat,
marginalise or restrict people living with HIV/AIDS, the Constitution is silent.
In Malawi, though there is a National Policy on Orphans and other Vulnerable children and other formal
policies advancing child rights and people’s rights in theory, on practical grassroots level ,these policies are
not always applied and enforced in order to reduce discrimination or unfair treatment because of their HIV
status. For example the Mini Version of the Malawi National policy on Orphans and other Vulnerable Children,
Section 4.8 states that ‘No child shall be discriminated against, or segregated in the provision of care services
on the basis of HIVsero-status.’ But yet OVCs are subject to discrimination, marginalisation and unfair
treatment, the perpetrators of which go unpunished.
The Malawian Constitution, which is the supreme law of the land specifically recognises children’s rights in
sections 13(h) and 23 while Section 42(2) (g) upholds the rights of children accused, arrested and detained,
however there is no any section in the Constitution that talks something against discrimination, segregation, ill
treatment, criminalisation, marginalisation on the basis of HIV/AIDS status of citizens and the punishment that
may follow. This is why the family I mentioned earlier on refused to stay with the HIV /AIDS infected orphaned
child, knowing that the law cannot punish them.
Research Findings on Examples of Violence, Stigma, Discrimination, Criminalisation, mistreatment,
Marginalisation and some silenced by restrictive social environment because of their HIV/AIDS status.
-

Incidence of stigma and discrimination are not wide spread on the surface but existed and
manifested in the language and labelling of people living with HIV, they are always subjected to
insults and abusive language.2

-

Community Leaders once they have declared their status, are forced/relieved of their duties so
that the grouping (be it a club, a church choir etc) would not be seen as be tolerating or allowing
sinful actions that are related to HIV/AIDS.3

-

In Mosques, Churches people living with HIV/AIDS are not given chances to preach or to lead
because they believe they may contaminate the holy places-this is a clear manifestation of
‘judgementalism’ that prevails especially within the faith community.

1 Sheila Ravedhren-Impacts of HIV/AIDS 2005- Mangochi
2 Malawi Interfaith Aids Association- operational research-2009- Mangochi-Malawi
3 HIV/AIDS Impact Mitigation-Negatives-MCV area 2004
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MALAWI: We Are Not Yet There-A True Life Experience
Background
In response to the HIV and AIDS epidemic ,the government of Malawi established the National AIDS
Commission in July 2001 to coordinate the national response to the HIV and AIDS epidemic in the country .This
Commission is the coordinating body for all HIV/AIDS activities in Malawi with a mandate to providing
leadership in planning, organising, coordinating and setting guidelines for the prevention and control of
HIV/AIDS in Malawi as guided by the National Action Framework and the National Health Plan .The overall
goal(s) of these documents is to prevent the spread of HIV infection among Malawians, to provide access to
treatment for PLWHAs and mitigate the health, socio-economic and psychosocial impacts of HIV/AIDS on
individuals, families, communities and the nation at large.
Rationale
Despite the fact that the government of Malawi has shown commitment in the fight against HIV/AIDS and that
it recognises that HIV/AIDS is a cross cutting issue as it impacts on all sectors of the economy, but the fact is
that there is big gap in this fight as there is a group of people who are not recognised in the country and that
they are eventually criminalised. The government of Malawi criminalises same sex relationships, yet studies
carried out using snowball sampling, shows that there more than eight thousand same sex relationships in
Malawi (urban areas alone) and that on incidence percentage by risk category, men who have sex with men
(MSM) is currently at 4.3% while on all new HIV infections per day, MSM is at 0.1%1.
Men who have sex with men are well known high risk group with very high incidence as has been evident
globally from the time when the epidemic was discovered. In Malawi this group had an HIV prevalence of 21%2.
Though studies has revealed all this data, same sex relationships remains a criminal case in Malawi. Remember
it’s in Malawi where two individuals (Tionge Chimbalanga and Steve Monjeza) were convicted and sentenced
to a 14 year jail term each for publically organising a wedding engagement ceremony. Though human rights
activists and groups, both local and international, tried to plead with the government to have the two released
or to have their case dismissed, all the efforts were in vain, such that it took the United Nations Secretary
General Mr Banki Moon to make an emergency visit to Malawi to plead with the President to have the two
released. Mr Banki Moon addressed the Malawi parliament after meeting the president and the two were
released immediately.
(log in www.malawigays,malawigaycouples ; www.nytimes.com/2010/05/21/world/Africa/21malawi.html )
This was a clear testimony of two issues that must be dealt with NOW if we are serious in the fight against
HIV/AIDS otherwise we are not yet there.
Two issues must be viewed together-The issues are:
1. There is criminalisation of same sex relationships in Malawi
2. There are many same sex relationships in Malawi
Homosexuality in Malawian Prisons is said to be in the increase, however the government sheds a blind eye
1 Malawi Demographic Health Survey,2007,National HIV Prevention Strategy 2009-2013
2 National HIV Prevention Strategy
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as if all is well, as it criminalises this, it doesn’t mean that this is not happening in the country. Though the
international community, Human rights groups are pressing the government to legalise same sex
marriages/relationships, there are no any indications that the government will bow down.
Recently, the Chairperson of Champions for an HIV-Free Generation, the former president of Botswana Festus
Mogae visited Malawi and held meetings with different influential government officials and representatives of
civil society groups. Mr Mogae made it clear that criminalisation of same sex relationships is wrong and fuels
the spread of HIV.
The fact on the ground is that there is a group of people whose vulnerability level of HIV transmission is high
because they are in same sex relationships yet the practice is criminalised in Malawi. The government must be
aware that when you criminalise something, its fanatics practice it behind the scenes and normally in a wrong
and unsafe way- There is a high possibility of HIV transmission in homosexuality, but this can be reduced by
creating accommodative laws so that people should not be doing it in fear thereby shunning possible
prevention ways. As if this is not enough almost all MSM have female partners, so one can imagine the HIV
transmission levels amongst this group.
Conclusion
The Malawi Republican Constitution is the supreme law document of the land and that all other legal
documents,policies,frameworks,plans and actions are guided by the constitution as such no policy document
can be in conflict with the Constitution, this is why though studies carried out shows that there is same sex
relationships in Malawi and that the National AIDS commission is well aware of this and that the vulnerability
levels of HIV transmission is high amongst this group, there is nothing that the commission can do in coming
out clearly in targeting this group of people because the practice is criminalised.
Only when the constitution legalise same sex relationships, then efforts by National AIDS Commission in
targeting this group of people can bear fruits, otherwise in the absence of this, Malawi as a country is not yet
there in the fight against HIV/AIDS.
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Laws and Practices that Mitigate Violence and Discrimination Against Women and other People with
HIV/AIDS
HIV/AIDS has and continues to exert huge impacts on individuals, families, communities and governments,
especially in sub-Saharan Africa. Among other things, it has: increased business costs, reduced productivity in
many enterprises and reduced investment incomes. At a broader level, it has eroded family structures,
compromised the survival of communities and reduced many countries’ economic gains. These, among many
other negative impacts, justify all plausible efforts to reduce the rate of HIV infection, prevent AIDS and
mitigate impacts of HIV/AIDS.
In many countries in sub-Saharan Africa, a variety of response actions have and continue to be undertaken in
three broad areas, namely: prevention, focusing on prevention of HIV infection; treatment, including
treatment of sexually-transmitted infections (STIs) and opportunistic infections and recently, the use of
antiretroviral medicines (ARVs) as a management measure; and care and support of people living with
HIV/AIDS (PLWAs) and orphans. Programmes in these three broad areas have been going on in many countries
for many years but the war against HIV/AIDS has yet to be won and the end of that war is not in sight, primarily
because many of the “traditional” measures are being undermined by law-related factors.
One of the identified factors hindering the success of HIV/AIDS intervention measures is human rights abuses,
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including discrimination against women. For example, while both government and non-government agencies
struggle to implement HIV/AIDS prevention programmes, discrimination discourages people with HIV and
those with AIDS from accessing health care services. Also, sexual harassment, which abuses the right to
privacy, among other rights, remains one of the contributors to HIV infection, especially in places of work.
Unless such rights abuses are prevented or redressed, they will continue to render HIV/AIDS intervention
measures ineffective. On the other hand, an atmosphere in which human rights is respected is conducive to:
the practice of safer sex, prompt treatment of opportunistic infections and access to work by people with HIV.
Clearly, success of the war against HIV/AIDS is dependent, to an appreciable extent, on legal measures,
specifically measures to address human rights abuses to minimize, especially, individual vulnerability to HIV
and AIDS. This presentation seeks to demonstrate the applicability of laws and related practices to mitigate
violence and discrimination against women and other persons living with HIV/AIDS, with examples from a
number of sub-Saharan African countries. In the process, it is emphasized that the situation calls for, first, a
clear understanding of human rights and their practical application to address HIV/AIDS challenges and
examples of best practices are presented.
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Ethical and Human Rights Dimensions in Prenatal HIV/AIDS Testing: Botswana in Global Perspective
Abstract
Prenatal testing for HIV is a major component in many national strategies to prevent vertical transmission of
the disease and reduce the burden of HIV/AIDS. Among developing nations, the Government of Botswana has
made particularly impressive strides in combating the disease, achieving rates similar to those of developed
nations where the incidence of neonatal HIV has been virtually eliminated. As a result of a pioneering program
introduced in 2004 which uses an “opt-out” approach to testing in antenatal care, the rate of mother-to-child
transmission (MTCT) of HIV in Botswana has been reduced from 20.7% in 2003 to 4.8% in 2007 (UNGASS
Indicator Data, 2007). Despite the obvious individual and societal gains from such an approach, both in
Botswana as well as in other countries where similar policies have been adopted, there remain unsettled issues
surrounding prenatal HIV-testing. Tensions among the rights of society, would-be mothers and the unborn
raise difficult ethical and legal questions regarding decision-making, respect for autonomy, confidentiality,
public health and individual rights that cannot be ignored. This paper is based on the assumption that the
government’s capacity to deal effectively with HIV/AIDS is inherently connected with larger societal, legal,
policy and contextual issues. These issues appear to be insufficiently appreciated in Botswana, even though
their consideration is essential if the country is to align its practices with existing national laws as well as
international conventions to which it is a signatory.
Introduction
The vulnerability of girls and young women to HIV/AIDS has been documented in many studies and discussed
at various UN fora. Most states agree that young people have the right to develop their capacities, to access a
range of services and opportunities, to live, learn and earn within a safe and supportive environment, and to
participate in decisions and actions that affect them.1 Botswana has high HIV prevalence among pregnant
women (33.4% in 2007) and provides free PMTCT service. Currently, nearly all pregnant women (95%) have
antenatal care (ANC).2 Uptake of antenatal testing was low from 1999 through 2003. In 2004, Botswana's

1 Tlou S.D., Women, The Girl Child And HIV/AIDS , accessed at http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/csw/tlou2001.htm
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President declared that HIV-testing should be routine but not compulsory in medical settings.3 A rights-based
understanding of participation in theory and practice is crucial to explore. What the relationship is between
participation and decision- making in prenatal testing and access to information, recourse to treatment and
accountability among others are issues still uncertain in Botswana.
The situation in Botswana is controversial because few organizations have any understanding of how the rights
of women living with HIV/AIDS are violated.4 The success of PMTCT program has made Botswana an example
for other African nations. Yet, the antiretroviral treatment alone cannot solve Botswana's devastating HIV and
AIDS crisis. In his address at the 17th International AIDS Conference in Mexico, 2008, former President Mogae
stressed that whilst the government must remain committed to Botswana’s comprehensive treatment
program, hopes of ever overcoming AIDS in Botswana lie in controlling transmission:
"Prevention of new infections should be our priority number one, priority number two and priority number
three".5
PMTCT is one of the key strategies for halting the spread of HIV. A national PMTCT program is in place and is
functioning well. Its objective was to reduce MTCT of HIV to 20 per cent by 2006 and to 10 per cent by 2009.6
Routine testing, in which all patients are tested, unless they opt out, as recommended by UNAIDS and WHO,
was introduced in Botswana in 2004. One key concern of testing is prenatal. It has been rightly suggested by
Rennie and Behets (2006)7 that in settings marked by poverty, weak health-care and civil society infrastructure,
gender inequalities, and persistent stigmatization of people with HIV/AIDS, opt-out testing policies may
become split from human rights ideals that first motivated calls for the universal access to AIDS treatment.
Prenatal testing, a crucial segment in this process, is a substantially neglected subject in empirical research,
human rights monitoring and ethical scrutiny in underdeveloped countries including Botswana. Country’s
testing policy poses potential threats to patient rights to consent, confidentiality and counseling.
HIV Prenatal Testing: An Ethical and Human Rights Perspective
According to UNAIDS/WHO Policy (the Policy), the cornerstones of HIV-testing scale-up must include
protection from stigma and discrimination as well as assured access to integrated prevention, treatment and
care services. The conditions of testing must be anchored in a human rights approach which protects rights and
pays due respect to ethical principles.8
In settings where provider-initiated offers of testing, whether for purposes of establishing HIV status as part of
an individual’s clinical care and treatment, or to offer pre-natal antiretroviral treatment to pregnant women

2 Botswana FY 2008 Country Operational Plan (COP) Available at http://www.pepfar.gov/about/opplan08/102036.htm; see also
http://www.ipsnews.net/news/ast
3 Creek, Tracy ,Ntumy, Seipone, Khumo S., Mogodi M., Legwaila, Tebele, Goitebetswe; Mazhani, Shaffer L., Nathan P., Successful
Introduction of Routine Opt-Out HIV-testing in Antenatal Care in Botswana, Journal of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndromes: Volume 45(1)1
May 2007pp 102-107
4 . Mary Robinson, former President of Ireland, in an opening session of the International AIDS Conference, 2008 stated that "We've not done
better for women and girls [in the fight against HIV/AIDS] because we have not respected their human rights from the beginning." Sedio, G.
When You Think of Botswana and HIV/AIDS, Think of the Women, RH Reality Check , 6August
2008 accessed at
http://www.rhrealitycheck.org/blog/2008/08/06/when-you-think-botswana-and-hivaids-think-women
5 Botswana's long-term vision is to have no new HIV infections by 2016, when the nation will celebrate 50 years of independence. This will
never be achieved without a massive and sustained HIV prevention campaign, he stated.
6 Botswana MDGs , Achievements, Future Challenges and Choices, Status Report 2004, p.56: see also 2010 report
7 Staurt R., Behets F., Desperately Seeking Targets: The Ethics of Routine HIV-Testing in Low-Income Countries, Bulletin of the World Health
Organization 2006 (84) pp. 52-57
8 Policy Statement, UNAIDS, 2004 Appendix 1
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should they be found to be HIV-positive, patients must retain the right to refuse testing, i.e. to ‘opt out’ of an
offer of systematic testing.9 The Policy makes clear that opt-out testing can only take place in a setting where
mechanisms exist for counseling and referral for medical and psychosocial support after testing. The pre-test
counseling may be cut short (compared with VCT), but sufficient enough to provide informed consent.
Botswana Pre-natal HIV-testing Policy in Global Perspective
Scaling up (Briefs)
Prior to the devastating effects of HIV/AIDS, Botswana was on track to significantly reduce child mortality in
keeping with the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) to which it is a states party.10 In the early 1990s,
fewer babies died at birth or within five years of birth than at the end of the decade. From the mid 1990s, child
mortality rates increased to levels experienced in the seventies. HIV prevalence among pregnant women
attending antenatal clinics increased from 13.8% in 1992 to 35.4% in 2002. It is estimated that 40% of the
infants born to HIV- positive mothers who do not enroll for PMTCT are infected with HIV. Infant deaths closely
follow AIDS prevalence index. The under-five mortality rate (U5MR) has also increased since 1996.11After
routine testing began the percentage of infected women (delivering in the regional hospital) who knew their
HIV status increased from 47% to 78% and the percentage receiving PMTCT interventions increased from 29%
to 56%. ANC attendance and the percentage who disclosed their HIV positive status remained stable. Research
indicates that ANC clients supported the policy.12
Table: 1 Pre-natal Testing in Botswana

Year

1992

2002*

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008 ** (
OctoberDecember
Quarter)

No.
of
preg
nant
wom
en %

13.8

35.4

52

75

92

83

94

A total of
11875
new ANC
clients
were
recorded

*The program became available in every public ante-natal clinic
** Over 11000 under PMTCT, 5 March 2009. Daily News, Gaborone Botswana
Sources: Botswana 2006 HIV Sentinel Surveillance data; Botswana FY Country Operational Plan (COP) 2008

Routine testing was more accepted than voluntary testing and led to substantial increases in test participation
and PMTCT interventions without detectable adverse consequences. Botswana's stable and relatively well9 HIV-testing without consent may be justified in the rare circumstance in which a patient is unconscious, his or her parent or guardian is
absent, and knowledge of HIV status is necessary for purposes of optimal treatment.

10 UN General Assembly, 2000, United Nations Millennium Declaration. Available at
http://www.unmillenniumproject.org/documents/ares552e.pdf
11 Botswana Millennium Development Goals Status Report 2004, Republic of Botswana and United Nations Achievements, Future Challenges
and Choices, p.56
12 UNAIDS. Median HIV prevalence in pregnant women in major urban areas, epidemiological fact sheets. Available at:
http://www.who.int/hiv/pub/epidemiology/pubfacts/en/UNAIDS ,1987-2004; See also Rakgoasi S.D., HIV counseling and testing of pregnant
women attending antenatal clinics in Botswana, 2001. J Health Popul Nutr. 2005;23pp 58-65. ref. from Tracy Op.cit.n.2
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resourced government has provided extensive funding to combat the HIV epidemic and started Africa's first
national program for PMTCT of HIV in 1999, providing short-course zidovudine (AZT) for mothers and infants
and infant formula at no cost to clients. It has the potential to reduce vertical transmission from 35% to 40% to
1% to 5%.13
Ethical and human rights issues in opt-out approach in ore-natal testing: Unmet challenges
Test results from between November 2006 and February 2007 indicate that less than 4% of babies born to HIV
positive mothers were infected, a rate comparable to those of USA and Western Europe.14 However, ethical
and human rights questions surrounding opt-out policies in prenatal cases, and the impact of such policies on
individuals and communities, largely remain unreciprocated. The subject equally spins around the conflict
between human rights and the pursuit of public health goals, and the potential benefits and risks for unborn
children and mothers-to-be. According to Botswana network on ethics, law and HIV/AIDS (BONELA), a local
NGO, despite the potential benefits, the compulsory HIV-testing, even in a high-prevalence country like
Botswana, is ethically unacceptable. While, weighing up the risks and benefits, they stated that routine testing
for HIV/AIDS in the context of an overwhelming public health hazards is ethically defensible on the condition
that individual rights are protected and the negative consequences of being tested (and found HIV-positive)
are minimized by appropriate social and institutional support services. 15
The subject matter, however, demands more empirical research, human-rights monitoring and ethical scrutiny,
not yet advanced in Botswana. For instance, testing has been available in Botswana's public health system
since the mid-1990s but there have been barriers including stigma lead to reluctance among patients and
providers to discuss HIV. A shortage of trained counselors, concerns about confidentiality in small
communities, results taking several weeks to return, and dearth of population mobility leading to many
unclaimed results. HIV-testing for PMTCT was initially offered by midwives at routine ANC, who received
counseling training and were expected to weigh risks and benefits of testing with each client. However, many
women were not offered, and most women refused, testing. In late 2002, lay counselors (secondary school
graduates with four weeks of training) were employed to provide dedicated counseling services for PMTCT in
public clinics. Testing uptake improved somewhat, but many women remained untested and untreated.16
According to Rennie and Behets ( 2006), like the Botswana policy, the UNAIDS/WHO policy clearly aims at
producing a win-win situation in which governments can pursue public health goals more aggressively without
compromising individuals rights. But the complexities associated with a genuine consideration of human rights,
particularly in resource-poor countries, are often downplayed by advocates of the new routine testing
policies.17 It is a well documented fact that the epidemic has had a gender bias, more especially in African
regions. The prejudicial cultural and traditional practices against women directly influence her decision making
in sexual and reproductive health issues as well. Increasing poverty amongst single female-headed households
and rising incidence of violence including rape are other contributing factors.18
Informed consent and participation
Ethical considerations are wider in prenatal testing. One of the main ethical obstacles is the stipulation that
13 Op.cit n.3
14 Available at http://www.avert.org/aidsbotswana.htm

15 Ibid
16 Letamo G., Prevalence of, and factors associated with, HIV/AIDS-related stigma and discriminatory attitudes in Botswana., Journal of Health
Popul Nutr. 2003 (21) pp 347-357
17 Op.cit n.7
18 Nair P. S., Rakgoasi S.D., , Role of Men in Antenatal Care and Prevention of Mother to Child Transmission Program in Botswana, Results of a
qualitative study, A Research Project Funded by the Faculty of Social Sciences Research and Publication Committee 2005, University of
Botswana, Gaborone, Botswana
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voluntariness must be central to all HIV policies. The condition is not fulfilled simply by offering the patient the
right to refuse. Right of refusal or the opt-out approach balances autonomy with medical practice and meets
ethical standards of informed consent. 19
Participation in prenatal HIV-testing is a key to the right to health, as are other human rights. However,
participation can mean very different things to different actors. Testing is fundamental to both prevention and
treatment of HIV. Efforts to increase testing have recently been extended to the provision of “opt-out” or
routine testing, where the healthcare provider rather than the client initiates the test. Testing kindles
beneficial behavioral change20 and opens access to regulated resources and services, such as PMTCT.21 The
process is still voluntary, with the option to refuse (opt out). It may also decrease the stigma associated with
choosing to have a test in as much as everyone is having it offered irrespective of perceived risk.22 It is still a
matter of concern calling for further studies. What effect HIV opt-out has on the popularity of the original nonrelated services, (the proportions accepting/declining HIV-testing; proportion receiving results of the test;
proportion attending further HIV-related services if positive; and overall attendance rates at the health facility
before and after the introduction of an opt-out policy) has not been adequately assessed.23 As routine testing
policies are deemed potentially coercive; provider-initiated approaches are gaining popularity, counseling may
no longer be practiced; people may be dissuaded from visiting their doctors for fear of being tested, and this
policy may also increase testing-related partner violence.24 It is important to improve awareness of individual
rights and mitigate obstacles associated with implementation of the policy in Botswana. 25
Decision- making process
The rates of HIV infection amongst expectant women and the irregular uptake of PMTCT services suggest that
not many couples are making responsible reproductive health choices. This is partially explained by the
disproportionate responsibility for family health choices and childcare that women carry.26 The legal system in
the country and cultural norms reinforce gender inequality by giving men control over productive resources
such as land, through marriage laws that subject women to their men-counterparts, and inheritance customs
that make males the principal beneficiaries of family property. This is still the trend despite the fact that
country has ratified (1996) the CEDAW. Such resolutions have far reaching consequences for the rights of
women, as well as their decision-making power over at the time of pre-natal testing.
Another crucial concern is the lack of involvement of male partners in every aspect of HIV management. In any
society, men play a significant role in women’s sexual and reproductive decisions. According to UNICEF (2004)
statistics, the role of men in programs such as the PMTCT in Botswana is only 10%. A field research27 confirms
that voluntary testing services do not attract men in significant numbers. The counseling services offered at the
antenatal clinics (ANC) for motivating men and women to be tested and to pursue appropriate preventive
19 Op.cit n.7
20 Glick P., Scaling Up HIV Voluntary Counseling and Testing in Africa SAGE Publication online Evaluation Review, 2005, Vol. 29, No. 4, pp.331357
21 Jackson JB, Musoke P, Fleming T.,. Intrapartum and neonatal single-dose nevirapine compared with zidovudine for prevention of mother-tochild transmission of HIV-1 in Kampala, Uganda: 18-month follow-up of the HIVNET 012 randomised trial. Lancet ref. from Collini P., Opt-out
HIV-testing strategies Executive summary, BMJ Publishing Group Limited 2006
22 Manzi M, Zachariah R, Teck R, et al. High acceptability of voluntary counselling and HIV-testing but unacceptable loss to follow up in a
prevention of mother-to-child HIV transmission programme in rural Malawi: scaling-up requires a different way of acting. Trop Med Int Health
2005 (10) pp 1242–1250
23 Op. cit n. 3
24 De Cock KM (2005) HIV-testing in the era of treatment scale-up. Health Hum Rights, 2004 ( 8) pp 31–35; Consultative meeting on HIV-testing
and counseling in the Africa region; Johannesburg, Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS, 17 November 2004
25 Op.cit n.11
26 Weiser S.D., Heisler M. L., K, Percy-de Korte F, Tlou S., et al. (2006) Routine HIV-testing in Botswana: A Population-Based Study on Attitudes,
Practices, and Human Rights Concerns. PLoS Med 3(7) Available at e261 doi:10.1371/journal.pmed.0030261
27. Op.cit. n.18
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measures or treatment are insufficient, particularly for men. The entire management of pregnancy and child
birth is considered the exclusive domain of women. Men, generally, do not accompany wives or partners to
antenatal clinics or other health facilities where HIV related services are available. This will definitely,
according to researchers, have serious repercussions on the proclaimed goals of ‘Vision 2016.”28
Testing policy and right to personal autonomy/ reproductive choices for women: upcoming debates
To make accommodation between the personal freedom and an exercise of state authority always is delicate.
It is particularly challenging when a public health intervention such as Botswana’s “opt-out” testing policy may
undermine a woman’s right to reproductive choices and to autonomous decision-making. Few research
reports have raised the issue of abortion as one choice a woman might make in light of her HIV status.
Unwanted pregnancy among HIV-positive women is a reality that is hardly discussed here. Policies that permit
emergency contraception and voluntary, safe, legal abortion could, in settings where ‘opt-out’ programs
encourage pregnant women to be tested, offer a meaningful choice to those who do not wish to continue the
pregnancy in light of their HIV-status.29 Since the 2006 Toronto AIDS Conference, an increasing number of
organizations have spoken out about the need to respect the reproductive rights of women living with
HIV/AIDS.30 In 2008, Mexico AIDS Conference, strikingly, abortion was presented as an obstacle for women
living with HIV to deal. It is being argued that a woman’s indecision to undergo pre-natal testing manifests
violation of her civil rights because it indicates her lack of autonomy on matters relating to her sexual and
reproductive health. 31 The right of positive women to avoid unwanted pregnancies has not been accepted as
an issue so far in Botswana.
Conclusion
The studies suggests that there may be widespread support for routine HIV-testing in Botswana, a finding
supported by recent increases in treatment uptake but such support remains largely unexamined in the
empirical literature. Routine testing holds significant promise for the prevention and treatment of HIV/AIDS in
Botswana and elsewhere. While testing is central, its process demands a supportive environment that follows
ethical considerations and respects individual rights. Given the ethical and human rights concerns that are
raised by HIV-testing policies, particularly an “opt-out” policy such as that in force in Botswana, special
safeguards must be put in place to ensure that patients have all the information necessary to make an
informed and free decision about being tested, that women have adequate and readily available protection
against violence related to their HIV status, and that information relating to their positive status will be kept
confidential to the fullest extent possible, by virtue of its obligations under international codes and
conventions.

28 Ibid
29Grace S., Op. cit. n. 4
30 Ibid Maria de B., HIV, Unwanted Pregnancy and Abortion ,Coverage at IAC, 12 August 2008
31 Ibid
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Malawi

Individual

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Malawian culture presupposes that men will marry women and women will marry men. Often this forces men
and women who desire same-sex intimacy into false marriages, resulting in self-denial and denial to friends,
family, and spouses. Society seldom recognizes the existence of sexual activity or emotional relationships
between individuals of the same-sex. When recognized, same-sex activities and relationships are seen as an
influence (often described as a “disease”) of Western society. This denial of these activities and relationships
increases the stigma surrounding these men and women, as well as subverts the needs and rights of these
individuals and forces most into hidden and overlooked lives.
Section 20, Freedom Equality of the Constitution of the Republic of Malawi provides for “guaranteed equal and
effective protection against discrimination on grounds of race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other
opinion, nationality, ethnic or social origin, disability, property, birth or other status.” However, social and
cultural stigmas regarding same-sex intimacy have been cemented into the Malawian Penal Code. The sexual
activities of MSM and WSW are criminalized according to Sections 153 and 156 of the Code, which prohibit
“unnatural offences” and “public indecency.” These offences include sodomy and other sexual acts,
considered “unnatural.”
The intersection of cultural and legal stigma and discrimination against MSM and WSW has resulted in a lack of
epidemiological information on HIV and STI transmission, as well as other relative health concerns. Without
research and statistics, many of the national and international organizations fighting for health, gender, and
human rights often ignore the basic needs of these citizens. According to the Joint United Nations Program on
HIV/AIDS about 5-10% of HIV transmission worldwide is due to sexual contact between men, in some
countries, this number can often reach as high as 70%. Although Malawi is rated number 8 in the world for the
highest percentage of HIV/AIDS cases (15%), number 13 for the number of people living with HIV/AIDS
(850,000 people) and number 10 worldwide for HIV/AIDS related deaths in 2004 (80,000 people) there are
currently no statistics on transmission between MSM and WSW, which means that there is a lack of attention
in national programmes which addresses the health education needs of these men and women (Stats on HIV
taken from the 2004 CIA World Fact Book). There is also a lack of adequate, appropriate, and sensitive health
services. Because there are no projects targeting or even addressing these men and women, there is a lack of
knowledge about sexual health risks that they may face. MSM often engage in penetrative anal intercourse
which is a very high risk for most STIs, including HIV/AIDS. Because all of the prevention information released
in Malawi focuses on penile-vaginal intercourse, many MSM have a false sense of security for their own health.
Many MSM and WSW also fear physical or sexual assault. These can lead to repression and internalized
homophobia. But MSM and WSW also have social and psychological concerns, as well as physical needs. Due
to secrecy surrounding these behaviors and identities, many men and women do not acknowledge to
themselves, their families, friends or communities, about their needs and desires.
State of my Work
Working with the Centre for the Development of people (CEDEP), a Non-Governmental Organization set up in
the pursuit of promoting the advancement of the minority and vulnerable/marginalized groups in Malawi in
the context of Human Rights, cultural, Mental health, HIV/AIDS, Social and Economic well-being has taught me
a lot of things and made me realize how much Malawi as a nation has to go to reach the equal enjoyment of
basic human rights.
There are a lot of gaps which has arisen due to the difference in sexual orientation. In other words, the
government, most civil society organizations, religious organizations and most Malawians in general believe
that human rights only are applicable to the heterosexuals.
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This is very visible from the laws of the land to the whole programming within the government setup.
However, it is very unfortunate that in the National Aids framework, Men who have sex with Men are included
as one of the Most at Risk group and it is obvious that, when funding which is meant for the target group is
received, it is diverted into other things leaving the target group with nothing but more vulnerability to HIV and
AIDS.
Sex workers are not left out in these discriminative acts. Most of them are harassed and even more sexually
abused by the same policemen who are supposed to be protecting them.
Prisoners are even more at risk due to the unavailability of condoms in the prisons as the government does not
allow organizations to distribute condoms in prisons when they clearly know that there is a lot of sodomy
happening in prisons. This is very fatal for the nation as the prisoners are exposed to unsafe sexual practices.
This impact very badly to the wives of these inmates as they go home to their innocent wives only to pass on
the diseases.
Men, who have sex with Men in Malawi, just like most countries in Africa, are very vulnerable to HIV.As I stated
above, the legal environment alone is a very big barrier to access of services.
MSMs in Malawi cannot access sexual health materials and services due to the criminalization of their acts. In
2009 December, CEDEP offices were raided and later the police arrested this author due to what they called
possession of pornographic materials when in fact the materials were for HIV education. The materials which
the police claimed were pornographic were materials like BBC4 Documentaries on coming out issues, leaflets
preventive measures on same sex relationships. However the case was dropped six months later citing that the
government had lost the evidence and therefore could not go on with the prosecution.
In the same year 2009, December, a couple was arrested after they held an engagement ceremony in Blantyre.
They were sentenced to 14 years in prison before being pardoned by the President. In 2010, a man was
arrested after being caught pasting pro-gay posters.
The year 2010 also saw police’s harassment on sex worker in the southern part of Malawi a district called
Mwanza. Some sex workers were taken for HIV test without their consent and whoever was found HIV positive
were forced to leave the district. This is one case which CEDEP is working on to challenge the police’s brutality.
Apart from the Mwanza case, there is a lot of police brutality which is reported to CEDEP’s office by the sex
workers themselves. These cases ranges from cases of them being raped by the police officers, being beaten
and their belongings being stolen by the officers.
All of the above facts reflect how many the issues of these MARPS (Most at Risk)
Populations are never being put into consideration by the government hence the high rate of HIV prevalence
amongst these groups. A study which the Centre for the Development of People and John Hopkins School of
Public Health carried out indicated that MSMs in Malawi have an HIV prevalence of 21%.This is higher than the
national HIV prevalence of 12%.
The HIV prevalence for Sex workers is at 70.7%
There are more reasons why these statistics are so high. The criminalization of the homosexual acts pushes the
community further underground and this makes it even more difficult for organizations to reach out to them.
The unavailability of MSM-friendly services also makes the situation worse. The absence of condoms being
distributed in prisons, the issues of sex work not being legalized also makes it worse for them to effectively
negotiate for safe sex
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In December 2006 while opening a SADC Conference for Ministers of Health, the Malawi’s Minister of Health
Marjorie Ngaunje, said:
“…To make advances in prevention, we must begin to tackle honestly the difficulty
questions that the epidemic raises…; …We must address the real drivers of the epidemic
and target groups that are most
vulnerable….; …Let’s be open and start talking about
prostitutes and homosexuals because its only South Africa among the SADC states that
recognizes homosexuals…”
This however was never translated into anything but more discrimination, and even worse, the country is in
the process of making relationships between women also criminal as the penal code was silent on the women.
(WSW).The same applies to CSW of which before, the sex work wasn’t criminalized as such but rather the sex
workers were being arrested under rogue and vagabond. This time the government is in the process of making
sex work illegal.
Unless the government recognizes the presence of people who are other than heterosexuals, the battle against
HIV and AIDS cannot be won. And for the fight against HIV to be effective, the government needs to address
issues that have for a long time being considered a taboo. Sexual diversity issues are supposed to be addressed
if the countries in Africa are to be successful in their fight against HIV and AIDS.
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Uganda

EDDOBOOZI HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS’ NETWORK

RE: “Submission Africa Regional Dialogue-level of confidentiality-Key issue(s)” (HIV/AIDS Control Bill, 2010
and the Anti-Homosexuality Bill, 2009 are a deterrent to access to health by sexual minorities in Uganda)
In Uganda there are Laws and practices that set the ground for inequity, discrimination and vulnerability to HIV
facing sexual minorities. These laws are translated as criminalization (also known as anti-gay legislation), media
outing and a homophobic atmosphere caused by policy, patriarchy, masculinity, and religious-sponsored
hatred directed at same sex practicing persons fuel discrimination. In Uganda between 2008-2010, two bills
have caused a sensation and impunity against sexual minorities. The two bills once passed will translate into
fear of evictions, arbitrary arrests, brutality, poor adherence to ART, expulsions and poor health seeking
behaviour for same sex practicing persons. There is a relation between anti-gay legislation, anti-gay campaigns,
homophobia and health seeking behaviour among same sex practicing Ugandans.
As an organisation in research and activism, our work at EDDOBOOZI builds evidence around the impact of
criminalisation, discrimination and stigmatisation as the basis for poor community integration and poor health
seeking practices that increase human HIV and AIDS in sexual minorities in Uganda. Through use of anecdotal
recollections, a review of medical forms, registers and attendance lists at over 24 safe spaces and health fares
it has been possible to generate a needs list among sexual minorities. The National STD Unit started providing
health care services to same sex practicing Ugandans in 2008. By March 2009, 120 Transgender persons (1827years), 300 MSM (20-45years), 45 Bi-sexual men (22-55 years), 33 bisexual females (18-37 years) and13 key
sexual Minority groups in
Uganda with over 200 registered members (110 males (17-55years):90 females (18-37 years)) had been
contacted. The Unit uses both static facility and outreach based approaches in providing health care services.
Over 24 safe spaces/health fares were attended by sexual minorities who accessed HIV/STI testing,
Information, education and Communication on safer lifestyles. 03 LGBTI have so far received Post exposure
prophylaxis. 40 LGBTI were identified as HIV+ and were attached to an ART support service.
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In the event of the Anti-homosexuality Bill (AHB) 2009, the HIV/AIDS Control Bill, 2010 in its form and
attendant criminalization environment in Uganda there has been a drop in attendances, drop in demand and
provision of health services. Attendances at the National STD Unit dwindled continuously from 05 attendances
on average from 2008 -2009 per week to 01 per week in 2010 following the AHB, 2009. The 40 HIV+ LGBTI who
were previously regularly taking their medication before the bills were even lost, many changed addresses and
phone contacts. There were 3 recorded deaths due HIV following the bills and attendant publicity. Efforts
targeting sexual minority groups such as; meeting leaders among sexual minorities; dialogue on same sex
practices; testing of HIV; treatment for those who had ailments and; counselling/guidance had produced good
results. All these were reversed as a result of the bills, the groups continued registering less attendance at their
safe spaces/health fares. There were changes in addresses for fear of visibility. Same sex practicing persons
who suspect they are HIV+ ve fear revealing themselves for fear of denial of continued care. It is hard to tell
how much un met PEP needs there are targeting LGBTI in Uganda.
Criminalisation of same sex practices and criminalisation of intentional transmission of HIV tag same sex sexual
practices as causes of HIV. This increases homophobia and negatively influences demand and provision of
health care services where sexual minorities are involved. Criminalisation scares away otherwise willing service
providers as well for fear of being labeled homosexual recruiters in Uganda. This is in direct contradiction of
article 24 of the Constitution of the Republic of Uganda: no person shall be subjected to any form of torture, or
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.
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Kenya

Youth Against AIDS

My cultural norms and practices put me at risk of HIV/AIDS I am a 30 year old man, living with HIV/AIDS and
currently working for a lobby group called YOUTH AGAINST AIDS which I am a co-founder. I was born and
raised in Kenya in a polygamous family and my mother was the second wife. I am the second born in our house
which has seven children all of whom are girls except me. The step house has a total of nine with five boys and
the remaining are girls. My mother separated with my father when I was barely nine year hence I grew up in
the cruel hands of my step mother. The whole story started when one of my eldest brothers got a scholarship
to go and study at the United Kingdom. The other brother who is the immediate follower of the one who got a
scholarship was working at Saudi Arabia as a veterinary officer then. I was still in primary school and thereafter
I joined secondary school for my o-level. While I was in form three, the step brother who was in the UK died
and we were told that he died of castle man’s cancer. He was brought home and buried.
The culture and tradition of my community dictates that when one dies the wife must be inherited irrespective
of the nature of death. The person who is expected to inherit the wife must be the first born in his family and
must be a close cousin or step brother to the deceased. I happened to be the best candidate and bearing in
mind that my real mother who could defend me was not there, my age which was barely seventeen could not
allow me to despise the words of the old men especially my step mother whose son was paying for my school
fees. I was cheated that once I accept to inherit her I’ll be taken to study at the UK and at the same time my
step mother kept on threatening me that if I could not go ahead and inherit her sister in law that could be the
end of my education and she will not stay with me any more. I was left with no option but to go ahead and
inherit my step sister in law, and in our culture, inheriting means having sex with her. I did it repeatedly and
thereafter the mourning period, she left for UK where she was still a student then, with empty promises that
she will come back for me. I finished my o level education and travelled to the city to look for something that I
could do before my step sister in law came for me. She never communicated and whenever I wrote her an e
mail she could not reply then my step mother was also reluctant in discussing the matter. Later own I started
felling sick, at times I could feel serious headache, endless cough and all sorts of diseases. I decided to go for a
medical check up and it is then that I was tested for TB, then I was found to be suffering from TB and since it is
a routine that if you are suffering from TB, you must be tested for HIV. I was shocked beyond words when it
was discovered that I was HIV+. I was not sure where I had got it from because after having affairs with my
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sister in law, I never had any sexual intercourse with any body. After that I started taking the ARVs and during
that time it is when I heard from a close friend of my late brother that he died of HIV/AIDS. I was shocked
beyond words and that is when it dawned to me it is my step sister in law who affected me knowingly that is
why she never communicated thereafter. There was a lot of stigmatization from whoever knew that I was
positive including my own step mother who seemed to have known everything from the beginning. People
were speculating how I’ll soon be dead. All these prompted me to join with other young persons who were
suffering form similar problems to form an organization that deals with the issues of young persons on matters
of culture, drug users, men who have sex with men and women who have sex with women. We formed an
organization and named it Youth Against AIDS because we realized that the youth are the majority in our
society, they are the most energetic hence they are the most affected and infected with HIV/AIDS. We also
noted that most of the causes of the spread of HIV/AIDS among young people are injection drug users, cultural
values, men who have sex with men and women who have sex with women.
Our organization partners up with other local organizations like women for women (WOW), the Kenya
Network of Grassroots Organization (KENGO) which is a consortium of grassroots organization, People’s
Parliament which is a political, social and economical movement, National Youth Forum among other
networks. The organization uses theatre i.e dances, poems, skits, plays and acrobats to reach to its audience
who are mainly young people. So far the organization is boasting of a membership of over two hundred and
fifty members and still aims higher. I am also a member of other international networks such as the MSMGF,
Young positive, GNP+, GYCA and currently I am serving as a community review panellist of HIV Young Leaders
Funds. I decided to join these networks after the realization that the fight against HIV/AIDS is global in nature
and should be given the global approach. I am married with two living children who, thanks to the Lord, are
HIV-. I also leave with a brother in law (my wife’s brother) who is in high school. They are orphans. The parents
died of HIV/AIDS when they were still young. That’s my closest family and they are my motivation, which keeps
me going and letting me to reach to other young people who do not know much about HIV/ADS and its risks.
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Individual

Human rights violation in the Kenyan Coast – Mombasa experience
Introduction
I am a trained human right defender / Counsellor working as a volunteer for a LGBTI Community based
organization advocating for the rights of marginalized or minority group in Mombasa Kenya.
While comparing to nationwide prevalence rate which is 7.9% the MARPS has a bigger share There no proper
law to protect the right marginalized groups in Kenya, There is an urgent need for a proper law and policies to
be in place to intervene for the powerless person
Background
The purpose of recognizing and protection of human rights and fundamental freedom is preserve the dignity of
individual and communities and is to promote social justice and the realization of the fundamental of all the
human right in Kenya
The law is clear on the when it comes to Equality and freedom from discrimination “Every person is equal
before the law and has the right to equal protection and equal benefits of the law “The same article 27
sections 4 of the Kenyan New constitution. The state shall not discriminate directly or indirectly against any
person on any ground including sex, pregnancy, marital status, health status, ethnic or social origin, color, age,
dress, disability, language, belief, culture, or birth Compare this section of the constitution of Kenya and Goya
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cater principle of 1948 (11)
The United Nations Declaration of Human Right there are some of the section has been left of like sexual
orientations and other status, which is the battle field in Kenya. Kenya with such a wonderful constitution just
on a paper but never tried to implemented it especially the law that touches the marginalized or minority
groups in Kenya such like , the LGBTI, the IDU’S, the Sex workers has never been recognized as a apart of
fundamental human right. Let’s look these two scenarios and true stories in last year which touches the news
headlines in Kenya.
According to Human Rights Watch sources in Mtwapa town, an armed mob of 200 to 300 people raided a
government health center that provides HIV/AIDS services to the community in a bid to "flush out gays." The
mob severely beat a man who tried to enter the health center and tried to set him on fire before the police
arrived and took the half-conscious man into custody. The following day, another mob attacked a volunteer at
the health center in Mtwapa before he, too, was taken into police custody. The violence spread to Mombasa,
where a crowd beat a suspected homosexual in the streets. Homosexuality is illegal in Kenya and is punishable
by as long as 14 years in jail. In October 2010 in the heart of the beautiful island town of Mombasa a gay man
was attacked and raped by well known persons to him, when he went to report to the police station no action
was taken instead they detained him for couple of days. The person after the rape seeks medical attention and
took the HIV test and turned HIV positive.Thre has been many attacks especially if you are a gay men, lesbians,
sex workers and the attacker are revenging as their aim is to infect others with HIV/AIDS viruses, sometimes
they lure them with Alcohol or other depressants and gang rape them without a condom so as to infect the
LGBTI community and sex workers.
Conclusion
The situation in Kenya more badly the level of stigma and discrimination to the marginalized or minority groups
is a serious concern here. HIV/AIDS was declared a national disaster long time ago but has never been a proper
law to protect the persons living positive with HIV/AIDS
These has made it difficult for the marginalized groups to seek medical care treatment and support in both
public and private health facilities either they look for other option which are unsure and more dangerous This
is because there is no systems, procedures and legislation to protect the poor citizens especially the LGBTI
communities
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Kenya

Kenya Legal & Ethical Issues Network on HIV & AIDS
(KELIN)

Use of customary law in Kenya to address inheritance practises that mitigate or sustain violence and
discrimination as lived by women and children
The Kenya Legal and Ethical Issues Network on HIV and AIDS (KELIN) is a Kenyan civil society organisation which
advocates for the promotion, respect and protection of health and HIV related human rights. KELIN works to
develop protective and responsive human rights based laws and policies in the health and HIV sector;
challenges laws in court through taking on health and HIV related human rights cases on a pro bono basis,
including public interest litigation; and improves the legal situation of people living with HIV by harnessing the
power of existing cultural structures and enhancing their effectiveness through community human rights
training programs, with a particular focus on HIV-affected widows and girls.
Disinheritance of women and orphans in Kenya and HIV
Although women in Kenya have statutory rights to own property, these rights are rarely upheld due to a
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patriarchal system in which male traditional leaders and government officials believe women cannot be trusted
to own property or are not entitled to do so. This results in an economic dependence on men and a power
relationship in which women are unable to negotiate the terms of sex, including consent, fidelity and condom
use, and their risk of HIV is increased. In parts of Kenya women and children often become vulnerable to HIV
when their husbands and fathers die, due to disinheritance by their families and community which leaves them
destitute. Following disinheritance many widows and orphans are evicted from their rural homes and flee to
urban areas where they find themselves vulnerable to further violence including physical and sexual abuse
which increases their vulnerability to HIV. Often widows and orphans resort to high risk behaviour such as
involuntary sex work in order to earn enough money to survive.
In Kenya women have a formal legal right to inherit property after their husbands’ death and children have
similar rights, under the Law of Succession Act. Although the Act does not stipulate how much property
women and children are entitled to, under the Constitution women are entitled to inherit half of their
husband’s property. However, the physical location of courts and lawyers is beyond the reach of most Kenyans
who live in rural areas, and ignorance about the provisions of the law, traditional beliefs among families, lack of
access to legal advice, fears of losing custody of their children, and other dynamics are even greater barriers
than the proximity and efficiency of courts. For the minority of women and children who manage to secure
legal aid services, typical cases take between two and six years to resolve in court, and settlements outside of
court are rare, which is discouraging and functionally useless. The adversarial nature of the formal court
system also leads to the perception that those who pursue their family rights in court are “enemies,” which can
mean that even where women ‘win’ their case in court, they are ostracised and exposed to violence in the
community.
KELIN’s Cultural Structures Project (CSP) has harnessed the customary legal system in Kisumu and Homabay
Counties which is presided over by the Luo Council of Elders (LCE) in Nyando and Muhoroni constituencies;
Nyakach Elders group in Nyakach constituency; and Kabondo Elders group in Kasipul Kabondo constituency.
Through a series of community dialogue forums and human rights training programs, KELIN has successfully
formulated a culturally appropriate legal solution to uphold women’s inheritance rights. This project has
succeeded in securing property and inheritance rights for many women, and its approach merits consideration
as part of a comprehensive rights-based response to HIV epidemics in Kenya and elsewhere.
The Cultural Structures Project
KELIN’s CSP in the Nyanza province of Kenya draws on both the formal and customary legal system in the area
to address the abuse of women’s inheritance rights. The project was born out of the experiences of the Kenya
National Commission on Human Rights (KNCHR) and the Health Policy Initiative (HPI) who collaboratively
began working with the LCE in Nyanza and with the Njuri Ncheke elders in Meru in 2004. Both KNCHR and HPI
had identified the importance of culture in realising women’s access to justice in Kenya, and found that more
often than not, the power of culture, rather than any statutory law, determines the extent of a woman’s rights,
including her rights to own and inherit property.
When she was 34, Rodah’s husband died from AIDS. Rodah was left with two girls and a pregnancy that gave
her two boys. Rodah is also living with HIV.
After her husband’s death, the husband’s family evicted her from her home, demolished her house and sold
the material used in the construction of the house. This was to signify that she had been disinherited and was
no longer part of the family. Rodah had been denied use of the land because her inlaws felt that she was
responsible for her husband’s death, and also because she refused to be inherited by her husband’s brother.
Rodah believed that her husband’s relatives who had disinherited her would respect the authority of the
village elders. She thus requested KELIN to present her case to the elders as a widow who wanted to feel
accepted within the home and who wanted to cultivate part of the ancestral land. Her case was presented to
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the elders who mediated the dispute between her and her in-laws within a period of three months. Since then,
her life has been more peaceful and she is able to use her portion of the ancestral land.
The CSP recognises that every community in Kenya at one time had its own functioning dispute resolution
system, but since colonialism these systems have become less functional. In Nyanza the dispute resolution
system took the form of a community court, which was presided over by elders in the community who were
respected and sought to maintain a degree of impartiality. Village elders now work under chiefs who are
government employees, inherited from the colonial system of administration. Some of the elders appointed
by these chiefs became corrupted over time due to lack of regulation and lack of education, and because
customary laws are not codified, the old value system was lost. The traditional culture was patriarchal, so
widows were not allowed to inherit title deeds to property, but rather would hold the property in trust for
their family, to be inherited by their sons. However, widows were not evicted from the land, and the
patriarchal system was based on a genuine value system that involved men taking responsibility for the
women.
As traditional dispute resolution mechanisms, the community courts have recognition under Kenyan’s
Constitution as alternative forms of dispute resolution. Customary law is also applicable but only insofar as it is
not in conflict with the Bill of Rights in the Constitution. Clearly using customary law to deny women equal
access to property would conflict with the socio-economic rights contained in the Bill of Rights.
KELIN is working with elders in Nyanza through the community court system to address the problem of
disinheritance of widows and children and their consequent vulnerability to HIV. The practise of evicting
widows and leaving them destitute developed over time, and it is not a part of the community’s culture that
was accepted by the elders. The old culture was manipulated by men so that women were chased away from
the land when their husbands died, on the basis that the women had no rights over the land. KELIN trained the
elders and the wider community on human rights, including the Bill of Rights, and relevant land laws,
highlighting that the law gives women inheritance rights on an equal basis with men. Cultural practises that
contribute to the violation of the rights of widows and orphans and expose them to the risk of HIV infection
were highlighted and denounced. Through this training the elders were empowered to tackle the violations of
women’s and children’s rights in their community. In addition the widows and orphans received training and
were empowered by knowledge about their rights, and by the recognition of these rights by their community
and in their customary legal system.
Since the CSP started in 2008 KELIN has taken on 84 cases involving disinheritance, of which 43 cases have
been resolved in favour of the women, and 41 cases are still ongoing. In many instances the widows have won
their cases before the community courts, but have only been awarded bare land, and have not had the
resources to build a home for themselves on this land. KELIN has been able to facilitate the construction of 11
semi-permanent houses for the most vulnerable widows. The construction serves as a way of bringing the
community together and involves them in the reparation process, as the community provides the labour.
Through this process fulfilment of the women’s social right to housing has created conditions for fulfilment of
their civil and political rights to gender equality, security of the person, and access to justice. The success of
this approach has created an increasing demand in other communities to address other cultural practices that
expose women and girls to a higher risk of HIV infection. This has informed the development and launch of a
tool on working with cultural structures which outlines a simple guideline for implementation in any
community where harmful cultural practises that have a negative impact on HIV exist.
The Formal Legal System
The CSP is not a replacement for Kenya’s formal legal system, and it is important to recognise that by choosing
to adjudicate their property claims under customary law, women and children do not forfeit their rights to
later refer their cases to court. Not all of the cases that come before the community courts are resolved to the
satisfaction of the women and children concerned, and in such cases KELIN calls upon a pool of pro bono
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lawyers to take up the cases in a formal court. Even where women are successful in securing their inheritance
rights, they then need to register their title deeds in their own name in court, which requires legal assistance,
and the payment of filing fees. The formal legal system is an integral part of the success of the CSP and forms
an important check on the customary legal process. However, access to the formal legal system, even for
simple administrative matters, is a challenge for most widows and orphans and increased funding is
desperately needed in this area.
Conclusion
The International Development Law Organisation (IDLO) and UNAIDS in their report Scaling Up HIV-Related
Services, Report of Case Studies: Ukraine, Kenya and India, assessed KELIN’s CSP and found it to be an effective
mechanism that could be used to address not only violations of property and inheritance rights, but also other
traditions at village level that breach human rights and contribute to HIV risk and vulnerability, such as female
genital mutilation, polygamy, and child marriage. The project would need to be scaled up nationally to address
different issues in different regions, and always requires the buy-in from those who preside over customary
legal systems to ensure that human rights are promoted and respected.
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Kenya

Kenya Sex worker Alliance (KESWA)

Violation of sex workers’ rights in Kenya.
Kenya Sex Workers Alliance (KESWA)1 is a network of human rights-based sex worker-led organizations in
Kenya. KESWA is an affiliate of African Sex Workers Alliance (ASWA).
Context
In Kenya, the legal framework for sex work is at best unclear, and at worst a tool that has in many ways
assisted in facilitating violence against sex workers. It is illegal to solicit, pimp or to aid and abet a woman to
enter into prostitution. The Kenyan Penal Code does not give a legal definition of prostitution, but makes it
illegal for both men and women to “live on the earnings of prostitution or to keep a brothel”2.
Effective criminalisation of sex work in Kenya legitimises violence against sex workers and makes the
authorities reluctant to offer them protection.
Stigmatization and marginalization are linked to women sex workers3 in Kenya but not their clients4. The
resulting social isolation for sex workers fosters discrimination that limits sex workers access to legal, health
and social services thus increasing their vulnerability to HIV. Violence against sex workers in Kenya is not only
widespread, but is also perpetrated, legitimised and accepted by many. Law enforcement authorities and laws
governing sex work have, in some cases, increased the risk of violence against sex workers rather than
protected them against it. The form of abuse experienced by the sex workers includes client non-payment

1

KESWA is a membership network of Bar Hostess Empowerment and Support Programme (BHESP), Kisumu AIDS Self Help Group
(KASH),FAHAMU, HOYMAS, ICRH, Gay Kenya and GALK
2
The penal Code (Cap 63 of the laws of Kenya
3
The Kenyan law (section 154-157) defines sex workers as women and therefore men cannot be arrested as sex workers or as clients. Section
155: If it is made to appear to a magistrate by information on oath that there is reason to suspect that any house or part of house is used by
a woman or girl for the purpose of prostitution and that any person residing in or frequenting the house is living off the proceeds.....the
police may search and arrest such person.
4
It is clear from the Kenyan law on prostitution that the commercial transaction in sex was never intended to be criminalized on the part of the
person (a male in this case) who pays for the sex. In this regard the complaint by sex workers that the law favours their clients and discriminates
against them is true
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followed by abusive language and then physical violence. Data reveals that forms of violence meted against sex
workers are potential barriers to safe sex and contribute to higher cases of HIV/AIDS infection5. Some sex
workers have been assaulted while others have been murdered, others claim clients steal from them while
others reveal they have been victims of cultural6 practices7.Two sex workers from Kisumu reported that sex
workers in the area are usually the targets of negative cultural practices, where some clients approach them to
perform their cultural rights (cleansing).
The police:
Police officers charged with enforcing laws relating to sex work in Kenya routinely extort bribes and other
favors, including sex, from sex workers. They assault, detain, rape and torture sex workers yet face little or no
accountability for their actions.8The relationship between sex workers and law enforcement authorities in
Kenya can generally be described in terms of harassment, violence, abuse, and repression with respect to the
police, and by fear on the side of sex workers. The constant threat or experience of violence from the police in
Kenya is linked to sex workers experiencing anxiety, depression, loss of self- esteem and in some situations
giving lower priority to health and HIV prevention over the more immediate concerns for safety9 and survival.
Police officers10 charged with enforcing laws relating to sex work in Kenya routinely extort bribes and other
favors, including sex, from sex workers. They assault, detain, rape and torture sex workers yet face little or no
accountability for their actions11
During some discussions with police officers, a Nairobi police officer had this to say “Offenses relating to sex
work are never reported so we look for it ourselves and arrest those we think are violating them; the easier lot
to arrest are the sex workers themselves. We are lucky that they make our work easier by pleading guilty”
Common cases:
-Arbitrary arrest, Forced sex (‘rape’) in exchange for freedom
- Sex workers complaints when reported to police are in most cases ignored with common phrases like- ‘how
can a sex worker be raped yet she is there for sex?’; ‘ if you had given him (client) what he wanted he would
not have beaten you’.
In February 2010, a serial killer who targeted sex workers strangled four sex workers in Thika town (40 kms
from Nairobi). Despite complains from sex worker organizing groups, the police took no immediate action.
When eighteen sex workers went to the police to report the missing sex workers, they were all arrested and
charged with spreading rumors! A sex worker organizing group- BHESP in partnership with CREAW took up the
case, paid for their bail and organized for their legal representation. After a lengthy court process, the
magistrate dismissed the case and released all the sex workers.
Local / by laws
Sex workers are usually arrested under various local authorities’ by- laws. The definition and recognition of
offences relating to prostitution is left to the imagination of the arresting officers. Mostly they are charged

5

HIV/AIDS Situational Analysis on Sex Workers and Their Clients in Kenya, 2010
“…may be the wife died and he comes to do the cultural practice on you. In Luo if a man’s wife dies, he must sleep with another woman outside
there before getting on with life at home. Many of them will look for a sex worker.”
7
Documenting Human Rights Violations of Commercial Sex Workers in Kenya, December 2007
8
Documenting Human Rights Violations of Commercial Sex Workers in Kenya, December 2007
9
“Offences relating to sex work are never reported so we look for it ourselves and arrest those we think are violating them; the easier lot to
arrest are the sex workers themselves. We are lucky that they make our work easier by pleading guilty”(A police officer in Nairobi, Kenya
10
I have met many clients who have refused to pay me and I have done nothing about it because even if you report, the police will do nothing;
they will tell you that an agreement for payment for sex is illegal and are likely to end up forcing you to have sex with them… one client paid me
before service and then asked for his money back after … he assaulted me saying he couldn’t see what he had bought
11
Documenting Human Rights Violations of Commercial Sex Workers in Kenya, December 2007
6
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with being a nuisance to the public, or loitering.
Solutions
At Policy level
-

Dialogue with policy-makers to change repressive laws and policies. Decriminalization of sex work will
reduce violence against sex workers.

-

Formation of international and national networks of sex workers who speak out about their situation in
various fora. (KESWA was formed in response to this)

-

Liaise with rights groups for advocacy

-

Work with media to change perceptions of sex work

At Community level
-

Organize and mobilize sex workers to fight for their civil and human rights.

-

Conduct sensitization forums with law enforcement authorities and health personnel to reduce
harassment and interference in HIV prevention and outreach programs.

-

Conduct forums with stakeholders - Police, health personnel, local council officers, provincial
administrators, judicial officers and journalists - on issues affecting sex workers.

-

Encourage sex workers to make reports and avoid dangerous clients.

-

Train peer educators as paralegals to cater for the service demands of their peers.

-

Organize sex workers into groups/units led by peer educators/paralegals to fight for their rights.

-

Offer legal representation for sex workers

At individual level
-

Focus on developing educational materials providing safety tips and creating awareness of legal and civil
rights for sex workers.

-

Tips for sex workers on how to prevent or reduce violence and about their legal rights during police raids.

“Our mission as sex worker organizing groups in Africa is to operate in an environment similar to New Zealand
where sex workers enjoy universal human rights”
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South Africa

Kheth-Impilo AIDS Free Living
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Lesotho

Matrix Support Group

Lesotho is one of the countries which still criminalize homosexuality in the context of sodomy. This exposes
homosexual people living in Lesotho to vulnerable infections including HIV for the reason that homosexuality is
treated as a taboo. Studies have shown that homosexual people in Lesotho do not freely seek medical
assistance in cases where their sexuality will be exposed, thus cannot talk freely of their sex life as
homosexuals. I make this submission as a member of this disadvantaged group of homosexuals living in
Lesotho under an organization called Matrix Support Group.
The effect of the law is that this marginalized group of people lives their life in hiding places, cannot marry nor
have their relationships openly. As a way of conforming to legal requirements, homosexuals in Lesotho enter
into marriages which they take as their ‘umbrellas’. For instance, gay men marry wives and lesbians are
married by men as a response to community pressures on their lives. These circumstances force gay people in
Lesotho live a lie. Most of them live a heterosexual life while at the same time engage in secret homosexual
activities. This kind life therefore exposes them to vulnerable infections like HIV as mentioned before.
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Furthermore, the criminalization of Sodomy law makes it difficult to the concerned parties like the Ministry of
Health to include homosexual people in the national programmes intended to combat HIV in the country. As
human rights activist, exclusion of minority groups in national programmes is a violation of fundamental
human rights, individually or collectively especially when it comes to health issues, equality and dignity. This
amounts to discrimination when it comes to access to health services and freedom to chose a lover
irrespective of sexual orientation. Access to prevention materials is not equally distributed to everyone, they
are only channeled to heterosexual people only, homosexual people are denied such access, few homosexual
people who are members of the organization (Matrix), get them limitedly from office as they are ordered from
South Africa.
Additionally, the fact that homosexuality is a crime in Lesotho contributes to the issue of homosexuals
engaging in unprotected sex whenever they come across a consenting partner. This means that they do not
engage in long lasting relationships which expose them to unsafe sex with a number of people exposing them
to HIV infections.
Few studies have examined HIV risk status and vulnerabilities among Women having Sex with other Women
(WSW) in the context of the generalized HIV epidemics in Africa. The majority of information describing risk
status for STIs and HIV are generated from higher income settings. While WSW may not be at high risk for HIV
infection from sexual intercourse with other women, there is significant risk for transmission of other STIs that
may facilitate HIV transmission with male partners. Hence, sex with other women increases the risk of STIs
which may facilitate the transmission of HIV from male partners. Lesotho has demonstrated that multiple
concurrent partnerships (MCP) are a major driver of the country’s HIV epidemic6. Programs targeting MCP do
not currently include WSW as a target group, and evidence that indeed this should be considered as programs
are being designed and implemented.
This study demonstrated that rights violations among WSW in Lesotho are common, with the majority of
women reporting at least one abuse. While reports show denial of care was less common than observed
among MSM there is common reporting of being afraid to seek health care services, and as well as gossiping
among health care workers. Blackmail is very common among these women and notably is highly associated
with having disclosed their sexual orientation to a health care worker. Less than one in ten women reported
having been raped and most knew their rapist, and only one of these rapists had used a condom during forced
intercourse. Approximately a third of women who reported being raped felt that they were targeted because
they were lesbian. Given the high risk of HIV acquisition associated with rape, this is both a significant human
rights violation and public health issue. From a human rights perspective, WSW are owed the adoption of
public health measures to prevent them from HIV infection under International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights (ICCPR) signed in 1966, of which most states, including Lesotho, are signatories. In 1994, the UN held
that sexual orientation was a status protected under the ICCPR from discrimination, with reference to “sex”
including “sexual orientation.”
The following information is based on the Rapid assessment study which was taken among gay people in
Lesotho with the intention to find HIV knowledge among this group. Unlike with lesbian women and other
WSW, there is a growing body of evidence highlighting the significant risk for HIV among Men having Sex with
other Men (MSM). Given that many of the HIV epidemics tend to disproportionately affect women, the
consistently high rates of HIV prevalence among relatively young MSM is particularly concerning. Risks are
also relatively consistent for MSM and tend to include higher numbers of male partners, infrequent condom
use, and taking part in transactional sex. There is much less data available on structural risk factors, but these
studies are also emerging with risks and vulnerabilities associated with blackmail, rape, and denial of health
care. Receptive anal intercourse carries the highest risk of HIV acquisition as compared to insertive anal
intercourse, and men who identify as heterosexual tend more likely to be the insertive partner than men who
self-identify as gay.
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While condoms remain a cornerstone of HIV prevention for MSM, there have been significant issues associated
with their use including breakage, slippage, and lack of effective condom negotiation by the receptive partners.
Studies have demonstrated that determinants associated with condom failure among MSM include longer
penile length and larger penile circumference, identifying as Black or Minority Ethnic in the USA, the use of
petroleum-based lubricants, as well as the lack of additional lubricants during anal intercourse 41. Less than
half of the sample had ever used a water-based lubricant in this study which is likely related to the lack of
access to these lubricants and their cost. However, given that less than half the men knew that water-based
lubricants are the safest to use, lack of knowledge is likely a key determinant as well.
HIV-status was self-reported, though there were numerous relevant associations. Encouragingly, reporting
wearing condoms with their last male partners was protective for HIV infection. Having been tested for HIV
was highly associated with self-reporting as HIV positive, and given that only half of the sample reported
having been tested, the estimate of HIV-prevalence is likely very conservative. Moreover, having been
diagnosed with an STI was also highly associated with HIV, suggesting that more opportunities for interaction
with the health care system because of active clinical symptoms resulted in HIV diagnosis. These results
highlight the need for an effective HIV surveillance program that includes MSM.
This study from Lesotho, suggests that many of the same men will both buy sex from and sell sex to men at
different time. Transactional sex, as defined by anal intercourse in exchange for money or gifts with a casual
partner, seems to be commonly reported in studies of MSM, but little is known about how often this
population sells sex, their unique health needs, and history of rights abrogations. These results are congruent
with other studies of transactional sex in the region and highlight the need to develop interventions supporting
the needs of male sex workers and those practicing transactional sex in Southern Africa.
Human rights abuses in this study were common given that over three quarters of the sample reported some
abuse related to their sexuality. Similar to MSM in other countries of Southern Africa, there were high levels of
targeted violence, harassment, and stigma, and in turn men were afraid to seek health care services.
Moreover, if they do seek health care services, men are unwilling to disclose their sexuality or sexual practices
for fear of reprisal.
In countries like Lesotho, with no behavioural data among sexual minorities, rapid appraisal techniques
focused on quantitatively and qualitatively characterizing HIV risk are needed. While this study has provided
baseline data that highlights HIV vulnerability among sexual minorities in Lesotho, it did not include a HIV
testing component. Studies of disease burden and population size estimations with the goal of demonstrating
HIV risk, and population attributable fraction, are needed in Lesotho to better understand the scale of need
among sexual minorities.
The surveillance of MSM and WSW in low- and middle- income countries to date has been largely carried out
through research, and only in a few countries have they included sexual minorities in national surveillance
programs. National surveillance systems should include all vulnerable populations including sexual minorities,
if found to be at high risk for HIV. Methodologically sound surveillance can help determine and demonstrate
the need for targeted HIV prevention expenditures from regional, national, and international funding agencies.
Prevention expenditures should be allocated based on evidence-based need. To this end, it is important to use
research to generate data confirming these findings that significant HIV risk among sexual minorities in Lesotho
is real. In addition, enhanced research can also be used to inform the design of prevention strategies, and
eventually can serve to evaluate these prevention programs after their launch.
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Legal Resources Center (LRC)
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Introduction The Legal Resources Centre (LRC) is a South African independent, non-profit public interest law
centre that uses law as an instrument of justice. While HIV/AIDS underpins much of the work that LRC does,
the organisation does not define itself as an ‘HIV and Aids NGO’ per se. As issues of confidentiality generally
prevent the staff from asking clients about their HIV and AIDS status, it is impossible to pinpoint the exact
percentage of LRC clients who are affected by HIV/AIDS.
Laws and Attitudes Surrounding HIV/AIDS Stigma and Discrimination Laws concerning discrimination in South
Africa are relatively liberal, however, many social attitudes remain in direct opposition. An important impact of
this environment upon the LRC’s work is the fact that few clients are willing to disclose the fact of their HIVstatus – even when it pertains directly to the legal issue brought to the organisation’s attention.
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (“the Constitution”) contains an equality clause which states,
“Everyone is equal before the law and has the right to equal protection and benefit of the law. The state may
not unfairly discriminate directly or indirectly against anyone on one or more grounds, including race, gender,
sex, pregnancy, marital status, ethnic or social origin, colour, sexual orientation, age, disability, religion,
conscience, belief, culture, language and birth.”1 The Constitution does not include HIV/AIDS status in these
protected classes; however, discrimination based on HIV/AIDS status is implicitly prohibited.2
In Hoffman v. South African Airways, the Court ruled that the refusal by SAA to employ [Hoffman] as a cabin
attendant because he was HIV positive violated his right to equality guaranteed by section 9 of the
Constitution.” Judge Ngcobo further opined that
“[p]eople living with HIV are a minority against whom society has responded with intense prejudice: they have
been subjected to systematic disadvantage and discrimination and have been stigmatised and marginalised.
They are one of the most vulnerable groups in South African society… The impact of discrimination on HIV
positive people is devastating… For this reason they enjoy special protection in our law.”3
Furthermore, the Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act (PEPUDA), passed in
2000in order to give effect to section 9 of the Constitution and the letter and spirit of the Constitution,4
explicitly prohibits discrimination on grounds of HIV/AIDS status.5
While the Constitution, Hoffman and PEPUDA provide the parameters within which the LRC works, against this
legal background exists adverse social attitudes toward people affected by HIV/AIDS. According to the
Southern African Migration Project, 61% of South Africans would support deportation of foreign nationals who
test positive for HIV or AIDS and6 60% want a policy of mandatory HIV testing of refugees.7 This aspect of
xenophobia is a perfect example of the added dimension that HIV/AIDS brings to any issue affecting LRC
clients.
LRC’s Goals and Outcomes for Clients with HIV/AIDS The LRC’s overarching goal is to mainstream vulnerable
people’s needs and rights with regards to HIV/AIDS into larger initiatives, and ensure that their needs and
rights are not invisible, or further marginalized in the policy- and decision-making echelons of government or
the private sector. This submission will discuss three target groups: People living with HIV/AIDS (PLWHA),
1

Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, Ch. 2, section 9(1), (3).

2

See Hoffman v. South African Airways, (CCT17/00) [2000] ZACC 17; 2001 (1) SA 1; 2000 (11) BCLR 1235 ; [2000] 12 BLLR 1365 (CC) (28
September 2000) ; Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act (PEPUDA) (2000), both discussed below.
3

Hoffman v. South African Airways, Judgment at 3.
PEPUDA, 2(a), (b).
5
Id. at 5(c).
6
The Southern African Migration Project, (Jonathan Crush, ed.), The Perfect Storm: The Realities of Xenophobia in Contemporary South Africa,
page 26(2008).
7
Id. at 26.
4
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orphans and dependents of PLWHA and people vulnerable to HIV.
For PLWHA, the LRC’s goal is to create an environment in which the human and constitutional rights of PLWHA
are fully recognized in practice in the public and private sectors. Specifically, the LRC works to secure greater
access to basic services and access to care and support services provided by home based care workers, help
improve PLWHA’s access to “disability” grants and provide legal redress where stigma and discrimination
hinder PLWHA’s access to these services.
The desperation that many PLWHA feel leaves them vulnerable to unqualified people with ulterior motives.
This issue is perfectly exemplified in LRC’s successful representation of Treatment Action Campaign (TAC)
against Matthias Rath8 and in the case against Christ Embassy Church.9 In the Rath case heard in the Cape High
Court, the LRC represented the Treatment Action Campaign and others who argued that Mr Rath and the other
respondents were selling and distributing unregistered medicine; made false and unauthorized statements
about the efficacy of their medicines in treating or preventing AIDS; conducted unauthorized and unethical
clinical trials on people with AIDS and were making false statements that ARVs are ineffective in treating AIDS.
As a result, the High Court ordered that Mr Rath and others were interdicted from conducting further trials or
from advertising, while it was declared that it is the duty of the government to investigate the allegations
brought by the applicants.
In TAC’s complaint to the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) against Christ Embassy Church, TAC,
represented by the LRC, challenged the church’s advertisements that encouraged viewers to join its sect and
thereby heal from various life-threatening and terminal illnesses without medical interventions – including HIV
and AIDS. After seeing the church’s advertisement, an HIV-positive woman, who was infected with drugresistant tuberculosis (TB), stopped taking her antiretroviral (ARV) medicine and subsequently died. After the
ASA initially dismissed the TAC’s case on the basis that the material did not constitute an advertisement, they
won on appeal and the advertisement had to be withdrawn. She left behind two children who are both
infected with drug-resistant TB.10 LRC’s work with these cases and cases like this have widespread positive
effects on others living with PLWHA.11
Unfortunately, HIV/AIDS negatively affects the children, dependents and – after death – the orphans of
PLWHA. LRC’s goal for this group is to challenge state authorities to act to protect vulnerable groups of people
by extending to them legal rights and state services. These actions will defend their human and constitutional
rights. In particular, LRC’s legal staff assists orphans and dependents of PLWHA, as well as refugee children, to
access various types of grants, such as disability, child support and foster care grants. Additionally, LRC works
to protect orphans and dependents from different forms of exploitation that can follow the loss of parents or
guardians to HIV/AIDS, promote their rights to access education, nutrition, health and social welfare services,
and promote their safety from violence and abuse.
LRC also engages in vigorous legal work to prevent the spread of HIV/AIDS to vulnerable populations, which
include babies of PLWHA, sex workers, LGBTI people, rape victims, 12 refugees, prisoners and children in
detention. LRC aggressively pursues the following outcomes: securing rape victims’ access to emergency postexposure prophylaxis (PEPs), increasing access for refugees and prisoners to ARVs, protecting children in

8

Treatment Action Campaign v. Matthais Rath, Dr. Rath Health Foundation and Traditional Healers Organisation, High Court of South Africa
(Cape of Good Hope Provincial Division 3 Mar 2006).
9
Sowetan Live, Christ Embassy Church vows to appeal ban on ‘miracle cure’ ad, 7 Feb 2011, available at
http://www.sowetanlive.co.za/news/2011/02/07/christ-embassy-church-vows-to-appeal-ban-on-miracle-cure-ad.
10
Sowetan Live, Christ Embassy Church vows to appeal ban on ‘miracle cure’ ad.
11
For another example of issues that PLWHA face, please refer to Kheth’Impilo’s submission.
12
Please refer to People Opposing Women Abuse’s submission for more detailed information about the gravity of the consequences of genderbased abuse, sexual violence and corrective rape.
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detention from violence and HIV transmission and improving the attitudes of police and law enforcement
towards PLWHA and the victims of rape and violence13 and increasing awareness about HIV/AIDS issues among
the general public. To these ends, the LRC is part of a civil society working group on the Sexual Offences Act
(SOA) and government’s National Policy Framework intended to implement the SOA. Additionally, LRC
attorneys recently conducted a SOA workshop for high school girls.
Conclusion: As the LRC is a public interest law firm working on various projects in South Africa to do with socioeconomic rights and access to justice, the organisation has found opportunities to protect and advance the
rights of people living with HIV through legislative and other avenues not necessarily designed for the specific
purpose of dealing with HIV/AIDS-related issues. Exploring these possibilities is the contribution that we would
like to make to the Commission’s valuable work.
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Zambia

Friends of RAINKA

A Case of Zambia's MSM
Motivation:
In a generated HIV epidemic like Zambia's often times the health needs of Men who have Sex with Men are left
unattended, yet there is overwhelming evidence that by singularly addressing these needs the national HIV
prevalence could be drastically reduced.
The addressing of these needs not only serves the needs of this population but addresses the gaping hole in
the national response to the pandemic, resulting in a comprehensive response.
Problem statement:
Zambia's current population is 12 million and given the statistical estimate 5-8 % of any population being gay
the uncatered for MSM number in excess of 600, 000. With an HIV prevalence of 16.3 % and an ever increasing
incidence, we can't afford to leave any sectors of the population unserved, especially given the high number of
multiple concurrent partnerships and unattended bisexual concurrency .
Approach:
The advocacy strategy is to build on the commitments that the government has made locally and
internationally, generating more scientific evidence of the need to address this under served population. It
remains critical however to be alive to resistance from the church and traditional fundamentalists!
Results:
The ultimate result will be the operationalization of a Human Rights based approach to dealing with the HIV
scourge. Resultant effects will include a significant reduction in HIV prevalence and incidence, among MSM and
the general population. (Current data shows an HIV prevalence of 27 % in Zambian prisons)
Conclusions:

13

“Gender is an integral factor in determining an individual’s vulnerability to HIV infection, his or her ability to access care, support or
treatment, and the ability to cope when infected or affected by HIV UNAIDS.” Gender (3) available at http:// www.unaids.org
/en/PolicyAndPractice/
Gender/default.asp
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The significant impact is that this advocacy step begins to address previously untouched and unaddressed
areas of Zambian society's sexual life. Providing identity and recognition of an outlawed population, who
criminalization has no consideration for public health.
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Malawi

Malawi Network of Religious Leaders Living With or
Personally Affected by HIV and
AIDS (MANERELA+)

MARITAL RAPE AND HIV/AIDS
Each time a rape law is created or applied, or a rape case is tried, communities rethink what rape is. Buried
contextual and experiential presumptions about the forms and prevalence of force in sexual interactions, and
the pertinence and modes of expression of desire, shape determinations of law and fact and public
consciousness. The degree to which the actualities of raping and being raped are embodied in law tilt ease of
proof to one side or the other and contribute to determining outcomes, which in turn affect the landscape of
expectations, emotions, and rituals in sexual relations, both everyday and in situations of recognized group
conflict.1
Since the discovery of the first AIDS case in Malawi in 1985, the Malawian government has taken various steps
in an attempt to combat the HIV and AIDS epidemic. Through the implementation of prevention strategies and
plans, incidence rates of HIV infection in Malawi are down by more than 25% from 2001-20092. Even with this
improvement, Malawi is still counted among the top ten countries with the highest prevalence of HIV in the
world, with an average of 90, 000 new HIV infections each year3. Both the National Statistics Office and the
Malawi National AIDS Commission have recently discovered that the majority of new infections are affecting
couples and partners in stable sexual relationships – a group that was previously thought to be at low risk (see
their findings in Appendix A).
As a response to the continuing high prevalence of HIV, the Government of Malawi put forth a draft Bill in
2008, entitled “HIV and AIDS (Prevention and Management) Act”. Although the step towards the creation of
HIV and AIDS-specific legislation is commendable and shows the government’s desire to take an active role in
deterring the epidemic, some aspects of the draft Bill may hinder HIV prevention and create and sustain stigma
and discrimination. There are various issues of concern that arise throughout the draft Bill – such as
mandatory testing and disclosure for certain perceived at-risk groups and criminalization of HIV transmission –
and in general, the Bill fails to address the vulnerabilities and particular needs of women and girls. Keeping
this in mind, this submission will focus on the draft Bill’s failure to acknowledge the correlation between
marital rape and the high prevalence of HIV in Malawi; particularly in women. After all, how are women
expected to negotiate safer sex if they are refused the power to negotiate the very act of sex?
Studies show that men initiate sex in 92% of the relationships in Malawi4. The masculinity that Malawian men
are socialized to embody requires them to be sexually dominant, while the femininity that Malawian women
are expected to embody requires them to be passive in sexual interactions and ignorant of sexual matters. In
Malawi there is also the belief that it is not normal for women to actively agree to sexual intercourse without
coercion4. These gender roles create an unequal power balance that affect a woman’s ability to govern her
own sexual life, directly affecting her ability to prevent HIV transmission.
1
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Under the Penal Code in Malawi, rape is illegal (view Appendix B for Malawian legislation that is pertinent to
marital rape). Under criminal law, proof of lack of consent is required to constitute rape. Thus, under the
Penal Code alone, marital rape would be criminalized but Malawian customary law applies in both the civil and
criminal law context. Under customary law universal consent is implied upon marriage; this results in the
exemption of marital rape. Since customary law defines a woman’s identity, women themselves do not
acknowledge rape within marriage. For most Malawians it is conceptually impossible for rape to occur
amongst married couples. Malawian women are under the mindset that they have to have sex with their
husbands even when they do not want to5. It is the woman’s role to be sexually available to her husband at his
whim, as it is suggested under customary law that the rights to a woman’s body are given to her husband upon
marriage. This role is further supported by cultural practices such as the initiation ceremonies Nsondo and
Chiputu, where girls are taught how to treat and sexually pleasure men.
The cultural practice of using a dowry to pay for a wife further emphasizes the view of women as chattel under
the law and as a part of society. Originally this practice was used to emphasize the value of women but it is
currently held as evidence to view women as property. A man is under the impression that he bought his wife;
therefore he owns her and has the rights to her body. Although continued practice of using a dowry greatly
impedes the enforcement of the criminalization of marital rape, it is not a practice that will be easily ended or
reformed and much consultation will be needed with communities and their leaders.
The view of women as being less-than-human or of lacking autonomy is also reflected in the language of the
draft Bill. The Bill is laced with androcentrism, regularly using the word ‘he’ to imply all persons. If the legal
language cannot evolve to be gender inclusive, women will never achieve equality under the law. Under
Malawi’s Constitution, women should be equal under the law and should not face discrimination based on
gender or marital status (see Appendix B). The Constitution states that “legislation shall be passed to eliminate
customs and practices that discriminate against women, particularly practices such as…sexual abuse,
harassment and violence”. However, the Constitution was written in 1994 and there is still legal impunity of
marital rape in Malawi.
Quite frankly, the treatment of marital rape is a human rights issue. Women are a vulnerable group. In
Malawi, married women are an equally vulnerable group. Appendix C outlines some human rights
declarations, treaties and recommendations in which the criminalization of marital rape would be supported.
The legal impunity of marital rape increases married women’s vulnerability to the transmission of HIV and
limits their ability to access resources and health services. With the legal exemption of marital rape, the State
reflects and upholds society’s view of women as property. This view greatly restricts women’s autonomy and
eliminates their ability to control their own sexual lives. How can women have the ability to negotiate condom
use if they are not given control over their own bodies? If a woman refuses to have sex with her husband he
will rape her then most likely beat her afterwards for being disobedient. Without control over their own
bodies, women have no control over the transmission of HIV, which is a huge deterrent in the prevention of
HIV transmission in Malawi.
Under the Guidelines for the Management of Sexual Assault & Rape in Malawi, all survivors of sexual assault
should be offered a full medical examination, which includes emergency contraception, sexually transmitted
infection (STI) treatment, post exposure prophylaxis (PEP) for HIV, treatment of injuries and psychosocial
counselling6. Since marital rape is not acknowledged under the law or on a societal level, women who are
victims of marital rape will not be able to access these services. The lack of access to PEP for victims of marital
5
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rape also affects the high prevalence of HIV in Malawi.
The legal impunity of marital rape in Malawi is state-sanctioned violence. It restricts women’s autonomy. It
mitigates and sustains violence and discrimination against women. It increases women’s vulnerability to HIV
infection and limits their access to treatment and services. Many Malawians would perhaps argue that the
criminalization of marital rape is a personal attack on the institution of marriage and believe the law should not
have a place in the home, but this would lead one to question whether they then believe that sexual assault is
beneficial to the institution of marriage.
To conclude, marital rape needs to be criminalized in Malawi. The law needs to be reformed and a precise and
specific definition of consent must be included – a definition where consent is not simply implied upon
marriage. The draft Bill needs to reflect the plight of women in the fight against HIV and AIDS and
acknowledge the correlation between the legal impunity of marital rape and the prevalence of HIV in couples.
Without the criminalization of marital rape new HIV infections in Malawi will continue to rise. The
criminalization of marital rape will not end the transmission of HIV, nor is it the panacea for all forms of
violence against women. It is however, a start; and Malawi needs a start. The criminalization of marital rape
will allow women to be seen equally under the law and will allow for a needed change in the social perception
of women. It will give Malawian women the legal rights to their own bodies – a right that should be inherent
to all persons.
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Malawi

Malawi Network of People living with HIV and AIDS
(MANET+)

Background
Malawi is in the process of developing the HIV & AIDS Legislation. The process was started in the year 2007
with a special Law Commission. Currently the Law Commission has come up with a report that is going to be
the draft legislation, and it is being scrutinized by the HIV & AIDS and Legal Affairs Committees of the National
Assembly. The report was written after a consultative process, and MANET+ participated in the consultations.
Unfortunately it appears some of the critical issues that were raised during the consultation process, including
removal of criminalization of people living with HIV (PLHIV) for HIV transmission have not been considered in
the draft legislation hence this is a major area of concern by the PLHIV sector.
Highlights of the Draft Legislation
There are both positive propositions and negative propositions in the draft legislation.
Some of the positive propositions include:
-

All forms of stigma and discrimination due to HIV & AIDS will be prosecutable offenses

-

No advertising of HIV & AIDS concoctions which often mislead people

-

No claims of HIV & AIDS cure as to date there is no cure

-

No claims of healing HIV & AIDS through prayer and advising people to stop ARVs which has led to loss of
lives

Issues of concern include:
-

Disclosure of HIV positive status by health service providers to sexual partners as this could be abused and
compromise confidentiality
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-

Exclusion of people living with HIV & AIDS from certain professions such as the Army the Police, and the
immigration

-

Criminalization of HIV transmission by PLHIV as this will discourage people from going for HIV tests and
chances of successfully prosecuting offenders are very minimal due to the complexity of the issue
(Requiring proving beyond reasonable doubt, hence need to be able to demonstrate who transmitted HIV
to who, and proving that before that, one was HIV negative)

-

The emphasis of the Draft Bill is on criminalization as opposed to service delivery which is not in line with
the declaration on Universal Access

These concerns have the potential to negatively affect the response to HIV & AIDS and compromise the
achievements that have been made so far. Most importantly, some of these provisions will promote gender
based violence towards women.
MANET+ Advocacy Efforts on the HIV & AIDS Legislation
MANET+ Presentation to the HIV & AIDS Committee of the National Assembly
The HIV & AIDS Committee of the National Assembly invited MANET+ in August 2009, to make a presentation
in terms of what MANET+ is, what MANET+ does, what have been the successes of MANET+, what the
challenges have been, and what are MANET+ expectations from the committee. The invitation to MANET+ was
extended by this committee mainly because most of the members were new following the Presidential and
Parliamentary General Elections that took place in May 2009, but most importantly realising that it is MANET+
that lobbied the National Assembly to have a standing committee on HIV & AIDS so that HIV & AIDS could be
given the necessary attention and priority it deserves. During the presentation, MANET+ indicated that it
expected the Committee to scrutinize the draft HIV & AIDS legislation before it is tabled in Parliament, and
surprisingly, most of the members of the committee were not aware of the draft legislation. At this point
MANET+ pointed out that the proposed legislation has provisions to criminalize PLHIV for HIV transmission and
MANET+ outlined how such provisions could drive the national response backwards.
Policy Dialogue on the HIV & AIDS Legislation
MANET+, with technical and financial support from SAFAIDS, organized a policy dialogue in September 2009,
which aimed at following up on issues raised during the consultation process, and to clearly understand at
what level the draft legislation was. The policy dialogue drew participants from PLHIV organizations, National
AIDS Commission (NAC), Malawi Law Commission (MLC), Malawi Human Rights Commission (MHRC), UNAIDS,
representatives from the HIV & AIDS Parliamentary Committee of the National Assembly, and other key
stakeholders. Presentations were made by Malawi Law Commission on the actual contents of the draft
legislation, Malawi Human Rights Commission on their observations on the contents from a human rights
perspective, and UNAIDS in terms of the best practice in coming up with the HIV & AIDS legislation. At the end
of the policy dialogue, it was clear that many people were not aware of the contents of the draft legislation, as
well as confirming that the draft legislation is still containing contentious issues. Calls were made for MANET+
to organize more dialogues on the legislation. The issue of criminalization of HIV transmission carried the day
with most of the members present agreeing that criminalization of HIV is not the way to go but rather scaling
up service delivery and education.
Workshop with the HIV & AIDS Committee of the National Assembly
With support from UNAIDS, VSO Malawi, and SAFAIDS, MANET+ organized a workshop for 22 members of the
HIV & AIDS Committee of the National Assembly. The aim of the workshop was to examine the entire
provisions of the draft legislation and how the proposed law is protective of PLHIV regarding their human
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rights, and map the way forward in facilitating the redressing of the gaps identified in the draft bill. MANET+
made a presentation in terms of both the positive and negative propositions from the perspective of PLHIV,
while Malawi Human Rights commission made a presentation on the draft legislation from the human rights
perspective. As a result of this workshop, Members of Parliament were equipped with knowledge and skills so
that they are able to meaningfully debate and contribute once the bill is introduced in Parliament, and ensure
that issues of criminalization are addressed.
Meeting with the Vice President of the Republic of Malawi, Right Honorable Joyce Banda
In December 2009, MANET+ with its member organizations met the Vice President of the Republic of Malawi,
Right Honourable Joyce Banda, whose office had just been assigned to be responsible for HIV & AIDS
Management in Malawi. This meeting was a great opportunity for the PLHIV sector to orient the VP on some of
the critical issues in the sector as well as the draft legislation. A presentation on the positive and negative
propositions in the draft legislation was made to the VP. The meeting was a success as the VP indicated that
her door is open for the PLHIV sector to see her anytime but most importantly the VP requested for a
comprehensive position paper on the draft legislation, which has since been submitted clearly outlining issues
of criminalizing HIV transmission and its consequences.
Working Dinner with the HIV & AIDS and Legal Affairs Committees of the National Assembly
Taking advantage of the Parliament sitting in Lilongwe in January 2010, MANET+ with support from UNAIDS
organized a working dinner with the 2 Parliamentary Committees of the National Assembly. Again
presentations were made by MANET+ and Malawi Human Rights Commission, on the draft HIV & AIDS
legislation. It was pleasing to note that the MPs had a lot of questions on clarity on the legislation and
promised to scrutinize and ensure that the issues of concern are addressed before the bill is passed in
Parliament. Again, the emphasis was made on issues of criminalization.
Submission to the Department of Nutrition, HIV and AIDS in the Office of the President and Cabinet
In January 2011, MANET+ in conjunction with other civil society organizations made a formal submission to the
Department of Nutrition, HIV and AIDS in the Office of the President and Cabinet who are in this case a policy
holder, on the contentious issues in the draft legislation which includes criminalization of PLHIV for HIV
transmission.
Meeting to scrutinize the contentious issues
In April 2011, the Department of Nutrition, HIV and AIDS in the Office of the President and Cabinet, organized a
stakeholder meeting that specifically aimed at looking at the contentious issues in the draft legislation,
including criminalization of HIV transmission. The meeting resolved to form a small task force that will meet
later to critically look at the problematic provisions and the author is in the task force which is expected to
meet in a few weeks time.
Outcomes of the Advocacy efforts
MANET+ advocacy efforts have brought the following outcomes on the draft HIV & AIDs legislation:
a. Increased awareness of the contents of the draft legislation by different stakeholders including
members of parliament
b. Acceptance by the Department of Nutrition, HIV & AIDS in the Office of President and Cabinet, to
receive written submissions
c. Assurance by the Vice President to consider the issues of concern once she chairs the Cabinet
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Committee on HIV & AIDS
d. Assurance by the Members of Parliament to ensure the issues of concern are debated and addressed
before the Bill is passed in Parliament
e. The formation of the small task force to further scrutinize the problematic provisions
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Zambia

Multivision Youth Development and Job Creation
Centre

Laws and Practices that mitigate or Sustain Gender Based Violence in Zambia
Background
Each day that passes, thousands of women and children face different forms of Abuse throughout the world. In
the UN 2008 Campaign with the theme “Unite to end Violence”, United Nations Secretary General Ban KiMoon observed that at “least one out of every three women is likely to be beaten, coerced into sex or
otherwise abused in her life time”. Research has shown that violence against women by intimate partners and
the lack of secure property rights impede women’s access to HIV information and testing, and interfere with
their ability to start or continue using available HIV treatment.( Nada Ali, researcher in the Women's Rights
Division of Human Rights Watch). Our Organization; Multivision Youth Development and Job Creation Centre,
observed that Both the Convention to eliminate all forms of Discrimination against women (CEDAW) which was
adopted by the UN in 1979 and the Millennium development goals are silent on the subject of gender based
violence and Zambia being among countries that have adopted CEDAW and the MDGs does not have
comprehensive laws on sexual and gender violence or a provision for marital rape or psychological abuse in its
penal codes. However, the country’s parliament has been debating the Draft Bill on Sexual and Gender Based
Violence since 2009.
Its also been observed that circumstances of extreme poverty with Zambia’s Poverty Levels ranging at about
75% (CSO report 2005) unquestionably fan the flames of violence against women e.g. sex or human trafficking
have flourished due to hardships that weaken the natural bonds of family life which are already eroded by
traditional attitudes towards women. In Zambia, children and women have been subjected to various forms of
Gender Based Violence such as Sexual abuse in the forms of harassment, incest, sexual assault, abduction,
rape in and outside marriage, defilement and other traditional practices, some have also been victims of
physical abuse. Most communities especially the rural take such cases as common and normal meaning that
less or know action is taken even if the communities could be aware of such abuse. In the recent past the
Zambian Media has been reporting cases of Gender Based Violence against women and children almost on a
daily basis. During our learning Visit at Mansa General Hospital in the Luapula Province of Zambia, it was
reviewed that about 12 children between ages 7 and 16 were reportedly defiled in the month of October 2009,
4 of these children contracted Sexually related infections. However many more related cases that were
brought to the medical personnel went an attended to after the relatives to the victims realised that the issue
was a criminal offence committed by their known relatives.
Unless someone dies or is badly injured, these various cases of Gender Based Violence are hardly reported or
attended to. If taken to court or police, the judicial system is too slow that culprits end up walking free.
Against this background MYDJCC a rural based youth NGO has embarked on a lobby and advocacy programme
that is aimed at influencing policy makers to develop favourable policies that would mitigate violence against
women.
Programme Targets
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1. To create a platform for women and other community members to lobby and advocate for the
development of policies that mitigate sexual and gender based violence.
2. To sensitise communities on the effects of gender based violence and its relations to the spread of
HIV/AIDS.
3. To mobilize documentary evidence on the trends of Gender Based Violence in the rural and urban
areas.
4. To advocate for the amendment of various traditional laws and practices that stimulate violence
against women in Zambia.
Our Interventions and Experiences
MYDJCC has embarked on various policy engagement programmes to mitigate Gender based violence, below
are some of the activities undertaken;
-

Community Lobby and Advocacy Programmes on establishment of the Gender Based Violence Act

We have embarked on sensitizing the women in Mansa District of Luapula province on their rights and the
existing laws that protect them. Community Women Action groups were formed to raise a stronger voice
among women. A platform for women to interact with local policy makers such as the area member of
parliament who was mandate to support the bill on gender based violence in parliament and the Ward
Councilors was created. Women made presentations on the issues that wanted raised during the policy
formulation process and were able to walk through the Member of Parliament’s office to enquire on the
progress on the establishment of that protect women for all forms of violence and abuse.
Community members also advocated for the construction of police posts since police stations are situated far
by over 20 kilometers in these rural communities. This makes the women and citizens have no proper access to
the established Victim Support Unit of the police for assistance. This was confirmed by a shared experience of a
young woman who kept getting sexually transmitted diseases from the husband and was often beaten
whenever she asked for condoms or treatment. This case was mishandled by traditional leaders who blamed
the woman for breaking tradition by disrespecting the man. Through the establishment of Community Women
Action Groups several of such cases hidden behind closed doors are being shared and mitigated. Letters have
been written to the Zambia Police to establish police posts in the rural areas to stop the brutality.
-

Sensitisation on Effects of Gender Based Violence

Theatre for Community Action is being used to pass information on the effects of gender based violence and
how it is related to the spread of HIV and AIDS in Zambia. The process involves performing songs and dances
and a direct question and answer interaction with community members on the issues. This intervention plays a
key role in the establishment of Community Women Action groups and the collection of information from
community members.
-

Development of Video Documentaries and Research on Gender Based Practices

During this activity we gave the women and men in Mansa’s Muteto village to share their experiences on
Gender Based Violence, a 10 minutes documentary entitled the “Silent Voice” was developed and its being
shown in development meetings and workshops to make various stakeholders aware of the situation.
-

Advocating for changes in Traditional Laws
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MYDJCC has been involving traditional leaders in meetings and organizing workshops to educate them on
effects of gender based violence and enable them develop strategies on how to mitigate gender based
violence in the traditional practices. Chiefs have been able to make presentations in the house chiefs to
propose changes on various traditional laws.
MYDJCC has been able to make submissions towards the amendment of the Traditional marriage act which has
been observed as key in influencing gender based violence in the communities.
Conclusion
Gender Based Violence is one silent driver in the spread of HIV and AIDS. Women have always fallen victim of
various forms of psychological and physical violence. This has affected their levels of disclosure in cases where
they discover that they are HIV positive through the Mandatory Prevention of Mother to Child Transmission
Testing. Women have often hidden drugs in bags of mealy meal knowing that Men in Zambia have no interest
in cooking. This has an effect on the fight against HIV and AIDS and leads to high mortality rates. Therefore it is
the duty of every government and stakeholders to ensure that proper policies are developed to mitigate
gender based violence.
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Uganda

National Forum of People Living with HIV/AIDS
Networks in Uganda (NAFOPHANU)

ADVOCACY FOR THE RIGHTS OF PEOPLE LIVING WITH HIV/AIDS IN THE HIV/AIDS PREVENTION AND
CONTROL AND ANTI-COUNTERFEIT BILLS IN UGANDA
Uganda is acknowledged worldwide as a leading example in handling the HIV&AIDS problem. The successes of
the last 20 years have been built on pragmatic policies, legislation and social and political commitment. It is
perhaps the desire to build on these successes that the government through Uganda AIDS Commission, the
Parliamentary HIV/AIDS Standing Committee and Uganda Law Reform Commission, have come up with the HIV
Prevention and Control Bill 2008 and the Anti-Counterfeit Bill 2010. Yet the Bills, in current form, might
unintentionally roll back the achievements of the last two decades.
Why? Because by seeking to criminalize HIV transmission and exposure, it ends up focusing on People Living
with HIV/AIDS (PLHIV) behaviors and not HIV control and prevention! In the end, the eroding stigma that has
seen hundreds of thousands of Ugandans go for voluntary counselling and testing and mothers practice
prevention of Mother-to-Child transmission could be rekindled. The same is true when the Anti-Counterfeit bill
defines generic drugs as counterfeits which will deny access to majority of PLHIV regarding treatment using
affordable generic drugs. The issues of Intellectual Property Rights also come into play that such a law may be
taken advantage of by ‘Big Pharma’ to push for implementation of TRIPS Agreement thereby ignoring
flexibilities and compulsory licences. Uganda is among the few African countries to have set up a factory
(Quality Chemicals Ltd) to produce generic ARVs which may be affected by the Anti-Counterfeit bill.
So whereas it is true that Uganda needs a law to guide it in its policy formulation regarding HIV/AIDS, the
current draft Bill is not comprehensive and sensitive enough to prevent and care for the PLHIV and the affected
members of the community. Indeed the draft law may provide an enabling political and legislative framework
for the national response to HIV, as well as protect the rights of individual citizens who are affected by HIV. The
law, combined with effective implementation and enforcement – for example, in the areas of violence against
women, or discrimination against PLHIV and other vulnerable populations – can play an important role in
reducing vulnerability to infection
Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) and networks under the umbrella, National Forum of People Living with
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HIV/AIDS Networks in Uganda (NAFOPHANU) which is part of the national response to HIV in Uganda, have
raised concerns over the proposed HIV/AIDS Prevention and Control Bill. With support from UNAIDS, regional
consultations were conducted in 2009 to gather people’s views on the draft bill for recommendations to be
made and submitted to Uganda Law Reform Commission for a suitable and implementable law. This led to a
more comprehensive coalition of CSOs led by Uganda Network on Law, Ethics and HIV (UGANET) to advocate
and lobby the Members of Parliament to scrutinise the bill more clearly and not rush into passing the bill to law
before all the contentious clauses are changed. The coalition has been active lobbying multiple stakeholders
that the bill could not be passed until the 8th parliament expired and now looking forward to lobbying the
newly installed 9th parliament to remove criminalisation of HIV transmission in the bill.
The HIV/AIDS Prevention and Control Bill 2008 tabled in parliament in 2010 as a Private Member’s bill, has
both positive and negative aspects. Despite its good intentions it is likely to water down all the good points if
passed in its current form. The clauses on criminalisation of wilful and intentional transmission ignore the
rights based approach to HIV management. It is a criminal offence if one attempts to transmit or wilfully and
intentionally transmits HIV. The Penal Code already covers penalties for rape and defilement. Even then, there
are no clauses on provision of Information Education and Communication where PLHIV would be
knowledgeable enough to avoid the dangers of re-infection. According to its full title, this was a bill for an act
to provide for the control and not management of HIV/AIDS.
Criminalization of HIV exposure and unintentional transmission presents a series of disastrous possibilities. If
people may be convicted prior to testing, people may be held criminally liable in relation to a fact of which they
were unaware. If people may only be convicted post testing, those laws will discourage people from being
tested. That increases the likelihood of people engaging in risk behaviors and limits pregnant women’s access
to formal antenatal care. That, in turn precludes people from accessing treatment, impacting the risk of each
risk episode and increasing vertical transmission risk. Besides, the law targets those who are openly living with
HIV and will therefore drive the epidemic to spread underground.
Criminal penalties for failure to disclose HIV-positive status prior to a risky behavior, or in interactions with
health care providers, immediately criminalizes the actions of many. Behavioral research across the world
indicates that not all HIV-positive people will disclose their HIV status before every single risk episode. Data
from Africa confirms that mandatory disclosure laws are completely out of touch with the lived reality of HIVpositive people. A great deal of work needs to be done to change societal values before criminalizing significant
proportions of the population. It also ignores the enormous social consequence such disclosure can trigger,
particularly for women. Mandating health care workers breaching of confidentiality provisions will drive people
away from HIV testing.
Recommendations
NAFOPHANU has been in the forefront to propose that networks of People Living with HIV should be resourced
and supported to grapple with the complexity of HIV-related legislation and its consequences. Networks of
People Living with HIV and advocates against criminalization must be proactive to prevent the introduction of
punitive laws and oppose the application of existing criminal laws to cases of HIV exposure and transmission,
except in narrowly deﬁned circumstances of malicious intent.
Criminal laws should not be HIV-speciﬁc and prosecutions must be restricted to exceptional cases of malicious
and deliberate transmission by a person who knows their HIV-positive status.
Voluntary counselling and testing should be available, accessible, discreet, confidential, and free of charge, but
not compulsory.
Mandatory testing is likely to push vulnerable people underground and to create a black market for HIVnegative certificates.
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Increasing availability of anonymous HIV testing must be considered. Where provider initiated counselling and
testing approaches are implemented, it is extremely important that the person being tested is fully informed
about the legal and social consequences of an HIV diagnosis as well as the health implications. That advice
should include the availability of support and legal rights.
Repercussions and recommendations of the Anti-Counterfeit Bill
Regarding the Anti-counterfeit bill, the bill contains various ambiguities, which if misinterpreted or abused,
would be detrimental to the ongoing local and international efforts to ensure access to essential medicines for
all Ugandans. This is because the Bill greatly undermines access to low-cost generic medicines by branding
them counterfeits. Thus, the following actions need to be taken to remedy the situation:
The draft Counterfeit Goods Bill (2008) aims to tackle the growing problem of fake products on the Ugandan
market needs to focus on protecting public health. This can be achieved by going beyond just enacting a law
that is effective, to recognizing the legitimacy of generic medicines in such a law, in order to facilitate
continued access to essential medicines by Ugandans.
The stated objective of the Uganda Counterfeit Goods Bill (2008) is to, among others, “prohibit trade in
counterfeit goods that infringe upon protected intellectual property rights”. The Bill has some important
strategies to combat the general availability of counterfeit goods in Uganda. However, at the same time, it also
contains various gaps and ambiguities, which if unfilled or misinterpreted or abused would be detrimental to
the local and international efforts to ensure access to essential medicines by all Ugandans.
The Anti Counterfeit Bill, 2008 needs to be amended to protect the public interest in health. NAFOPHANU and
her strategic partners have been in the forefront to campaign that:
Amending Section 2 definitions of “counterfeiting” and “counterfeit goods”
The Bill should have a provision distinguishing generic medicines from other counterfeit goods, failure of which
will lead to an absurdity of treating generics as counterfeits
Sections 4 and 18 should be amended to give the national drug regulatory authority the responsibility to deal
counterfeit medicines
The Bill needs to be harmonized with the Patents Bill to recognize the TRIPS Flexibilities in regard to Public
Health
Conclusion
As a Forum whose niche is advocacy, NAFOPHANU will partner with various partners to engage policy makers
in order to pass laws that are not discriminatory in nature while at the same promoting the interests of its
constituent members.
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Uganda

National Forum of People Living with HIV/AIDS
Networks in Uganda (NAFOPHANU)

Domestic Violence and HIV/AIDS in Uganda
Maria* is a forty three year old woman who has been HIV positive for the last ten years. Her husband died of
HIV&AIDS complications seven years ago. Before he died, he routinely raped and beat her, refused to use a
condom during sex even after they both tested HIV positive and publicly humiliated her for his “misfortunes”.
She is luckier than many - out of her three children, only one, the last born, has tested HIV positive. The similar
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experiences of many Ugandan women illustrate the ways in which Domestic Violence can play a critical role in
rendering women vulnerable to HIV infection. As a result of violence or a fear of violence, Ugandan women are
unable to protect themselves from infection and to access HIV & AIDS services.
Ugandan women confront a male-dominated power structure that upholds and entrenches male authority in
the home. Many women view Domestic Violence as a natural by-product of marriage. Many traditional
customs in Uganda subjugate women in marriage and limit their sexual autonomy. Polygamy the marriage of a
man to more than one wife, is inherently discriminatory, and, because the man may be having unprotected sex
with multiple partners, exacerbates the risk of HIV transmission. The payment of a “bride price,” or dowry by a
man to a woman’s family, essentially makes the woman her husband’s property and denies her any authority
in marriage, including over sexual practices. Widow inheritance, whereby a man “inherits” the widow of his
dead brother, exposes women to the risk of unwanted and unprotected sex.
In addition to women’s greater physiological susceptibility, social, cultural and legal forms of discrimination
compound their vulnerability to HIV. Domestic Violence, already a leading cause of female injury, deprives
women of bodily integrity by eliminating their ability to consent to sex, negotiate safer sex and determine the
number and spacing of their children. In many cases, the threat of abandonment or eviction from their
deceased husband’s property constrains economically dependent women to remain in abusive relationships,
thereby worsening their vulnerability to HIV infection.
Uganda ratified the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) in
1985 and her Constitution accords women "full and equal dignity of the person with men" and prohibits "laws,
cultures, customs or traditions" that undermine their welfare, dignity or status. On the other hand, there are
certain customary laws and practices concerning land ownership, marital customs and child custody norms
that conflict with CEDAW and women's constitutional rights. For example, marital rape is not recognized under
the Penal Code, since consent to marriage is interpreted as consent to sexual activity under customary law.
Domestic violence, including marital rape, may only be dealt with under the lesser criminal charge of assault
which carries with it a lower maximum sentence of up to five years imprisonment and it does not deal with
other forms of Domestic Violence, including Sexual and Psychological violence. Uganda has no specific law in
place prohibiting Domestic Violence, and a draft Domestic Violence Bill has been shelved for years in
parliament. The Domestic Relations Bill was tabled in December 2003, but was shelved in 2005 after it came
under attack from both legal and parliamentary affairs committee members and … the public.
The National Forum of People Living with HIV&AIDS Networks in Uganda (NAFOPHANU) is an established, wellorganized and coordinated Forum for PHA Self Coordinating Entities in the HIV&AIDS Partnership in Uganda.
We build consensus on a joint vision and mission, and have developed a strategic plan for the PHA
Constituency, using self assessment and peer assisted instruments.
NAFOPHANU develops joint agendas on HIV&AIDS policies and programmes; informs and clarifies means for
accessing resources to support PHA needs, establishes mechanisms for improving information sharing and
communication among national networks and organizations and develops standard mechanisms for capacity
building and institutional development for the PHA movement in Uganda. The strategic priorities for
NAFOPHANU are Advocacy, Information Sharing and Dissemination, Resource Mobilization, Partnership
Building and Capacity Building/Engagement; and our mission is to unite, support capacity building and
coordinate all networks and groups of PHA in Uganda for a concerted effort to the HIV&AIDS national
response.
NAFOPHANU works directly with groups of People Living with HIV and over 1,300 Network Support Agents
nationally, all of whom are HIV positive and work alongside health care workers at sites, ranging from subcounty level health facilities to district referral hospitals.
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There remains a lack of awareness within the community in general – and among women in particular -- about
risk of HIV infection, the link between HIV&AIDS and about counseling and testing options. NAFOPHANU PLHIV
groups report that some women are not informed of their test results at hospitals/health clinics, and many
others do not return for their test results out of fear of violence from their partners, stigma and discrimination
from the community, and their families.
NAFOPHANU, in all her projects, seeks to approach HIV prevention in a way that integrates promotion of
gender egalitarian attitudes, behaviors and norms, and the rights of women and girls, and it is important for
her that the activities reach and involve the broader community. NAFOPHANU uses a number of ways to tackle
HIV&AIDS and Domestic Violence in a number of ways:
Targeted Interventions:
NAFOPHANU uses targeted intervention as a cost effective method of reaching people who are most
at risk of HIV infection by providing prevention services that will include information focusing on behavior
change (through educative sessions, peer education,
counseling etc), referral to treatment services for STIs,
condoms provision and facilitating enabling environment.
Outreaches:
Planned outreaches are one of the key delivery mechanisms within all our projects, focusing on providing
information and services (including BCC) at the convenience of women – that is reaching out to location where
not only can the women be reached easily and in the timings best suitable for them, but to the surrounding
communities as well. The outreaches consist of referral for VCT, and distribution of condoms and IEC materials.
Facilitate and monitor community dialogue sessions
Community dialogue sessions are an important entry point for the mainly male congregations that discuss
social issues. The topics discussed are closely monitored and messages on RH/GBV reach many men, who
traditionally in Uganda have complete control on women sexuality.
Support for individual change lies in large part with the community. Therefore, NAFOPHANU activities also
involve secondary beneficiaries, such as cultural gatekeepers, including local chiefs and faith-based leaders;
local school and government officials and administrators; male partners and family members (male and
female). NAFOPHANU believes that involving men and boys in the activities will also serve to transform the
gender-based beliefs, attitudes and behaviors of key persons with whom women and girls build their lives. It is
important men and boys be capacitated to support women and girls in reducing their vulnerability to
HIV&AIDS.
NAFOPHANU has also formed strategic partnerships with government leaders, (particularly the health
ministry), other non-governmental institutions, faith-based organizations (FBOs), and the private sector all of
whom have critical roles to play and responsibilities to assume in addressing the not only HIV&AIDS, but also
Gender Based Violence, as they are often the strategists and implementers of HIV&AIDS-related policies and
programs and can influence political strategies to reach vulnerable and at-risk groups of males and females
Domestic violence can result in many negative consequences for women’s health and well-being. The
consequences of Domestic Violence can be fatal, such as murder, suicide, and AIDS-related deaths; or nonfatal, such as chronic pain syndromes, traumatic injury, or traumatic gynecologic fistula. For many Ugandan
women, social worth and acceptance is based on marriage and children, making separation or divorce almost
impossible. The disparity between education for men and women is such that women are forced to remain
dependent upon men for economic and social stability, which means they are often forced to endure severe
abuse. Women who try to leave their marriages are faced with social disapproval and enormous pressure to
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return to the marital home. NAFOPHANU is in a small way, working with other strategic partners to ensure that
this no longer is as common as it has been.
Uganda has made great strides in incorporating gender equality into the framework of its constitution and has
made efforts to enhance women’s representation within its own structure. However, for many women,
rhetoric has failed to translate into action. The government has failed to pursue policies of eliminating violence
against women, to provide women with equal protection of the law, to ensure women’s rights to the highest
attainable standard of health, and, ultimately, to protect women’s rights to physical integrity and to life.
NAFOPHANU is in the forefront, particularly for Women Living with HIV, and together with our strategic
partners, lobbying and advocating decision makers and indeed the community, on domestic violence, its
intersection with HIV&AIDS and the health risks of harmful traditional practices.
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Namibia

Namibia Women’s Health Network

We thank the Commission for this opportunity to provide a submission regarding the on-going problem of
forced sterilization of women living with HIV/AIDS (WLHA) at public hospitals in Namibia. The Namibia
Women’s Health Network (NWHN) submits the attached video – “They Took My Choice Away” – which tells
the story of Hilma Nendongo, a Namibian woman living with HIV who was coerced into signing sterilization
consent forms during the distress of labour, without any knowledge of the procedure to which she was
consenting. Her experience reflects those of many WLHA in Namibia who are denied the choice to have a
family because of their health status.
Link to video:
http://www.stoptortureinhealthcare.org/forced-sterilization

Over the past five years, NWHN has worked in partnership with the International Community of Women Living
with HIV/AIDS (ICW), the ATHENA Network, the Centre for Reproductive Rights, the Southern African Litigation
Centre (SALC), and the AIDS Legal Network to document the forced and coerced sterilizations of WLHA in
Namibia. A 2008 investigation by the International Community of Women Living with HIV shed light on the
systemic nature of the abuse in Namibia when it found that 40 of 230 WLHA from multiple regions of the
country had been forced or coerced into sterilization. The first three of these cases were heard by the Namibia
High Court between December 2009 and January 2011 and a verdict is expected imminently. NWHN has now
received anecdotal reports of forced sterilizations from WLHA from all 13 regions of the country.
Documentation is on-going.
Regardless of the Court’s decision in the pending cases, the Namibian government must acknowledge its
failure to protect WLHA from these grave violations of international human rights at the hands of state medical
providers and take immediate action to prevent forced sterilizations going forward. NWHN has demanded that
the government put measures in place to ensure that all women fully and freely consent before being
sterilized. Women who have been sterilized should be compensated for this violation of their rights. This will
send a clear message to medical workers that they cannot continue to violate the rights of their patients or
treat women living with HIV as less than human.
We greatly appreciate your attention to this matter and would be happy to furnish any further information
that would be helpful.
For additional information on the forced sterilization of WLHA in Namibia, please see the below links:
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I Feel I Am Broken: Josephina Ipinge
http://www.stoptortureinhealthcare.org/real-voices/i-feel-i-am-broken-josephina-ipinge
Robbed of Motherhood: Esther Sheehama
http://www.stoptortureinhealthcare.org/real-voices/robbed-motherhood-esther-sheehama
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Uganda

Help the Crying Voices

I had an opportunity of volunteering with a Ugandan Organization called HELP THE CRYING VOICES located in
Sheema District.
During that period I was able to do lots activities which included sentization of the residents of Nyarutooma
,Kyeibanga, kitagata ,kashekuro about HIV and other related sexually transmitted diseases ,encouraged them
to test for HIV to know their status ,helped in counseling the HIV patients and taught them the effects of
feeding well when found HIV positive and also taught pupils in different primary schools about HIV(how its
transmitted, what to do avoid them from acquiring the disease, and what to do when diagnosed with the
disease and also encouraged them to go for testing since its free in main government hospitals).
During that period I noticed and recognized different aspects about the residents of Sheema district. like in
hospitals women and children(who usually escort their mothers) are the common people who go to the
hospital for testing for instance out of the 20 patients only 5 are men which is really worrying because
counseling and testing for HIV is effective if the ladies come along with their partners.
In Uganda testing of HIV in expectant mothers is a MUST so as long one goes to a government hospital it’s free
of charge but if one goes to private clinics or hospitals is expected to pay for testing this policy is so good if
accessed because it prevents mother to child HIV transmission. For this policy to be effective and recognized
mothers and husbands so be sentizatised
In the maternity ward in kitagata hospital we used to advise the expectant mothers to come along with their
partners husbands when ever they come for maternity treatment (antenatal care) most of them used to tell us
that partners are distant workers so they cannot make to the hospitals with them and others say that they fear
their husbands since they are considered inferior in the society so they need to do that alone since they are the
ones carrying the babies. I
The laws are so weak and ineffective in Uganda since women are still considered insignifant and inferior yet
they hold the foundation of the country because without them the nation easily collapses.
Due too much poverty the heads of the family decide to go the urban areas to look for work such that they
provide for their families. So they spend like 5months in city in search for money before they pay their families
a visit. During this period since they are far away from their wives they tend to get other ladies to satisfy them
sexually since they feel starved sexually which literally exposes him to the AIDS if precaution is not taken like
wearing a condom during the sexual intercourse.
This exposes the ladies to HIV if the husband acquires the disease in the city. Since most women are submissive
to their partners they just give in such that they have peace in the house. If the dares to refuse they are
battered and others are likely raped (marital rape) but the law doesn’t cater for such victims since the Law on
marital rape is just in the process of being made a law.
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According the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV (U N AIDS) s research women who have experienced
violence are up to three times more likely to be affected with HIV than those who have not.
Cases in point (a lady in Nyarutooma village Sheema district) name with held. The husband used to work in the
city (Kampala) where he spent most of the most so he acquired Aids and later infected the wife too.
Unfortunately the lady got to know she was HIV positive after giving birth to her. Since she delivered with the
help of a traditional herbal doctor so she missed out on the Prevention of Mother To Child Transmission facility
provided in medical centers. She discovered her HIV status when she had taken her baby girl to the hospital for
treatment since the baby s rush was a result of the disease so also the baby was HIV positive too. Later left his
husband and went back to the parent’s s home to seek refuse since she couldn’t handle the violence any more.
But at home the parents are also so poor to provide a balanced dieted meal for her so her health is literally
deteriorating slowly and yet she other children to take of. So this case shows how women are a prey to
violence from the most recognized male specie
Since most children have lost their parents to Aids they now instead taken over their parent s responsibility of
taking care of the home and the young ones left behind. These homes have become child headed households.
Due to lack of concern and care these children lead their lives as they wish since they are not accountable to
any one in life. Since most of them lack knowledge about HIV so their vulnerability to the disease. Such
children miss out on lots of their rights like education, health, shelter, and many others since their parents who
would have advocated for their rights are dead to do their roles. The laws in Uganda like the Constitution of
Uganda 1995 provides for these provisions but are never implemented since lots of our children are suffering.
According to me the law caters for those who know about its existence in my beloved country Uganda. There is
lack of sentisation in the villages (rural areas) since most of them lack money to buy radios and television sets
yet the advertisement are made using those means. My worry is that the government is acting slowly yet the
generation is drying out slowly by slowly especially the mothers and the children.
This gender based violence has its long term effects especially on the women s health including mental
disorders and reproductive health problem concerns. In Uganda 60% of the women in the country have
experienced physical violence in their life time and of which is committed by their intimate partners. Domestic
violence crimes against women and girls include rape, defilement, and physical assault, forced and early
marriages yet all these crimes are associated with the HIV disease if the other partner is infected so they are a
higher risk at the end of the day.
However most women are reluctant to seek redress from the justice system because most of them of them
don’t know about the existence of different organizations that can help them receive justice after being
oppressed like FIDA. Others say the lengthy court processes and general lack of knowledge with the legal
processes also make it difficult for women to go to court.
Despite the government s assurance that it’s committed to ending such violence and abuses continues
unabated.
In the absence of the law countless Ugandan men have been getting away with assaulting, sexually abusing
women and child neglect.
Laws that various activist hopes to save women and the children are the Domestic Violence Act to offer more
protection to the victims of domestic violence, Marriage and Divorce Bill, Sexual Offences Bill will criminalize
some acts like marital rape and other forms of domestic violence and provisions for appropriate penalties and
civil remedies.
But domestic violence is the key fact contributing factor for the HIV /AIDS in Uganda so appropriate measures
ought to be taken by the government leaders by making necessary laws that govern the culprits to the act and
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enforce those laws appropriately because without the government intervention and the law makers this going
to ruin the country s generation especially women and the children yet they are the pillars of this country.
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Ghana

GHANA NETWORK OF PERSONS LIVING WITH
HIV/AIDS (NAP+ GHANA)

The Ghana Network of Persons Living with HIV/AIDS is submitting this concept paper for your consideration
with respect to HIV and the law and to contribute to the debate to find lasting solutions to many problems
militating against HIV/AIDS in Ghana and Africa at large. Our position is built around policies formulation and
the enactments of laws to reduce the incidence of stigma and discrimination as well as human rights violations.
The concept paper specifically highlights the overarching concerns of Persons living with HIV/AIDS in Ghana
and shares some of their personal experiences with the Commission.
The concept paper also presents several key considerations for deliberation with governments and other
stakeholders as well as suggestions for creating the enabling environment for PLHIV in Ghana.
In developing this concept paper, Nap+ Ghana brought together some PLHIV across the country to dilate on
the relevance of multiple focus areas that give greater emphasis as far as HIV and the law are concerned.
POLICY AND LEGAL CONTEXTS
The right to health is a fundamental right guaranteed under international and regional human right
instruments such as the Universal Declaration on Human Rights.
HIV/AIDS-related stigma and discrimination in Ghana is commonly manifested in the form of physical abuse,
forceful ejection from homes, denial of jobs and access to treatment. There are no specific laws and policies to
protect the PLHIV in Ghana. The 1992 Constitution provides general rights to health and education, among
others; but does not provide any comprehensive package to address the concerns of PLHIV.
Unprecedented levels of resources have been mobilized for HIV and AIDS and significant advances have been
made in the areas of treatment and prevention in Ghana, but overall, the National AIDS Response remains offtrack–with respect to human rights abuses meted out to PLHIV.
Sadly, the country has not made any appreciable progress on stigma, discrimination and human rights issues.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SITUATION
The Ghana Network of Persons Living with HIV/AIDS has outlined some critical areas it considers imperative as
far as HIV and the Law are concerned. These include stigma and discrimination, gender and reproductive
health and human rights violations. It starts with broad explanations of the context or situation in Ghana and
narrows down to the specific experience sharing from PLHIV in Ghana.
ISSUE AREAS
STIGMA AND DISCRIMINATION
It is an acknowledged fact in Ghana that widespread stigma and discrimination toward PLHIV in the general
population has adversely affected uptake of HIV services including HTC, adherence to ART and access to
supportive services. In many ways, HIV/AIDS related stigma has had an even wider reach and a greater effect
than the virus itself. HIV/AIDS related stigma affects not only the lives of people with HIV/AIDS, but also of
their lovers, families and caregivers.
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i)

Workplace

The workplace remains a potentially unsafe environment for people with HIV/AIDS, whether they are currently
at work, returning to work, or looking for work for the first time. People with HIV/AIDS in Ghana have
experienced the following at the workplace:
-

Have sometimes not claimed their benefits – or may not take antiretroviral therapy at all for fear of
disclosure, harassment, and being fired; and

-

Have sometimes found themselves in an environment in which they have been harassed, avoided, or
ostracized.

It is a common practice for employers to force prospective employees to undergo HIV test before employment.
This makes it difficult for many PLHIV to be open about their status in the workplace, thus they live under
constant pressure from the fear that someone at work could learn of their secret.
In the workplace also, PLHIV suffer from HIV-related stigma from their co-workers and supervisors, such as
social isolation and ridicule, or experience discriminatory practices, such as being fired from their jobs. The fear
of negative reactions from colleagues and employers is discouraging workers from undergoing voluntary
counseling and testing (VCT) and seeking available prevention and care services.
ii)

Community/Social Exclusion

Another important issue raised by the HIV/AIDS pandemic has to do with the social isolation of a person
infected with the disease either by members of the family or the community as whole. HIV/AIDS has
threatened the sense of family and community solidarity that is so uniquely African. Rather than acceptance
and support for PLHIV, rejection and abandonment at times violence is the norm.
Health Care Setting
Ghana is replete with cases of stigma and human rights violation within health care settings, ranging from HIV
testing without consent, breaches of confidentiality, and denial of treatment. Many of these violations start
when HIV tests are administered in health care institutions. Some of the tests are often carried out without the
knowledge and consent of the patient, and without the benefit of pre and post test counseling.
i)

Privacy/Confidentiality

These are two important issues bordering on the human rights of PLHIV. The right to privacy is protected under
the Universal Declaration on Human Rights as follows: No person shall be subjected to arbitrary interference
with his privacy, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his reputation and honour. Yet in Ghana, some
nurses and doctors breach this aspect of confidentiality and disclose the status of PLHIV to others.
ii)

Quality treatment/Intermittent shortage of ART

Experiences of PLHIV in Ghana have to do with affordability of ART. The issue of access to drug is crucial to the
health of PLHIV. In Ghana, PLHIV pay GHS5 every month to access ART. In some cases, there are shortages of
ART and PLHIV will have to demonstrate before these life saving drugs are bought.
GENDER AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH
Women living with HIV in Ghana who seek medical care sometimes suffer from multiple human rights
violations and encounter daunting barriers to quality healthcare. At healthcare centers across Ghana, these
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women may encounter physical and verbal abuse and are subject to discriminatory standards of care. In some
cases too, women lack the ability to negotiate safer sex in the home due to socio-cultural beliefs which
continue to subordinate women. In many contexts, the social and cultural value surrounding female purity
means that women and girls living with HIV/AIDS are subjected to greater discrimination than men. Cases
where women are ―blamed for their infection has led to heightened levels of domestic abuse, abandonment
by spouses or in-laws, or dismissal from paid employment.
HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS
HIV/AIDS is most commonly linked with economic, social and cultural rights, such as the right to healthcare,
education, employment, and adequate housing, freedom of expression and association, right to information
and right to privacy, is more recent. However, many abuses of human rights pose a great risk of increasing the
spread of HIV, for example violence and discrimination against women, marginalized groups, commercial sex
workers and people living with HIV/AIDS; harassment and imprisonment without due process, have occurred in
Ghana. The most significant ones include the following:
i)

Access to Housing/Accommodation

ii)

workplace-based discrimination

iii)

Health Centres/Facilities

EXPERIENCES SHARING OF PLHIV FROM GHANA
Some of the experiences from PLHIV in Ghana have been narrated below:
-

Gifty Asamoah got a job at the Ghana Fire Service. She went through the recruitment process and was
employed. Subsequently, she felt sick and was asked to go to a particular clinic for HIV test. The Doctor
breached confidentiality, disclosed her status to the boss at Ghana Fire Service and she was sacked.

1. Linda Okyere was ejected from her rented apartment because she went on television to disclose her HIV
status whilst she was advocating for funding to implement project for Orphans and Other Vulnerable
Children (OCV). Her landlady heard of it and ejected her from the house. The landlady sent Linda’s luggage
outside her rented apartment. She stayed in the open for 1 week before a good Samaritan offered her
assistance to rent a new apartment.
2. Monica Atokoba went to hospital for antenatal services and one of the nurses chastised her that as HIV
positive woman, she should not get pregnant. The Nurse engaged in a long argument with Monica trying to
indicate that positive women cannot give birth to a negative child. That put Monica in a very sad mood for
days. Monica broke the news to her husband and indicated her intention to abort the unborn baby .It took
the intervention of the husband to resolve the issue.
3. Kofi Yeboah, a PLHIV died in a hospital in Accra and the family left his body at the hospital. According to the
family, it was a disgrace for them to come for the body because of stigma in Ghana. Nap+ Ghana arranged
for his interment and subsequent funeral rites.
THE WAY FORWARD
Nap+ Ghana believes that a certain amount of progress can be achieved through the legal process.
Government should review her policies with legislation with clear monitoring and enforcement mechanism.
Government, civil society groups and all stake holders should carry out massive publicity and grass root
mobilization geared towards creating understanding of the disease and support for PLHIV. Lawyers and human
rights activists should be empowered to play active role in promoting and protecting the rights of PLHIV.
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Nap+ believes Ghana and Africa as a whole can fight stigma, discrimination as well as human right violations
through enlightened laws and policies. But it begins with openness, the courage to speak out by government,
parliamentarians, and ministers of state. The time for governments to act is now!
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Zambia

NATIONAL DRIVERS ASSOCIATION OF ZAMBIA

ACTIVITIES:
The National Drivers Association of Zambia (NDAZ) was established in 1979 with a mandate of caring the
welfare of all drivers and other workforce in the transport sector. The association membership is now about
1000. Before 1991, the association enjoyed monopoly of membership among the drivers as government
controlled transport until Zambia liberalized the economy and the private sector emerged to run side by side
with government after 1991. For the past decade and half 60% of the transport sector is run by the informal
sector. These developments have caused drivers and other transport workforces join other associations to
meet their demands. However, during the past two decades the association lost a lot of its members from HIV
and AIDS. This prompted the association to join in the fight of prevention and health care of HIV/AIDS in the
workplace and surrounding communities at cross boarder areas and truck stops.
In 2003 the NDAZ joined partnership with the Ministry of Communications and Transport (MCT) to work
together to improve the health of transport sector workforce especially long distance truck drivers who spend
most of their time away from home and working stations. In 2004 stakeholders felt the need to formulate an
HIV/AIDS policy to provide guidelines and standards to all transport operators to take an interest in coming up
with workplace HIVAIDS programmes. With the help from the World Bank Funding and Global Funds, the
National Drivers Association of Zambia managed to conduct a number of HIV/AIDS sensitization, training,
condom distribution and other capacity building with transport employers. The emerging of the private
transport sector in Zambia brought several challenges on how to protect the health and rights of the workforce
since employer’s main focus is on making profits. These and other challenges bring with them heavy
responsibilities on Non-governmental Organizations, associations, Unions and Employers Federations to be
proactive in their approach of advocacy for improved working environment of transport sector workers. Since
my joining the association in 2003, I have been involved I the following activities.
From 2003 to 2011 I have been involved in several architectural planning and management activities.
-

2003-2011 have been sitting at the Technical Working Group (TWG) at the Ministry of Communications
and Transport. The committee is a representation of the tripartite stakeholders (Ministry, private sector
and civil society) – I have been guiding the TWG through the Ministry of Communications and Transport on
the formulation of sectoral policies and other instrumental documents meant to protect the health and
rights of workforce in the transport sector.

-

2004 – Attended a workshop in Ethiopia organized by the World Bank for southern and West African
countries to discuss on the need to formulate transport HIV/AIDS policies. After a few months later, we
managed to assist the Ministry of Communications and Transport to develop an HIV/AIDS transport policy
but with less participation of key stakeholders.

-

2005-2007 served at the Private Sector Technical Working Group (TWG) at National AIDS Council). During
this time I advocated for standards and guidelines in the transport sector for employers to develop
workplace policies. Together with other stakeholders we also advocated for review of the Labour Laws to
protect workers rights.
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-

2007 invited by the World Bank to attend the African Consultation Workshop. I presented a paper of best
practices on civil society partnership with government to formulate sectoral policies and standards for the
transport sector workforce especially the long distance drivers. From that experience the Ministry has
been working together with various stakeholders to apply the outcome from past experience challenges. A
health Wellness clinic is being established in Lusaka near the main Intercity bus Terminus to provide
HIVA/AIDS awareness and basic treatment to People Living with HIV/AIDS.

-

2008 - Invited to attend regional workshop in Swaziland to strengthen HIV/AIDS in the transport sectorafter this workshop I presented a report to the Permanent Secretary at the Ministry of Communications
and Transport to review the sector policy which was finally reviewed from 2009 to 2010 through wide
consultation in the country. Other legal procedures and systems are being designed to strengthen the
policy implementation in the transport sector. The Ministry of Transport is in process of establishing a
Monitoring Unit to effectively coordinate both formal and informal HIV/AIDS activities.

-

2011 May – commissioned by SADC to assist the Lead Consultant under the Support of the Private Sector
in Africa to fight AIDS in Africa. During this period I was assisting the Lead Consultant to conduct a Field
Research in Zambia to assess the health minimum standards of truck drivers in their working environment.
The research found lack of workplace policies and guidelines to protect the health and rights of transport
sector workforce. However, using current Laws and Policies, the association is trying had to strengthen the
gaps on health standards and discriminatory practices by seeking for more civil society organizations on
the TWG at the Ministry of Communications and Transport. Further, focus is to improve treatment of HIV
and AIDS workers especially along distance routes.

-

The civil society in Zambia is now lobbying through the TWG at the Ministry of Communications and
Transport to strengthen the legal framework in the transport sector as a way of promoting good health
among the workforce to remain productive and safe at their places of work without facing a discrimination
of race, gender or being HIV positive.

Summary
Looking at the workshop focus, it looks fantastic as various stakeholders will discuss ways of sealing up the
gaps of Laws and practices that relate or impede HIV-related treatment access or practices that criminalize
people. Zambia is currently making improvements to harmonize Laws and practices by implementing HIV/AIDS
programmes and activities using revised policies that lead to Legislation review. It appears the system is
working especially the transport sector which is becoming a model in Zambia by applying formal partnership of
government and civil society through TWG in The implementation of HIVAIDS.
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Kenya

Nchogu, Omwanza and Nyasimi Advocates

Challenging the criminalization of HIV transmission in Kenya
A. Problem Statement
HIV and AIDS directly affects over 1.4 million Kenyans who have been diagnosed as being carriers of the virus.1
It is a disease that is predominantly found in groups that are already socially disfavoured or marginalized—gay
men, the poor, women, those who use drugs and sex workers.
Just to demonstrate the deep rooted prejudice against HIV and AIDS even in the justice system, I quote Justice
Luka Kimaru in obiter comments in the case of Philip Kipkoech Chepkwony vs. Republic2 where he observed
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that:
“…the appellant defiled the complainant in the full knowledge that there was a possibility that he could infect
her with the said AIDS virus. Although the prosecution did not establish that the appellant had indeed infected
the complainant with the AIDS virus, this court cannot ignore the fact that the appellant was armed with a
lethal weapon which weapon he used to potentially inflict a fatal injury on an innocent girl.”
B. The HIV and AIDS Prevention and Control Act, Kenya
The HIV Prevention and Control at section 24(1) states that, “A person who is and is aware of being infected
with HIV or is carrying and is aware of carrying the HIV virus shall(a) take all reasonable measures and precautions to prevent the transmission of HIV to others; and
(b) inform, in advance, any sexual contact or person with whom needles are shared of that fact.
(2) A person who is and is aware of being infected with HIV or who is carrying and is aware of carrying HIV shall
not, knowingly and recklessly, place another person at risk of becoming infected with HIV unless that other
person knew that fact and voluntarily accepted the risk of being infected.
(3) A person who contravenes the provisions of subsections (1) or (2) commits an offence and shall be liable
upon conviction to a fine not exceeding five hundred thousand shillings or to imprisonment for a term not
exceeding seven years, or to both such fine and imprisonment.”
According to this section, a person who is aware of being infected with HIV must inform ‘in advance any sexual
contact’ of this fact. But the law does not say what ‘any sexual contact’ is. For instance, is it holding hands?
Kissing? Or only more intimate forms of exploratory contact? Or does it apply only to penetrative intercourse?
Nor does it say what “in advance” means. No transmission is required and no intent is required making it
extremely difficult for the average (Kenyan) person to determine precisely what behavior is subject to
prosecution. It also mocks the whole essence of criminal law which is to punish, the state of mind that
precipitates criminal conduct.
C. Elements of unconstitutionality of section 24 of the HIV and AIDS Prevention and Control Act
i. The fact that an offence may arise, under section 24(1) as read with section 24(3) of HIV and AIDS Prevention
and Control Act, No. 14 of 2006, from a failure to disclose information to a “sexual contact” who is largely
undefined, means that there is a risk to the realisation of the rights to a fair hearing under section 50 of the
Constitutionof the Republic of Kenya.
ii. It discriminates against people living with HIV, women and members of vulnerable groups.3 The limitation
on freedom from discrimination is unconstitutional because of vagueness and because it is excessively broad
(the limitation fails on the requirement of legality).
iii. Sub section (2) is extremely broad and could be interpreted to apply to sport (boxing, but also football etc
where there are extremely low but theoretically possible risks of transmission), emergency situations (doctor
with HIV must inform patient in case he sticks himself and then patient with needle (unlikely but possible). This
also has a chilling effect. If a person with HIV comes across a person who needs first aid he may refrain from
offering this as he could conceivably be convicted under the section. It is also vague because it does not
provide the individual with sufficient guidance on what conduct would constitute a criminal offence and
therefore impact on his or her liberty.
iv. The term “sexual contact” is not defined, is not a term of art and therefore does not provide sufficient
guidance to the individual on how to determine what conduct would be legal (it is not used elsewhere that I
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know of and I do not know of any definition. Vague laws are unconstitutional often in their own right (as they
violate the right to due process and a fair trial) but will also consititute an unlawful violation of a protected
right that they may interfere with.
v. The last question would be whether the limitation (if the court considered it to comply with the principle of
legality) is reasonably justifiable in a democratic society (the proportionality principle is found in Article 24 of
the Constitution). The current standards from UNAIDS and WHO which are generally to the effect that only
deliberate (and not reckless or negligent) transmission of HIV can be considered at all justifiable. Even with
deliberate transmission one has to be careful as the consequences may include a disincentive to be tested, and
the disproportionate impact on vulnerable groups. This is against the background that in the absence of any
evidence that criminalization of transmission does in fact reduce the transmission of HIV (which is the only
governmental aim under which this can be justified) etc.4
D. Case objectives
The law firm of Nchogu, Omwanza and Nyasimi Advocates is representing Aids Law Project (hereafter ALP)
which commenced a constitutional petition, High Court at Nairobi5 aimed at challenging the legality and
constitutionality of section 24 of the HIV and AIDS Prevention and Control Act, for failing to meet the
constitutional threshold that the average person in Kenya should be able to determine precisely what behavior
is subject to prosecution under Kenyan laws. In the interim it sought for an interlocutory injunction to stop the
operation of the law. The Court held that if at the interlocutory stage the court suspends enforcement of a part
of a statute and that order brings about undesirable consequences to the general public, in the event that
upon hearing of the petition the interlocutory orders are not confirmed, the undesirable effects of the earlier
order may never be undone.
Having weighed the competing interests of the applicant and the persons they represent against those of the
wider public, the court stated that the latter must prevail. The interlocutory orders sought were not granted.
Instead, an early hearing date for the petition should be set so that the issues raised are comprehensively dealt
with.
E. Expected outcomes
The most significant overall outcome of this case is the declaration that section 24 of the HIV and Prevention
Act is unconstitutional and therefore null and void. Other outcomes include: come out more strongly and to overcome the barriers of stigma and discrimination because they are well
informed about their rights.
with governmental institutions on issues that affect them both locally and nationally. This will encourage
citizens to be informed about their rights and know that they can fight for them. This will involve publicizing
the case so that the public is aware of it.
-

Strengthen the capacity of the public and inform them about the HIV and AIDS Prevention and Control Act.

Conclusion
It is generally recognised that coercive approaches, which may include mandatory HIV testing, restriction of
movement and criminalization of harm reduction measures, are not conducive to HIV prevention. It confirmed
that the mere presence of an HIV-positive person in a country is not a threat to public health, for while HIV is
transmissible, it is not contagious in the sense of being spread by airborne particles or by casual contact.
Instead, it is transmitted by specific behavior (most commonly, unprotected sex or the use of contaminated
injection equipment), which does not put prevention exclusively within the control of the HIV-positive person
but rather enables HIV-negative persons to take steps to protect themselves against the transmission.
In conclusion, I suggest that the global HIV commission should recommend that criminal law cannot be the
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preferred substitute for public health initiatives meant to address the HIV scourge. Criminal law cannot in this
area draw reasonable lines between criminal and non-criminal behaviour, nor prevent HIV transmission. For
women, it is a poor substitute for policies that go to the roots of subordination and gender based violence. The
use of criminal law to address HIV infection is inappropriate except in rare cases in which a person acts with
conscious intent to transmit HIV and does so, and if laws have to be crafted, they ought to only be applicable in
exceptional cases.
1 (See HIV statistics) on http://nascop.or.ke/library/ART%20guidelines/National%2 0HIV%20DR%20PreventionMonitoring%20and%20surveillance%20plan2008-2012.pdf.
2 [2006] eKLR.
3 21. Article 27 of the Kenyan constitution provides inter alia, that, “27. (1) Every person is equal before the law and has the right to equal protection and
equal benefit of the law. (2) Equality includes the full and equal enjoyment of all rights and fundamental freedoms. (3) ....not applicable. (4) The State
shall not discriminate directly or indirectly against any person on any ground, including race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, health status, ethnic or social
origin, colour, age, disability, religion, conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth.”
4 22. Article 2 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (‘ICCPR’) and Article 2 the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(‘CESCR’) guarantee that the rights recognised therein are respected “without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion,
political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status”.
5 (Nairobi Law Courts) Petition 97 of 2010. Reports at www.kenyalaw.org
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We thank the Commission for this opportunity to brief it regarding the health and human rights violations
facing women living with HIV (WLHIV) in Kenya. This submission is presented by National Empowerment
Network of people living with HIV/AIDS in Kenya (NEPHAK) and details the efforts of Project Prevention to
coerce women living with HIV (WLHIV) to consent to long-acting methods of contraception.
Background
Project Prevention, a U.S.-based organization founded in 1997 and initially named CRACK (Children Requiring a
Caring Kommunity), has paid female drug users in the United States $300 to agree to be sterilised. The
organization’s founder, Barbara Harris, has been quoted as saying, “We don’t allow dogs to breed. We spay
them. We neuter them. We try to keep them from having unwanted puppies, and yet these women are
literally having litters of children.”i
Harris expanded Project Prevention’s sterilisation campaign to Britain, but human rights groups there actively
worked to oppose the organization, and in the face of the British Medical Association’s stringent ethical
requirements, it decided instead to offer drug users payment to accept long-term contraception. After its
experience in Britain, Project Prevention turned its attention to Kenya, where it has been paying WLHIV to
accept long-term contraception. In a press release, the organization says that in addition to working to “cure”
infants of AIDS, there is an urgent need to “prevent future pregnancies that may result in infants born HIV
positive who would suffer daily and most will die before age 5.”ii We are concerned about the inherently
coercive nature of Project Prevention’s efforts, about the medically inaccurate information they are
propagating, and about the negative health impacts it will have on WLHIV, especially the very poor women
living with HIV in Kenya.
Project Prevention in Kenya
In Kenya, Project Prevention focuses on preventing WLHIV from having children. The organization works with a
doctor who inserts intrauterine devices (IUD) into HIV-positive women for a fee of $7. Project Prevention not
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only covers the cost of this procedure but also offers women agreeing to this procedure a one-time cash
payment of $40. Willice Onyango, Coordinator of Project Prevention’s efforts in Kenya was recently quoted as
saying, “We provide financial incentives to participating women to help with their socioeconomic
empowerment, get their attention, and as a reward for choosing not to transmit the virus to an innocent
child.”iii Additionally, in a recent press release the organization was quoted as saying:
For only 47 American dollars we have prevented future pregnancies that may result in infants born HIVpositive who would suffer daily and most will die before age 5. All this human suffering is preventable… We
must work to change those numbers by getting the HIV/AIDS positive women on long-term birth control. That
is the only way those numbers will become fewer.iv
Such statements ignore the proven success of antiretroviral medications (ARVs) that prevent mother-to-child
transmission (PMTCT). The organization makes no mention of any need to offer ARVs or other medical
treatment to WLHIV. Additionally, there is no indication of medical follow-up for the women accepting the
IUDs, or financial assistance should they subsequently want them removed. It is not uncommon for women
with IUDs to experience excessive menstrual flow and be more prone to vaginal and pelvic infections. While it
is standard for women using IUDs to be reviewed annually, Project Prevention does not pre-arrange any
follow-up appointments for women who undergo the procedure.v It is widely known and accepted by medical
and public health communities that the best PMTCT regimes (which include putting the mother on full
antiretroviral treatment) make the risk of mother-to-child transmission virtually nonexistent (the WHO
guidance on PMTCT suggests a risk of less than 2 percent; other estimates put the risk at less than 1 percent).vi
Neither sterilisation nor long-acting contraceptive methods are medically necessary to prevent the
transmission of HIV to children.
Risking the health of WLHIV
Project Prevention promotes medically inaccurate information and in doing so increases the stigma and health
challenges facing WLHIV and their families. WLHIV have specialized health needs. Certain long-term
contraceptive devices have been found to result in serious health problems for some women. This is not a
decision that should be taken lightly or rushed into for the lure of much-needed cash. WLHIV require
comprehensive health services that provide safe, voluntary contraceptive options and the kind of prenatal care
and antiretroviral regimens that will reduce the chances of their babies being born with HIV. Giving cash or inkind incentives for poor women living with HIV to undergo sterilisation or to accept a long-acting contraceptive
method is a form of coercion and violates reproductive choice and rights. Project Prevention pushes women
into making decisions about birth control based on money, rather than which contraceptive is the healthiest
and best choice for them.
By promoting the idea that preventing childbirth is the only way to ensure that children are born without HIV,
Project Prevention only further scapegoats and stigmatizes WLHIV. By fueling negative perceptions and
spreading misinformation about WLHIV who are or want to become mothers the project adds to the extant
stigma and discrimination that interferes with HIV-positive women receiving key reproductive health care,
including family planning services and maternal health care, and obstructs their access to services to prevent
mother-to-child transmission of HIV.
Unethical medical behavior
Offering financial incentives to influence what should be carefully considered medical choices is a highly
questionable practice that is considered both coercive and manipulative. The $40 being offered to Kenyan
women represents a large sum, especially in poor, rural communities where Project Prevention is focusing its
efforts. Project Prevention’s model also encourages women to coerce each other to accept IUDs, as women
are only accepted in groups of ten or more, and payments of $400 (or more depending on the total number of
women) are made in a lump sum to the group which is then expected to start a small business. The project
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seem to rely on the peer pressure among women infected with HIV. Project Prevention presents this
discriminatory project as a microfinance endeavor. Only WLHIV are eligible to participate.
Interventions for WLHIV need to be holistic, integrated, respectful, and responsive to the needs of such
women, their children and other family members. Most of all, they must be based in science and human rights.
PMTCT programs are available in Kenya, and they have been well documented and proven to be effective.
Project Prevention chooses to ignore this.
Offering WLHIV money to accept a long-acting contraceptive method is akin to coerced and forced
sterilisations of WLHIV in other countries.vii Both practices stem from the belief that WLHIV have no right to
have children. This is a pernicious belief that restricts women’s reproductive choices. In 2008, the Center for
Reproductive Rights and the Federation of Women Lawyers-Kenya issued a fact finding report, At Risk: Rights
Violations of HIV-Positive Women in Kenyan Health Facilities, which found that WLHIV are consistently
discriminated against in the health sector when they try to exercise their reproductive choices. They are often
denied comprehensive family planning information because of beliefs that WLHIV should not be sexually active
and should not have children. Pregnant women living with HIV are often abused or neglected when they give
birth in health care facilities, which threatens their health and undermines efforts to prevent transmission
during delivery. Evidence of forced and coerced sterilisations of WLHIV in Chile and Namibia – many of which
occurred during or after childbirth – has recently emerged and illustrates the global nature of the
discrimination against WLHIV.
Project Prevention has reported that it intends to expand to South Africa next year. However, the South
African health department has said that it will bring the project before the Human Rights Commission if it
operates within its borders and has warned that doctors who cooperate with the project in any medical
interventions would be reported to the Health Professions Council of South Africa.viii The Kenyan government
has thus far issued no such response even after the technical agency responsible for HIV and AIDS in the
country, the National AIDS and STIs Control Programme (NASCOP) has been informed about this project by
NEPHAK.
Thank you for your consideration of our submission.
i Swaine, Jon. “Drug addict sterilised for cash - but can Barbara Harris save our babies?” The Telegraph. 19 October 2010. Accessed June 1, 2011:
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/health/8071664/Drug-addict-sterilised-for-cash-but-can-Barbara-Harris-save-our-babies.html
ii “Project Prevention feels it is crucial to educate HIV/AIDS positive women on long term birth control.” 2 December 2010. Accessed June 2, 1011:
http://www.news-medical.net/news/20101202/Project-Prevention-feels-it-is-crucial-to-educate-HIVAIDS-positive-women-on-long-term-birthcontrol.aspx
iii “IUDS to Prevent HIV in Kenya?” The Nation. 14 May 2011. Accessed June 1, 2011, http://www.thenation.com/article/160485/iuds-prevent-hiv-kenya
iv African Press Organisation. “Project Prevention Can Lower the Number of Pregnancies in Women Affected by HIV/AIDS.” 2 December 2010. Accessed
June 1, 2011: http://appablog.wordpress.com/2010/12/02/project-prevention-can-lower-the-number-of-pregnancies-in-women-affected-by-hivaids/
v Clark, Anna. “IUDS to Prevent HIV in Kenya?” The Nation. 14 May 2011. Accessed June 1, 2011, http://www.thenation.com/article/160485/iudsprevent-hiv-kenya
vi http://www.unfpa.org/public/pid/394
vii Center for Reproductive Rights. Dignity Denied: Violations of the Rights of HIV-Positive Women in Chilean Health Facilities. 2010. Accessed June 1,
2011: reproductiverights.org/sites/crr...net/.../chilereport_FINAL_singlepages.pdf
International Community of Women Living with HIV/AIDS. Forced and Coerced Sterilisation of HIV Positive Women in Namibia. March 2009.
viii Clark, Anna. “IUDS to Prevent HIV in Kenya?” The Nation. 14 may 2011. Accessed June 1, 2011, http://www.thenation.com/article/160485/iudsprevent-hiv-kenya
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Introduction
Globally, there are no data indicating that the broad application of criminal law to HIV transmission will achieve
either criminal justice or prevent HIV transmission. Rather, such application risks undermining public health
and human rights abuses. As a result of these concerns, UNAIDS urges governments to limit criminalization to
cases of intentional transmission i.e. where a person knows his or her HIV positive status, acts with the
intention to transmit HIV, and does in fact transmit it. This is against the backdrop that criminal law should not
apply to cases where there is no significant risk of transmission or where the person: did not know that she/he
was HIV positive; did not understand how HIV is transmitted; disclosed his or her HIVpositive status to the
person at risk (or honestly believed the other person was aware of his/her status through some other means);
did not disclose his or her HIV-positive status because of fear of violence or other serious negative
consequences; took reasonable measures to reduce risk of transmission, such as practising safer sex through
using a condom or other precautions to avoid higher risk acts.
Criminalization of HIV/AIDS – The Nigeria Situation
As at today, there are no known cases of documented prosecutions for transmission of HIV in Nigeria.
However, some States have passed laws criminalizing transmission of and exposure to HIV infection. The antiAIDS discrimination bill which is before the national assembly also provide for criminalization of intentional or
willful transmission of HIV to others. The proponent of this criminalization crusade reasoned that it will
attempt to ensure that people living with HIV live responsibly, not endangering the safety of public health.
They argued that PLHIV has an obligation to the safety of public health of the population to ensure that he or
she does not endanger others through a reckless way of life. This is against the background that there are
undocumented reports of certain PLHIV who embark on indiscriminate sexual escapes as a means of getting
back on the society they accuse of infecting them in the first place.
In the absence of a law that prohibit AIDS related stigmatization and discrimination, the Network of People
Living with HIV/AIDS in Nigeria (NEPWHAN) in collaboration with the Civil Society groups have gone to the
street many times to protest against AIDS related stigmatization and discrimination and has argued against this
criminalization effort due to the fact that it is very difficult, if not almost impossible to determine place,
manner and individual responsible for HIV infection, as symptoms of infection may only appear months and
sometimes years after infection. This is against the background that criminalization will further help to drive
the stigma incidences to an alarming stage considering the present situation where some PLHIV are still living
in denial due to fear of all imaginable verbal and psychological attack from the community. Some of the
experiences of stigmatization and discrimination by people living with HIV/AIDS in Nigeria were as follows:
Withdrawal of Licence to Practice
Vera Emmanuel graduated from Nigeria College of Aviation Technology (NCAT) as an Airhostess but her
Licence to practice was withdrawn by the school authority when it was discovered that she is HIV positive.
NEPWHAN took up the matter with the relevant government authorities and after much pressure, the Licence
was given back to her. In addition, NCAT employed her and accepted to support her education in any of the
Nigerian University of her choice.
Ostracization of a widow and her son from the community as a result of their HIV status
In Ekwulobia, Anambra State of Nigeria, a widow and her son was banished from their community as a result of
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their HIV status. However, after the intervention of NEPWHAN through a community dialogue meeting, the
widow with her son was reintegrated into the community with full restoration of her inheritance rights. Full
story was published on Global Fund website.
The Adegboye’s case
Adegboye was a student of Nigeria Institute of Journalism. He took permission from the school authority to go
for collection of his antiretroviral drugs. The school authorities were socked that one of their students was HIV
positive and automatically stopped Adedgboye from coming to school. NEPWHAN in collaboration with other
civil society groups protested against this inhuman treatment and as a result, Adegboye was later readmitted
into the school. Today, Adegboye is a graduate of that same school.
Dismissal of 150 HIV positive police officers from services on ground of auxiliary medical conditions
In 2005, the Nigeria Police Force dismissed 150 police officers who tested positive to HIV on ground of auxiliary
medical condition. NEPWHAN protested and later engaged in dialogue with the police authority. After much
pressure, all the 150 police officers were recalled back to service.
Applicable Laws in Nigeria
•Enugu State - Part IV: Criminal and Correctional Systems Legislation
Transmission and Exposure Offences
It shall be considered a criminal offence for someone with established knowledge of his/her positive status to
wilfully and intentionally expose someone else or transmit the virus to another person, or engage in such
behaviour or practices that are considered to put others at risk of HIV infection.
(2) Notwithstanding existing criminal, public and mental health laws, one shall be guilty of engaging in risky
behaviour capable of willfully and intentionally transmitting HIV if he/she engages in intentional unprotected
sex, attempts murder, assault, battery, unlawfully causing bodily harm, engaging in dangerous acts, use of
noxious things and other such acts considered to constitute public nuisance.
(3) Notwithstanding criminal laws existing on sexual offences, anyone who coerces or engages in sexual
intercourse with another person without the consent of the latter, or if such consent is obtained under force
threat, fear, impersonation or offer of inducements whereby the victim is exposed to risk of transmission of
HIV the perpetrator of the act shall be liable to compensate the victim to the tone of =N=200,000 ($1,350) if
prove of infection is provided.
(4) Any partner in marriage has the right to secure divorce in a situation where he/she considers
himself/herself at risk of being infected by an HIV positive partner who refuses to consent or practice safer sex,
especially the consistent use of condoms.
(5) HIV-positive individuals shall not be prohibited from having sex or marrying anyone of their choice,
provided the latter's consent is obtained by his/her partner either voluntarily or on demand of his/her HIVpositive status, the protection of the formers right to privacy notwithstanding.
(6) Where an HIV-positive person is taken a preventive measure and such measure fails such as the case of a
broken condom, resulting in the infection of his/her sexual partner, the former shall not be guilty of wilful
transmission if he/she obtained consent of the latter to having sex, and the latter was informed of the positive
status of the former.
(7) Anyone charged with the above offences on transmission and exposure of HIV infection shall have the right
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to put up defense. Notwithstanding, consent shall not be considered a defense for wilful or intentional
transmission or exposure to HIV infection if such consent was not “informed” by the disclosure of the status of
the HIV positive individual to the consenting party.
• Lagos State - Section 18 Offences and Penalties
(1) Any Person who willfully or knowingly endangers other persons by infecting them with the AIDS virus,
commits an offence and shall be liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding Two Hundred Thousand Naira only
(N200, 000) or imprisonment not exceeding ten years.
• Draft Anti Discriminatory Bill: Section 31 Willful or Deliberate Spread of HIV Virus
Penalty - Any person, having known his/her sero-positive status, deliberately transmits the HIV directly or
indirectly shall be guilty of an offence and, upon conviction be sentenced up to twelve months imprisonment
or fine of up to N500, 000.00 ($3,378) or both.
States should also: avoid introducing HIV-specific laws and instead apply general criminal law to cases of
intentional transmission; issue guidelines to limit police and prosecutorial discretion in application of criminal
law (e.g. by clearly and narrowly defining “intentional” transmission, by stipulating that an accused person’s
responsibility for HIV transmission be clearly established beyond a reasonable doubt, and by clearly indicating
those considerations and circumstances that should mitigate against criminal prosecution);2 and ensure any
application of general criminal laws to HIV transmission is consistent with their international human rights
obligations. Given the above scenario, the Network of People Living with HIV/AIDS in Nigeria has maintained
that, instead of criminalizing HIV transmission, every adult must be sensitized to the point that he or she
understands the import of high risk behavior as well as risk associated with unprotected sexual intercourse or
sex with a person whose HIV status is not known.
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Historical Background:
HIV/AIDS is an indubitable fact of global and human history. Though the origin of this pandemic has not been
fully established by the relevant authorities, by all indications, however inaccurate and conservative,
HIV/AIDS is currently the leading cause of death in Africa and the fourth most common cause of death
globally. It is global in its reach and affects all levels of human experience. Statistics indicate that at the close
of 1999, about 34.3 million people worldwide were living with HIV, 5.4 million were newly infected that
same year, while about 18.8 million had already died from AIDS. 16,000 new infections are said to occur
daily. More than 95% of these infections and other reproduction health problems occur in the developing
world. The consequences of these are numerous, ranging from great suffering, pain and death, with
accompanying negative effects on national growth and development.
With a human population estimated at more than 140 million, Nigeria is indeed ranked as the most populous
nation in black Africa. Since the first reported incidence of HIV infections in the country in 1986, there has been
a consistent increase in the prevalence of HIV from an estimated 1.8% in 1993 to about 5.4% in 1999. About
2.6 million were said to be living with the AIDS virus in 1999. This figure has today skyrocketed to more than 5
million. Current estimates predict HIV prevalence rate in Nigeria to be approximately 10%
of the sexually active population, and these figures are even higher among high - risk groups and
in certain geographical locations. Documented evidence shows that our beloved nation is in great jeopardy
for explosive growth of the epidemic beyond high - risk groups and it the commonly classified low - risk general
populations. Reasons commonly advanced for the increasing prevalence rate include poverty, ignorance,
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increasing urbanization, poor government policies and denial of the AIDS virus, among others. States in Nigeria
most affected include Benue, Taraba, Lagos, Kano, Anambra and Akwa- Ibom.
This article attempts to project into public domain, by means of authentic and honest analysis of the practical
realities on the ground, the devastating consequences of HIV/AIDS on our collective social existence, growth
and national development. Particular attention shall be focused on the commercial sex workers in two
northern states of Kano and Bauchi, for very obvious reasons. It is pertinent to note that the paper is not
intended to ridicule any group of persons, but to make an honest assessment and presentation of the facts and
figures, with a view to proffering concrete suggestions, which when accepted in good faith and translated into
positive actions, would bring about the desired natural growth, lasting development and progress.
Situation Analysis:
Kano and Bauchi states have a lot in common. Both are in northern Nigeria, with a distance of approximately
290km between them. Their inhabitants are predominantly Muslims, constituting more than 70% of the total
population. Of particular interest is the fact that two areas in Kano and Bauchi bear almost the same name.
There is Sabon-Gari in Kano metropolis, which literally means “New town” or “settlement” and Bayan - Gari
in Bauchi, which literally means “Back of the town”. Sabon-Gari is situated at the eastern terminal of Fagge
Local government Council headquarters within Kano metropolis, while Bayan-Gari is in Bauchi Local
government area of Bauchi State. The population of Sabon - Gari is approximately 1.2 million, while Bayan Gari is home to about half a million. Both are cosmopolitan. The residents are predominantly the business
class and constitute a significant proportion of the economic life in Kano and Bauchi states. Both are renowned
for social life.
There are a large proportion of commercial sex workers, popularly known as prostitutes in these areas. A
mapping and site inventory carried out by PROJECT HOPE in February 2003, identified over 250 spots
where sex service providers can be easily located in Sabon - Gari kano alone, and about 160 spots in BayanGari Bauchi. They can be found can and patronized in places which include hotels, Brothels, clubs, motor
parks, and the so-called “cool spots”. Some live in rented apartments for year of the sharia legal system. These
female sex workers have multiple sexual partners, use condoms sparingly or even lack access to it. Their
clients are mostly youths between the ages of 15-30, students, drivers and even married men. The situation is
compounded by inadequate health facilities and little or no public health information for the prevention of
the HIV Virus.
The mapping and site inventory also showed the female sex workers to number between 5000 - 8500. About
68% of them are young girls between the ages of 15 - 25 yrs. Most of them provide sex to between 10 -15
clients daily, beginning from as early as 8:00am to about twelve midnight. Some go beyond this hour provided
the clients keep coming. Their charges (fees) lie between N100 to N200 per a round, and this depends on
whether the condom is used or not. A client is asked to pay more without the condom. It is like paying more to
have the disease. Sometimes additional charges are paid to have the women remove their clothes completely.
The younger ones charge between N1000 to N2000 per a night, while the older ones, usually referred to as
‘second rates’ charge between N500 to N1000 per night. If the number of clients per every female sex provider
is multiplied by the population of the sex providers in Kano and Bauchi alone, and multiplied by the number of
sex hours per each sex provider per day, over a period of say six months, the reality becomes painfully
unbearable. The same thing can be said about Oturkpo in Benue state, Kaduna, Jalingo, Calabar, Akwa, to
mention but a few. Who will save us from this holocaust?
A Review of the Possible Causes of HIV/AIDS.
There is a school of thought, and a religion one for that matter, which says that the existence of HIV/AIDS is a
consequence of divine wrath and punishment to disobedient and rebellious humanity. Whether this is a
Truism is not, the theologians have not established the premise. Though many things could be said in this
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regard, I do not think it is necessary for us to get involved in long and protracted arguments about our
experiences, especially when it is obvious that they are brought about by our own deliberate sins and
disobedient actions. That God does not and will not punish his creatures with evil is certain, even in the Holy
Books. Certain issues are obvious and simple enough to comprehend and I wish to mention a few of them here
very briefly.
Man’s responsibility upon the earth, according to God’s original plan, is to care for this beautiful creation that
God has so freely given us. Much of the problems experienced in our societies today are due to our failure to
appropriately discharge our responsibilities. It is obvious that people who indulge in excessive alcoholic
consumption must be sure to encounter difficulties with their brains and problems with their lungs and
respiratory system. Adulterers and fornicators must also be prepared for the psychological damages and
disappointments that go with the act.
Nobody can eat his cake and still posses it. God made sex to be honored, to be cherished and loved, for
procreation and for his glory, between a husband and a wife, to be shared in the privacy of marriage. Today, all
over the places, towns, cities, and villages, sex has been abused, profaned and misused. Sex is today, according
to the words of a great philosopher, being “thingified”. Sex is now sold for money and unfortunately to
sickness and disease. This is a tragedy that threatens the very foundations of human existence.
Another factor advanced for the prevalence of HIV/AIDS is poverty. This is not completely true and should not
be used as an excuse. Poverty, like ignorance, is never an excuse or guarantee for evil. We must remember that
God in his infinite wisdom has provided other genuine means by which human needs or obligations can be met
in society. Hardworking, genuine efforts coupled with total dependence on God’s providence, and not
prostitution, will provide lasting peace, unchangeable happiness and comfort that we all need. How does one
explain the irony that many of those who patronize prostitutes in our towns and cities today , are wealthy and
highly placed citizens, some of who have more than four wives in their homes.
Neither is it the problem of ignorance. This is playing with the situation. Government all over the world,
and here in Nigeria since 1999, the present administration of president - Olusegun Obasanjo, Constituted the
presidential committee on AIDS and the National Action Committee on AIDS (NACA) , which has
been replicated at the states, and local government levels. And with the launching of the Interim Action plan
(IAP), there is a new and authentic multisectoral approach that is very comprehensive and pragmatic to the
HIV/AIDS epidemic in Nigeria. With the assistance of the media, numerous NGO’s, CBO’s, CSOs, community
leaders and corporate bodies, the campaign has gone even to the hinterlands. Nigerians are not ignorant of the
AIDS Virus. Infant many Nigerian languages today have special names for it. For instance, it is called “Cutar
Canjamau” in Hausa, it is known as “Obina - ajaocha” in Igbo, etc. Our problem , rather than ignorance,
is more that of stupidity, obstinacy and deliberate lack of maturity and self - control.
In the recent past before now, most people in Nigeria, especially in the Northern part of Nigeria believed
HIV/AIDS was a fabrication and propaganda of the west, especially the United States of America and Europe,
designed to curtail population explosions in Africa and the developing world. Any attempt to discuss it was
vehemently resisted publicly and privately, but surprisingly by community leaders. Anti - HIV/AIDS
campaigners were also seen and branded variously as agents of the West. In the past, any unexplained sickness
and deaths were either said to be mysterious or caused by the enemy. With increased awareness and
enlightenment campaigns by the present regime, at all levels, this attitude has changed drastically,
especially when many people, have had to witness the pain, agony and death of their relatives and loved
ones, due to HIV/AIDS.
The Impact of HIV/AIDS on National Development
Attempt has been made in discussing a few of the possible cause of HIV/AIDS in Nigeria, at least in passing. It is
pertinent at this juncture to briefly highlight the consequences and impact of this pandemic on
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our collective social existence and national development, in the light of prevailing historical circumstances.
1.

The Health care Impact of HIV/AIDS:

HIV/AIDS is no respecter of persons or positions. It strikes men and women in their prime, and affects the rich,
poor, the powerful and the powerless, the secured and the marginalized. The ramifications of its effects are
numerous and frightening. There is the certainty of death. It kills slowly but surely, the young and the old, rich
and power, literate and illiterate, township dwellers and villagers alike. The tragedy that confronts our nation
today is that the youths who constitute the productive labor force of our great nation are dying gradually in
their thousands daily due to AIDS. We watch hopelessly, helplessly and desperately as future leaders are today
ravaged, devastated and completely annihilated by this unrepentant virus, despite persistent warnings by the
authorities. Who will build our country? Who will carry the Nigeria flag together with the dreams of dear
founding fathers?
In some major Nigeria cities such as Lagos, Kano, Abuja, Ibadan and Port Harcourt, etc. AIDS victims occupy
more than half the hospital beds. This claim can be confirmed by a visit for instance, to the infections disease
hospital (IDH) located in Kano. Out of the 158 patients admitted in the hospital in two of the wads, between
January to July 2003, 87 were said to be living with the AIDS virus, out of which 15 were terminal cases. In the
face of accelerating demands caused by increasing numbers of people with full-blown AIDS, our national health
systems seem grossly incapacitated. Moreso, the financial commitment, as estimated at more than $ 1 billion
by the World Health Organization (WHO), for the treatment of AIDS victims in developing countries lies beyond
our national budget. Even if this is possible other sectors that also require development would suffer and
cripple.
2.

The Social Development Impact of HIV/AIDS.

The sub-Saharan African is said to be the poorest region on earth, with the greatest HIV/AIDS figures in the
world. With development efforts already grappling with the problem of poverty, the impact of HIV/AIDS is
deepening existing poverty and creating new pockets of deprivation and need throughout the region. HIV/AIDS
is making the greatest inroads in this region and some of the gains of development efforts are also beginning
to erode.
In Nigeria for instance, considered to be a continental giant and a key to regional stability, the social and
economic impact is gradually decimating key government and business elites, undermining growth, and
indirectly discouraging foreign interests. The rise in HIV/AIDS is gradually exacerbating population decline, with
severe health consequences on the nation, generating greater difficulties for our economy, sparking tensions
over priorities of expenditure and promoting manpower shortages. Sicknesses and deaths caused by HIV/AIDS
has led to a reduction in existing skills, absenteeism and reduced performance on the job resulting to a sharp
drop in productivity across the country. Statistics show that the loss of both skilled and unskilled workers
combined with uncertainties regarding those who are or might be infected is also generating great problems
with recruitment and capacity building initiatives. This has also raised some critical human rights questions
associated with employment, hiring and firing, as well as entitlement to benefits. It is been projected that if
this is not checked, our industries will suffer in the long term and be crippled. Even as whole generations of
able-bodied men, hard-won expertise and experiences are wasted away to HIV/AIDS epidemic, Nigeria and
indeed the Africa continent, is gradually witnessing a dramatic reduction in the quantity and quality of food
producers.
3.

The Educational Development Impact of HIV/AIDS:

Education is the greatest requirement for change and the greatest force needed for societal development.
Recent researches have shown that the educational sector is among the most affected by HIV/AIDS. Statistics
indicate that a large proportion of Nigerian children, particularly the females, have been dropping out of
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school, in order to support and care for sick relatives. Some have already lost one parent or the other. “Six out
every ten that have already dropped out of school tend not to return because they have nobody to make
provisions for them. “(Source: Voice in the Wilderness Newsletter”, June 2004, P.5).
While this is happening to our children, the educators themselves are gradually falling sick and dying, leading
to an unquantifiable erosion of our intellectual capacity without any serious replacements. The disease
remains highly concentrated among students, especially in institutions of higher learning, where risky sexual
behaviors are driving infection rates upward at a precipitous rate. The disease has built up a significant
momentum especially among students addicted to hard drugs and substance abuses and is spreading to wider
circles through heterosexual transmission propelled by the frequent movement of such students from one
geographical location to another within the country.
4.

The Impact of HIV/AIDS on Community life:

Practices associated with private and intimate behavior of individuals in community have been greatly affected
by HIV/AIDS. Most individuals have been forced to re-evaluate their traditions and attitudes as a means of
survival. The Panos Dossier reports that ‘behavioral charges are occurring in areas where public education
campaigns have been held’
The country continues to witness persistent rise in the quantity of those orphaned or widowed by AIDS,
traumatized, poverty stricken and dejected, the tremendously destabilizing consequences, presently and
futuristically, coupled with other psychological implications of hopelessness and disempowerment. Those
infected and those affected both suffer.
The social stigmatization associated with HIV/AIDS can be really damaging. This is a very sad and unfortunate
dimension that has been added to the HIV/AIDS complex. Seven out of the eleven HIV/AIDS patients we spoke
to at the Infections Disease Hospital in Kano in June 2003 expressed the preference to instant death rather
than having to confront the stigmatization and social discrimination, even from their immediate family
members. These people are part of us. They are our friends, brothers and sisters and so need our support and
encouragement. They must be supported, strengthened and encouraged to see beyond their present
predicament into the future hope of eternal glory.
A number of local and international non-governmental organizations such as COPOP,SWAAN,AHIP,FHI and a
host of others whose efforts deserve commendations, are seriously involved in providing social services aimed
at alleviating the hardship experienced by those infected and those affected by HIV/AIDS. These include,
amongst others, the provision of preventive health care and public education programs, providing income
generating opportunities for those affected such as Widows and orphans, lobbying for drastic changes in laws
so as to support those affected, provision of basic human needs, etc which together combine to minimize the
rate of infection of the AIDS virus. These noble effort and sacrifices as well as government initiatives must be
supported by all. All sectors of the Nigerian Society must be fully mobilized to support the present anti
HIV/AIDS campaign initiatives. The government agencies saddled with the responsibilities for project design
and implementation must exhibit a high degree of sincerity and commitment to duty. The citizens for which
such programs are intended must also express some good sense of appreciation, cooperation and
understanding by rallying round the government and by deliberately avoiding those practices that aggravate
the spread of the virus. This is one battle that must be fought and won by all of us.
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Uganda

Ngora Development Association

Ngora Development Association is involved in advocacy and lobbying for Orphans, Vulnerable Children, People
Living with HIV/AIDS, Widows and Child-headed families in Uganda. The Association therefore has taken on
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areas which the National Policy on Orphans and vulnerable children addresses on paper but not in practice.
Background
Most of the Orphans and Vulnerable children in Uganda are as a result of war conflict or loss of a parent(s)
from Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome. The critical situation of being orphaned at an early age makes
most of the children and widows vulnerable to exploitative tendencies from other members of society in form
of child labour and sexual exploitation. Underage girls are married off with the help of Local Government
Council officials in broad contrast to the law that recognises adults as people of 18 years and above. This has
continued to go on without any legal intervention on the part of the police and the judiciary. The cases are too
numerous to be listed here.
1. Psychosocial Support and Vulnerable Children Protection and Care
Lack of Psychosocial support has denied these categories of people to know their relationship with the social
environment. This has led to the exploitative tendencies by other members of society that are left unchecked
by the law. Rapes, early marriages, sex for money/food/alcohol are the common occurrences here. The law on
child abuse and sexual exploitation of the vulnerable should be strengthened and offenders, individual or
Institutional should be taken to book. The list of offenders is too long. Out of court settlements have made the
law weaker since only 1 out of every 10 makes it to the courts of law. The statistics are staggering and out of
proportion for a functional legal system.
2. Socio-Economic Security
Most of the households under orphans, vulnerable children, widows and people living with HIV/AIDS suffer
from critical mal-nutrition, lack of basic needs and resources, socio- cultural barriers and stigmatisation due to
their status. The law has not addressed stigmatisation and cultural barriers to inheritance of property by
widows and children in case of death of the family head.
3. Education
Despite the fact that the Education policy provides for Universal Primary Education, quite a number have not
taken the opportunity, citing lack of scholastic materials and meals at school.
A non-discriminatory law on school feeding programmes needs to be in place for all and not only for those who
can afford to pay for food and scholastic materials.
Functional adult literacy should be upheld to improve the literacy and numerical skills of guardians and
custodians of orphans. The law should therefore be enacted to cater for the gaps in the education policy to
accommodate the caretakers/custodians of orphans.
4. HealthCare for Orphans and Widows
Despite the staggering numbers of orphans and widows, there is no clear policy to handle their health
conditions in terms of medication and nutrition. These categories have been left to fend for themselves in that
disadvantaged position. The results speak for themselves; - high death rates, school drop outs, lack of
medication for all infected, child labour exploitation without protection from the legal framework, social
exclusion and marginalisation.
5. Human Rights for Orphans, Vulnerable Children and Widows
Since these categories are virtually left on their own, there is little or no control in the way that they interact
with other members in their communities that they live in, thereby making them the most legally unprotected
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category when it comes to exploitation. Rights awareness campaigns should be stepped up for these people as
a way of minimising incidences of exploitation. Other than that, a law to protect these categories should be
enacted to give them a decent place in society without discrimination in terms of their health status and access
to opportunities in employment or in business. These categories are often discriminated upon because of their
status. The list is long on this as well.
6. Monitoring and Evaluation of Orphans, Widows, Vulnerable children and people living with HIV/AIDS
Programmes.
To date, there’s no law compelling accountability of funds either in the private or public sector organisations
for funds obtained for these categories. Donor funds are abused and misused by public and private officials
without serious legal action being taken against the culprits, leaving donors uncertain of future actions.
Accountability laws need to be strengthened to avoid diversion of resources that are meant for the
disadvantaged. In Uganda GAVI funds were embezzled and the investigations are still on several years into the
case!!
Ngora Development Association therefore needs to build a partnership with several stakeholders in order to
help in funding and enacting laws to protect orphans, widows, vulnerable children and people living with
HIV/AIDS in Uganda.
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Namibia

Rights not Rescue Trust of Namibia - RnRT

1. Are you are a member of one these groups who has been cast as a criminal or mistreated by police
because of who you are? Do you work with marginalised people whose lives are criminalised? Share
your experience of how the law impacts your life or the lives of those you work with.
Am presently the Chairperson of the Sex workers Movement called, Rights not Rescue Trust of Namibia –RnRT.
This has all necessary structures in place. A trustees, a legal entity in the country. So far the only one. It was
not easy to register because of our status as sex workers. The Government has not yet recognized the rights of
sex workers, gays and lesbian rights as well. Some years ago I have arrested while on duty, sex work, when I
was arrested. They locked me with hard core criminals and was gang rape. Now am positive. The rights of sex
workers have been violated so much in the country that we are meeting law makers to redress the situation
and changed all laws that discriminate against any person especially the marginalized and vulnerable one in
the country. On daily basis sex workers are arrested on street. We met SADC leaders Parliamentarians and
briefed them about our plight.
2. Similarly, women and children often experience violence, discrimination and inequality, and are unable
to access basic rights for survival, increasing their vulnerability to HIV. Too often, the law does little to
promote equal access to their rights, prevent discrimination and violence or to help those who have
suffered. Have you lived this experience? Do you work with people who have? Share your experience
with the Commission.
Access, participation and representation is a challenge in Namibia for these group you have mentioned. The
government of Namibia many laws addressing issues of violence against women and Children, but little is see.
It has almost signed and ratified all International and, Regional and Local instruments, but all these seems not
to apply to sex workers as well. In most cases I act as spoke person for many when arrested on street. We are
fighting for de-criminalization, litigation and many other empowerment tools to help ourselves when facing
the law and its law enforcement agents.
3. In many places, intellectual property laws create barriers to HIV-related treatment access, resulting in
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inflated prices and reduced supplies of life-saving medicines. Are you an academic, researcher or
human rights advocate who has been working on intellectual property rights in the context of HIVrelated treatment access in your country? Share your work and your perspective with the Commission.
I am a trained HIV-Aids Councilor. I Council at government hospitals and clinics. I also service as a referral
agent for many sex workers infected with the virus.
Letter format:
My name is X adult sex worker, who has been in the trade for 31 years now. When UNAIDS sent me this
application was above the moon as these are opportunities one can never miss especially when you are sex
worker and HIV positive. Although I do not have professional education, the e little I have can afford me to
understand how to fight for my human rights and the rights of those voices that are sidelined or cannot speak
out. HIV and AIDs is the biggest challenge in Namibia, especially for sex workers, Gays and Lesbians and other
groups. We are in some cases accused for spreading the deadly disease. Our government leaders have on
many occasions asked for imprisonment for those practicing sex rights. But because we are a strong group we
fight with the little we have at our disposal. Advocating and lobbying for our rights has been one of my
strength. I used media in many cases to speak out on discrimination against minority, vulnerable and
marginalized groups in communities and society at large. I have been invited to many forums and platforms
where I addressed the issues of these groups. Especially those whose voices are not heard. Sex workers are
among those who are most vulnerable to HIV infection in the world today. Sex work is currently a criminal
offence in most southern African countries, Namibia one of them. Factors that appear to heighten sex workers’
vulnerability to, and risk of, HIV infection include:
-

stigmatization and marginalization
limited economic options, in particular for women
limited access to health, social and legal services
limited access to information and prevention means
gender-related differences and inequalities
sexual exploitation and trafficking
harmful, or a lack of protective, legislation and policies
exposure to risks associated with lifestyle (e.g. violence, substance use, mobility)

All these are what sex workers are undergoing in the Namibia. RnRT has embarked on many programmes.
Outreach, has shown greatest impact of the distribution of condoms on street prone to sex workers,
educational talks with sex workers on HIV and AIDs and its challenges and dangers.
The HIV/AIDS epidemic has highlighted the need for responses at various levels:
-

prevention of entry into sex work (young girls and boys)
protection of those involved in sex work;
assistance in exiting from sex work. (education and empowerment projects to keep them off streets)

Each of these can, in turn, be addressed on three levels:
-

individual
community
policy-making.

These are not easy challenges to reach as funding is the biggest problem faced by RnRT to function effectively
and even reach rural areas in big numbers as.
Ends
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Swaziland

International Community Of Women Living With HIV
(ICW-Southern Africa)

I am a woman living with HIV from a country in Southern Africa called Swaziland. I have been living with HIV for
the past eight (8) years after I discovered my status while in University early 2003. I had been married to a
Royal family member for over two (2) years then. It was so unfortunate that my marriage to my husband was
not acceptable within my in-laws family. This was because my husband had not gone to ask permission to
marry form his family and worse we were going to have a civil marriage as opposed to the customary marriage
which would have made me their proper and accepted daughter in-law.
It was after my HIV test that my nightmare began. I started discussing with my husband on how he would feel
if I tested HIV positive. He would always sarcastically respond to say, “I would clearly know you got it from the
University because, universities are mother of all evils and worse I know you were negative when you had our
first baby so where would it have come from”? His response would leave me very devastated and scared all the
time.
It was then that I joined Support Groups like Swaziland Aids Support Organization (SASO), they were so glad to
have a University student amongst them and were very supportive and on my end it was very easy to learn
more about the virus and how to cope with it, shortly I was assisting around the office and got very much
engaged in activities of the organization. When my in-laws and the public questioned my alliance with HIV
groups my husband would be so quick to defend me and say, I am very intelligent and only helping out the
AIDS groups with my experience and skills. I even got professionally employed in several HIV/AIDS
organizations.
In 2006 I gave birth to my second baby, it was then that I disclosed to my husband, who at that point did not
want to believe me. Instead of believing me, he developed violent behaviour and would sometimes insult me
and would eventually say that I infected him. We both went for counselling on his behaviour but still he never
tested but did get better with his violent nature. He became a better man, husband and father. One thing
worth noting here is that, throughout my pregnancy I was very, very sick. I got admitted several times, my CD4
count was very low and my viral load was high. Every visit to my doctor was a nightmare because, my doctor
would always remind me of how disappointed in me he was. How could I have fallen pregnant when I worked
on issues around HIV and knew clearly well what falling pregnant meant, why was I not contracepting or using
a condom.
My doctor would always say, “look at how sick you are now, you invited all this to yourself Nontobeko. He
would go on to say, “ looking at the fact that you clearly cannot control your sexual life, I will have to make
sure you don’t continue to compromise that body and die, I will have to sterilize you”
I was honestly very sick and really felt so guilty then, I was constantly blaming myself each time I was admitted
to hospital. At that point I saw my doctor as my life-saver, he told me he would ensure that my baby did not
get infected and would perform a caesarean section and I would not have to breastfeed my baby at all. He put
me through a scheme that would provide formula milk for the baby throughout. I really was grateful to him for
all he was doing.
Three (3) years later, my husband and I decided to try for a baby again, maybe we would get a baby boy. Time
went by with us trying, I couldn’t conceive. It was really getting strange to me since a year passed by with me
not conceiving. It is then that I eventually decided to go back to my doctor and seek help. You could have seen
the look on his face after I had related my story. He just asked, “ Nontobeko, why would you want a baby again
when you nearly died the last time and besides, you were sterilized during your daughters birth” , you don’t
honestly mean to tell me you don’t know because your husband signed for you.
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I don’t know how I felt that day, I just became numb and only asked a question if the procedure was reversible,
my doctor replied, sadly we cut off the tubes,” I just froze.
From that day I tried reading on issues of forced sterilization. It was so unfortunate every time I read I got so
traumatised and got angry. It was getting worse each day because when I confronted my husband about
signing, he told me he would sign any form given to him at that point just to ensure I had a safe birth and a lot
was going in his head to have thought straight on what he was signing that day.
As I write my story it is with so much pain to know that I will and shall never have a baby in my life as a woman
living with HIV. Worse, my in-laws always remind my husband how a baby with girls only is not regarded as a
true wife in the family. And yes my husband does use my sterilization as his licence to cheat on me just in case,
he gets a baby boy!
I sometimes ask myself the question, Who took away my right to reproduce?? Is it HIV or the Health-worker.
Even today the smile of an infant traumatizes me and brings back a lot of memories. What kills me the most is
when my two daughters ask for a baby brother to protect them from bullies at school …. Sadly the man
(doctor) that I trusted so much with my life took it all away!!!
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Botswana

University of Botswana

Dear Sir/Madam
I wish to share experiences on the “Challenges faced by Adolescents Living with HIV/AIDS (ALWHA) in
Botswana. I am currently involved in a research project “Partnership for Capacity Building of HIV/STD
Prevention Research on Botswana Adolescents” - a collaboration between the University of Botswana (UB) and
the University of Pennsylvania (U-Penn). The study is funded by the National Institutes of Health (USA) Grant
124HD056693.
In Botswana, the majority of children and adolescents living with HIV and AIDS were born of mothers who
areHIV infected. This report is based on the findings of a qualitative study which was conducted to identify
challenges faced by ALWHA. Sixteen (16) adolescents living with HIV and AIDS participated in the focus group
discusions (5 boys and 11 girls). Twenty-five (25) service providers (10 males and 15 females) and eight (8)
parents/guardian (1 male and 7 females) participated in in-depth interviews.
Data from focus group discussions indicate that adolescents are facing several challenges regarding their HIV
status. A number of challenges including; stigma and discrimination, disclosure, risky sexual behavior, time
conflict, adherence, and time conflict associated with the education system. Furthermore, the study found
three major sources of stigma, namely; family, school and friends. Stigmatizing behaviors were primarily
associated with fear of HIV rather than with the route of the intervention.
Some of the problems adolescents faceare due to the lack of guidance on child specific issues such as age of
HIV consent, disclosure of results, proper provision of counseling for children, and implementation of youth
friendly services. In 2004 the President announced the introduction of routine HIV testing (RHT). Following that
announcement, the Ministry of Health issued gudelines for RHT which among thers state that any person aged
16 years and above visiting a health facility may get an HIV test. The approach used is an “opt –out”policy,
meaning that the person is informed that an HIV testing is going to be done, but if he or she has the right to
refuse. However, adolescents still experience problems when they want an HIV test. However, when
adolescents seek HIV testing, some providers insist that adolescents need the consent of their parents because
according to the Children’s Act they are defined as minors; and hence denied the service.
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A report by University Research Co. LLC (2008) observed that providers require clear guidance and training
about how and when to counsel and test children and adolescents taking into consideration legal and ethical
issues perculiar to this age group. Botswana has a general anti-discrimination legislation in place in the
Constitution of the country but, there exist some laws that present obstacles to effective 2
HIV and AIDS prevention, treatment, care, and support for vulnerable population subgroups such as same sex
couples and sex workers. It is worth nting that over the years the country has developed laws and
ammendments that create an enabling environment for accelerating the national HIV and AIDS response
(UNGASS-Botswana, 2010, page 14). These include but not limited to:
Domestic Violence Act No. 10 of 2008. This act was passed was passed to protect women in domestic
relationships, and it also seeks to provide survivors of domestic violence with protction. Through the Act, it is
now possible to act on cases or threats of domestic violence. This is important against the wide evidence
showing that women are more vulnerable to HIV and AIDS through violence of the fear of violence, which in
turn deters them from accessing HIV and other healthcare services, insisting on condom use, and disclsing their
status to their partners.
Public Service Act of 2008. Of particular interest and relevance to the national HIV and AIDS is Section 7 (e) of
this Act. It prescribes that:
“In making decisions in respect of the appointment, or other matters affecting human resource management,
every appointing authority and every supervising officer shall not discriminate against any employee on the
basis of sex, race, tribe, place of origin, national extraction, social origin, color, creed, political opinion, marital
status, health status, disability, pregnancy or any other ground”.
This provision means that no employee shall be given unfavorable treatment or prejudice because of an HIV
positive status. Hence, employees will not be denied promotions or opportunities for further education
because of their HIV positive status. The Act’s major limitation is that it only applies to the public service
officials and excludes private sector employees who are in the majority of cases vitims of prejudice and
discrimination in the workplace because of their actual or prsumed HIV positive status (BONELA, 2009).
The Children’s Care Act of 2009. Among other things, this Act provides guidance for the provision of care and
support for orphans and vulnerable children. In this Act a child means anyone below the age of 18 years.
In the ongoing UB-Upenn collaborative study on HIV and STI prevention, adolescents reported that they were
not comfortable disclosing their HIV status to relatives, friends, and teachers because of fear of stigma and
discrimination. Here what some adolescents said:
Stigma is a major problem that affects us everyday, especially at school and it looks like it will never end. In the
family, some family members gossip about us and call us names even when they know that it is not our fault
that we have the virus. They think we are loose and sleep around and that is not true. It is just unfortunate that
some of us were born with the virus but no one seems to care about the mode of transmission. We are the
ones to blame for it.
Another participant (female) had this to say:
As a young girl who is living with HIV it is very difficult because people think that “ga o utlwe” (you are
naughty). You sleep around and that explains why you are infected. Sometimes even your friends talk badly
about you. They gossip and once the gossip spread you cannot reverse it. 3
This is very sad especially for some of us who were born with the virus. This makes you angry with yourparents.
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A mother of a 14 year old girl lamented her frustrations thus:
My girl is refusing to take medication. She stopped taking medication when she was 12 years old, up until now
she is still refusing. Everyone has tried to talk to her, including uncles, aunts and social workers at Princess
Marina Hospital but she flatly refused. She dropped out of school because she did not want to talk to the
teachers. She became rebellious … started drinking alcohol, stealing money from home and staying away from
home with her friends. We have tried and failed … now she has a boyfriend and we are worried that she has
not disclosed her HIV status to the boyfriend.
Some adolescents stated that:
As a kid you get irritated by constant reminders from parents to take the medication (a o nole pilisi). This
happens sometimes when you are relaxed with your peers and you have to leave them to go and take
medication. But due to peer pressure you decide to quit ARVs because they are such an inconvenience and
embarrassment in your life.
One adolescent reported that his mother never disclosed his HIV stautus to him, he only realized that he was
HIV positive when he saw the medications he took on television and that this made him vey angry. Parents
reported the difficulties they faced in disclosing the HIV status to their children. It made tham feel bad that
they infected their children.
The following comments were made by different service providers who participated in in-depth interview to
illustrate that stigma and fear of disclosure are serious challenges for ALWHA:
It is not easy for the kids to disclose their HIV positive status to the teachers and headmaster because of fear of
stigmaSome kids have accepted their sero-positive status but others are still struggling to do so. Failure to
accept their situation for fear of stigma and rejection by family and friends has serious consequences,
including; spreading the virus to the uninfected or being isolated by family and friends.Other children make fun
of ALWHA when they learn about their HIV positive status. They ridicule them about their condition when they
are angry at them.
The results from this study clearly highlight the challenges adolescents living with HIV and their parents and
caregivers face. While the government’s response to combat HIV and AIDS is commendable, there is need to
develop and/or identify intervention aimed at helping adolescents adopt healthier lifestyles to reduce the risk
of re-infection and other HIV strains. As adolescents enter adulthood the challenges they face can only
increase, hence the need to create strong support systems to help them deal with the transition. Finally, there
is need to strengthen existing legal instruments and policies to protect children and adolescents iliving with HIV
and AIDS.
Thank you.
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Kenya

NYAWEK LGBTI ORGANISATION

INTRODUCTION
Under the Kenyan penal code section 162 stipulates any person; (a) has carnal knowledge of any person
against the order of nature or (c) permits a male person to have carnal knowledge of him against the order of
nature is guilty of a felony and is liable to imprisonment for fourteen years. Section 165 also stipulates that any
male person who whether in public or private commits any act of gross indecency with another male person or
procures another male person to commit any of the gross indecency with him or attempts to procure the
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commission of any such act by any male person with himself or with another male person whether in public or
private is guilty of a felony and is liable to imprisonment for five years.
Our own prime Minister in December 2010 insinuated that the homosexual community if found should be put
in jail and this really scared the gay community because he is a very influential politician, our chief Justice to be
and his Deputy were also being denied their appointments because the latter who is a man is wearing studs
and has also supported the registration of a gay organization through an organization he is the program
coordinator known as Ford Foundation and all these led to the assumption that he is gay, and his deputy being
a lady and is doing her PHD in gayism is also assumed to be a lesbian because of thesis of her study and all this
came about due to the fact that they don’t have family values by supporting the LGBTI community, this by the
community was perceived to be stigma and discrimination because ones sexual orientation is a private matter
and every individual has his or her own sexual orientation and should not be a public matter that can deny
one his or her job.
For years, public discourse on sexual minorities has been largely confined to vague references to the problem
of homosexuality in schools and prisons. This coupled with a lack of representation in any media of individuals
self-identifying as gay, lesbian or transgender means that the dialogue has been driven by long held and
unquestioned assumptions of the newness and unafricaness of homosexuality and other sexual and gender
minorities identifications and practices.
Only within the last decade have sexual and gender minorities in Africa as a whole and East Africa in particular
began to speak up against the misplaced notions of who and what they are and by so doing , to stimulate
debate within their societies, not always informed or productive but always spirited about nature and rights of
same sex practicing citizens. Unsurprisingly the increased visibility of the LGBTI individuals and groups has
resulted in a strong backlash by a conservative society.
For example there was a gay marriage of two Kenyans in UK which led to unflattering coverage and threats to
their families in Kenya. and Religious and cultural beliefs have only intensified the LGBTI persons in Kenya,
cultural interdictions against homosexuality intersect with legal and religious prohibitions create an
environment of mutually reinforcing bias, the combination of misinformation and invisibility surrounding LGBTI
community has made it possible for many of myths and sterotypes surrounding homosexuality in Africa to
persist. These idea of homosexuals as pedophiles and child molesters a perception which greatly inflames
public sentiment against sexual minorities.
Background
In Kenya Homosexuality is criminalized under penal code section 162, 163, and 165, criminalization of adult
consensual same sex practices done in private undermines the fight against HIV and AIDS entrenches stigma
discrimination affecting service delivery to the LGBTI person and human rights violation including derivation of
life and physical assault, so due to this most of the LGBTI in our country are brain storming on decriminalizing
the criminal penal code section 162,163,165.
While many countries are fighting over the issue of gay marriage rights, LGBTI in Kenya have not gained the
basic right to safely exist apart from trying to use the universal periodic review which is under the UN human
rights council which looks at state human rights obligation and commitment to judge if human rights are being
observed and to give necessary recommendations to adopted by the state. and also our constitution assist on
the bill of rights under article 27(1) which says everybody is equal before the law and has the right to equal
protection and equal benefit of law, (4) the state shall not discriminate directly or in directly against any person
on any ground, including race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, health status, ethnic or social origin, color, age,
disability, religion, conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth,.
The National AIDS/STD control program (NASCOP) was to begin a six months research in efforts to help stop
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spread of HIV due to the homophobia around it has made it difficult for the LGBTI to access HIV treatment and
prevention services difficult .Director of NASCOP said the results of the study was to facilitate condom
distribution and information to a safer sexual practices and voluntary HIV and Testing, this group can not be
excluded a key driver to the new HIV/AIDS infections, the study results may not be very accurate NASCOP has
promised confidentiality to the respondents. The Kenyan treatment access movement estimates that about
290,000 of the more than 600,000 people who require anti Retroviral drugs are currently accessing them and
any move towards this is very positive but the questions that linger around is about the governments sincerity
because of the harsh laws against Homosexuality still in place. We find that due to all this stigma the service
Providers who are giving health services to the LGBTI are accused on promoting gays lifestyles and are
spreading homosexuality and due to this it has been very difficult for LGBTI to access health services in fear of
their security and also a lot of stigmatization from the service providers, all the government health facilities are
not LGBTI friendly except private organizations like the Liverpool.
We also get that as much as the law through the bill of rights in article51 section 1 of our constitution states
that any detained person held in custody or imprisoned under the law retains all the rights and fundamental
freedoms in the bill of rights which emphasizes on health and we get that in our Kenyan Prisons there is no
provision of condoms lubricants and giving any information of safer sex because we cant assume that only
people who are not in jail are the ones that are homosexuals but our government doesn’t want to get to this
because they believe it doesn’t exist and it is illegal to be gay in Kenya, and due to this most detained people
suffer a lot even if they are given ART, but they don’t practice safer sex then the treatment is as good as
nothing.
We also get that this archaic law is being used o frustrate homosexuals in school by being expelled and given
very bad recommendation letters making them not get education from any where and makes most of the
youths drop out of school in unconsented sex in Kisumu a city in Western Kenya a research was done on
400msm under NASCOP which intended to know the health status and estimate of the size and behavior of
the msm in Kisumu, the study tested all participants for HIV/AIDS and STI and interviewed in detail their sexual
behavior in the finding there was information about HIV prevalence among Msm was 13% HIV positive are 21
years of age the study also confirmed:
-

67% of Msm uses sex for incentives

-

20% of Msm uses sex for trade never use condoms or have enough knowledge of lubricant use

-

64% have sexual relation with women but don’t have safe sex

The 13% who are positive don’t seek care and statistics show that only 1% seeks care services. It is known that
in Kenya 139,362 to 696,810 men who have sex with men aged 15 year and above, the estimates are based on
assumption that 29%
Of Kenyans are male aged between 15year and above and that the Population of Kenya is40,046,566 persons
so we assume the MSM population ranges between 1.2% of the total male population to 6% which is
considered to by most to be liberal.
Given the known bio-medical, Social-cultural and legal factors which put the MSM at higher risk of HIV
Infection than the general population, there is need to be concerned about the emerging global HIV financing
trends vis-à-vis prevention programming moreover studies in Nairobi, Mombassa, Kisumu the main cities of
Kenya demonstrate MSM of 30 years and above are in Heterosexual relations as a façade for heterosexual
conformity, the assumption then is that the war on HIV can only be won at the exclusion of Msm is a naïve to
the extreme, due to discrimination and stigma the LGBTI unfavorable environments have been created that
impact negatively on the health issues and limit to the human rights,
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Kenya

Let Good Be Told In Us (LGBTI) NYAWEK Coalition
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Japan, but works on African issues

UN University and Carlton University

Intellectual property “rights”, in many complex ways, impede access to ARV drugs in most developing and
least-developed countries with heavy mortality and morbidity burdens of AIDS. Majority of these countries are
located in sub-saharan Africa. This presentation explores the impact of global intellectual property rights on
access to ARV drugs, and argues that developing countries that have the necessary pharmaceutical
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technological infrastructure exploit emerging opportunities for South-South cooperation. While countries like
Brazil and India have produced generic versions of ARV drugs, most other developing countries either do not
have the technology to do so or are “pressured” against doing so because of the threat and consequences of
alleged violation of the TRIPS Agreement enforced by the Word Trade Organization (WTO). Most recently,
Uganda entered into an agreement with an Indian maker of generic ARV drugs to open the first HIV drug plant
in Uganda. This paper argues that such opportunities for South-South cooperation abound in contemporary
global AIDS diplomacy, and that African countries should ingeniously exploit these opportunities in ways that
are TRIPS-compliant. But one impediment relates to the pressure/lobby by global pharmaceutical corporate
giants against such initiatives.
Post-TRIPS debate on intellectual property versus access to ARV drugs has catalyzed the expansion of the
opportunities for pragmatic uses of TRIPS flexibilities. The WTO Doha Ministerial Declaration on the TRIPS
Agreement and Public Health adopted on November 14 2001, affirmed that TRIPS can and should be
interpreted and implemented in a manner “supportive of WTO Members’ right to protect public health, and in
particular, to promote access to medicines for all”. The Declaration affirmed that WTO member-states (the
least-developed and most developing countries) with insufficient or no manufacturing capacities in the
pharmaceutical sector could face difficulties in making effective use of compulsory licensing under the TRIPS
Agreement. The Doha Declaration was supplemented by the 2003 Decision of the General Council of the WTO
on the Implementation of Paragraph 6 of the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health. The
2003 Decision provides the criteria aimed at facilitating access to essential medicines, including ARVs by
vulnerable populations in the least developed and developing countries. Both the 2001 Doha Declaration and
the 2003 Decision were fraught with serious structural impediments. While the Doha Declaration offered an
interpretive paradigm that raised the visibility of public health and universal access to medicines in
international trading relations, it offered no concrete road-map for technologically-challenged WTO memberstates whose pharmaceutical sectors are either dysfunctional or totally non-existent. This is complicated by
two factors. First, past efforts by countries like South Africa and Brazil to deploy TRIPS flexibilities in the face of
genuine AIDS “emergencies” in their populations were challenged by both the United States and global
pharmaceutical corporations in different forums. Second, whatever progress made by the Doha Declaration,
and the WTO General Council Decision towards expanding the TRIPS opportunities are now gradually being
reversed globally by the proliferation of bilateral and regional Free Trade Agreements that impose what is now
known as TRIPS-Plus obligations on developing countries that are always the weaker partners in such bilateral
agreements.
The objective of the 2003 WTO General Council Decision was to facilitate access to essential medicines
(including ARVs), especially for the least-developed and developing countries with insufficient or no
manufacturing capacities in the pharmaceutical sector. It is estimated that more than 80% of the leastdeveloped and developing countries lack a functional pharmaceutical sector with a capacity for domestic
production of generic ARVs for the treatment of HIV/AIDS and other opportunistic infections. These countries,
therefore, cannot issue compulsory licenses for the production of generic ARV drugs simply because they lack
the technological capacity to do so. Faced with this incapacity, the only viable option for them is a process that
involves importing generic versions of the drugs from an industrialized country that is willing to amend its
patent legislation in order to produce those drugs exclusively for export to the poor countries where those
drugs are most needed by vulnerable HIV-positive people. The 2003 Decision provides for key obligations on
exporting and importing countries for these medicines. There is, for example, an obligation on developing
countries to notify the WTO of an intention to become an eligible importing member, and specifically to
identify the products and quantities.
Since the 2003 WTO General Council Decision was adopted, Canada was the first and probably the only
industrialized country that amended its patent laws - in what is now known as “Canada’s Access to Medicines
Regime” (CAMR) - to allow domestic production of generic drugs exclusively for export to a poor country hit by
HIV/AIDS that files a request at the WTO for importation of such drugs. Following the CAMR as well as the
requirements of the 2003 WTO General Council Decision, Apotex, a leading Canadian generic pharmaceutical
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manufacturer – at the request of MSF – developed a new fixed-dose combination tablet that combines existing
ARV drugs – zidovudine (AZT), lamivudine (3TC), and niverapine into a single tablet for the first time for export
under compulsory license to developing countries. In July 2007, Rwanda became the first country to initiate the
use of a procedure under WTO Rules that allows developing countries to import low-cost, generic medicines
produced in other countries under compulsory licenses. In a Notification deposited at the WTO, Rwanda
notified the organization of its intention to use the 2003 procedure to import 15.6 million of the fixed-dose
combination produced by Apotex in Canada. In the long process that eventually led to the production of the
three drugs into one fixed-dose, Apotex held complex negotiations with three Canadian pharmaceutical
companies that owned patent rights on the three drugs before it finally got compulsory license issued on 19
September, 2007. Canada subsequently notified the WTO of this development as required by the 2003 WTO
General Council Decision. At the time of export to Rwanda, this generic single fixed-dose combination will cost
about US$0.40 per tablet as opposed to US$20 per tablet in the U.S. using the patented brands. Although the
Canadian CAMR regime is commendable, it is fraught with serious administrative bottlenecks, especially the
long, tortuous, and often frustrating procedure of negotiations between the patent holders and generic drug
producers for compulsory licenses. Because these negotiations took years, there is little or no incentive for
most generic drug companies to pursue such CAMR initiatives in the future in Canada. Even for Canada and
other industrialized countries that might contemplate amending their patent legislation to take advantage of
2003 WTO General Council Decision, the real question remains whether such industrialized countries could
withstand the pressure and corporate lobbying by the powerful pharmaceutical industry. As one commentator
rightly observed, “corporate pressure is nothing new in WTO negotiations. Such pressure, largely exerted by
U.S-based firms, is widely acknowledged to have been a driving force in the negotiations”.
The limits of the Canadian CAMR regime and the unwillingness of other industrialized countries to expand
TRIPS flexibilities along the lines provided in the 2003 WTO General Council Decision will leave most developing
countries with the only option of pursuing South-South cooperation as a way to increase access to ARV drugs
for their HIV-positive populations. This could take the form of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)-driven Joint
Ventures with countries like India and Brazil that have well established pharmaceutical sector for generic ARV
drug production. In 2007, for instance, Uganda commissioned a facility to produce generic ARV drugs locally in
Uganda based on a joint-venture with Cipla, Indian generic producer. Available data from the World Health
Organization (WHO) and the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) suggest that about 41% of
Ugandans who need ARV drugs currently receive the treatment. The joint venture initiative between Uganda
and Cipla will likely drive down costs and make ARV drugs more accessible to those who need them in Uganda.
Recently, many other African countries have started exploring the feasibility of local production of generic ARV
drugs along the lines of the Uganda-Cipla venture. Whether these South-South initiatives for increased access
to ARV drugs in African countries are sustainable is open to debate. Nonetheless such initiatives have opened a
new vista in the global governance of AIDS as countries like India and Brazil emerge as part of the “Southern”
engines of growth and/or development. However, one major challenge for future South-South cooperation is
the rapidly changing orientation of the pharmaceutical industry in the BRIC countries (including Brazil and
India) towards strong patent regimes/protection driven by the WTO obligation on these countries to amend
their intellectual property laws to become TRIPS compliant.
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Nigeria

Youth RISE for reducing drug related harm

Young People, HIV and Drug use: A call for Comprehensive Response
Youth R.I.S.E Africa Regional Youth Development meeting held on August 13th in Abuja, Nigeria opened up a
dialogue space that has for many years have remained shut. The meeting took place after the Ninth Biennial
conference on Alcohol, Drug and Society in Africa. The participants were youth advocates, young drug users,
program implementers and representatives of Government officials. This paper reflects on the suggestions,
experiences and recommendations shared by the participants as most of them left with an affirmative
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statement: “No more time for a dance with shadows”. You wonder why such statement?
The population Reference Bureau(PRB) recently reported that there are over 840 million people living in Africa
and half of this population is younger than 18. This is a crucial resource base governments can take advantage
of to achieve unprecedented and sustainable development. However the youth population in Africa is faced
with myriad of challenges that often place them behind their counterparts in other parts of the world. One of
these is HIV/AIDS. Africa contain a little above 10% of the world population but home to about two-third of all
people living with HIV/AIDS and at the center of the epidemic are young people.
The impact of HIV/AIDS has been devastating. Although policy-makers, program planner at all levels and
international donors have paid increasing attention to HIV/AIDS in the region, the response to the specific
component of the epidemics driven by substance use ( both injecting and non-injecting) have largely been
ignored and attracted much less attention in terms of funding, drug policy/laws reforms and program
interventions.
While heterosexual sex has for long time been the major mode of HIV transmission in Africa, the rates of drug
use are increasing and consequently an increase in drug-related HIV risk behaviors’. Existing data, although
limited, on HIV and drug use in Sub-Saharan Africa has shown the high vulnerability of large populations of
young people becoming involved in drug use and increasing availability and use of illicit drugs. One of the
articles in The Lancet, 2010 July edition, reported evidence of increasing injecting drug use from over 31
African countries and suggest associated spread of HIV is underway. The United Nations estimated that about
$1 billion worth of cocaine destined to Europe from Latin America passed through West Africa in 2008. This has
a whole lot of implications. In fact the value of this drug trade is comparable and even higher than the gross
domestic product of some countries in the region. Today, drug is more available on our streets than the
education, information and support needed to reduce its related harms.
Drug use put a lot of young people at greater risk of HIV. Most young injecting drug users share syringes due to
cost, inaccessibility or ignorance of the dangers involved. And for female injecting drug users they are often
injected by their male partners with the same syringe used by others.. Drug use, for both injecting and noninjecting drug users, has a stimulating effect and has been documented to increase HIV risk through
unprotected sexual encounters among users and their partners. Young people are at a greater risk due to
some individual factors such as age and gender and environmental factors such as availability of drugs,
poverty, homelessness, unemployment, and peer pressure. Where prevention services are even available they
are excluded due to policies of age restriction or unfriendly attitude of service providers.
Considering the magnitude of this issue, the expected and necessary response needed from Governments and
all stakeholders have been sparse. Most of our drug policies are still punitive embracing a “quit or die”
approach. This is taking an unbearable toll on young people with massive incarceration and detention placing a
limit on their potentials and right to healthy development. Over 50% of people in prisons or detentions on
account of drug use are young people. Most African Governments and their drug law enforcement agencies
celebrate mark success based on the number of arrest and seizures made neglecting the public health impact
of drug use. Hence a continous criminalization of drug use.Our policies is officially ignorant of the factors that
predispose these young persons to initiate drug. Furthermore while it is very easy to get on drug, it is not easy
to stay off drug. And for a transition between a state of Drug Use/ Dependency and No Drug Use is a need for
evidence-based interventions.
Many drug laws are still in apathy to harm reduction. Only drug users and In between this is harm reduction.
While many people use drug for one reason or the other we need to ensure they are safe from drug related
harms which include HIV transmission, blood borne diseases and other health related consequences.
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It is obvious that ongoing intensified drug law enforcement has failed to prevent the availability of illicit drugs
and to effectively address the present challenges the following among many others should be considered a
priority:
-

-

Review of existing drug laws/policies to embrace scientific evidences that promote public health and
human right. This review process should involve community participation and population most affected
including young people. Young people are not only interested in the outcome but also the processes
involved. We should be seen and be heard.
Comprehensive scale up of HIV prevention, treatment and care programs for young people who are
already using drug (harm reduction).
Increased and sustained funding for youth programs and youth-led organizations’ working to promote
sexual reproductive health and reduce drug related harm for young people.

Negligence or inaction in protecting young people from drug related harms is dangerous for a region like Africa
as it can result into an epidemic that may be difficult to contain in the near future. Experiences from other
regions of the world like Asia and central Europe, as reported by Stop AIDS NOW, showed that drug use and
HIV in a single decade developed into a “Dual Epidemic”. Africa Governments need to embrace the reality of
the potential harms associated with drug use and the need to adequately respond and young people are most
willing to take the lead if given the support. It is our life and our future.
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Zambia

Zambia National Broadcasting Corporation

Statistics
-

Behind every number, there is a human being.
As we look at figures, let us remember that HIV and AIDS affect real people.
There are about 33.3 Million people globally living with HIV.
22.5 million people are in Sub-Saharan Africa.
More than 25 million people around the world have died of AIDS-related diseases.
In 2009, 2.6 million people were newly infected with HIV, and 1.8 million men, women and children lost
their lives.
New infections occur everyday and this threatens all efforts to combat the epidemic.

Impact of HIV and AIDS on MDGs
-

All countries are today focused on attaining the 8 MGDs that promise to bring development to the poorest
people.
HIV and AIDS impact the attainment of MDGs in several ways.
If not checked, the pandemic will reverse gains made so far.
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The MDGs define:
-

A global agenda for development
A set of inter-connected and mutually reinforcing development goals
Time-bound targets and indicators to monitor progress (2015 target)

Examples of Sector impacts
-

An effective response to HIV and AIDS can lead to development.
Agriculture: A sick person cannot work or be productive. Therefore, helping them to be healthy has a direct
impact on production.
Education: More children will have a chance to learn if teachers do not die prematurely.
Sick children cannot attend class and learn.

Challenges
-

Death robs many nations of the most productive human resource who contribute to development.
Resourcesthat are supposed to be used for development are spent on fighting HIV and AIDS.
Health: HIV and AIDS affect fight against other diseases because it suppresses immunity.

New Ideas
-

Resources/funding from Global Partners should go directly to the needy in order to reduce costs on staff
and logistics.
Support research in affected countries so that home-grown solutions are found.
Build more health centres so that health services are closer to the people.
Train more staff to fill the gaps left by the brain drain. Also give incentives to keep them especially in rural
areas.

Conclusion
-
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Need to ‘close the tap’ on new HIV infections
Increased funding to HIV and AIDS response
Enhanced efforts to find vaccines and ultimately a CURE.
Explore ways to ensure that more men are tested for HIV (women are tested during ante-natal clinics).
Increased efforts to fight stigma and discrimination.
Can we win? YES WE CAN!

South Africa

OUT LGBT Wellbeing

Lack of policy implementation and political will, equals increased HIV infection and prevalence men who
have sex with men (MSM): a step back for South Africa.
This is submitted on behalf of OUT LGBT Wellbeing to the Global Commission on HIV and the Law
Background to Organisation
OUT (Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual/Transgender) LGBT Wellbeing is an Non-governmental Organisation (NGO) that
provides direct health and mental health services to LGBT clients. The services include; targeted HIV and AIDS
work, direct health services at the OUT Clinic, a telephonic counselling and information line, a vibrant
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community centre, face to face counselling, community building programmes and spaces, and support groups.
OUT has dedicated itself to the building of healthy empowered LGBT communities in South Africa and
internationally. And further reduce hetero-sexism, homophobia and homo-prejudice in society.
Context:
The 2010 UNAIDS Global Report on HIV and AIDS states that 5.6 million South Africans (roughly 10% of the
general population) are living with HIV. The statistics further estimate HIV levels among MSM in South African
cities to be as follows; Cape Town 42%, Durban 25%, Pretoria 25% and Soweto 11% of the populations, this
figure when extrapolated indicates that roughly 27% of the MSM community is infected. Given that MSM are a
hidden population the figure could be higher. With the high prevalence of HIV that exists in South Africa the
MSM community are still to see a government programme that is government initiated and lead, despite
having included; MSM in the most at risk populations (MARPS).
MSM and HIV in South Africa
-

Lane et al (2009) used Respondent Driven Sampling and recruited 378 MSM’s in Soweto. It found 33.9%
prevalence among gay identified men, 6.4% among bisexual identified men, and 10.1% among
heterosexual identified men.

-

Rispel and Metcalfe (2009) sampled 285 men in Johannesburg and eThekwini. It found a 38.3% prevalence
rate.

-

Burrell (2009) sampled 200 Black and Coloured men in Cape Town. It found 37.3 % prevalence among
Black gay men and 12.5% prevalence among Coloured gay men.

-

Burrell (2009) sampled 524 respondents in inner city Cape Town (these are majority White respondents)
and found a 10.4% prevalence.

The studies indicate that HIV prevalence amongst MSM in South Africa is higher than that of the general
population.
Whilst HIV infection among MSM was a focus in the early phases of the epidemic in South Africa, there is very
little currently known about the HIV epidemic amongst MSM in the country. MSM have also not been
considered to any great extent in national HIV and AIDS interventions. Biologically, MSM who practice
receptive anal intercourse have an elevated risk for HIV infection. MSM practices are also likely to occur in
particular institutional settings such as prisons, often underpinned by coercion and violence. MSM behaviours
and sexualities are wide ranging and include bisexuality, and the HIV epidemic amongst MSM and the
heterosexual HIV epidemic are thus interconnected.
Despite the government having had identified MSM as a population at higher risk and inclusion in the NSP,
there has been no Government initiative to develop a programme for customized prevention packages,
promotion of Human Counselling and Testing (HCT), provision of appropriate barrier methods, and for the
integration in care/treatment and support programmes.
Political Will and Legal Frameworks
On the 10th May 1994 in his inaugural speech the first democratically elected president of South Africa Nelson
Mandela said:
“We (the government) pledge ourselves to liberate all our people from the continuing bondage of poverty,
deprivation, suffering, gender and other discrimination”.
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Furthermore, the Bill of Rights and Section 9 (3) of the South African Constitution in particular (quoted below),
prohibits unfair discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation, LGBT people continue to face various forms
of discrimination.
Section 9 Equality (3): The state may not unfairly discriminate directly or indirectly against anyone on one or
more grounds, including race, gender, sex, pregnancy, marital status, ethnic or social origin, colour, sexual
orientation, age, disability, religion, conscience, belief, culture, language and birth.

Despite the progressive South African Constitution, the South African society is conservative, patriarchal,
hetero-normative, and homo-prejudiced. And in the political realm this is indicated by;
(1) The seconding of Jon Qwelane who used hate speech against the LGBT community (and later found guilty)
to be ambassador to South Africa in Uganda. One could interpret this situation as an act to endorse homoprejudice and further entrench homophobia.
(2)Another example is that of South Africa’s resolution calls for an "open-ended intergovernmental working
group to elaborate new concepts such as sexual orientation", and "decides that the aforementioned working
group shall be the single modality and framework of the United Nations Human Rights Council within which all
the deliberations on sexual orientation be undertaken”, a clear regression process and total disregard of the
Constitution by the South African government. This act sends a message that South Africa is homophobic.
Issues
When it comes to mainstream service providers, very few service providers are aware of the needs and
circumstances of members of the LGBT community. Occasionally there is a refusal to provide services.
Mainstream service providers very rarely provide appropriate services (such as targeted HIV messaging), and
are unable to provide relevant LGBT materials to their clients. Often their policies do not include the interests
of LGBT people. The consequences of which are counter-productive to the fight against HIV and AIDS.
Although South African Laws on; non-discrimination and HIV and AIDS are great, for there to be progress in the
fight against HIV and AIDS. Greater political will is required to adhere to the Constitution and further include
MSM matters in programme implementation and fund allocation. There is an overall requirement for people
need to be educated, sensitized and trained on LGBT in particular, MSM matters. Furthermore, stronger
monitoring and evaluation mechanisms should be put in place, to ensure proper implementation of laws and
resolutions.
The fight against HIV and AIDS needs to be won and that can only be done if we all are accountable to the
constitution of the country, where the sum of the parts is greater than the whole.
Recommendations:
1. To educate and sensitize service providers to the needs of the LGTB community
2. Mandatory provision of Sexual Health Services to LGTB
3. Need to include appropriate messaging and support for LGTB in mainstream service providers
4. Greater political will to support LGTB, specifically MSM issues.
5. Better allocation of funds to MSM issues
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6. Better monitoring and evaluation mechanisms for laws and resolutions.
Appendices:


NSP



The Constitution of South Africa
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Malawi

Save The Children in Malawi

Locked in the Cocoon: When Culture and Religion Act Supreme to Right to Life in Malawi for Homosexuals
and Sex workers (Legalization of Homosexuality in Malawi as a Panacea in the Fight of HIV and AIDS)
“You cannot be me just as I cannot allude to your every belief and principle, but it is this diversity that makes
us humans”
Background
Malawi, with a prevalence rate of over 10%, remains one of the countries in the world with the highest rate of
infection. Just 3 years ago, the country was ranked as the 9th country in the world affected by the HIV and
AIDS pandemic. The epidemic continues to grow as displayed by high annual infection rates at close to
100,000. Over one million people are projected to be living with HIV. Not surprisingly, AIDS is the leading cause
of death amongst the productive personnel and is the major factor in the country’s low life expectancy
averaged at below 40 years. Indeed, the impact of HIV and AIDS remains devastating. This is despite the fact
that the country boosts of universal awareness of HIV among its population and other efforts formulated to
contain the pace of HIV. The scale of the epidemic and its impact remains devastating and continues to hinder
the progress. The general conclusion is that the country is at crossroads in its HIV and AIDS responses.
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Locked in the Cocoon: Punitive Laws and Practices Fuelling HIV Infection and Hindering Response in Malawi
for Homosexuals
Apparently, Malawi will hardly succeed in its HIV and AIDS response to address the pace of HIV infection,
mitigate the epidemics’ socio-economic impact, and provide required treatment, care and psychosocial
support to those infected and affected by HIV and ADS related causes. The core reason for this is the fact that
the country continues to embrace archaic punitive laws and practices for other sections of the people such as
homosexuals and sex workers, thereby hindering any effectiveness of efforts in HIV/AIDS response.
Evidently, homosexuals and sex workers are among the most vulnerable groups at the highest risk of HIV
infections. Globally, men who have sex with men (MSM) are 19 times more likely to be infected with HIV. In
Malawi, according to the 2008 HIV Prevalence Report, the prevalence rate for LBGTs is projected at over 21%.
This is in contrast of the national prevalence rate, which is 12%, almost half that of LGBTs. Indeed, a recipe for
disaster.
Anal sex is common among gays. Structurally, the rectal epithelium (anal rectum) is more vulnerable to HIV
infection because it consists of a single layer of cells and is highly susceptible to tearing. By contrast, the
vaginal epithelium and the part of the cervix facing the vagina is normally around 40-cell-layer thick. This
explains the higher prevalence rate among gays.
In Malawi, the dynamic of epidemic pursues a predictable course. HIV occurs in the most vulnerable groups
such as homosexuals and sex workers. It then spreads via the bridge populations of the clients of gays, sex
workers and others involved in transgender sexual activities. Then from these bridge populations, HIV reaches
to the general population. It must be noted that most MSM, also have sexual female partners as wives or
girlfriends. As such, the vicious cycle of vulnerability to HIV is even more than meets the eye, where
heterosexual has only been recognized as the root cause of transmission.
Despite MSM and sex workers being at the bridge of infection and at very high risk for contracting HIV and
transmitting HIV in Malawi, they are not eligible to access information on HIV prevention neither can they
access any medical treatment, care and support related to HIV and AIDS as they live in the closet because of
the country’s punitive laws and cultural norms that depict LGBTS as sinners who the society must stone to
death.
Penal Code: When being a Homosexual is More Worse that being a Murderer
Currently, the Penal Code prohibits all same-sex relations, which is punishable by a maximum of 14 years
prison for men, and 5 years prison for women. On 21st May, 2010, Blantyre Chief Resident Magistrate
Nyakwawa Usiwa-Usiwa delivered a 14 years maximum sentence for a couple (Steven Monjeza and Tiwonge
Chimbalanga) who hold the first public gay engagement in Malawi. Usiwa-Usiwa made a scathing argument
that “Malawi was not ready to see its sons getting married to each other or its daughters wedding one
another”, thereby leading many gays going deeper into their closet.
The judgement was based on Section 153 and 156 of the country’s Penal Code which criminalize any
homosexuality act. Anyone who might come publicly to declare his sexual orientation that aligns to being
LGBTS faces a probable 14 years jail sentence. The story about the arrest of the first gay couple to be married
in Malawi bears witness to this.
Being a homosexual or a sex worker in Malawi is related to frequent incarceration, violence, stigmatization and
discrimination with no bail at all. Yet, suspects of incest, paedophilia, and armed robbery are granted bail and
given more lenient sentences. This means that in Malawi, gays are more criminals than murders or child
molesters.
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Such punitive laws and cultural orientations make people to be afraid to access required treatment, care and
support. As a homosexual, it would also be sentencing oneself to prison with 14 years with hard labour if you
come in the open to access medical care and support. It is this status quo of our laws and cultural practices
that contribute to the spread of HIV infection and making HIV and AIDS related efforts being prone of being
unsuccessful because the most vulnerable group is left un-attended to, with no information on how HIV
transmission can be halted and controlled among them. Such laws and practices force LGBTS into ultimate
hiding, which unknowingly increases the spread of HIV.
Cultural and Religious Calls for Death by Stoning for Homosexuals: Are Other People More Equal than
Others?
It is an open secret In Malawi that being a homosexual is considered as an abomination, uncultured and
unreligious as depicted by the negative and scathing pronunciations that have recently been following the
subject of homosexuality. Even the State President, Bingu wa Mutharika, whose speech is considered as
abiding for many Malawians, has been in the forefront to promote criminalisation and discrimination against
people based on their sexual orientation on a number of occasions. On May 29, 2010, he asserted that, “These
boys [Monjeza and Chimbalanga have] committed a crime against our culture, our religion and our laws”. On
his arrival from a Franco-Africa Summit on June 2, 2010 he took a swipe at gays by saying the "two [are]
confused and misguided people."
The most disdainful and blistering attack by the State President on homosexuality was at a mass rally in the
Capital Lilongwe on 16th May, 2011, when he publicly vowed and declared that homosexuality would never be
legalized under his leadership and that such a practice is abhorrent, describing homosexuals as “worse than
dogs”.
Similarly, the Malawi Council of Churches (MCC), the country’s umbrella organisation for Christian churches
also criminalized homosexuality as sinful and un-Malawian. The body, in a statement released through the
Press on 27th February 2011 asserted that the church society in Malawi “shall not at any cost compromise and
will not support moves to legalise homosexuality”.
While another religious authority and leader of a Pentecostal church has called for the ultimate death by
stoning everyone who practise and promote same sex rights. Delivering his Easter message on on 23rd April
2011 in Malawi’s Capital, Lilongwe, Samuel Chilenje said that “the Bible says that everybody indulging in same
sex acts must be put to death by stoning. Even those promoting it deserve the same”. Ironically, Easter
symbolizes love and tolerance.
A protest against pro-gay rights Bishop Nick Henderson to head an Anglican diocese in rural Malawi, led to the
death of a church member. This is evident enough that in Malawi, being gay or associated with homosexuality
is a death sentence. Inevitably, without having any written sharia law, for homosexuals the scenario is quite
contrary.
HIV and AIDS: The Missed Opportunity
With the punitive laws and practices that call for the death of homosexuals in Malawi, the bridge of HIV
infection will hardly be addressed. As stated earlier on, MSM, and just like other LGBTS are among the highest
groups of people in Malawi at the risk of contracting HIV and spreading it to the general population. This is also
evident from the prevalence rate of HIV among MSM which, standing at over 21%, almost double that of the
average national prevalence rate.
Such punitive laws and religious/cultural beliefs silence gays from coming into the open to seek HIV preventive
methods. It has been difficult for a gay to seek HTC or post exposure prophylaxis and any other life prolonging
treatment.
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On this other hand, any effort aimed at redressing HIV must accommodate LGBTS. Deliberate efforts must
therefore be put in place to reach out to such people if HIV responses are anything to succeed. However, this
will hardly be possible with the current punitive laws and cultural practices that the country embrace for LGBTs
and sex workers. Such laws and practices force LGBTS into ultimate hiding, which unknowingly increases the
spread of HIV.
Remedial Call for Review: Emancipating from the Closet Because the Republic Constitution is Supreme Law
Section 16 of the Constitution of the Republic of Malawi asserts that “every person has the right to life and no
person shall be arbitrarily deprived of his or her life”. To ensure full enjoyment of one’s life, Section 44(a) of
the same Constitution affirms that “there shall be no derogation, restrictions or limitation with regard to the
right to life”.
These sections of the Constitution empowers people living with HIV and those vulnerable to HIV infection to
access required medical care and required support to enable them enjoy to the fullest their right to life.
Additionally, the Constitution in Section 20 also prohibits discrimination of persons in any form and on any
ground. With this Constitutional basis, LGBTS, despite being in the minority, must be tolerated and
homosexuality must be decriminalised to ensure equality to medical treatment, caring and support for those
infected, affected and vulnerable to HIV infection.
Furthermore, Section 5 affirms that “any act of Government or any law that is inconsistent with the provisions
of this Constitution shall, to the extent of such inconsistency, be invalid”. As such, this paper calls for the
invalidation of Section 153 and 156 of the Penal Code which is one of the biggest barrier that hinders
homosexuals from accessing required medical attention in the fight against HIV. The penal code limits the right
to life of homosexuals as it hinders them from accessing the required services to enable them live.
There is a need to for national level reforms to include LGBTS and align the penal code with what the
constitution says and public health evidence that homosexuals are a bridge to HIV transmission and efforts to
curb HIV must accommodate them. The right to life of every human being in Malawi is non-derogatable. Unless
this is done, Malawi will get stuck at crossroads while continuing to lose its productive citizens to HIV, living the
country stuck in abject underdevelopment and poverty.
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PERSONS MARGINALIZED AND AGGRIEVED IN
KENYA(PEMA-KENYA)

PEMAKenya
PEMAKenya was founded in 2008 when a Gay man fell sick and due to neglect and lack of knowledge on
HIV/AIDs succumbed to his illness, a few Gay men started a support group to help exchange ideas to prevent
any further tragedies. PEMA Kenya’s main objective is to create, raise and promote public awareness,
tolerance and acceptance of LGBTI in the society.
PEMAKenya is based in Mombasa, Kenya’s coastal town and the main tourist destination. Recent study indicate
that there are over 700 sex workers, majority of whom are MSM .PEMAKenya is working with a number of
them to organize and address key HIV/AIDS issues and best practices. These interactions have brought out
some of the very pervasive trends that impact on the community that is further fuelling the HIV Pandemic:
-

Political, cultural and religious fundamentalisms have played a crucial role in suppressing and stifling sexual
pluralism in Mombasa region. Any variation from heteronormativity in sexual activity and sexual partners is
considered ‘unnatural’ and ‘deviant’ and condemned with threats to violence and physical abuse;
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-

-

-

Violations of sexual rights abound where MSM sex workers are still subjected to violence and torture, ,
imprisonment, rape, murder, beating and denial of sexual health services, , information, and sexual life.
This is partly due to the stigma that faces this community, in an area which is predominantly inhabited by
homophobic religious beliefs who have condemned and shunned anybody perceived to be HIV positive ,
LGBTI or sex worker;
Laws criminalising same-sex relations –violations of lesbians, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersexed
persons exist through laws prohibiting same sex activity, non-state actors inciting and condoning physical
abuse, as well as torture and beating. This has created a culture of hate spread to community groups
against the LGBTI community;
Stigma and discrimination – creates a challenge to LGBTI and sex workers organizing due to poverty,
violence by religion groups
Discrimination against LGBTI persons discourages them from taking advantage of services that are critical
for their health and well being. Many MSM have poor knowledge of HIV and STIs and perceive they are at
low risk, using condoms infrequently with inappropriate lubricants. The repeal of laws criminalising samesex activities is critical to addressing these ills.

Overview
Working with MSM as a vulnerable group living in a deeply religious and criminalized environment, brings the
law in direct conflict with the public health agenda. Continued criminalization of same-sex sexual conduct has
not helped in creating a conducive environment within which outreach activities for HIV/AIDS programmes can
effectively function. The Global Commission on HIV and the Law should therefore call on all states to
decriminalize such activity and relationships.
In Kenya, the existence of the provisions in Section 162 to165 of the Penal Code criminalizing homosexual
activity, also provisions in other subsidiary legislation concerning vagrancy and nuisance, have been used as
justification to harass the MSM community.However,the right to health is enshrined in articles 41 and 43 of the
Constitution of Kenya. Legal, cultural and religious factors have severely hindered MSM access to medical
services, the government involvement in sustainable intervention that carefully sensitizes and engages all the
stake holders will help in attitude change amongst the general population . It will undercut the punitive
attitudes that are hampering the HIV and AIDS response and efforts to reach the 15.2 % of new HIV infections
in Kenya thought to be acquired through men who have sex with men. 1
Problem statement
There is a lot of stigma and discrimination, but I would rather dwell on the drivers of that which come from the
actions of Government and Parliament.
a) The Police
Police officers constantly arrest and detain MSM sex workers arbitrarily, assault and extort money and other
inducements from them or arraign them in court on trumped up charges. They decline to assist the MSM sex
workers to book reports of abuse and violence, record statements or even investigate their claims.
Harvey* self identified Gay man was arrested as he left a night club after being sexually harassed by known and
unknown persons. At central police station was made to stripe naked for a search for contraband, but none was
found. Later charged for being in possession of cannabis sativa and for being idle and disorderly. Later charges
dropped in court for lack of evidence.* 2
As homosexuality is criminalized, police use their knowledge and position to ask for sexual favours from MSM
sex workers as an alternative to arrests. This exposes them to the risk of contracting HIV or reinfection. While
some of the MSM sex workers refuse to agree to this coercion and end up in the police cells or prison. If they
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do go to prison, the police make sure the others know the sexual orientation of the individual and this
therefore encourages rape by the inmates.
Police officers carry out night patrols along the streets where I work and when I have no money to give them,
sometimes they will say give us some sex too.I have been raped several times by police officers in the green
lodgings(road side bushes)after being unable to pay them off.3
b) Access to health
State run research clinic KEMRI that mostly caters for the MSM community at the Kenyan coast was recently
attacked for being involved with the Gay Community, does this therefore show us the power religion has in
Mombasa over the state.
We will eradicate gays…How can a State institution be involved in providing counseling services to these
criminals (homosexuals). We ask the government to shut it down with immediate effect or we shall descend on
its officials….. Religious leaders in Mtwapa February 11 2010
As long as sex between two consenting adults is criminalized, MSM will shy away from health facilities to seek
sexual health services for fear of being arrested. There is so much stigma and discrimination within the health
facilities that one visit by someone known to be MSM will bring the whole health facility to a standstill.
I was bleeding from the anus and because i had no money,i went to a public clinic .The clinic officer was
horrified. ‘You’re a boy, ‘he said, “why are you having sex like this?”I left after he called his colleagues to come
and look at me.Luckily,it wasn’t a serious problem. I thank God KEMRI came because now we can be treated
without being embarrassed.4
Specific clinics offer MSM friendly health services but they cannot reach all the MSM community efficiently. All
the information available for media sensitization on HIV and Aids and sponsored by the government are
focused only on heterosexual relations, offering little or no proper information on MSM and HIV.
c) Ability to Organize
Though criminalized, MSM and the LGBTI community have come together to try fill the gap left by the health
facilities. Challenge is they cannot be legally registered by the Government because of the nature or the
composition of it’s membership. Most that have registered do not mention they are an LGBTI organization but
generalize their membership., Most vocal LGBTI organizations have often been denied registration on grounds
of contravening “Public order” or “public morals” it is the same government that criminalizes homosexuality
therefore it cannot register Organizations that constitute of LGBTI making it quite difficult to represent MSM
and LGBTI.People are fearful to meet, to even have peer-to-peer HIV and AIDS discussions.
Recommendations
We Call on the Global Commission on HIV/AIDS to assist specially the government of Kenya to:
Diversity - The diversity in expression of sexuality needs be recognised and supported through open
communication and full participation of all groups especially sex workers, gays, lesbians, bisexual and
transgender persons
Vulnerable groups – there is need to define at-risk and vulnerable groups, and to recognise the danger inherent
in the exclusion of sexual minorities from national programmes
Criminal laws – the continued existence of laws criminalising same-sex relation hamper outreach work to
vulnerable groups – the state should not use the same clause to deny service delivery or to breach the
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universal privacy act of confidentiality
Sensitization- The Government to champion sensitization processes together with the Most at Risk Population
to police and other policy makers
Trainings- Training health providers on the need to practice professional ethics when MSM’s visit their clinics
Organisations legal status-Decriminalizing homosexual activity will encourage more MSM groups to register
with the Ministry of Special Programs or other legal forms of registration, which will allow for more interaction
and peer-to-peer led exchange of information on HIV and AIDS without fear of getting arrested.
Awareness- Having government producing Sexual Health material targeting MSM and LGBTI
1 Kenya National AIDS Strategic Plan, Mode of Transmission(MOT)Study 2008;Kenya Aids survey,2007
2 Kenyan LGBTI Baseline survey 2011
3 A People Condemned ,The Human Rights Status of LGBTI Persons in East Africa 2009-2010
4 A People Condemned ,The Human Rights Status of LGBTI Persons in East Africa 2009-2010
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Greetings.
My name is X aged 35yrs. I’m the founder and currently the Patron of PEMA-KENYA (Persons Marginalized and
Aggrieved in Kenya).
PEMA-KENYA is the only LGBTI organization that caters for the needs of all LGBTI people at the Kenya coastal
region. LGBTI activities are criminalized and opposed by the majority population in Kenya. As an organization
we try our level best to advocate for the LGBTI rights and also try to create awareness on this issues.
To be a gay, Lesbian or transgendered is taboo in Kenya. Though the new constitution is specific on the aspect
of respect of human rights that people should not be discriminated based on their sexual orientation, the
situation in the ground is still hostile to LGBTI Community.
However we can not win this without support from other people who are open and broad minded or
networking with other organizations that can support us on this. It’s in this line I have faith that proper
networking and teaming up together we can have the point driven home.
Open forums and sites where we can share our experiences, challenges and achievements can really be a good
way that we can reach the general population so that they can get to understand and know us. This could help
us counter the myths, misconception and beliefs that people have against the LGBTIs.
HIV is highly spreading among the LGBTI and in this region not many people know the risks involved.
Homosexuality is secretly practiced in this region and still people refuse to accept the existence of the LGBTIs
amongst them thus a lot of facts about HIV and LGBTI are left untouched and people continue in the risky
behaviors unknowingly. In some cases, some people believe that anal sex does not contract HIV and other STIs
thus they practice it as a way of safe sex practice. There is also a big debate on the role one plays in
homosexual sexual intercourse and that it is believed that the bottom( the receptor) is the only one that can be
infected, which is not true.
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Anal sex is practiced even among the married that are not members of LGBTI and sometime it very difficult to
reach them on the same as it is left to the LGBTIs to talk about it amongst themselves leaving out the married
couples.
Its time we advocate the involvement of such discussions in their programs so that we can reach the discreet
and the unreached that can not come to us for information for public awareness and advocacy.
In the Kenya’s new constitution there is right to assemble like the rest but due to criminalization of the LGBTI,
sometimes we are victimized and attacked by the public if they get to know that we are assembling. Just to site
some few examples Early this year, a well know LGBTI organization in Kenya has had to use their partners’
name on the lease agreement because the Landlord would not agree to sign anything with Gay and Lesbian . I
have personally witnessed some of our on being evicted for the same reason and sometimes fellow tenants
teaming up in evicting our members.
Sometimes last year February our members were attacked and injured and some of their properties destroyed.
Some of them on treatment had to flee leaving their medication.
The harassment of gay and lesbian in Kenya has reached an alarming proportion. The threat of death and
continued harassment of the same by the police in guise of arresting drunkards and those loitering in the
streets at night can never be gained said. In some towns like Mombasa, gays arrested are made to stay in the
cells beyond the requirements in the constitution that a person need to be produced in court 24 hours after
the arrest. They are kept longer in the police cell because the police exchange their freedom with sex. This has
resulted in bodily harms with no where left for those abused to go. This goes beyond the streets and extends
to homes and offices. This means that if gay or lesbians wants to stay safe, they must stay underground lest
they be identified and be isolated by the community, their neighbors’, friends and even colleagues. This has
help to fuel the spread of HIV among the married men.
Rights organizations can really be instrumental in helping advocate for these rights and believe me, much can
be achieved by doing this.
Generally if all human rights organs and defenders can view LGBTI rights as any other right then the war
against discrimination can easily be won. More so for the LGBTI when they are HIV + they face double
discrimination both on the basis of sexuality and HIV status.
To sum up as rights defender I believe that if the public have the right information and knowledge on LGBTI
health and social life among other issues, then we can be sure that we can achieve our goal in this fight.
Given chance to team up with other fellow human rights defender I’m sure that I will learn from their
experiences and achievement I can know how to go about similar situations in a better way.
Thanks in advance as I look forward to working with fellow human rights defender for equality and harmonious
living.
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Introduction
Be as it may, it is a fact one cannot run away from, that any given government, ascribing to the universality of
human rights, has the mandate to recognize, promote, protect and enforce human rights within its jurisdiction.
However, this is a different case with Men who have Sex with Men (MSM) and Male Sex Workers (MSW).
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Access to health and justice is a human rights concept that all human beings are entitled to have despite of the
race, culture, tribe, religion, political affiliation, sexual orientation and color.
I am an MSM and indeed it is a reality that criminal laws are usd to penalize and discriminate against us.
According to the constitution of Kenya, Homosexuality is punishable by 14 years in jail which makes
discrimination of MSM. This outlines cases related to access to justice and health since it becomes very
challenging for us to open up and participate freely in the community. It has led to too much violence and
harassment starting from the religious leaders to the ordinary man in the community.
Personally, I have witnessed harassment from the police who instead opt to sleep with you without condoms
or be taken in the cells for having anal sex termed as unnatural act.
In terms of provision of health services, health practioners are so stigmatizing when they find out that for
instance, you have an anal sexual Transmitted Infection (STI). Others leave you in the diagnosis room and go to
tell the others which make you turn to a laughing stock with no proper treatment pertaining to the illness.
It is in this regard that the following is urgently required:
-

improved communication, cooperation, and coordination among justice institutions and other
stakeholders;
increased competence and motivation of personnel in health and justice institutions to reduce stigma and
discrimination among the MSM.
improved accessibility to justice institutions.
improved legislative process and policy framework affecting the administration of justice;
increased public awareness of human rights and of judicial and health procedures and remedies in regards
to MSM issues.
and improved record keeping and information management within and across justice and health
institutions.

It is therefore important that marginalized groups specifically the MSM have access to justice and health which
is very integral. The following needs to be taken seriously to prevent and allow MSM have their basic rights
which include right to fair hearing in courts and health.
-

Building the confidence of some of these marginalized groups like sex workers and gays to access justice
and health.

-

Ensuring continuous training of health staff in MSM issues.

-

Conducting speedy trials in cases involving marginalized groups

-

Ensuring that marginalized persons are not unnecessarily refused bail.

-

Upholding the rule of law and erasing apparent societal imbalances of gender.

-

Explaining the relevant sections of the law to marginalized groups for proper understanding

On the question of whether the laws are adequate enough to protect the rights of marginalized groups, noting
that while new reforms in legislation have responded to the needs of certain marginalized groups like children
and women, others have been totally ignored like the disabled, gays and lesbians. The current laws are too old
and impractical given the realities on the ground and the protection accorded by laws providing for non
discrimination were of general application and should be so applied by the courts for the protection of
everyone, marginalized or otherwise.
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The judiciary and health facilities have not been playing their roles in enabling marginalized groups access
justice and health.
These roles include;
-

Influencing the amendment of certain laws to include discrimination within the judiciary and stigma at the
health facilities.

-

Making use of international laws even before domestication to protect certain marginalized groups.

-

Making special arrangements for the trial of marginalized groups mainly gays in chambers instead of in
open court

-

Ensuring that certain classes of marginalized persons, with no legal representation, are not bullied by
opposing counsel.

-

Making use of specific laws to protect the rights and interests of certain categories of marginalized groups.

The staffs at the health facilities are not knowledgeable on MSM issues since a lot of stigma is still witnessed at
the facilities
Recommendations:
To ensure an increase in the access of justice and health, the following solutions should apply:
-

Provide better and improve conditions of service at the health facilities through sensitization to minimize
stigma and discrimination.

-

Provide more training in the various aspects of policing including training in human rights and how to deal
with marginalized groups especially the MSM health issues.

-

Screen and recruit non judgmental health staff.

For the judiciary:
-

Stop bribery, corruption and nepotism and ensure cases are dealt with accordingly and not through
biasness.

-

Stop victimization of the poor and favoring the rich.

-

Fair and speedy trials

-

Provide more training on how to handle marginalized persons in court.

-

Government to monitor both judges and magistrates against the abuse of power for example a judge
sentencing an MSM to life imprisonment due to his homophobic nature.

-

Eradicate discrimination based on one status in society.

For courts:
-

Ensure fair and speedy trials
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-

More efficient interpreters to make the defendant understand the court orders and the case he is charged
with well.

-

Make proceedings very simple for everyone.

-

Government should monitor the court officials.

While the institutions that develop, apply and enforce the law must be competent, impartial, efficient and
effective and the potential users of the legal system must be able to rely on an efficient and equitable system
for producing and allocating legal and health services.
I hope and believe that with my experience in violence and stigma in health facilities, the best would be
achieved to stop the marginalized from more sufferings.
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PEOPLE’S DIALOGUE ON HUMAN SETTLEMENTS (PD)

Informal settlements and forced eviction- Need for a paradigm shift: POWER TO AFFECT CHANGE
Introduction
The strength of federations lies in their mass membership, their ties to the community, their interest to issues
affecting their wellbeing and their commitment to rights. Women continue to face discrimination on a number
of fronts in the face of laws governing property and inheritance in Ghana and HIV/AIDS puts them at even
greater risk.
These inequities exist particularly as a result of deep customary and traditional practices and systems
(matrilineal and patrilineal) among others which exist in Ghana even in the face of some existing and
progressive laws such as the Interstate Succession Law, 1985 (PNDCL 111).
A large proportion of housing in most big cities in developing countries including Ghana is informal in that
much of it is on land that has been occupied without legal title, consists of illegal subdivisions without planning
permission, is self-constructed, or consists of informally rented inner-city tenements. Somewhat paradoxically,
African countries for that matter Ghana in particular on average are undergoing urbanization (raising the urban
share of their populations) at about the pace as other regions, including the now-industrialized countries in
their time administrations. From the woman who has no other property rights - housing option than to stay in
a situation of domestic and sexual violence in order to keep from becoming homeless, to the young mother
struggling in the slums without basic property rights for herself and her family, to woman widowed by the
HIV/AIDS pandemic and prohibited from inheriting her home, land and other properties. Women’s property
and inheritance rights are not peripheral issues – they are central to improving the lives of women and girls. For
women in particular, property rights are intimately connected to their security, health, empowerment and
wellbeing.
The key question is whether poverty in cities is part of a healthy process of economic transition and mobility
for a country and its households, or a perverse trap revealing dysfunctional institutions. The trend is so
because government policy and law is discriminatory against informal settlers thereby making them vulnerable
to HIV infection.
Working with GHAFUP
The Ghana Federation of Urban Poor (GHAFUP) is a community-based network of savings groups comprising
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poor families living in urban slum settlements across Ghana. GHAFUP has a total membership of over 12,000
families with representation in 82 settlements in Ghana’s urban centers. Women form over 90 per cent of the
membership and are mainly engaged in petty trading and handicraft works, with a few into service provision.
GHAFUP is supported by People’s Dialogue on Human Settlements (PD), a non-governmental organization
whose aim is to work with the urban poor in Ghana to alleviate poverty and improve their living conditions as
well as explore alternative solutions to forced evictions through negotiation and dialogue. PD is affiliated to
Slum/Shark Dwellers International (SDI). To reduce the high HIV prevalent rate in Ghana’s urban slum
communities, PD and GHAFUP has initiated a community-led response to HIV/AIDS programme dubbed
“Community-Led Response to HIV/AIDS through Care, Campaign and Economic Empowerment. The
programme is supported by the American Jewish World Service (AJWS). Poor people in informal settlements
survive despite the states indifference to them, because they move to cities to improve their lives. At the
present rate of urbanisation, 70% of Ghana’s urban population is expected to be living in slums. As outlined
above, people living in slums, including PLWHA, often lack access to the basic necessities of life, such as food,
shelter, and medical facilities. The high percentage of commercial sex workers, migrant workers, long-distance
drivers and other at-risk groups compounds the situation in slums. Women in these communities are often
forced to rely on males to meet their basic needs, lack participation in community decision making on issues
that affect them, and have little or no sexual choice in their relationships. Within the context, women (and
young girls) are denied information on HIV/AIDS, denied choices in their reproductive health and sexual
practices, and denied independence by their male partners and clients. As a result, most PLWHA in urban poor
communities die unnecessarily from HIV/AIDS and other preventable diseases.
KEY CAUSES OF INCREASED VULNERABILITY OF THE URBAN POOR TO HIV FORCED EVICTION and SECURITY
OF TENURE:
Ghana has approximately 260,000 persons living with HIV/AIDS, about 150,000 of whom are women. Despite
efforts to curb the disease, Ghanaian women continue to suffer sharply the stigma and devastation
surrounding the pandemic as a result of the violation of their property and inheritance rights. For example,
after the death of a husband, disputes over land, housing and other property are common, often resulting in
the widow, herself ailing with the disease, being ejected from the house by greedy in-laws. This leaves women
in a terrible predicament — not only homeless, but also dying of the disease. Even if a woman is able to hold
on to her home, land and other property, she is often forced to sell them in order to meet the costs of medical
and other care for herself, her family and others, such as orphans in her care. At the very least, women headed
households usually have to sell off vital assets, such as farming equipment, which may lead to eventual
destitution.
About 70% of Ghanaians depend on agriculture and small scale farming. Because about 80% of land in Ghana
falls under customary law, women rarely own land, despite the fact that they farm the land. Discriminatory
traditional and customary practices still permeate the legal system of Ghana impacting women’s rights to
property and inheritance rights and creating greater difficulties in accessing justice. Under Ghana’s Intestate
Succession Law, 1985 (PNDCL 111), male and female children of a deceased person are entitled to equal share
of the estate – however, functional and customary laws that discriminate against women and girls continue to
prevent women from inheriting marital property.
As illustrated above, the lack of respect for such rights disempower women and makes them more vulnerable
to the spread of HIV/AIDS. The importance of upholding women’s rights to property and inheritance is only
underscored by the increasingly growing number of such violations and women both affected and infected
with HIV/AIDS. It is thus vital to put a human rights approach at the centre of all work on HIV/AIDS. The human
rights approach has traditionally been taken merely as a reaction than a preventative factor- that is, for
example, human rights have been key in designing access to treatment programmes or anti-discrimination
strategies against those with HIV/AIDS. Yet respect for human rights plays an integral role in the mitigation or
even prevention of HIV/AIDS. With this intervention, human rights must be utilized proactively, in focusing on
and addressing the issue that make women so vulnerable to HIV/AIDS..
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The Philippi Trust South Africa

To whom it may concern:
I would hereby like to submit my application to attend the Global HIV and the Law Regional Dialogue. I am 34
years old, have been HIV positive for the last 12 years and have been on ARV’s since 2002. I disclose this
information quite frankly as I use my HIV status as a platform to help break down stigma and discrimination
around HIV/Aids. I am a qualified lay counsellor, busy with my BA degree in Psychology and am currently
working for an international NGO (The Philippi Trust South Africa) where I coordinate a counselling department
for this organisation. Part of my job description includes the mentoring of 19 HIV/Aids/TB counsellors currently
employed at various clinical sites across the Western Cape, ranging from day clinics to government hospitals,
as well as the supervision of 3 non clinical VCT sites. Together with this supervision role, I am also seeing
numerous clients in a counselling relationship where I focus on general counselling.
Apart from my involvement in the Counselling department, I am also busy studying a BA degree in Psychology
with a Psychology major in HIV/Aids Care and Counselling which I believe has given me an extra edge to
understanding the challenges which we face. Although I am trained as a HIV counsellor and support group
facilitator, I really believe that it is the combination of my personal experience and work involvement in the
field of HIV and Aids which makes me a perfect candidate to take part in this dialogue.
In the last seven years I have worked in various non-profit organizations where I have counseled people who is
living with HIV or Aids, I have facilitated support groups and dedicated myself to HIV awareness work on
Television (KykNET), Radio (CCFM, Pulpit, Tygerberg) and magazines (Finesse, Joy!) by telling my own personal
story of what it is like to live with the virus.
My heart for wanting to be part of this dialogue is because of the challenges which I encounter in the laws
concerning Confidentiality and HIV/Aids. Numerous times I still encounter situations where various medical
personnel disclose patient’s HIV status without their consent. I once counseled a gay client for more than a
year who suffered from Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, as he was so traumatized by his experience in a
government hospital. My client’s HIV status was disclosed by nurses to doctors in front of civilian guests and
mocked continually by the personnel with comments ranging from “he was looking for Aids” to “all gay men
get Aids, so why is he surprised that he has it”. The client suffered from PTSD not because he was HIV positive,
but because of the way he was treated by the health care workers. The disrespect and stigmatization of this
experience has been imprinted on his psyche for such a long time that he would get panic attacks when driving
past the hospital...a year later! It has not only affected his health but caused him to refuse all medical attention
for a year after the experience. The stories of experiences like these continue with each session I have in my
counselling room and I sometimes still see medical personnel not taking confidentiality and anonymity
seriously when working with patients’ HIV status.
I want to make it clear that I do not speak of health care workers in general here, but speak of certain isolated
incidents which I have encountered. I acknowledge that not all health care workers fall into the category which
I am pointing out as people who are guilty of misconduct, and thus want to acknowledge and honour the
amazing work some of our health care workers are doing, but still feel that the bad apple in the bunch has to
be addressed.
I feel very strongly that the law (which is meant to protect people living with HIV/Aids) means nothing if it is
not enforced by the very people who is meant to help those living with this virus. To expect people who is
already in a minority group (due to stigma and discrimination), and vulnerable due to trauma or physical health
to stand up for themselves against such misconduct is not logical. Many people feel like they are being fed
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through the sausage machine when going to a government clinic or that they are being treated like cattle. To
me this is a huge human rights violation if you offer the treatment like a carrot in front of someone’s nose, yet
you treat them like animals. It might not always be a matter of a law that is wrong here but we sometimes find
that the problem lies in the governments systems, that are not properly monitored.
I feel that a regulation body should be established who regularly monitor the level of confidentiality of
professionals, especially in government facilities to ensure that this part of the law which is very sensitive can
be reinforced. I do acknowledge that something like this can be quite strenuous on an existing lack of funds
and personnel in the medical field.
This is however one of the most recurring reasons which I hear in my counselling rooms from clients who
default on their medication, as they feel that they do not trust some of the health care workers. Another
aspect which i see more and more is the attitude of various people against the GLBT community when dealing
with them in terms of medical treatment. Yet these people are excluded from a simple act of service such as
donating blood. Why discriminate against such a person purely on the basis of their sexuality!?
With the recent breakthrough of the Berlin patient, I feel strongly that we are coming closer and closer to
finding a cure for this disease, yet we have to address the laws around HIV and the rights of our precious
people to maintain the ground which we have won thus far, and continue in strength.
I look forward to hearing from you.
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Cameroon

Individual

HIV AND GENDER IN CAMEROON: THE PLIGHT OF WOMEN AND RISING ISSUES IN POLICY MAKING
Within a single generation, HIV/AIDS has become the most far-reaching and damaging epidemic the world has
ever seen. It now represents an individual and societal tragedy with huge implications for human security. The
extent of the AIDS crisis is only now becoming clear in many African countries, as increasing numbers of people
with HIV are becoming ill. In the absence of massively expanded prevention, treatment and care efforts, it is
expected that AIDS toll in Sub-Saharan Africa will continue to rise. The overwhelming majority of people with
HIV, some 95% of the global total live in the developing world and Sub-Saharan Africa is the epicentre, with just
over 10% of the world’s population. In the early stages of the HIV/AIDS pandemic, infection was predominantly
among men. This situation has changed dramatically with women becoming infected at younger ages than
men. In developing countries among young people infected with HIV in this region, around three in four are
female.
An analysis of the impact of gender on HIV/AIDS demonstrates the importance of integrating gender into HIV
programming by implementing laws, policies and programs that protect them in general and those infected in
particular.
THE VULNERABILITY OF WOMEN
The United Nations General Assembly special session on HIV/AIDS in 2003/2004 declared that “women and
girls are disproportionately affected by HIV/AIDS” and committed UN members states to a program of action
designed to reduce the impact of HIV/AIDS in women and girls and promote and protect their rights. This is so
because we know women are more vulnerable to HIV than men because of their biological and cultural factors.
It is also clear that in many societies, women have a lower social and economic status. Again the stigma
surrounding HIV/AIDS has a particularly heavy impact on women. In many parts of the world including
Cameroon, HIV/AIDS is incorrectly perceived as a woman’s disease or prostitute’s disease causing women to
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avoid HIV testing or seeking care in order to avoid being ostracizes, abused and viewed as promiscuous.
Although both men and women are affected by the costs of HIV treatment, because women are often poorer,
it is difficult for them to afford treatment. Since poverty and HIV are inextricably linked, poverty contributes
greatly to HIV/AIDS in women and girls who are seriously affected both ways. The cultural environment also
greatly influences the way in which individuals seeks health services.
FORMS OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN IN CAMEROON
Laws that discriminate against women also contribute to women’s increased risk of acquiring HIV/AIDS. In
many societies, legal impediments exist to women inheriting property, asking for divorce or protecting
themselves from forced marriages. In addition, customary law often favours male ownership and control over
family resources. These inequalities are further fuelled by discrimination within the family where decision
making power lies with men. In Cameroon, poverty, health seeking behaviour, violence against women, female
genital mutilation and age mixing are gender mixed factors for HIV/AIDS transmission.
A) HEALTH SEEKING FACTOR
The issue of seeking health facilities in my community is based on the decision of most family heads. Most
women reveal that, their husbands took most of the decisions on whom to seek health services. As such most
of them do not go for anti-natal clinic when they are pregnant. This further increases the risk of HIV
transmission from mother to child in situations where the mother is infected, and consequently the number of
children born with HIV.
B) VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN
Violence against women has also been identified as one of the factors that place women in Cameroon at a
greater risk of contracting HIV/AIDS. Violence here is at three levels. The state, community and personal
including rape and battery. 1 out of 2 women experience physical violence with the most frequent
perpetrators being their husbands. While at the national level, the absence of laws that specifically criminalise
domestic violence, or marital rape and acceptance of the principle that a man has “disciplinary rights” over his
wife by state judges, fuels the practice in Cameroon. Women who are victims of this violence are afraid of
being shunned by the community and also due to the economic dependence of domestic violence victims on
their aggressors, they don’t report these abuses.
FEMALE GENITAL MUTILATION
Female genital mutilation is still practiced in some regions of the country especially in the North, Southwest
and Northwest regions. In these three regions, where female genital mutilation is practiced, it affects 100% of
Muslim girls and 63% of Christian girls. This rite is usually practiced at the age of puberty, although in some
cases it is performed on young girls between 6-8 years old and is generally part of a rite of passage preparing
girls for womanhood and marriage. A woman who is not mutilated is regarded as a pariah and is rejected by
society and as such in many cases, women are either in support of the practice or regard it as a misfortune to
which they have to inevitably succumb. Cameroon has no policies that address this subject and there is no
systematic treatment or counselling of victims of the practice. Moreover the female genital mutilation practise
is performed without anaesthesia under non hygienic conditions by untrained practitioners, sometimes leading
to serious health complications and even HIV transmission.
CONCLUSION
The political commitments in the fight against HIV/AIDS and discrimination in Cameroon translates into the
development of a national strategic plan. The plan for the country is to preserve the health of children, women
and men in different settings such as the home, at work, at leisure in the hospital. Unfortunately the fight
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during the period from 1987 to 1999 had several barriers including; ignorance and indifference, leading to lack
of general mobilization, insufficient coordination of programs, failure to adopt, a multi-sectorial approach and
limited allocation of resources for the various HIV/AIDS programs.
Over the years, policies and programs have been enforced to prevent HIV transmission and reduce the
prevalence of HIV/AIDS among women. There have also been efforts on fostering women’s participation in
development through non-governmental efforts in Cameroon. However there is still the problem of
discrimination. Women despite their numerical strength and force of development in the country
unfortunately do not have an equal share in the country’s wealth and resources compared to their male
counterparts. Moreover, Cameroon’s adoption and institution of the National Commission on Human Rights
and Freedoms is still found wanting. Although the commission collaborates with the United Nations in the
promotion and protection of individual rights, no mention is made with respect to HIV/AIDS. It focuses on the
protection of human rights in general with no specific instrument governing persons with HIV/AIDS. Besides
that, the commission is found only at the regional headquarters of the country which is Yaounde.
To prevent discrimination and promote equal access to rights, the Cameroon government needs to sustain the
implementation of policies aimed at achieving these goals. Being a female activist with a legal background, I
believe I have a duty to contribute to the enforcement of laws that will positively affect women living with HIV
in the world at large and in my country in particular. The simple fact is that for as long as we fall short in
promoting universal human rights, we will continue to fall short on achieving universal access for those with
HIV and AIDS.
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South Africa

People Opposing Women Abuse (POWA)

Introduction
POWA is a women’s rights organization with its principles premised on feminist perspectives. POWA provides
services to survivors of Gender Based Violence (GBV) using a two pronged approach, an indivisibility of rights
and psycho and socio-economic services. The organisation’s approach to its mandate is to address GBV with
HIV as a “bidirectional” relationship. This is because the trend over the years has been that women living with
HIV and AIDS have or are experiencing high levels of violence.
POWA hereby submits findings based on lived experiences of women survivors of gender based violence in
relation to using the law for redress. These findings are drawn from client files within the legal services unit,
interviews held with training and counseling unit and interactions with a support group for lesbian women in
Kathlehong. Our submission is primarily focused on the challenges to effective implementation of the Domestic
Violence Act and its enforcement as this piece of law is central to ensuring that all survivors, particularly
women and children, enjoy their constitutionally protected rights. It is also focused on discriminatory practices
within the police service and health sector which hinder a survivors chances of freely exercising their rights to
have access to healthcare1 and bodily integrity2 which includes security in and control over their bodies as
guaranteed by the South African constitution.
Domestic Violence Act and its implementation:
The Domestic Violence Act no.116 of 1998 imposes obligations on a police official receiving a complaint of
domestic violence3.The National Instructions for the South African Police Services, adopted in 1999 and read
together with the provisions of the Act, clearly set out how police should comply with the obligation to protect
1

See section 27(1)(a) of the constitution of South Africa
See section 12(2)(b) of the constitution of South Africa
3
See section 2 of the Domestic Violence Act. no 116 of 1998
2
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survivors of domestic violence. In terms of this Act on arrival at a scene of domestic violence, the police may be
required to, where reasonable evidence of abuse having taken place exists, arrest without an arrest warrant.
Some of our clients have reported that police officials are often reluctant to arrest a perpetrator especially
where such evidence exists as some police believe that domestic violence is a family issue and should be
resolved as such. This is common in cases where the abused woman discloses her HIV positive status to her
partner and as a result experiences abuse, failure to arrest the perpetrator exposes women to more violence
with the potential of HIV re-infection.
Access to Healthcare:
POWA sits in the Ekurhuleni AIDS council which advises and looks after the interests of infected and affected
persons within the local municipal area. During our interactions with community members, women in
particular, indicated that they are often coerced to testing for HIV by medical practitioners especially in public
health facilities, this they point out to be a result of the Governments campaign4 targeting testing 15 million
South Africans by June 2011.The experiences of women in this regard are such that some are refused
treatment even if it is for a minor illness such as a headache unless they test for HIV. These violations have
hindered women’s access to healthcare and further compromised their right to bodily integrity as guaranteed
in the South African constitution. The second issue in relation to access to health care for women is that there
are fewer healthcare facilities for rape survivors (Thuthuzela Care Centres), for example there is only one care
centre in Soweto which provides a service to an estimated population of 1, 2 million people. Oftentimes
women have to travel long distances to access these services and face the risk of being raped again, especially
in cases where police officers are unable to transport them due to the absence of vehicles. This often
discourages women from further laying rape charges and delays their ability to access post exposure
prophylaxis which must taken within a seventy two hour period.
Sexual Violence against lesbian women in South Africa:
South Africa was the first country in the world to recognize sexual orientation as a ground for nondiscrimination in its constitution5. Various pieces of legislation prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation and other constitutionally recognized grounds have been passed. Despite progressive legislation in
place, violence against lesbian women is endemic in our communities. POWA provides psychosocial support
to lesbian women in the Kathlehong Township, one of the townships in the Ekurhuleni Municipality where
homophobic violence is on the rise. Our interaction with lesbian women in this township has revealed
incidences of harassment from community members in some cases rape, receiving little or no assistance from
police officers because of homophobic attitudes. Recently a lesbian woman, Noxolo Magwaza, was brutally
raped and murdered in the same municipality6. The motivation in most cases on the rape of lesbian women is
to “push them back into traditional heterosexual perceptions of womanhood”.
When reporting rape or abuse in their own relationships, lesbian women are exposed to degrading comments
from police officers, one woman reported that a certain police official said”I don’t understand how you can be
beaten by your partner when she is a woman herself”. Such behaviour has consequently led to some women
opting not to report violations. This also has the effect of delaying a rape survivor’s chances of accessing post
exposure prophylaxis, which could minimize the chances of a contracting the HI virus.
South Africa is in the process of developing legislation, which will look into hate motivated crimes. The
Department of Justice is in the process of engaging in public education aimed at sensitizing civil society on
LGBTI issues, although this is a positive step we cannot deny that homophobia is deeply embedded in long
existing social constructs, thus punitive measures entrenched in legislation need to be part of the solution.
4

See http://www.health-e.org.za/news/transcript.php?nid=20033086.o8june2011
Wing. A(2008), The South African constitution as a role model for the United States ,Harvard Black Letter law Journal .volume 24 retrieved
from http://www.law.harvard.edu/students/orgs/blj/vol24/Wing.pdf
6
See www.citypress.co.za/opinions/Editorials/Condemn-all-types-of-hate-crimes-20110507
5
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Sex work and the Law:
POWA works with organizations focused on sex work by rendering legal advice to individuals on various
provisions in law focused on gender based violence. The Sexual Offences Act no .23 1957 criminalizes selling
sex and all other associated acts. This has had negative consequences for sex workers, mostly comprised of
women, as they are often harassed by law enforcement officers and get no protection given that these are the
same people with a mandate to protect civilians. It has also made it difficult for women in the industry to
approach the police for assistance in cases where they have been victims of violence, thus being susceptible to
rape and other forms of sexual violence 7increasing their vulnerability to HIV. One sex worker revealed that she
had been gang raped by three police officers and one of them mentioned that “they are giving her what she
wants and will not pay for the service.” Police get away with these offences because of the criminalized nature
of the sex work industry also knowing that sex workers will not report in fear of being charged with
contravening abovementioned Act.
HIV and AIDS has been felt in the sex work industry. Sex workers have difficulty accessing medical treatment as
health care workers marginalize them and deny them access to proper healthcare. The behavior of healthcare
workers often results in sex workers deciding to explore other options for healthcare or not attending to their
care at all. The South African government is in the process of reviewing this piece of legislation and various Non
Governmental organizations have called on the government to decriminalize sex work to enable sex workers to
access health programmes such as safe sex education and to be able to freely exercise their rights without
being discriminated against on the basis of their work.
Concluding Remarks and Recommendations
This submission has mainly focused on the challenges to the implementation of the Domestic Violence Act
particularly focused on the failure by police officials to discharge their obligations in terms of both the
abovementioned Act and Sexual Offences Act. It has also looked into discriminatory practices in medical
healthcare centres which have adversely affected the ability of women to exercise the rights as guaranteed in
the constitution. It is recommended that the South African government strengthens implementation and
monitoring of the Domestic Violence Act and related criminal laws .It is further recommended that the
Department of Justice urgently enacts legislation addressing hate crimes and decriminalizes sex work in order
to enable women to exercise their rights as guaranteed in the constitution without fear or reluctance.
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Zambia

Prisons Care and Counselling Association (PRISCCA)

To the Global Commission on HIV and the Law:
I write to you as both the executive director of the Prisons Care and Counselling Association (PRISCCA)—a nonprofit organization conducting HIV and human rights education in Zambian prisons—and as a former inmate of
those same prisons. Based on research in which I have taken part, and on my own experience, I wish to draw
your attention to the pressing need for legal reform in addressing HIV and tuberculosis (TB) among people in
conflict with the law in Africa.
In Zambia and in many of sub-Saharan Africa’s prisons, detainees are faced with severe overcrowding, poor
ventilation, inadequate sanitation and nutrition, physical abuse, and negligible health services when they
become ill. Overcrowding in prisons leads directly to TB transmission and can contribute to sexual violence,
fuelling the spread of HIV. HIV prevalence in sub-Saharan African prison populations has been estimated at two
7

Fick.N (2006) Sex workers speak out-Policing and the sex industry, S Crime Quarterly No 15 retrieved from
http://www.iss.co.za/pubs/CrimeQ/No.15/Fick.pdfhttp://www.iss.co.za/pubs/CrimeQ/No.15/Fick.pdf
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to 50 time’s general population prevalence, and TB prevalence at six to 30 times national prevalence. Indeed,
lengthy pre-trial detention periods and high rates of incarceration have been linked to higher TB prevalence in
the general population.
The need for law reform to aid in the fight against HIV and TB in prisons in Africa is acute, both to eliminate the
criminalization of same-sex sexual activity—which is used as a justification for denying condoms to prisoners
for HIV prevention—and to ameliorate the criminal justice system failures which lead to prison overcrowding
and exacerbate the spread of both diseases.
Research in Zambia
With the welcome and support of government officials, PRISCCA was given access to Zambian prisons in 2009
and 2010 to investigate the health conditions of the prison population in collaboration with Human Rights
Watch and the AIDS and Rights Alliance for Southern Africa. The resulting research confirmed that significant
gaps remain in HIV and TB service implementation and prevention but conditions are ripe for transmission.
Laws criminalizing same-sex sexual activity and needlessly and unjustly incarcerating people contribute to the
dual epidemics.
The report of our findings, Unjust and Unhealthy: HIV, TB, and Abuse in Zambian Prisons, is the first analysis of
prison health conditions in Zambia by independent human rights organizations. In its preparation, researchers
interviewed 246 prisoners, eight former prisoners, 30 prison officers, and conducted facility tours at six prisons
throughout the central corridor of Zambia.
The Scope of the Problem: HIV and TB in Zambian Prisons
The prevalence of HIV in Zambian prisons was last measured in 1999 at 27 percent; nearly double that of the
general adult population (15 percent). To the credit of Prisons Service officials and NGO partners, in recent
years Zambian prisons have expanded HIV testing, so that 57 percent of the prisoners interviewed across all six
facilities we visited had been tested.
However, access to testing in each prison and across different categories of prisoners remains uneven. Our
research showed that larger prison facilities in Zambia had higher HIV testing rates. Also, certain categories of
inmates including women, juveniles, remandees, and immigration detainees tended to be tested for HIV less
frequently than their adult, male, convict counterparts.
Access to anti-retroviral therapy (ART) for HIV treatment in Zambian prisons has improved in recent years,
particularly in the larger prisons. However, proper treatment for the disease is impossible in the absence of
prison-based health services. In April 2010 the Zambia Prisons Service employed only 14 health staff—including
one physician—to serve its 16,666 prisoners. Of Zambia’s 86 prisons, only 15 had any health clinic or sick bay,
many of these with little capacity beyond distributing painkillers like paracetamol. In prisons without a clinic,
access to care is controlled by medically unqualified and untrained prison officers. A lack of adequate prison
staff, transportation, and fuel for the transfer of sick prisoners and officers’ security fears also conspire to keep
inmates from accessing medical care outside of the prisons, in some cases for days or weeks after they fall ill.
For prisoners who are on medication for HIV, the unavailability of food makes taking medication extremely
difficult, even leading to missed doses. Among Zambian inmates on ART whom we interviewed, more than half
of them had missed doses, and more than a third of those who had missed doses cited lack of food as the
cause.
The devastating effect of the HIV epidemic in Zambia’s prisons is compounded by a concurrent TB epidemic. TB
prevalence in Zambia, among the highest in the world, was estimated to be 0.4 percent in the general
population in 2007; in Zambian prisons, prevalence was estimated to be between 15 and 20 percent in 2001.
The Zambia Prisons Service has estimated that between 1995 and 2000, 2,397 inmates and 264 prison staff
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died from AIDS-related illnesses, including TB.
The conditions at the prisons—combining overcrowding, minimal ventilation, and a significantly malnourished
and weakened population—are ripe for the rapid spread of TB. Nevertheless, only 23 percent of prisoners we
interviewed in Zambia had been tested for TB. As with HIV, we found that prisoners at larger, urban prisons
were more likely to have been tested for TB and that women, juveniles, remandees and immigration detainees
were least likely to have been tested within prisons.
The few TB isolation cells designed to house the ill are in such poor condition that even the physician in charge
of the prison medical directorate deems them “death traps.” Yet, since the TB isolation cells are slightly less
crowded than standard cells, inmates who completed TB treatment told us that they sometimes chose to
remain in the cells with inmates with active TB so as to avoid the worst of the desperate overcrowding
elsewhere. No prison-based TB testing or treatment was available at any Zambian prison at the time of our
visits, and so inmates seeking testing or treatment frequently faced the same barriers in accessing care
experienced by those seeking HIV services.
Particular Legal Challenges Related to HIV Prevention
International organizations—including the World Health Organization, UN Office on Drugs and Crime, and the
Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS—all recommend that condoms be provided to prisoners.
Zambian prison policy has called for inmates to be provided with the means to protect themselves from HIV.
Yet condoms are, without exception, not provided to prisoners and in fact are considered contraband. Some
prison authorities link the unavailability of condoms to the criminal status of same-sex sexual activity between
consenting adults, both men and women, in the country as a whole. Zambian law declares “carnal knowledge
against the order of nature” punishable by 15 years to life in prison and “acts of gross indecency” between
same-sex couples are punishable by seven to 14 years imprisonment.
The unavailability of condoms for a population with a very high HIV prevalence and engaging in regular sexual
activity, consensual and non-consensual, creates a serious risk of HIV transmission within prisons and in the
general population once prisoners are released.
Criminal Justice System Failures Contributing to HIV/TB in Prisons
Built to accommodate 5,500 prisoners, Zambia’s prisons housed 16,666 in 2010. Overcrowding is so severe that
inmates at some facilities are forced to sleep seated or in shifts in cells with little ventilation. Prolonged pretrial detention in violation of Zambia’s international human rights obligations is a major contributing factor to
overcrowding, and the health consequences of that overcrowding. Pre-trial detainees constitute over one-third
of the total prison population.
The Zambian police and Drug Enforcement Commission enjoy broad powers under Zambian law, and
reportedly arrest and hold numerous alleged family members, friends, and innocent by-standards as “coconspirators” when their primary targets cannot be found. Despite a Zambian law requirement that inmates be
brought before a judge or magistrate within 24 hours of arrest, these limits are frequently ignored—one
inmate reported being detained for over three years before an initial appearance before a judge. Even after an
initial appearance, remandees are routinely held for years before trial. Another prisoner, now convicted,
reported being held 10 years in pre-trial detention. Unavailability of bail and low levels of legal representation
contribute to unnecessary and unjust extended pre-trial detention. Lack of funding for community service
alternatives, restrictions on the use of parole to prisoners with longer sentences, and delays in appeals further
contribute to overcrowding.
Recommendations
As part of your critically important efforts related to HIV and the law, I encourage you to:
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-

Push governments to prioritize criminal justice reform in order to address unjust incarcerations, decongest
prisons, and decrease the transmission of HIV and TB by:
o

Limiting police powers to carry out mass arrests;

o

Increasing the availability of non-custodial alternatives such as bail, community service, and parole;
and

o

Providing detainees with access to legal representation.

-

Urge African governments to decriminalize consensual same-sex sexual activity, but also to publicly
support the distribution of condoms in prisons as a public health measure, even if same-sex sexual activity
remains criminalized.

-

Urge African governments to increase allocations of funds to prisons.
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Nigeria

Queer Alliance Nigeria

DISCRIMINATORY AND REPRESSIVE LAWS AND THE FIGHT AGAINST HIV AMONSGT MSM IN NORTHERN
NIGERIA
Introduction
This submission is made by Queer Alliance Nigeria. Queer Alliance works to facilitate an enabling environment
for the liberation of sexual minorities in Nigeria through advocacy, education and publications/ research.
There is no place in Nigeria where the criminality of being a homosexual is more prevalent as in Northern
Nigeria. It is in this context that this submission reflects on the impact of discriminatory laws on homosexual
people and its impact on universal access for men who have sex with men in Northern Nigeria Sharia’s
enforced states. It also looks into the impact of these laws on a holistic HIV programming response by the
National AIDS Control Agency in response to the epidemic within the MSM communities across Nigeria vis a vis
the provisions of the Chapter IV of the I999 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria.
Background
Despite the urgency of creating and improving an expanded access to prevention and treatment information in
the face of a globally devastating HIV epidemic, Nigeria remains far in achieving universal access for all its
citizens, most especially men who have sex with men, who may choose to identify as homosexuals or not.
Whilst the prevalence rate of HIV among the general population in Nigeria keeps dropping, the prevalence rate
amongst MSM remains high and keeps soaring. The Integrated Biological Behavioural Surveillance puts the
prevalence rate for the MSM community in Nigeria at 13.5%. The figures are more alarming on a state level,
putting Lagos, the commercial capital at 25%.
Whilst connections have been drawn between discriminatory and repressive laws in fuelling HIV transmission,
discriminatory laws continue to exist concurrently with the provisions of the fundamental human rights in the
1999 Constitution of the Nigeria and the National Policy on HIV/AIDS 2007 which captures the needs of various
marginalized groups – including MSM. (site the reference of this policy)
THE 1999 CONSTITUTION
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The Chapter IV of the 1999 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria guarantees each citizen their
fundamental human rights. Notably under this chapter are the Right to the Dignity of the Human Person, the
Right to Personal Liberty, Right to Freedom from Discrimination, Right to Privacy and Family Life and Right to
Peaceful Assembly and Association. The Right to the Dignity of the Human Person and the Right to Freedom
from Discrimination could be interpreted (and has been interpreted internationally) to include protection from
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity. The Right to Freedom from
Discrimination specifically states that:
“a citizen of Nigeria of a particular community, ethnic, place of origin, sex, religion or political opinion shall not
be discriminated against”.
In recent years also, international human rights bodies responsible for monitoring and adjudicating human
rights laws have interpreted the non-discrimination clause in international human rights treaties and covenants
to include sexual orientation and gender identity. ‘Sex’ has also been defined to include sexual orientation as in
the case of Tonen Vs. Australia.
THE PENAL AND CRIMINAL CODE
This code came into being on the 16th June 1916and was inspired by Victorian Morality.The provision in this
code condemns consensual same sex activities between consenting adults.It is termed as ‘un-natural and
carnal knowledge’.
Chapter 21 of the Penal and Criminal Code of Nigeria
Section 214 states: Any person who- (1) has carnal knowledge of any person against the order of nature; or (2)
has carnal knowledge of an animal; or (3) permits a male person to have carnal knowledge of him or her
against the order of nature is guilty of a felony, and is liable to imprisonment for fourteen years.
Section 217 specifically states: Any male person who, whether in public or private, commits any act of gross
indecency with another male person, or procures another male person to commit any act of gross indecency
with him, or attempts to procure the commission of any such act by any male person with himself or with
another male person, whether in public or private, is guilty of a felony, and is liable to imprisonment for three
years.
Within these repressive and discriminatory laws, the National AIDS Control Agency in Nigeria current policy on
HIV/AIDS captures the needs of men who have sex with men. But the question that organizations working with
MSM ask: is this laudable policy of the Nigerian Government in responding to the HIV epidemic amongst MSM,
realistic, in the midst of repressive, discriminatory and Sharia laws that criminalize same sex oriented persons,
most especially male homosexuals in Northern Nigeria in achieving universal access for all.
The provisions of the Penal and Criminal code applies to the whole of the country, but it is particularly felt in
the north which coincidentally houses more male homosexuals, compared to the south of the country (Sexual
Diversity and Human Rights Research Project 2007 -2008 – INCRESE). It must be noted that the stigma attached
to being a homosexual in Africa and the pressure to conform to societal expectation and norms push most
homosexuals in Nigeria to also engage in sexual activities with members of the opposite sex. With these laws in
place vis a vis the constitution and the current policy on HIV/AIDS, male homosexuals in Northern Nigeria are
further driven into the closet, making it almost impossible for them to be reached with messages of HIV
prevention, treatment and support services. It is also on the premise of these same laws that the former
Minister of Justice and Attorney-General of the Federation commented on the non-existence of homosexuals
in 2006.
The continued existence of these laws had made it impossible for the establishment of LGBTI rights
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organizations in Northern Nigeria states with Sharia laws. Consequently, where there are organizations willing
to provide services to MSM in these states, people are afraid to come out and access these services for the fear
of being caught by men of the Sharia Law Enforcement Agencies called HISBAH.
The Integrated MSM HIV/AIDS Prevention Program being implemented in Nigeria by Heartland AllianceNigeria in partnership with local LGBT organizations currently does not exist in any part of the north, save
Abuja, which because of its cosmopolitan and metropolitan nature cannot be classified as core north.
It is documented that poverty also fuels HIV transmission. Poverty being entrenched throughout Nigeria is
more predominant in Northern Nigeria. In Southern Nigeria, which is more liberal to homosexuals
nevertheless hostile, MSM may not afford to buy water based lubricant and most complain of the most
affordable condoms on the market not suitable for the sexual activity that they engage in.This situation in
Southern Nigeria has been address by LGBTI rights organizations in the region, but the same cannot be said of
Northern Nigeria, especially those states with Sharia laws. With poverty more entrenched in the north and
non-availability of LGBTI rights organizations as a result of discriminatory laws; the access to suitable condoms,
water based lubricant and information is almost non-existent. This continues to be a factor contributing to the
high prevalence rate of HIV within the MSM community nationally. These laws have also acted as a barrier to
accessing information on sexuality and sexual health and rights in the context of HIV amongst MSM in northern
Nigeria.
FIDEL’S STORY (DECEASED)
Fidel never knew his status until he started being ill month after month. He was prompted to go for an HIV test
after a friend spoke to him on the possibility of being HIV positive. The result of the test proved to be positive.
Fidel enrolled in a HIV counseling and treatment center in Lagos after this. According to Fidel, whenever he
went to the center to access support services he was always ridiculed and discriminated against. Fidel was very
effeminate.
In 2009, Fidel was admitted as a result of AIDS complication at the Yaba Military Hospital in Lagos and was
being attended to by an HCT counselor and a doctor who were unaware of his sexuality. A week after
admission, Fidel’s homosexuality became known to his care providers. On having this information, his care
providers stopped attending to his needs and his medication were not administered on time and in some cases
were not even given. A week later, Fidel passed on with no one by his bed side.
The discriminatory attitude of the healthcare personnel, care givers and other hospital staff contributed to
scaring away Fidel’s friend who did not want to be stigmatized as homosexual let alone showing care and
support to one of them who was dying from AIDS.
Recommendations
Positive legislation that protects everyone irrespective of their sexuality remains instrumental in transforming
lives of ordinary people – this includes male homosexuals. In this context, the Government of the Federal
Republic of Nigeria should and also state governments throughout the federation should:
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Review, amend or repeal laws and policies that give room to discrimination on the grounds of sexual
orientation and gender identity.
Decriminalize Homosexuality.
Uganda

Rakai Health Sciences Program

Formulation of community bye-laws to prevent / fight intimate partner violence: The Rakai Health Sciences
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Program experience.
Introduction and Background
The crucial steps in public health approach to prevent, fight intimate partner violence (IPV) are to understand
the problem, identification of risks, protective factors and also working with the community to garner support
to address the problem.
Findings from the Rakai Community Cohort Study (RCCS) indicate significant rates of both physical and sexual
intimate partner violence against adolescent and adult women. In addition, unwanted verbal advances,
unsolicited sexual touching, sex in exchange for money, gifts; unsuccessful attempts at rape and sex as the
result of threats and intimidation have also been highlighted in other studies. There was an extensive overlap
between intimate partner violence and HIV related attitudes and behaviours. A combination of risk factors
such as individual, relational, community and societal contributors were identified to aggravate the risk for
intimate partner violence victimization. Both men and women seemed to believe that partner violence is
justifiable; a finding that was to our surprise.
These findings and others not mentioned prompted the Rakai Health Sciences Program (RHSP) to initiate a four
years’ project – Safe Homes and Respect for Everyone (SHARE) to try and prevent intimate partner violence
and its intersections with HIV/AIDS and reproductive health in Rakai district Uganda.
The mission of the SHARE project was to transform community attitudes about acceptability of IPV, address
the interactions of violence and health, empower women and promote equality in relationships by awareness
raising, capacity strengthening and community partnership. Among the objectives of this project was raising
awareness about human rights.
Implementation of activities
Rakai Health Sciences Program worked hand in hand with local partners namely: local opinion leaders, law
enforcement team (police and prisons) health workers, community volunteers, religious leaders, the entire
community and other government extensions staff. Some of the activities in all phases included community
assessment, raising awareness, building structures, integrating action and consolidating efforts.. By the end of
the project partners were equipped with relevant skills and competency to independently handle activities and
issues related to prevention of intimate partner violence. Community local counselors were trained and
equipped with skills to counsel and manage IPV. In addition networking with the RHSP counselors and law
enforcement team was encouraged.
Communities initiated bye-laws which were submitted to other levels to be considered for approval. The
approved byelaws were to be abided to by all community members at the functional governmental
administrative units. Before submission, all community members had to append their signatures and final
copies had to be given to the leader of the local council.
Below are some of the byelaws agreed upon and endorsed by the communities:
-

-

That any person in an act or caught in an act of violating someone’s human rights he/she will be fined up to
50000/=Uganda Shillings and that the money shall be paid to the treasurer of the local village council.
Proceeds from the above act shall be used to purchase items such as plates, cups which can be used by
community members within that area when need arises, especially in community support groups e.g Muno
Mukabi.
Should a person get caught in an act of violating someone’s right and he/she fails to pay the above amount
of money the victim shall be given a punishment to clear the bush alongside the roads in their locality. The
size of the piece to be cleared by the victim is determined by the community.
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Achievements
-

Initiation and having all community members assenting to the set byelaws helped in minimizing or
prevention of IPV as people fear to be seen paying money or clearing the bush.
Low earners fear to be involved in IPV as they may not be able to raise that money
SHARE partners had various trainings/sensitizations on issues related to Domestic Relations Bills and
strongly advocated for it to be passed as a law in Uganda.
Increased awareness that violation of human rights is a crime especially in areas where the project was
being implemented.
Selected community volunteers do counsel those experiencing IPV ,refer cases to the local leaders and
some are referred to the police for further management

Challenges
Continuous monitoring of these activities since all communities where this project was being implemented
were not moving at the same pace.
Conclusions
Involving all community members in initiating and implementing their own bye laws at a local level not only
has it increased people’s sense of control over issues that affect them most especially IPV but also promoting
self awareness, confidence and thinking positively about possible issues related to IPV.
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South Africa

RAPCAN (Resources Aimed at the Prevention of Child
Abuse and Neglect)

Introduction
Adults are more comfortable with the protection rights of children and often ignore their autonomy or
participation rights as these may challenge adults’ superior position in society. Children’s right to participate in
all decision affecting their lives is contentious on its own, let alone when coupled with child sexuality.
Objectives
In 2010 two organisations based in South Africa, Teddy Bear Clinic and Resources Aimed at the Prevention of
Child Abuse and Neglect, filed affidavits to the Johannesburg High Court to find the sections of the Sexual
Offences (and related matters) Act 2007 criminalising normal child sexuality, unconstitutional.
Target group
The court application was brought against the Minister of Justice and the National Director of Public
Prosecutions as they represent the criminal justice system. This matter will be heard at the High Court and the
decision will need to be ratified in the Constitutional Court.
Description of case
Sections 15 and 16 of the Amended Sexual Offences Act of 2007 stipulate that children between the ages of 12
and 16 who engage in consensual sexual acts are liable for prosecution. Section 54(1)(a) of the same Act
further places a duty on anyone who knows of any consenting sexual activity between children in this age
group to report it to the police.
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There are many negative effects on children should they face prosecution for consensual sexual activities. They
will be branded as criminals; it will impede their access to reproductive health and counselling services; it could
subject them to the stressful processes of the criminal justice system; it labels all adolescent sexual behaviour
as wrong and deviant.
Criminalising sexual conduct between adolescents is an inappropriate response. A more appropriate response
would be to support parents and children with sexual and reproductive health information to guide
responsible sexual decision-making. The result of criminalisation of children means that they need to enter the
criminal justice system. Children would be arrested, questioned by police and may even be detained. They
would experience trauma and harm through this process, which would contradict our intention to work in their
best interest.
What the Applicants are asking the Court to do:
In essence, the Applicants are asking the Court to declare sections 15 and 16 unconstitutional insofar as they
criminalise children between 12 and 16 years of age who engage in consensual sexual activity.
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Nigeria

Socio Ecnomic Rights Initiative

Background
Having undertaken extensive work on the right to health in Nigeria in the areas of research, litigation and
advocacy, I was awarded a Ford Foundation scholarship to pursue a Master of Laws (LL.M) degree in Global
Health Law at Georgetown University Law Center, Washington, DC, United States in the 2007/2008 Academic
Session. Apart from subsequently working at the Law Center as a Research Fellow on Health and Human
Rights, the theme of my final thesis was: Perspectives to HIV/AIDS Discrimination in Nigeria and the United
States.
Upon my return to Nigeria early 2010, my organization was awarded a grant to carry out a project on the legal
protection of Persons Living with HIV/AIDS and Health Professionals Involved In Their Treatment, Care, and
Support.
I have published extensively and litigated the rights of people living with HIV or affected by AIDS in Nigeria. A
soft copy of my recent publication on this subject which will be presented to the public in Abuja, Nigeria, in
collaboration with the European Union and the Nigerian Commission for the Control of AIDS is hereby attached
as a separate document.
Justification
In Nigeria, testing positive to HIV/AIDS is still believed by many to be a death warrant. PLWHAs (Persons Living
with HIV or Affected by AIDS) lead a precarious existence; they face not only the certain terminal fate of the
disease, but also the indignity and humiliation that come daily with being discriminated against and being
rejected by family, friends and society. Discrimination against PLWHAs takes many forms and manifests in
different ways. Much of the discriminatory practices against and exploitation of PLWHAs occur because they
are ignorant of their basic rights as human beings. They are not empowered to assert their rights, demand
their entitlements and hence minimize the wanton violations of their basic rights and hence their exclusion
from community life. Majority of them live below poverty level, which also constrains their ability to access
needed drugs.
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PLWHAs are taken advantage of and are often made to feel a little less than human beings. Many PLWHA live
under the bridges in Lagos and other isolated places in other cities and towns because their families have
abandoned and driven them from home. Many hospitals refuse to admit them, and when admitted, treat
them at arm's length, and in ways that derogate from their dignity as human beings. Some health care
personnel approach PLWHAs from the mindset that their predicament is punishment for their immoral past
and that public resources should not be wasted on them. In light of this, what is a person infected through unscreened blood transfusion expected to do?
People are routinely screened and tested by health care facilities without their consent. Worse, PLWHAs have
information about their sero status disseminated to third parties without their authorisation. The consequence
is that most sero-positive people in Nigeria conceal their status, leading to more deaths than necessary,
because they are embarrassed to come out openly to seek for treatment. Yet, in more enlightened societies
PLWHAs receive love and understanding, live their lives in dignity and are contributing their quota to their
society.
But over and above the rising morbidity and mortality of people in their prime as a result of HIV/AIDS, the
greatest burden faced by PLWHAs is the generalised discrimination and stigmatisation meted out to them by
the society, social exclusion and ostracism as well as wanton violation of their basic human rights. This state of
affairs is largely due to lack of knowledge- lack of knowledge of their rights particularly by the PLWHAs
themselves and by health care personnel involved in their support, treatment and care. Above all, there is
pervasive ignorance in the society of the nature of HIV/AIDS and the concept of rights and obligations of those
living with the disease.
More people than necessary are meeting their untimely deaths because they are embarrassed to disclose their
HIV status. They remain in the closet and fail to take advantage of the treatment and care that are being
provided for them.
In 2003, a Nigerian high court judge reportedly adjourned an AIDS discrimination case to ascertain if the
presence of the infected plaintiff would expose the people in her court room to HIV/AIDS infection. In early
2007, the federal government owned Nigerian Institute of Journalism withdrew the admission letter of a new
student, Adegboyega Ibikunle after learning that he was living with HIV, and refused to re-admit him despite
spontaneous and widespread protests from eminent Nigerians and civil society organizations. Also in 2007,
Covenant University in Ota near Lagos, an institution privately owned by a Pentecostal church, issued a decree
that its final year students must undergo HIV/AIDS screening as a condition for their graduation. As for Mrs.
Eunice Oluwafemi Shogbetan, whose organization, T.O.D Widows of Grace, an associate of Socio Economic
Rights Initiative, her world collapsed when in 1998, she not only lost her husband, but also tested positive to
HIV/AIDS and was abandoned by all her six children.
The Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria places a generic bar on all forms of discrimination.1
However, that provision does not go far enough as it is not class-specific. Only three states, Plateau, Lagos and
Rivers have passed specific legislations forbidding discrimination against PLWHA and prescribing punishments
for acts constituting violation of the laws. Section 10 the Protection of Persons Living with HIV and affected by
AIDS Law, Lagos State states that “the following and other similar acts shall be regarded as unlawful and
discriminatory against persons living with HIV and affected by AIDS:
(1)

Refusal of landlord to accept as a tenant, a person living with HIV and affected by AIDS;

(2)

Stigmatization and denial of access to an infected patient by health institution (be it private or public);
1

. Section 42, Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1999.
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(3)

Denial of access into an educational institution;

(4)

Discrimination and stigmatization in any social, religious or political gathering;

(5)
Segregation, discrimination and stigmatization at the places of employment particularly with respect to
nature of work, right to transportation, training and provision of other benefits, including but not exclusive to
health and insurance; and
(6)

Compulsory and mandatory HIV test for all employees by employers of labour.

By section 18 (3) any person who fails to comply with the provision of section 10 of the law commits an offence
and shall be liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding Fifty Thousand Naira (equivalent of US $350) or
imprisonment not exceeding two years or both fine and imprisonment.
Sections 5-9 of A Draft Bill for A Law to make provisions for the prevention of HIV/AIDS based discrimination
and to protect people living with and affected by HIV and AIDS and other related matters of Plateau State
forbids discrimination based on HIV status.
While the punishment prescribed by the Lagos State law is ridiculously low, the Plateau state version
prescribes no punishment for violation of sections 5-9. Since the later law is still in the draft stage, it is hoped
that this gap would be filled up before the bill eventually becomes law.
A plethora of international laws, declarations, conventions and agreements and several judicial
pronouncements and decisions of courts in other jurisdictions have affirmed that arbitrary discrimination is
wrong and damaging to society.2
Employment Based Discrimination
Employment related discrimination in Nigeria is common and widespread. Such discrimination may present
substantial obstacles to the possibility of affected victims securing and maintaining employment. Many
employers still habour misconceptions about the process of HIV transmission and fear increased transmission
within their work place.
It is therefore, imperative, that laws should be put in place to restrain both prospective and present employers
from using these unsubstantiated ground to deny several, otherwise qualified applicants and employees, from
either securing jobs or keeping their employments.
The Lagos law provides in section 11 (1) that “Every person living with HIV and affected by AIDS shall have the
right to gainful employment in any establishment whether private or public where he/she is qualified to be so
employed and where the vacancy so exists”. Section 11 (2) assures such a person freedom from unlawful
termination of his employment, while sub-section 3 makes it mandatory for all corporate organizations
operating in the state to have HIV/AIDS policy in place for the benefit of its employees affected by the
infection.
Section 7 of the Plateau state bill forbids employers or fellow employees from discriminating against any
person in the work place on the basis of the person’s HIV status or perception of the same. By section 10 (1),
no employer shall require a job applicant to disclose his or her HIV status as a precondition for offer of
2

. Ibid, paragragh 18 at page 47, see also the UNAIDS and OHCHR “International Guidelines on HIV/AIDS and Human Rights”; Section 2 of the
Philippines, “AIDS Control and Prevention Act, 1998”, “The Bahamas “Employment Act, 2001”, South Africa’s “Promotion of Equality and
Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act No. 4 of 2000”; and the New South Wales, Australia “Anti-Discrimination Act, 1977”.
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employment. Sections 12 to 24 make elaborate provisions for protecting PLWAs.
At the global level, the ILO Code of Practice on HIV/AIDS and the World of Work3 insists that “HIV testing should
not be required at the time of recruitment or as a condition for continued employment”. In essence, failure to
undergo HIV testing cannot be used as a basis for denying employment, promotion, training, or benefits to an
employee. Areas of protection include privacy, discrimination and stigmatization. Several countries have
specific policies and laws in place to prevent employment-related discrimination. Examples include:
Zimbabwe’s Labour Relations (HIV and AIDS) Regulations; Malawi National HIV/AIDS Policy and South Africa’s
Employment Equity Act (No. 55 of 1998)
Disclosure and Confidentiality in the Workplace
It is unlawful to disclose the status of person infected with the virus at his place of work without his consent,
irrespective of the circumstance or to whom the disclosure is made. This is justified by the fact that even
though it is very rare for HIV infection to be transmitted within the circumstance of a work environment, the
chances of employers and coworkers subjecting an infected person to negative and unfair treatment is very
wide.
Section 10 (1) of the Plateau State Draft Bill provides that: “No employer shall require a job applicant to
disclose his or her HIV status as a precondition to offer of employment. Section 12 (1) guarantees their privacy
with respect to their health and medical records. The section further is in sub-section 2 requires written
consent of an employee to whom the information relates before disclosure of any information relating to
his/her HIV status. The only other exception provided by the draft is where the disclosure is required by law.
Zimbabwe’s Labour Relations (HIV/AIDS) Regulations of 1998 and Cambodia’s Law of Prevention and Control of
HIV/AIDS have similar provisions to that of Plateau state.4 The Zimbabwen’law states: “No employer shall
require any employee, and it shall not be compulsory for any employee, to disclose, in respect of any matter
whatsoever in connection with his employment, his HIV status …. No person, shall except with the written
consent of the employee to whom the information relates, disclose any information relating to the HIV status
of any employee acquired by that person in the course of his duties unless the information is to be disclosed in
terms of any other law”.5
Provision of Safe Workplace
It is the responsibility of employers to provide safe workplace for their employees. According to section 20 of
the Plateau state draft bill “this shall include ensuring that the risk of occupational exposure to HIV is
minimized… The safety procedures shall be such that provides: (a) appropriate training, awareness, education
on the use of universal infection control measures so as to identify, deal with and reduce the risk of HIV
transmission in the workplace; (b) appropriate equipment and materials to protect employees from the risk of
exposure to HIV; (c) steps to be taken following an occupational accident, including the appropriate
management of occupational exposure to HIV and other blood borne pathogens, including access to post
exposure prophylaxis.”
Healthcare-Refusal to Treat
3

Available at:
http://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&q=cache:0426GLhq8i8J:www.ilocarib.org.tt/portal/images/stories/contenido/pdf/HivAids/code%2520of%
2520practice.pdf+ilo+code+of+practice+on+hiv+aids+and+the+world+of+work&hl=en&gl=us&pid=bl&srcid=ADGEESg6CWKB4xe4X_9pZzRNB2L1LRioUtoJTiyEQ4f2SJBZvrjtWX2kiTt0zzBO4aByT2UOYQzahOAtkfVVGDjiCzFPsL33reVXruu-0uwkuBtmfhUtnW6fW7d7zHSAnrNY05Bmz4&sig=AHIEtbTOBHpri9JLUUU3SzVljg6KUInF7g Last visited on May 18, 2010
4
Ibid, Paragraph 18 at page 61
5
Available at: www.ilo.org/public/english/protection/trav/aids/laws/zimbabweregs.pdf
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In both public and private health care facilities littered all over Nigeria PLWHA and those perceived as being
infected with HIV continue to face discrimination. High percentage of doctors, nurses, and other health
professionals still habour the same fears, ignorance, and aversions as other members of the general population
with regard to HIV. In the healthcare setting this attitude keeps leading to discrimination that prevents PLWHA
from accessing healthcare.
The following empirical findings from a structured cross-sectional survey of 1,021 Nigerian health care
professionals (including 324 Physicians, 542 nurses, 133 midwives) in 111 health care facilities in four Nigerian
states buttresses the foregoing assertion.6
1.

9% of the professionals reported refusing to care for an HIV/AIDS patient.

2.

9% indicated they had refused an HIV/AIDS patient admission to a hospital;

3.

59% agreed that PLWHAs should be placed in a separate ward;

4.

59% believed a person’s HIV status could be determined by his or her appearance;

5.
91% agreed that staff and health care professionals should be informed when a patient is HIV positive
so they can protect themselves.
6.
40% believed that health care professionals with HIV/AIDS should not be allowed to work in areas of
health care that require patient contact;’
7.

20% agreed that many with HIV/AIDS behaved immorally and deserve the disease;

8.

8% indicated that treating someone with HIV/AIDS is a waste of precious resources; and

9.
Providers who reported less adequate training in HIV treatment and ethics were also more likely to
report negative attitude towards patients with HIV/AIDS.
From the above, one can observe different manifestations of discrimination at healthcare facilities. They range
from outright refusal to admit or treat patients who are infected with HIV or perceived as infected, delays and
withholding of care or treatment, and premature discharge of patients. These actions have obvious
consequences beyond access to treatment for HIV or AIDS: access to all health care services are undermined, a
clear violation of the right to health. By refusing to treat patients, risk of serious health consequences increase
for both the individual and the general population.7
The following personal experiences in health care facilities clearly demonstrate the incidence and varying
manifestations of discrimination in Nigeria:8
Martha’s Experience
“I had registered for ante-natal care in a private hospital near my house. I was told to do an HIV test as part of
the routine test. I refused and they bluntly told me they cannot take my delivery if I do not take the test. I went
to a government health center where they filled out a form for blood test. I read it, but there was nothing
6

Chen Reis, Discriminatory Attitudes and Practices by Health Workers towards Patients with HIV/AIDS in Nigeria, June 2005
. Ibid, paragraph 18 at page 63
. Journalists Against AIDS Nigeria; Beyond the Shadow; Unmasking HIV-AIDS Related Stigma and Discrimination in Nigeria, page 21,
http://www.nigeria-aids.org/documents/beyond the Shadows.pdf .
7
8
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indicating HIV test so I went for the test. During my next visit, I was worried when the midwife told me that I
had to go to the teaching hospital for special management. She would not explain why; rather she gave me a
letter. Out of curiosity, I read it on my way home and learnt that I had tested HIV positive. My world crashed
on my face. I locked myself up and cried for weeks. At the teaching hospital, the nurses kept on passing the
letter from one to another and eventually asked me to return in four weeks time because the doctor who will
attend to me is on leave. By this time I was already seven and half months pregnant. I fell into labour before
the appointment date and had to go to a traditional birth attendant who took my delivery. I did not tell her my
HIV status because I was scared she would refuse to attend to me too.”
Catherine’s Experience
“I went to the clinic and the doctor filled a lab form and asked me to give the lab man my blood and urine. I
took the form and read it. I saw urine test and retrovirus test. I did not understand what retrovirus meant. So I
called one of my colleagues and asked her to explain what it means. She shook her head and asked me to go
and ask the doctor. I was confused; I could not understand her reaction. I asked her, “Do I have cancer, why are
you behaving like this?” She insisted I must ask my doctor. I went back to the doctor who asked me not to
worry, that I should give the lab man my blood and urine and bring my husband next week. I had hypertension
till I reached home. I told my husband he refused to go saying that he was too busy. I went back to the doctor
and insisted I am the one that is sick; since my husband has refused to come, won’t he just tell me what is
wrong with me. He looked at me for a long time and asked if my mind is strong, if I have lost somebody before.
I told him that I have strong mind even more than my husband and that I lost my brother last year. Then he
told me to go and see the nurse. I went to the nurse and asked her, why are you people turning me here and
there? What is wrong with me? The nurse seeing that I was very angry just told me that I have HIV that causes
AIDS. I was mad. I held her uniform and asked her if I looked like a prostitute.
She just said, “It is only I that can answer that question” and walked away, giving me a withering look. I sat on
that spot for over four hours. I cannot remember how I got home.”
Maddy’s Experience
Maddy’s experience was at a dental hospital. He actually told the dental surgeon that he was HIV positive, and
paid dearly for it:
“On hearing I have HIV the doctor told me outright that they cannot attend to me because it is risky. I
challenged him, threatening to report him to the authorities concerned, as I am entitled to treatment. He
eventually asked me to come back in two weeks time to enable them prepare well. Again, I was messed up.
Even though I came before other patients, I was the last patient they attended to. Still, they found a reason to
tell me to come back two days later. Meanwhile, they were busy passing my case note from one person to the
other, during which I found out that they wrote HIV positive on top of my case note. Again, I objected strongly
to such labelling, threatening to go to the media with the way they are treating me (although I had gone public
about my HIV status). They went on about wanting to warn other doctors to be careful. I asked them if they
knew the sero-status of all the patients they have been attending to? What about universal precaution? Is this
the price I pay for being open about my status? My tooth was finally extracted in circumstances that should
have been filmed rather than discussed. People were wearing four gloves, masks and goggles, and moving
about on tip toe, as if the virus would jump at them.”
Abigail’s Story
Rachel Obeten was born normal and healthy weighing 4.2kg. Unaware of her sero-status, Rachel’s mother,
Abigail breast fed her. At two, Rachel tested positive to HIV. Her mother, determined to give a human face to
HIV/AIDS and help fight the stigma and discrimination, appeared on Newsline, a national network television
program. On the program, she advocated strongly for protection of the rights of persons living with HIV/AIDS
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and urged society to show love and compassion rather than condemnation. This added to little Rachel’s
problems. The school in which she had hitherto spent one year in the day care refused to admit her in the
nursery class, claiming that other parents might withdraw their children from the school. They insisted they
would not admit the daughter of an HIV positive woman into their school. While her mother and other AIDS
activists fought this discrimination, she became ill. She was admitted to the Lagos University Teaching Hospital
(LUTH) for three weeks. She was later placed on antiretroviral drug treatment but this act was too late. She
died in her hospital bed on November 26, 2002.
Actions taken
This author has, over the years, engaged in activities, both within individual and organizational contexts, to
provide legal protection for HIV/AIDS patients and victims in Nigeria
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Malawi

BANJA LA MTSOGOLO

Malawi has a population 0o 13.8 million and a prevalence of 14.2% in the 15-49 year age group.
Approximately 83,000 of these infections occur in children aged 0-15 years with greater than 95% of
these children having acquired HIV infection from their mothers. by June 2009,0ver 110,000 HIV
infected individuals in Malawi had ever been started on antiretroviral therapy(ART) in both public and
private sector. the government of Malawi has committed to ensuring that 10% of all people on ART are
children by the end of 2014.However,as of June 2009 children below 15 years account for only 8% of
these patients, or 7000 of an estimated 24,000 ART eligible children.
Hospitals in Malawi are a critical access point to paediatric HIV infected children prevention, care and
treatment.Currently, most undiagnosed HIV infected children first access the healthcare system when
symptomatic from HIV and are admitted to the hospital. Despite this crucial diagnostic opportunity,
hospitals in Malawi have not widely implemented inpatient systems for prevention, diagnosis, care and
treatment of HIV infected or exposed children. while there are many factors contributing to the low
percentages of infected children accessing ART, the lack of hospital-based systems designed to improve
paediatric HIV diagnosis is a undoubtedly a significant factor.
Late HIV diagnosis has serious implications for HIV infected children as HIV disease exhibits a more rapid
disease course in paediatric patients. thirty-four percent of HIV infected children die by the age of one
year and 50% die by the age of two years without accessing ART and or co-trimoxazole prophylaxis
therapy(CPT).commonly, hospitalized HIV infected children have been admitted multiple times before a
diagnosis of HIV infection is made, often late in the course of HIV disease. As a result, such children are
typically suffering from complications stemming from moderate to severe immune suppression. And the
eligible for ART soon after clinical stabilization.additionally, all HIV infected and exposed children require
life saving CPT
In addition to identifying moderately to severely immunocompromised HIV infected children, the
hospital also provides a crucial opportunity for early diagnosis of paediatric HIV infection. This large
cohort of less ill, mildly immunosuppressed patients are often in the hospital for HIV unrelated illness
and have not yet sustained debilitating opportunistic infections.They are admitted and discharged from
the hospital quickly, and without a systematic means of identification return home well but
undiagnosed. Unlike the severely immunosuppressed children that are diagnosed late in the course of
HIV disease, these children represent a potential population of HIV infected but healthy children.
Throughout Malawi these children are not routinely identified in hospitals.
The hospital potentially plays an important role in the prevention of paediatric HIV infection as well.
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While most births in Malawi occur outside of the hospital setting, the paediatric ward presents an
opportunity for identification of high numbers of HIV exposed breastfeeding children. The mode of
transmission comprises about 10-14% of all paediatric HIV infections.They identification of HIV exposed
children represents an opportunity for prevention, and should be a primary focus of any inpatient
Paediatric HIV care and treatment programme.

Most hospital settings currently or previously tested inpatients for HIV infection through Voluntary
Counselling and Testing (VCT) VCT offers client initiated referral and individualized counseling and
testing by trained counselors. Under this system in one tertially care hospital in Malawi, an average of
less than 8% of all pediatric admissions in 2008 were tested for HIV infection. As previously mentioned,
children who survive without being diagnosed as HIV infected often rapidly progress, and eventually
succumb to HIV related complications at a later date without representation to a heath care provider or
after re-presenting with irreversible fatal illness.
Mildly immunosuppressed HIV- infected children and HIV exposed children would otherwise go
unidentified without a system of routine provider initiated opt-out HIV testing and counseling
(PITC).This mode of identification, premised upon systematic pre-test group counseling, routine provider
referral, and opt-out testing is essential to identification of such children.PITC needs to replace VCT as
an essential component to an inpatient programme of paediatric HIV care and treatment.
While the diagnosis of HIV is the first step to any inpatient paediatric HIV programme, the importance of
linkage to inpatient and out patient care and treatment services cannot be over emphasized. As such, an
inpatient programme must have a strategy to cope for the specialized hospital care and treatment
facility for efficient referral of newly identified infected or exposed.
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Uganda

Frank & Candy

Background
I am a Medical Doctor by training. I got interested in issues of HIV and Sexual Minorities in 2004, when a male
patient just diagnosed HIV positive revealed he was gayi. I realised that, as a medical doctor trainedii and
working in Africa, I had little clue to counselling men who have sex with men (MSM). On internet, I was able to
confirm the gap in my training, making the connection between HIV and MSM as a Most at Risk (MARP) and
Key Population in HIV epidemiology. I also realized that MSM in Uganda had no targeted HIV prevention
programme, and were assumed covered by the hetero-nomartive prevention message.
Enquiries confirmed prevailing deep prejudice and homophobia. Desiring to make a difference, I realised the
problem was complex with law, culture, ignorance, prejudice and phobia and other issues playing a part. And,
the law played a pivotal role. Over the years, I made researchiii into Same Sex sexual behaviour and HIV in
Uganda, and have been involved in delivery of HIV prevention services, with emphasis on MSM and Women
who have Sex with women (WSW) and Transgendered persons in Uganda. I have helped LGBT organising to
address HIV in Uganda, and East African regionaliv, and Africa widev believing that organizing the LGBT
community is part of the solution. I am a member of MSMGFvi, a global advocacy group addressing the paucity
of programming for MSM world wide. More recently, I have been party to advocacy against the AntiHomosexuality Bill in Uganda, proposed legislation that would have made HIV prevention impossible in MSM
communities.
Homophobia, Transphobia and Prejudice in Africa
Matter of fact, our African populations are deeply ignorant of sexual minorities. This informs a lot of what
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happens with regards to Sexual Minority populations.They are minorities, closeted and invisible. There is a
tendency to be blamed for many of ills of the continent, being demonised as bringers of the wrath of god. In
Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania and Burundi, male homosexual behavior is criminalised.
Criminalisation
Currently in Uganda, the law is interpreted as criminalising male penile-anal sex (sodomy). Prosecutions are
few, because what is criminalised is a private adult consensual behaviour. Nevertheless criminalisation plays a
huge part in HIV programming. When the epidemic of HIV started 30 years ago, it was quickly realised that
MSM are a Key Population. The role that they play in generalised epidemics like in most of Sub-Saharan Africa
was less easily appreciated, but has been in the last few years. Yet, to date, there is very little official HIV
programmingviiviii. And, the main reason quoted was the Law. These were criminals, and it was simply not
done to include them in HIV programming.
In my inquiries, I came to the notice of the UNAIDS Uganda Country Representative, a Public Health Specialist,
Dr. Reuben del Prado. He was interested in including MSM in HIV programming, and tried to interest the HIV
prevention community in Uganda. He was publicly castigated, and later asked to leave the country. Later, in my
study, I was repeatedly informed that the fear that such a high level official and diplomat could be so penalised
for doing HIV prevention was a major shock to the community.
This sort of interaction happens again and again. Because criminalising law is present, it is used as justification
to exclude MSM, WSW and TG from HIV programming in Africa. The background of homophobia and prejudice
is used to condemn them to the lack of services, and punish any who try to remedy the situation. In the
absence of prosecutions based on the sodomy law, other laws are used to justify persecution.
In June 2008ix, just before a large, international HIV Implementers Conference in Kampala, Uganda, the
Director General of Uganda AIDS Commission for the first time publicly acknowledged that gay men existed in
Uganda and are a 'driver' of the HIV epidemic. He then stated that the government would not target HIV
programming for them. During the meeting, LGBT activists protested that statement at a plenary session.
Three were arrested, and prosecuted for 'trespass', although conference organisers gave them accreditation.
Only international outcry at Mexico AIDS 2008 conference convinced the government to drop punitive action.
Exclusion from Protective Legislation.
The law is not only useful for punishing. It is an important tool for promotion of rights. In recent years, various
bills have been presented to legislate HIV prevention and ensure equitable distribution of prevention
resources. They include the East African HIV prevention Bill, the Uganda HIV Prevention and Care Bill. The
motive of these bills is stellar, yet they have glaring ommisions. In November 2009, I was present at the
Regional consultation in Kampala for the East African HIV Prevention and Care Bill. Results of one study, the
Crane Surveyx had just been released. A serostatus survey of MARPs, it showed HIV prevalence of 33%
amongst Female Sex Workers, 18% partners of Female Sex workers, and 13.5% amongst MSM in Kampala,
against a prevalence of 4% for adult men. Yet, in that Bill, these communities were not present. Recognised
Key and Most at Risk populations in the bill could not include MSM and Sex workers, despite high
demonstrated burden of disease.
I argued against this exclusion. That it was like writing a book about the English premier league excluding
Manchester United, because one hated the team. So, a law which could be used to protect their human rights,
and the basis for tackling HIV prevention in this marginalised and highly vulnerable population, was simply not
going to mention them. The Uganda HIV prevention bill similarly fails to mention these MSM.
Exclusion from HIV legislation ensures that these Key Populations (MSM, Sex Workers) are invisible. It
perpetuates invisibility. It perpetuates stigma, and makes it easy for national HIV prevention programmes to
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opt out. It is politically expensive and socially stigmatizing to tackle MSM and Sex workers. Exclusion ensures
that cosmetic, political programmes can have funding, but not these core prevention programmes.
Further Criminalisation.
These populations have seen a worrying trend of further criminalisation recently. A criminalizing law was
enacted in Burundixi in 2010. A bill is currently in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)xiixiii parliament. In
Uganda, the Anti-Homosexuality Bill has just failed to pass the last parliament because it was time barred (not
for lack of support), and the legislator who presented it is ready to re-introduce it in the current parliamentxiv.
The Anti-Homosexuality Bill in Uganda is example of how far criminalisation can go, increasing stigma, and
stopping HIV programming. This bill mandates lifelong imprisonment and the death penalty for certain others,
including an offender who was HIV positive, and one who was a 'serial offender'xv. Authority figures were
mandated to report known homosexual. HIV programmes would be threatened because of provisions
outlawing 'promotion' and 'aiding and abetting homosexuality'. A doctor, counsellor, and lawyer would have
to, on pain of a fine and jail, report anyone when they revealed the homosexual act. Under criminalising
'promotion of homosexuality', any MSM HIV prevention and care programme was illegal. This bill, if it had
become law, would have stigmatised and punished LGBT populations, deprived them of social capital, made
them pariahs, to be reported by friends and family, on pain of themselves being punished. And, it would have
even criminalised the nascent, recent Ministry of Health outreach to MSM in Kampala.
Conclusion
In our environment, the Law can be a major weapon in helping HIV control or retarding it. Unfortunately we
have seen many examples of the law being used to promote HIV spread, rather than retard it. Specific
recommendations on the way forwards include
-

-

-

Emphatic realisation that Criminalisation of Homosexuality (and sex work) is a major impendiment in HIV
prevention.
Realisation that Decriminalisation of consensual same sex behaviour would be a major step forward in
controlling the epidemic
In case decriminalisation cannot happen, a pragmatic approach acknowledging the HIV prevention needs
of the population is important. Case in point is Kenya, where HIV prevention amongst MSM and Sex
workers has managed to happen, with government support, when criminalising law is still in place.
Exclusion from HIV specific legislation, of Key population is an exercise in futility in HIV Prevention. Key
populations are defined by science, and not social or political niceties. This is an area where the law can be
used to aid HIV prevention, by mandating HIV prevention for stigmatised, underserved, vulnerable Most at
Risk Populations.
Using a Human Rights Approach to HIV prevention is a very important strategy. The concept that all human
beings are equal, and deserve respect, and dignity. The concept that HIV is a disease which can be
prevented with promotion of Human Rights for those who are most vulnerable

i http://www.huffingtonpost.com/dr-paul-semugoma/puritanism-is-deadly-poli_b_440858.html Accessed 10 June2011
ii Muhimbili University College of Health Sciences of the University of Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania
iii Unpublished study, Semugoma
iv AFYA Minorite
v AMSHeR http://www.amsher.net/ accessed 10 June 2011
vi MSMGFhttp://www.msmgf.org/ accessed 10June 2011
vii http://allafrica.com/stories/200805260834.html accessed 10 June 2011
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viii http://gayuganda.blogspot.com/2008/05/include-gays-in-aids-fight-reports-say.html accessed 10 Jun 2011
ix http://www.plusnews.org/Report.aspx?ReportId=78782 accessed 10 Jun 2011
x Crane Survey Report 2010
xi http://www.mask.org.za/article.php?cat=burundi&id=2411 accessed 10 Jun 2011
xii http://www.africanactivist.org/2011/03/democratice-republic-of-congo-drc-bill.html accessed 10 Jun2011
xiii http://www.afrol.com/articles/36842 accessed 10 Jun 2011
xiv http://www.plusnews.org/Report.aspx?ReportID=92739 accessed 10 June 2011
xv Anti-Homosexuality Bill No 18 of the Parliament of Uganda. Attached to presentation.
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Zimbabwe

Sex Workers in Zimbabwe

Law, Police, Media, Health and HIV, Clients
MALE SEX WORK - DEFINITION
It is the sale of sexual services to another person by a male gendered person. The other person shall in this
submission be referred to as the client. The client for male sex workers can be a male or a female.
MALE SEX WORK IN ZIMBABWE - INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Zimbabwe is a country in southern Africa; it has an unreliable and unstable political and economic environment
that has seen for the past 15 years a rapid increase in sex work, especially in the last decade. All this has come
with the politicisation of issues, where politicians try to moralise everything for political advantage. The
government of Zimbabwe has indicated that it is happy for criminalised minorities to be marginalised. All this
has resulted in the severe abuse, torture, discrimination and inhuman treatment to male sex workers.
In the Zimbabwean culture, which for many years has remained a patriarchy, society has always viewed sex
work as trade where men are the clients, and are by culture allowed to be so, while the females are the sex
workers, but are shunned and despised by the same cultural ideology that supports men. However, with the
male sex workers as the service providers and either male or females being clients, culture has overridden
human rights and human rights have ceased to exist. In this submission we call for immediate intervention, to
seek protection for all citizens, regardless of choice of work. Also we request from the Commission that it be
noted that male sex workers demand, from the government of Zimbabwe, inclusion and consultation in the
national HIV policy, recognition as a vulnerable minority group and fair treatment and access to medical
facilities and drugs including free ARVS.
THE LAW
Male sex workers and sex work in Zimbabwe are not protected by the law. Interestingly there is no stated law
that criminalises sex work or forbids men to engage in the trade, however there have been many by-laws
introduced to persecute and prevent male sex workers. The police as a “sort of moral code” use these by laws
The police have also in Zimbabwe invented their own laws e.g. laws against wearing of tight fitting jeans,
earing’s, and wearing of make up by men at night.
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For male sex workers also there is the "sodomy" law that they can be charged with when arrested for
prostitution. This law penalises the sexual act of anal penetration. it is the same law that is used against the
LGBTI COMMUNITY
POLICE
The police are the major players in the violation and abuse of male sex workers, although this is to a lesser
extent compared to that faced by female sex workers. Many a time, the police collect frequent fines from the
sex workers to supplement their income, in return for leaving sex workers alone.
If arrested the police breach the legal rights of the arrested, sex workers are even denied access to medication
that includes ARVs, food and bail money.
MEDIA
The state controlled media, and the lack of an independent media commission, has witnessed use of local print
and radio by politicians as a tool of attacking sex work and sex workers.
Many a time male sex workers are categorised as gay and therefore shunned.
HEALTH AND HIV
Men who have sex with men – MSM - are included in the NATIONAL HIV AND AIDS STRATEGY but the
government has not done anything to improve on this aspect. Action to improve the situation of male sex
workers should be included under this strategy and we should be consulted. Also of importance to note is
limited access to health information to male sex workers. There is also limited access to lubrication. The
government and private players sell the lubrication at exuberant prices, such that they are not affordable.
Male sex workers work in violent and dangerous circumstances, in Zimbabwe where sex between two males is
illegal, they then experience violence and rape from clients who always get away with it because the police will
always support the perpetrators not the survivors in that case
Because of the negative attitudes portrayed at public health institutions, there is need for specialist health
center’s for male sex workers like male sex worker clinics, because female sex workers have their clinics that
cater for their health needs without being discriminated.
CLIENTS
Most male sex workers are vulnerable to violence from clients and also other people who claim to be partners
and spouses of clients (in situations where male sex workers sell sex to females).
Violence always exposes and increases the sex workers to the risks of HIV and AIDS.
The sex workers always find it difficult to report cases of violence to the police because those are the cases
that the police will use against them instead to assist them.
Summary
The situation in Zimbabwe calls for the decriminalisation of sex work, there is an urgent need for the
enforcement of the HIV and AIDS charter which already caters for MSM.
The government has to be challenged into monitoring the police and also train the police in understanding the
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law.
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Zimbabwe

Sexual Rights Centre Zimbabwe

SEXUAL RIGHTS CENTRE:
The Sexual Rights Centre is an organisation based in Bulawayo in Zimbabwe and founded in 2008. We are a
human rights advocacy organisation addressing sexual rights issues at a national level. The organisation works
broadly in areas of sexual reproductive health rights, sexual violence, HIV/AIDS, sexuality education and human
rights. The organisation’s main stakeholders are the LGBT community and sex workers.
BACKGROUND:
Zimbabwe has experienced economic and social deterioration in the last ten years. This has resulted in
extensive violations of the fundamental rights of Zimbabweans. s. Zimbabwe is currently experiencing a
breakdown in the rule of law, lack of redress, lack of due process, torture in detention, arbitrary arrests and
illegal detention. Sexual minorities and sex workers are particularly vulnerable to violations of human rights
and the consequences of this situation.. The significance of criminalisation of conduct is inevitably a
criminalisation of status.
There are numerous factors that prevent certain minority populations in Zimbabwe from asserting their right
to highest attainable standard of health, the right to access information, the right to self-determination, the
right to bodily integrity, the right to freedom from violence and the right to participate freely in public life. The
violations of these rights are as a result of criminalisation, exacerbated by societal and governmental stigma,
discrimination and exclusion. The intersection between HIV and the law is most stark in relation to abuses and
denial of sexual rights in conjunction with the ‘intersection of sexuality with the massive, overwhelming, and
mounting HIV/AIDS pandemic1’.
SEX WORKERS:
Sex work is criminalised in Zimbabwe and this includes running a brothel and profiting from
‘prostitution’.However, it is difficult to prove guilt under the more specific legislation governing ‘prostitution’
and therefore, miscellaneous criminal laws are applied to act as a threat, a deterrent and a punishment to sex
workers. Sex workers are arrested and detained under the following:
-

Loitering for the purposes of prostitution;

-

Blocking the pavement;

-

Tarnishing the image of the local area (this is often referred to as clean-up operations and is used to justify
raids);

-

Possession of or dealing of drugs.

In addition, limited access to sexual reproductive health services available in Zimbabwe has a detrimental
impact on sex workers ability to seek and access treatment. For male sex workers the criminalisation of
sodomy creates an added dimension of vulnerability, as men are often subjected to extortion, blackmail and
threats on the basis of their presumed sexual orientation or engagement in the criminal act of ‘sodomy’.
1

MORE THAN A NAME: State-Sponsored Homophobia and Its Consequences in Southern Africa. Human Rights Watch and The International Gay
and Lesbian Human Rights Commission, 2003.
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The impact of legislation prevents sex workers from accessing services that meet their needs, prevents sex
workers from mobilising and asserting collective rights, exposes them to violence, abuse and harassment as
well as limiting their access and recourse to justice. The legislation in Zimbabwe has created an environment of
permissible discrimination and exclusion as these examples below will illustrate:
Sex workers experience verbal, physical or sexual abuse. Many sex workers have been detained and forced to
engage in sexual activities with officers to ensure their release. Police officers offer protection for free sex. The
numbers of incidences of police raping sex workers is very high, although cases are never reported for fear of
repercussions. The experiences shared by sex workers range from being picked up by police and dumped far
out of town at night, being raped by plain clothes officers at their place of work, being arrested and raped by
multiple officers, being detained in cells with police dogs and being tortured. In recent research conducted by
ASWA2 the issue of impunity for state actors is a serious challenge. The criminalisation of sex work
dehumanises sex workers and in essence makes them an invisible group marginalised and excluded.
In addition to issues of violence, which increases sex workers vulnerability to HIV, there are numerous barriers
to sex workers accessing healthcare services. Many sex workers report problems in seeking health services
from government hospitals because the medical staff refuse to treat sex workers unless they bring their
partner for treatment. The criminalisation of sex work prevents sex workers from full disclosure about their
profession and their specific health needs.
Sex work and migration are issues specific to Bulawayo because of the proximity to both the South African and
Botswana border posts. There are many Zimbabweans engaged in the sex work industry in the neighbouring
countries and at the border posts3. Criminalisation of sex work and the inability of many Zimbabweans to
secure visas compound the marginalisation of sex workers in the Diaspora, which in turn leads to limited access
to services and reluctance to access services because of their illegal migration status.
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, TRANSGENDER (LGBT) COMMUNITY:
In July 2006, the government of Zimbabwe expanded the definition of “sodomy” to include any physical
contact between two individuals of the same sex “that would be regarded by a reasonable person to be an
indecent act4. The LGBT community in Zimbabwe is not protected in the Constitution. These challenges are
compounded by the homophobic environment created by the leadership in the country. The media frequently
presents negative and detrimental images of the gay community. During the recent Constitution-making
process there have been frequent statements from the government, leadership, Church and traditional Chiefs
condemning the attempts to include sexual minorities in the Constitution. Societal stigma and discrimination,
perpetuated by the political leadership, has resulted in the violations of many of the rights of the LGBT
community. The laws in Zimbabwe ‘criminally marginalize LGBT people so that the perpetrators of violence,
discrimination, and abuse are free to operate with impunity’5. A further issue for gay women is that of
‘corrective rape’ and sexual violence.
Members of the LGBT community are arrested and suffer inhumane treatment and torture at the hands of the
police on the basis of their sexual orientation. In a recent case of the arrest of five men on suspicion of sodomy
the detainees were subjected to forced HIV tests and anal examination during their imprisonment6. The police
do not respect the rights of the LGBT community and there are numerous unreported cases of members of the
LGBT community being beaten and tortured in prison. However, the attitude of the authorities and the police
2

“I expect to be abused and I have fear”: Sex workers’ experiences of human rights violations and barriers to accessing healthcare in four African
countries. ASWA, 2011.
3
RIGHTS NOT RESCUE: A report on female, male and trans sex workers human rights in Botswana, Namibia and South Africa. OSI, 2009.
4
Criminal Law (Codification and Reform) Act [Chapter 9:23] Act 23/2004.
5
Off the Map: How HIV/AIDS Programming is failing same-sex practicing people in Africa. The International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights
Commission, 2007.
6
Individual interview conducted by the Sexual Rights Centre in 2009.
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towards homosexuality accords perpetrators immunity and, therefore, members of the LGBI community are
often reluctant to make complaints against the police or to pursue cases of harassment. Many members of the
gay community are unable to live openly as gay men and women because of their fear of stigma and
discrimination.
Transgender people who do not fit into the traditional gender roles of ‘man’ and ‘woman’ are often subjected
to discrimination and violations of their human rights due to ignorance and hostility directed at them as a
result of their gender identity7. This deepens their vulnerability to HIV and AIDS as well as to violence, hate
crime and denies them other fundamental socio-economic rights.. Transgender people are largely invisible and
lack of social acceptance or acknowledgement results in their exclusion from essential HIV/AIDS programmes.
In addition, transgender persons are unable to change key identification documents and this will create
problems in seeking appropriate medical help and support.
Bisexual people, lesbian women, gay men and men who have sex with men are recognised as being vulnerable
to infection with HIV and the impacts of AIDS as well as to violence, including hate crimes by both state and
non-state actors. The recognition that many lesbian women have sex with men even whilst identifying as
lesbian, and the growing incidence of rape and sexual violence against lesbian women, increases their
vulnerability to HIV infection and the impacts of AIDS. The criminalisation of same-sex sexual conduct further
embeds the stigma and discrimination against the LGBT community.
Service providers and institutions are reluctant to work with sexual minorities and sex workers as a result of
criminalisation. There is very limited training, sensitisation or appreciation of the issues affecting sexual
minorities and sex workers. The National HIV/AIDS Strategic Plan of Zimbabwe acknowledges sex workers and
sexual minorities as ‘high risk’ groups. However, the law prevents human rights organisation from a national
level engagement in a discourse about the linkages between HIV/AIDS, human rights abuses and minority
groups. It is also not just about the actual legislation, but it is whether there is a legally supportive and
conductive environment for gender and sexuality work8. The law acts as an essential entry point to initiate
projects and programmes on gender, sexuality and HIV/AIDS.
HIV/AIDS AND SEXUAL AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH RIGHTS (SRHRs):
There is a lack of linkage between HIV/AIDS and SRHRs as a result of the criminalisation of the transmission of
HIV/AIDS and abortion, for example. The criminalisation of abortion, as well as persistent and extensive delays
by the courts to respond to an application for a termination of pregnancy9, has also been cited by sex workers
as one such restrictive piece of legislation that violates their rights.
ANNEX I
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ZIMBABWE:
1. Support for grass-roots sex worker-led initiatives.
2. UN endorsement of the Resolution on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity.
3. Decriminalisation of sex work and ‘sodomy’ in Zimbabwe.
4. Repeal of the loitering and abortion legislation.
7

Off the Map: How HIV/AIDS Programming is failing same-sex practicing people in Africa. The International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights
Commission, 2007.
8
Approaches to Gender and Sexuality: Responding to HIV/AIDS. International HIV/AIDS Alliance, 2010.
9
A sex worker interviewed in Gokwe explained that she had applied to the courts for a termination of her pregnancy on the grounds that she
had been raped. However, the judgement only came in her third trimester of pregnancy and therefore, legally she was no longer able to
terminate. Sexual Rights Centre baseline survey 2008.
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5. Ratification of the UN Convention Against Torture.
6. Ratification of the Protocol to the African Charter on Women’s Rights.
7. Integration of curricula on human rights and ethical handling of vulnerable and marginalised groups for
police, judiciary, healthcare professionals, counsellors and service providers.
8. Specific, measureable plan from the Zimbabwean government about how sex workers and MSM will
be included in a non-discriminatory application of the National HIV/AIDS strategy.
9. Protection of key sexual rights in the Constitution.
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Botswana

Sisonke Botswana

INTRODUCTION
From Sisonke Botswana……
An informal sex worker-only group, supported by BONELA and part of the Africa Sex Worker Alliance network.
We are named after Sisonke in South Africa, our sister organisation. Our aim is to advocate for the rights of sex
workers and amplify sex workers voices to positively impact on improving our work situation. Currently we are
not registered and BONELA provides us with support, capacity building and mentoring in preparation to
register as a fully fledged sex worker organisation. Our membership extends to a range of towns in Botswana
such as Selibe Phikwe, Gaborone, Francistown Kasane and Palapye. So far the group has 127 members.
Working with BONELA:
Botswana Network on Ethics Law and HIV and AIDS (BONELA) is a non-governmental organisation dedicated to
creating an enabling and just environment for people affected by HIV and AIDS through the integration of an
ethical, legal and human rights dimensions into the national response to HIV and AIDS. In its mandate, BONELA
is dedicated to advocating for and building capacities of most-vulnerable populations to be able to fight for
their human rights. It is through fulfilling this role that BONELA is currently nesting a sex worker group called
‘Sisonke Botswana’ to strengthen their capacities so that they are able to stand on their own.
OUR SUBMISSION
Sex worker groups in Botswana
Criminalization of sex work, stigmatizing and discriminating attitudes in the society has rendered sex workers
clandestine and unable to form formal groups and organisations. There are currently two organisations in
Botswana working with sex workers, Nkaikela Youth Group and Matshelo Community Development. Due to
their intent to rehabilitate and their generalised mandate not specific to sex workers, the organisations tend to
employ positivist and judgmental views of seeing sex work as immoral and unlawful hence cultivating stigma
and discrimination towards sex workers and driving them further into hiding.
Consequently, efforts by BONELA to mobilize sex workers are treated with suspicion and mistrust due to fear
of exposure and subsequent stigma and discrimination. After the realisation that absence of sex workers voices
in bargaining for their rights may be futile without their participation, BONELA embarked on community
mobilisation and rapport building with sex workers. These efforts resulted in the formation of ‘Sisonke
Botswana’.
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Sex work in Botswana
Sex workers in Botswana operate in an environment where sex work is criminalized. This legal environment is
detailed in Appendix One.
The law as a barrier to sex workers accessing HIV and AIDS interventions
The criminalisation legislation has been used by the law enforcers and the general public to target sex workers,
pushing them into hiding where they are unable to access services and HIV and AIDS interventions.
The law prohibits safe spaces where sex workers can operate from and ensure access to safer sex information
and education. So sex workers are forced to work behind public toilets and bars, in trucks or in the bushes. This
leads to sex workers becoming more vulnerable to abuse, violence and hinders safe sex practices.
These laws also permit and encourage the legal and cultural acceptance of violence and abuse, preventing sex
workers from taking control of their health.
Experiences with police
The police and other law enforcement such as the army, security officers and SSG play a major role in
preventing sex workers from taking responsibility for their health. Sex workers in Botswana work in the
streets, outside bars, in parking lots surrounding clubs and popular bars, outside hotels and in public areas. In
the streets the workers are vulnerable to a lot of violence and manipulation from the police, security guards of
buildings, patrolling army and police officers such as Special Support Group (SSG), Criminal Investigation
Department (CID) and also face abuse and insults from the general public.
Sex workers in Botswana report that possession of condoms is used as evidence of prostitution and therefore
they are subsequently arrested. Such actions are an attack on safe sex practices and make sex workers, their
partners and clients vulnerable to HIV and STI infections. To evade arrest on the basis of possessing condoms,
sex workers say they hide condoms under the bushes to retrieve them after they have found a client, but
sometimes they are unable to retrieve the condoms.
Sex workers who had been arrested are often detained for longer periods than required by law; charges of
prostitution are forced on them1. For sex workers on treatment, unlawful detentions has adversely affected
adherence to treatment regimes. Such practices compromise safer sex practices and also prevent sex workers
from taking full responsibility of their health. Additionally, the ambiguous legal context is a deterrent to
meaningful HIV prevention activities in sex work settings exacerbating violence and putting the health of sex
workers at risk.
Due to lack of representation and knowledge of their rights and the law, sex workers often spend a
considerable amount of time in jail, ‘we stayed 3 nights in a cell – those with condoms were the main victims’.
Sometimes they are forced to have sex with the arresting officers just so as to evade arrests ‘Corps wants free
‘pussy’ and if you don’t give it they arrest you’.
Sex workers who had been arrested say that they are not allowed to say anything. They are not even
questioned. The police tell them they are arrested for idling and prostitution as evidenced by their possession
of condoms. They are asked to pay P100, and if they pay they are released immediately. If they do not pay,
they are forced to do community service for two months. Two ladies cited a story where their case was heard
by the local chief. The police officer told the chief that the ladies were sex workers, and they were told to plead
guilty of the offence.
1

BONELA sex work report
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Prohibitive laws have provoked violence against sex workers and placed sex workers in vulnerable positions.
The police make sex work environments unsafe and violence- ridden. Sex workers report experiences of
harassment; rape and intimidation from the police. These experiences discourage sex workers from placing
trust in the police and the whole system. Hence when raped or violated sex workers choose not to report
because they know their issues will not be taken seriously. The women also stated that when the police see
them in the bars, they accuse them of selling sex although they haven’t caught them doing so, these
accusations mostly result in beating, and sometimes arrest. One of the sex workers said ‘when the thieves beat
us they (police) refuse to take our cases saying we are prostitutes’. They are adamant that there are a lot of sex
workers who have been raped by the police but never reported.
Sex workers also experience a lot of violence and exploitation from gate keepers who in reality should be
offering protection; security officers or bouncers. The bouncers make sex workers pay P20/ day as rent for
standing at the bar parking lot – if payment is not made sex workers are beaten. Reports made regarding this
sort of abuse to the police is normally ignored sometimes the bouncers work closely with the police and get
them arrested by police for standing at the parking lot.
Their spaces of operation are hugely stigmatized because people laugh at them and call them names. They feel
that the streets make their work indecent. ‘The public shout insults at us especially when they drive past our
house. They throw rotten eggs at our wall shouting insults like ‘whore’
Instead of being places of safety and security, sex workers homes and houses have become unsafe spaces as
well. Migrant sex workers report that every fortnight the police, particularly the SSG, raid and search their
house without a warrant because they suspect that they store drugs, and are brothels. However the police
never find those drugs, but they do not leave them alone. Their privacy is evaded by the law enforcement.
Migrant sex workers have had humiliating experiences when the police called the media to take their pictures
and publish them in the news papers. ‘The police were taking advantage of the fact that we are foreigners then
they call the media and take photos’.
Violence from clients
One of the issues that are frequently brought up by sex workers is related to clients breaking condoms
purposefully. Sex workers narrate experiences of clients who break condoms, and when told that they could
not proceed with sex, the client got angry and beat her and forced himself on her. Despite this sex workers are
unable to access PEP or report wilful transmission incidences to the police.
Experiences with health services
In the context of the severe HIV epidemic in Botswana, sex workers receive the hardest blow and are rendered
particularly vulnerable to STI and HIV. The fact that sex workers cannot easily access health services means sex
workers are powerless in protecting themselves against the epidemic.
Sex workers report that they face marginalization, stigma and discrimination, prejudiced and judgmental
attitudes from healthcare workers. The health services in Botswana are riddled with concerns over the morality
of sex work and these undermine approaches that target sex workers health and well-being. In addition, onsize-fits-all practices in distribution of condoms resulting in limiting or monitoring the number of condoms that
can be taken per day does not ensure full protection of sex workers.
Botswana health policies prohibit provision of medical care to non-citizens. This means that migrant sex
workers face challenges in accessing medical care including STI treatment. Such restrictions also extended to
giving non citizens free condoms. An appeal for flexibility and targeted interventions has been met with
reasons relating to fear of breaking the law. Sex workers shared experiences of limited access to condoms in
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the local clinics, relating that the condoms they get in the clinics are not enough i.e. they are normally given 2
condoms each. Foreigners particularly are forced to buy condoms from young boys who sell them in the
streets.
Sex workers in Botswana report huge shortage of condoms. What comes out clearly in the dialogues with sex
workers is that free condoms are not easily and freely available to sex workers. They report that when they go
to the clinic, they are given three condoms which are hardly adequate for a working night. They report that…
‘we are sometimes forced to fuck for condoms because there is a huge shortage’.
Another means of survival is to buy the condoms from men who get them from clinics.
‘This is a huge challenge because these free condoms we buy them for a lot of money. But we have no choice.
We have to stay protected; we cannot rely on the clients to bring condoms. The prices range from P1 to P3 per
condom depending on the demand.’
See Appendix Two for our recommendations
APPENDIX ONE
The Botswana Penal Code in accordance with provisions under sections 155, 156, 157, 158 and 179 prohibit a
wide range of activities associated with prostitution.
Sections 155 – 156 prohibit knowingly living on the earnings of prostitution and persistent solicitation. Sections
157 – 158 forbids the use of premises for prostitution and brothel keeping, procuring a person for prostitution,
and detention of someone against his/her will in a brothel while section 179 prohibits loitering, idling and
behaving in disorderly and indecent manner in any public place.
Sex workers are however usually not arrested in terms of sections 155 – 158 because these are hard to
execute. Instead the police generally use sections 179 and other public nuisance laws and by-laws to arrest and
fine sex workers.
These laws include:
-

Laws against noises – for example, loud music, public nuisance, fighting etc

-

Laws against littering – for example, leaving used condoms on parking areas

-

Laws against drinking alcohol in public places – for example in car parking lot,

-

Laws against selling drugs or harmful substances

It is through these clauses that law enforcers and the general society vehemently insist on the illegality of sex
work and use these same clauses to normalise human rights violations and risks as violence that sex workers
have invited upon themselves.
APPENDIX TWO
RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations
1. Unionisation of sex workers
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2. Training of service providers and police
3. The movement should address sex workers access to condoms and PEOP for sex workers
4. Advocate for safe space for sex workers and access to medical care
5. Advocacy around legalization as a tool to addressing HIV prevention and other forms of violence in
sex work settings.
6. Legal aid for sex workers
7. Access to services: Clients purposeful intention to break condoms highlighted the need for access
to PEP for sex workers.
8. The issue also brought into question the thorny issue of unsafe working spaces that sex workers
find themselves operating under that prohibits them from asserting their rights.
9. The need to reduce the frequency of rape and harassment by the police and for many street-based
sex workers.
10. Audit policies and practices that discriminate against sex workers and build advocacy around the
issues: e.g. Social welfare policies discriminate sex workers.
11. Strategic Litigation – report cases so that there are a lot of them in the courts. There has to be
litigants, the group members should be prepared to make such sacrifice if they want to improve
sex work conditions in Botswana.
12. Clinics targeting sex workers.
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South Africa

SISONKE Sex Worker Movement, supported by SWEAT
(Sex Worker Education & Advocacy Taskforce)

SISONKE is a movement formed by sex workers in South Africa in 2003, set up because sex workers were tired
of being abused, isolated and not respected. Our vision is “to see a South Africa where sex work is recognized
as work and where sex workers health and human rights are ensured”.
We present our submission as a collection of information and experiences from our members, obtained
through a series of sex worker discussions. The situation it traces is one of gross abuse by police and health
professionals of the power placed in them by the state, and of extensive gender-based violence perpetrated by
state agents towards some of the most powerless people in our society.
“I expect violence from my clients and know how to deal with it –
but I feel powerless to deal with violence from the police”
Sex worker, Cape Town, 2011
This situation is a disgrace to the fine Constitution and rights-based laws of the Republic of South Africa. The
outcome is that government, through the laws it sustains, the officials it employs, the means it uses to exert
pressure on sex workers and general political indifference, makes it considerably more likely that sex workers
will contract HIV.
We urge the African Regional Dialogue in its outcomes, and the Global Commission in its recommendations, to
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address these wrongs; to date they have not been addressed by the democratic processes within our country.
The submission consists of a series of statements drawn from our experience, and the appendix provides real
life examples of that.
KEY STATEMENTS
1. Sex work is illegal in South Africa and, because that law is virtually impossible to enforce, the police
operate outside the law to put massive pressure on sex workers.
2. Sexual abuse of sex workers by the police increases risk of HIV and is near impossible to challenge through
the police complaints system, because of the illegal status of sex work in South Africa and police attempts
at anonymity.
3. Sex workers in South Africa have a greater exposure to HIV because of the criminalisation of sex work.

4. Because of the criminalisation of sex work, public healthcare workers and police endanger sex workers,
denying or deterring them from accessing HIV prevention and treatment services and confiscating
condoms as evidence of sex work.
5. There are solutions available, and they need to be implemented.
Key statement
1. Sex work is illegal in South Africa and, because that law is virtually impossible to enforce, the police
operate outside the law to put massive pressure on sex workers.
1A

Police seek to humiliate sex workers and their clients, often breaking the law in the process.

1Aa Police invade the privacy of sex workers, forcing them to undress and photographing them. Regular
practice in Cape Town. See appendix.
1Ab Police try and deter sex workers from working, for example identifying and targeting them when they are
not doing sex work. Regular practice in Cape Town, Johannesburg. See appendix.
1Ac Police publicly exhibit sex workers, using- for example - trucks or loudspeakers to display the fact that they
are sex workers. Regular practice nationwide. See appendix.
1Ad Police verbally abuse sex workers. Regular practice nationwide. See appendix.
1Ae Police steal from sex workers and their clients, for example extorting regular and one-off payments.
Regular practice nationwide. See appendix.
1Af
Police unlawfully detain and arrest sex workers, breaching the legal maximum of 48 hours detention in
a police cell before charges are laid. Regular practice nationwide. See appendix.
1Ag Police manufacture ulterior reasons to arrest sex workers, accusing sex workers of other crimes in order to
arrest them. Regular practice in Cape Town. See appendix.
1Ah Police try to coerce particularly vulnerable sex workers, for example based on age, national status or
prominence in the sex worker movement. Regular practice nationwide. See appendix.
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1Ai Police violently assault sex workers and those who work with them, using physical violence, pepper spray
and rubber bullets on sex workers; they also attack those trying to protect sex workers. Regular practice
nationwide. See appendix.
1Aj
Police seek to remove their identification, such as name tags, to avoid complaints being made against
them by sex workers and those working with them. Regular practice nationwide.
1.Ak Police confiscate condoms as evidence of sex work. See appendix
1B

Police seek to demean or coerce the clients of sex workers rather than use the legal powers they have

1Ba Police threaten clients of sex workers.Regular practice nationwide. See appendix.
1C

Court orders are ignored by the police

1Ca Police breach interdicts against them. In spite of a 2009 Western Cape High Court interdict that the police
should not harass sex workers and arrest them for ulterior purposes, they still regularly do. Ongoing practice in
Cape Town.
Key statement
2. Sexual abuse of sex workers by the police increases risk of HIV and is near impossible to challenge
through the police complaints system, because of the illegal status of sex work in South Africa and
police attempts at anonymity.
2A

Police sexually assault sex workers and their clients

2Aa Police sexually assault sex workers, in public and private locations. Regular practice nationwide. See
appendix.
2Ab Police sexually coerce sex workers and their clients, for example, forcing sex workers and their clients to
have sex in front of them. Regular practice nationwide. See appendix.
Key statement
3. Sex workers in South Africa have a greater exposure to HIV because of the criminalisation of sex work.
3A

Police action encourages unsafe sex

3Aa Police regard condom possession as evidence of being engaged in sex work. Regular practice nationwide.
See Appendix (1Ak)
3Ab Police prevent sex workers accessing condoms and confiscate condoms Practice in Limpopo,
Johannesburg and Cape Town. See appendix.
3B
Police refuse sex workers their legal rights as victims, including when the police themselves have
committed the crimes
3Ba Police ignore or sideline complaints from sex workers as victims of crimes. Regular practice nationwide.
See appendix.
3C

Other people with formal power over sex workers behave illegally or irresponsibly
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3Ca Officials with powers over sex workers replicate the behaviours of the police, threatening and coercing sex
workers. Regular practice nationwide. See appendix.
3Cb
Management of brothels does not give adequate priority to security, leaving sex workers vulnerable.
Regular practice nationwide. See appendix.
3Cc Management of brothels exploit sex workers and breach their constitutional rights to fair labour practices.
Regular practice nationwide. See appendix.
Key statement
4. Because of the criminalisation of sex work, public healthcare workers and police endanger sex workers,
denying or deterring them from accessing HIV prevention and treatment services.
4A
Health workers discriminate, thus denying or deterring sex workers from accessing public HIV
prevention and treatment services
4Aa Health workers discriminate against sex workers, deterring them from accessing public health care. Sex
workers seek private (often not affordable) or alternative treatment, or simply fail to access treatment. Regular
practice nationwide. See appendix.
4B
In spite of declared HIV and AIDS policies, migrant sex workers with HIV are deterred from accessing
health care.
4Ba Health workers discriminate against migrant health workers with HIV on the basis of their national identity
and HIV status, building on the existing barriers to healthcare which they already face. Regular practice
nationwide. See appendix.
4C
In spite of declared national policies, police refuse arrested sex workers who are on ARVs or other vital
medication access to their medication.
4CaPolice endanger the lives of sex workers by refusing those they arrest access to ARVs and other vital
medication. Regular practice nationwide. See appendix.
Key statement
5

There are solutions available, and they need to be implemented

Decriminalisation of sex work would make it much easier for sex workers to complain about misbehavior by
police and health professionals, since it would give them rights recognised by the state, greater power in the
relationship with officials, reduce and eventually remove the threat of arrest or coercion, and start to tackle
issues of stigma. Currently sex workers have no trust in the police complaints system, and no effective way to
use it without endangering themselves further.
Existing laws designed to protect people being implemented for sex workers. South Africa has a strong
constitution and great laws on gender-based violence and on the accountability of public bodies, including the
police. Sex workers have little experience of these laws working in their interests.
Free and accessible legal help for sex workers. Police seem to be deterred from abusive behaviour if sex
workers have legal help readily available.
Political accountability among Ministers and Parliamentarians; and the accountability of such bodies as the
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South African National AIDS Council, which since 2007 has completely failed to progress the commitment in
the National Strategic Plan on HIV and AIDS to decriminalise sex work; or the South African Law Reform
Commission, which has been exploring options for the reform of law around sex work for the past nine years,
without conclusion.
Intelligent and sensitive management of public officials reflecting in policy and practice. For example, in Cape
Town a staff member in a health centre, who also lived locally, had been checking the files of patients, notably
sex workers, and spreading gossip and confidential information about them. After complaints were made by
sex workers living in that area, she was moved to a work at a centre elsewhere.
Constructive police-sex worker relationships. For example:
-

In Cape Town, some police give sex workers a lift home for their safety.

-

In Caledon, outside Cape Town, police officers actively protect sex workers from clients and pimps, and
have a positive relationship with service providers to refer sex workers

Grassroots research around sex work, informed by and actively involving sex workers sex workers which
produces solid information and leads to action.
APPENDIX
The quotes and expanded information in this Appendix relate to the first four key statements in the body of the
submission. Dates refer to when the incident was reported within this process.
1. Sex work is illegal in South Africa and, because that law is virtually impossible to enforce, the police
operate outside the law to put massive pressure on sex workers.
1Aa
Police took sex workers into a van, forced them to undress and photographed them naked, claiming
that they needed that for records in case the sex workers were attacked and went missing – Kenilworth, Cape
Town 2011
The police made sex workers undress in public and then photographed them, claiming it was evidence of public
indecency – Cape Town, May 2011
“Police took our pictures without our permission, and we don’t know what they do with our pictures” – sex
worker, Cape Town, May 2011
1Ab
Police with dogs sit outside blocks where sex workers live to try and scare them from going to work –
Cape Town (Observatory), ongoing
If the police know someone is a sex worker, they will arrest her when she is not working, e.g. sitting in
a bar – Cape Town, ongoing
Police from Bellville Police Station told shopkeepers and garage owners to refuse to serve sex workers;
subsequently cashiers were swearing at the sex workers, and they were refused service – Cape Town, June
2011
“Police sometimes arrest you while walking to the street on your way to the shops” -– sex worker, Cape Town,
May 2011
1Ac
On Friday and Saturday nights, the police take a truck which can hold around 16 people– the
gumbagumba - around the streets of Johannesburg (similarly in Messina)and arrest sex workers and their
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clients, placing them inside. They drive for hours around the streets. Then they park the truck in front of the
police station and leave it there, releasing the sex workers and clients the next morning, each on payment of a
R500 “fine”, or transferring them to police cells. One sex worker commented “it’s just like the apartheid era”.
“Two police pick me up and show a lot of people in the police station “here is a prostitute” with loud speaker” –
sex worker, Cape Town, May 2011
Police arrested two sex workers, handcuffed them together and marched them along the road – Voortrekker
Road, Cape Town 2010
A particular police officer arrests sex workers and takes them back to the township areas where they live, and
demands that they collect money from friends and neighbours to pay a “fine” (bribe) which she has imposed
on them – Limpopo, ongoing.
1Ad
“Police swear at us a lot, they call us all sorts of names. Whatever they say to you, they do not want
you to defend yourself” – sex worker, Cape Town, May 2011
1Ae

The police “tax” sex workers, taking regular payments in return for not arresting them.

“Police, if they caught you right with the client, they charge you on the spot, no receipt or anything written that
you get from the police” – sex worker, Cape Town May 2011
“Police tell us that the fine for the first offence of being a sex worker is R500, the second is R1000, the third is
R1500 and then it is prison. It never reaches the last stage because the police ask for a bribe instead” – sex
worker, Cape Town May 2011.
“Both myself and my client was arrested but we were not taken to court or any police station, police told us to
pay a bribe of R500” – sex worker, Cape Town, May 2011
“The police came to my flat and demanded money from me. I gave one of them 10 rand because I knew he was
hungry” – sex worker, Cape Town, 2011
“If you are arrested police took our phones and our jewellery, but when they release us you do not get your
belongings back” – sex worker, Cape Town, May 2011
1Af

“Police always arrest us and they don’t even tell us why” – sex worker, Cape Town, May 2011

Police kept a sex worker in a police car for twelve hours, with a change of shift in the middle of that –
Johannesburg, June 2011
In Bellville Police Station, sex workers arrested are often left in the cold cells without food and water, and are
only given wet blankets; sometimes there is already water on the cell floor – Cape Town, ongoing
“On 9TH of September 11H30, as we walk from Kenilworth to Wynberg, police pass and stop. They put us in the
van, they were four. When we ask “why are you picking us up?” they said “you are sex workers”. They kept us
in the cell for the whole weekend. On Tuesday 4pm they release us and said we will appear in court on the 13th
of April. When we appear in court they let us free” – sex worker, Cape Town, May 2011
“What happened to me in Clubwater in 2005, a police officer abducted me and kept me in a house for a week,
and raped me every day without a condom” – sex worker, Johannesburg, June 2011
1Ag
Because convictions are difficult, police accuse male sex workers of breaking into cars and other crimes
in order to move them off the street – Cape Town (Seapoint), ongoing
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Police place marijuana on sex worker and then arrest them– Cape Town, ongoing
1Ah
After the 03/03/11 sex workers march, a woman sex worker was arrested by the police. She was an
overseas citizen. The police beat her up and said they would deport her if she complained – Johannesburg,
June 2011
Police have repeatedly targeted a very young sex worker in Wynberg, Cape Town, including trying to force her
to have sex with them as a favour to avoid arrest. She refused, and other sex workers came and gathered
around to protect her – Cape Town, June 2011
Police have been verbally threatening to arrest the SWEAT peer educators, accusing them of “telling sex
workers the wrong things”. It is seen by the workers as desperate scare tactics. – Cape Town June 2011
1Ai
“I was once on the road and the police came open the van and use pepper spray to my face right into
my eyes, and told me to get inside the van, I was scared and I had to have operation in one of my eyes and they
did not have name tags” – Cape Town, May 2011
Police pepper-sprayed a sex workers vagina and a clients’ penis and testicles – Johannesburg, June 2010
“Police beat us with rubber bullets. It happened to me last November, they shot me. They were two white
police officers. I have successfully opened a case” – sex worker, Johannesburg, 2010
“One of the sex workers was sprayed in the vagina by police this year in Johannesburg; she was also beaten,
and she fell on bottle and she sustained injuries, and those injuries were also pepper-sprayed, including the
anus. This is done to male and female sex workers” – sex worker, Johannesburg, June 2011
Police pepper-sprayed a sex worker in the eyes and then refused her requests for medical help –
Johannesburg2010
“The police take sex workers into isolated areas, demand sex and dump them there afterwards. If the sex
worker refuses them sex, they beat them up” – sex worker, Cape Town, ongoing
Police in vans regularly raid Johannesburg “hotels”– rooms rented to sex workers, located behind
bars/shebeens. They often use violence on the sex workers. Fear of the police and absence of any confidence
in the complaints system prevent any follow-up.
“A police officer made us stand along a wall in a line. There were beer bottles around us, and the officer began
shooting the beer bottles with rubber bullets in a way that kept making the bullets hit against us. They then
handcuffed us and took us to the police station” – sex worker, Johannesburg, June 2011
Police regularly throw cold water over sex workers after they have been arrested, then leave them overnight in
cold police cells – Johannesburg, ongoing
In Kenilworth, police fired rubber bullets at sex workers after there had been complaints from local residents.
One sex worker has been lame for two months since, after being hit on the hip – Cape Town, 2011
Police beat up a security guard who had captured police violence towards some workers on the security video;
the police forced him to delete the film, and also arrested all the sex workers who had been there–
Johannesburg, June 2011
1Ba
Police tell clients of sex workers that unless they give them money, they will be charged under the
Sexual Offences Act – Cape Town, May 2011
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Please double-click on the following link to listen to the audio recording:
Audio: Client Bribed by Police
Translation of the Xhosa parts in the audio: “Last week it was Friday. I went to Voortrekker Road. I
worked and found a client in the early morning. At my working point- one that I trusted and thought was a safe
for me- I didn’t know that the police had seen it and now knew about it. And as I was busy with a client they
were watching me.
After watching us they came to grab us. They asked the client to give his details. They asked him whether he
had a wife. The client said yes he does have a wife. They wanted his wife’s number. He said he didn’t want to
give it to them. They said they wanted to call her and tell her that he buys sex off the streets. They then told him
to give them R100 if he doesn’t want to get into trouble. So he gave them the R100. He paid them right there
where we had been working, not at the charge office.
They then told me to get into the van. I’m not sure, but I think I might have spent about 4 hours or 3 hours in
detention. Then they let me go… [English part]… And there is someone looking and watching you while doing
business. I wasn’t able to use my right to speak out and say that as a human rights’ [defender] I know my rights.
I just kept my mouth shut… [English part]”- Sex worker, Cape Town, June 2011.
“Police came on the spot when I was finish to do business and told me to give the client his money back, then
told the client to pay R100 or they will tell his employer that he uses the company car to do sex with prostitute”
– sex worker, Cape Town, May 2011
1Ak Confiscating Condoms:
Extract of report, Social Worker at SWEAT in Cape Town: “ Portia and I went to Kisses Indoor Agency yesterday
(09/06/2011) with the intention of having a support group for the girls who are working there. The agency was
recently raided by the police and one of the girls arrested for a sexual offence. During the raid, the police
confiscated almost all the condoms from the agency that SWEAT had provided. They have one box remaining.
They girls and manager are now not happy to keep condoms on the property. The manager stated that
she wanted the girls to just keep just a few on their person.
They stated that they were mocked, insulted and the manager was even locked outside the house for a period
of time. Money was also taken off the girls.”
Key statement
2. Sexual abuse of sex workers by the police increases risk of HIV and is near impossible to challenge
through the complaints system, because of the illegal status of sex work in South Africa and police
attempts at anonymity.
2Aa

Please double-click on the following to listen to the audio recording:

Audio: Police raped sunshine
“One day I was standing on one of the corners, the police came and ask what I was doing there and who I am
waiting for, then they put me in the van and told me that they are taking me to the police station, but instead
they took me back off the street and wanted sexual favour, and both of them had no name tags” – sex worker,
Cape Town, May 2011
“When I was still new in the sex working industry, used to stand in Woodstock, one night two police picked me
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up to police station. One of them suggested that if I can have sex with them they will release me, of which I did
and they dropped me in Observatory and I had to walk back to Woodstock. I felt as I had been raped, it was
worse and I was left broke” – sex worker, Cape Town, May 2011
“They catch me and let me touch their penises and after that they let me go” – sex worker, Cape Town, May
2011
“The policeman said that he wanted sex with me, and that if I refused he would pepper-spray my vagina. We
had unprotected sex” -a Zimbabwean sex worker, Johannesburg, 2011
A particular female police officer regularly inserts her finger into the vaginas of sex workers, claiming she is
conducting a search – Messina
Two police regularly and violently harass the same young transgender worker on Main Road, Cape Town,
leaving her naked after one beating, and pepper-spraying her during another – Cape Town, June 2011
“Every week officers from the Police Special Task Force assault women sex workers in the street, making them
open their legs, and spraying pepper-spray into their vaginas” – sex worker, Johannesburg, June 2011
“My name is Nozi Lewane. I was born on December 6th 1960, at Barangwanath Hospital in Johannesburg. I am
the mother of five girls and grandmother of four grandchildren. I have been separated from my husband for
fifteen years. He left when my youngest child was just 3½ years old. She is eighteen years old now. I am very
proud of that… to raise my children without their father.
I moved to Cape Town in 1999 because of problems arising from this abusive man of mine. By that time I was
already a sex worker because of poverty, and the need to take care of my children.
One night in 2010 the road was very quiet, I had no money and the police started to chase us. I asked them for
a lift to go home, because they sometimes give us one if we ask them to. They agreed to take me home. There
were two policemen in the van, plus the driver. The driver said he would go to drop one of the other two off at
the Bellville Police Station; that’s what happened. Then we drove to Tygerburg Hospital. I asked him “Where
are we going now?”. He responded “Don’t worry”. I kept my mouth shut.
We drove to the Mortuary at the Hospital. I asked him again “Where are we going now?”.He answered “Don’t
worry. These people in here are just sleeping”. We got out of the van and walked into the Mortuary. He came
towards me carrying some beers. He offered me one. I told him that I wasn’t drinking. He held me and said
“Don’t worry”. I was so scared. I just held my breath. I didn’t know what he wanted me to do.
He opened the shelf of the dead people and said “Don’t be so scared, these people are sleeping”. From there
we went to the reception area. He took his gun out and put it on the desk. He started kissing me all over, like
my lover, taking my trousers off and getting his own condom out. He put it on and sex me till he get enough.
Then he took the condom off and gave me some toilet paper to clean myself. He said “We can go home now”.
He went to the van, and I followed him and got in. He was very happy, and he told me that he would see me
again. He took me home. My heart felt broken. I went in and told my daughter the story. She said “Everything
will be OK one day”.
The following day I came to SWEAT, and told Vivienne [Advocacy Officer]. She took me to the day hospital and
counselled me. She was always there for me from that time. She is the one who did make me strong.
That is my sad story. I was doing that work for my children”.
2Ab
Police forced a sex worker and her client to have sex in front of a group of police, providing a condom
which had already used by another client – Cape Town, 2010.
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“Metro police molest us and make us masturbate them until they come. Also in Johannesburg CBD, a police
officer makes us bribe them and yet still arrest us; when you demand your money back they say there is no loss,
its money you sold your body with” – sex worker, Johannesburg, June 2011
Key statement
3.

Sex workers in South Africa have a greater exposure to HIV because of the criminalisation of sex work.

3Ab
Police collected condoms from sex workers and burnt them all in vegetation by an area where sex
workers operate – Limpopo, 2010
“Police just come up to you in the street, get you to empty your bag and take any condoms they find” – sex
worker, Cape Town, ongoing
“A police man came to Louis Trichardt, the police refused that we distribute the condoms as they claimed that
the sex workers were making the streets dirty. We later cleaned the area, and yet the police came again and
said our very presence there is making the streets dirty” – sex worker, Limpopo, June 2011
3Ba

Please double-click on the following link to listen to the audio:

Audio: Drugged and gang raped (mp3)
“The client beat me up at the upmarket restaurant, in front of everybody. Then I decided to go to the police
station to open up a case, and at the police station police ask what I have been doing with the person and asked
if I “wanted to lay a charge against my friend?” And I said we were doing business. Police ask me what kind of
business and I replied to them “selling sex”. Two police laugh at me and started calling each other, making fun
of me. We then left without opening a case because I felt very embarrassed and I had injuries” – sex worker,
Cape Town, May 2011
“The police told me “I can’t protect you when you are committing a crime”” – sex worker, Johannesburg, June
2011
“In Thohoyandou we have three cases. Four ladies were beaten by the police, and then they went to report.
She identified the police officer by surname but they would not accept the complaint as they claimed “there are
too many people with that surname”. And since then nothing has happened, even though the sex worker has
identified that surname of the policeman” – sex worker, Johannesburg, June 2011
“Last year a customer stole my cellphone and money in Thohoyandou. In the process of opening the case
record, a police officer stopped upon discovering that I was a sex worker, and said I was lying and I probably
just gave my phone to the client” – sex worker, Johannesburg, June 2011
“The police don’t give us sex workers case numbers when we have made allegations of rape….when we caught
a man who had been attacking and robbing us, and handed him over to the police, they released him” – sex
worker, Johannesburg, June 2011
In Messina early in 2011, a police officer beat a sex worker. She went to try and open a case of complaint. The
police declined to accept it. She later called SWEAT; they called the Station Commander at Messina. The case
was then opened against the police officer for refusing to take the complaint. Later that night a bunch of
police officers went to her house, apparently to intimidate her. They asked her to withdraw the case. When
questioned why they were there in such numbers, they said that they were investigating and gathering more
details – Messina, 2011
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“There is no police follow-up when sex workers are killed, and the hotel {brothel} management aren’t prepared
to follow up either” – sex worker, Johannesburg, June 2011
“A sex worker was raped by a guy who pretended to be a police officer; he then stole the sex worker’s phone.
We later ran after the perpetrator and the police arrested him, and we realized that in the next day the man
was released by the police” – sex worker, Johannesburg, June 2011
(In response to police refusing to accept a report from a sex worker that she had been raped) “If a woman lays
a charge of rape, the police should assist. It’s as simple as that. Police officers aren’t fashion designers to tell
us what to wear” –sex worker, Johannesburg, June 2011
3Ca
A sex worker was beaten up by a bunch of University of Cape Town students, and approached
neighbourhood watch staff who had been standing by, asking for help. They refused, and both students and
staff followed her to the police station – Cape Town, 2011
A traffic officer asked a sex worker and her client for 100 rands, having previously taken off their badge and
number – Cape Town 2011
A male sex worker from outside South Africa was told by a Home Affairs official that he would have to have sex
with him to get a work permit. This happened and the permit was issued. No fee was charged – Cape Town
2010
3Cb
Frequent reports of a lack of security in hotels {brothels}, since sex workers are seen as having “no
status”. The layout of the complexes means that sex workers who are being attacked by clients and are crying
out cannot be heard. Security systems are poor and even when there are cameras they don’t cover the whole
place – Johannesburg, June 2011
“A client stabbed a sex worker and she kept screaming and no-one heard her as the radio was high. The lady
was in a coma for three months” – sex worker, Johannesburg, June 2011
“A sex worker at Diplomat {a hotel} was stabbed by a client on her face. She was afraid to come to the clinic or
police. She instead looked for money from her peers in fear and horror, and left to go home. The hotel
management does not care as murders have actually happened in that particular hotel and yet there was
nothing done by the police” – Johannesburg, June 2011
3Cc

Labour Rights Infringements – The Kylie Case

“Kylie” is a sex worker. She was employed at the massage parlour called Brigitte’s in Cape Town. She was a
full-time employee. She provided personal services to clients for reward. Her services included “massage,
intercourse, pelvic massage, foot fetishes, and dominance”. She worked for 14 hours a day from 8 am to 10 pm.
Only later was she allowed to take Sundays off. She was subject to a system of rules and fines. Employees who
missed work without permission were fined R100. A R50 fine was imposed if an employee went to the shop for
more than 15 minutes. If the bath wasn’t cleaned a R30 fine was imposed and employees arguing in front of
clients or sleeping while on duty were fined R50. She lived and worked on the parlour premises.
In doing this work, Kylie contravened section 3(a) of the Sexual Offences Act which states that, “any person
who resides in a brothel” is deemed to keep a brothel. Keeping a brothel is an offence in terms of section 2 of
the Sexual Offences Act. She also contravened section 20 (1) (aA) of the Sexual Offences Act because she had
“unlawful carnal intercourse” and because she committed “acts of indecency” with other people for reward.
In 2006, after working there for 13 years (from 1993 to 2006) Kylie was summarily dismissed from her
employment for not obeying the rules of the brothel. On a substantive level the reasons alleged for dismissing
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her were:
-

A failure to do sufficient bookings;

-

Exercising discretion or choice in terms of clients and conduct;

-

Spending an hour in her room with her boyfriend who didn’t pay;

-

Hardly ever working on weekends;

-

Failure to adhere to time, leading to discontent of other employees;

-

Employer informed Kylie that she is still using drugs and made mention of the fact that she refuses to do
oral sex.

In May 2006, Kylie took the dispute to the CCMA for conciliation, alleging that she had been unfairly dismissed.
Conciliation proceedings took place in June 2006, but the parties were unable to come to an agreement.
The dispute was referred to arbitration but before that could take place, the Commissioner said another
question had to be settled first – did the CCMA in fact have jurisdiction in the matter, since sex work is
unlawful in South Africa? She invited Kylie to file an application for a ruling in that regard.
In December 2006, the Commissioner ruled that the CCMA did not have jurisdiction in the matter because:
-

The work that Kylie had been employed to do, was illegal;

-

It rendered her contract of employment invalid, and

-

The CCMA did not have jurisdiction because “the basis of the CCMA’s jurisdiction is that there must be a
legally enforceable contract”.

In January 2007, Kylie launched an application in the Labour Court of South Africa for the Commissioner’s
jurisdiction ruling to be reviewed and set aside in terms of section 145(2)(a) of the LRA.
In Kylie’s submission to the Labour Court, she and her lawyers argued that:
-

Some of the work that she was employed to do was illegal under the Sexual Offences Act 23 of 1957. But, it
is work which is widely tolerated in our society and is no longer condemned as other crimes usually are.

-

The criminalisation of sex work makes sex workers particularly vulnerable to exploitation by their
employers. Therefore, they are all the more in need of protection.

-

The provisions in the LRA are designed to ensure the constitutional right to fair labour practices is afforded
to everyone.

-

When one considers the proper interpretation of the LRA’s definition of an “employee”, it is clear that the
LRA protects everyone who is as a matter of fact in an employment relationship, whether or not it is also
underpinned by an enforceable contract.

-

The court should not deny sex workers the protection of the LRC because even though sex work is
unlawful, protection of sex workers in line with public policy and does not offend it.

The Labour Court handed down judgment on the 31st of July 2008. The Court held that the definition of an
“employee” in section 213 of the LRA is probably wide enough to include someone whose contract of
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employment is unenforceable at common law.
But, the Labour Court also held that a sex worker is not entitled to protection against unfair dismissal in terms
of the LRA, because it would be contrary to a common law principle which has been entrenched as a founding
value of the Constitution: that the courts “ought not to sanction or encourage illegal activity”.
In August 2008, Kylie’s attorneys filed a notice of intention to apply for leave to appeal to the Labour Appeal
Court against the whole judgement and orders made by Acting Justice Cheadle of the Labour Court.
On the 11th of March 2010, the matter was heard by three judges in the Labour Appeal Court. Kylie’s counsel
argued that she is entitled to protection against unfair dismissal in terms of section 185(a) of the LRA for the
following reasons:
Even if the Court accepts that Kylie’s work was illegal under the Sexual Offence Act and that it rendered her
contract of employment unenforceable at common law, she is nevertheless, entitled to the right to fair labour
practices in terms of section 23(1) of the Constitution, which states: “Everyone has the right to fair labour
practices.”
-

Kylie qualifies for protection against unfair dismissal in terms of section 185(a) of the LRA because she was
an “employee” as defined in section 213 of the LRA. That was so because she was in an employment
relationship. It does not matter that her contract of employment was unenforceable or indeed whether
she had any contract of employment at all; and

-

There is a common law principle that the courts do not enforce contracts which are contrary to public
policy. But this is no more than a principle of common law. It is also more limited in its scope than the
Labour Court suggested. It is not a founding value of the Constitution. It is subject to the Constitution and
any legislation enacted under it. It is accordingly trumped by Kylie’s rights under section 23(1) of the
Constitution and section 185(a) of the LRA.

On the 28 May 2010, the Labour Appeal Court (“LAC”) handed down a favourable judgment. The Labour
Appeal Court accepted that when faced with a situation like Kylie’s then the starting point should be the
Constitution, and that the illegal activity of a sex worker does not prevent her from enjoying a range of
Constitutional rights. The Labour Appeal Court held that the right to fair labour practices does vest in
‘everyone’ in an employment relationship. The LAC endorsed the Constitutional Court’s comments in another
case that sex workers should not be stripped of their right to be treated with dignity by clients, and concluded
that this should apply to employers as well. Thus right to fair labour practices applies to sex workers in an
employment relationship.
In relation to the LAC’s finding that giving sex workers a remedy would encourage and sanction illegal activity,
the LAC said that common law principle was not absolute or inflexible and that a Court has discretion in
relation to its application.
The LAC noted that ‘many sex workers are particularly vulnerable and are exposed to exploitation and vicious
abuse’ and as part of a class of vulnerable employees, sex workers should have the protection of the Labour
Relations Act.
Sex workers can now approach the relevant CCMA or Bargaining Council or the Labour Court. The arbitrator or
judge would then have to consider if the sex worker has been treated unfairly and what an appropriate remedy
would be. It may not mean re – instatement, but there are other available remedies, such as compensation.
The LAC decided that the CCMA does have jurisdiction to decide the case.
Key statement
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4.
Because of criminalisation, public healthcare workers and police endanger sex workers, denying or
deterring them from accessing HIV prevention and treatment services.
4Aa
Health workers questioned why a sex worker went more than once to the clinic to access PostExposure Prophylaxis, which deterred them from visiting again - Cape Town, May 2011
Please double-click on the following link to listen to the audio recording:
Audio: anonymous mistreated at clinic MP3
“I once went to the clinic in Khayelitsha (township). The nurses treated me badly by embarrassed me, disclose
my result to everyone. According to my understanding it is confidential” – sex worker, Cape Town, May 2011
“When sex workers have been raped and go to the clinic, they refer them on to the police station before
providing care and treatment. Health should be calling the police to come to the victim” – sex worker,
Johannesburg, June 2011
A sex worker who had met a client asked for a condom from a receptionist at a nearby day hospital; while
delivering the condom, the staff member told a large group of patients, in her presence, who she was and what
she was doing – Cape Town,2011
4Ab “At a clinic, a nurse refused to issue her ARVs on the basis that she was from Zimbabwe, and told her to
go to Mugabe and acquire those ARVs” – sex worker, Johannesburg, June 2011
4Ca
Police refused to take the sex worker home to collect ARVs, and also refused her visitors who had ARVs
with them – Cape Town, regular
The police said they didn’t care that a sex worker who they had arrested was taking ARVs, then kept her in the
station cells all weekend – Johannesburg, 2011
“The police arrested me and I told them that she is taking ARVs. They said they don’t care, she must have
remembered the ARVs before she came to the streets. They kept me in the cell without my ARVs for the whole
weekend” – Johannesburg, June 2011
A sex worker who had diabetes and required regular diabetes injections was arrested and put in the police
cells. They refused to let her friends bring in the medication. She started fainting and had to be taken to
hospital – Johannesburg, 2009
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Social Change Assistance Trust (SCAT)

This submission to point number 2 of Call for Submissions is made by The Social Change Assistance Trust (SCAT)
based on the experiences of seven rural partner community-based organizations, called Local Development
Agencies (LDAs) in the Northern and Eastern Cape Provinces of South Africa. SCAT works with these
organizations to mitigate the impact of the HIV pandemic and to contribute to the health and wellbeing of
their communities. On SCATs current HIV programme we grapple with a paradigm that stresses a sense of
humane awareness in the course of building skills, ensuring support and mentorship, strengthening
institutional governance while striving for community innovation to development. The intersection between
access to justice issues and HIV is one arena of LDAs’ work and originates from their historical context as ruralbased human-rights CBOs. The approach of these organizations is to mediate the cluster of issues that coalesce
around HIV through various responses and interventions and which manifest as legal violations. At the root of
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many of these experiences lies the reality that violence, or what we preferably refer to as dehumanization, has
become endemic. The predicaments and dilemmas of women, children and men, which we outline below is
rooted in this phenomenon. Our experience points to commonly known props to this status quo - deeply
entrenched harmful cultural beliefs and social practices compounded by a lack of adequate services and reach
of services. For the purposes of this submission we report the issues collated into themes from reports
received by SCAT from our partner organizations on the HIV programme since April 2010 and conclude with
proposed recommendations.
Women’s and girl’s HIV vulnerability is at the behest of systemic abdication of responsibility around health
For the communities within which LDAs work the distribution and availability of the female condom relies on
the initiative of the person responsible for the HIV programme at the LDA. Often these are the sole providers
for access to the female condom in their communities and travel long distances, incurring out-of-pocket
expenses, to access the female and at times the male condom. The scarcity of the female condom also hinders
women from using the condom.
In general these remote communities have poor or erratically delivered services without a sexual or
reproductive health component. There are no services for young women or men that can potentially be a
source of expertise where there is minimal to no skills or capacity in these communities. Health promotion on
such pressing issues such as teenage pregnancy, sexual health at schools or female initiated technologies, are
non-existent, rely solely on the work of LDAs who have to skill themselves and maintain a sustained approach
to addressing these issues.
LDAs report that their reach, particularly in the Eastern Cape communities is limited by resources while there
are strong indications from women that they are interested in or require information of prevention awareness
and technologies. Women and men, boys and girls have little to no information about HIV awareness and
prevention almost 3 decades into the pandemic.
Enforcement support services are inadequately responding to women’s needs
In rape cases the police and other enforcement services are unaware of or ignore the procedures of women’s
rights around testing, PEP and procedures with perpetrators. These injustices fail women in their most dire
times of need. Most of these cases are probably under-reported. LDAs are usually the only service that women
can resort to for help when all other support services fail.
Static cultural notions such as masculine hegemony predominate
Both cultural and current day constructions of masculinity and femininity interact in particularly vicious way in
rural communities depleting women’s limited sources of resilience and also starting to open-up men to abuse.
Cases in point include: a. A woman chooses not to insert the scarce female condom up to eight hours ahead
knowing that there is a strong possibility of a culturally sanctioned practice for her partner to sleep with
another woman on that day.
b. Women prioritise their meager survival when masculine hegemony predominates: “… some women tell their
husbands that they are positive as they know that their husbands fear the disease but they end up not getting
money for their household needs”
c. Culture and the understanding of dignity prevent neighbours and household members from reporting
incidents of abuse in rurally isolated settings. This encourages the practice of older men having sex with
younger family members.
d. When a married woman is raped the family of the rapist pays the victim’s family money or cattle to avoid
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social disgrace.
e. The practice of “ukuthwala” violates young women’s rights and exposes her to a high-risk of contracting HIV.
This practice happens when families of the future bridegroom and intended bride contract for the future bride
to engage in non-consensual unsafe sex prior to actual marriage. The idea that “lobola” is a bride-price also
diminishes women’s ability to negotiate condom use whilst simultaneously asserting men’s domination over
women to have unsafe sex in circumstances where he has had multiple or concurrent partner/s.
f. In addition men are resistant to participate as caregivers notwithstanding the overwhelming need in the
community and an ever increasing burden that falls upon women.
g. Rural men are becoming more vulnerable to female-initiated violence because they fall under the category
of chronic unemployment and subsequently cannot sustain the family as breadwinner. “… There was man of 40
years who was abused by his wife and their daughter. They had beaten him so badly because they claimed that
he was not working and they told him that he was very useless. The neighbours called the police …the silent
man tied to protect his family and his wife including his daughter from being arrested by the police. On the
next day the man hung himself with a rope because he was much stressed and this was confirmed by the letter
he wrote and left.”
Violence is strongly located within families in rural areas
Both adult-led and child headed households are the most common locales of violence in rural areas. For
example one case reported a young girl of seven years who suffered the triple trauma of being a victim of
epilepsy, being repeatedly raped by her cousin, a foster child of 14 yrs old, and suffering death threats as
parents are police officers.
Another case dealt with the abuse and neglect of children: … a mother who neglected her children aged 3
months, 6 years and 9 years. The situation got worse when the mother left the 3 month old baby in the care of
the other two children to go out for drink and returned home late…”
Child trafficking at time with the complicity of parents opens up children to a host of rights violations including
high-risk exposure to acquiring HIV.
Disability grants
Because of the anomalies that arise around the legal requirements for disability grant, grants can be
suspended pending CD4 results or are stopped when CD4 counts are above stipulated qualifying levels. Other
cases include medical practitioners denying access to disability grants based on their assessment that a patient
has a poor prognosis for being treated.
Recommendations
-

Our work with LDAS has shown that short critical interventions that alert women and men to strategies for
prevention can work in rural settings. This can greatly alleviate the vicious cycle of apathy, demoralization
and hence further vulnerability that ensues.

-

Alternative ways of mitigating conflict, such as mediation, are needed in rural areas.

-

In rural areas further training is needed across sectors on gender sensitization and legal procedures.

-

Within rural communities critical engagement should be encouraged around rights and culture.

-

The quality of rural health services must be prioritized.
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Sonke Gender Justice

Sonke Gender Justice Network (‘Sonke’) welcomes the opportunity to make submissions to the Global
Commission on HIV and the Law for the Africa Regional Dialogue.
Sonke is a non-profit, human rights and social justice organisation that strives to achieve gender
transformation, prevent gender based violence and reduce the spread of HIV and the impact of AIDS through
local and regional work to strengthen government, civil society and citizen capacity, including the involvement
of men and boys. Sonke has established itself as a leader in the plight to reduce HIV infection and the impact of
AIDS by, inter alia:
-

-

developing capacity of and mobilising men and boys and civic institutions across Africa through policy
advocacy for the inclusion of men and boys in policy and for the implementation of policy and by
conducting critical research to create an evidence base for continued work with men and boys;
training, capacity building and community mobilisation using the development of campaigns such as the
One Man Can, the Red Card, and Brothers for Life Campaign (initiated jointly with the Johns’ Hopkins
Health and Education South Africa);
communications for social change using the media and information technologies to encourage behaviour
and attitude change; and
initiating and participating in international programmes and networking, such as involvement with the
Men Engage Alliance on which it sits as Global co-chair and African region coordinator, ongoing
involvement with the Commission on the Status of Women, Athena Network and other international
bodies.

This submission will focus on gender transformation, HIV and AIDS, law and policy, and the importance and
need for the integration of work with men and boys into law and policy to reduce HIV infection and the impact
of AIDS.
Southern Africa is the epicentre of the HIV/AIDS pandemic. With only 10% of the world’s population, it is home
to more than 60% of all people living with HIV—25.8 millioni. South Africa has the largest number of people
living with HIV, with an estimated 5.5 to 6.5 million people living with the disease.ii
In many countries of Southern Africa prevalence among girls under eighteen years of age is four to seven times
higher than among boys of the same age. This disparity means that there is a lower average age of death due
to AIDS, as well as more deaths overall, among women than meniii. Women’s greater vulnerability to HIV/AIDS
is explained in part by existing gender roles that often limit women's ability to negotiate the terms and
conditions of sex as well as very high levels of sexual and domestic violence. A study in South Africa revealed
that almost one-third of sexually experienced women (31%) reported that they did not want to have their first
sexual encounter and that they were coerced into sexiv.
With the implementation of programs engaging men and boys, a body of effective evidence based
programming has emerged. These programs have confirmed that men and boys are willing to participate in
discussions related to gender equality, and are rethinking masculinities, and that targeted, well-designed
interventions can be effective in changing traditional and rigid attitudes and behaviours that perpetuate
gender inequalities. The Men as Partners Network (‘MAP’) in South Africa has reported that 71% of past MAP
workshop participants believed that women should have the same rights as men, whereas only 25% of men in
the control group did not agree with this; 82 % of the participants thought that it was not normal for men to
sometimes beat their wives, whereas only 38% of the control group felt that way; and 82% of the participants
thought that sex workers could be raped, whereas only 33% of the control group thought so.v The Nicaraguan
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Men's Association Against Violence conducted a study on nearly 150 Nicaraguan men who participated in
workshops on masculinity and gender equity which revealed significant positive attitudinal and behavioural
changes according to both partner reports and self evaluations in a wide range of indicators including: use of
psychological and physical violence, sexual relations, shared decision making, paternal responsibility and
domestic activities (Welsh, 2001)vi.
The Bill of Rights in the South African Constitution Act 108 of 1996 (‘the Constitution’) provides that all South
Africans are equal before the law and have the right to equal protection and benefit of the law. The
Constitution further provides that the government must take legislative and other measures designed to
protect and advance groups or categories of persons disadvantaged by unfair discrimination, such as women
and girls, to promote the achievement of equality. Over and above these provisions, the Constitution
mandates the state to respect, protect, promote and fulfil the rights contained in the Bill of Rights.
Despite the existence of South Africa’s progressive Constitution and the enactment of other legislation and
policy such as the Sexual Offences Act 32 of 2007, and the HIV and STI Strategic Plan 2007-2011, women and
girls remain highly susceptible to HIV infection and continue to suffer the impact of AIDS. For the most part,
the existing legal and policy framework vests women and girls with adequate legal rights and policy
entitlements save for the fact that the integration of work with men and boys to address gender inequality and
its link with HIV and AIDS, is insufficient in policies even though an evidence base exists, which proves the
importance and benefits of the inclusion of working with men and boys.
The implementation of existing laws and policy that contribute to the reduction of HIV infection and impact of
AIDS is one of the greatest obstacles that South Africa is facing in an attempt to attain gender equality and
protect the rights and interests of women and girls. Some of the causes of poor implementation stem from the
lack of knowledge of the importance of implementation of law and policy by government departments, lack of
understanding gender inequality, gender based violence and HIV and AIDS and the correlation between gender
inequality, gender based violence and HIV and AIDS, over burdened government officials and the lack of
resources or failure to properly allocate suitable budgets to government department and the lack of capacity
building amongst men and boys.
The focus of addressing the HIV pandemic and impact of AIDS needs to shift from a curative to a prevention
based approach that integrates men and boys in law and policy to constitute a foundation for gender
transformation that will change gender roles and norms. The inclusion of working with men and boys in law
and policy should encompass, amongst others, provisions for strengthening individual knowledge, skills and
leadership capacity, community education and human rights based community mobilisation and advocacy, and
consulting with civil society organizations with specialist skills in women’s rights and work with men. Men in
positions of power in both government and private sector need to be trained on gender transformation,
gender based violence and HIV and AIDS. This will enable them to make decisions and lead as role models for
other men and boys as well as shape institutions and the conduct, attitude and thinking of men along the lines
of equality between men and women. Existing policy frameworks can be expanded to strengthen coordination
and planning. A number of policy frameworks exist with the purpose of fostering gender equality and to
facilitate citizen involvement. These include the National and Provincial Gender Machineries, the National
Policy Framework for Women’s Empowerment and Gender Equality of 2002 and the National Gender
Machinery (NGM). These should be strengthened and supported by mainstreaming within theme efforts to
involve men and boys in achieving gender equality.
In order for the implementation of policy to be mandatory for the government in terms of which the
government can be held accountable for failing to implement policy, policy needs to be created in terms of
legislation such as the Sexual Offences Act and if the draft Gender Equality Bill is promulgated, it will serve as
an appropriate foundation to formally legislate for integration of men and boys into law directly, dealing with
the correlation between gender equality and HIV and AIDS. This does not however underestimate the value of
other policies that do not derive from specific legislation. In relation to the National Strategic Plans for HIV and
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AIDS (NSP) regionally, Sonke is currently completing a regional scan of National Strategic Plans for HIV and AIDS
(2007 – 2011) that is analysing plans in terms of whether they refer to (1) working with men and boys for
prevention of GBV (in recognition of the intersection of GBV and HIV), (2) the specific HIV prevention and AIDS
treatment needs of men and boys, (3) encourage the engagement of men in the home-based care economy,
and (4) recognise the positive role that men can play as change agents. This scan is being completed in
Ethiopia, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Namibia, Rwanda, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe.
Promisingly, almost all reviewed plans prioritise medical male circumcision as a prevention strategy, and a
majority of plans contain provisions that seek to increase men’s involvement in the Prevention of Mother to
Child Transmission.vii The plans are mixed in their recognition of the need to be gender sensitive in voluntary
counseling and testing to encourage men’s testing. However, although all plans recognise the issue of genderbased human rights violations as drivers of the pandemic, there is variance in the recognition of the possibility
of involving men as change agents or advocates.viii Whilst violence against women and the disparate burden of
home-based care on women is recognised as an important factor to address, not all planstackle the issue nor
do they touch on the issue of gender equality, transforming masculinities to be more gender equal, or
acknowledge any positive roles for men. The engagement of men and boys is crucial to successfully address the
twin pandemics of GBV and HIV, thus Sonke believes that this is an area in which NSPs across the African
region need to be strengthened. The above factors and considerations need to guide the development of the
NSPs for the period 2012 to 2016 as well as the issues of costing and budgeting with the aim of deriving
optimal results for the reduction of HIV infection and the impact of AIDS.
i UNAIDS Fact Sheet on Sub Saharan Africa retrieved from http://data.unaids.org/Publications/Fact- Sheets04/FS_SubSaharanAfrica_Nov05_en.pdf on
April 7, 2006
ii Peacock, D (2003). “Promoting Men’s Involvement in Care and Support Activities for People Living with HIV AND AIDS”. Paper presented at Expert
Group Meeting on the Role of Men and Boys in Achieving Gender Equality” held in Brasilia, October 2003.
iii Human Rights Watch (2003) Policy Paralysis: A Call for Action on HIV/AIDS-Related Human Rights Abuses Against Women and Girls in Africa.
iv Pettifor A, Rees H, Stevens A (2004) HIV & Sexual Behaviour Among Young South Africans: A National Survey of 15-24 Year Olds, University of the
Witwatersrand.
v Andersson, N., Mhatre, S. Mqotsi, N, & Penderis, M. (1998). Prevention of sexual violence: A social audit of the role of the police in the jurisdiction of
Johannesburg’s Southern Metropolitan Local Council. Johannesburg: CIETAfrica.
vi Welsh, P. “Men aren’t from Mars: Unlearning Machismo in Nicaragua”, p38-48. Catholic Institute for International Relations, 2001.
vii The Ivory Coast is the exception in these cases.
viii E.g., Tanzania calls ‘[t]o advocate with influential men to promote gender equity and social transformation at community level’, Tanzania National
Strategic Plan 2008-12, at 57; but Zambia’s plan to counter GBV only calls to ‘strengthen the social structures, protections and services to reduce gender
based violence’ with no mention of men as agents for change. Zambian National Strategic Plan 201-15, at 21.
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Southern African Litigation Centre

We thank the Committee for this opportunity to brief it regarding legal and policy impediments to effectively
responding to HIV in Africa.
The Southern Africa Litigation Centre (SALC) works with lawyers and civil society in ten countries in southern
Africa to strengthen the rule of law and human rights through public interest litigation. Since 2007, SALC’s HIV
Programme has focused on strengthening the rights of people living with and affected by HIV in southern
Africa through supporting public interest cases in domestic courts. In the past four years, SALC has worked on
the following cases, among others:
-

A challenge to the unfair dismissal and mandatory testing of two former employees of the Zambian Air
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Force with Zambia AIDS Law, Research and Advocacy Network (ZARAN) and the Legal Resources
Foundation of Zambia.
-

A challenge to the coerced sterilization of HIV positive women in public hospitals with Namibia’s Legal
Assistance Centre and Namibian Women’s Health Network.

-

A challenge to women’s unequal access to property at the time of divorce with Women and Law in
Southern Africa-Malawi.

We wish to highlight three major areas where the law and practice in southern Africa hinders an effective
response to HIV: women’s equitable access to property and inheritance; women’s sexual and reproductive
health; and discrimination against sexual minorities, particularly lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered
(LGBT) communities and sex workers. It is important to note that when we refer to “southern Africa” in this
submission we are specifically talking about the following countries: Angola, Botswana, Democratic Republic of
Congo, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland, Zambia, and Zimbabwe.
Women’s Inheritance and Property Rights
As has been exhaustively documented, women bear the brunt of the HIV epidemic in southern Africa both in
terms of caretaking roles for others living with and affected by HIV and with respect to acquiring the virus in
greater numbers. Despite this, most countries in the region continue to have and enforce laws, policies and
practices which discriminate against women.
Laws in southern Africa continue to discriminate against women with respect to inheritance and property
rights. For example, in Malawi section 17 of the Married Women’s Property Act of 1882 has been interpreted
to require that at the time of divorce, women show monetary contribution to property in order to claim their
share of the marital property. In Lesotho, section 10 of the Chieftainship Act of 1968 plainly provides only for
male succession to chieftainship. In one case, the eldest child of a chief has had her succession to chieftainship
challenged by other male relatives, who argue that she is not permitted to inherit such a title since the law only
provides for male succession. In Botswana, under customary law only men are permitted to inherit from a
parent’s estate regardless of the particular circumstances of each situation. All of these laws are currently
being challenged in domestic courts, but unfortunately many such laws remain throughout the region. It
appears that without being confronted with litigation, governments are unwilling to change such laws through
executive and parliamentary processes.
Women’s Sexual and Reproductive Rights
Despite growing evidence that woman struggle to access sexual and reproductive health services and suffer
violations of their sexual and reproductive rights throughout the region, very little law or policy addresses the
need to strengthen women’s sexual and reproductive rights as a critical part of limiting women’s vulnerability
to HIV.
There is clear evidence that HIV positive women are being subjected to sterilization without their informed
consent in Namibia. Furthermore, there is growing evidence that such practices have occurred in South Africa.
In Namibia, as documented by the Namibian Women’s Health Network, informed consent prior to sterilization
was inadequately obtained in dozens of cases due to one or more of the following factors: consent was
obtained under duress, for example while a woman was in labour on her way to the operating theatre; the
consent was invalid because the woman was not informed of what she was signing; and/or there was a failure
to provide full and accurate information regarding the sterilization procedure.
Moreover, HIV positive women in southern Africa continue to face discrimination when attempting to access
sexual and reproductive health services and rights. For example, HIV positive women in Namibia continue to
report discrimination by medical personnel at public health facilities, especially when pregnant. In one case, a
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doctor at a public health facility in Namibia told a young HIV positive woman that she was “dirty” due to her
HIV status. In another case in Namibia, a woman living with HIV was told by medical personnel that she should
not be pregnant given her HIV status. This discrimination extends to the employment context. In Botswana,
one woman’s employment with an organization was conditioned on her signing a contract agreeing not to get
pregnant because she was HIV positive.
It isn’t only that violations of HIV positive women’s sexual and reproductive rights have not been addressed,
but too little emphasis is placed on strengthening women’s sexual and reproductive rights as a critical
component to effectively addressing HIV within southern Africa. Currently, every country in southern Africa,
except South Africa, limits women’s access to abortion. Even in South Africa, women’s access to legal abortion
is severely restricted. Such laws limiting women’s rights tend to have a disproportionate impact on women
living with HIV. For example, in one case, a young HIV positive woman in South Africa was denied access to a
legal abortion unless she consented to be sterilized. She understood this coercion to be due to her HIV status.
Similarly, access to and availability of health services to address cervical cancer remains severely limited.
Research indicates that women living with HIV are disproportionately affected by cervical cancer. In a region
which has the greatest number of women living with HIV and where cervical cancer is the primary cause of
cancer death among women, providing services to prevent, detect early and treat cervical cancer remains
scant with governments doing little to change that.
Rights of Sexual Minorities
Most countries in southern Africa criminalize sodomy. The criminalization of sodomy and same-sex
relationships does not just affect the private sexual lives of people in same-sex relationships, but it has served
to drive members of the LGBT community underground, limiting their ability to access needed health services.
In Malawi, the Government continues to arrest and charge individuals suspected of engaging in same-sex
relationships. In December 2009, the police arrested Steven Monjeza and Tiwonge Chimbalanga—two
biological men—for holding an engagement ceremony, despite no evidence that they had actually engaged in
sexual relations. Both were mistreated and claimed they were forced into confessing. They both also stated
they were subjected to a medical examination without their consent.
More recently, in April 2011, the police again charged two prisoners already serving time in a Malawi prison of
committing “unnatural offences between males” based on the testimony of a fellow prisoner. One of the
individuals charged states that he was beaten into confessing and that both were subjected to a medical
examination without their consent.
The situation in Malawi is similar to many other countries in the region. Zimbabwe police and security officials
continue to harass members of the Gays and Lesbians of Zimbabwe (GALZ). In May 2010, Zimbabwean officials
raided the GALZ offices arresting two employees for possession of pornographic materials. Charges against
both employees were eventually dismissed but the harassment of GALZ employees continues, making it
difficult for the organisation to continue its work.
Similarly, sex work and/or activities associated with sex work continue to be criminalized throughout the
region. In addition, in a number of countries law enforcement officials harass and target sex workers under
broad criminal provisions such as laws criminalizing vagrancy and disorderly conduct. Furthermore, officials
particularly target sex workers for other rights violations due to the vulnerable nature of their job. In
September 2009 in Mwanza, Malawi, sex workers were allegedly subjected to a mandatory HIV test upon
arrest and to public disclosure of their HIV status. Mwanza police had allegedly detained men and women at a
particular bar in the town, but soon after released all of the men keeping only the women in custody. The next
day the women were taken to the local hospital and tested for HIV. Many were not informed that they were
being taken for an HIV test. Those whose HIV results were positive were charged with spreading venereal
diseases and had their HIV status read in open court. This action by the police and medical personnel in
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Mwanza is being challenged in the Malawi High Court.
Laws and practice discriminating against women and sexual minorities throughout southern Africa continue to
severely impede an effective response to the HIV epidemic. Without additional local, regional and international
pressure, it is unlikely that such practices and laws will change despite the expanse of the HIV epidemic in the
region.
Thank you for your consideration of our submission.
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South Africa

Gender Health & Justice Research Unit (University of
Cape Town)

POST-EXPOSURE PROPHYLAXIS (PEP) FOR RAPE SURVIVORS: IDENTIFYING BARRIERS TO ACCESSING HIVRELATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES IN SOUTH AFRICA
Background
In light of the dual epidemic of HIV/AIDS and sexual violence, the South African Parliament enacted a new law
that aims to reduce secondary victimisation of rape survivors by providing certain HIV-related services to
certain victims of sexual offences including the right to receive Post Exposure Prophylaxis (PEP). The Sexual
Offences Act thus entitles rape survivors to receive PEP at designated hospitals at State expense. Given that
PEP is most effective if started within a few hours of HIV exposure it is crucial that rape survivors receive swift
and accurate information from police officials and health care professionals on when, where, and how to
access PEP.
Objectives
The Gender Health & Justice Research Unit undertook a two-year study to identify structural barriers that
impede rape survivors’ access to PEP. In particular, the study aimed to examine:
-

access to information around PEP;
health care professionals’ and police officers’ knowledge of their legal duties;
current challenges in the provision of PEP to rape survivors; and
rape survivors’ experiences when reporting rape and trying to access PEP.

Methods
Data were collected in five provinces (Western Cape; Eastern Cape; Limpopo; Free State; Gauteng) using three
different methods: a phone survey to clinics and hospitals; interviews with health providers and police officers;
and a survey among rape survivors presenting at partnering NGOs. Data were analysed both quantitatively
(STATA) and qualitatively (thematic analysis).
Results
The phone survey shows that 26% of health facilities were unreachable. Of the facilities that answered, the
majority (96.7%) knew of PEP, but failed to provide information on the urgency of starting the treatment
regimen. Interview and survey data confirm that structural barriers impede rape survivors’ access to PEP.
Police officers do not prioritise rape survivors’ health needs, fail to provide information on PEP and are highly
suspicious of “false” complaints. Police officers are particularly suspicious of sex workers laying “false” charges
to access PEP. At hospitals, long waiting times and prioritisation of the forensic examination delay the initiation
of PEP. Despite clear policy guidelines, health care professionals fail to routinely administer anti-emetics and to
provide written information on the drug regimens. Adherence strategies are non-existent.
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Conclusions
The Sexual Offences Act aims to reduce secondary victimisation of rape survivors by introducing a legal right to
access PEP after exposure to HIV through a sexual offence. Our study however suggests that the right to PEP is
undermined by a number of structural challenges. While rape survivors do receive PEP and other emergency
treatment, access to PEP is significantly hindered or delayed by a lack of information, long waiting times, a
shortage of personnel and infrastructure, and negative attitudes of service providers.
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Malawi

Centre for Community Organisation and Development

PERSONAL EXPERIENCES AND OBSERVATION OF HIV AND AIDS ISSUES IN MALAWI
Women in Malawi are highly affected by gender based violence as it makes them vulnerable to acquire HIV and
AIDS as it interferes with their ability to negotiate condom use. Most women are afraid to demand use of
condoms from their partners even in the face that they have detected that their partner is unfaithful. The law
is also the main culprit as it fails to recognise marital rape in the family which subjects women to acquire
infection particularly from their partners who abuse drugs and alcohol and in most cases such men tend to
have multiple and concurrent partners including sex workers.
This fear of violence has also shown that it keeps women from accessing technical services like voluntary
counselling and testing or legal assistance in the face of aggression. Research so far shows that very few
women are able to neither demand their rights nor seek appropriate legal services even if they have been
exposed to violence like rape like reporting the crime to local police authorities particularly when the aggressor
is a close relation. The fact that the burden of proof is very high in criminal cases like rape, women who are
victims of rape are exposed to shame and ridicule in open court where society particularly men tend to enjoy
the proceedings as rape victim has to provide all the necessary details like how the rape occurred which in
some societies is taboo for a woman to discuss in open court. The challenge of also presenting evidence in rape
or defilement cases for women is also exacerbated when the accused person hires sharp lawyers who are quick
to ask several questions to dispute the claims of the rape victims.
Women also experience violence after disclosing their status especially if they are HIV positive. Personally I
have seen more women suffering in their families when they have revealed their sero status particularly if their
husbands are negative. 90 % of such marriages ends in divorce and the woman is mostly chased and accused of
infidelity by the husband and her relatives. Though the law provides remedial options in the course of divorce,
mostly it becomes difficult to enforce particularly if the husband is a rich person as he uses the same law to file
all sorts of frivolous injunctions and motions to ensure justice is denied .Even in the event that the marriage
ends in a nice divorce settlement for all parties like equal sharing of property, women in low income
households still suffer more as in most cases the breadwinner in the family is the man and they are
condemned to new hardships.
Women who are involved in prostitution are also subjected to untold suffering by law enforcement agencies
particularly policemen. Most of these women who frequent drinking joints are arrested, beaten and
sometimes being raped by the police without facing any consequences. While men also indulge in prostitution
the law seems only to target women and punish them.
At the cultural level, the law in Malawi is weak in dealing with certain cultures that predisposes women to
acquire HIV infection. For instance, in some parts of Malawi there are cultural practices, norms and beliefs
called kulowa kufa (widow cleansing). This culture basically forces women who are recently deceased to sleep
with a relative of the deceased so as to clean her of evil spirits. Most women end up being forced to have sex
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with a person whom they are not in love with and against their conscious and also to acquire HIV infection.
There are also many forms of beliefs that are putting the majority of women at risk of HIV infection and fully
practiced in Malawi like marring the dead man’s widow, (chokolo) and other forced marriages for young girls
called kupindira
The marriage laws also in Malawi are harsh and do not reflect reality particularly for women. Despite the
glaring evidence that most women in Malawi die during child birth particularly for young mothers it is a joke
that the age which a girl can marry is at 16 years according to Malawian laws. This has forced most young
women particularly in low income families to get married early for social survival and risk dying due to
pregnancy complications or be exposed to HIV if their partner is infected.
Most women in Malawi are ignorant of the law and do not understand their legal and constitutional rights. This
eventually brings them into conflict with the law which unfortunately a person cannot use ignorance as a
defence. For instance very few women know that it is against the law to live on the proceeds of prostitution
and also that if one is HIV positive she is supposed to inform her partner of her status. This disparity has led to
many women who thought that it is easier to make money on prostitution to be arrested and jailed by the
courts. The detainees are also subjected to involuntary testing of sexually transmitted diseases like HIV without
their consent as to determine if they have been infecting their partners.
HIV and AIDS have also weakened the rights of people living with the virus due to stigma and discrimination
attached. People living with the virus are stigmatised and mostly women are unable to defend their rights and
the law provides little support to provide alternative remedies. Discrimination laws demand a lot of proof and
evidence and it becomes expensive and time wasting for a lay person to challenge successfully in the courts if
one faced discrimination. Women in the workplace when they are infected are subjected to abuse and
sometimes even being fired from their positions on the basis of low productivity particularly when the illness
due to the virus disrupts their work. Very few women know what to do in such circumstances and do not seek
relief from the courts.
While the laws are available in the country, it seems except for a few NGOs, the government does not take a
leading step in legal education and advocacy particularly at the local level. The court systems also look
intimidating and are male dominated to the point that most women may not gather enough courage to seek
support and relief from the law in the face of distress.
Criminal laws that deal with issues of homosexuality, lesbians and other minority groups in Malawi are
extremely harsh. It is not against the law for women to marry other women nor have sex together. The fact
that that these laws are in the penal code means that anyone who crosses them is likely to face a long jail term.
Women who are lesbians are humiliated, abused and can even be beaten by society without getting any relief
from the law. Above all, these minority groups are hugely discriminated and denied basic social services
including health care when they fall sick.
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Zimbabwe

Individual

INTRODUCTION
As a female nurse who works with infected and affected people in the opportunistic infection clinic, I also want
to share my experiences of what I have witnessed on the ground, pertaining to HIV and the law in Zimbabwe. I
also work with a group of women cross boarder traders who some of them are infected with the virus. I also
wonder if there are such laws which protect people living with HIV/AIDS, if so how these are implemented.
From what I have observed and experienced as a health worker is far from reality. The following are what I
have observed in my daily work.
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POOR DISSEMINATION OF KNOWLEDGE
Many people especially women from the marginalised and low society incomes as well as rural areas don’t
have much knowledge about the laws that protect PLWHA. Globally it is estimated that young women make up
60% of all young people with HIV and it rises in sub-Saharan Africa to 72%. Research in Zimbabwe has shown
that young people in rural areas are less likely to have accurate knowledge on HIV and the larger the age gap
between sexual partners the greater the likelihood of HIV infection. This shows how poorly information is
disseminated in the rural areas. NGOs are more concentrated in urban centres leaving the rural folks with no
services of access to information. In some situations, information is there, treatment is there but people still
default, which can be as a result of lack of understanding, there are no people to make these communities
understand.
In Zimbabwe there have been a number of policies on sexual and reproductive health rights but the full
implementation of these laws is insufficient, especially to the marginalised groups. There is also a big
knowledge gap even within the health workers on issues of HIV and the law hence they cannot advice their
patients accordingly and accurately. Some patients suffer discrimination and stigma on the hands of health
workers because these workers are not aware of the implications of their actions. If only laws and policies on
HIV are universally disseminated to all, it will be the strategy for survival of the infected and affected as well as
protecting the uninfected from becoming infected.
Criminalization OF HIV TRANSMISSION
The criminal law code (section 79) on criminalization of deliberate transmission of HIV is some law which the
majority of people don’t really can interpret and understand. Many women who come to our clinic think that
the law only applies to those people who would have been raped , but thinking of it one can actually
deliberately infect someone with the HIV virus in a consented relationship, this is where one who is aware of
own status have unprotected intercourse without disclosing to the other partner. Most women verbalises that
in this context its difficulty to lay charges against your own husband, even if you are hundred percent sure that
you have been faithful to him when you find yourself with a positive status. On the other hand the law on its
own may have little or no impact on prevention of the spread of the HIV virus because infection may happen
when one is not aware of status. Further I want to bring the issue of parent to child transmission, where a
mother who is aware of own positive status decides to have a baby and does not get preventative measures,
and maybe the baby eventually come out positive, what will the criminal law say? Is this mother going to be
charged or not?
ALIENATED GROUPS
In Zimbabwe sex workers, drug users, gays and lesbians are illegal where one can be arrested for being such.
Access to treatment and services for these groups is very limited since they are considered as legal offences.
Even health workers, counsellors or any organisations who deal with HIV issues cannot access these groups
freely for fear of being accused of promoting crime. Women who are involved in sex trading are usually
rounded up and thrown in jails but the law is silent about men who pay more money in exchange of
unprotected sexual intercourse which fuels the spread of HIV. Women in Zimbabwe continue to be more
financial and socially dependant on men hence cannot freely negotiate for safer sex. If sex work or
homosexuality was to be legalised access by health workers educators with targeted programmes could be
made easier, even brothel managers could be empowered with negotiating powers for safer sex.
ACCESS TO TREATMENT
Section 12 of the Zimbabwean constitution rights guarantees health for all, but that is not what is on the
ground when it comes to HIV/AIDS management. Many people still cannot access treatment and support
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services in time mainly due to some policies, for example only doctors are allowed to commence antiretroviral
treatment yet this type of cadre is so scarce, and most of rural hospitals and clinics don’t have even a single
doctor, so is this policy benefiting who? There is need for task shifting so that other health personnel like
nurses can also commence people on treatment. Universal access to treatment is also hampered by the fact
that antiretroviral drugs cannot be stocked at some rural hospital. There is need for quick decentralisation of
treatment to all health centres. If people can quickly access treatment it can act as an incentive for people to
get tested. In some areas health facilities are far away and people have to walk more than 20 kilometres to
access treatment hence another cause for high defaulting rate. Follow up support services are poor in these
areas, once one get counselled at the hospital, that’s it, there will be no other services in the communities and
adherence becomes difficulty for these patients.
The policy in Zimbabwe also states that a person under the age of 16 years cannot give consent to HIV testing
but a parent or legal guardian has to do so. This in turn delays treatment for children who are orphaned and
have no other responsible guardian to take care of them. The law or policy should allow these children access
all programmes to do with HIV.
As an informal cross boarder trader I have also noticed with concern that most my colleagues who are on ART
have a big challenge to access treatment on the other side of the boarder. Mostly these countries who do inter
trade have different regimes of treatment, for example first line therapy in South Africa is different to that in
Zimbabwe. Why can’t regions sign for same treatment to ease access and avail treatment free to all who need
it despite where you are?
Victims of sexual abuse, rape and sodomy who are mainly women and children have problems in accessing
post exposure prophylaxis in time mainly due to technical problems. It might be that they stay far away from
health facility and by time they reach, the centres are closed, why can’t the policy make it that it should be
available 24 hour service?
People with disability like the blind, deaf and dump are highly vulnerable to sexual exploitation and thus get
infected, issues of confidentiality are highly compromised in these group of people. The law need to take into
consideration protection and avail means of accessing of HIV programmes to the disabled.
OCCUPATIONAL TRANSMISSION
There is need for governments to come up with compensation legislation for those that get infected on duty,
especially the health workers.
CONCLUSION
HIV/AIDS pandemic has become more than a health issue and may need a different approach if we are to
succeed in controlling and eventually eradicating it. Maybe governments should start treating the issue
separately from other health issues, and more resources pulled towards its cause.
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Ghana

Society for Women and AIDS in Africa (SWAA) Ghana

SPEAKING OUT ABOUT STIGMA AND UNFAIR TREATMENT
The Society for Women and AIDS in Africa (SWAA) Ghana is a branch of SWAA International, a Pan African
women’s organization with its headquarters in Dakar, Senegal. SWAA Ghana was established in 1990and has
since then been actively involved in education and advocacy programme on HIV/AIDS. It works in all the ten
regions of Ghana, with Regional Coordinators who coordinate SWAA activities.
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SWAA Ghana also works with 44 HIV support groups and over 700 persons living with HIV with special focus on
Women and children. These members have on several cases faced all forms of discrimination and unfair
treatment because of their HIV status.
Legally discrimination is defined by article 17(3) of the constitution as giving different treatment to different
persons attributable only, or mainly to their respective descriptions by race, place of origin, political opinion,
colour, gender, occupation, religion or creed whereby persons of one description are subjected to disabilities
or restrictions to which persons of another descriptions are not made subject or are granted privileges or
advantages which are not granted to persons of another description.
The article above, clearly indicates the law protects citizens from been treated differentially on the basis of any
prejudices. Despite this article many of the persons living with HIV who are members of the Association still
face all forms of stigma and discrimination or unfair treatment because of their HIV status. These forms of
discrimination ranges from family, workplaces and in the general community.
Members of the Association share stories everyday about the various forms of stigma they go through most of
these members it is important to say through training and support are able to face issues related to stigma and
unfair treatment, two members of the Association Yaa Asantewa and Mr & Mrs Azumah(family) shares their
story;
Yaa Asantewa as she has been nicknamed hails from a region in Ghana has faced discrimination from health
professions, her partner, law practitioners and the workplace due to her HIV status. She was diagnosed in 2003.
She got to know about her HIV status when she got a job recruitment offer in one of the
Government’s top institutions, she had to go through several medical tests as part of the formalities for
employment. Unknowingly they tested for HIV and was tested positive. This was the beginning of the crisis she
had to go through because of her status, she was dismissed. Despite the fact that she was two and half months
old in the institution had and had passed various examinations and was just waiting for her uniform.
Upset as she shared her story, the lawyer she consulted for help told her the case will not go far so she was
advised to forget about the case.
She also admits being in a state of self denial thus infecting her baby in the process. Her new born baby died of
Malaria through the overdose of Artesunate Amodiaquin and the negligence of a health professional, though
HIV infected the life of the boy could have been saved. She confesses her ignorance in relation to HIV and how
to handle various opportunistic infections associated with it. Unfortunately the health facility that could have
supported her when tested told her in her pretest counselling;
‘As you are infected now there is a thin line between you and death go home and take care of yourself’.
Her partner’s family members getting to know of her status after her son died ensured that they were
Seperated. Yaa Asantewa after much empowerment from the Society for women and AIDS in Africa(SWAA)
Ghana vied for the position of the Vice-Secretary of the organisation and won has her own support group and
moves from community to community educating people against Stigmatisation and unfair treatment against
PLWHA.
YAA Asantewa story clearly depicts a similar story though not exact that lots of people infected with HIV will
share with you. At the Workplace in Ghana the Labour Act, 2003 (Act 651) consolidates the laws relating to
labour, employers (except those in the Security and intelligence agencies, the police and the prisons service)
A worker according to the labour act cannot have terminated of the employment status because of the HIV
status. A termination of employment solely on the basis of the HIV status will amount to discrimination. In
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sub-section (1) of section 63 of the labour act, it forbidden to terminate the employment of a worker based on
the status, it is seen as unfair.
Section 63(4): “A termination may be unfair if the employer fails to prove that:
A. The reason of the termination is fair; or
B. The termination was made in accordance with a fair procedure or this Act.”
Though there is a National policy on HIV and AIDS there is no law and even enforcement of the policy is not
effective. Thus making it difficult to hear of persons who have suffered from any form of unfair treatment or
discrimination seeking redress in the law court.
Another who shares their story is Rev. and Mrs. Azumah. (Picture: Rev. and Mrs. Azumah doing community
education).
This couple suffered lots of Stigma from the church, their family and the society. It all begun when Mrs. Azumah
started to get sick, she had rashes all over her body, was loosing weight and was in an extreme state of illness.
The couple sought help from pastors, traditionalists, moved from one prayer Camp to the other but never got
any form of support, the wife’s situation worsened. A medical doctor then advised them to get themselves
tested for HIV which they did and the couple was diagnosed poisitive in 2002. After been diagnosed there
wasn’t any effective information on how to live positively with their status, it worsened their plight until they
heard information on the media about some PLHIV groups on strike for shortage of ART drugs. That made the
couple seek for treatment and that was what made them regain their strength.
After being diagnosed of HIV, Mr. Azumah left the church because of fear of being stigmatised. The senior
pastor mentioned on the pulpit that he was disappointed with the pastor for getting infected with HIV, and was
shunned by most Elders in the Church. After resigning from the church word begun to spread in the community
that the couple was HIV infected. Traders refused to sell to them or their children for fear of infection and their
children were teased at school. Tenants who got to know about their status refused to share a common
bathroom with Mrs. Azumah thus they had to bath in a basin in their bedroom. They left the community into
another where they still face stigma and unfair treatment. But Mr. Azumah in his own words said “with
empowerment I can face Stigma now and do not care what people say about me’ They are also proud to
declare to the world that they have a two year old girl (Yayra) who was born in their present status but is not
HIV positive thanks to improved support for persons living with HIV.
The family still goes through all forms of Stigma and unfair treatment which an HIV and AIDS Law could have
addressed. Ghana has a National HIV/AIDS and STI policy which deals which Legal and ethical issues, in Section
5.0, there are issues of cases under which the health care or social welfare person can disclose. The fact that
the PLWHA shall not obliged to disclose their status to their employers or prospective employers who even
have a mandatory HIV and AIDS testing as part of pre-employment requirements. This policy we believe needs
to protect people living with HIV and other vulnerable groups from unfair treatment and Stigma. Without the
law it will be difficult to protect the rights of people like Yaa Asantewa, Rev. and Mrs. Azumah and thousands
of our members who go through this daily.
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South Africa

SWEAT

Male Sex Work Creative Space (Cape Town) working with SWEAT and ASWA
“In our creative space at Sweat, in our outreach to indoor and outdoor sites, and our work with male sex
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workers, - our realities are never the same as our clients. They diet on their own hunger, and we gorge
ourselves on unpacking their resilience and vulnerabilities - that manifest during our interactions: it is a shadow
of surviving contradictions. There is a shadow of earthly humanity –where a male sex worker engaged with a
paraplegic client with a colostomy bag –with uncompromised gentleness. There is a shadow of perfect
imperfection, and a shadow to be like us all: if we fear their nakedness, we {I] become the perpetrator – and the
sensation of desire and spontaneity is dampened. Empathy is malnourished, and a new shadow leaks,
unrelentingly into the umbilical cord of hope”
G. Isaacs: Quote from paper presented to first International Conference on MSM and HIV: Cape Town, June,
2011. (*). See paper attached as Appendix 1.
Preamble:
Sweat has initiated a male sex work programme, planned to eventually coalesce with ASWA and become a
Male Sisonke Sex worker initiative. The group membership comprises over 40 male sex workers with a small
spread of Pan African nationalities, ethnic backgrounds, and diverse socio cultural profiles from Cape Town,
South Africa.
This group participates in matters that underpin sex work in South Africa: health, and specifically HIV
prevention and treatment, sex work as work (labour), male sexuality and MSM, human rights abuse, and the
decriminalisation of sex work. The age range of this group is 20 -54 years. The group meets weekly, is peerdriven and shares personal narratives ranging from police and sexual harassment, human rights abuse, working
with addictions, HIV and sexual health, to sex work as work.
The content of this document is derived from the content of the group processes, and research –which has a
wider scope – undertaken by Boyce, Isaacs and Harper (2011) [1].
The key theme to emerge from this research is to improve terms for representation of male sex workers in
relevant regional organisations, particularly within the African Sex Workers Alliance (ASWA). It is imperative
that a hitherto silenced voice of male sex work is given a platform to articulate smooth and unhindered, nonprejudicial access to health and social services, afforded civil and legal rights, sexual and health education, and
HIV prevention programmes that are specifically designed for male sex workers, and men who have sex with
men.
Men who have sex with men in Africa (for those who sell sex and those who do not),and who do not
necessarily subscribe to hetero-normative injunctions, have often been excluded from policy and programming
planning regarding HIV/AIDS, STI’s, Hepatitis screening and sexual health, chiefly because of prejudice and
denial. Studies show that MSM are a vulnerable population greatly at risk for HIV: moreover, they are likely to
engage in concurrent sexual relationships with men and women, significantly blurring any meaningful
differentiation between homo-and heterosexual life worlds, and HIV epidemiology.
Same sex sexualities – more specifically male sex workers- are doubly stigmatised, and subject to abuse and
harassment. Law enforcement officers are among perpetrators of violence. In the case of other perpetrators
(e.g. clients, pimps, gangs, and family members), police and the justice system are typically dismissive (or
reluctant) to deal with, support and protect male sex workers who are victims of violence. A story from a male
sex worker which emerged from a group session revealed a number of arrests for petty offences, and being
denied access to his HIV medication. Similarly, in health care settings, male sex workers face discrimination, are
denied access to basic treatment and care, and encounter hostility when reporting symptoms of a sexual
nature, including HIV. This drives the HIV pandemic.
The following points attest to the thematic narratives from male sex workers:
-

Health and HIV are compromised due to lack of water-based lubrication, and condom distribution.
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-

Increased use of substance abuse, which influences risk behaviour, and impacts onmental health and self–
esteem.

-

Client–based violence, including HIV revenge, and little access to legal recourse, owing to the illegitimacy of
sex work.

-

Domestic violence between intimate sexual partners is high –shame, ambivalence and kinship disapproval
all mitigate against support services for male sex workers who require domestic arbitration.

-

Homelessness, migrant sex work and transactional sex work and cross-border activities drive sex work
underground, and perpetuate the cycle of violence and stigma.

Implications
There is a vast difference of interpretations (and acceptance) of attachment to the label “male sex worker”,
impacted on by space, geography, identity, political realities, gender and sexual preference. Male sex work is
underscored by double stigma: homo-prejudice and legal proscription. Male sex workers have sex with both
men and women –and, because of the transitory nature of their work, and often their client base,
comprehensive access to health care and to HIV services is severely impacted. High risk behaviours, including
unprotected sex, are linked to gender identity, role and self-labelling. For instance, a male sex worker might
not use a condom in a role of inserter, but use a condom when he is the recipient of penetration. Of course, in
a climate of a global economic crisis, many male sex workers report on “condom bargaining” – where a client
will pay more money for “skin-to-skin sex”.
Some male sex workers, who are exposed to poverty, deprivation, and lack of space and privacy, might use sex
as a transaction for favour and reward, and have no internal frame of reference with respect to identity and
sex work affiliation. They are exceptionally hard to reach, and are often reluctant to forge bonds with sex work
organisations, such as Sweat, for fear of being ostracised. They feel disconnected from the sex work diaspora
on the one hand, and the sensitive and stigmatised dynamics of MSM on the other. One example is of a
heterosexual male sex worker, who works alongside gay male sex workers, and who choreographs violent and
abusive attacks on homosexuals in front of his women friends – to defuse any suspicions they might believe
that he is gay.
Access to health and treatment is highly problematic. What compounds this situation- in respect of male sex
workers - is that levels of understanding and compassion from different health districts are not standard. One
clinic may offer an empathic embrace, whilst another may scorn/ridicule and even break confidentiality. This
paradox chases the service user away, and avoidance and protest towards health care is perpetuated, and
poses serious risks for health care in general, and HIV in particular. A male sex worker who was HIV positive
had to go to an emergency room late one night for swollen and painful testicles. The attending doctor refused
to examine him and prescribe pain medication, and he was referred elsewhere, but refused to go for
treatment. He self - medicated.
No lubrication is provided for male to male sex, and STI’s are presumed to be contracted from heterosexual
partners, and hepatitis screening and vaccinations are not part of regular clinical practices. Anal injuries, warts,
fissures, erectile dysfunction, prostate health and fear of penetration is often absent from clinical
examinations, and regarded as taboo.
Substance abuse has been identified as the major risk, alongside HIV, confronting male sex workers.
Powerlessness, loss of control, and the dulling of consequences impact severely on safer sex practises, and may
contribute to HIV infection. The absence of matrix community drug programmes, and consistent and updated
drug awareness information and harm reduction poses a serious health and mental health concern.
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Conclusion:
The anthropological diversity of male sex workers must be addressed with a strong experiential epistemology
which is personally and emotionally sensitive. Personal developmental milestones [family background],
language vernacular, cultural and tribal affiliations including inner city, and peri-urban influences – and migrant
sex workers - have created mini-subcultures that contain mores, codes of behaviour, class divisions and gender
rivalry which need a comprehensive research thrust and can offer important insights into male sex workers
lives, articulate significant pathways for addressing social vulnerability and exclusion, rights, risks and HIV
prevention and treatment.
Recommendations:
Stigma, violence, marginalisation and powerlessness compels a need to develop a male sex work coalition in
Africa – to give voice and face to male sex work, and significantly address under service in respect of HIV/AIDS.
It cannot be disputed that male sex work has a role to play in the prevention and treatment of HIV. Personal
narratives provide testimony and subjective content unpacks crucial information that could inform policy,
health and legislation. This raises socio-political awareness in civil society in a manner that dispels myths and
deconstructs so-called male sex work hegemony.
Male sex work is often mistaken as an adjunct of homosexuality, and male sex work traverses the boundaries
of hetero and homo-normative polarities and meanings. Male sex work must be included in the debate of
African prejudice towards homosexuality and men who have sex with men.
With a visible and coherent male sex work initiative linked to an African coalition, and inclusive of male sex
work participation –such as Sisonke/ASWA/Sweat –human sexuality, and its current link to HIV, can be placed
in a context which has verisimilitude when engaging with moral codes that fundamentally obfuscate the reality
on the ground.
Sources:
[1]Boyce, P, Isaacs, G, and Harper, E (2011): An Exploratory Study of the Social Contexts, Practices and Risks of Men who Sell Sex in Southern and Eastern
Africa: Unpublished Paper: Presented to Durban AIDS Conference: June, 2011 [Abstract accepted, and to be submitted for publication]
[*] Isaacs, Gordon: Male Sex Work: Group Work Narratives: Implications for Health and HumanRights. Unpublished Paper Presented to First International
Conference on MSM and AIDS: Vine Yard Hotel –Conference Center: Cape Town: June, 2011 : Retrievable on Anova Health –website.

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED APPENDIX ONE
Male Sex Work Narratives: Implications for Health and Rights: 2011
Introduction
Sweat (Sex worker, education, advocacy, and task force) has initiated a male sex worker’s creative space:
within a period of six months, the group membership has swelled to over 40 participants. With a spread of Pan
African Nationalities, ethnic backgrounds, and diverse socio-economic profiles, within Cape Town, and its
surrounds, this group participates in matters that underpin sex work in South Africa: health, sex work as work,
male sexuality,MSM, human rights, and decriminalisation of sex work. [Law reform]. Theage range of this
group is between 20 years and 54 years.
The material for this paper is extracted from group sessions, and preliminary research findings, that have been
undertaken by Boyce, Isaacs and Harper (2011), and which will be presented at the Durban AIDS conference in
June, 2011. The bulk of this presentation, however, is informed by a group work narratives and conversations
ofthe Cape Town co-hort. It is descriptive (my descriptions) and exploratory, and cannot be generalised in
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terms of quantitative research data.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I was giving a safe sex/health workshop in a brothel, when a male sex worker was called out to do an outcall
with a client. I jokingly said to him: “don’t forget to splash clean that cute little ass of yours!” to which he
promptly replied: “that ass of mine is precious –it’s my portable ATM –they just insert it in, and the cash comes
out!”
On reflecting on one of my groups, I was engulfedby many shadows. A shadow of survival sex, whereby men
articulated their fear and desires simultaneously. Adesire to reach a hidden goal,where no sunlight
filtersthrough. A desire to feed their stomachs on a street corner-awaiting arrest from police. One man had
been given an iPod from a client, and was subsequently arrestedafter the client had dropped him off on his
block. The iPod was a gift. The police did not believe him, and four months later he was released from prison as
an awaiting trial prisoner, after his client, who had been away hadhad him released. The sex worker went to his
wife and children- who live in a rural valley, with a label of criminal tattooed in his memory, and scarred from
multiple rapes. He is now scared and refuses to carry a cell phone, in case he is disbelieved by the police. I
asked: “If the road is your office space, how do you survive?” His shadow did not connect with my hope of
filtered sunlight and he remained silent.
Their shadows fused with layers of realities: a need to transact, but everyone is an enemy: the enemy is a
thunderous cloud, dark grey: Its name is suspicion, vigilance and hyper-arousal-exhausting to say the least.
Thissuspicion is explosive: what is this explosion? It was articulated by the group: they do not know who they
are, they are invisible, yet so omnipresent: they are street workers, whose rough exteriors appeal to clients
and whose unwashed smell-attracts the locust: they are preyed upon and they prey:
I was asked a question by this group: “how do we developself –esteem, and look and feel good?”I responded.”
what makes you feel like that ?” a member replied: I do not know how to make a client feel good, because
each time they engage with me they suddenly disappear into the shadows of their cars, [ whose fumes
compete with misty horizon] - ,transient intimacies, a need and yearning for security (emotional or financial)
and the short-term securing of emotional and /or financial gain in and through sex, with aspirations and
fantasies regarding long-term relationships and security often thwarted or sabotaged.(1)
We explored this shadow: it was a tapestry of furtive glances for police, burning eyes on the look –out for
marauding gangs who would attack them, and they felt unsafe. Their occupation is a shadow –at times
blending with a buttered moon - seeking for something that will make them feel good – that shadow is their
prayer for work, a cosy client and reward. But the consumer is never guaranteed, and nor is safety. Safety and
risk are not polarised variables in the lives of MSW, but close and constant companions.
However one of the members in the group felt safe in this space. He expressed his concern saying “things have
changed, we have no legitimate space to go towe get kicked out of bars because we have no money for drinks,
clubs are difficult because our skins are a darker shade of pale, adult world is not safe either because there are
signs saying no prostitution allowed,and where do we go?”
A shadow quickly shrouded his wounded plea: Lost: a sense of alienation, and desperation
However, the wind blew some of the murkiness away, and dialogue ensued of other spaces, like cars, hotel
rooms and brothels in long street: Ideas connected and laughter pierced theshadow, and in the words of one
member who said: “I’ll help you with your clients - if you treat them as special and attend to them as human
beings – yes - they melted, I even got a two hundred rand tip because I made him feel special”. Sex work is
about surviving contradictions!
The shadow disappeared when two members approached me after the session, and said to me:”Ek se my
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broer, [ I say, my brother] thatwas a great lesson -it’s a space where we can learn”
The following week, Icommented on the oppressive feeling in the room and asked everyone in the room to
move to the window area: energy was sapped and acknowledged, and new members introduced. It felt like the
morning after a hectic rave - tired energy,and nursing their templates of the week. . How to proceed?A quick
introduction, we went around and slowly peeled off the last few days .One sex worker was arrested several
times and dumped into cells and denied access to his HIV medication by the police, his eyes mirroring defeat.
Another, released from prison, homeless and no clients, another: closed as a clam, refusing to speak and
shrouded his face with his arms. Two had influenza, another was dealing with personal stress (his sex work
friend was stabbed)
I asked: “let us look at the picture-a photograph capturing torsos of men, in a tomb of loneliness: how can we
connect, revive ourselves, water our thirst and share?”-I let silence take over and filled the space. Eyes
beckoned me, so I took the risk: “It’s been a tough week -arrests, prison, personal secrets, homeless, no
business andflu: gosh that enough energy to kick start a jumbo -”Who is the enemy? “I asked –one tentative
whisper -“no clients, police, and no business- To which a solitary voice boomed: “We are here to make it better
for us not to be always victims,” his anger blasted through the room, its flames spewing into the atmosphere.
There was a slight stir, this was not an alien -it is one of us! -Asif the anticipated honey smell of rain upon dry
and parched soil-was around the corner “Yes” said another. “Let’s talk about health, after all health is about
our bodies and our bodies need health to work. I seized this opportunity to invite the soft drizzle, and so
moisten the dry mouths
And so it began: Health for Male Sex Workers– we started simply: what must we explore: “sexual health”was
requested, and true to sex workers - the magic word “Sex” acted as a trigger. There was a hungry explosion of
curious, and tentative sharing of sex with clients- ranging from appetising sexual styles and how to negotiate,
and scan the client’s sexual needs, how to make the client come in 10 minutes, –leading to risk, HIV&STI’s and
thecontemplation of chemicals -- and wait for it :
concerns around fears and myths pertaining to erections, condoms, penis size, and ejaculation (coming):
“Now we were cooking!” - The energy levels rose, hands shot up. Questions and answers were flung about
like ping pong balls. It was a boiling cauldron of information-sharing, and defusing real concerns around
performance, performance anxiety, pleasing the client and self –pleasure. [It must be very lonely on that road
or in that tavern].
“Why do men come differently?”, “why do I lose my erection when I put a condom on?”, “I struggle to get an
erection”, “after I have had 4 clients, I am still horny”, and so the images unfolded. I felt like a midwife, as we
gave birth to uncertainties, and the emergence of the penis and orgasm took shape. What emerged was
astounding:
We spoke about different “bedrooms”- the bedroom of the street, bedroom of a shack, the bedroom in a
motor car, the bedroom of a hotel/ room. The bedroom of a client’shouse, the bedroom behind a bush/sand
dunes and the bedroom of fantasies
Coming quickly was associated with fear, I must not do it quickly or I will get caught {some even reflected on
their childhood experiences-getting caught by their parents and being punished, or relieving themselves
quickly in a toilette}: some spoke of sex in a toilette in a club( in-out- a line of tik [methamphetamine]) and
over in three minutes –to the pounding on the door by the next in the lavatory queue - whilst others had
stories of hotel rooms, sunken Jacuzzi’s and cocaine cocktails.
Delayed ejaculation and penileperformance was associated with “saving it for the last clients”, fantasy was
associated with trying to avoid a client-not really being turned on- or turning ones anus into a symbolic vagina,
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and breasts becoming engorged to emulate a female with the client and not succumb to the fear of a label: yet the fantasy did not always work, and exhaustion setin: the penis and coming was ultimately placed into a
context of:
1. Homo and/or hetero -erotic pleasure
2. Hormones and biology
3. Fatigue, hunger, andfear [fear of client’s unusual demands, fear of failure, fear of being caught, fear of
physical harm]
4. Client’s demands/expectations –here the word rape shivered in the shadows
5. Sex workers inability to negotiate a “sexual menu” with clients
6. No opportunity for foreplay
7. drugs, alcohol, condoms,
8. fear of HIV or HIV disclosure
9. Use of fetish and fantasy
The conversation bubbled, in the cauldron-and soon overflowed. There was palpable relief, when permission
was given by the group for each person- to acknowledge that sex work and MSM has its unique considerations,
and that each person’s response to circumstance was compelling, and no uniform template about male penile
and ejaculatory competence is available. Each person is unique, like their fingerprint.
Advice was given by the seasoned sex workers, and with metaphors of good client experiences coming to the
fore, the group’s consciousness unfolded, as the words resonated- and towards the end of the session there
was a collective sigh of relief- to come or not to come is not the question---to please the client, in a way that
both worker and client are able to negotiate- safely and without undue compromise was the banner that was
unfurled, and a small token of victory. The banner was colourful.
The group agreed and ended this conversation with a request for an on-site HIV and STI screening and
men’ssexual health information group, to be given by the mobile unit of Health4Men
A week later:
On site screening for HIV/STI’s/HEPwas arranged and a newcollaborativerelationship with Health4MEN was
formed. (The guys were chuffed-)When I asked if there were any fears, hesitancies, reluctance around
screening, the response was overwhelmingly positive! No problem and they were all open this experience. We
did a group pre-screening session, and people were reminded that it’svoluntary, and no pressure would be
applied for participation, and that confidential and private counselling would be available for post-screening
results.
The session opened with a membertalking about the “space between the sessions” and how it made him think
about previous conversations. His voice was like the lens of a camera: capturinga vista: filtering the hues, and
coming up with a resolution of profound insight. His picture-now developed in spasms of colour-revealed
that:”male sex workers need take stock of themselves, and not just their market: they must reflect inwards,
and recognise that body image and self- esteem are essential requirements for professional sex work. Age,
burn-out (a word hardly used in the sex work industry), body shape, client demands, legal restrictions, and
global recession all impact on the agency of sex-work. – He printed several more pictures, each one slightly
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more textured with depth,light and gentle pastel hues-, suggesting alternatives to the group, such as skills
development, part-time learning, computer literacy, as the internet was now the client! - massage, and using
sex work skills to develop into peer educators,paralegals, research enumerators, and community health care
workers:” After all, sex workers are sex therapists” - he exclaimed. “Who else can put a condom on a penis
with his mouth, and make the person believe it was skin?”
Another photographer shared his picture,and extended the horizon further. His colour was bold-with
vermillion as a background. The images of his picture suggested that sex work does not have the monopoly on
poverty, and that others with skills, a background of training, and experience may become unemployed, or
made redundant. Two pictures on a blank wall. Two sets of realities, and eyes taking in the layers of the truth:
The complexities of the paradox. [In South Africa sex work is a paradox: It’s illegal – part of a Sexual Offenses
Act – in opposition to our Constitution –yet we are funded by the State who promulgates the law, and
encourages us to work with vulnerable populations –many of whom are denied basic rights, and access to
health].
We spoke about skills and training, and transferring of skills, and sex work need not be perceived as a cul de
sac: learning and studying could be part of anyone’s pocket camera, and the group was encouraged to take
mental photos of what they believe could benefit them in the imminent future
We had another share: yes two people shared their experience of alcohol recovery-inan in-patient’s
rehabilitation centrefor substance abuse. As they spoke, eyes were transfixed on them as their experiences
before, during and after treatment were projected on the wall. I asked each member:”what they
felt,experienced andfantasised about as their colleagues spoke. What did their inner voice tell them?”-photos
transformed into square slidesof:
“I can stop when I went to :[ heroic denial]
“Icannot stop drinking because my friends drink -- we all stay in one room in a notorious block of flats then I
have no moneyleft” [peer pressure, boredom learned helplessness, and projected blame?]”
“Been there done that” [tired but convincing sigh].
” I am an alcoholic, but I can control it, but I am now addicted to sex” [true cross addiction, not to be confused
with cross dressing)
“ My clients want drugs and I can’t say no” :( omitting the fact that he actually scored for the client): some of
them are eager to do drugs with clients-more money, less performance demands a longer session of play,
accumulating paid hours, -and a euphoric ending, and not a happy one].
So advice turned into remedies, like an apothecary heating up ripened herbs in a glass tube: A liquidorb of
support and encouragement and a result: an appointment was made to see a counsellor to discuss drinking,
financial budgeting and letting people know how youfeel [a small start forsomeone struggling with
attachment]
Finally, two more members gave snapshots which were hurriedly flashed on the wall. “I have a small drug
problem” said one. I smiled and said, “It was like having a touch of pregnancy.”Speak to the folk in recovery”. I
responded, they will assist [gatekeepers, and use of peer support]. The other acknowledged he has a problem
[but sounded pre-contemplative] but you never know.
Implications
Identity, sexuality, gender and sexual behaviours are highly individualized, and don’t necessarily coincide with
universal assumptions. This clearly demonstrates the need for more subjective work with male sex workers.
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There is a vast difference of interpretations (and acceptance) of attachment to the label ‘male sex worker”—
which is impacted upon by space, geography, identity,political realities, gender and sexual preference, styles of
transactions, client profile and societies attitude towards hetero-normative and homo-normativebias
Gay sex workers pay ‘lip service’ to the word MSM, and therefore engage with their clients(and special
intimate/romantic partners) withfluctuating patterns of intimacy: their levels of sexual arousal are chiefly
homo-erotic, whilst a male sex worker, may use power and hetero- erotic fantasies to assist with his sexual
performance. Gay sex workers have intimated that they are more selective with their male clients, they often
seek our male clients in gay specify venues, and some of them who advertise on gay internet sites may even
have an age exclusion policy! Male sex workers on the other hand do not necessarily sexualize their clients,
many of them who are “heterosexual/bisexual” men and depending on location, clients, client demand and
availability, have no exclusion criteria. It is business, with little erotic or desirabletexture.
Many male sex workers are often invisible, as they ‘choose” to retain a profile of “heterosexual
“roles/behaviours, and exclude themselves from health, advocacy/human rights approaches-that advocate for
legal reform. Their reasons for this are: that they experience a Meta stigma- prejudice towards sex work, and
prejudice towards male to male sex and are oftenrecipients of a collective social anxiety -that human sexuality
is no longer contained in a safe membrane of hetero-normative -regulated values and traditions-underscored
by biblical and moral injunctions. Perhaps in a sexual world, nothing could be more frightening for men and
women whose intimate lives are challenged by the fact that men [or women] who portray a stereotypical
sexual persona could havepaid/transactional sex with a person of the same gender without conforming to a
label( or hiding behind one) . This must be the ultimate form of betrayal.
It is not a safe space for them –and challenges the kernel of gender, sexual identity, power, intimacy, desire,
ritual, tradition and patriarchy.
Male sex workers have sex with both men and women and according to their assumed roll, might be active,
assertive and penetrative or passive, feminine and receptive - which includes guided internal fantasy [or the
use of pornography in some reported instances] and may or may not be linked with desire. Here condoms
maybe used indiscriminately, or based on false assumptions. E.g. some may believe that to be penetrated is a
high riskactivity - based on safer sex messaging. And therefore they may use a condom, but when they have
penetrative sex [insertion of the penis into the anus] - they may not use a condom - thus reinforcing a distorted
belief system- or fantasy –or simply imbibing misinformation. ( it is noted here, alcohol and drugs, and in some
instances, the use of selected ARV’s combined with Marijuana, and other toxic ingredients, act as a specific
catalyst with regard to sexual performance, arousal, aphrodisiac enhancement, as well as numbing certain
aspects of the sex work act, and/or acting as a self-medicating agent for co-existing mental health concerns).
Some male sex workers who are exposed to poverty, deprivation and lack of space, including homelessness,
and migration, use sex with men as a transaction for reward or favour, and have no internal frame of reference
with respect to identity, and sex work affiliation. They are exceptionally hard to reach, and are reluctant to
forge bonds with sex work organisations, such as Sweat,as they feel disconnected ( outsiders) from the sex
work itinerary of decriminalisation, on the one hand, and the sensitive and often stigmatised dynamics of MSM
on the other. One example is of a heterosexual male sex worker who works with gay sex workers, in order to
gain a client base, is often requiredto choreograph violent and abusive attacks on his gay sex work peers
infront of his girl –friend(s) to ensure she does not suspect him of being “queer/moffie”.
Access to health and treatment is highly problematic. What further compounds this situation, in respect of
MSW is that the levels of understanding and compassion from different health districts are not standard. One
clinic may offer an empathic embrace, whilst another may scorn and ridicule. This double bind chases the
service user away, and avoidance and protest towards health care is perpetuated. A male sex worker, who was
HIV positive, had to go to an emergency room –late at night – to a private hospital in Cape Town –for swollen
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and painful testicles. The attending doctor refused to examine him and he was turned away. In addition to his
self-medicating as a result of this incident, he spoke to me the next day, and concluded he would never share
his status with any one again. Men’s sexual health, especially in relationship to HIV, STI’s, etc., is absent from
policy, procedures and best practice.
For example little or no lubrication is provided for anal sex, STI’s are presumed to be contracted from
heterosexual partners, and hepatitisscreening and vaccinations are not part of regular clinical practice. Anal
injuries, erectile problems, prostate health and fear of penetration/or painful penetration is a taboo language.
Substance abuse has been identified as the major risk confronting our male sex workers. Sex work, itself is
often associated as a trigger for chemical abusers and sex addicts, so treatment opportunities are limited, and
a conspiracy of secrets and silence co-exist. Harm reduction, and relapse prevention are not addressed, and
clients of sex workers form part of this occupational hazard.
Language, vernacular, cultural and tribal affiliations, inner city, peri- urban, rural and migrant sex work
populations have created mini-subcultures that contain their own mores, geographical spaces and codes of
behaviours: class divisions, gender rivalry, and transgendered sex workers form part of this palette. This
anthropological diversity must be addressed -- sensitive to the needs, aspirations and participation of all
concerned.
The way forward:
-

The mobilisation of male sex workers into the broader African (ASWA) sex work coalition founded by Sweat.
This includes member countries from Mozambique, Namibia, Zimbabwe, Botswana ,Uganda, and Kenya

-

Develop male coalitions to engage with all levels of health, social, civil and human rights campaigns, and
have a political voice that hitherto has been silenced

-

Sensitise clinics, tertiary institutions, the Church, health and welfare structures, as well as policy makers to
the reality of sex work. Morality cannot obfuscate reality.

-

Inform policy makers, politicians and those involved in legislation

-

Capacitate male sex workers into leadership roles

-

Address gender based violence at all levels (2)

In conclusion:
In our creative space at Sweat, in our outreach to indoor and outdoor sites, and our human rights and
advocacy programs, our realities are never the same as our clients. They diet on their own hunger, and we
gorge ourselves on unpacking their resilience and vulnerabilities that manifest during our interactions. There is
a shadow of earthly humanity –when I witnessed a male sex worker engage with a paraplegic client with a
colostomy bag –with uncompromised gentleness. There is a shadow of perfect imperfection, and a shadow to
be like us all: - if we fear their nakedness. We (I) become the perpetrator - and the sensation of desire and
spontaneity is dampened. Empathy is malnourished, and a new shadow leaks, unrelentingly into the umbilical
cord of hope.
The creative space at Sweat, and its programs, strives for compassion and tolerance: its space seizes the
seasonal change –and when it rains, we wear raincoats, when it shines we mirror the sun, in winter we long for
summer –and ripened plums, and in the autumn we are confused. In this space - the shadows will always be
there, but change in mystical hues – as we embrace humanity.
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Tanzania

Tanzania Women Lawyers Association (TAWLA)

CONFLICTING OF MULTIPLE LAWS THAT DENY THE PROPERTY RIGHTS WHICH INCREASE THE WOMEN
VULNERABILITY TO HIV/AIDS
Tanzania Women lawyers Association is a women lawyers association which promotes an environment
guaranteeing equal rights and access to justice for all, through focusing on vulnerable and marginalized groups,
especially women and children. Tanzania Women Lawyers Association (TAWLA) aims to advocate for legal and
policy changes through enactment of laws which provide for equal distribution of property between men and
women.
The most discriminatory laws in Tanzania are inheritance laws which are pluralistic. There are three legal
regime namely; statutory, Islamic and customary laws. Issues of inheritance are governed by customary laws,
statutory law and Islamic laws. Most of the laws that govern Inheritance discriminate women hence depriving
them of their rights to inherit properties or allow them to inherit only small share of the estate. Under
customary law preference to inherit land is always for male heirs and where there are no sons in a clan then
the daughter for the first wife will be the first heir (first degree) but her right to land is limited to use only.
Female heirs inheritance of immovable property is for use during their life time only and they are prohibited
from selling the property unless there are no male members of the clan.
Statutory- The Indian Succession Act- applicable to Christians and those of European origin. Islamic- Mohamed
Laws-applicable to Muslims. Customary laws of Inheritance- application to indigenous patrilineal societies who
make up 80% of the Tanzania communities. Native Tanzanians affairs are presumed to be governed by
customary laws unless there is an express indication that any other law ought to apply. The customary law
(Declaration) Order 1963 basically implies the traditional notion that wives are not members of the family for
land holding purposes and thus excluded them from inheritance of their husband’s property. The Order does
not apply to matrilineal tribes who describe their kingship through female and where a man’s principal heirs
are his uterine brothers and sisters’ sons.
Judges have declared this rule to be discriminatory and unconstitutional in the case of Bernado Ephrahim vs
Holaria Pastory and Gervas Kaizilege (1989)HC (PC) Case No 10 1980. The facts of this case are that Holaria, the
first respondent, inherited some of the clan land from her father by a valid will. She then sold the land to the
second respondent as a result of being old and senile. She also needed the money for her personal up keep.
Shortly after the sale her nephew filed a suit in the primary court to have the sale annulled. The primary court
decided on the basis of the customary law that women had no power to sell clan land. The district court (on
appeal) invoked the bill of rights and held that Holaria had the right to sell clan land and the appellant was at
liberty to redeem it upon reimbursing the purchase price. An appeal was then made to the high court and the
judges found that the principles enunciated in various human rights conventions provided a standard basis in
which any civilized nation would be ashamed not to follow. The judge further found that Rule 20 of the
customary law Declaration order was discriminatory and therefore inconsistent with article 13 (4) of the
Constitution. The court declared that females all over Tanzania could inherit and dispose of the same as they
like. However despite this case being decided the law remains unchanged.
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Recent test case brought by the Women’s Rights Organizations to challenge the constitutionality of
discriminatory customary law. This is in reference to High Court Misc. Civil Cause No. 82 of 2005; Elizabeth
Stephen & Salome Charles V Attorney General in which the court found Customary Law of the Sukuma to be
discriminatory but failed to declare it unconstitutional. In part, the decision of the court was mandated by
another provision of the same constitution which is not coherent to the Bill of Rights of Tanzania
A woman cannot inherit also from her deceased husband’s properties. The property of her deceased husband
is always going to his clan. In order for this woman to inherit the property of her husband she should be
inherited by one of husband’s relative this is because the customary law provides for the concept of wife
inheritance under which a widow is required to marry a male relative of her dead husband. Rule 62 provides
for that the deceased’s relative may ask the widow if she wishes to be inherited and if she agrees she may
remain in the house as a wife but without control over the landed property. In the case of Scolastica Benedict v
Martin Benedict (1978) LRT No.49, where the court ordered that the widow to vacate the matrimonial home as
it was held that the wife inherited no share from the estate of her late husband. The court awarded the house
to the defendant who was the deceased son’s by another wife. The Widow was ordered to live where her own
daughter has been allocated to live or go back to her family if she was not inherited. Rule 20 provide for that a
woman can inherit in terms of usufruct only until she remarries or dies.
The practice of Wife inheritance is harmful practice and degrading to women and treats them as property
passing from one man to another through inheritance. A study on HIV/AIDS control found that in some cases
these women are forced to have sexual intercourse with new partner and there has been a growing
resentment against a wife inheritance as one of the factors leading to the spread of HIV/AIDS. A widow may be
exposed to a high risk of infection if a new mate is HIV/AIDS positive or alternatively expose other wives in a
polygamous marriage if her former husband has died of HIV/AIDS. Wife inheritance does not conform to
standards set by the international instruments ratified by Tanzania.
The spirit of the customary laws in respect of widow inheritance was to enable the clan to protect the
deceased’s family. However this trend had changed due to number of factors including migration,
urbanization, cash economy, mixed cultures, intermarriages and access education. As a result, the customary
laws regulating inheritance are outdated and their application generally leaves widows and daughters without
means of support. Discriminative inheritance laws and women lacking access to their property rights has a
direct link with HIV/AIDS as it is said to elevate the spread and risk. According to research 60% of the numbers
of people affected with HIV/AIDS in sub-Saharan Africa are women. Therefore it can be deduced due to lack of
financial means (thus, women being undervalued in such patriarchal societies and limited their access of
property and inheritance) would be unable to access information about HIV/AIDS in order to prevent
themselves, have sufficient access to health care- prevention, treatment and care. Poverty is a major factor
when it comes to determining level of HIV/AIDS and thus women lacking financial independence fall at a
greater risk.
Under the Islamic Laws of inheritance the laws apply to those who prophecies Islamic religion during their life
time and at the time of death and intend that Islamic law be applicable in the administration of their estate.
Inheritance according to this law is well defined and there specific shares for each category of heir. The
widow’s share is 1/8 if the deceased left children and ¼ if no children left by the deceased. The remaining share
of the estate is divided to heirs of each category in the ratio of 1 share of females and 2 shares to males. There
is unequal distribution of property between daughters and the sons. Daughters receive ½ of the shares of the
sons.
Inheritance succession causes take long to be complete in the court of laws. The HIV/AIDS scourge has turned
this priority into emergency. Many widows and orphans unnecessarily languish in the court corridors looking
for solutions for family disputes for many years. A good number met their death before their disputes of
inheritance in court are resolved.
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Recommendations
A uniform law governing inheritance should be enacted in line with the Tanzanian Constitution and to comply
with UN Convention on Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) and UN
Convention on the rights of the Child. Lack of uniformity of the inheritance Law causes conflict of interest in
laws customary vs statutory vs faith laws.
We recommend also to Judges and Magistrates to use experience in courts to demonstrate impact of
fragmented approaches on women’s inheritance rights.
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The Effects of Religion on HIV/AIDS Related Stigma and Discrimination of MSM. The Cause or The Cure?
Background
Gay men and other men who have sex with men (MSM) have been identified as Key Affected Populations at
Higher Risk of HIV Infection (KAPs) in many countries. Authoritative research by the John Hopkins School of
Public Health has shown that, in middle and low income countries, HIV rates among MSM are up to 19 times
higher than that of the general population. Therefore, addressing the needs of MSM is key to an effective
response to the HIV epidemic in Africa and the world. On the continent there has been an increase in recent
years, in the number of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and community based organizations (CBOs)
working with sexual minorities in an effort to curb the spread of HIV. Faith based organizations (FBOs) have
been integral in the fight against the epidemic, and have effectively mobilized around issues of HIV/AIDS. It is
important to examine how religion has responded to same-sex sexuality, and how these responses have
contributed to or mitigated the stigma and discrimination of MSM. Active and supportive environments,
enabled through more inclusive religious values grounded in human rights, reduce HIV infections within
vulnerable populations. Religion therefore plays a critical role in the creation of a non-discriminatory society
that upholds and protects human rights.
HIV/AIDS, Human Rights and the Church
The four countries listed below have been selected to sample HIV prevalence in MSM on the continent and as
indicated, that of the MSM groups is exponentially higher than the national average.

Country

MSM

National Average

Kenya

43%

6%

Ghana

25%

2%

Senegal

21.5%

<1%

Malawi

21.4%

12%.

Table 1: Shows HIV prevalence in MSM groups compared to the national average. (UNAIDS, 2010) (Baral,
Trapence, Motimedi, Umar, Iipinge, & Dausab, 2009)
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Given these statistics, it is clear that interventions aimed at mitigating HIV transmission should be tailored to
MSM. Increased action and support is required on behalf of the government, CBOs, NGOs and FBOs. However,
in most African countries law and policy has hindered potential activity and on the ground response towards
MSM, only exacerbated by religious discrimination. Reducing stigma and discrimination is pivotal to both the
protection of human rights of MSM and effective response to the HIV/AIDS pandemic. Religion plays a
significant role in constructing and informing social norms and attitudes and therefore can act as a catalyst in
this regard.
A World Health Organization (WHO) study shows that in sub-Saharan Africa, 40% of healthcare infrastructure
is provided by FBOs, essential in providing rural and orphan healthcare in the most remote and poorest
affected regions (United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), na). Churches Health Association of Zambia (CHAZ),
Catholic Relief Services Madagascar and Istiqama, are some FBOs that have been major facilitators in the fight
against HIV/AIDS, disbursing funds, prevention tools and ARVs (Global Fund, na). FBOs have played a dual role
in the de-stigmatization of HIV and people living with HIV (PLHIV) in their communities, and worked in tandem
with CBOs and national strategic frameworks to allow PLHIV to be reintegrated into their communities. In
Uganda in the 1990s religious leaders adapted Uganda’s prevention messages into their own belief systems
and preached about them, helping to de-stigmatize and promote inclusiveness of PLHIV (Parker & Birdshall,
2005).
However, when confronted by same-sex sexuality, religion has not shown the same level of solidarity and proactiveness. Homosexuality is perceived as a moral perversion and sin by most religions, and pious followers
often call for punishment by death. Homosexuals themselves are given no place in the church unless and until
they ‘repent’ and change to heterosexuals. Similarly, FBOs have consistently carried out messaging and
implemented programmes that exclude MSM. Most FBOs are channels for the messages of their religious
leaders. The role of the Salvation Army in support of the Ugandan Anti-homosexuality Bill speaks to this fact.
On the other hand, and more recently, a small minority of Christian groups and denominations have adopted a
more modern and liberal stance by tolerating or even accepting openly homosexual individuals in leadership
roles within the church. This is exemplified by Rev Rowland Jide of The House of Rainbow, an affirming ministry
for gay people.
Interview: Reverend Rowland Jide Macaulay.
Rev Rowland is a Nigerian gay minister, who was ordained in 1998 before he was open about his sexual
orientation. In 2005 he disclosed his sexual orientation and founded the House of Rainbow church in Lagos in
2006. It was the country’s first gay church and had a following of about 300 members, but because of the
extremely homophobic Nigerian environment, Rev Rowland had to flee to the UK after he started receiving
death threats and members of his congregation were being beaten as they left church. The church was forced
to close down in 2008 (Macaulay, Nigeria's gay church is reborn amid a climate of fear, 2011).
“The problem started when the media started spreading negative news” he says. The government and
homophobic members of the public responded with hostility. “The wrongful, malicious interpretation [of the
bible] from Christian leaders has led to ignorance and intolerance [of MSM]” he says, and is the root of the
negative attitude towards homosexuality, as scripture is read from the stand point of heterosexism. “The Bible
doesn’t say gays are welcome, but is also doesn’t say we are not…God loves EVERYBODY just as you are!” Rev
Rowland believes that religion based injustice and discrimination is unchristian, and that the gospel of Jesus
should be inclusive.
I asked him about the role the church can play in reducing stigma and discrimination towards MSM, and he had
this to say:
“The church should speak against injustice and include homosexuals in the family life of the church. They should
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support us wholesomely and accept and allow our involvement. This will give young gay people positive role
models to emulate…. HIV is not a punishment for gays, the church must come together and pray for a miracle”
(Macaulay, Interview on religion, MSM, HIV/AIDS and stigma and discrimination, 2011)
Rev Rowland continues to preach via YouTube from London: www.youtube.com/user/HouseOfRainbow
Impact
Homosexuals are viewed as purveyors of sin and immorality, and hence ostracized, stigmatized and
discriminated. It is in this regard that religion is faulted because it has maintained a judgmental and socially
conservative stance towards MSM, promoting stigma and discrimination using the authority of religious
legitimacy. The impact of this approach is far reaching, including but not limited to:
-

Driving the MSM population underground: It is this environment of intolerance that has driven many MSM
underground because of the fear of being ostracized upon discovery of their sexual orientations or gender
identities.

-

Legitimizing restrictions on Freedom of Expression: In most African countries, it is illegal to engage in samesex acts.

-

Access to Health: The illegal status prevents the provision of tools tailored to the needs of MSM such as
water based lubrication or information on safe sex between men. Using condoms without water-based
lubricant is inadequate for same-sex acts between men.

Decriminalization of same-sex acts is not enough in mitigating stigma and discrimination. In South Africa, there
are no legal penalties against same-sex acts but the social environment continues to be intolerant towards
MSM and other sexual minorities. Resultantly, most MSM have remained underground and ultimately, HIV
transmission has remained high among MSM.
Religion is a powerful agent of change of attitudes, cultures and political structures. Leaders of churches,
temples, mosques and other religious communities play a powerful role in shaping opinions and behaviors
(United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), na). By collectively extending its core ethos of compassion and
humanity to MSM and other sexual minorities and embracing them, religion can mitigate the stigma and
discrimination in society, which are the underlying factors that contribute to the vulnerability of sexual
minorities, particularly MSM, to HIV infection.
Recommendations
Governments should turn their efforts to KAPs in order to effectively curb the spread of HIV. Not only through
legal reform but also through creating a non-discriminatory environment by ensuring that religion based hate
speech towards KAPs is effectively countered through education, training, participatory community based
initiatives and human rights awareness. Religion itself should take a leadership based approach at reducing
stigma and discrimination. It should moderate the association of same-sex activities with immorality and
cardinal sin (the cause of the taboo) and instead take a more human rights based approach that embraces
MSM and promotes acceptance.
Conclusion
Current evidence points to the need to address KAPs, especially MSM in the fight against HIV, and
governments should respond through legal reform and tailored support for these populations. It is especially
important that the stigma and discrimination shown by society towards KAPs, especially MSM, be mitigated to
allow free access to provided services. It is in this regard that religion has to contribute positively, as it has the
power to change negative societal attitudes into positive ones, and change from being the cause to being the
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cure.
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Nigeria

The Initiative For Equal Rights (TIERs)

NIGERIAN LAW AND POLICIES –INCREASING VULNERABILITY TO HIV INFECTION AMONGST MSM.
In the last 5 years, some attention bothering on tokenism has been paid to HIV transmission amongst Men who
have sex with Men in Nigeria. This in its self however meager, only became possible as a result of the alarming
prevalence of the virus transmission in this community, and the realization by the National Agency for the
control of AIDS of the cross transmission of the virus between communities.
The prevalence of transmission of the virus in the general population of Nigeria was in 2005 according to a
study by the federal ministry of health put at 4.4%.The prevalence amongst MSMs was in 2007 said to be in
general an estimated 13.5%, with varying rates across the Country with Lagos state recording THE highest with
a prevalence rate of 25%, followed by Kano with 10% and Cross River with 3%.
Interventions targeted at Men who have sex with Men, exists only in 4 states of the 36 states of Nigeria,(Lagos,
Abuja, Cross River, and Rivers States.). Where they do exist , a paucity of resources make it impossible to
implement over the broader populations of MSM in each of these States, Interventions are mostly
implemented in the heart of the cities, In the Capital of each the stated states, the Involvement of the Federal
Government of Nigeria is limited to its recognition of the existence of MSM through its agency (NACA) and
approval to International Civil society to implement programs in this community.
While several programs are being implemented which work to address vulnerability issues that make MSM
susceptible to HIV infection, with funding from International donors, the bane of most interventions has been
and continues to be the laws and policies in Nigeria that make consensual homosexual acts between adults a
criminal offence.
The criminal legal structure of Nigeria as a federal system is divided into North and South. Criminal legal
legislation is contained in 2 documents these 2 zones. The Penal code provides criminal law practice and
procedure for the North of Nigeria which is under the sharia law, and the criminal code provides same for the
rest of the Country,(classified for this purpose as the South) with a majority of the provisions from received
English law, and others from customs and traditions.
Chapter 42, section 214, of Nigeria’s criminal code penalizes consensual homosexual conduct between adults
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with 14 years' imprisonment.
Part III “Sodomy (Liwat)”, Section 128-129 of the Sharia Penal Code Law 2000.,Under this sections sodomy is
punishable with up to 1 year imprisonment for men and 100 lashes of the cane, for women up to 6 months
imprisonment and 50 lashes of the cane, and for a married or divorced man death by stoning.
How does criminalizing homosexuality in Nigeria increase the vulnerability of MSM’s to HIV infection and work
against reduction in the prevalence of the Virus transmission in this?
By definition crime is an action or deed or omission that attracts punishment. The core of crime connotes the
illegality of the action, deed or omission. Homosexuality as listed in the provisions of the criminal and penal
code of the south and North of Nigeria is generally understood to be a criminal offense, which practice attracts
a punishment.
Although the actual provisions punishing homosexuality is unknown to a majority of the MSM community the
existence of such law is common knowledge.
It is this common knowledge of a law that condemns homosexuality and therefore the individual whose
practice it is, that ensures the overall ineffectiveness of HIV interventions in this community.
Some of the effects of criminalization on HIV intervention in the MSM community include:
Invisibility of some part of the community; this is the case in the 4 HIV intervention programs in the Country
this is also the case even in States where no interventions exist. The demographic characteristics of the visible
MSM population can be classified thus:
Age: 15yrs -35yrs.
A study in 2007 in the MSM community in Abuja, Nigeria, by the Centre for the Right to Health, which aimed at
assessing the burden of the HIV virus on the MSM community, after mobilization with a view to drawing
participants from all ages, of 295 study participants,39.4% and 36.6% of participants between the ages of 25 29 years and 20 -24 years respectively made up the majority of participants for the study group. With 3.4%,0%
and 0.3% for MSM between the ages of 35-39 years,40-44 years, and 45- 49 years respectively.
The data above is only meant to evidence the absence of visibility of older MSM in Nigeria community. This is
not to say that older men are not engaging in sex with other men. They are, but having attained some status,
and because of customs traditions and laws that discriminate against them and criminalize the act, they carry
out sexual activities underground , oblivious to or unconcerned of the potential risk, as a result of the absence
of information on HIV. This proliferates HIV infection from these underground members to the visible
members and from the visible and underground members of the MSM community to members of the general
population in marriages and through multiple partnerships.
Economically disadvantaged MSM: Visible MSM across Nigeria consists of men whose economic situation is
near to desperate. The criminalizing of homosexuality leads to a host of human rights violations (sack from
work, refusal of work, denial of housing, denial of access to health care services, disowning by family etc),these
violations often occasion a loss of economic sustenance, that encourages transactional sex, in which cases
these economically disadvantaged MSM concerned with the more present need of sustenance are in their
disempowered state unable to negotiate protection strategies and inevitably get infected with HIV. In the same
study by Centre for the Right to health, Abuja, of 278 MSM interviewed, 67 men who identify as gay reported
to have received money or gift in exchange for sex and 101 who identify as bisexual reported the same as
above.
Lack of MSM specific Interventions by the Government: NACA (National Agency for the Control of Aids),Nigeria,
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has been involved in a small way in MSM programming for MSM, this involvement however has been akin to
lip service. The criminalizing of homosexuality by the Nigerian government is a contradiction to a commitment
to develop and implement HIV programs for the MSM community, and an impediment to NACA in supporting
in any way HIV intervention for MSM in Nigeria. Such a support or designing and implementing any such
program will be tantamount to furthering and conniving in an illegality as provided for by Nigerian criminal
law, The fact of this will continuously make it impossible for NACA to be substantially involved.
The result of the above is:
The absence of HIV information tailored to the needs of MSM. The absence of health care personnel and
facilities where MSM can go and feel free and be treated with respect and dignity.
Where some health care facilities exist as a result of some advocacy that has been done, many MSM refuse to
assess these services for fear of exposure and human rights violations.
Knowing the illegality of homosexuality many health care practitioners even if willing to work with MSM fear
implication as a result of their work. This implication by association would indeed have happened, had the
proposed anti-gay bill of 2007 been passed.
Criminalization facilitates arbitrary arrest of MSM by state actors (police) this exposes these MSM most times
to Rape while in custody, this is rape exposes MSM to HIV infection.
The criminalization of homosexuality has created an atmosphere of distrust amongst members of the MSM
community leading to a high level intra community stigma amongst MSM infected with HIV; this makes it
difficult for MSM infected with HIV disclose their status for fear of additional stigma.
COMMUNITY MEMBER’S EXPERIENCE (NARRATION).
In 1999 3 of us decided to visit a hospital, because we had been feeling sick for a while. We went to the Lagos
state teaching hospital (LUTH), there we were directed to do HIV testing. When the results came out the lab
doctor in charge on presenting our reports said to us come and collect you death certificate. Evil homosexuals. I
can never forget that. We were told that that they don’t give treatment to homosexuals. We left the hospital, 1
of my friends died not up to 2 months after that. I had been encouraging them to visit other hospitals but they
had refused because of the treatment they had got from the other hospital. I have been admitted to several
hospitals over these years and it hasn’t been easy. When I have been sick sometimes, I was treated my trash,
my best friend drove me out of his house, some family members distanced themselves from me. In my area
children would be pointing at me and insulting me. I thank God I am still alive. My 2nd friend died in 2003.
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ILL DEFINED HUMAN RIGHTS AFFECTING HIV PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT IN MALAWI
Malawi’s epidemic is feminized, and while there has been an overall decline in the country’s HIV prevalence
since 1998, young women remain disproportionately affected. HIV prevalence among young women (15 to 24
years old) in Malawi is 9 percent, more than four times among men of a similar age (2 percent). The United
Nations Development Assistance Framework reports that the continuing rise in HIV infection rates among
young people, particularly girls, is due to several psychosocial and economic factors. Malawi has a higher
population of women, with approximately 60% of adults living with HIV in Malawi are female, defing the
constitution of the Republc Malawi is important for containing and reducing the size of the epidemic.1
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Qualitative research that I have done in all the districts in Malawi except the Island district of Likoma on Lake
Malawi shows that ill defined and misunderstanding of Human rights in Chapter IV of the Constitution of the
Republic of Malawi has led to high HIV rate amongst women in Malawi. The rate is escalating due to deeply
rooted cultural beliefs leading to unsafe sexual practices in a country where illiteracy level is high. Therefore,
this submission discusses how some of the rights in Chapter IV of the Constitution of the Republic of Malawi
negatively affect the fight against HIV transmission and proper management, hence, victimizing women and
children who mostly depend on men.
Firstly, Chapter IV emphasizes on Protection of Human Rights and freedoms (18). Every person has the right to
personal liberty. Misunderstanding of this right result in unsound decision making leading to risky behavior,
hence increasing the spread of HIV. Most Malawians are not aware that right to liberty has to be accompanied
by a responsibility of maximizing productivity by overcoming premature death and poverty in both short and
long term basis. Inability to analyze and learn from mistakes done by others in the past and critically think of
the consequences of the intended choice is to blame for the high dependency rate by women, hence
promoting male dominance. Moreover, multiple concurrent sexual partnership, drug and alcohol abuse, early
marriages and huge families are sour fruits of right to liberty in most of the communities in Malawi. Therefore,
highlighting the fact that right to personal liberty has to go with a responsibility of achieving right to a healthy
and prosperous life could reduce impact of HIV on women, children and the nation at large.
Worse still, right to liberty fastens the progression of HIV to AIDS leading to serious opportunistic infections. .
2010 USAID—Malawi Report indicated annual HIV related death of 68,000 that could be blamed on the right to
liberty leading to delayed treatment seeking behavior. Also right to privacy perpetuated by personal liberty
hinder prevention and management of HIV by making it difficult for people to disclose their HIV status. Right to
liberty and privacy also lead to high maternal mortality rate due to pregnancy related complications that are
difficult to manage in HIV reactive women. The situation can be reduced only if women are well informed of
the long term effects of pregnancies in people who are HIV positive enabling them to prevent premature death
and reduce number of child headed families.
Additionally, the law is silent on punitive measures on parents who accept children drop out of school due to a
misconception of right to liberty. Intergenerational sex is a typical example of harmful practices in Malawi
which is secondary to right to liberty. Ignorantly young girls are attracted to elderly men without considering
consequences of the sexual behavior, exposing themselves to a factor that would hinder them from right to a
healthy and prosperous life, right to education and right to own property, hence continued male dominance
and multiple concurrent sexual relations.
Furthermore, right to family and marriage poses a challenge in the fight against HIV and AIDS. Chapter IV: 22.
(3). All men and women have the right to marry and found a family. (6). No person over the age of eighteen
years shall be prevented from entering into marriage. (7). For persons between the age of fifteen and eighteen
years a marriage shall only be entered into with the consent of their parents or guardians. This right is
misunderstood in the sense that people get married when they are not responsible enough to take care of
themselves and their children leading to high dependency rate and poverty pegged at 53% in 20092 . Increased
street kids, environmental degradation, huge slams in the cities of Malawi, high maternal (807/100,000
women) and infants mortality rate are negative effects of such ill defined right. Emphasis on right to family and
marriage after physical, mental and financial maturity would reverse the situation. This would help in achieving
the millennium development goals numbers 1 to 8. Ill defined right to education facilitates the spread of HIV
through adaptation of unsafe or harmful sexual practices. The right is misinterpreted by policy makers, service
providers in media industries and the adult population due to deeply rooted cultural practices. Actually, culture
of silence deprives women and children access to sexuality education in line with sexual desire, sexual
orientation and sexual behavior. For example, inadequate sexuality education exposes women to HIV to dry
sex. Also, culture of silence influences intergenerational and transactional sex in Malawi leading to sexual
dissatisfaction in women, a factor for multiple sexual relations in Malawi. Openness on sexuality education on
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all media houses, schools and churches can reverse the situation by helping in adapting safer sexual practices
that reduce HIV entry points.
In summary, defining or expanding the rights in simpler terms and language to meet the level of understanding
of many Malawians is vital in overcoming the problems that negatively affect the lives of women and children
in the HIV era. Prominent people in the society need to be alert when they are debating issues in line with
sexuality to avoid painting a retrogressive picture of influencing marriages before physical, mental and financial
maturity, hence reducing impact of HIV and poverty on Malawian women and children.
1 USAID/MALAWI 2010 report
2www.indexmundi.com/malawi/population_below_poverty_line.html -
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Abstract
Quite a number of African countries have promulgated laws that aim to criminalise HIV transmission as part of
the national effort to halt the advance of HIV in our communities. In Zimbabwe HIV transmission is criminalised
under Section 79 of the country’s Criminal Law (Codification and Reform) Act Chapter 9:23. Criminal law fuels
stigma, discrimination, violation of rights and freedoms, confusion and ultimately dislocates prevention and
treatment programmes. I investigate this question within the Zimbabwean experience based on two cases we
handled on criminalisation of HIV transmission, S v Kaiboni Mlambo and S v ST (pending). The paper discusses
the substantive law on criminalisation of HIV, the conduct of law enforcement and the courts within a thematic
framework around the Kaiboni Mlambo case supported by comparative commentary based on the S v ST case
experience thus far. My findings reveal an uneasy narrative of criminal law that is at cross purposes with public
health policy, human rights, societal interests and due process. The authors conclude that Section 79 of the
country’s Criminal Law (Codification and Reform) Act is wide in scope, retrogressive and a bad law.
Introduction
Advocacy actions towards repealing laws that criminalise HIV transmission are increasing in Africa, and
Zimbabwe is no exception. In Zimbabwe, the HIV/AIDS, Human Rights and Law Project of Zimbabwe Lawyers
for Human Rights has already begun to engage law makers on Section 79 of the country’s Criminal Law
(Codification and Reform) Act. Zimbabwe has a history of criminalising HIV transmission as Section 79 of the
code replaced Section 15 of the now repealed Sexual Offences Act. As the paper unfolds, the discussion will be
guided by certain themes drawn from our experience in litigation around HIV transmission. These themes also
highlight the human rights implications involved in using criminal law to curb HIV transmission.
The law
Section 79 of the Criminal Law Code — reflecting the now-repealed Sexual Offences Act (Chapter 9:12) —
criminalizes transmission of HIV. Section 79 states that,
(1) Any person who
(a)

knowing that he or she is infected with HIV; or

(b)
realising that there is a real risk or possibility that he or she is infected with HIV;
intentionally does anything or permits the doing of anything which he or she knows will infect, or does anything
which he or she realises involves a real risk or possibility of infecting another person with HIV, shall be guilty of
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deliberate transmission of HIV, whether or not he or she is married to that other person, and shall be liable to
imprisonment for a period not exceeding twenty years.
(2) It shall be a defence to a charge under subsection (1) for the accused to prove that the other person
concerned—
(a)

knew that the accused was infected with HIV; and

(b)
consented to the act in question, appreciating the nature of HIV and the possibility of
becoming infected with it.
The facts of the case(s)
In S v Kaiboni Mlambo,[02/2005 case] the accused was charged with contravening section 3 (a) and s 51 (1) (b)
of the Sexual Offences Act Chapter 9:21 and it was alleged that he had sexual intercourse with a girl below the
age of 16 years and that he deliberately or wilfully transmitted HIV to her. It was alleged that he had actual
knowledge that he had HIV and went on to have sexual intercourse with the complainant, which was argued to
be conduct likely to lead her to become infected with HIV. The state made the case that the accused had
unprotected sex with the complainant. The accused argued that he used a condom and so even if he was HIV
positive he took steps to prevent transmission of HIV to the complainant.
The complainant’s father who was a medical doctor as well as another doctor testified that they both treated
the accused and advised him that he was HIV positive. Their testimony was given as evidence that the accused
had actual knowledge that he was HIV positive. Although the defence objected to the doctors being called to
give evidence because they were the accused’s medical doctors who had previously attended to him, the
magistrate overruled and stated that they were competent witnesses whose evidence was admissible. The
lawyer based his objection on the grounds of public policy and the rules of confidentiality in doctor-patient
relations as provided by law. The court ruled that the evidence could be led, dismissing offhand the objection.
The accused was found guilty of acts which had likelihood to lead another to be infected with HIV. He was
sentenced to 15 years of which 5 years were suspended.
In the case S v ST [2010 case] (pending), the accused was charged for deliberate transmission of HIV. It is
alleged that on the night of 15 January 2010, Sally met her boyfriend and they had unprotected sex and that
afterwards ST told the complainant that he was not clever as she had fixed him. The boyfriend then reported
the matter to police leading to Sally Tawengwa’s arrest and subsequent appearance in court. This case is still
pending before the courts.
Emerging issues;
These cases raise a lot of issues pertaining to the rights of PLHIV. Some of these include the right to:


equal protection of the law



privacy and confidentiality



non-discrimination



dignity and to not be subjected to inhumane and degrading treatment

Media and court proceedings
Kaiboni’s case provides an example of how the media if not properly educated on the issues of HIV and AIDS
can be retrogressive and perpetuate stigma and discrimination. The media was insensitive and encouraged
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stigmatization of people living with HIV. The paper was judgmental and convicted the accused before the court
had done so. Similarly in S v ST, the media again convicted the accused before the court could pass its verdict.
The Media even had titles like, “Boyfriend infected with HIV” before it could be proven that the sexual
encounter had resulted in transmission. Tests later revealed that infection had not occurred. In both cases the
accused suffered unprecedented stigma and ostracisation by society. The stigma was exacerbated by negative
media publicity. Relatives of the accused at times would stay outside the court and would not want to be
identified with the accused.
Compulsory Testing
In S v Kaiboni Mlambo, Mlambo’s doctor appeared in court giving evidence that Kaiboni was HIV positive and
that he had tested him. Confidentiality in patient- doctor relationships is protected by Zimbabwean law. The
defence argued that if the doctor tested the accused for HIV, he did so unlawfully because at no time did he
counsel the accused before the testing and at no time did he advise the accused of his HIV status. The defence
objected to the calling of the doctors who treated accused on the grounds that their evidence was inadmissible
because it violated section 395 of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Act. It was argued that it is
government’s policy that persons should seek treatment for HIV. Prosecuting a person who has sought medical
treatment for allegedly knowing his HIV status will discourage people from seeking treatment from being
tested for HIV. It was argued further argued that other than that evidence being contrary to public policy it was
also excluded by SI 42 of 1998. The court ruled that the evidence was admissible and permitted the state to call
the accused’s doctor. In S V Sally Tawengwa, the accused was detained for two days and told by the police that
she would only be released if she is tested for HIV. The accused was taken by police to a public hospital for
testing and was tested without counselling. There was no post testing counselling because the results were not
released on the same day. The results were released to the police officers and Sally only became aware of the
results in court.
Privacy & Confidentiality
Kaiboni’s case provided a dilemma in what circumstances and how far a doctor can divulge his patient’s HIV
status. In Kaiboni’s case the dilemma was on how to safeguard the accused’s right to confidentiality and
uphold the complainant’s right to be protected from deliberate transmission of HIV. The court had a difficulty
in balancing the accused’s rights against the interests of society. The importance of shared confidentiality
should be emphasized and reinforced by open dialogue on HIV and AIDS in an endeavor to fight stigma and
discrimination and to facilitate the administration of proper care, support and treatment. Everyone has the
right to privacy and is not compelled to disclose their HIV status to anyone and Kaiboni was denied such a right.
In conclusion, criminalisation of HIV transmission is illogical, retrogressive and inconsistent with international
human rights law. It is unacceptable and at cross purposes with best practices in public health approaches. We
call for an outright repeal of the provision criminalising HIV transmission.
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Tanzania

Tanzania Network Of Women Living With Hiv And Aids

INTRODUCTION
My name is X. I am the National Coordinatoor of Tanzania Network of Women living with HIV and AIDS. I am a
mother of two sons. Was formerly employed by the National Bank of commerce Andworked as a Supplies
Officer under Young Executive Developmen Program. This was a special Leadership program for employees
who were just coming out of the college. Before the end of my Training I was retrenched in L997 just after
coming from maternity leave, whereby, I was hospitalized for one month and delivered a premature son. I later
learned that I was tested secretly without my consent. Since then I have lived with HIV for almost 14 years.
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ISSUES:
I got married to Mr. X a holder of MBA in 1994, at that moment my husband was working with lnternational
Organization, we had a middle class life and lived happily. After knowing that I was HIV positive I had to
disclose my HIV status to my husband surprisingly he was very furious and started blaming me for our sons'
illness. He exposed me to a lot of stigma and torture. My health deteriorated because of stigma and torture
from my husband. I finally decided to come out in the open and get help instead of suffering in silence, so I
joined support group after disclosing my status. My husband accused me for being the cause of the death of
his relatives who died of AIDS. I was also expelled from matrimonial house that I built with my own money. The
whole situation was unbearable and I also got angry with him and filed a case for the divorce in December,
1999. However when we started the case he engaged a lawyer who put objection. The court had to start
hearing the objection; in his objection he denied having married me.
After the hearing it was ruled out that he had a case to answer. The case was transferred to District magistrate
for hearing in 2004. However the case was not heard till now. I wrote a letter to the registrar and told him that
l'm HIV positive so my case should be treated with urgency because and delay of the case my caused denial of
my rights. The Registrar wrote a letter to district magistrate court to start the proceeds but in vain. I wonder
when justice will take place.
Though Tanzania has an HIV and AIDS Prevention and Control Act 2008 that started its operations in January
2009, the law does not protect those who disclose their status, because it is evident that 75% of the women
who disclose their status do lose their marriages. As a woman living with HIV I thought this Law could help me
and others live happily but it has proved failure. Since justice could not prevaiI l lost my properties and decided
to move out of STIGMA and find a better place for me to live though poorly but humbly.
It is a real challenge to the HIV and AIDS prevention and control Act 2008 in Tanzania, because there is no HIV
and AIDS tribunal to deal quickly with complains appeals arising.
Imagine is a knowledgeable person and living in the urban like me cannot obtain justice, how many women in
the rural areas who cannot even afford to hire a lawyer or even fare to attend the court session can get
justice? I feel that the law has not protected me because it is almost 11 years and the proceeds have not come
to an end due to unknown reasons. I even hired a lawyer to assist me but he did not show any interest to
continue with the case.
CONCLUSION
The Government of Tanzania is encouraging people to come out and disclose their HIV status but there is no
mechanism to cope with the consequences after disclosure. I am a victim of sharing my HIV status with my
Partner.
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Kenya

Teenagers Plus Community Based Organization
Kariobangi , Nairobi-Kenya

Cultural norms / practices increases Girls’ vulnerability to HIV.
My name is X from Nairobi, Kenya. Am 38 years old, a mother of 4 children and living with HIV since 1997 as a
result of gang rape. As a pre-cautionary behavioral cultural practice, I had undergone Female Genital
Mutilation when I was only 8years old a process which left recurrent painful kerroids around my genitalia to
date, worsened by fungal attacks due to my HIV status. Even before knowing my HIV status, this condition
curtailed sexual enjoyment affecting my intimate relationships to some great extent. During adolescence, I was
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banished from home by my parents who were strict Catholics for ostensibly ‘befriending’ a Muslim boy which
was an outrageous dishonor to them. However, this was heresy and even if it had been true, the results of
pressure to conform to societal norms resulted to parental neglect when aged 13yrs and left deep wounds in
my life; the price am still paying twenty five years later on.
Inequality, unable to access basic rights for survival, increasing Girls & women vulnerability to HIV
Without social support, I started eking a living from vending goods and I dropped out of school for lack of
school fess. The man in question took advantage of my situation and housed me with his mother who was
extremely impoverished and had 9 other children. I became her child and by extension his ‘little tiny wife’.
When I was 16 years old, he got me pregnant after lying to me that if I did ‘a little dance’ I could never become
pregnant! I had no prior knowledge of sexuality issues or even comprehend my bodily functions as an
adolescent. I never knew I was pregnant BUT a friend of mine suggested to me that that I possibly was (she was
pregnant herself), and she proceeded to take me to a backstreet abortion house of a certain lady whose ‘skills’
were well known. Afterwards, I bled almost to death and bits of flesh were coming from my body while the
pain was unfathomable, the man disappeared and I was left for dead, I didn’t want to die alone and I limped
back home and when my mother saw me she was speechless, I could hardly walk.
When I got better, mum threw me out again for ‘killing a child’, and once again I was back where I came from;
‘the boys’ home’. In less than 3 months, I was pregnant again, this time my friend ‘advised’ me to allow the
fetus grow to ensure a smoother operation. This time she took me to a village doctor who inserted a plastic
pipe inside me and the water broke, he had advised me when this happens I should go to the general hospital
and pretend it was a miscarriage. For this reason, the second abortion was less painful, the nurse showed it to
me. It was a 20 wks old baby and it was a girl. I knew I had to run from this man, he had also become abusive
as he seemed to have acquired a form of erectile dysfunction hence had become very irritable and would often
vent out his frustrations on me through physical abuse, he beat me on almost daily basis.
I ran away from him when I was 17 but I did not know that I was pregnant again! With no friend to support me,
I had to carry the pregnancy to term and gave birth to another baby girl; she’s now 20years old awaiting to join
the University. Being a single parent, barely educated Teenage mother exposed me to vulnerability in the big
city- Nairobi where I sought refuge. I struggled a lot trying to find employment and housing with a small child
at only age 17. I stayed with several relatives but eventually got my footing in the city. I became a street
vendor to support my child and the small income meant that I afforded the very minimum, including renting a
one room shack in the slums for us. However, according to ‘Ghetto” rules, my spirited fight for survival for me
and my kid resulted in unforeseen resentment by fellow slum dwellers whose main occupation was
involvement in Crime, Drugs, illicit brews and Commercial sex work. They were not happy, a plan was set up
and a gang waylaid me on my way back from my vending business, they attacked, hacked and gang raped me
infecting me with HIV but I did not know it then.
Lack of Police & Legal Protection
The tedious judicial system in my country resulted in ‘missing files’ and police records who needed ‘oiling’ to
expedite “my process” coming from a young jobless, single mother of two young children, and after 2 long
years’ chase in the corridors of justice; at times walking 10kms to attend a mention or a hearing only for it to
be postponed for various reasons, my case simply dissolved into thin air. The culprits went scot free.
By the time I was 21, I was a mother of two girls. 6 years later, I met and married my husband and gave birth
to two more children with him.
Stigmatization, Blame, Violence from Partners
When the last born was 4 years, she started getting very sick and I was also going down health wise, I got
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tested and was found to be positive and so was my baby. I cannot explain the pain of having a HIV+ child and
the emotions involved. My husband was found to be discordant. Though he has never mistreated me, his
resentments are obvious and he has kept away from conjugal relationship with me since then.
My husband not only openly engages in extramarital affairs but the fact that am economically dependent on
him and unlikely to leave him worsens the emotional abuse. He has broadcasted my HIV status to lots of
people especially his family who have since segregated me from any social family engagement, treating me as
an outcast. However, am glad that I have diverted all my efforts towards caring for HIV+ children focusing
primarily on those below 15yrs born and living with HIV, as one way of coping with my own pain of having a
HIV+ child.
Discrimination from Health Care Workers
After testing positive for HIV in 2006, I had to undergo STI screening on prior to enrolling for Care & Treatment.
During the screening, the health worker discovered changes of cervical cells suggesting stage 3 progression of
carcinogen cells and referred me to the National health public facility for further tests which involves taking a
sample from the cervix for biopsy procedures. After a grueling 18 months clinical visits, I finally got to see the
gynecologist who upon seeing my marked file as HIV+, remarked,” give me one reason why I should waste my
resources on you?” leaving me undressed and exposed ready for the cervical examination. I felt humiliated,
violated and rejected abandoning the process to date, while acknowledging the dangers am exposed to, I
prefer not to undergo such an emotionally painful process as a result of my HIV status.
My life experiences leading to HIV infection informs my advocacy agenda, that it might serve to enhance the
call to protect girls’ rights to sexual reproductive health, & services to allowing them make informed choices,
live healthy lives, access vital services and hopefully co-exist in a HIV free world. This is my aspiration for all
women & girls.
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Uganda

UGANET

RE: UGANDA CIVIL SOCIETY VOICES IN ADVOCATING FOR APPROPRIATE HIV LAW
The Joint Civil Society Coalition1 coordinated by the Uganda Network on Law, Ethics and HIV/AIDS(UGANET)
has just concluded a heated debate in the Month of May 2011 when the Eighth Parliament concluded business
without passing the highly Government supported HIV Prevention and Control Bill 2011.
The campaign entailed intensive dialogue with Members of Parliament and several line ministries of Health,
Gender, Labor and Social Development and the Justice, Law and Order sector on the implications of the
proposed HIV specific penal legislation in view of HIV prevention and the attainment of effective public health
and human rights goals in Uganda. We worked to increase publicity of the mentioned themes in media and
rally support of the general public for an appropriate HIV/AIDS law.
The Ugandan Parliament had one main objective2 : To create criminal penalties for intentional transmission of
HIV. This included criminal liability against the failure to disclose status to one’s partner, failure to use a
condom in a sexual encounter where one knows their status .The bill also introduced harsh penalty and
empowers medical practitioners to disclose test results of an individual to a third party. Seemingly, these
propositions were meant to reduce transmission of HIV/AIDS3 however, they also constituted ground for
increased human rights violations against persons living with and affected by HIV, and will not contribute to
the slowing down the epidemic in the country.4
In advancing rationale for this law, the Parliamentary Committee on HIV/AIDS and Uganda Law Reform
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Commission the drafters of the bill, were convinced that penal law is the best legal response to the epidemic
now and have strongly asserted that as representatives’ of peoples voices, criminal provisions in the bill have
been a response to the general public who have demanded for their inclusion.
As much as there is a level truth in this assertion, it’s premised on ignorance and lack of comprehension of the
effects of HIV specific penal law by legislators, relevant technocrats and the general public in attainment of HIV
prevention, public health and human rights ideals.
UGANET as a part and coordinating agency of the Civil Society Coalition on the HIV Prevention and Control Bill
put effort and sought to champion social justice through advocacy for an appropriate HIV legislation. While
Uganda has made remarkable progress in addressing the medical and psycho-social dimensions caused by
HIV/AIDS, the country has made negligible contribution towards comprehending and addressing legal and
human rights effects and causes of HIV/AIDS.
We argued that HIV specific Penal legislation has the effect of driving people underground; in the face of
possible prosecution and forced disclosure, most people will hide away, there would be no reason to take an
HIV test in fear of prosecution.5 We feared that in general terms, the legislation would be counter-productive ;
as people shun HIV services and treatment for all possible fears that arise with the provisions of the law,
prevention and control cannot be achieved. The Bill would deter this effort by empowering medical
practitioners to release test results to third parties. 6
The Bill would bring about issues of selective prosecution; it targeted the very few Ugandans who knew their
status and in the circumstances, would increase stigma and discrimination in our communities as PLWHA will
be regarded as potential criminals. Women would be indiscriminately harassed given their low social status7;
the bill would open room for gross human rights violence. Forced disclosure as a blanket requirement will lead
to abandonment and abuse as women are usually blamed for bringing the virus as they usually know first. In
our societies, women cannot easily negotiate sex nor condom use, yet failure to use one while they know their
status will warrant such a woman punishment for intentional transmission of the HIV virus. In addition, the bill
would breakdown families or renders them more vulnerable by HIV/AIDS vicious litigation between parents
and thus, tears their lives apart.
A law that can work has to be situation-specific or able to achieve a realistic level of mental culpability for
knowledge of HIV transmission. Machinery to run this is not available but the damage it will do given poor
mechanisms’ of police and judiciary. It seems to deter more than it will do to protect and prevent the public
from HIV and AIDs the conditions for this law to operate are not realistic, it is extremely be difficult to prove
who infected the other and therefore it will undermine both human rights objectives and public heath goals is
seeks to achieve.
Uganda Network on Law Ethics and HIV/AIDS (UGANET) is a nongovernmental organization that was
established in 1995 to bring together organisations and individuals who are interested in advocating for the
development and strengthening of an appropriate policy, legal, human rights and ethical response to HIV/AIDS
in Uganda.
Advocacy for an appropriate policy and law is at the centre of the UGANET vision and mission, it is in a hope
that an appropriate legal response focused at empowering the vulnerable persons living with and affected by
HIV/AIDS, to know and defend their human rights and legal entitlements and rallying communities to be
responsive to human rights creates a safe and supportive environment in which vulnerable Persons living with
and affected by HIV/AIDS can live dignified lives.
UGANET mandate lies on the foundation that the law and human rights have a role in influencing the success
of HIV interventions intended to prevent further spread and also mitigate the adverse social impact and
suffering caused by HIV/AIDS.
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Legal protection and empowerment is a vital intervention in tackling causes and effects of vulnerability to HIV
infection.
Lessons learnt
The journey taught us that indeed the public like their leaders have limited understanding of role of punitive
laws in the response to HIV and instead learnt that when given knowledge they propose/contribute workable
policy options interpreted in their local perspectives. Citizens of Uganda at community level were inquisitive to
comprehend the big picture of the legislation visa-vie the support of structures, availing services and putting in
place effective policies that scale up universal access goals like PMTCT, family planning and addressing gender
based violence as options that can help lead to prevention of HIV.
They raised concerns on lack of knowledge and information of scientific advancement of HIV treatment and
care .These were considered as important views that were submitted to the Speaker of Parliament at the
completion of the project. The joint CSO coalition had several benefits achieved along the process. We
achieved a concerted voice and bargaining power. The Coalition enjoyed and shared diverse perspectives,
experiences and synergies drawn from each member organization in human rights and HIV/AIDs service.
This effort led to the improvement of the Bill in several aspects; for instance penalties for criminalization have
toned down from death to life imprisonment and now to 10 years of imprisonment.
In conclusion, the battle still continues, there is assurance that the same HIV bill will be brought back in
Parliament according to Statement of Speaker of Parliament in her swearing in ceremony as Speaker of
Parliament. The legislators, technocrats and the general public were blinded of the need to support a
legislation that reaches a balance in achieving both human rights and public health goals.
We seek international support of partners and collaborators especially the Global commission on HIV law to
come in to strongly advice and work with our Government to achieve a greater Good of the marginalized and
vulnerable persons.
1 Uganda Network on Law, Ethics and HIV/AIDS (UGANET),Action Aid International Uganda(AAIU),Uganda Network of AIDS Service Organizations
(UNASO),International Community of Women living with HIV/AIDS East Africa (ICW EA),The Global Coalition On Women and AIDS ( GCWA),The National
Forum Of PHA Networks ( NAFOPHANU), Mildmay, Uganda Health Rights Action Group, The National community of Women in Living with HIV/AIDS in
Uganda (NACWOLA),Positive Women Leaders (POWL),The Network of Young people living with HIV/AIDS (UNYPA), National Guidance and
Empowerment Network of people Living with HIV/AIDS (NGEN +),Nordic Consulting Group(NCG),National Coalition of Women with AIDS in Uganda(
NACOA),Uganda Young Positives(UYP),Coalition For Health Promotion and Social Development (HEPS),Support on AIDS and Life through Telephone
Helpline (SALT),Children Hope Initiative ,Rubaga Exchange on AIDS and Livelihood Support Group(REAL), Center For Domestic Violence Prevention
(CEDOVIP) ,The AIDS Support Organization(TASO), Uganda Health science Press Association (UHSPA), Women’s network on Human Rights Advocacy(
WONETHA),Uganda Women Network (UWONET),Positive Men’s Union (POMU)
2 “The object of the Bill is to create offences for willful and intentional transmission of HIV” Memorandum to the HIV and AIDS Prevention and Control
Bill ,2010
3 “…the legal framework that is geared towards prevention and control of HIV ,reducing transmission” supra
4 “The existence of these offences has little impact on the spread of the virus, given that the vast majority of the cases of transmission occur at a time
when the infected person is unaware of his or her own infection. Such laws divert attention and resources from measures which do make difference in
curbing the epidemic, and can in fact be counterproductive because of the danger of further stigmatizing alienated groups. By placing blame on one
party ,criminal law undermines public campaigns aimed at social responsibility for adopting preventive measures on both parties engaging in risky
behavior” Hand book for legislators ,UNAIDS /IPU Geneva,1999
5 “Policy makers must consider the potential impact of criminalization on public health initiatives .A wise nation would consider whether in prosecuting
individuals who put others at risk of contracting HIV we advance public health…if on the other hand criminalization serves to undermine our overall public
health response to the HIV epidemic’, then we must seriously question whether gains from criminalization are worth it.” Dalton HL, Criminal law in: AIDS
law today: Anew guide for the Public. New Haven, Yale University Press, 1993 at 225.
6 Any effect Criminal law has in deterring risk activity is on HIV testing , people will not seek HIV related services counseling ,testing treatment and
support if this would mean facing discrimination, lack of confidentiality and other negative consequences.
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7 Uganda ; HIV/AIDS related discrimination ,stigmatization and denial-UNAIDS 2004
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Uganda

Uganda Health And Science Press Association

UGANDA which is celebrated as a global trend setter; and a laboratory for the best HIV/AIDS good practices is
at cross roads. In the last five years, the country’s national HIV/AIDS prevalence is stuck at 6.4%; with
suggestions that in the third quarter of this year, there are predictions, it may reach 7%.
Despite, these previous achievements, Uganda took a dangerous route of moralizing HIV Programming and
national response to the pandemic. The argument, which is highly backed up by evangelical moralists and
homophobes is that homosexuals and sex workers are the biggest problems to Uganda’s efforts to halt new
infections, which is a lie.
Uganda Health and Science Press Association, a registered LGBTI network has in the last three years been
challenging the statusquo, and putting minorities rights to health onto Public Health Policy formulation and
rollout. As an LGBTI led network, Uhspa has championed the challenging of statusquo that victimizes and keeps
LGBTIs off the health access radar. This has been through numerous efforts to challenge the existing laws on
the penal code and also new bills, and policies being enacted by the government.
Our efforts challenging new HIV/AIDS Laws in Uganda seeking further alienation of LGBTI and sex workers from
the Right to Health and HIV/AIDS programming.
Uganda Parliament is currently debating the HIV/AIDS Control Bill 2010, a first step for the country to
developing a legal framework to the management of HIV/AIDS in the country. This effort follows other
numerous efforts in the Great Lakes region countries. However, the Bill, until our interventions lacked human
rights of homosexuals and other minority groups into its core. UHSPA has successfully mobilized homosexuals
members, allies, partners and human rights civil society action to developing a petition and memorandum,
challenging the exclusion of Lesbians, Gays, Bisexuals, Transgenders and Intersex Ugandans from the services
envisaged in this bill,should it become laws. Uhspa successfully petitioned Parliament on April 8, 2011, despite
the hostile and highly homophobic environment with a petition, challenging the bill’s proposals on:-

Mandatory testing (Sections 13, 14, 15 and 17);
Mandatory or unauthorized disclosure of HIV Status testing (Sections 4 (2), 9 (2), 12, 19 (2), 21, 22, 23 and
25 (3)); and
Criminalization of Intentional Transmission of HIV/AIDS (Sections 39 and 41)

The petition, fully accessible at this link: http://uhspauganda.blogspot.com/2011/04/ugandan-lgbticommunity-petition.html expounded and gave a reasoned analysis of the HIV/AIDS Bill in Uganda, and the
reason why homosexuals should have equal access to health care and HIV programming. It set precedent for
other regional LGBTI activists to petition their legislators and policy makers challenging laws and policies
keeping minorities off health access; while also agitating for decriminalization. This petition has been selected
as one of African’s EXCELLENT resources to lobbying for LGBTI Rights to Health. See this link:
http://www.africanactivist.org/2011/04/reasoned-analysis-of-ugandas-hivaids.html.
Full text of the bill is at this link: http://wthrockmorton.com/2010/05/20/hivaidspcbillft/.
We told Parliament that as direct stakeholders in the fight against the spread of HIV, we are anxious to see that
this law is evidence-based, founded on proper research and clear scientific information about what drives the
epidemic and informed by an understanding that any interventions in the area should have human rights at
their core. We are concerned that a law that is based on populism, moral outrage or religious feeling as
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opposed to being evidence-based and human rights centred runs the risk of becoming a driver of the epidemic
as opposed to a part of the solution.
We agree that human rights should be at the centre of the bill not only because it has been shown that those
public health policies that ignore human rights are ultimately ineffective, but also because the state, its organs
and government (including the parliament) are under a duty to respect, promote and fulfil human rights.
What LGBTI Rights at stake by bad HIV/AIDS Programming and laws?
We agree that the spread of HIV has implicated a range of rights, including but not limited to the rights to:- life;
non-discrimination and equality before the law; health; movement; work; property; privacy and others and
that while under our Constitutional dispensation (Art. 43) these rights can be limited in public interest or by the
rights of others, the innovation of the 1995 Constitution was that this is a narrow and restricted limitation, and
any restrictions on human rights must be shown to be acceptable and demonstrably justifiable in a free and
democratic society.
THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK AND ITS EFFECT ON HIV/AIDS
Uganda’s penal law, in particular S.145 of the Penal Code Act, makes sexual intercourse between consenting
adults of the same sex a crime, and it is apparently in this spirit that the Bill specifically provides for the
mandatory HIV testing of LGBTI persons engaging in same sex practices when it provides for such testing “for
purposes of criminal proceedings and investigations” (Section 13 (c)).
The key question becomes whether LGBTI persons should be left to bear the brunt of an HIV prevalence rate
that is twice the national average, or whether positive legislative steps can and should be taken, based on
evidence and research, to address the health needs of our community as part of he national response to HIV. If
parliament is tempted to ignore the needs of LGBTI persons or feels compelled by moral concerns to pretend
that our community does not exist, then we ask you to consider the following statistics that have emerged
from the Crane Survey Report referred to above. Of the population of Men who have Sex with Men (MSM) that
was studied in the survey period:-

31% of them had ever been married and 20% of them were currently married;
78% of them had ever had sex with a woman;
44% had ever lived with a female sex partner;
16% were currently living with a female sex partner and
29% had fathered children.

Ends: Visit us for an extensive experience of our advocacy: www.uhspauganda.blogspot.com
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Malawi

Individual

TITLE: THE IMPACT OF CULTURAL NORMS AND PRACTICES ON HIV AND AIDS AND THE LAW.
BACKGROUND:
Malawi is one of the sub-Saharan countries which is on the middle of Africa and highly affected with HIV/AIDS
pandemic, about 75% of population due to reckless life, alcohol abuse and cultural norms and beliefs that put
life of people at risk.
My focus will dwell much on cultural practices and norms, since some parts of Malawi are cultural rigidity for
example, among my traditional culture where we believe in wife inheritance. For example am a victim to this
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since my prospective husband is dead due to HIV/AIDS. Am forced to get married to my in - law whom I am
afraid to infect him.
OBJECTIVES:
A research was conducted in Northern region of Malawi it has a population of less than 2000; the intention
was to investigate how many people are being victimized over this system of wife inheritance.
To aware people about the laws which are to guide them that are protected by the constitution and make
accessible to those who can not afford to access them. To let people have a say on their freedom of expression
in order to eradicate this practices so that these people are aware of modern world and adopt cultural
diversification.
MAIN BODY AND DISCUSSION:
Out of many infections many that kills multiple in Malawi 45% is HIV/AIDS pandemic rather other infections. In
Malawi most cases are from cultural beliefs and norms for example, people of my culture l believes that if
your husband dies, you need to be at heat meaning your in-law has to fill the gap of the dead.
In this case this practice is influencing the risk of HIV/AIDS where by HIV infection is sexually transmitted
primarily through un protected sex that is without using a condom penetrative vagina or anal intercourse, HIV
is transmitted when the virus enters blood stream via the body fluids of an infected person there by the H1
Virus needs to connect to CD4 receptors , which are found on various types of cells, because many of cells in
the lining of the genital and anal track have just such receptors, HIV can easily gain entrance into these cells,
the mucus membranes of the genital track also have langarhans cells that are ready and waiting to transport
the HIV antigens to the waiting CD4 cells.
The langarhans cells circulate between the peripheral mucus membranes and the CD4 lymphocytes found in
the lyphnodes and other lymphoid tissue it is believed that once langarhans cell is infected by HIV in the
mucus membrane, its natural migration route transports it to the CD4 cells in the lymphoid tissues where it
functions as antigen- presenting cell, the HIV antigen directly into the waiting hands of the CD4 because the
membrane lining of the body is cavities especially in the anal rectal area and to a lesser extent in the vagina
are very delicate, they can be torn as a result of the friction generated during sexual intercourse, such tears
make it easy for the virus to enter more likely that men to become more infected with HIV during unprotected
virginal intercourse, although HIV positive women are highly infectious during menstruation because of the
presence of HIV infected blood.
For instance, am a victim to this practice since I was forced to remarry my in-law, but I have no option since its
my cultural but I am seeking for other alternatives to protect me from this practice since am affected and am
trying to preserve my in-law from contracting HIV since I have a right of justice and not inflicting harm on
innocent person.
Malawi has no policy or law relating to cultural norms and practices to protect one’s right since its believed
that we are observing ancestral culture which was being practiced recently and keeping intact with culture. In
so doing our government has no authority of to change cultural practices and these norms since people are
rigid to it. Only if the government has introduce a policy to protect them from these practices especially
women since it’s a route of contracting HIV/AIDS and women are prone to get infected approximately 85%
chances since the first husband is dead of HIV/AIDS and her too is likely to be positive hence forth the viral
road is being affected reading to the low immune system resulting into death therefore the whole family
become more problematic since the household is complete with a woman.
The rise of becoming infected with HIV during unprotected vaginal intercourse is two to four times higher for
women than it is for men, one of the reasons whys this is so, is that women are recipients of semen, women
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are exposed to semen for a long time.
CHALLENGES:
The ascension that women are more susceptible to HIV than in men and statistics is showing that in some
countries twice as many women are infected with HIV. This should not be interpreted to mean that men are
safe from HIV; it means only that the risk for women is higher than men, where there are other sexually
transmitted infections; men lose this advantage and are as vulnerable as women.
Its had to refrain those who practice these cultures since they are rigid to it poor participation on health
education on HIV prevention so that they are being refrained from being affected instead , they spend much of
the time on cultural norms and practices traditional values and beliefs and other practices which they indulge
themselves into.
These people are accessible or aware of constitutional laws that is, law whereby they feel not part of the
constitution since they are based much on norms and values they are not aware of their rights especially
wemen in rural areas who are mostly illiterate.
METHODOLOGY:
The objectives was achievable since I used direct observation and its from experience since is within my culture
and it was easy for me to trace the shortfalls and on experience I had to undergo a marriage after being forced
because I have to preserve my cultural but am not into it only if I could have access to a right which protects
me from my culture thus choosing my own husband (choice) since this culture is like your being given a
husband in exchange of cattle which is like selling me for cattle.
This is like evil practicing to me since I had a dark marriage for the rest of my life meaning to say ; since when
my husband dies if you did not love him getting engaged to another weird husband which is the brother this is
regarded as a bad influence of my life and I am prone to get infected of my immune system twice.
RECOMMENDATION:
My views on what should be done on the cultural practices and norms of HIV/AIDS is that, the government
should introduce an order or policy on other practices like polygamy, wife inheritance and other cultural
practices though other practices are self wishes but since are contributing factors to HIV/AIDS, a law must be
implemented so that those victimized are protected from these practices to reduce the rate of HIV/AIDS
pandemic.
The other area of concern is that, those who feel abused or to victimized with these practices that puts them at
risk must be aware that they are protected though not by the law and are being and if are being mistreated
report the matter to the police to be helped out.
SUMMARY:
In conclusion of these cultural norms and practices on HIV/AIDS pandemic is that, this practice has an impact
on women since they are prone to get infected approximately to 65% chances since they are victimized with
their husbands especially in rural areas.
There is a need for government to implement a law which can protect these women since they are essential
when comes to procreation and too not inflicting harm on these women especially in rural areas where this is
basically being practiced.
HIV/AIDS cases can be reduced by 30% by the year of 2015 if these cultural norms and practice which put life
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for people especially women at risk thus this will only vary if people are being protected d by the law especially
the victimized women who are at risk of these practices.
The government of Malawi should atleast implement these policies to protect women from gender based
violence at household level, regional level or at national level because this cannot only affect the house hold
level but also it can exert pressure on government in healthy sectors instead of those resources could have
been used in other sectors for example in development of the country. Finally the government should have
data analysis on these practices in rural areas to protect women who are at risk.
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Uganda

Watwero Rights Focus Initiative

Most challenging legal and women human rights issues in the context of HIV Laws & Policy environments in
Kitgum District among internally Displace person in Camps
Chapter Four of the constitution of the Republic of Uganda is entirely dedicated on the protection and
promotion of Fundamental and other Human rights and Freedom. The provisions range from article (20) to
(42). Article (38) talks specifically on the civic rights and activities, article (40) is on economic rights, (41) is on
right to access information while (33) is on the rights of women. There are policies, acts, bills and statutes
developed to help operationalise some of the constitutional provisions on rights highlighted above e.g. the
land act and the children’s statute. Others are the access to information act, etc! The major focuses of the
provisions in such documents are on rights, the rule of law, good governance, inclusion / participation,
transparency and accountability.
Rampant human rights abuse in the Kitgum districts of the Acholi sub region:
From WRFI’s experience, most people do not know / understand and articulate issues about their rights.
Women and children both none or HIV positive are the most vulnerable to rights abuses. According to the data
WRFI a local NGO has been implementing effective interventions to address Human Right, HIV & AIDS
prevention and support issues over five years with funding from American Jewish (AJWS), aimed at facilitating
strategic action to secure women’s right to property and inheritance campaign Against Domestic Violence in
the context of HIV/AIDS, total of 13 cases of women rights abuse and 5 cases of children rights abuse are
reported per day. Up to 30 cases of women rights abuse are reported weekly while at least 10 cases are
reported on children in a week. Most of the rights abuses are at domestic level and at institution. Majorly
women living with HIV suffer the social, economic and political rights violation. Most of the negative aspects
are culture and bad governance in Kitgum District. Family land and other productive resources according to
Acholi culture is passed from father to male children. When a husband dies, the men take over family property
from the widows, leading to suffering. Proceeds from the sale of farm produce and family resources are
controlled and managed by the male folk. The women and children are excluded from key decision making
processes in the families and at the clan level. Despite policy provisions that a third of every elective position
right from the Local Council one LC.1 level and above should be filled by women, most women are in such
positions numerically. In practice, they are sidelined in the decision making process that makes such provisions
not beneficial to the women.
All the issues discussed here and from GUFO’s records and experience with partners like Women and Child
Advocacy Network – point to the fact that there is still limited knowledge on the basic and fundamental rights
by the very persons who suffer economic, social and political rights violation in the entire Acholi Sub Region,
and Uganda in general.
The HIV & AIDS epidemic in Uganda continues to spread, with the majority of infections occurring in Northern
Uganda, Kitgum District inclusive while prevention of HIV infection remains the most important approach to
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the control of the epidemic, care and support for the infected and affected is becoming crucial – as is the need
for designing Human Right integrated HIV and AIDS Programmes. This submission will equip participants with
practical experience, strategic management skills
While serious attempts are being made by the various factions to end the conflict in Northern Uganda, most of
the IDPs desire to return to their original locations and begin rebuilding their lives WRFI Children and Women’s
property ownership and inheritance rights program has play a significant role in potentially breaking the cycle
of AIDS and poverty. There is growing evidence to suggest that where women’s property rights are upheld,
women acting as heads and/or primary caregivers of HIV/AIDS affected households are better able to mitigate
the impact of AIDS on their families and communities. Promoting and upholding women’s rights to inheritance
and property have also help prevent the further spread of HIV/AIDS and reducing/ mitigate the impact of
women’s vulnerability to HIV/AIDS by supporting women’s enhanced access in securing and claiming their
property and inheritance rights
The activities WRFI in bringing gender equality and human rights perspectives to its work on women and
HIV/AIDS in conflict and post conflict northern Uganda:
1. Radio talk show and community outreach has amplified the voices of HIV-positive women, using
strategies that promote the leadership and participation of HIV-positive women in decision-making,
about 52 HIV-Positive women participated in the just concluded election and 18 were elected to
represent both at Sub County and at District level.
2. Strengthening legal frameworks and processes in a join planning that promote women’s rights and
eliminate gender inequality in the context of HIV/AIDS, particularly in relation to women’s property
and inheritance rights who have been in the IDP for over 22 years and now are returning to their
village.
3. Conducting capacity building and influence of gender equality experts, advocates and to ensure that
national HIV/AIDS laws, policies and strategies uphold and promote women’s rights at rural level
Priority areas of work in the next 12 month:
-

Increasing women’s access to legal support services and legal aid from five sub counties to at list 12 sub
counties.

-

Support the interrogating the various legal systems (statutory and customary) which discriminate against
women in the context of HIV/AIDS and deny their rights to property and inheritance in order to implement
gender responsive language or eliminate gender discriminatory provisions during this return and
reintegration process in Northern Uganda.

-

Continues Monitoring and documenting experiences of women infected and affected by HIV and AIDS who
face dispossession, economic insecurity, and discrimination in accessing their rights to property and
inheritance.

Achievement of WRFI:
1. At the Regional planning, WRFI Advocated for inclusion of enabling legal frameworks and return and
reintegration processes of IDPs that reflect women’s property and inheritance rights requirements in
the context of HIV/AIDS.
2. Integration of return and reintegration process with a understanding and awareness of women,
especially those infected and affected by HIV/AIDS, of their legal rights with respect to property and
inheritance as well as strengthened capacity to claim their rights and entitlements in the context of
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HIV/AIDS, 31 women has taken over and claim their husbands property and were supported to get
legal rights document.
3. WRFI establish a link between Health centers both low and control, police unite and at LCs level data
bank with respect to violations of women’s property and inheritance rights in the context of HIV/AIDS;
as well as the number of cases filed and contested by women in formal and informal justice systems.
4.

WRFI manage to partner with Local council 1 and 3 to increased and improved access of women to
legal services and support to secure property and inheritance rights in the context of HIV/AIDS through
a strengthened cadre of community and legal service providers, we have short the voluntary services
of 3 lawyers, 12 paralegals, and Grad III judges of Kitgum

An evidence base documenting and testing community interventions to secure women’s property and
inheritance rights as a means toward reducing and mitigating the impact of HIV/AIDS on women among war
and HIV affected community of northern Uganda
Major Challenges over five year experience of WRFI work on Human Rights and HIV/AIDS
Limited follow up of human rights abuses by key corruption government institutions:
Human rights abuse on women cases are not followed to conclusion. The State is reluctant to get appropriate
evidences and prosecute culprits. WRFI has been trying to bridge the gap and follow some critical cases to
conclusion. WRFI does it through private prosecution which involves the service of a lawyer and hiring those
lawyers very expensive. This has challenges, as already been experienced weaken the strength the “biting”
aspect of WRFI’s programme. The “biting” will be used more effectively on the “barking” side of WRFI’s
programme work. A typical example is when WRFI prosecuted the OC – CID of Kitgum Police Station. There was
fear, panic and in the long run effectiveness in service delivery by Kitgum Police. The community got the
practical aspect that even the police Officers are not above the law. Then the common say of “they just make
noise” subsided.
This project is a success story that can be implemented any were around the world to improve both the
institution and HIV positive women human rights protection and prevent further spread of HIIV/AIDS for it
holistically address rights abuse, corruption and governance issues.
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Malawi

Individual

Orphan Support and Laws in Malawi.
The growing number of orphans is one of the major effects of HIV and AIDS pandemic in Malawi. This paper
focuses on social exclusion and social inclusion as two related concepts that explain the plight of the orphans in
Malawi. Social exclusion is a process through which individuals/or groups are wholly/or partially excluded from
participation in the society in which they live (De Haan, 1998, p. 10-19). Orphans are most likely to fill in
situational and structural poverty, have their rights violated, and, consequently, less participate in the society
in which they live in. Social inclusion is a process of integration in the society in which one lives in. According to
Chirwa (2002) social inclusion includes being allowed space to realise one’s rights and potential to pursue a
living.
There are two official definitions of an orphan existing in Malawi. One is that of “a child who has lost one or
both parents because of death, and is under the age of 18”; and the other is that of “a child who has lost a
mother because of death and is under the age of 18” (Malawi Constitution, 1999). These two definitions put
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emphasis on biological situations or stages: the loss of a parent or both parents (parents’ loss of life), and
chronological age (under the age of 18). The use of chronological age ignores the many young persons above
18 years whose parents are deceased and they are bereft of family support. Their plight may not be any
different from those below that age and in similar situations. The definitions imply a dangerous transition from
orphan hood to non-orphan hood at the attainment of the majority age of 18 years. Once that age is attained,
all of a sudden a person ceases to be an orphan. The definition that emphasises on the loss of a mother creates
a danger in societies where traditionally the male is regarded as the breadwinner. The loss of a man may put
the children and their mother is serious conditions of deprivation (Ntata, 1998).
In Malawi, orphan hood associated with deprivation and other material conditions can end through a process
of social fostering and provisioning. The whole idea is that one can take over the status of a parent for any
child by being generous (Chirwa, 2002). Such a child in a Malawian culture cannot be regarded as being an
orphan because he or she will have acquired a parent. This understanding is linked to the conceptualization of
parenthood in Malawian society. Parenthood, itself, is linked to the structure of kinship relations. In Malawi, a
child has more than two parents. The siblings of the biological parents are classified as senior and junior
parents according to their order of birth. The senior and junior fathers are the elder and younger brothers of
the father, respectively. The senior and junior mothers are the elder and younger sisters of the mother,
respectively. Their children are also classified as senior and junior sisters and brothers according to the order of
their parents’ birth. The term cousin is limited to the children of the maternal uncle (mother’s brother) or
aunt’s (father’s sisters) children. The term aunt is limited to the father’s sister, just like the term uncle is limited
to mother’s brother. An individual is connected to all these relatives through a broad network of blood
relations. These are the ones that define the social adaptive capacity of the families to deal with crisis such as
orphan care.
The breakdown of families and the reduction in community capacity as a result of the rapid increase in the
number of orphaned children is the dominant theme on orphan care in Malawi. The point of departure is the
traditional childcare system, presented as concentric circle of blood and other family relations. The system of
caring for orphans is understood to fit into this traditional organization, which has the nuclear family at the
centre of the system, followed by the extended family. The responsibility of the care of children primarily rests
with the nuclear family and diminishes as the children grow up towards greater and increasing independence
from it. When the nuclear family becomes incapable of providing care, due to parental incompetence, poverty
or death, the responsibility is assumed by the extended family through the economy of affection (Kalemba,
2000). Beyond the extended family, the responsibility for the care of children rests with the community,
usually consisting of people of the same neighborhood, or belonging to the same clan or tribe. Further there is
the state. It provides childcare through a series of measures that include laws, social policies and vicarious
welfare programs. Beyond the state is the international regime characterized by legal instruments and human
rights standards governing the care of children.
The thesis of social rupture occurs when AIDS attacks, weakens and destroys the nuclear, and the effects
spread to the extended family until they affect the society/community at large (Kalemba, 2000). The impact of
AIDS goes beyond the actual sufferer, and affects all those that are close to him or her. In relation to orphans,
the impact starts before the actual death of the parents (Ntata, 1998). As the disease progresses, the children
fail to comprehend and understand the situation and why it cannot be controlled. The results are feelings of
uncertainty, guilt, depression, fear, withdrawal, confusion, stigma, grief, trauma, shame among others, which
may mark the beginnings of psychological and health problems such as malnourishment. The longer the
parents suffer the greater the trauma. Social roles also begin to change. As the parents become incapacitated
through death, children take up some of the adult chores like; patient care, fellow-childcare, fetching food,
water and firewood and many other roles.
The situation on orphans may be accompanied by other social risks such as reversion to prostitution, dropping
out of school, crime and delinquency. During the period of the illness, the demand for family resources
increases as the patient seeks medical and other assistance. Reserves of household resources and savings may
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be depleted. As the resources become scarce, the family’s standard of living also drops. By the time the
parents die, the orphaned children in Malawi may not have adequate safety nets (Kalemba, 2000; Chirwa,
2002). In addition, after parents’ death, the children are usually alienated from the comfort of their home to
live with relatives of the parents (ibid.).
The national orphan care program coordinated by the Ministry of Gender, Youth and Children Affairs is
premised on the conviction that “the AIDS pandemic is tragically affecting the lives of children. Family
structures are being disrupted. Thousands of children are being orphaned by the death of their parents”
(Ministry of Gender, Youth and Children Affairs, 1996, p.1). The disruption of family structures and the social
support systems result in increasing socio-economic vulnerability and deprivation of orphans. These, in turn,
reduce the survival chances and the participation of the orphans in the society in which they live (ibid.).
The HIV and AIDS pandemic is not the only cause of the disruption of the family support systems, and the
resultant vulnerability of the orphans. Three other causes are put forward. First, the monetisation and
modernization of the economy “has led to a situation where extended family and clan ties are not as cohesive
any more, and the spirit of voluntarism has been eroded” (Ntata, 1998, p.3). Second, the orphans seem to lack
any legal backing to protect them against relations who are only interested in their deceased parents’ estate,
so that when the property is appropriated by the relatives, the orphans are left with nothing (Ministry of
Gender, Youth and Children Affairs, 1996). Third, as a result of the weakening of the traditional care system,
there have been temptations to go institutional. The institutions, such as orphanages, create the danger of
stigmatizing children and abuse by the service providers. They uproot children from their cultural
environments, and are unable to provide the love, care and attention that the children need (Ministry of
Gender, Youth and Children Affairs, 1996). Moreover, they are expensive to run and do not offer a reliable
solution in the face of the large numbers of the orphans created by the AIDS pandemic.
One of the dangers of deregulation/or liberalization is the cause for the proliferation of the institutions that
claim to care for the orphans. There is no doubt that the interests in the institutions are vested in material
benefits (Ntata, 1998). Most of the institutions are run in the same manner as private schools (Chirwa, 2002),
as investments that bring material and social benefits in the form of publicity, socio-economic-political status,
and honor to those that operate them. The operators of the institutions that care for the orphans may get
access to economic facilities and support provided by donors, government and other agencies. Although, the
outcomes, might not be wholly bad, but the methods and processes involved are rather controversial for they
constitute banking on the vulnerable, and exploiting their plight, which in turn reinforce the process of social
exclusion (Kalemba, 2000).
“The growth of HIV and AIDS problem and its resultant orphan problem has led to a proliferation of orphan
care programs of various organizational structure, style and activities” (Ntata, 1998, p.1). By October 2000,
there were 321 well-known institutions of various types and sizes working on issues relating to HIV and AIDS
and orphans in Malawi (US Peace Corps, 2000). There has been a proliferation of these organizations;
especially those commonly known as community-based, which tend to be informal and unregistered. While all
such organizations may have the interests of orphans at heart, limited knowledge levels may result in a
situation where in some cases the needs of the orphans are not met in the best possible way. In addition,
“without proper (read official) guide a situation of contradictory activities among the organizations is possible”
(Ntata, 1998, p.1).
Also, the majority of the organizations that care for orphans in Malawi are either urban-based or attached to
ideologically biased institutions. These raise the problem of access. Most religious organizations are influenced
by their ideologies, and thus may not pursue an open door policy to all the orphans. Some of the would-be
beneficiaries may be put off by the religious and ideological stance of the service providers. The latter may also
use the facilities to lure the beneficiaries to their faith. This may result in the would-be beneficiaries
compromising their own religious beliefs and ideologies (Chirwa, 2002).
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In addition, the process of orphan hood may include loss of access to property of the deceased parents
through grabbing by relatives, ironically in the name of guardianship of the children. This increases the
vulnerability and socio-economic deprivation and exclusion of the orphans, resulting into a worrying tension in
the traditional orphan care system, as the system provides for violations of the orphans’ rights. The violations
arise from the lack of comprehensive legal provisions on the protection of orphans for the current legal regime
is inadequate. There are provisions for the adoption of children (The Adoption Act); for foster care and
affiliation (The Affiliation Act); the registration of institutions engaged in the protection of orphans (The
Children and Young Persons Act); and for the general welfare of children through association with their
widowed mothers (The Maintenance of Married Women Act and the Wills and Inheritance Act). All these are
general pieces of registration and are not specifically for the orphans. However, they do provide some
opportunity for the protection of these people. What is not clear is the enforcement and monitoring
mechanisms of these legal instruments.
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Malawi

Women And Law In Southern Africa Research And
Educational Trust

ABSENCE OF MATRIMONIAL PROPERTY LAWS IN MALAWI AS A BASIS FOR INCREASED VULNERABILITY TO
HIV /AIDS FOR WOMEN
Introduction
Women and Law in Southern Africa Research and Educational Trust Malawi National Office (WLSA-Malawi) is
an action - oriented research organization founded in 1998. The main objective of WLSA is to conduct research
that supports action to improve the socio-legal position of women. The specific objectives of the organization
are to conduct research on gender and the law issues and generate information on the same in order to
influence policy and legal reform.
WLSA Malawi is the mouth piece on women’s rights in Malawi.
In Malawi, incomes are very low and unevenly distributed. The gap between the haves and the have-nots is
one of the highest in the world. According to the Integrated Household Survey (2005), the status of poverty
shows that 52.4 percent of the population lives below the poverty line. Female-headed households are worseoff. This is evidenced by the fact that 51% of the people in male-headed households are poor. On the other
hand, 59 percent of people in female-headed households are poor. By place of residence, it may be noted that
the poverty rates by male and female headship are slightly higher in rural areas than at urban areas. About 55
% of people in male-headed households in the rural areas are poor compared to 60% those who reside in
femaleheaded (IHS, 2005: 138-9).
According to Ministry of Health, HIV and AIDS is a major public health problem. It is also the leading cause of
death in young adults, the most productive age group in the country. In 2008, the estimated adult national HIV
prevalence was 11.9%, with 790,000 infected adults. In the total population, there were an estimated 930,000
persons living with HIV in 2005.
Problem statement
This submission is highlighting structural and systemic discrimination of women with regards to property rights
within marriage in Malawi
How the property of couples is administered, owned and distributed at the end of a marriage has considerable
relevance in the context of HIV/AIDS, especially in Malawi where women represent almost 60 percent of those
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over the age of 15 who are infected1. Women and Law in Southern Africa Research Trust — Malawi (WLSAMalawi) is challenging Malawi’s current approach to marital property law before the Constitutional Court of
the Republic of Malawi because this approach discriminates against women. The legal challenge instituted by
WLSA Malawi is based on Malawi’s Constitution which prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex and
mandates women’s right to property, specifically upon the end of the marriage. As such, WLSA-Malawi is
requesting the Constitutional Court of Malawi to declare section 17 of the Married Women’s Property Act
invalid, or in the alternative to declare that section 17 be interpreted in a manner that recognizes women’s
contributions to marital property and guarantees women receive half the marital assets upon the end of a
marriage. Section 17 of the Married Women’s Property Act, 1882 which is long and complicated but its
relevant part is as follows:
“In any question between husband and wife as to title or possession of property, either party may apply by
summons or otherwise in a summary way to any Judge of the High Court of Justice and the Judge may make
such order with respect to the property in dispute as he thinks fit.”
Section 24(1) (b) (i) of Malawi’s Constitution provides that women are entitled to “a fair disposition of property
that is held jointly with a husband” upon the dissolution of marriage. However, the current interpretation of
Section 17 of Malawi’s Married Women Property Act, 1882 only considers property to be held “jointly” if a
direct, financial contribution has been made to its acquisition.
As highlighted in the introduction above, women constitute the majority of those living in poverty. Many
women do not have the economic means and prowess to purchase or acquire tangible items of property in
marriage. Many women engage in reproductive labour which mainly consists of running the home and taking
care of children.
Case law has shown that courts in Malawi do not recognize household and care giving work that women often
perform during marriage as an economic activity that contributes to the acquisition or maintenance of family
assets, as a result many women retain virtually nothing upon the end of the marriage. This is because property
is rarely registered in their name or they cannot prove a direct, economic contribution to its acquisition or
maintenance.
The fact of marriage is irrelevant when courts are deciding a spouse’s entitlement to property, so husbands can
more often claim ownership of the assets that they personally purchased.
The presumption in courts is that “an inference of joint ownership of property is not to be made from a mere
fact of marriage.”2 The courts insist on strict proof of ownership for a spouse to be allocated a piece of
property. The courts have relied on section 17 the Married Women’s Property Act of 1882, as stated above3.
Any spouse wishing to claim a share in an object of property that is not in her or his name must prove that he
or she contributed4. The courts have held that the contributions must be financial. Marriage therefore creates
no special property rights. Rather the married individuals function as property owners much as if they had
never been married5.
Whilst noting that the dominant position of the High Court in particular the Principal Registry in Blantyre and
the District Registry in Lilongwe is that unless there was a clear intention by the parties to own the property
jointly, all property acquired during a marriage is deemed to be separately owned the High Court Principal
Registry in Mzuzu, has taken a different approach. In the case of Kayira vs. Kayira6 Chikopa J.; stated the
position of the law as follows:
We had occasion to debate the distribution of matrimonial property, albeit in a customary law setting, in the
case of Barnet Phiri v Fanny Phiri Civil Appeal Cause Number 15 of 2006 [Mzuzu Registry, unreported]. Quite
apart from everything that we said in that case about the distribution of matrimonial property on the
dissolution of a marriage, it is clear that the starting point is section 24(1) (b) (i) of the Constitution.
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We are aware that some have tended to read the words in (i) strictly and think therefore that the property to
be distributed should only be such as is jointly held. We hold a different view. We think in accordance with the
cases of……. that the Constitution should be interpreted in a generous and broad fashion as opposed to a strict,
legalistic and pedantic one. A manner that gives force and life to the words used by the legislature and avoids
at all times interpretations that produce absurd consequences. Pursuant to the foregoing, we refuse to
interpret paragraph (i) to mean only such property as is held [jointly] in the name of the husband and wife on
the date of the dissolution of the marriage. That would unjustly disadvantage either of the parties to the
marriage [experience has shown the disadvantaged to be mostly the wife].
Since there is no supreme court ruling on the matter the issue of interpretation remains controversial.
The Relationship Between The Division Of Marital Property And HIV/AIDS
Unequal marital property rights can affect women’s economic autonomy, security, dignity and health by
reinforcing women’s dependence on their husbands. For example; given the linkages between property and a
woman’s physical security and capacity to provide for herself, a right to marital property is directly linked to
the right to the health, which includes the right of every person to control one’s health and body. Women with
access to resources (including land and property) are better able to negotiate condom-use in their sexual
relationships, to provide for their own and their children’s needs, and to leave abusive partners7.
Recommendation
As it has been prayed for in the Constitutional case cited above it is our recommendation that it is critical to
enact clear laws that equitably protect women’s rights to property in marriage. In this regard; a new legislative
framework for marital property predicated on the presumption of joint ownership for all items acquired during
marriage would deal with the challenge of poverty, vulnerability to HIV/AIDS and structural and systemic
discrimination.
1 WLSA Malawi, Canadian Legal AIDS Network (2010) Malawi’s Marital Property Law Questions & Answers
2 Nyangulu vs. Nyangulu 10 Malawi Law Reports 435 per Villiera J.
3 Malenga vs. Malenga MC no 13 of 2001
4 Malinki vs. Malinki 9MLR 441 Mtegha vs. Mtegha MC No. 9 of 1994
5 Susan Westerberg Prager (1977-78) Sharing Principles and the Future of Marital Property Law 25 UCLA L. Rev. 1
6 Civil Cause Number 44 of 2008
7 WLSA, Malawi and Canadian Legal AIDS Network Supra (2010)
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Swaziland

Women and Law in Southern Africa Research TrustSwaziland

Abuse of Widows Property Rights Under the Guise of a Mourning Ritual in Swaziland
Background
Swaziland operates a dual legal system (Roman-Dutch common law and statute as well as Swazi customary
law) whose provisions and practices in relation to inheritance and succession make it difficult for women to
access their rights upon death of their spouses. This is the case particularly for women married according to
customary rites. Women are held hostage to a system that requires their continued support to the patriarchal
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order in order to maintain family privileges or risk loosing their means of livelihood. There are still cultural
practices that are practiced which deprive women their rights and freedoms and which contribute to the
escalating spread of HIV and AIDS.
In Swaziland when a man passes away, the wife is expected, after the funeral to stay for a month in seclusion
indoors not seeing people and thereafter mourn the death of her husband for a period of 2-3 years.
Whilst in mourning, usually signified by the wearing of black garments, there are certain structures that a
widow cannot access, such as the Office of the Master of the High Court – a key structure in winding up
deceased estates and hence accessing benefits and entitlements. During this period the family designates a
person who assumes the role of executor or family trustee and who speaks on behalf of the family and the
widow. Cases have been reported in the office where the person appointed had deprived the widows and their
children of their inheritance. Sometimes, the widow is isolated by her own family at her matrimonial home
and may be dispossessed of the land and other property through property grabbing which is a common
phenomenon. Research has indicated that widows and children who are deprived of their property may
engage in risky sexual bahaviour and hence become vulnerable to HIV and AIDS. Further, during the mourning
period a widow is removed from economic activity and in most instances without any provision of alternatives
for making a living. During the WLSA study on inheritance( 1994), a focus group discussion from the company
town pointed out that:
“ As a young woman whose husband has died, you have to mourn for two years staying at home and not
allowed to go inside a constituency center wearing mourning gowns yet there may be developmental issues
being discussed. As a result, a man may visit you at night offering his assistance; in this case HIV can be spread
because there is no income coming into the homestead.”
Although Swaziland adopted a new constitution in 2005, which states Section 28(1), states that women have
the right to equal treatment with men and that right shall include equal opportunities in political, economic
and social activities; Section 28 (3 ), states that a woman shall not be compelled to undergo or uphold any
custom to which she is in conscience opposed; Section 34 (1), states that, a surviving spouse is entitled to a
reasonable provision out of the estate of the other spouse whether the other spouse died having made a valid
will or not and whether the spouses were married by civil or customary rites. However, there is still no actual
implementation of the Constitution and in turn difficulties in enforcing rights and accessing justice are
compounded.
Additional challenges faced by women In accessing justice are the following:(a)
The administering of laws being in effective because the institutions who apply the law refuse or are
unable to apply it.
(b )

Inaccessibilty of courts

(c)

Language used In courts

(d)

Insensitivity of court personnel and other enforcement agents

(e)

Unable to afford the costs of legal services.

(f)

Lawyers who are employed by NGOs are not allowed to represent them in court

Since lawyers fees are high and because of the dual legal system, community members usually resort to the
traditional courts. However, when they report to the Chief’s courts, some of the Traditional leaders still do not
apply the constitution in their decision making and may apply discriminatory customary rules.
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Methods
WLSA–Swaziland is engaged in Legal Rights Education, Training and Advocacy on Women’s Rights as Human
Rights and Legal Issues which covers legal literacy training through community meetings and training of
specifically identified target groups. WLSA generates public interest in and knowledge about the issue of
women and the law through legal education and information dissemination. WLSA also gives legal advice and
assistance to help indigent women private legal practitioner fees. WLSA’s Advocacy aims to achieve Policy,
Legal Reform, and Implementation.
In Swaziland legal education has been very useful in changing the mindset of community members. Through
legal education WLSA-Swaziland has been able to educate communities on Inheritance law and the
Constitution. However, there are still communities which have not been covered.
It is submitted that targeting traditional leaders can be a good method to eradicate discriminatory cultural
practices, reduce property-grabbing and promote the actual implementation of the constitution to reduce the
risk of HIV and AIDS.
Results
It is envisaged that working with traditional authorities amd community leaders will yield the following results:
-

Women will be protected from the discriminatory practices that deprive them their right to accesss
property after the death of their spouses through the protection of the traditional leaders, which have the
potential of exposing women to destitution, which can lead them to engage in risky behaviours which can
expose them to HIV.

-

The community will stop practicing discriminatory cultural practises to reduce the risk of being exposed to
HIV.

-

Enforcement of rights and access to justice will be strengthened.

-

Inheritance and property-related violations against widows will be reduced.

Recommendation
Targeting traditional authorities and community leaders for legal rights education, training and advocacy in
relation to gender and HIV and AIDS issues should be scaled up. As the community representatives of the
custodians of culture and enforcers of culture and tradition at the community members, holistic legal
education - which would address the issues of human rights in general and women’s rights and the rights of
other vulnerable, marginalise and minority groups in particular; the rights that are enshrined in the
constitution and law and those which remain to be recognised and protected as well as how these then relate
to issues of HIV and AIDS in terms of making women and often children additionally vulnerable and in turn
perpetuating its negative impact on Swazi society.
Sustained work with traditional leaders and community authorities would ensure progressive changes to that
some of the practices which negatively impact on women and their families change.
Conclusion
Traditional authorities and community leaders have a great deal of power over and influence on the people at
community level that may be exposed for sanction if they do not comply with customary and traditional
practices. Authorities at this level also hear cases of various natures, including the failure to observe customary
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law. When there are cultural practices that a woman undergoes which deprive her of her property rights when
her husband dies, when she reports that case to the chief’s courts she will get protection and the chiefs can
enforce the application of the constitution. Therefore, they can both can influence issues of protection of
widows from violations such as property-grabbing under the guise of custom and access to justice by victims of
violations.
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Zambia

Women and Law in Southern Africa Research and
Educational Trust Zambia

PROTECT WOMEN’S RIGHTS TO CUSTOMARY LAND UNDER THE INTESTATE ACT; REDUCE THE VULNERABILITY
OF WOMEN TO HIV/AIDS
Background
Women and girls constitute about 60% of people living with HIV/AIDS in Zambia. Due to HIV/AIDS, more and
more women are being widowed. The high HIV/AIDS infection rate among women is directly linked to other
challenges they face such as: violence against women, poverty, illiteracy, and lack of access to productive
resources.
For women, being widowed is compounded by their lack of access to owning property such as land after the
demise of their husbands. This is especially problematic for those that depend on customary or traditional land
for their livelihood. In Zambia, it is a very big challenge for a woman to own property, especially land, due to
the customary laws, more so if a woman has lost a husband. Widows often face forcible eviction from their
homes and their land by their husband’s family members, traditional authorities and /or neighbours.
The Problem
Women and Law in Southern Africa, (WLSA), the Zambia chapter raises awareness among vulnerable groups
and train paralegals that deliver legal advice, handle investigation and provide support to women and
vulnerable groups whose property rights have been denied. During its work, WLSA came across a saddening
case of an elderly woman who was removed from a piece of land after the death of her husband of 30 years
because she did not agree to be inherited.
In this case, Mrs. Chilala was being forced off her husband’s land after his death by the successor whom she
had refused to marry. The land was held under customary tenure and the custom requires widows who are not
inherited to return to their natal home. The successor turned Mrs. Chilala’s front yard into a burial ground and
by the time the decision of the Lands Tribunal was made, a total of 17 graves had been buried there. The Lands
Tribunal was unable to adjudge the case on grounds that it was a matter concerning customary land and it had
no jurisdiction in matters of inheritance. The burials of deceased persons only stopped after mediation by The
Royal Foundation of Zambia. The case of Chilala v. Milimo1, illustrates the problem of women losing property
rights if they refuse to be inherited. In this case Mrs. Chilala had been married for over 30 years at the time of
her husband’s death. The estate which she had developed with her husband was her home; therefore, she
could not be reasonably expected to return to a natal home that she had left so long ago. In addition, the
pension of her husband had been used to develop this land which was their home prior to his death. She would
have left years of investment and development. The alternative of being inherited by her in law was a violation
of her human rights.
The protection of women from being evicted from the land they used with their late husbands’ like Mrs Chilala
is what lacks in the Intestate Succession Act of 1989. WLSA has been and is involved in awareness and
1

LAT 099/1999
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advocacy campaigns about the law on the Intestate Succession Act. This Act was enacted in order to protect
women from having property taken away from them in case of their husbands dying without leaving a will.
However, it is important to stress that the above mentioned Act only holds for land held under statutory law
while land held under customary tenure and homesteads built thereon are excluded from this Act. According
to the Zambian Constitution, the protection of property rights is recognized by both a system of written
statutory law and unwritten customary law and these laws handle property rights issues with disparity. This is a
result of "contradictory provisions" of the Constitution whereby article 11 guarantees the equal status of
women and article 23 permits discriminatory laws to exist in the area of personal law, and customary law in
any matter. As a result of this, when local Courts – the most accessible courts to people living in rural areas –
deliver judgments that come from Customary law and are against statutory law, the two legal systems easily
clash.
The Local Courts have original jurisdiction in matters of customary law, and application of customary law is
compounded in many cases by the fact that the local court magistrates do not have formal legal qualifications
in addition to their knowledge of customary law2 and they are, therefore, frequently unaware of developments
in human rights law that need to be considered in the application of customary law. As a consequence, the
judgments they deliberate stem from their understanding of traditional and cultural norms and practices,
which are often discriminatory vis-à-vis women’s rights.
Since the majority of the population dies without a will and where the deceased is the man, the widow has no
access to the property and assets left by her husband because these items are considered belonging to the
deceased’s family including land.
As 80% of land is held under customary tenure, rights to inherit property thus rest with the deceased man’s
family; the woman may be left without a home or an accepted place in a community, and with no independent
means to secure her survival. This lack of land security, in most cases, forces women to engage in activities that
may promote the contraction of HIV. This may be in a bid to find resources to sustain themselves and their
children or in the process of letting the relatives to her deceased husband allow her to stay on the piece of land
without any disturbance.
Providing women with the right to use land after the deaths of their husbands is thus important to promote
entrepreneurial activity and also provide them with a platform for building strong families and be self
dependent, therefore also reducing their risk of HIV vulnerability.
Recommendation
In view of the above problem and the implications of evicting a widow from a piece of land after the death of a
husband, WLSA recommends the revision of the Intestate Succession Law in Zambia to give preference to the
widows and children the right to remain on/and use the land without interference.
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Zimbabwe

Women and Law In Southern Africa Research and
Education Trust Zimbabwe

Increased vulnerability to HIV/Aids for women in unregistered customary law marriages as it relates to
property and inheritance rights in Zimbabwe.
In 2001, the prevalence rate of HIV infection in Zimbabwe stood at 23.7%. In 2010, it declined to 14.3% a
commendable achievement. However, some factors remain unaffected by this drop, chief among them the
disproportionate effect of HIV/Aids on women. As at 2009, the life expectance for women stood at 47 years
2

WLSA, (1997), Inheritance in Zambia,
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and 60% of Zimbabwean adults living with HIV were females. The gap for women aged between 15-24 years
was even wider standing at 77%. The reasons still remain rooted in gender inequalities.
Formed in 1987 and formally registered in 1989, Women and Law In Southern Africa Research and Education
Trust ( WLSA –Zimbabwe) is part of a regional organization located in the seven Southern African countries of
Botswana, Zambia, Lesotho, Mozambique, Malawi, Swaziland and Zimbabwe. WLSA uses evidence based
interventions to advocate law and policy reform for the betterment of women and girl’s lives. Since 1987,
WLSA has conducted research on laws and policies affecting women. WLSA has used the research to
successfully advocate law and policy reform, for instance in 1997 the law relating to inheritance was amended
substantially to favor the surviving spouse and children in the distribution of a deceased estate. WLSA provides
legal aid to indigent women. Specifically, research has been conducted on gender, HIV/Aids and the law from a
rights based approach.
Zimbabwe is a country that subscribes to the rights of women. This is evidenced by Zimbabwe signing and
ratifying instruments such as CEDAW, SADC Protocol on Gender and Development and the Optional Protocol to
the African Charter on the rights of Women in Africa. S23 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe recognizes non
discrimination on the basis of race, color, creed, marital status, gender, sex, tribe, political opinion, physical
disability and place of origin .Zimbabwe has in place a fully fledged Ministry of Women Affairs, Gender and
Community Development. In 1982, Parliament passed the legal Age of Majority Act that made all Zimbabweans
regardless of sex, majors upon turning 18 years. Prior to that, all African women were perpetual minors who
were not legally competent to enter into contracts unassisted by their fathers or male guardians.
Despite the Constitution guaranteeing rights in the Declaration of Rights, the same Constitution in Section 23
(3) (a) and (b) allows discrimination in matters of personal law regarding the application of customary law.
Customary law is more visible in matters of personal laws and this entails the law of husband and wife, law of
persons, children and succession. This is an area where most women are located and that also plays a part in
the increased vulnerability of women to HIV infection. In the infamous Magaya vs. Magaya case of 1999 the
Supreme Court ruled that it was not discriminatory for the court to rule that an African woman had no right to
inherit property from her late father since the Constitution permitted this discrimination. The same
Constitution also allows the operation of customary law side by side with general law.
The marriage law system in Zimbabwe and the link with inheritance laws.
Nowhere has the legal pluralism played out than in the marriage laws in Zimbabwe. There are only two legally
recognized and registered marriages in Zimbabwe. These are the monogamous marriage under Chapter 5:11
and the potentially polygamous customary law marriage under Chapter 5:07. The third type is the unregistered
customary law marriage that is at law not valid except for purposes of guardianship, custody, access,
maintenance and inheritance under customary law. This marriage comes into being when a man pays bride
price for his wife. He may also pay bride price for more than one wife. According to research by WLSA, more
than 50% of all marriages in Zimbabwe are not registered. This is due to a variety of factors such as the myth
that registering a marriage is signing one’s “death warrant” by the husband.
In 1997 the Parliament of Zimbabwe passed the Administration of Estates Amendment Act of 1997. This Act
entails that at the death of wife or husband, the surviving spouse and the children inherit the property. This
Act specifically recognizes a woman married in an unregistered customary law marriage as a wife for purposes
of inheritance. The spouse inherits the house that they were living in prior to death, the household goods and
contents and share the remainder with the children. These rights are reinforced by such international
instruments as the Optional Protocol to the African Charter on the rights of women in Africa that Zimbabwe
ratified in 2009. This means that despite her not having a marriage certificate, she is entitled to inherit from
her late husband’s estate. If a man has more than one wife, they will all inherit with the senior or first wife
getting more. Therefore at least on paper, the inheritance law protects the rights of all women regardless of
whether their marriage is registered or not.
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The issue
WLSA Zimbabwe’s concern lies in the lack of security in relation to inheriting property by women in
unregistered marriages at the death of a spouse. While on paper, they are entitled to inherit, in practice, the
situation is different. According to research conducted by WLSA and cases handled through the legal aid
programme, these women face a multiplicity of problems by virtue of the fact that they do not have a marriage
certificate. To be able to access the property, they need to register the estate with the Master of the High
Court or Assistant Master at the Magistrate Court. To do this, they require the death certificate. To obtain the
certificate, they need proof from the late husband’s relatives that indeed they were married to the deceased
under customary law. In comparison, a wife who has a registered marriage simply produces her certificate to
the Registrar of Births and Deaths.
The wife has to rely on the cooperation of her late husband’s relatives to obtain the death certificate. Some of
these relatives out rightly “disown” the wife or in a situation where there is more than one wife, they may
favor one over the other. The handling of such disputes at the courts have not inspired confidence either in
women because they have ruled against women in unregistered marriages even to the extent of calling them
concubines. Therefore in the absence of the death certificate some women have been labelled mere girlfriends
and have been chased from the marital home and walking away empty handed. Most of these women do not
have means to pursue the legal process to the full. The relatives of the late husband literally pounce on the
estate and help themselves to property that was acquired jointly by the wife and her deceased husband.
In the research on gender, HIV/Aids and the law from a rights based approach, WLSA Zimbabwe worked with
Gweru Women Aids Prevention Association (GWAPA) and its affiliates of Zvishavane Women Aids Prevention
Association (ZWAPA) and Shurugwi Women Aids Prevention Association (SWAPA). These are organizations
founded and run by sex workers. Most of the women stated that they turned to sex work after losing all they
had worked for when their husband died and they were disowned by the husband’s family. They resort to
unprotected sex since it “pays” more. Put simply, the economic hardships that they endure makes them
engage in transactional sex. Although some have tried to engage in incoming generating projects (others even
successfully), others are lured back into sex work. The situation has been worsened by the economic down
turn in Zimbabwe beginning in 1998. By engaging in unprotected sex, they increase the risk of infection or reinfection with HIV.
It is therefore WLSA Zimbabwe conclusion that the non- recognition of unregistered customary law marriages
places the greatest impediment to women in such situations from accessing property and the death of their
customary law husbands.
Benefits of recognition of unregistered marriages
Access to property and inheritance is an issue of economic survival. Equal and unfettered access to property
and inheritance rights will ensure that women have access to resources. It will lead to more economic
opportunities, higher security and less dependence on male relatives or transactional sex. Zimbabwe already
protects legally the inheritance rights of women in unregistered marriages. Recognizing such marriages will
remove barriers in obtaining death certificates, registering the estates and inheriting the property. Ultimately,
it will result in economic security and thus a reduction in poverty and economic dependence. This will allow
widows to be in a better position to negotiate safe sex therefore reducing the risk to HIV infection or re –
infection.
Recommendation
WLSA Zimbabwe recommends the enactment of legislation recognizing unregistered customary law marriages
as full marriages in fulfillment of the protective role of the law. This will enable such women to secure death
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certificates, register and administer their late husband’s estate and inherit property as outlined in the
Administration of Estates Amendment Act of 1997.
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Uganda

Women’s Organisation for Human Rights Advocacy
(WONETHA)

Women’s Organization Network for Human Rights Advocacy (WONETHA) is a human rights-based civil society
organization based in Uganda. WONETHA was established in 2008 by three passionate and determined sex
workers who had faced harassment, insults, stigma, discrimination and arrest without trial by misinformed
society, and who were stirred into responsive action concerning the similar plight of other sex workers. Our
vision is: ‘‘A Ugandan society that respect and protect human rights and supports economic empowerment of
sex workers, to improve our living and working conditions and to fight for equal access to rights so that sex
workers’ human rights are defended and protected”
Situation analysis
“In countries without laws to protect sex workers, drug users, and men who have sex with men, only a fraction
of the population has access to prevention. Conversely, in countries with legal protection and the protection of
human rights for these people, many more have access to services. As a result, there are fewer infections, less
demand for antiretroviral treatment, and fewer deaths. Not only is it unethical not to protect these groups: it
makes no sense from a health perspective.” - Ban Ki-moon, Secretary-General of the United Nations, Address to
the InternationalAIDS Conference, Mexico City, August 2008
THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK AND ITS EFFECT ON HIV/AIDS
Under Ugandan Law, prostitution is illegal and penalized criminally. The legal regime presumes that effective
law enforcement can and should reduce prostitution. Section 138 of the Penal Code defines:
“Prostitute” to mean “a person who, in public or elsewhere, regularly or habitually holds himself or herself out
as available for sexual intercourse or other sexual gratification for monetary or other material gain…” . This
law targets the seller ( sex worker) not the buyer (clients). If the sex worker is found guilty, she or he is
punishable by up to seven years imprisonment while the client walks away scot-free. The dependants of the
sex worker, e.g. children, elderly parents etc, may also be sentenced to imprisonment for living “wholly or in
part on the earnings of a sex worker.” Analyzed By Sylvia Tamale.
For decades, the Ugandan sex work sub-population has borne the brunt of sexual and reproductive health
rights (SRHR) violations. This appalling situation is mirrored by the alarming prevalence of HIV and sexually
transmitted infections (STIs) among sex workers, estimated to be 33% and 68% respectively (Crane Survey
Report, 2008/2009). Presenting a paper titled Criminalization, HIV and Sex work at the opening of HIV training
organized by sex workers in Kampala on 27/4/2010, Makerere University Law Dean Prof Ben Twinomugisha
attributed the high HIV prevalence and susceptibility of sex workers to AIDS to “poverty, violence, stigma and
discrimination, sexual harassment fuelled by laws that criminalize sex work creating barriers to sex workers’
access to HIV prevention, treatment, and support services”. HIV positive sex workers face the compounded
stigma of being labeled immoral, second-class citizens and vectors of the HIV epidemic, and are hence denied
access to HIV services. See http://allafrica.com/stories/201004280159.html
Likewise, Uganda AIDS Commission National Prevention Officer Dr David Tigawalana has decried the high HIV
prevalence rates among sex workers, attributing them to high partner turnover, alcohol consumption, lack of
access to treatment, discrimination and stigma, poverty and unemployment (MARPS network Central Region
Public Dialogue- Nov 2009) . The attitude largely prevails that a sex worker cannot be raped, as sex work is a
criminal offence. Laws and law enforcement practice thus deny them access to normal civic protection.
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Nyongo’, Sheik and Asiimwe-Mwesige (2010), contend that repressive anti-prostitution laws cut sex workers
off from many social support systems by treating them as vectors of disease. Many people perceive sex work
as immoral, and believe that sex workers deserve to be punished for it. In a society where sex workers are
heavily stigmatized, being named, shamed and labeled as immoral, abhorrent and a threat to society, they are
often blamed for spreading HIV/AIDS. Sex workers are a popularly “accepted” target of hate crime. One sex
worker related her ordeal of creeping away from her AIDS- ailing mother’s bed to try to raise money to pay for
her mothers’ medicine. She negotiated for Ush5000 with a man driving a huge NGO vehicle. After a rough
sexual encounter he refused to pay and forced her out of his vehicle naked, spitefully saying after all you are a
prostitute, where will you report me? With tears streaming down her face she gathered stinking rubbish
covering her nakedness and struggled to find her way back home in the chilly wee hours of the night. She had
nowhere to report because the law doesn’t protect her as a sex worker. She had no one to share her pain with
because her mother was too sick to listen and her siblings were too young to understand (WONETHA’s Creative
spaces report May 2010).
While some sex workers are fully aware of how to prevent the spread of STIs, they have little power to enact
this knowledge; many clients force sex workers to have sex without a condom or offer a higher price for
unprotected sex (Sewakiryanga 2002).
The widespread abuse, lack of legal protections and poor working conditions have compromised the ability of
sex workers to access health services for STIs, particularly HIV. Discrimination by health care providers prevents
sex workers from seeking health care or antiretroviral drugs (ARVs) to treat HIV. Some HIV-positive sex workers
choose to die rather than go to the hospital, due to the fear of getting arrested, humiliated, and treated as subhuman.
One sex worker commented: "I vowed never to go back to a health facility when a nurse told me that the
facility was constrained by a lack of drugs and priority was given to those who needed them badly. She said
giving them to a sex worker, who was a vector of HIV and STIs, would be like washing a cloth spotless white and
spreading it on filthy ground to dry." http://www.womengivingtree.org/archive/2011/01/10/wonetha
Criminalization of brothels leads to the growth of more disguised or hidden sex work venues and less direct
ways of selling sex, including through internet, telephone, massage parlors, streets, and parks. This has been
shown to negatively impact HIV programmes and services for sex workers. Punitive laws, policies and practices
around sex work do not reduce the demand or the number of people buying and selling sex but they do form
barriers to sex workers accessing services and they change the shape (venue, methods) of the sex industry in
ways that increase vulnerability.
Decriminalization of sex work is essential to improve the health of sex workers, as recommended by the United
Nations Special Rapporteur on the Right to Health, Anand Grover7
WONETHA’s efforts in challenging the proposed new HIV/AIDS Laws in Uganda
Uganda’s Parliament is currently debating the newly revived HIV/AIDS Control Bill 2010, a first step for the
country to developing a legal framework to manage HIV/AIDS. However, the Bill - until our interventions lacked the human rights of sex workers at its core.
The following are most problematic sections of the HIV/AIDS Prevention and Control Bill:Mandatory testing (Sections 13, 14, 15 and 17);
Mandatory or unauthorized disclosure of HIV Status testing (Sections 4 (2), 9 (2), 12, 19 (2), 21, 22, 23 and 25
(3)); and
Criminalization of Intentional Transmission of HIV/AIDS (Sections 39 and 41)
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The Ugandan sex workers’ fraternity under the umbrella of WONETHA petitioned parliament challenging the
controversial clauses in the Bill. (See press citations).
What sex workers rights are at stake by bad HIV/AIDS programming and laws?
The spread of HIV has threatened a range of rights, including but not limited to the rights to:- life; nondiscrimination and equality before the law; health; movement; work; property; privacy and others. Under the
Ugandan Constitutional dispensation (Art. 43) these rights can be limited in public interest or by the rights of
others, but the innovation of the 1995 Constitution was that this is a narrow and restricted limitation, and any
restrictions on human rights must be shown to be acceptable and demonstrably justifiable in a free and
democratic society. The Penal code section 138, which criminalizes prostitution, creates an environment for
state agents and authorities to violate sex workers’ rights to freedom of association and assembly
Likewise, sex worker initiatives geared toward advancing their health and socio-economic wellbeing are often
frustrated by state agents. In November 2010, the State Minister for Ethics and Integrity banned a sex workers
leadership, HIV sexual and reproductive health conference organized by Akina mama wa Africa and ordered
the venue (hotel) management to evict them or else risk criminal penalty for abetting criminal practices.
UNAIDS Country Coordinator Musa Bungudu expressed concern. "The right of an individual to access
information, treatment and services should not be compromised for any other thing. We must all be inclusive
and not exclusive. By denying the sex workers what they wish to do, we are not being inclusive," he said.
Responding to a statement by Buturo that the current law on prostitution is not strong enough and that the
government would want to "draft a new one that responds to the times we are now in," Bungudu responded:
"Whatever [the government] wants to do, it should be in line with the norms of the global community. And
whatever human rights commitments Uganda has signed up to, it’s important that they respect it," Bungudu
said.
www.observer.ug/index.php?option=com_content&task...
http://ipsnews.net/news.asp
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Zambia

World Vision Zambia-Keembe Area Development
Programme

Sexual cleansing is a widespread traditional cultural practice throughout Zambia. Sexual cleansing rituals vary
from one tribe to another. It is believed that this practice removes the spirit of the dead from a living spouse
and if not done, then when the widow or widower remarries or has sex with someone else, both will become
insane. This practice has put a lot of lives at risk of contracting the deadly virus of HIV/AIDS. When the
deceased was a victim of AIDS, it means the person who would be used to cleanse the widow/widower is at
high risk of contracting the disease. People of all ages including children are used. Due to their innocence,
children are often used in sexual cleansing practices, making them vulnerable to sexual abuse, HIV infection,
other sexually transmitted diseases and psychological trauma.
Civil Society Organisations like World Vision (WV) has noticed that such cultural practices like spouse inheriting
and sexual cleansing are fuelling the spread of the HIV/AIDS pandemic. World Vision-Keembe Area
Development Programme (ADP) through the Vulnerable Child Advocacy (VCA) project has powerfully equipped
children themselves and advocacy committees in the community to engage traditional leaders to get rid of this
injurious traditional practice. As a result of community sensitization in the catchment area by the Vulnerable
Child Advocacy (VCA) project, a close in the by-law has been ratified by the Chief Liteta that banned child
sexual cleansing. The by-law states, “Sexual cleansing should be stopped. Anyone found practicing or assisting
to, should be reported to the chief and be penalized. The use of children in any form of ritual cleansing is
banned in my chiefdom and anyone found practicing it or assisting herein should be reported to the chief.”
What was more gratifying was that, it was the involvement of children themselves in voicing out their concerns
and fears that compelled the chief to make such an audacious declaration and defy all traditional and cultural
entrenchments. A learning event was organized at which children were given an opportunity to have a face to
face talk with the chief and all his headmen. Though soft and tender, the children’s voices were strong and firm
enough to influence the chief’s decision.
A group of children strongly voiced out their displeasure at the fact that they are forcefully used against their
own will to involve in this social evil. It was at this meeting that his Royal Highness the Chief Liteta passed a
new bye-law to prohibit the usage of children in all manner of ritual cleansing, which put the children involved
at risk of contracting sexually transmitted diseases including HIV/AIDS.
So far the enactment of this by-law has already started bearing fruit. For instance, Teddy Mulowa, a rural
farmer and chairperson of his local advocacy committee, faced a huge challenge when a 10-year-old boy
named Peter was given the task of having sex with a widow who was old enough to be his grandmother.
“When I heard about it, I quickly mobilised some of our committee members and we used the bylaw on sexual
cleansing to safeguard Peter’s health and emotional well-being. The family accepted that such cultural
practices not only spread diseases like HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted infections, but also promote
promiscuity among children who we expect to be the leaders of the future,” Mr. Mulowa said.
The chief was once engaged before by an adult advocacy committee, working together with the World Vision
advocacy team. Alas, the result wasn’t as fruitful, as the was so adamant that sexual cleansing was a practice
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that was enshrined in the traditions of their culture as a people. He stated that there was no way, they could
let go of their traditions.
However, later on when children themselves came to the fore and expressed their displeasure at this evil vice
and talked of how emotionally and psychologically traumatizing and also how such a practice exposes them to
deadly sexually transmitted diseases that include HIV/AIDS, the chief was left with no option, but to give in and
grant them their demands and their inalienable rights. Such is the power of advocacy and
involvement/participation of children in the prevention of HIV/AIDS.
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Malawi

National Youth Council of Malawi

Introduction
Malawi is one of the developing countries in sub-Saharan Africa where 39 percent of the total population are
living on less than 1 United States dollar1. It is landlocked and has a total population of 13,066,3202. At least
43.6 percent of the population is aged 0 to 14 years and 46 percent aged 15-49 years. About 70 percent of the
total population is aged 30 years and less3.
Young people in Malawi are defined as those aged from 14 to 25 years4. Health indicators for young people are
very poor. There is high early sexual debut that predispose young people to contracting HIV, teenage
pregnancy, early marriages among others. Young adolescent girls are at high risk. The country has 50 percent
of all women getting married before the age 18 and a further 10 percent marry before the age of 153.
Research evidence in Malawi shows that there is a direct relationship between early marriages and HIV
infection among young adolescent girls. However, currently there are no laws except the recently that protect
these young adolescents. Strong efforts have been and are being made to advocate for change of the minimum
age of entry into marriage. Despite evidence pointing to this relationship, the Malawi National assembly on its
seating of 22nd June to 31st July 2009 passed a bill to move the age for entry into marriage from 15 to 16
years. However the state president did not assent to the bill as such the age of entry into marriage with
parental consent is still 15 years in Malawi.
Early marriages
Early marriages have been defined as marriage before the age of 18. Two indicators are used to track early
marriages. These are; the percentage of women married before the age of 15 and before the age of 18. Data in
the country shows that women get married as early as 12 years and in some districts as early as 10 years.
Currently 33.3 percent of all people in union (married) are adolescent girls aged 15- 19 years and only 2.1
percent are adolescent boys3. Of the female adolescent girls aged 15-19 years, who are in union, more than 50
percent are married to men who are five years or more older than them. The prevalence of HIV in these older
men aged 25- 29 years and 30 years or more is 9.8 percent and 17.5 percent respectively5. Again adolescent
girls aged 15- 19 years who live in the rural areas are more likely to be married (34.9 percent), than if they are
living in the urban areas (26.9 percent). Living in the rural areas has been reported to be a risk factor to early
marriages and also HIV infection3.
Most adolescent girls do not get married voluntarily but rather involuntarily; married off or sometimes
arranged by their parents, relatives and others. No law in Malawi, currently challenges this. Cultural practices
in part have fueled early marriages among different ethnic groups. A report by Malawi Human Rights
Commission (MHRC), shows that replacement of deceased wife (chimeta masisi, chidzutsa nyumba, chiusya
nyumba, impyana, mbirika, nthena) is very common in most parts of the country. Young adolescents as early as
15 years old are forced into this practice to men as old as 50 years. Even when the adolescents run away,
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parents and their relatives still hunt them down and force them to replace a deceased wife. They do this
among others for fear of the man demanding back the bride price and also to still enjoy the wealth of the man
if he is well to do6. This has led to increased early marriages. Kupimbila is yet another cultural practice that
perpetuates early marriages. This practice is very common in the northern region, particularly in Chitipa. In this
practice, parents get a debt and as payment in advance they would offer their child who could be as young as 9
years to an old man
HIV Infections
In Malawi there is a strong relationship between early marriages and risk of contracting HIV. Women aged 1519years who has sex before age 15 and women aged 20- 24 years who had sex before age 18 are reported to
be at high risk of contracting HIV3. The prevalence of HIV in Malawi among the 15- 49 year olds is at 12
percent. Current data in the country shows that new HIV infections are taking place among married young
people. It is reported that the risk of HIV infection among young people is highly correlated to early marriages.
The prevalence of HIV among females in union is 2 times more than those not in union for those aged 1524years8. 3
A study by Bruce et al, shows that there is a direct relationship between early marriages and acquisition of HIV
infection among adolescents and young people. Young adolescents who marry before the age of 18 are often
exposed to unprotected sexual intercourse with most of the times an older partner. More risky is the
prevalence of HIV among the partners of the married girls. The study further showed that HIV prevalence was
two to three times higher in married girls than the girls who were single7. Evidence has been reported as due
to the rise in unprotected sexual intercourse that is highly coupled with a desire to be pregnant and have
children. In the 15- 19 year cohort pregnancy related deaths, has been a leading cause of mortality among this
age group. Regardless of this risk, still at least 50 percent of all women in Malawi currently in union were
married before the age of 18 years.
6 Availability of protective laws against early marriages
The country does not have comprehensive laws that seek to punish those getting married or marrying off
children as early as 15 apart from the recently enacted act number 7 of 2010 on Child Care, Protection and
Justice. Though the constitution of Malawi allows people to get married with parental consent the unbearable
fact is that those who marry before the age of 18 are children. The law does not conform with the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child that Malawi ratified in 1991. Due to absence of comprehensive
laws and weak implementation of available instruments, it is not surprising that most children are forced to
drop out of school and are increasing being exposed to contracting HIV as they marry to older men.
Unfortunately in such marriages they can not even demand HIV Testing and Counseling as a protective factor
as they do not have a voice.
7 Response by the National Youth Council of Malawi and other partners
In light of the above advocacy efforts are being made and geared towards enactment and change of laws that
should protect the girl child from HIV infection as a result of early marriages. The National Youth Council of
Malawi (NYCOM) as a coordinating authority on all issues related to adolescents and young people together
with UNFPA and a number of partners is implementing a “STOP Early marriages campaign”. So far the following
interventions have been carried: 1. A Live-on-air district hearing campaign that took place in all districts across
Malawi where young people aired out their views on what should be the right age of entry into marriage with
or without parental consent. 2. Meeting with parliamentarians to lobby the national assembly to move the age
from 15 to 18 years and enact laws that should punish perpetrators of early marriages. 3. Development of a
communiqué on what adolescent girls and youth in Malawi want as regards to early marriages. This was
submitted to the national assembly 4. Advocacy campaigns with parents, community leaders and cabinet
ministers. There is need for more support especially financial to strengthen the advocacy work so that the
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voice of the voiceless (adolescent girls) could be heard and laws changed and enacted to protect the girl child.
1 Ministry of Economic Planning and Development. 2010. Malawi Millennium Development Goals Report. Ministry of Economic Planning and
Development. Lilongwe. Malawi
2 National Statistical Office (Malawi). 2008. 2008 Preliminary Report of the Population Census. NSO
3National Statistical Office (NSO). 2006. Malawi Multiple Indicator Cluster Survey. Zomba. NSO.
4 Government of Malawi. 1996. Malawi National Youth Policy. Lilongwe. Malawi.
5 National Statistical Office (NSO). 2005. Malawi Demographic and Health Survey 2004. Calverton, MD, USA: ORC Macro; and Zomba. Malawi: NSO.
6Malawi Human Rights Commission (MHRC). Cultural Practices and their Impact on the Enjoyment of Human Rights, Particularly the Rights of Women
and Children in Malawi. Lilongwe. Malawi
7 Bruce J and Clark S, The Implications of Early Marriage for HIV/AIDS Policy, New York: Population Council 2004.
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Zambia

ZAMBIA DISABILITY HIV/AIDS HUMAN RIGHTS
PROGRAMME

LEGISLATION AND HIV/AIDS VIS-À-VIS PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES IN ZAMBIA
HIV/AIDS vis-à-vis persons with disabilities:
HIV/AIDS is among the greatest human pandemic devastating human life in the world today. Its blatant effects
have cut across all social, economic and other human development strata and it has overwhelmed the world
for almost 3 decades now more especially on developing communities of the world, with the African continent,
specifically Sub-Sahara Africa being the Epi-centre of HIV and also having the hyper endemic HIV.
HIV/AIDS has aggravated the poverty situation and has had a wearisome burden on the poor and thus the
effects of HIV/AIDS in Sub-Sahara Africa are felt in all countries and across all sectors of development in the
region. Notwithstanding that Zambia which is part of the Sub-Sahara Africa region, has relatively been
performing well in the fight against HIV/AIDS in general. However, disaggregate such performance (gains) by
groups, then the national HIV/AIDS response in Zambia does not per-se favour persons with disabilities to the
national HIV/AIDS due to poor or inadequate policies and laws. In other words Zambia’s positive gains have a
disparity when it comes to persons with disabilities benefiting from HIV/AIDS programmes due to inadequate
enabling policy and legal environment.
Persons with disabilities are part of every social group and in the context of HIV, they are also found within
every key group at higher risk. There are several social, economic and cultural causes that make persons with
disabilities more vulnerable to contracting HIV and effects of AIDS than their non-disabled counter parts,
including: higher levels of poverty, myths about disabilities, poor or no access to information on sexual and
reproductive health and HIV and AIDS, poor access to health care, including HIV and AIDS services, multiple
partners, gender aspect and disability, persons with disabilities are more often than not left out of HIV and
AIDS policies and programming.
The fact that persons with disabilities are not homogeneous and are geographically scattered in urban and
rural areas, creates problems in terms of mobilizing and sensitizing them to a particular developmental issue or
problem affecting society. This greatly predisposes them and affects their level of participation in matters
pertaining to HIV/AIDS, thus making them prone to the negative effects of the scourge. Even when persons
with disabilities do access services, problems arise. Firstly, attempts to collect data on the persons with
disabilities and HIV/AIDS are insufficient thereby creating a void on informed approaches and designs about
dealing with persons with disabilities. Secondly, there is an unintended consequence of voluntary counselling
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and testing (VCT) ethics rules. Persons with disabilities are often excluded from counselling either due to bad
physical environment or such facilities/services do not take into account needs of persons with disabilities.
Such glaring gaps in understanding of the general challenges/problems persons with disabilities face in Zambia
are exasperated by inadequate and uncoordinated legislations.
Another factor is gross levels of illiteracy and a general lack of access to formal education also immensely
reduces the ability and likelihood of persons with disabilities to access HIV/AIDS programmes. The lack of
access among persons with disabilities to HIV/AIDS facilities/service is further compounded by the alarming
levels of discrimination and stigma coupled with being a person with a disability and having HIV/AIDS.
Thus persons with disabilities and their respective Disabled Peoples Organizations (DPOs) have over the years
not benefited equally from and participated meaningfully in the HIV response (and specifically in accessing
resources and services) as development programmes like HIV/AIDS programmes are usually designed to
address issues of the general population, which in essence exclude persons with disabilities disaggregatedly. In
any case persons with disabilities have from time immemorial been perceived as a group not affected by the
HIV epidemic and only surviving on charity, philanthropy or benevolence of others in the national response to
HIV and AIDS. That notwithstanding, issues of cross-cutting disability have now to an extent been included in
national HIV response development trends, plans and programmes. This is due to a significant factor of DPOs
such as Zambia Disability HIV/AIDS Human Rights Programme (ZAMDHARP) responsibilities and roles in
mainstreaming cross-cutting disability and human rights issues in the national HIV/AIDS response since 2003
using existing legislations (local and international) and a human rights approach in that aspect.
Legislation and policies on HIV/AIDS vis-à-vis persons with disabilities in Zambia:
Despite some progress in terms of legislation over the past decade, human rights of persons with disabilities
have hardly been systematically addressed in the fight against HIV&AIDS in Zambia. Consequently the situation
of persons with disabilities vis-à-vis national HIV&AIDS response is often addressed in terms of charity,
philanthropy or benevolence and not as a matter of human rights or development aspect. Therefore, a need
exists for more comprehensive legislation to ensure the rights of persons with disabilities are upheld in all
aspects of national HIV&AIDS response on an equal basis with non-disabled persons. Appropriate measures are
required to address existing barriers that are prejudicial and discriminatory, thereby promoting opportunities
for persons with disabilities to participate on the basis of equality in the national HIV and AIDS response.
One of the dominant features of good governance has been the recognition of law as a tool of social change.
Though legislation is not the only means of social progress, it represents one of the most powerful vehicles of
change, progress and development in society. Legislation at country level is fundamental in promoting the
rights of people especially the marginalized/vulnerable or disadvantaged groups including persons with
disabilities, and driving the development trends and programmes including HIV&AIDS programmes. While the
importance - and increasing role - of international law in promoting the rights of people is recognized by the
international community, domestic legislation remains one of the most effective means of facilitating social
change and improving the status of its people especially the marginalized and disadvantaged including persons
with disabilities. International norms concerning cross-cutting disability human rights are therefore useful for
setting common standards for local legislation. Those standards also need to be appropriately reflected in
policies and programmes that reach persons with disabilities and can effect positive changes in their lives
including reducing stigma and discrimination of persons with disabilities living with HIV&AIDS. This means that
where HIV/AIDS services or facilities are, there should be no barriers or obstacles to such facilities or services
either systemically or covertly.
It be acknowledged and appreciated the fact that Government of the Republic of Zambia has taken an effective
measure by ratifying, in 2010, Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) to ensure that
persons with disabilities are able to exercise their rights. This measure will over time strengthen the existing
Zambia’s disability anti-discriminatory laws such as Persons with Disabilities Act No. 33 of 1996 and Citizens
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Economic Empowerment Act of 2007. However, such pieces of laws are not fully implemented in favour of
persons with disabilities due to among other such laws not “speaking to each other.”
In addition to the issues surrounding inadequate and uncoordinated policies and legislation for the
mainstreaming of cross-cutting disability human rights issues in the HIV/AIDS development trends and
programmes, there are also certain cultural and social barriers that have served to deter serious involvement
of persons with disabilities in the national HIV&AIDS response. Changes in the perception and concepts of
disability will involve both changes in values and increased understanding at all levels of society even among
persons with disabilities themselves, and a focus on those social and cultural norms, that can perpetuate
erroneous and inappropriate myths about persons with disabilities. However, it is ironical that such cultural
and social barriers will depend on the effectiveness of a good legislation to break such barriers and ensure that
no grouping of any social stratum including persons with disabilities is left out off the fight against HIV/AIDS as
equal partners.
Conclusion
The United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities very specifically states rights to social,
economic or health services and facilities on an equal basis by persons with disabilities. Therefore:
-

there is a need to fulfill the empty spaces and to fully and meaningfully include cross-cutting disability
human rights issues to local policies and legislations, so that the constitutional mandates that oblige the
State to ensure the right to equal opportunities in the national life including national HIV/AIDS response,
particularly in participation in collective decisions, will become a reality and not just a mere aspiration. It
should be fostered and must be respected.

-

a need for governments to domesticate Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities for more
comprehensive legislation to ensure the rights of persons with disabilities in all aspects - political, civil,
economic, social and cultural rights - on an equal basis with non-disabled persons in order to foster an allinclusive fight against HIV/AIDS. Appropriate measures through legislation are required to address existing
barriers that are prejudicial and discriminatory towards persons with disabilities in the fight against
HIV/AIDS.
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Zimbabwe

ZCBC HIV and AIDS DESK

HIV AND THE LAW
Introduction
Contracting HIV is like a death sentence. One becomes the object of ridicule, shame and harassment from the
society. Children infected and affected by HIV also suffer. Both adults and children become “outcasts” and no
one bothers to find out how they contracted the disease. The worst thing is lack of laws to protect them from
all this. In cases where laws exist, no one enforces them.
There are still many areas that governments need to look at, if they are going to fight for the protection of
Adults, Children and Orphaned and Vulnerable children (OVC’s) from HIV.
Women
Empowering women and girls and promoting Gender Equality will minimize Rape Cases and the spread of HIV
and AIDS. By empowering women and girls who are the most marginalized group and capacitating them with
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knowledge, skills and relevant information we will be fighting the spread of HIV and AIDS. Gender
mainstreaming goes hand in hand with Gender Equality. Stiffer Penalties and Policies should be enacted.
There should be laws that advocate for the support and protection of rural women. This includes
encouragement of informal sector entrepreneurship and micro-credits, as well as community action groups
and social support mechanisms.
Women should be protected from family interference with respect to inheritance laws. Urgent review is
needed in each country of the legal status of women, to ensure that they have full and equal rights compared
with men and that the protection of the law extends to those who become infected, orphaned or widowed as
a result of HIV/AIDS.
Culture and HIV and AIDS
Cultural practices in most African States tend to promote the spread of HIV and AIDS. Some practice Forced
Marriages (For the girl child in times of famine), Pre-paid Lobola (bride price) for girls without their consent,
Polygamy, marrying the late husband’s brother and the superiority of the boy child over the girl child. All these
practices and others tend to promote the spread of HIV and AIDS. Laws should be in place to ban such
practices. There also should be a law that compels them not to keep silent and allows access for them to report
such forced cases and imposes stiffer penalties to the offenders.
Workplace and HIV and AIDS
Anti-discriminatory Laws in the Workplace: Employers should play a pivotal role in their protection of women
by enforcing regulations on confidentiality, equal salaries with men, as well as medical and occupational
benefits. There should be protection of rights and an enabling working environment. Law enforcement officers
should ensure that the legal provisions for equality are fully implemented and stiffer penalties given to
offenders.
Support groups in the workplace and community should be setup, where people are educated on HIV so as to
try and curb stigmatization and discrimination. Those that stigmatise and discriminate should be penalized
heavily. All companies and organizations should stipulate in their code of conduct that stigmatization and
discrimination is prohibited and has a disciplinary measure attached to it.
A law should be enacted that protects benefits incomes when workers fall sick in the workplace, so that they
continue to be supported and are enabled to access medication. Organizations should help those who might
need access to Anti-retro Viral medication. A law on sickness benefits and pension rights should be enacted.
Men and boys should also be empowered and educated on HIV/AIDS so as to help in protecting women both in
the workplace and community. Men are more exposed to dangerous work environments like mining so tend to
be more subject to alcoholism, sexual activities and long working hours. So educating men on Sexuality can
enlighten them on the ways, they put women and children and themselves at risk.
Religion and HIV and AIDS
Some Denominations spread HIV and AIDS, through polygamy and forcing women and girls into early
marriages. Male members especially declare to have been inspired by the Holy Spirit to marry certain young
girls. Emphasis should be placed on keeping the 6th commandment; Exodus 20: 14, 17 b. St Paul teaches and
emphasizes the importance of one husband and one wife ,and no sex before marriage and faithfulness in
marriage, see 1 Corinthians 7:36,1 Cor.6:12-20 and 1 Cor.7:1-5.
Children
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Encourage young people to get tested before marriage.
As young people are at a high risk of becoming infected with HIV, it is vital that they are educated about HIV
transmission at an early age, before they are exposed to situations that put them at risk of infection.
Advocating for abstinence until married as it is morally acceptable and can be highly enforced by the cultural
values and Christian values. The church or religion should take centre stage in encouraging youths and parents
on this matter.
Provide safe transport for pupils to and from school, to prevent the possibility of sexual abuse by strangers.
Policies should be in place that forbids individual children from going to teachers’ offices and homes alone.
Encourage children to walk in groups to and from school for security reasons.
Support orphans and protect their inheritance from relatives. There should be a law that allows inspectors to
regularly visit orphans in their foster homes, to assess their well-being. Property grabbing is another factor that
affects OVC’s. Government should out rightly identify families affected by the pandemic and ensure that the
children are protected from property grabbers like relatives by instilling heavy penalties on such perpetrators.
Provide welfare for rejected children in the family and society. Promote skills-based education on HIV/AIDS. In
line with article 8 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, Governments should make policies that
make it easier for OVC’s to obtain identity cards. This means that Governments must designate officials to visit
households that have OVC’s and help them to obtain these identification documents.
Counseling to the infected and affected is necessary. Stigma and discrimination are the major setbacks in the
lives of OVC’s. Stigma and discrimination both have negative social impacts. This eventually turns to depression
and withdrawal. Thus Governments should mainstream campaigns in Educational Institutions and the society
at large. The campaigns should make people aware of the negative impacts that stigma and discrimination has
on those affected or infected.
There should have a right to work programs, which can give them an income to sustain them and also to have
the right to education. Allow students in Tertiary Education to develop and implement policies, which are
founded on human rights. These policies should address the whole range of political, social, economic, legal
and management implications of HIV/AIDS, and present them to the Government for consideration and
implementation.
Protect children against child prostitution, human trafficking, and sexual abuse. Sensitise and educate boys
and men on their Sexuality and Behavior Change. There should be a ban on child marriages, no matter what
the reason might be, so as to prevent transmission of HIV from the older to the younger generation.
There should be support for rape victims and access for them to report to officials. Organizations for children
should be trained on HIV/AIDS Programmes and Children’s Rights to prevent violation of Children’s Rights.
There should be a provision to support pregnant girls.
Protect children against any form of discrimination at school and in the community. Governments should make
policies that should inculcate every OVC in the country with special training on how to overcome the mental
stress that every OVC goes through. These might be conducted in the form of lessons in schools. Vulnerable
children face physical, emotional and sexual abuse from the communities in which they live in. Hence
Governments could employ laws/policies that would protect these vulnerable children e.g. creating centers in
society that would provide attention/help to any vulnerable children in need. Stigma is also a problem that
affects OVC’s. Government could be put in place policies that insure that school curriculums are inculcated
with a syllabus that teaches about OVC’s and advocate love. This stance will help to start with grassroots’ level,
a bottom to top approach.
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Give stiffer penalties to Sexual Offenders. Stiffer penalties should be put to those who are involved in child
sexual abuse such as life imprisonment. This might help as a psychosocial support tool for the victims since
they will know that the perpetrators of their abuse would not come back to society and harm them again.
Enforce the right to Education for every child. Governments must put in place policies that will assure the
OVC’s that their education will be supported through the provision of funds from the Government and NGO’s.
Governments should increase the number of schools for children with disabilities, to teach them life skills
which will help them to fit in society. Schools should include extra-curricular activities that accommodate the
disabled such that the element of stigma is eradicated among the fully able-bodied children.
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Zimbabwe

Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights

Online video submission:
From Behind the Shadows: The Effects of the Criminalisation of Sex Work in Zimbabwe
Please follow this link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8AbM1e6vJbA
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Kenya

Federation of Women Lawyers- Kenya
(FIDA Kenya)

INHERITED WIDOWS: ARE THEY EASY PREY FOR LAWS THAT CRIMINALIZE HIV?
Recommendation: The laws criminalizing HIV specific intentional transmission violate the right to non
discrimination, due process, privacy, freedom from inhuman and degrading treatment, family and to life with
dignity. We therefore recommend that the laws should be repealed, in favor of using general criminal
provisions such as the penal code provision protecting against grievous bodily harm.
A redrafting to provide exemptions and prosecutorial discretion to choose whether or not to prosecute people
based on their circumstances, in order to minimize the discriminatory effect on women is also recommended
to minimize vulnerability.
The Federation of Women Lawyers - Kenya (FIDA Kenya) seeks to create a just society that is free from all
forms of discrimination against women by working towards eliminating patriarchal norms and practices that
discriminate against women by: offering quality legal services to a limited number of women, conducting
research, Lobbying and advocating for reform of laws and policies that discriminate women and train women
on how to claim them through self representation in courts.
FIDA Kenya in partnership with International Community of Women Living with HIV and AIDS and Georgetown
University International Women’s Human Rights clinic conducted a research that represented how
criminalization laws will specifically impact on women in Kenya. The aim of the research was to analyze the
legal ramifications of criminalization of HIV transmission in the context of women in Kenya. The research
highlights how the vague language in the legislation criminalizing HIV and AIDS poses the reality of prosecution
of women even where they may be victims of social and culturally imposed practices that have been passed on
generation to generation and most often misrepresented and abused by their relatives. The culture of widow
inheritance is widely practiced in many communities in Kenya. Traditionally the practice was intended to
provide social and economic security for widows and their children after the death of the husband. But the
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concept has been misunderstood and has been abused. Some people have taken advantage of this; forcing
women to be inherited as a pre-condition to having access and use of matrimonial property. Those who do not
comply are disinherited and evicted from their homes along with the children. In fear of this reality majority of
the women; despite the knowledge of having contracted HIV during their marriage, are forced to accept these
advances. The prevailing stigma relating to 2 |Submission by the Federation of Women Lawyers – Kenya (FIDA
Kenya)
HIV discourages women from disclosing their status as this may expose them to physical and emotional abuse
by relatives. The existence of an HIV specific legislation on intentional transmission further exposes these
widows to an even greater risk of imprisonment upon conviction.
All governments needs to respond to the HIV and AIDS epidemic, however the Kenyan Parliament’s passing of
the law criminalizing the transmission of HIV and AIDS is too drastic and violate the rights of people living with
HIV and AIDS. The Kenyan woman is more often than not the first to discover her HIV status and is therefore
more likely to be prosecuted by these laws that criminalize HIV and AIDS.
The National Laws that Criminalize Transmission of HIV
The HIV & AIDS Prevention and Control Act: The Act was enacted to promote public awareness about the
causes, modes of transmission, consequences, means of prevention and control of HIV and AIDS, protect
human rights of people living with HIV and AIDS, promote safety and eradicate conditions that aggravate the
spread of HIV infection. Section 24 of the Act states that a person who is aware of being infected with HIV or is
a carrying the HIV virus shall take all reasonable precautions to prevent the transmission of HIV to others and
inform, in advance, any sexual contact or person with whom needles are shared of that act. The section had
been stayed previously until sometime in December 2010. Sub section 2 states that a person who is and is
aware of being infected with HIV, who is carrying and is aware of carrying HIV shall not, knowingly and
recklessly place another person at risk of becoming infected with HIV. Criminal liability under this Act does not
extend to those taking of reasonable measures and precautions or instances where the other person knowingly
and voluntarily accepts the risk of being infected. The punishment is a fine not less than five hundred thousand
shillings, imprisonment for up to seven years or both.
The Sexual Offences Act under Section 26(1) states: Any person who having actual knowledge that he or she is
infected with the HIV or any other life threatening sexually transmitted disease intentionally, knowingly and
willfully does anything or permits the doing of anything which he or she knows or ought to reasonably know (a) will infect another person with HIV or any other life threatening sexually transmitted disease, (b) is likely to
lead another person being infected with HIV or any other life threatening disease (c) will infect another person
with any other sexually transmitted disease, shall be guilty of an offence , whether or not he or she is married
to that person. The sentence is minimum fifteen years imprisonment up to life. The Sexual Offences Act does
not provide for likely defenses.
Women are more biologically susceptible to HIV and less able to negotiate safer sex with partners. Women are
more likely to know their HIV status earlier during antenatal clinics. They will, more often than not, be blamed
for the infection by her husband and the wider family unit. The Kenyan Law does not provide for exemptions
and therefore it will be possible for the Kenyan woman who is HIV positive and who is either forcefully or
willfully widow inherited. This would effectively reduce the number of women going for antenatal care and
most mothers will prefer to have home delivery to avoid testing and reprisal by the health care providers.
The reality of the Kenyan legislation criminalizing HIV is closely related to disinheritance of widows by the
community and or family of the deceased husband with the alleged belief that the woman is the cause of the
infection and not necessarily the husband and this can be associated with the way Africans are socialized to
belief that people do not die from sickness but rather that they were killed and women would be blamed on
most occasions for the death of their husbands.
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The act of ritual cleansing and widow inheritance are cultural practices predominant in most of Kenya but
more particularly in Nyanza which region has the highest incidence of AIDS. Ritual cleansing involves forced
engagement in sex after woman’s husband dies to open up doors for her to get into another relationship.
Widow inheritance was not originally intended to include sex but now they are predetermined by sex and
increase likelihood of HIV transmission. As women most of the time lack the legal recourse to safeguard their
children and property inheritance they are left with no choice but to adhere to traditional practices. Kenya
compounds the problem women face in housing and property rights by criminalizing HIV transmission, Women
most of the time relinquish their rights on property upon marriage; lack of property may force women to
engage in sex since they will not have bargaining power and fear disclosing their status because of the reprisal
they would face like domestic violence. FIDA Kenya undertook a study in collaboration with Georgetown
University on the impact of widow inheritance and widow evictions in the Nyanza region of Kenya. The Kenya
Demographic Survey indicates that Nyanza region has a high prevalence of HIV and AIDS which is attributed to
the cultural practice of widow inheritance.
In conclusion, the Constitution of Kenya provides for equality and freedom from discrimination either directly
or indirectly on any ground including race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, health status, ethnic or social origin,
color, age, disability, religion, conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth and therefore reaffirms the
need for the Kenyan Government to take initiative to repeal the laws that criminalize HIV intentional
transmission.
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Uganda

Global Coalition of Women Against AIDS in Uganda
(GCOWAU)

Surviving abandonment, property stripping and gross human dignity abuse in HIV and AIDs dressing
Have you experienced discrimination or unfair treatment because of your HIV status?
I have been ill treated y my ex husband whom I had lived with for 12 years. We learnt of our HIV positive status
as early as 1994 but in 2001 he abandoned me by the roadside 40 km from my birth place and 9 km form his
own home village where I had been married. If was a Saturday at 5 pm in a village town and rainy day. I
managed to reach my birth place at about 22 hours in the storm. He stripped me of all property and even
destroyed my academic documents. He denied me access to my children then 2 and ½, 7 and 11 years old. As a
result I engaged the human rights commission but all efforts to have him produce my documents and persona
affects were futile. I went to court to seek child custody and later abandoned the case as my CD4 speedily
reduced to 89 per mm. I abandoned all the legal means to seek justice.
Are you a woman with HIV who experiences stigmatisation, blame, violence from partners or discrimination
from health carers because of HIV? Do you feel that the law and the police protect you?
In some meetings we had with policy makers sometime around 2006 the health workers/administrators had a
feeling that we were feeling proud on our HIV status and they didn’t want PLHIV to feel special. This was not
directed to me as a person but to the persons with HIV that had disclosed to HIV. This coming from
administrators was a clear indictor of what the health workers in the clinic and health centres would display
and no wonder many cases came up with health workers apportioning blame on women with HIV that got
pregnant as to them PLHIV were never meant to have children
Are criminal laws used to penalise and discriminate against you because you are HIV positive, a drug user,
transgender person, sex worker, or a man who has sex with men? Do you experience violence and
harassment? Does this make it difficult for you to use HIV health care services?
Yes the penal code of Uganda criminalizes HIV and HIV infection is used to give a graver punishment for
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defilement and rape offenders. The penal code also has a clause that punishes intentional spread of a disease
and I imagine HIV could fall into the same category.
Currently Uganda in the 8th parliament had tabled an HIV Bill 2010 that intended to criminalize deliberate
transmission on HIV. We 30 organizations have worked tooth and nail to ensure this clause does not see the
light of day. Luckily it was not passed in the 8th parliament but we have indications that another member with
interest in criminalization will be tabling the same bill around November 2011. While this is still a bill a quick
scan from technical personnel teams of government seem to agree to criminalizing HIV transmission and out
lawing homosexual activity in Uganda. These already have implication on health and related social service
uptake. The criminalizing of HIV transmission and the punitive action for HIV transmission and homosexuality
will further drive HIV underground and people will cease to test for HIV for fear of being culprits on knowledge
of HIV status
Are you a child or young person affected by HIV? Are you orphaned or caring for other family members? Are
you treated badly at school and at clinics? Can you get health care and social assistance?
No but I have a son who was born with HIV now 21 years old. He has faced stigma in school He is in position to
receive health care and social assistance.
Have you been treated unfairly by health care workers [or employers] because of your HIV status?
Never
Are cultural norms and practices putting you at risk of HIV?
No
Are you able to access treatment for HIV and AIDS? Is your government doing enough to provide HIV-related
health care? Are intellectual property laws restricting (or increasing) access to treatment?
Yes am able to access treatment since 2003. I was on the DART trial that ended 2008 and the ARVs found
efficacious. We have continued to receive the treatment even post study life. N not at all 80% of ARVs are
provided by external donors. Government has not yet met its pledge in Abuja to provide 15% of its budget to
health care. So far the health budget for the health sector is 11.9% 2009/10. The health care system is very
wanting. To-date over 700,000 Ugandans are eligible for HIV treatment at 350 CD4 but only about 260,000 are
currently enrolled and getting the ART. However there is also recurrent medicines stock-outs and medical
supplies. Health worker are burnt out due to poor motivation for human resources for health country wide
Can you get legal assistance from the state or NGOs to protect you from HIV-related discrimination? Can you
bring these problems to court?
We have some legal aid clinics like Legal AID, FIDA Uganda and UGANET. The more specific attention on HIV is
given by UGANET although it’s limited in financing and coverage of services. The service is very crucial albeit
the limited coverage it has helped many families and individuals to recover grabbed property and abandoned
children to gain a livelihood after being discriminated by their immediate families and relatives as a result of
HIV. On the other level there is the Uganda Human Rights Commission with a fully fledged department on
health and looking at vulnerable groups issues including HIV and Aids discrimination.
While its uncommon to find these cases in court due to the sluggish nature of court proceedings currently
cases are brought to court and with good advocates and subsidized and free legal aid the case are often judges
and provide security to abused and discriminated individuals.
In my case I abandoned the case due to frail health and fear of death after my CD4 dropped to 89per mm.
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Many leave the court cases due to the stressful nature and the corruption in courts. The direct and indirect
costs of suing and paying fees for legal services also limits cases being brought to courts.
For government the law is clear that all citizens are entitled to justice but he process of seeking and acquiring
justice are very stressful and lengthy and very demoralizing and often cases get abandoned by plaintiffs
Do you provide legal services to people living with HIV, women, children, people who inject drugs, men who
have sex with men, sex workers, prisoners, migrant workers or mobile populations?
FIDA provides legal id to women and families including those living with HIV, UGANE provided legal aid
specifically for families infected or affected by HIV, NACWOLA provided Legal aid services to Women living with
HIV.
Do you work to develop protective laws, challenge laws in court and improve the legal situation of people
living with HIV, women, children, people who use drugs, men who have sex with men, sex workers, prisoners,
migrant workers and mobile populations?
Yes we are involved in development of protective laws, and we chalegne laws that put populations of most at
risk persons and PLHIV at risk of abuse and violation of their human rights.
Are you a researcher or activist whose work builds evidence around the impact of human rights on HIV and
AIDS?
Yes an both a researcher and activist and we build evidence around the impact of human rights on HIV and
Aids and have been specifically involved in research on implications HIV and Aids on land, property and
livelihood rights of women living with HIV in Uganda
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Uganda

Frank and Candy

ACCESS to HEALTH CARE FOR VULNERABLE POPULATIONS: UGANDA
Background to the submitting organisation
Frank and Candy Uganda, is an HIV and AIDS service organisation, which works with marginalized communities
in Uganda.. Our roles include the design, development and provision of prevention materials such as lubricants
and condoms to our members and information, education and communication materials around protection,
transmission and re-infection. We provide basic information on issues related to sexual and reproductive
health. To assist us with our mission and goals we produce a weekly newsletter circulated every Friday. Each
issue addresses a new topic around sexual and reproductive health issues
The organisation mission
To empower the MSM/WSW and Transgender communities. This is carried out through the provision and
development of knowledge and skills for HIV prevention and positive living. To support and ensure access to
health care and HIV prevention tools.
Our vision is to create and support an empowered and informed community of men who have sex with men
(MSM) and women who have sex with women (WSW), free from the threat of HIV/AIDS, living in a society free
of prejudice and stigma.
Introduction
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The entrenched homophobia and anti homosexuality sentiments within Uganda has resulted in the of the
enjoyment of rights by many vulnerable members of the Ugandan society, particularly MSM, WSW and
Transgender peoples. Access to sexual health services, protection and security and the recognition of basic
human rights remains inaccessible for many Ugandan citizens.
The recent role played by the media, and anti gay activists, aided by the state, has further undermined access
to these rights and freedoms. A society that is supportive and protective of all citizens is required, the adoption
and implementation of a legal and policy framework that enables the formation of this is critical.
Context
Uganda is a Christian country where religious contributions play a vital role in decision-making processes
compounded by the homophobic cultural setting. The two scenarios have increased homophobia and the
homophobic content included in the Ugandan Constitution and the laws of the country. Within Uganda, the
penal code makes homo-sexuality illegal.
The anti – gay bill in parliament, Pentecostal churches, and the role of the media in the ‘outing’ of gay activists
has forced many people to go into hiding and be kicked out of their families and communities, places of work
and the public domain in general.
Human Rights issues
It is clear that the current situation in Uganda has played an important role in further limiting the protection
and respect of the rights of LGBTI people in Uganda as well as limiting their own efforts to promote rights and
seek redress for violations. Within this submission, we will focus on ways in which the current situation has
limited the enjoyments of the rights to Access to the highest attainable standard of health, the right to dignty,
the right to privacy and the freedom from discrimination
Legal Issues
Within Uganda several pertinent changes are required to support an open and free society that acknowledges
the rights and freedoms of its citizens:
Same sex practices between consenting adults are criminalized in Uganda. The Constitution of Uganda
recognises the right to privacy and non-discrimination. The high court confirms and protects this right, as
highlighted in the successful case against a Ugandan tabloid by a gay activist. It was ruled that the right to
privacy was undermined, and the judge ruled that even a homosexual has a right to privacy.
The Equal Opportunities Act also states that it doesn’t cater for homosexuality.
HIV Issues
The restrictive and oppressive legal and societal framework, within Uganda, hinders an effective response to
the HIV/AIDS pandemic. Vulnerable members of society are targeted and their access to health care is limited
or removed. Access to information and education around HIV/AIDS issues, including education around
transmission and re-infection, is restricted, leading to further spread of the virus. The provision of information
around basic nutrition, psychosocial support and self awareness and protection is undermined as organisations
supporting MSM are raided and shut down. Finally access to preventative ‘tools’ such as condoms and
lubricants are not provided to MSM, therefore fuelling the spread of the virus.
Although there has been no significant research on MSM in Uganda. Mini surveys show that over 10% of MSM
are infected with HIV/AIDS. This is indicated in the report done on world AIDS day workshop in Kampala
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December 1st 2010.
Issue:
-

Roles and stigma have resulted in denial of access to treatment.
No access to sexual and reproductive health services if you are ‘known to be gay’
All treatment and materials are expressly prohibited by the government.
STI/HIV they will not treat you if you are a gay- in addition to this the questioning by health care
professionals is issue laden and loaded with stigma

Case Study
An HIV/AIDS positive man, suffering from a secondary infection approached a district hospital for care. The
doctor within the district hospital was unable treat him, and referred him to a central hospital within the city.
Unfortunately the doctor’s report, referring him to the central hospital for care and treatment mentioned that
the man (patient) was a known gay person. Within Uganda, if you are publicly known to be ‘known
homosexual’ you are denied access to care and treatment. This patient was denied access to treatment and
care due to his sexual orientation. Our organisation, a branch of ‘Frank and Candy,’ KULUHAS (Kuchu living with
HIV and AIDS) went to the hospital to lobby on his behalf. We had no success.
As a result we had to solicit funds to make sure that this person is treated in a private hospital while thinking of
bringing to book and seek justice why the central hospital denied him treatment.
Government Response:
Government continues to deny the issue of homosexuality, in particular the protection and inclusion of this
vulnerable group into the HIV convention. In addition to this the government is creating laws that prevent
people accessing basic health care services. The criminalizing of homosexuality further exacerbates an already
fragile situation.
Currently within Uganda if you known to be gay – or know any one who is gay there is an obligation to report
this to the government officials within 24 hours. This provision increases the fear in accessing. health centres,
and may result in many HIV positive people becoming victims.
Response and Solutions
As NGO’s we have to fight to provide basic sexual and reproductive health services, and access to condoms and
lubricants. Often they are confiscated at the boarders; by government officials or from our offices.
Spectrum Uganda (an MSM organisation) are currently working on health care provision and freedom and
roam Uganda working on women who have sex with women. However it is clear that the provision of this
essential service is rendered almost impossible within the current legal framework.
Impact:
If you are an MSM/WSW or transgender person in Uganda, you will be denied, both societal and governmental
protection and support. Your access to basic rights and the provision of live saving medication and care will be
hindered and you will be subject to stigma and discrimination.
Within these vulnerable groups, the majority of those infected with HIV/AIDS die due to lack of treatment,
care, information and support. The issue is far more severe in rural areas where access to information is
impossible, and sexual health support structures are ill equipped and inaccessible for these vulnerable groups.
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It is clear that an effective response to the HIV/AIDS pandemic in Uganda requires the implementation of a
supportive legal framework and the fostering of a societal context that is accepting and protective of
vulnerable groups.
Solutions
-
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Government should revise laws that criminalize gay people, and that every person should be allowed
access to services and health care and basic human rights.
Government should permit the dissemination of information and ‘tools’ to MSM and other vulnerable
populations around Sexual Health and HIV prevention, treatment, care and support.
The Government and the media should work together to promote safe sexual behaviour in all sectors of
society. A step towards this would be to introduce bill boards that advertise safe sex between men.
Currently bill boards advertise safe sex between a man and a woman, everyone should be educated
around prevention and safe sex messaging.

Namibia

Out-Right Namibia

Inability to access public health services and the criminal justice system, and ho the violence of Transgender
person’s rights increase their vulnerability to HIV
Out-Right Namibia is the local Lesbian, Gay, Transgender and intersex (LGBTI) organisation that also advocated
for the full constitutional rights of Men who have Sex with Men (MSM) and Women who have sex with Women
(WSW). Out-Right Namibia, inter alia, provides HIV prevention services to the above mentioned groups and
provides linkage to HIV related services (referrals). Registered as a non-profit trust, it is a recognised entity in
the country.
Ronnie’s Story
Background:
During my tenure as project manager for health and wellbeing for (lesbian, gay transgender and intersex)
LBGTI persons at the Rainbow Project (TRP)in Namibia, I was approached for assistance by one of the
beneficiaries. He was a transgender man, born female but identifying as a man. He went by the by the name
Ronnie, in honour of his strong spirit, I will keep to his assumed name for this submission.
Ronnie shared his story with me which engenders his frustrations at getting justice served after he had
undergone corrective rape by a well known male who is a brother to one of his best friends. His right to bodily
integrity and dignity were violated by the actions of the violent sexual predator and perpetrator of sexual
violence. Even more frustrating was his inability to lay a charge with the Namibian police and later with the
unit within the police that specialises in the protection of women and children. I came to learn of Ronnie’s
story almost one year after he had been raped and the rape had resulted in a unwanted pregnancy. Ronnie
had just given birth a few months earlier to a baby girl. At the time that he came to the office for assistance, he
was homeless and sleeping outside during the winter with the infant.
On that auspicious night, Ronnie had gone to visit one of best friends, another transgender man. During his
visit, his friend went out on an urgent errand and he was left alone to keep watch at the house. During this
time, the brother to his best friend arrived home. After chatting for time, the brother started making sexual
advances which Ronnie refused citing that he was not interested and that he was also mot having sex with
other men. The brother to his friend locked the house and proceeded to assault Ronnie sexually and this ended
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in rape. After he was able to escape, Ronnie went to the police, mindful not to take a shower and remove
evidence. This was the first place he went to after the incidence of sexual violence.
Arriving at the police, he asked to lay a charge against the perpetrator of rape and to have the police
investigate the case. The police however refused to open a file and to give him a criminal case number as
would be the usual procedure when any person in Namibia were to report a crime. Instead the police officer
on duty started to ridicule him and asked questions such as;” how is it possible for a man to be raped”. He tried
in vain and was later forced to have to go home iun a state of trauma and without having registered to the
police that a crime had been committed against him.
At this stage, a lot of evidence useful for an investigation of a rape case had been lost. Procedurally, Ronny
should have been referred to the state hospital for collection of evidence and an indication of the bruises that
the doctor could see during the examination. As part of the process, any semen or sperm would have been
collected and other DNA markers of the perpetrator such as skin or blood under the survivor’s finger nails.
Ronnie should also have been placed on Post Exposure Prophylaxis and been give the morning after pill to
minimise the chances of HIV infection and pregnancy. He should have been referred to a social worker
attached to the hospital for trauma counselling. All this did not happen due to the negligence of the police
officers on duty that day.
Ronnie returned the following day to the police station and once again he faced ridicule and being shamed by
the police personnel on duty rather than being assisted as should have been the case. Under the constitution
of Namibia, every person has the right to respect of human dignity (Article 8) even during (clause 2a) judicial
proceedings and other proceedings before any organ of the state. Further to this, the police as an organ of the
state abdicated in their duty to protect a civilian as well as to place other’s in danger by refusing to investigate
a reported crime.
Ronnie went to seek for help at Women Solidarity, a local CBO for advancement of women’s rights, especially
their bodily integrity. He was accompanied by its director to make a complaint. After first refusing to do so,
they were finally assisted at the Women and Child Protection Unit (WCPU) and yet the case did not move on.
Ronnie kept in touch with the investigating officer and although he knew the identity of the rapist, the
perpetrator remained at large, this even in the face of the fact that the perpetrator was a previously convicted
felon who had just been released from jail.
I referred Ronnie and linked him up with the gender unit at the legal assistance centre (LAC) who would follow
up on the case.
During this time, however, due to governance issues and direction from the board of trustees, TRP was closed
and I could no longer follow up on the case and left it in the hands of the LAC.
A month ago, I was once again told that Ronnie had never found the justice he was seeking. He had finally
committed suicide and left a two year old girl behind. As I was preparing this submission and getting the
permission from Ronnie’s mother to forward this submission to the commission, I learned that the rapist, now
the only biological parent had been coming to the family home to demand taking the child with him. Thi s
against the express will of Ronnie while he was alive as he feared to the safety of his girl child around its father.
Issue and Impact
Many women face acts of sexual violence and this makes them vulnerable to HIV infection if the perpetrator
of such violence were knowingly or unwittingly living with HIV. Violence in any form, served to make their
victims’ unable if not unwilling to demand safety measures during instances such as rape due to the violence
and fear of loss of life associated with it. Ronnie, in the story above had survived such an event. However he
was brave enough, besides the trauma he was experiencing, to go to the police and report the crime. In this
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instance, the police committed a crime more heinous than that of the criminal when they did not offer a
competent service which would have ensure that Ronnie did not fall pregnant and the risks of HIV infection
were reduced by taking PEP. The police abdicated in their duty to protect a civilian. Ronnie’s inability to access
the law and to find justice speaks to the experience of many of those who are born female and identify as men.
Who would undergo a sex re-assignment operation if they had access to it. Corrective rape, which seeks to
show transgender man that they are women, makes them very vulnerable to HIV and violated their identity as
persons. The police abdicate on their function and constitutional role when their stigma leads to discriminatory
assistance of members of the public who come in to seek their services.
Recommendation:
-

Police should go on training in gender sensitivity and such training should expose the members of the
police force to gender and sexual identities that may be different to the predominant heterosexual
identity.

-

Police should be trained on the combating of rape act and how to process rape cases that are reported by
ensuring that important and relevant information is collected and that perpetrators of sexual violence are
brought to book and not roaming the streets.

-

Transgender people are at risk of HIV, perhaps not because of their sexual practices only but also because
of their identity. The strategic framework of Namibia should recognise this and find a strategy as well as
avail the resources to mitigate the risks of infection among transgender persons.

Conclusion
I ask the commission to accept my submission and to follow up with the relevant authorities. Finding ways in
which the police response to members of this vulnerable community can the improved and mitigation of HIV
and other sexual and reproductive health measures can be strengthened will help us in the fight to ensure we
get to zero (through zero new HIV infections, zero AIDS deaths and zero discrimination.
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Namibia

Out-Right Namibia

Inability to gain domicile non-Namibian same sex spouse and its effect on expression of sexuality and
vulnerability to HIV re-infection/transmission.
I am a Namibian citizen and a gay man working in the non-governmental sector for an HIV communications
organisation. The organisation is currently deployed to build capacity in sexual health as related to LGBT
persons at Out-Right Namibia. Out-Right Namibia is the local Lesbian, Gay, Transgender and intersex (LGBTI)
organisation that also advocated for the full constitutional rights of Men who have Sex with Men (MSM) and
Women who have sex with Women (WSW). Out-Right Namibia, inter alia, provides HIV prevention services to
the above mentioned groups and provides linkage to HIV related services (referrals). Registered as a non-profit
trust, it is a recognised entity in the country.
Background:
In March 2011, I went into legal partnership/ marriage with my Swedish partner in Cape Town, South Africa
and our marriage has recently also been registered with the Swedish government. However, as a married
couple we would like to settle in the country of my birth and where I have resided since birth. Currently we are
facing legal obstacles to have my husband domiciled in Namibia, since out marriage he was back in Sweden
pending the approval for his visa to return to Namibia. Both my husband and I are living with HIV, my
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expression of sexuality and my right to found a family, are enshrined in the constitution of Namibia. Together,
my husband myself and my 14 year old son would like to be afforded this right to found a family, a right
currently hindered by issues of domicile within Namibia.
Chapter 3, Article 14 of the Constitution of Namibia provides the right for all Namibians of full age to marry
and found a family. The immigration laws of the country further allow legally married Namibians to the
domicile of their spouses. However the marriage laws which state that marriage only be entered into between
a male and a female discriminate between couples of the same sex and heterosexual couples in terms of legal
recognition.
It is unclear whether the government will grant domicile to my husband on the basis of our marriage. The
effect of the latter act is that we are to make a legal challenge to the Ministry of Home Affairs and immigration
to grant domicile to my partner.
Legal frameworks:
The following laws provide the basis for the government of Namibia to afford domicile to my partner
1. The Constitution of the Republic of Namibia (as stated above) as well as article 10 which outlaws
discrimination on the basis of sex and gender inter alia. Article 21 (i) also affords me and my son the
fundamental freedom to leave and return to Namibia. These rights would be threatened if we were to
leave the country indefinitely due to the fact that my husband cannot live in the country. Article 13
affords the right to privacy and this right is threatened by the fact that sodomy laws could be used to
infringe on our matrimonial privacy.
2.

Immigration Control Act1993 (as stated above)

However Namibia still has laws in force which are unconstitutional as they infringe on the Constitutional
protections and provisions of Chapter 3 of the Namibian Constitution. These laws are as follows:
1. Combating of Immoral Practices Act these laws are used to target those who are not heterosexual in
fact or appearance.
2. Sodomy Laws are used to intimidate men who have sex with men with its prison terms.
3. Unnatural Sexual Offences Act Used again to target lGBT people.
Policy Frameworks:
The policies of the country appear to be progressive and inclusive, on paper. However in practice due to the
discrimination that is legitimised by the above laws, gay men and other MSM are systemically discriminated
against when accessing HIV services. For us this discrimination exacerbated by the fact that we are unable to
belong to the same medical benefit scheme and that my husband will routinely face his ARV medication
shortage whenever he comes to visit for longer periods.
1. The National Strategic Framework on HIV 2011 to 2016 which includes MSM as a key population as risk
of HIV. The NSF also recognises the following areas as a source of new infections that need to be
addressed (MCP, transactional sex, MARPs, mobility and migration and fewer Namibians getting
married or living together)
2. National Public Health Policy on sexual and reproductive health which espouses health for all
Namibians
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The Issue and Impact:
As an HIV positive gay man married to a non-Namibian, it becomes impossible for me to express my sexuality
in a safe manner and determine my sexual choices in a way that I retain sexual integrity. At times I think about
starting a discussion with my husband to open the relationship so that we are able to take other non
committed sexual partners due to the nature of our forced living arrangement.
Currently, I have not been able to live with my married partner in the country and it is not certain when this
would become a reality for us.
Within the current NSF Namibia has recognized issues of multiple and concurrent partnerships and
transactional sex, with regard to the spread of HIV. Fewer married Namibians are in stable relationships, and
this has been highlighted as one of the drivers of the HIV epidemic, placing MSM in more vulnerable situations
than the general population. The inability to domicile my partner leaves me very little choice to enjoy one of
my basic drives (sexual) and to ensure that I practice sexuality within the safety of matrimonial relations with
my husband. This leaves me at the risk of re-infection with HIV and/or transmitting HIV to a partner of
unknown status should an accident happen during a sexual episode.
Another pertinent issue we face is the access to medication; during the time when my husband visited on
tourist visa, he ran out of his HIV medication. This meant that he had to stop his treatment for almost three
weeks until his medication arrived. It was virtually impossible for him to get the treatment through public
health services. Because of his holiday permit and the fact that he is not resident in Namibia we are unable to
put him on my medial aid.
In order to ensure that Namibia lives up to its vision of bringing the HIV prevalence to below epidemic levels
and for living up to the new UNAIDS drive of getting to zero (Zero new infections, zero Aids related deaths and
zero discrimination) there is a need to look at the laws that prohibit the domicile of same sex spouses and to
ensure that families, as provided for in our constitution, are protected and kept together.
The host of laws stated above make it difficult, if not impossible, for same sex spouses and families, to stay
together and enjoy constitutional provisions in the following manner;
-

Sodomy laws (including immoral sexual practices act and unnatural sexual offences act) make our sexuality
and sexual expression criminal and make it difficult for the Ministry to grant domicile on grounds of
morality and abetting crime.

-

The current Marriage Act goes against the provisions of non-discrimination as provided for in our
constitution, and make it difficult for officials to view our marriage as legal.

-

The immigration act is in line with the constitution which uses gender neutral language as in the
constitution.

Recommendations
Namibia needs to look again at discriminatory and punitive laws that discriminate against same sex couples in
legal marriage and to grant us domicile. This will ensure that both me and my husband are able to remain
together and express our sexuality in the safety of our matrimonial union.
Constitutional provisions of non-discrimination need to be domesticated into local laws and policies in order to
outlaw discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity and integrate the constitutional
provisions within the jurisprudence of the country’s penal codes.
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National health policies, especially the public health policy, national HIV law and NSF need to be implemented
in a non-discriminatory manner for all Namibians including those of non-heterosexual orientation.
Conclusion:
I ask the commission to accept my submission and follow up on what the rights are of legally married
Namibians with foreign spouses with regards to domicile as this would foster healthier and more committed
relationships. In our specific case, it would ensure that the risk of transmitting the virus would be mitigated. A
successful follow-up with a positive outcome would also strengthen the constitutionally protected human
rights of all Namibians.
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Zimbabwe

Female Sex Workers Network of Zimbabwe (FSWNZ)

Background:
We are informal network of female sex workers and we work with other human organisations with human
rights organisations and HIV service providers to advocate for our rights. This submission draws on the direct
and personal experiences of sex workers in Bulawayo, Gweru, Ngundu, Beitbridge and Plumtree in Zimbabwe.
Supported by: This submission is supported by Sexual Rights Centre and African Sex Worker Alliance.
Community
Sex work or ‘prostitution’ is illegal in Zimbabwe and prejudice towards sex workers is very common. Sex
workers are often discriminated against by the society and are seen as the key drivers of HIV, the ‘destroyers’
of marriages and puppets that are just used to provide sex in exchange with money and do not deserve rights
or entitlements. Most of the times sex workers fail to get houses to rent because if the landlord finds out that
they are sex workers they will tell them to move out of the house with fear that the sex worker might to their
husbands. Relatives will not support you once they know you are a sex worker and are left isolated with no
family or any support from anyone. Verbal abuse is also common in the society and sex workers children are
also called names and that disturbed the brain of the child. As a result sex workers are very vulnerable to abuse
and harassment.
Police
Police are the main perpetrators of abuse against sex workers. They take advantage that sex work is illegal and
they think they are above the law and can do whatever they wish to sex workers. Some of them they would
drink beer before going to patrol and they will sing and force sex workers to dance if you refuse to dance they
will beat you up. They sometime patrol with the police dogs inside they will be cages sex workers are put in the
same cages with the dogs. Sex workers are forced to pay bribes in exchange to be released if they don’t have
money the police demand sex from them in order not to take them to the police station.
If the police find a sex worker with condoms they will confiscate the condoms and use these as evidence of sex
work. Police have been known to search sex workers looking for condoms.
Sex workers are sometimes illegally detained for more than five days in the police cells. If it rains sex workers
are forced to lie in the mud so that they get dirty and won’t be able to look for clients. Sex workers are forced
to speak the language that will be spoken by the police officers if you can’t speak the language they will beat
you up with baton sticks. Some police officers refuse to pay for their services and will demand unprotected sex.
Police officers force sex workers to have sex with them in exchange for their release from prison. If a sex
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worker is raped police won’t take their statement because they say a sex worker cannot be raped because they
sell sex and deserve to be punished.
HIV/AIDS and Sexual Reproductive health services:
In most public hospitals health worker treat sex workers different especially if are infected with STIs they will
say you must bring your partner otherwise you won’t be treated sex worker sleep with different people and it’s
not easy to take the client to the hospital because most of the times the client will say you are the one who
infected him and he will beat you up.
Religious Leaders
Churches strongly condemn sex work because they think sex workers are driven by demons and they should be
prayed for in order to remove the demons. Sex work is criticized in church s if the church leaders know you are
a sex worker you are not allowed to join the church choir because they say sex workers give a bad face to the
public. Although most of the sex workers clients are the religious leaders.
Clients
Most sex workers have regular clients. Some sex workers have particular clients to pay bills or to look after
their children and all the basic needs. Some clients are rough if you render the service before collecting the
money they refuse to pay. Some they will pay then demand their money after the service. There are some
clients who go to witch doctors and they are told to bring a human being to kill so that they can use them
for rucheals and become rich Because they know sex workers are very easy to kill if they are offered money
they can o with anyway they like. Two year there were a lot of cases of death of sex workers who were getting
killed by clients bodies were found with no private parts and the heads. Sex workers are raped almost every
week by clients. Some refuse to use condoms if you force them they will tear the tip of the condom and have
unprotected sex. In the past sex workers have been subjected to inhumane and degrading treatment, which
has often been fatal. For example, clients have used poisonous animals to kill sex workers.
Summary and recommendations:
The criminalization of sex work means we are not protected. We are discriminated against and we experience
constant and sometimes violent stigma. This stigma makes us reluctant to seek services and support because
we fear being judged or being exposed for being a sex worker. It is often difficult to access large numbers of
condoms and lubricant because although we talk about HIV and AIDS asking for condoms is still difficult and
people will ask why you need so many condoms.
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Zimbabwe

Gays and Lesbians of Zimbabwe
(GALZ)

OUR STORY IN FIGHT AGAINST HIV PADEMIC AMONGST THE MSM IN THE LGBTI COMMUNITY
Organisational Background
The Gays and Lesbians of Zimbabwe (GALZ) is a universitas voluntary organization based in Zimbabwe and
working to represent the rights of sexual minorities. It was established in 1990 and has been on the frontlines
ever since pushing for a repeal of homophobic legislation in the country and social tolerance of the needs and
interests of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Intersex (LGBTI) people. Sexual acts between men are still
illegal; in Zimbabwe under the Sexual Offensive Act. The absence of Constitutional protection makes them
vulnerable to discrimination and HIV risk infection. Of major interest is the organization’s HIV programme.
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GALZ was among the first organizations to carry out HIV and AIDS awareness campaigns. Today, it remains
unique in that it is the only organization in the country specifically working with people who engage in same
sex sexual activity.
Story
In May 2010 GALZ the police raided the Organisation under the disguise of search for pornographic materials
and dealing in drugs. The police warrant was to search everyone and anyone within the premises and it was
addressed to the late Keith Goddard who was then the director and died in 2009. The police confiscated all the
dvds within the organisation, took computers, files. No drugs were found, but the organisation was accused of
possessing a pornographic video and material. This so called pornographic material was simply materials for
MSM HIV prevention.
Galz staff member Ellen Chadema the receptionist was accused of possessing prohibited materials in
contravention of the Censorship and Entertainment act Section 26 (1) (a) of the censorship and entertainment
control Act chapter 10:04. Ignatius another employee who was found within the premises had similar charges
brought against him. They were both acquitted after going through a trial over a period of over a year.
Within the LGBTI communities to whom GALZprovides services, this case raised fears. The organisation had to
close for over three months to avoid harassment and further arrests. For a community that was already hard
to reach, because of the social and legal environment, they became even harder to reach as a way of
protecting themselves from arrests and detention. This derailed all the work GALZ had done over the past
twenty years in bringing. This work includes bringing together at least 500 MSM each individually affiliated
with the institution and another 1000 to whom we have been providing information through community
volunteers.
This events happened in a a Zimbabwe where the discourse on same-sex sexuality is dominated by hate speech
at all levels, including the highest executive level. The Zimbabwean president, Robert Mugabe is known for
comparing gays and lesbians to pigs and dogs.Police Harassment is a daily occurrence, homophobia exacted by
religious and traditional leaders is deemed normal. .
Such a context has helped but to maintain gay men and other MSM people undergroud for fear of repression
and violence, to the extent of being qualified as “harder to reach” in the response to HIV. The underground
nature of the MSM community is sustained by and unfavourable legal environment and a rigid society. This
creates a difficult situation and prevents the provision of life saving services that MSM despertately need. In
the past two decades, GALZ has, however, managed to reach out to these communities, provide information
and facilitate dialogue on HIV as well as develop programs to empower LGBTI people to claim and enjoy their
rights, including the rights to access HIV services.
With the constitutional processes taking place within the country and the possible presidential elections on the
horizon an environment of heightened intolerance has been created. Many arbitrary arrests of MSM have
occurred, gay or perceived gay men have been arrested and released upon payment of a fine. The grounds for
arrests have often only been based on perception or suspiscion people’s sexual orientation and practices.. Gay
men and lesbian women have been accused of treason and acting against the head of state. The arrest and
ensuing fines are often arbitrary and based on both fear and hate and facilitated blackmail and extortion of gay
men and other MSM by both law enforcement agent and non-state agents.. While they might be deemed as
not harmful, the impact is, in many cases, disastrous. In order to avoid such harrassment, many MSM, including
some who are currently on treatment, have disassociated with anything that would likely reveal their sexual
orientation, including the services delivered by GALZ..
HIV ISSUES
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There is no doubt that the continued marginalisation and vilification of LGBTI people by those in positions of
authority only serves to sustain the stigma and homopjhobia faced by these communities and thus drive them
further underground. Human rights violations expose same sex practicing people to increased risk of HIV
infection and restricts their abilities to protect themselves, their families and partners. Social vulnerability is
not an innate condition but the result of legal, political inequalities as well as economic disenfranchisement
that lead to an inability of people to protect themselves from exposure to HIV or to control its impact on their
lives. Conditions that lead to increased HIV vulnerability are most often the result of marginalisation of
individuals or groups, inaction on the part of the government and other key stakeholders and denial of access
to information education materials as well as relevant preventive materials.
While the Zimbabwe National AIDS Strategic Plan (ZNASP) 2006-2010 declares the necessity of addressing the
vulnerability of Men who have Sex with Men, those who attempt to do the work do so clandestinely as there is
an underlying fear to assist, and openly working with these comminity puts ones life at risk of arrest, detention
and extortion. In addition to lack of specific HIV programming and services tailored to meet their needs, samesex practising people often face discrimination when seeking services at public and private health clinics.
-

Zimbabwe has been a success story in reducing HIV prevalence among the general population from about
21% to the current 15% according to a recent reports yet the percentage is still very high. MSM are still left
out

-

Criminalization of same sex practises hinder MSM to seek services in the health institutions as health
services providers stigmatise and discriminate MSM. They are not held responsible for their actions as the
state fuel homophobia

-

Continuous arbitrary arrests and harassment drives MSM further underground making it difficult to
provide any interventions including targeting their male and female partners

-

Governments are obliged to provide and ensure equal access to services necessary for the physical and
mental health of all people, without discrimination based on HIV status and or sexual orientation. State
parties must respect the principles of equality and non discrimination when implementing health care
policy.

LEGAL ISSUES
The lack of government specifis program and funding streams to address the needs of MSM in the HIV
epidemic is often based on the existence of laws and polices that discriminatre against same-sex practcing
people. In Zimbabwe, the law has posed threats on the life of not only LGBTI people themselves but anyone
else who works to provide services to these communities or to ensure that they are aware of, and enjoy their
rights.
In order to ensure that environment in Zimbabwe in enabling for effective HIV intervention in this community,
GALZ would like to urge the government to impement the following recommendations:
-

To repeal laws or policies that criminalise same-sex practices between consenting adults, in consistence
with International human rights standanrds.

-

Prosecute physical, verbal attacks and other forms of human rights ciolations including arbitrary arrests,
detention and blackmail of same –sex practising people. End impunity against Law enforcement agents,
media and other state and non-state agents for hate speech, homophobia, discrimination and violence.

-

Ensure that all citizens, residents and population groups, including same sex practising people benefit from
all public resources and allocations in the National HIV budget, including the grants from the Global Fund
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for fights against AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria. States must provide accessible, non-discriminatory
health services for all sections of the population especially the vulnerable and marginalised groups.
-
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National Health Strategy of Zimbabwe and the Public health Act should adopt the human rights approach
which is inclusive and avail or allocate resources for sexual minorities

Kenya

Gay Kenya

Introduction
While this submission focuses on a personal account, of one man X, the violations he faced are not isolated, in
Kenya. Many men and women who are openly gay in Kenya face the same treatment, and suffer the
consequences in varying forms. Clearly a more protective and supportive environment needs to be fostered
within the society to further prevent violations of this kind.
Personal Story | Case Study
X is a 28 year old Kenyan male sex worker. His clients are mainly men. X who identifies as a gay man is also
living with HIV and is on ARV treatment. X, at a recent MARPS symposium in Mombasa, Kenya, happened to
have a picture of himself with a Kenyan Cabinet Minister, Hon. Esther Murugi, whose Ministry is in charge of
HIV and AIDS programming in the whole of Kenya, taken. At this meeting, the ‘Minister called on Kenya to
accept gays.’
A day later, Daily Nation, Kenya’s most read newspaper, ran an article on the MARPs symposium with the
headline ‘Murugi urges Kenyans to accept gays’ and the caption accompanying the article was a group photo
showing the Minister sharing a hearty laugh with four male participants. The caption mentioned that the
participants were gay.
X lives in Kinoo estate, a slum area on the outskirts of Nairobi. Kinoo is run by a vigilante group, the Mungiki
which has taken over and operates as an extortionist group. It has managed to take over all businesses and
transport buses in that area. X was attacked a day later (after the newspaper article) by members of this gang
who went to his (rented) house and after breaking and entering, bound him, beat him and then threw him out.
They then confiscated some of the house items; broke some and threw others outside. Police were called to this
commotion and ‘arrested’ X at the instigation of the crowd. Some were carrying the newspaper and shouting
obscenities. He was put in custody for more than three days before, with the assistance of a local gay group,
and human right activists.
HIV AIDS | Health Implications
Again it is important to mention that although these HIV/AIDS and health incidents do not relate to one
individual and his experiences, the treatment of X, nor his health risks are isolated events.
-

Trauma/Shock – Two events had subsequent mental and emotional implications. His being named by the
newspaper as gay and the attacks and beatings had negative impact on his health.

-

Beatings – The beatings he suffered further weakened his body and incapacitated his movement, intake of
food and breathing. The wounds and injuries took time to heal.

-

Interruption with ARV treatment – X was taking ARV treatment and due to the attack and subsequent
‘arrest’ he was not able to faithfully follow his regime further putting at risk of re-infection, increased viral
load, weak body immune and processes and also lower CD4 count.
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-

Risks of sex work – X is a male sex worker and caters to an exclusive male clientele. His exposure to the
risks of anal sex is high as well as risk of re-infection, STI infections, and opportunistic infections and adding
to his HIV viral load. This is not appropriately catered for within Kenya and therefore X, like many others
falls within the vulnerable population group.

Legal Issues | Human Rights
There are several human rights violations here including violations of the right to freedom of expression,
privacy, security and dignity. Although no express law played a role in the violation of X’s rights, the organs of
the state, clearly prevent vertical complaints and undermine and commit human rights violations, without any
vertical or horizontal accountability.
-

Media and Ethics – the Media, by indentifying X (and the others in the photo) as gay put his life at risk
calling into question the issue of ethic and morality of what the media does. After complaints from local
gay groups, the journalist/photographer who did the article claimed it was a public event attended by a
Minister of the country and therefore he had every right to cover it including taking photos. He also
mentioned that the participants in the photo had gave presentations at the symposium and identified
themselves as either gay or MSM or sex workers. He also said none of the participants voiced any concern
when the photo was taken and in fact showed a willingness to be photographed!

-

Housing – The Mungiki forcefully evicted a tenant without a valid or legitimate reason. In addition, they
threatened the landlord with dire consequences should he give housing to ‘people like X This act is in
contravention of the Housing Act that states only a mutual agreement to move can lead to a tenant
departing from the premises of a landlord and only after a justifiable notice (usually of three or one month)
has been given either by the landlord or tenant.

-

Security – Media exposure of X’s real or perceived sexuality or profession affected his security as his life
was in constant danger from persons and state organs (police) who deemed him a criminal and a shame or
immoral person. The neighbors who ostracized dim, the vigilante group that attacked him and the police
who ‘arrested him’ did so and violated his right to security on account of his sexuality.

-

Liberty and Arrest – The police arrested X on account of the crowd of people who said X was a criminal and
a shame to them. By arresting him for no justifiable crime or illegal activity, they overstepped their
mandate and broke the law. His incarceration without trial for more than 24 hours was also a
contravention of the law.

-

Criminality of sex work and same sex activity –Section 162-165 of Kenya’s Penal Code criminalizes same sex
activity among men. It is also illegal to be a sex worker and sex workers, both male and female are
routinely arrested by police and city council officials and charged for public indecency or immorality. By
being criminal, according to the law, many MSMs and sex workers fear accessing health and other social
services out of fear of stigma and discrimination. Psychology, many view themselves as criminal and will
hardly be open.

Solutions | Recommendations
-

ARV treatment should be made accessible, cheap, affordable, safe and effective. This means that ‘closed
off’ places e.g. prisons, army, seminaries, schools must ensure that those persons in these places living
with HIV and AIDS get access to ARV treatment.

-

The Media Council of Kenya and the Editors Guild, charged with the responsibility of monitoring the media
were informed of the overstepping by the journalists but did not take any disciplinary actions and neither
cautioned against ‘careless’ reporting. They gave ambiguous responses to our queries. There is need
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therefore to remind and reiterate the code of conduct of the media and insist on following proper
reporting guidelines.
-

The Housing, Landlords and Tenant Association of Kenya did not intervene when the vigilante group
attacked and forcefully evicted X tenant. This incident was reported but no action was taken either due to
the threat of the vigilante group or general apathy. They need to be accountable as they are the last resort
to sort out emerging friction between landlord and tenant.

-

The police arresting and handling of X was a clear violation of his rights and the state must be held
accountable for this violation and treatment. The police must be issued with proper guidelines on arresting
and convictions of persons.

-

Making sex work and consensual same sex activity among adults legal and providing protection
mechanisms will ensure that those who engage in the same will be at ease to be open about themselves
and easier for them to access health and other services and will lead to better health programming.

-

Harm – Any individual, group or person who threatens or maims or attacks another individual on account
of the sexual orientation or profession are guilty of a crime and therefore liable for punishment by the law.
There is also need for more awareness on human rights of persons by all Kenyans. Civic education and
informative workshops for people will go a long way in making this possible.

-

The Government needs to regulate the production, consumption and distribution of drugs and also enforce
anti-drug measures to curtail sale of illegal drugs. A campaign to promote safe consumption of alcohol and
tobacco would assist in preventing abuse.
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South Africa

Gender DynamiX

Transgender sex workers are on the front line of a war that society wages on those who transcend the
society’s decrees concerning sex and gender.
On being Transgender:
Netta: “Being transgender is what you are feeling inside yourself. I am a woman. That is what I try people to
see. Then you get gay (in their eyes). (I am)...trying to dress up so people can see that I am a woman. Two men they do each other. For me.... I will not go into another man because I am a woman. I don’t use that part of my
body, if they take it away tomorrow I will not even care”.
Gulam: “I dress, behave and live as a woman... but only at night. But that is who I am. In the day I have to just
be gay. Some people think I am just cursed. Your mother wanted a girl now you act as a girl. It’s not like that, it
is the way you are born. I am woman. I am comfortable when they call me she.”
Lily: “To become a transgender is not easy. There are not many of us. ...from the age of 13 years I experienced a
lot of bad things. Why do I have to be a transgender? I think... just let me be gay. But I know am not suitable for
that .I fighted with my mother for years. I will not wear boy’s clothes. I will rather run away. But now I did it. I
am a woman even in a black area. I will not be with someone like me who wears dresses. I want a straight man
who will make me feel like a woman.”
Employment and criminalisation of sex work:
Leigh: “I have great experience in the call centre industry. I love talking to people and there it does not matter
what my gender looks like. There was a time I could not get work .... During this time I was convicted for doing
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sex work. Because I have a criminal record due to sex work I cannot find a job now. I cannot return because of
my criminal record as a sex worker.”
Clients and the fear of being discovered:
Kim: “This time he took out his pistol and asked me to undress. I got such a fright and I said you are not what
you think I am. I am a tranny. He took the pistol and punched me against my lip. I was bleeding. He kicked me
out of the car and took all my personal things, my identity document.”
Priscilla: “We were in a moving truck... one of the guys touches me and says oh my goodness are you a man? I
was young, I did not know transgenders are working undercover .I was wearing my skirt and tights. So what
happens, it was a shock to them. The one says It is a man! He starts beating me from one side and the other
one from the other side. They beated me and beated me. When I looked up and see there is a window. And
throw myself out.”
Gulam: “We were with two guys. The one knew about me but when the other one found out he got so furious.
He chased me away with a gun and he kept my friend locked in his house. He was going to punish her for not
telling him that I was not a real woman”
Leigh: “I am a woman and I portray the role of a woman when I work. I could work as a transgender sex worker
but 80% of the clients are interested in female sex worker so to survive I have to portray a double image on the
road. So my life is always in danger. Regular clients will become violent when they find out. They threaten our
lives, take back the money.”
Police:
Lily : (22) “One day I was raped and beaten badly by a client who discovered me. I ran away. I was naked. A
woman helped me into her car. A police van also came by. She told them and they caught him. She gave me a
towel to close my lunch (genitals) I went to the police station and they just made fun of me. At the police station
I could not just sit there. I was in terrible pain, naked bleeding. People coming in and out.
Then they asked me what happened. I told them...... and started laughing at me. The woman police worker
walked to other police man and laughed together with him at me.
They come back to me and say What are you? Are you a woman or what?
I was crying my eyes were red. They were laughing and laughing. I said that is none of your business I am trying
to make a complaint. I could not stay there.
When I returned they knew I was a sex worker. I was dressed now. They took me more seriously but they told
me that my work is illegal they cannot help me.”
Leigh: “When I was arrested they ordered me to take of my (prosthetic) breasts, my wig and even my
underwear. They took that into their possession until the day I went to court. I felt dirty when in the holding
with men”
Medical access:
Cym (on rehab): “When I got there the security asked me to undress to look for substances. I refused to do that.
I would not undress in front of a man. I insisted that a female deal with me and that I have privacy as other
women do. It took them five weeks before they called me on my woman name. I was already dealing with
withdrawal and now also had to deal with being seen as a man, wearing men’s clothes, sharing facilities with
men”
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“The doctor was shocked that i was a transgender. He told me not to dress like that in his surgery again. He
would not treat me.”
HIV/AIDS:
Pricilla: “He was having sex with me, he discovers that I am a transgender. Then he wants his money back. I
agree to take only half and then he says I am going to have sex with you without a condom. He just did it. After
that he took the money. I did not want to make a noise. There were people around. Spare myself the disgrace”
Vn: “After my friend was raped by those men because she was discovered she came to me.... we went to the
clinic to get post HIV exposure prophylaxis. The nurse told her to go home, take off her women’s clothes and
come back. She was already so traumatised she could not return. I believe that is why she is HIV positive
today.”
Courts and prisons:
Netta: “One day I went to court and then the officer who was in charge told me I must take off my head scarf. I
said I am a transgender woman. He said NO you are a male! I felt stupid and that I could not talk...”
“When I went to prison I had to undress. Everybody here know I won’t even go to the toilet in front of men.
There I had to stand naked in front of male warders. I felt so ashamed like any other woman would.”
On MSM Research and HIV Programmes:
Tb: “We are not men, I never want to go to those researches when they call me MSM. I said why do you not
understand that we feel like women?”
Gulam: “They not thinking of transgender only moffie and gay. Nobody understands it and they think you are
moffie or gay. You just a wanna-be. This is not who we are”
Homelessness:
Netta: “The first time I slept on the street was when my family did not accept me for who I am.”
Cym: “I left home because my mother did not understand my gender identity Community members made fun of
me called me funny names which hurt me.”
Leigh: “ My family did not accept me. I loved my mother so much I decide to give her space. I was 14 years old
and left home. I have been on the streets since then”
Pricilla: “I don’t feel comfortable in the community. Some throw stones at you and you feel like you don’t belong
there”
Cym: I was a child. Where was I supposed to go when I was kicked out of school and of home for just being
myself?
Ways forward:
-

Gender Identity needs to be acknowledged in all aspects of law making and human rights issues.

-

Rape and assault on transgender sex workers should be part of and specified as such in the drive to get
hate crimes against sex workers and LGBTI people acknowledged.
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-

In health programmes, space should be made to accommodate and fully acknowledge the identities and
needs of transgender people.

-

Transgender should not be treated as a third category of gender. Transgender people should have the right
to self determination and to identify as women or men within the acknowledgement of transgender as an
aspect of gender . The tendency to refer to femal sex workers, male sex workers and transgender sex
workers undermines transgender women sex worker’s identities.

-

Access to identity documents for transgender people that correspond with their self identified gender
should be a priority in transgender and transgender sex work related programming.

-

Governments should be urged to implement laws that allow transgender people to change their documents
during their transitions and not on the basis of surgery.

-

Schools should have more than one gender neutral toilet.

-

Schools should accommodate children and work to adjust the system and not the transgender children.

-

Criminalised sex work cements the difficulties that people have when wanting to leave sex work behind to
pursue other labor opportunities.

APPENDIX ONE
Abstract: This report acknowledges that Transgender women sex workers face the similar challenges as
female- bodied and male sex workers concerning criminalisation, stigma and access but wishes to highlight the
compounded stigmatisation and added challenges that transgender women experience. These challenges are
deeply rooted in the constructs of a society dependant on stereotypical gender identities. These identities are
rigidly attached to binary biological sex categories. Laws and other systems are organised around these
categories and exclude gender variant people to the point of non citizenship. Transgressors of these constructs
are punished with violence and exclusion.
APPENDIX TWO
SOUTH AFRICAN LAW AND SERVICES FOR TRANSGENDER PEOPLE
Identity and law in South Africa:
“Hi, my name is Kim but my ID document says I am Colin. I am a sex worker. I have tried getting jobs but when I
go for the interviews people don’t end up contacting you. I look like woman but my I.D. says I am a man.”
“South African law allows for people to amend the gender in their identity document without surgical
intervention but government consistently fails to implement this law.“ –Robert Hamblin Advocacy Manager
Gender DynamiX
Act 49 2003 states that any part of the process of gender reassignment qualifies a person for a gender change.
This reassignment includes gender realignment by means of hormonal treatment only. However since the law’s
inception in 2004 the Department of Home Affairs in South Africa has consistently neglected to apply this law.
Activists have fought for this right because not all transgender people qualify medically or have the means to
pay for gender reassignment.
Medical access to transgender health in South Africa is virtually non-existent with only two government
institutions offering this care. The waiting lists are long and people wait years. One of these establishments has
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a reputation of unethical medical experimental practices.
Forcing people to have mutilating surgeries to obtain gender relevant ID documents is is a human rights
infringement so such a law is important universally. The law is especially important in South Africa where
poverty and unemployment already gives most South Africans a very slim chance of obtaining employment.
Stigma surrounding gender variant people marginalises their chances for employment even further. Even
highly qualified people struggle to overcome this obstacle. A gender-incongruent identity document forces
people to disclose their transgender status and makes them vulnerable to prejudice in the work place and a
very slim chance to obtain employment. Without a gender congruent Identity document people are non
citizens who are unable to access bank accounts, grants, bursaries or a fair chance at employment.
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Rwanda

Great Lakes Initiative on AIDS (GLIA) and Uganda
Medical & Dental Practitioners Council

Legal challenges in offering services to the most at risk populations (MARPs).
Abstract
Lack of adequate HIV laws protecting both the demand & supply sides of HIV/AIDS service deliveries are
hindering the fight against HIV/AIDS epidemic. Some MARPs are illegal in most African countries hence cannot
freely access HIV/AIDS services. Meanwhile, the health workers are also not adequately protected by HIV laws
in case they acquire HIV infections from their patients yet they lack facilities to protect themselves. A study
done in Lyantonde, Uganda and consultations made with the medical Registrars in the East African Sub Region
confirmed these hypotheses.
Introduction:
A study was done in Lyantonde town, in the South Western part of Uganda (2008-2010) targeting the most at
risk populations (MARPs).
MARPs include long distance truck drivers (LDTDs), Construction workers, female sex workers (FSWs), Youths,
men having sex with men (MSM), intravenous drug users (IDUs), girls & women affected by sexual and gender
based violence, fishermen & fisherwomen, refugees & internally displaced persons, military and other
uniformed personnel. The prevalence of HIV/AIDS among these groups is usually higher than the national
prevalence rates.
Lyantonde got a District status in 2006 and this brought in all types of people who are unemployed. Lyantonde
town is also famous for accommodating LDTDs who attract FSWs including adolescents. MSM & IDUs are also
rampant in the town. Worse still Lyantonde town was selected as a construction site for the Masaka – Mbarara
highway. Overall, the population increased from 90,000 people in 2006 to 120,000 by 2010.
Objective of the study:
1. To determine the HIV prevalence among the MARPs in Lyantonde town.
2. To determine the legal challenges in offering services to the MARPs.
Methodology
Realizing that the prevalence of HIV/AIDS in Lyantonde District (8.8%) was higher than the national prevalence
rate (6.4%); the District Health Officer decided to carry out an epidemiological study. This involved 6 months of
sensitization (IEC about how HIV infections occur, prevention measures, including need for voluntary
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counseling and testing -VCT).
Peer groups were formed and leaders used to mobilize their peers. Lyantonde hospital, Bars and hotels/lodges
were used to conduct VCT. During registration for VCT, clients were supposed to declare the nature of their
work. Key Informant Interviews (KIIs) were also conducted using senior staff at Lyantonde hospital as Key
Informants.
Results
1. HIV prevalence among the MARPs in Lyantonde town was 15%. NB HIV prevalence rate in Uganda is
6.4% (AIDS Control Program, MOH, Uganda; 2010).
2. Few (about 20%) Female sex workers, MSM, IDUs reported for VCT. These special groups are illegal in
Uganda.
Table 1: Break down of persons who underwent VCT:
Category

Number

HIV +

FSWs

63

9

MSM

2

1

IDUs

1

1

LDTDs

270

40

Construction Workers

350

52

Others (specify) e.g. SBGV

50

8

Total

736

111

3. Health workers were reluctant to handle MARPs who came to hospital for treatment (especially after
the Road Traffic Accidents) because they lacked facilities e.g gloves to use as they offer treatment yet
the HIV laws do not cover them adequately.
4. The children could not be arrested in the night as there was no juvenile cell at Lyantonde; besides, the
police were not sure of the offence to charge the juveniles.
Conclusion
The HIV laws protecting the MARPs as well as health workers are still weak in the East Africa Sub Region hence
hindering the fight against HIV/AIDS epidemic.
Recommendations
1. There is need to scale up Advocacy for the establishment of HIV Laws to protect the special groups in
the society. NB these special groups act as bridges for HIV transmission in the society.
2.

There is need to scale up Advocacy for the establishment of HIV Laws to protect the health workers.
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The Workman’s Compensation Law is not enough considering the gravity of HIV infections.
3. Governments should scale up sensitization of the public against HIV/AIDS epidemic; ensure that
facilities and services are available in health facilities.
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Malawi

Global Hope Mobilization

Malawi’s Constitutional and Legislative Frameworks: Legal status of sex work. Sex workers in Malawi do not
enjoy legal protection. The actual statue governing sex work in Malawi is the penal code (laws of Malawi;
chapter 7:01) of which the relevant sections being 143 to 147 and section 184(b). There are no actual
provisions that target the sex workers however the statue outlaws what are known as “offences against
morality” and specifically, criminalizes prostitution. Section 147 provides that the words “sexual activity”
includes sexual intercourse whether in form of genital, oral-genital or anal- genital contact or otherwise,
whether between person of the same or opposite sex, masturbation, touching of the genitals, buttocks,
breasts, sadistic or masochistic abuse or other deviant sexual relations.
Therefore, based on the above, the existent laws criminalize the following;
-

Soliciting
Pimping (living off the earnings of prostitution)
Brothel keeping
Forced prostitution (sex slave trade) / procuration
Being found as rogue and vagabond/ loitering.

Constitutional rights afforded to sex workers. Section 29 of the constitution states that everyone shall have the
right to freely engage in economic activity, to work and pursue a livelihood anywhere in Malawi. Section 20 (1)
of the constitution states that “discrimination of persons in any form is prohibited and all, persons are, under
the law, guaranteed equal and effective protection against discrimination on the grounds of race, color, sex,
language, religion, political or other opinion, ethnic or social origin, disability, property, birth or any other
status. Section 24 (1) of the constitution advocates for the non discriminatory treatment of women and the
section says:
1) “Women have the rights to full and equal protection by the laws and have the right not to be discriminated
against on the basis of their gender or marital status.”
2) Any law that discriminates against women on the basis of gender or marital status shall be invalid and
legislation shall be passed to eliminate such customs and practice particularly practices and discrimination such
as sexual abuse, harassment and violence.
In the midst of these bill of rights sex workers rights continue to be gravely violated. This bill of rights has never
been practically implemented by the Malawi government. The issues that sex workers face are often silenced
and ignored within human rights and HIV/AIDS discourses. Although human rights organizations are well
mobilized in defense of economic and political rights, they have no interest in sex workers rights. In Malawi,
sex workers continue to experience various forms of violence, stigma and discrimination. Sex workers are
arrested under an antiquated vagabond law. Sex workers do not challenge the unlawfulness of arrest, probably
due to a lack of awareness of their rights and fear of challenging the police. The police are a law unto
themselves who yearn a substantial income from sex workers and who also benefit from ‘free sex.’ Police
violence, specifically non consensual sex, often without the use of a condom (rape) has not been contested.
The following has been documented the sexual and human rights abuses experienced by sex workers in
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Malawi:
1. Frequent arrests by Police and court charges as vagabonds (using rogue and vagabond/ loitering section of
the penal code).
-

-

-

In 1998 Mary Kasawala and six others were arrested in Zomba District and charged with rogue and
vagabond.
In 1999 Bridget Kaseka and 7 others were arrested in Salima for allegedly immoral purposes after being
found in rooms in rest houses in Salima District. Some of them were found with male partners, some were
alone. Although the section ostensibly applies to both males and females, only females were arrested.
In 2003 the president issued a decree to arrest all the sex workers found loitering in streets, hotels and
bars. Scores of sex workers were arrested. They were paraded in court and told to pay 20 Kwacha (one
Rand
In December 2008 police in Nkhotakota District arrested over a Dozen of sex workers under rogue and
vagabond.
During patrols police harass sex workers, demand sex and money.

Irrespective of the legal status of sex work, all sex workers have a human right to dignity, to liberty and security
of person, and agency over their own bodies. The secretary-General of the United Nations, Ban Ki-moon has
stated unequivocally that all countries should live up to their commitments and enact or enforce legislation
that outlaws discrimination against members of vulnerable groups – including sex workers. He states further
that “without laws to protect sex workers only a fraction will have access to prevention. By contrast, where
legal protection and the protection of human rights exist, sex workers have greater access to critical services.”
The situation in Malawi is of particular concern and presents challenges that are both common to other African
contexts, like Uganda, as well as specific to Malawi. Malawi, a conservative society, has a population of
approximately 13.1 million people. It is a very poor society with high levels of unemployment and vast sectors
of the population not eating on a daily basis. Life expectancy is short in which malaria and HIV are two of the
major killers.
Malawi is considered to have a patriarchal society where heterosexual marriage is so revered that anyone who
deviates from this is considered an outcast and a ‘child’. It is estimated that 92% of all citizens are of the
Christian or Muslim denomination. Religion, particularly Christianity and Islam, is an important identifier in
guiding norms and values, as such, informs public attitudes, policy and legislation. From a cultural and religious
perspective, sex workers are seen as immoral, sinners, and are also responsible for the break up of marriages.
The church is very powerful and dictates to the state.
In Malawi prostitution means any sexual activity with another person for money or something of economic
value, or the offer or acceptance of an offer made to engage in sexual activity in exchange for money or
something of economic value. The most noticeable form of sex work in Malawi is street, night club, hotel and
bar based. The least noticeable form of sex work is brothel based. The most visible sex workers are female. The
existent laws within the country criminalize activities such as soliciting, loitering etc. Sex workers do not have
any legal protection and as a result are exposed and vulnerable to an array of human rights abuses such as
being frequently arrested by police without provocation and charged with loitering; sexual abuse, robbery,
violence and killings. Sadly there is no recourse for the acts of violence and abuse experienced by sex workers.
With regard to health care, sex workers are at extreme risk of HIV and other related sexual and reproductive
illnesses. The HIV prevalence alone is documented at 71% in the sex worker population. Provisions have been
made for sex workers in the national HIV/AIDS policy; however, they are currently not recognised by this
document which care as clients are exposed to and vulnerable to discriminatory practices if identified as a sex
worker. The country representative recalls a case where a sex worker, seeking ARV treatment, was
discriminated against by a nurse in a government run hospital in Zomba. The nurse stated:
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“Why do you bother us, its better for people like you to die, why should the government waste money treating
people like you other than giving the medication to important people”
Consequently, sex workers are unable to access the simple measures of protection against HIV and AIDS such
as free condoms. Additionally, HIV programmes rarely target places where sex workers meet their partners,
therefore, sex workers are unable to neither access the amenities of the formal health sector nor receive care
away from the discriminatory practices and environments. In an attempt to increase access to VCT services and
curb the incidence of HIV among sex workers, the Malawian government has drafted provisions that will
mandate compulsory testing of HIV for sex workers in Malawi. The draft law is yet to be tabled in Parliament.
However, concerns surrounding this proposition are
1) if implemented, mandatory HIV testing will violate the fundamental rights to privacy and bodily integrity
protected by international treaties to which Malawi is a party, and
2) Why only sex workers? What about the health and well being of clients in the general population?
Malawi’s Constitutional and Legislative Frameworks: Legal status of sex work. Sex workers in Malawi do not
enjoy egal protection. The actual statue governing sex work in Malawi is the penal code (laws of Malawi;
chapter 7:01) of which the relevant sections being 143 to 147 and section 184(b). There are no actual
provisions that target the sex workers however the statue outlaws what are known as “offences against
morality” and specifically, criminalizes prostitution. Section 147 provides that the words “sexual activity”
includes sexual intercourse whether in form of genital, oral-genital or anal- genital contact or otherwise,
whether between person of the same or opposite sex, masturbation, touching of the genitals, buttocks,
breasts, sadistic or masochistic abuse or other deviant sexual relations.
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Uganda

Gulu Women with Disabilities Union (GUWODU)

I never thought of producing a child until that man forced me to have sex with him. He pressed me into the
stones and made me have sex with him. Those stones hurt my back and my legs. That is the only time I have
had sex and I conceived the child then. After he raped me, I went to the hospital and I got some treatment for
my back injuries … I wanted to report the rape to the local councilor but the man ran away and I knew no one
would find him so there was no point. His brother said that if I responded badly to what happened, the man
would take my child away from me, so I never brought the case to the authorities.
—Charity, a woman with a physical disability who cannot walk Amuru district
GUWODU organizations profile:
Founded in 1998, Gulu Women with Disabilities Union referred to as GUWODU is located in Gulu District,
Northern Uganda, and has established Groups in various Locations in Gulu and Amuru Districts. We are a non
Governmental, non Partisan, non political and not for profit making organization. We are guided by the
principle of Democracy and good governance and the laws of the state of Uganda. Our Vision: Women With
Disabilities and Girls with Disabilities are able to unite, organize, manage and are empowered to affirm their
human rights and freedoms in a dignified manner. Our Missions: Are to Empower Women and Girls with
Disabilities Economically, Socially and politically in the regional struggle against elimination of all forms of
violence and discrimination of Women and Girls with Disabilities.
Introduction
Women with Disabilities are particularly vulnerable to HIV infection, and especially unlikely to have access to
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antiretroviral drugs. All of the risk factors associated with HIV, already numerous in the post-conflict north, are
compounded for Women with Disabilities: poverty, inability to negotiate safe sex, and increased risk of
violence and rape. Women with Disabilities are repeatedly abandoned by their partners, and each new partner
brings a heightened risk of HIV infection. Two Women with Disabilities, who were raped, once said that they
did not undergo HIV testing afterward because they were unable to reach a health clinic. In another case,
hospital staffs were uncooperative and told the rape victim to go to police instead.
A GLIMPSE ON CURRENT SITUATION OF JUSTICE IN UGANDA : According to a 2005 report by the Ugandan
government to the International Monetary Fund, northern Uganda has 13.8 judges/magistrates per million,
compared to 17.9 in the central region, 25.5 in the west, and 21.5 in eastern Uganda. The report goes on to
say, “With limited JLOS [Justice, Law and Order Sector] presence in the Northern region, the ability to provide
the required levels of service delivery is severely constrained.” Further compounding these challenges,
Traditional justice systems are spotted with high levels of myths associated with Persons with Disabilities, in
traditional Acholi, a Disabled Person is considered a curse, and this is worse when it comes to being a Disabled
Women and infected with HIV.
Vulnerability of Women and Girls with Disabilities in Northern Uganda to HIV/AIDS infection
Lack of Information.
Art 41 clause 1 and 2 of The Constitution of the Republic of Uganda provides for access to information. clause
(1) state; Every citizen has a right of access to information in the possession of the State or any other organ or
agency of the State except where the release of the information is likely to prejudice the security or
sovereignty of the State or interfere with the right to the privacy of any other person. And
(2) Parliament shall make laws prescribing the classes of information referred to in clause (1) of this article and
the procedure for obtaining access to that information.
Access to information to Women with Disabilities has been a challenge to communities, government, and
CSOs, making it very difficult to nature HIV prevention education, Behavior change communication. The law
stipulates for access to information by persons with Disabilities and does not make material support towards
this aim. The cost of Braille and Sign Language interpretation is to high and some CSOs and the Government
working to prevent HIV transmission have found it difficult to consider this. Women with Disabilities have to
carry the burden of paying for Hearing and reading, and yet they can’t afford.
Lack of Access to legal Protection and Justice.
The law rarely accommodates for them, many or legal redress systems require the petitioner to submit
substantive evidence and swearing in of an affidavit. Besides courts of law require that a Person should Deposit
at least 60,000 shillings(US $26.) in time of filing a petition or seeking a redress, because this is a prerequisite
or requirement by and stipulated by the law of Uganda, otherwise the application for redress becomes
immaterial. Disabled Women in most are unable to raise this fee.
Reduced social support given to Girls and Women with Disabilities due to stigma and discrimination attached
to Disabilities, and also myths and misconceptions about Disabilities.
Difficulty accessing health Centers or Forensic Units in case of Sexual gender Based Violence. Health centers in
the war-ravaged north are insufficient to reach many Women with Disabilities. There are few health centers,
forcing Women with Disabilities to travel long distances to reach them, and many Women with Disabilities
must rely for transportation on family members who may not always help, because their mobility appliances
cant access the poor infrastructures and roads and purchasing one is very expensive. As a result, some Women,
including the elderly, have undiagnosed chronic conditions or treatable illnesses, and some are not able to
access rehabilitation services. A number of international human rights treaties enshrine the right to the highest
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attainable standard of health. The CRPD reinforces the right to health free of discrimination and requires that
the government provide health services near where people live, including in rural areas.
Hospital and clinic staffs are sometimes hostile toward Women with Disabilities. Women with Disabilities said
that they experienced discrimination. Nurses made derogatory remarks, including questioning why a woman
with disability would ever engage in sex or have a child. Health care personnel discouraged them from seeking
reproductive health and family planning services.
Under the CRPD, the government has an obligation to provide persons with Disabilities with the same quality
of health care and programs as others, including in the areas of sexual and reproductive health.
Highly inactive Women with Disabilities who are unable to report cases of abuse, they may include Mentally
Retarded, Physically immobile and Persons with Visual and Hearing impairments. These categories of
Disabilities are highly vulnerable to HIV infection; there are stories and cases that show they are victims of
rape. The story at the beginning of the presentation clearly states this. Other Women with Disabilities have
been reportedly raped every night by strangers and yet no one cares the Law, Police, neither Family members
nor the government. In such cases they become the source, focal point or the centre of HIV transmission.
INTECTED BY STRANGERS- TRANSMITTING TO STRANGERS. One Disabled woman reported rape 3 times by a
man she could not recognize. She was aware of her HIV status and yet she couldn’t report the matter to her
families or Health unit for fear of intimidation and insult, heaping blames on her. She thus continued her
transmission of the Virus, as a payback strategy to her abusers.
In conclusion, while the world continues to provide support in HIV prevention, care and support, Women with
Disabilities are often left out, they may be the last on the line to receive support due to a number factors such
as; lack of traditional and modern legal support, limited or no family support, high rates of Sexual violence
against them, economic self insufficiencies, and high stigma and discrimination related to Disabilities. The law
spells out all the necessary requirements in prevention of violence and yet nothing has been done to
implement them. The high cost of accessing justice makes the need for redress impossible for poor Women
with Disabilities Gulu District.
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South Africa

Her Rights Initiative (HRI)

Discrimination and violence faced by HIV positive women in South Africa as reflected through the practice of:
Forced Sterilisations of women living with HIV
Background information
Issues relating to the reproduction of women living with HIV have dominated the debates on HIV prevention in
the past decades. There are differing views about whether women living with HIV should exercise their rights
to have children. Some feel that women living with HIV should not continue to have children, whilst others feel
that women living with HIV should be supported in exercising their rights to reproduce given the
advancements in HIV medication.
Studies have shown that the reproductive desires of women living with HIV are the same as those of other
women. The reasons for this are both social and personal. The social reasons relate to the perceived social
security associated with having children whilst the personal reasons are associated with women needing to
express their personal desires to have children. The desires to have children were noted before the treatment
era; women living with HIV register their fertility desires even in situations where treatment is not available.
Indeed, with the advances in treatment even more women living with HIV will want to have children as they
live long and healthy lives, sadly, the advancement in treatment has also meant increased in violations of the
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reproductive rights of women living with HIV as more women are forced into sterilisations, when they access,
among others, prevention of mother to child transmission services.
The issue of forced sterilisation is one of the issues affecting HIV positive women in Southern Africa and in
other parts of world. The violation has gender discrimination undertones as it is only targeted at women living
with HIV and not men living with HIV. In recent years HIV positive women have spoken out on the issue and in
Namibia women living with HIV are challenging the issue in the courts.
Her Rights Initiative and HEARD have documented the experiences of women living with HIV who were forced
into sterilisations in South Africa’s public health hospitals and in some private hospitals. The documentation
took place in two South African provinces, KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng. The documentation focused on both
younger and older women. The women who participated in the study reported being forced into sterilisation in
the 1990s, in 2000’s, and some even as late as 2008. This revealed that this practise has been taking place in
the post-Apartheid period and is still continuing. All women who participated were all sterilised whilst
accessing reproductive health services, abortion, and pregnancy services.
The submission
HRI and HEARD are currently developing a research report on the above documentation report. This will be
available at the end of June 2011 and we would like to submit it (if accepted) to the Global Commission during
July 2011.
The report reflects the voices of ordinary women who speak about their sterilisation, the rights abuses that
took place, the impact this has had on their lives and the redress that they seek. Below we have set out some
of the key findings which have already emerged from the preliminary analysis:
Violation of rights
The women felt that the practise had violated some of their fundamental rights. These include the right to
choose a form of reproduction, the right to bodily integrity, and rights to gender and cultural identity.
The consent to sterilisation did not meet the criteria of voluntary, free from pressure, free of coercion and
choice. Consent to sterilisation was often taken when women were in hospital for other reasons and were in
distress, for an example, being in labour, consenting for a c-section delivery or waiting for an abortion service.
Some of the women did not consent for the sterilisation as they were only told after the procedure that they
were sterilised, whilst some learnt after trying and failing to conceive that they had been sterilised in the past.
Some women reported consenting to the procedure after being intimidated or simply feeling that they were
not in a position to refuse the sterilisation by the health workers.
Consent forms were generally signed without being explained to the women. Women report not being given
the opportunity and time to read and reflect on the forms before signing them. What appeared to be really
important to the health worker taking the consent was the women’s signature. Many women reported that
they signed the consent form without asking questions or asking for more time because they had seen how
other women were treated when they did not co-operate. Women in the documentation felt that their bodily
integrity had been violated. Women reported feeling physically violated at the hands of healthcare workers.
They saw the scars on their bodies as a constant reminder of this violation. The women were also concerned
that they did not understand what sort of sterilisation had been performed on them. Women reported having
to endure physical pain because of the complications of the procedure. In some instances women were having
difficulty having the pain addressed in healthcare centres. Women also reported to being clinically depressed
and taking anti-depression medication as a result of being forcibly sterilised. Women felt discomfort about
their sterilised bodies. The women felt that their right to decide on whether or not to have children had been
taken away.
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Some women perceived the sterilisation to be a punishment for exercising their very right to reproduce. They
had been sterilised because they were transgressors, they had not used the condoms. Indeed, it is clear here
that the health care workers blame women for failure to use condoms and have fewer children. May women
saw this as gender injustice in the sense that women cannot use condoms, they can only negotiate condom use
with their partners, in the situations where women have less power over sex and protection, like it is in South
Africa, it becomes unjust to place the blame for condom use on or the lack of it on women.
Impacts of Sterilisations on Women
The sterilisations impact on women in different ways. Some felt that the violations had also impacted on their
rights, for an example, the right to health, the right to social security as well as the right.
Women felt humiliated by the procedure. They were humiliated by the whole procedures. The feelings of
humiliation continued beyond the hospital. Women in the study felt less of women as a result of being
sterilised. Fertility for women in the documentation was a great part of how they expressed their identity as
women.
Women reported to have not disclosed the practise to the partners because of fear of rejection and possibly
violence. The women who had disclosed reported being rejected by their partners and not adequately
supported by their families. There were also reports of constant fear of future rejection should the fact that
women could no longer conceive become known to the partner or family. Some women reported that the
departure of their partner because of their infertility and this led to them loosing financial support for
themselves and their children. This is an indication of a link between violations of reproductive and socioeconomic rights. The social security that comes with having children could mean access to public resources, as
well as security for family wealth for an example; keeping a piece of land or a dwelling, for the children if the
male partner passes on. The social security also means ensuring that the children take care of you in the old
age.
Violations were also expressed at a cultural level. In the African context, fertility is associated with value for
women. The women in the study feared that the fact that were sterilised meant that their lobola (the bride
price) for them could be lower or non existence. This was one of the reasons women did not disclose this to
their partners. Women felt that if the partners knew that there were sterilised, they would not pay lobola and
those who have paid would demand the lobola back. This would cause cultural humiliation and may lead to the
woman being disowned by her family and the marital family, this possible leading to her being destitute.
Women reported being isolated as a result of being sterilised. This is because it is difficult for them to talk
about these issues amongst their peers. They live with pain which they cannot share with other women. This is
also because being sterilised make women feel different from other women.
Women reported to have spent their financial resources in trying to address the physical paid they feel as a
result of being sterilised. They reported having to spend money or employ financial reasoning in trying to
reverse the procedure or seek alternative conception methods, western and traditional methods on an
ongoing basis. Women reported to have spent their financial resources in addressing depression which they
feel as a result of being sterilised.
In conclusion, we would hope to get an opportunity to share our research with the Commission as we feel it
reflects the real voices of women who have been forcibly sterilised simply because they are HIV positive. We
believe that this will give the Commission a deeper understanding of the types of rights violations that are ongoing in many South African communities.
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Tanzania

HUVUMAFO

LAWS AND PRACTICES THAT EFFECTIVELY CRIMINALIZE PEOPLE LIVING WITH HIV/AIDS AND THE
VULNERABLE TO HIV/AIDS
WAVUMO is an acronym for People Living with HIV/AIDS in Morogoro, a registered NGO with Reg No. 10781 of
Feb. 2001 under the Ministry of Home affairs in Tanzania. Considering WAVUMO’s plan to promote autonomy,
growth and independence of its members within the Organization, it encouraged them to develop small groups
into CBOs that can grow into functional NGOs with time under its umbrella –hence the inception and birth of
HUVUMAFO which is Currently conducting its Aims and Objectives under WAVUMO towards full registration in
time unto full independence to come.
HUVUMAFO stands for the long form–“HUMANITARIAN FOR VULNERABLE TO HIV/AIDS AND THE
MARGINALIZED FOUNDATION” –with aims to Provide base for the Targeted group to participate in Decision
and Policy Making to promote effective autonomous productive growth of the Marginalized unto a responsible
and dynamic population of members of the society that aid in the overall growth of the nation economically,
socially, politically, spiritually, traditionally and culturally.
Currently HUVUMAFO has been working with the inherent Mission statement of “Fighting for the Rights of
People Living with HIV/AIDS and The Vulnerable to HIV/AIDS including the Marginalized in Tanzania through
proper education, support on Psycho-social and Humanitarian aids to become responsible autonomous
members of the society free from oppression and discrimination”
HUVUMAFO has a vision that its members live with zero discrimination and socialize freely in all human life
dimensions including economical, political, social religious, physical, traditional, moral and mental wellbeing.
HUVUMAFO has a current membership of 294 throughout the 29 wards in the Morogoro Municipality alone,
and we serve over 394 in the local catchments.
The Main goal of HUVUMAFO is to bring the most at risk Person’s together so as to fight for their common
rights of legal recognition and zero discrimination for their moral behavior, socially healthful human
interaction, need for legal support and become fully involved in matters pertaining to decision making and
implementation of social and personal development issues.
UTILIZATION OF KNOWLEDGE
At the beginning of 2011, HUVUMAFO introduced HUMAN RIGHT MOVEMENT FOR THE MARGINALIZED –The
Orphans of HIV/AIDS Victims, the Poor and Drug Addicts- GROUP CAMPAIGNING TOWARDS EQUALITY AND
SOCIAL RECOGNITION.
Our intention was to bring awareness to the society about the presence of marginalized group, in particular,
those Most at Risk Persons in our midst. These include the Orphans, Sex workers, Bar Maids, Intervener Drug
Users, Bisexual, Alcoholics, Transgender, and Men having sex with men/Women having sex with women, the
vulnerable children who are most affected by the HIV key drives (Multiple Concurrent Partnership, Inter
Generational Sex and Male Circumcision) because of internal or external pressure led by hardship in life
situation forcing them to get involved in sexual abuse willingly or without their intention. During our patrol
(survey) in different night clubs within municipal centre, we met with different people of those mentioned
categories between the ages of 14 to 48. We interrogated them to understand their position about these
moral (ethical) issues and we realized large percent have confessed to be biologically oriented towards the
same sex. This led them be vulnerable to HIV/AIDS given the fact that they are an inherent part of the potential
social manpower resource.
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Statistical data on developments of individuals who responded positively and stopped mistreatment of
members as criminal because of their identity is shown below.
TABLE OF: “Individuals who responded positively and stopped mistreatment of members”.
Ward

January 2011

February 2011

March 2011

April 2011

Total

Chamwino

13

11

15

13

52

Msamvu

10

13

12

21

56

Boma

12

15

17

9

53

Mji mpya

14

10

19

18

61

Manzese

11

11

17

14

54

Kingo

15

13

16

17

61

IMPACT TO THE SOCIETY
In our outreach program we visited different night clubs in Morogoro municipal centre. Among those clubs we
came close was Kaumba Night club. In this club people of different color, tribes, nations, languages and
religions meets particular during the week end night to share the fun, among those are; Intervener Drug Users,
Sex workers and others of the like.
Many Youths were willingly to share their personal matters and admitting of having enough experience of
sexual relation with partners of the same sex. Therefore we come to observe a great number is involved in the
above profile. This way we got involved with Mr. Kimaro:
TRUE STORY:
Mr. KIMARO, was a very descent, well looking with a nice public figure and a lovely smile. As time passed by we
got to know each other better, he started to tell me his profile by proposing his intention towards me. He is a
senior staff member in one of the government institution, a church goer and dedicated Catholic Christian,
married with four children both are boys and are at boarding school. His wife went to attend a seminar at
Arusha town. For his entire life he has been pretending to please the society because he does not show his true
personality, he has been hiding his identity. He just married formality in order to accomplish the society’s duty
and fit in the common principles of sexual relationship. Since he was born he felt to be sexually attracted to the
same sex partners and he has experienced a lot of Men having Sex with Men relationship. He normally takes
advantage of his wife to attend seminars outside Morogoro and his children being at boarding school .then he
finds fellow man to satisfy him sexually. He doesn’t know how he can expose himself and if people can
understand him particular in this oppressed, discriminating and marginalized society. I told him to “be natural,
be different”. Do what can set you free as long as you don’t violent other people’s rights, do private with a
mature person, mentally balanced. There is no either natural or universal Law that opposes or promotes either
homosexuality or heterosexuality. HUVUMAFO acted to consult the Director of Legal and Human Rights
Commission and sought to mobilize rehabilitation Seminars for the MARPs unto behaviour change and free life
style without social discrimination. This has led Mr. Kimaro and his companions to live a healthy social and
responsible life helping others of their type in the prevention against Spread and Infection of HIV and social
discrimination.
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LAWS AND PRACTICES THAT MITIGATE AND/OR SUSTAIN VIOLENCE AS LIVED BY WOMEN:
HUVUMAFO did have an encounter with Fatuma Saidi Isaya who was once married to an unfaithful husband
having multiple concurrent partners. I was mainly through her effective small business in cooking and serving
food at the streets that they both earned a living and even were able to secure land and built a house. They
however frequently fell sick and came to be approached by one of our HUVUMAFO members and got VCT
where they were both found HIV positive. The husband responded negatively and started to mistreat her to
the point of being sent out of her house during the night when it was raining. In the course of time she
approached our member who was in Dar es salaam and being supported with bus fare to Morogoro where she
had her relatives and also instructed her to contact our office for more assistance. This she did and here she
got a warm welcome and was provided with ARVs and Psycho-social support and regained good health in due
course.
HUVUMAFO acted with her to launch a legal suit on the matter through a Paralegal until she eventually
regained her house where she is currently staying.
In further dealing with the above situation, we plan to Organize Capacity building workshops on matters of
democracy, equality and social discrimination, life skills trainings and seminars about HIV/AIDS, gender,
reproductive and sex matters, human rights to the marginalized groups including MARPS and poverty
alleviation schemes unto their due autonomous responsible living status.
We intend to do this by starting to design questionnaires concerning the vulnerable/marginalized groups.
There on we shall prepare advocacy messages and conduct Workshops on Networking in order to disseminate
this knowledge and experience to many more others in need, for improvement towards positive change. We
also desire to engage in research on the impact of this program to the Marginalized groups on matters related
on harm reduction, control and prevention of alcoholism and drug addition
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Uganda

Huyslink Community Initiative (HUYSLINCI)

The Law’s Barriers in promoting Children’s Rights against violence, discrimination, inequality and access to
basic human rights.
There are various effects of HIV/AIDS and these have had a great impact on orphans and vulnerable children
(OVCs) and yet they tend to be overlooked when dealing with HIV/AIDS as the law does little to protect them.
Children make up 50 percent of the national population and some of whom live around the fishing
communities of Lake Victoria and given chance, each child has a story to tell about life and especially that of
being orphaned by HIV/AIDS. Children often experience all forms of violence ranging from domestic to sexual
abuse for girls, discrimination, and inequality as girls are already a marginalised sex and early/ forced marriages
make them more vulnerable to HIV/AIDS.
The law indeed does little through its gaps and weak implementation. There are various laws in Uganda that
would be of great help in upholding children’s rights especially in this era of the pandemic but unfortunately
majority of the law has general provisions with no specificity on children and unfortunately some make no
reference to them.
The 1995 Constitution of the Republic of Uganda (Supreme Law) in Article 34 (7) provides that the law shall
accord special protection to orphans and other vulnerable children but this has remained in black and white as
nothing in reality seems to done in upholding children’s rights. The Children’s Act that is the enabling law
concerning children has stood a test of time but rarely made reference to and it is unfortunate that even the
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children are ignorant of it, hence no access to their basic human rights.
The Law of Succession is very silent on children’s inheritance incase both parents die and they are dispossessed
of their parents’ property and the Supreme Law under Article 31 (2) caters for only the surviving parent and no
room for the orphans to be in charge for the child-headed households. The Land Act in the same vein is of no
help as it is left in the elders’ hands. OVCs cannot access their property as they are poor and ignorant of their
rights/law due to illiteracy, one cannot fight for what one does not know. Knowledge is power and these OVCs
need to be empowered through education but schools here are too far and of poor quality hence a need for
improvement and create awareness campaigns that will teach them about the basics of the law, human rights
and HIV/AIDS. The Supreme Law provides for basic education but the education itself is limited and basic also
varies with one’s vicinity and so it does not address the issue of education according to the children’s
environment.
Evidently, there is increased rate of aggravated defilement and rape in Uganda. The law of procedure and
evidence take a long time and the technicalities involved leave many children victims as it is a general rule that
he who alleges must prove and a child in a case of defilement will find it very intimidating and scaring to
narrate the whole incident and so many have taken advantage of their innocence and lack of compellability to
testify to aggressively abuse them, room should be created for children friendly courts, informal ones at that
where they can speak freely. Capital punishment has been the penalty for the HIV positive men found guilty as
it was believed to be a deterrent for future criminals but it has never been implemented hence the increase.
There is also an issue of a right to life that makes it hard to enforce this penalty hence further amendment of
the law is called for.
Article 21 of the Constitution is against discrimination and advocates for equality since it exacerbates stigma.
Stigma related to HIV/AIDS and orphans is still an issue of concern and an important barrier in combating
HIV/AIDS or improving lives. Marginalisation of these OVCs and youths denies them the many great
opportunities they would have benefited from. This further denies them the right of participating in the affairs
of their country right from the grass root in accordance to the law (Article 38) and Article. 29 (1) (a) freedom of
speech and expression and (e) freedom of association are all in the long run not respected due to the
pandemic’s effects. It is sad noting that the Constitution is neither respected nor upheld otherwise all these
rights would not be denied.
The National Objective and Directive Principle of State Policy XX in the Constitution states that the state shall
take all practical measures to ensure the provision of basic medical services to the population but this has not
been effective as there are limited HIV medical services around the fishing communities due to the fact that
OVCs in these communities are not a priority to government in its policies and so there is inadequate financial
and human resource available to provide care and support to them. Unfortunately, corruption as a lot of HIV
money is embezzled like in the Global Fund saga where billions of money went missing and the culprits were
not brought to book as S. 87 of the Penal Code provides for a penalty of abuse of office but it is never enforced.
Any financial loss negatively affects OVCs in terms of HIV prevention, treatment and care. A need arises for
government to provide for a proper management and accountability system for the HIV funds to curb their
theft, mismanagement ands misallocation.
The HIV Prevention and Treatment Bill though not yet passed but high chances are that in a few days it will be
law, is going to worsen the already bad situation. The Bill unfortunately is full of ineffective approaches that
violate human rights and all our efforts to curb down the pandemic will be watered down. It contains
insufficient protection relating to testing of children and their subsequent treatment, care and support. It is not
mindful of children born with AIDS. It is the role of government in its long time planning to provide the
enabling legal framework and integrate HIV/AIDS into its policies and programmes as a key for mitigating the
impact of the epidemic on OVCs and join CSOs and NGOs in the fight against AIDS than demoralising them.
Lastly, Uganda is a member of many treaties and has ratified many and domesticated some of the international
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instruments but it has remained a dream in enforcing them hence of no value if not implemented. It is hard to
believe that Uganda is a member of the UN Convection on the Rights of the Child and the African Charter on
the Rights and Welfare of the Child as they seem not to be in existence to fight for the rights of children hence
making the law more ineffective and of no significance.
However, there is room to make straight the inefficiency of the law and later have an AIDS free world if only
the following are checked;
-

Harmonisation of national legal framework with international commitments for actual implementation and
enactment of an efficient legislative framework is the way to go in making law more effective in addressing
HIV/AIDS.

-

The laws should be amended and where need be put to effective implementation and the Supreme Law
upheld at all times as action will help in the long run in HIV prevention and treatment.

-

The legal system, procedure and structure should be strengthened and made more accessible, that is, the
courts, procedure and environment should be more children friendly. Legal aid should also be available to
children in the fishing communities of Lake Victoria.

In all, I hope my experience will be of help to shape the Commission’s conclusion by addressing key legal
barriers and promoting enabling legal environments.
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Nigeria

International Centre on Advocacy for the Right to
Health (ICARH)

Background to Organisation
International Centre on Advocacy for the Right to Health (ICARH) formerly Alliance Rights Nigeria is an
independent research initiative established in 1999 for the main purpose of contributing to policy
issues/matters affecting the rights of sexual minorities and PLWHA’s in Nigeria, through research analysis,
training, awareness campaign development and advocacy. The organization was formed to fill a lacuna in the
civil society’s landscape and to fulfil a passion so as to contribute to the developmental needs of the country in
the areas of health and social rights among sexual minorities.
Having found that several structures in Nigeria conflicted with internationally acceptable practices, ICARH
sought to assist in bringing about a more rapid attitudinal change on issues concerning social and sexual health
matters of the sexual minorities.
ICARH has had the opportunity to examine critical issues relating to LGBT within Nigerian society, and this has
allowed it to expand its activity to not only focus on social issues abut to pursue projects aimed at bringing
about reforms in human rights, HIV/AIDS prevention, eradication and awareness. ICARH projects now include
work on commercial sex workers, in addition to their existing work around LGTB and work on awareness,
treatment and sensitization programs with all of these minorities and vulnerable populations
Laws Restricting HIV Prevention among MSM
Lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) persons in Nigeria face unique legal challenges, not experienced
by non-LGBT residents. Both male and female same-sex sexual union and activity is illegal in Nigeria. Nigeria is
a largely conservative country of more than 150 million people, split between a mainly Muslim north and a
largely Christian south.
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Same-sex sexual activity is punishable by death by stoning in the 12 states that have adopted Shari'a law, and
by up to 14 year’s imprisonment throughout Nigeria. There is no legal protection against discrimination. Very
few gays are public about their sexuality, and violence against LGBT people is still a common occurrence.
Furthermore, legislation is pending to criminalize same-sex marriage throughout Nigeria.
On 18 January 2007 the Federal Executive Council proposed a law, Same Sex Marriage (Prohibition) Act 2006,
prohibiting same sex marriages. This was sent to the National assembly for urgent action. According to the
Minister of Justice, Chief Bayo Ojo, the law was pushed through by President Olusegun Obasanjo, in response
to demonstrations for same sex marriage during the international conference on HIV/AIDS (ICASA) in 2005.
The proposed bill calls for five years imprisonment for anyone who undergoes, "performs, witnesses, aids, or
abets" a same-sex marriage. It would also prohibit any display of a "same-sex amorous relationship" and
adoption of children by gays or lesbians. The same-sex marriage ban when made a law; will make Nigeria the
second country in Africa to criminalize such unions. In 2005, the Ugandan constitution was amended to ban
same-sex marriage.
The same bill would also call for five years imprisonment for involvement in public advocacy or associations
supporting the rights of lesbian and gay people. Included in the bill is a proposal to ban any form of
relationship with a gay person. The intent of the bill is to ban anything remotely associated with being 'gay,'
significantly hindering MSM programming within Nigeria.
Human Rights
It is clear that several basic human rights are being violated within Nigeria as a result of both the legal
framework, and the existent socio political culture around same sex relationships and LGTB within Nigeria.
In February 2006, the United States State Department condemned the proposed bill; Same Sex Marriage
(Prohibition) Act 2006. In March 2006, 16 international human rights groups signed a letter condemning the
bill, calling it a violation of the freedoms of expression, association and assembly guaranteed by international
law as well as by the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights.
The Constitution does not expressly protect LGBT-rights, but it does contain various provisions guaranteeing all
citizens equal rights as well as other rights, including health care and equal opportunity in the workplace
There is no enacted legislation protecting against discrimination or harassment based on sexual orientation or
gender identity. Within Nigeria these needs to be addressed as it infringes on the rights to freedom of
association and expression; and even the fundamental human right to life.
Implications for HIV Prevention work for MSM
As a result of these restrictive laws and socio-cultural discrimination and alienation of LGBT persons in Nigeria,
has resulted in the MSM community becoming ‘invisible’ in our society with many community members
refusing to be identified publicly as being gay or homosexuality. There is also a refusal of MSM to access
official health services for fear of discrimination, resulting in many communities with little or no access to
appropriate HIV information and service provision. The effect is reflected in the IBBSS 2007 survey conducted
in the country with an estimated 13.5% HIV prevalence among MSM in the country; which is about four times
higher than the national average.1

1

HIV prevalence among in 2007 was 31.5% IBBSS 2007 and in 2010 it went up 17%.
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As a result of the aforementioned laws, and social context the MSM community has become ‘invisible’ and
gone ‘underground’. Many do not identify with being gay or homosexual due to the illegality of the act, as this
ensures access to services and treatment. However, the services and treatment provided are not suitably
tailored or targeted for MSM or other LGTB peoples, therefore effective HIV/AIDS prevention and care is not
practiced.
Issues
As noted above the suffocation of LGTB populations through the implementation of oppressive laws and
policies and a discriminatory socio – cultural context has resulted in the MSM population going ‘underground’.
Access to appropriate treatment and care is therefore out of reach the many of these individuals and
appropriate messaging and information cannot be effectively executed.
Aside from the legal context the social construct further hinder the rights of MSM populations. Due to the
restrictions on freedom of association, expression and equality, the MSM population is unable to access
preventative ‘tool’s such as lubricants and condoms. The local media does not highlight safe sex practices for
MSM populations and many organisations find themselves unable to distribute sexual health necessities, such
as condoms.
Recommendations:
The abolishment of laws inimical to the self actualization of LGBT persons in Nigeria should be advocated for.
Government of Nigeria at all levels, Donor agencies and CSOs should integrate MSM care needs into the
National and state strategic HIV plans to create a society where equity and equality of access to information,
services and political space are available to all devoid of discrimination based on age, sex, disease condition
and sexual orientation.
-

Greater protection of human rights, particularly equality and freedom of association should be considered
by the government.

-

Access to appropriate information around HIV/AIDS prevention and re infection should be made available
to LGTB populations

-

Offensive and oppressive laws should be abolished

-

Local media should revise their messaging to incorporate LGTB peoples within the community.

Conclusion:
There is clearly an urgent need to review laws and policies within Nigeria that hinder and undermine the rights
and freedoms of the LGTB population. A society that supports and reinforces equality and freedom of
expression and association and this should be fostered through social pressure, government support and an
effective civil society. In order to curb the spread of HIV within Nigeria, the LGTB community, particularly the
MSM community cannot be alienated, and denied access to basic health care. Appropriate education,
dissemination of information and knowledge should be permitted, accompanied with the distribution of
necessary prevention ‘tools’ such as condoms and lubricants to vulnerable populations. HIV information and
services cannot be over-emphasized in a bid to address and reverse the spread of HIV in Nigeria.
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Kenya

International Centre for Reproductive Health
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International Centre for Reproductive Health, Kenya
The International Centre for Reproductive Health-Kenya (ICRH-K) is a NGO registered in Kenya since 2000. Its
mission is to contribute to an improved health status of Kenyans by designing and implementing innovative,
evidence-based and cost-effective research and interventions capable of influencing public policy and practice
in the field of sexual and reproductive health and rights (SRHR) in Kenya.
This submission is founded on studies that have been carried out with sex workers (SW) in Mombasa, with
particular emphasis on a study about the relationship between SW and the police in Mombasa (2009- 2011),
with support of Open Society Initiative for Eastern Africa (OSIEA).
Background
SW, along with other marginalized groups such as MSM and drug users are often labelled a 'high risk group' in
the context of HIV and AIDS. Sex work may be universal, but it is often illegal and therefore pushed
underground.
Sexual violence (SV) is a serious health and human rights concern. With their frequent and changing sexual
contacts, SW are particularly vulnerable to HIV because of SV, stigma and discrimination. Negative attitudes by
service providers may cause them to avoid seeking health and legal remedies in the event of violence. Limited
information on health and risk of HIV infection, as well as limited power to negotiate safer sex practices places
them at further risk. If SW use intravenous drugs, alcohol or have other sexually transmitted infections, their
risk of HIV infection is increased1
Legal Framework in Kenya
Criminalization of sex work and solicitation of sex work is the norm in many countries. In Kenya, the governing
laws are the Penal Code, Sexual Offenses Act (SOA) and local by-laws. The Penal Code and SOA do not
criminalize prostitution in itself but the involvement (for gain) of third parties in sex work. The offences defined
under the Penal Code are “living on the earnings of prostitution”. The Sexual Offences Act on the other hand
creates the offences of exploitation of prostitution, child prostitution and the engagement of persons with
mental disability in sex work (section 19). By-laws vary from place to place. The Mombasa Municipal Council
By-laws (2003) for instance expressly criminalize prostitution by stating that:
“Any person who shall in any street or public place- (m) Loiter or importune for the purpose of prostitution (n)
Procure or attempt to procure a female or male for the purpose of prostitution or homosexuality … shall be
guilty of an offence.
In summary, offences relating to sex work in some municipal by-laws provide police officers with broad
justification to arrest SWs for “loitering for the purposes of prostitution.” Some by-laws are so vague that it is
left to the imagination and discretion of the arresting officers for interpretation and enforcement.2
Sex Workers and Health
-

SWs may not access general health or HIV/AIDS-specific services due to hostility, prejudice and abuse
by health care providers. During the SW and Police study it was noted that a majority of the
participants preferred to go to private clinics or self medicate rather than utilize public hospitals where
they encountered a negative attitude by service providers.

If you go to the government hospital and you say you have a problem at the back (anus) they get surprised
and ask, “you are feeling pain at the back what have you done. The doctors start calling each other, “come
and see somebody is having a problem at the back!” They will congregate there and you become an
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exhibit” (Mombasa-based Male SW)
-

-

-

Findings from this study also indicate that for both SWs and clients, considerations such as condom
use, safety and contraceptive use are often not a high priority. If clients insist or pay more for sex
without a condom, SWs are often not in a position to refuse this.
SWs experience violence at the hands of some clients and intimate partners, preventing them also
from negotiating safer sex. Most male SWs in the study mentioned anal and rectal lacerations some of
which were attributed to encounters of rape and client violence.
SWs who inject drugs face health risks from both unsafe needles and unprotected sex.
Harassment of those providing outreach services to SWs by law enforcement authorities may reduce
SWs’ access to prevention information and services.

According to the Federation of Women Lawyers in Kenya (FIDA), the Kenyan Government has failed to ensure
that SWs have access to preventive and health services. This violates SWs’ rights described by General
Comment 14 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights to a system of health
protection.
According to UNAIDS3 “sex workers are among the most likely to respond positively to (HIV) prevention
programmes’. However fear of prosecution, stigmatization and discrimination keeps them from accessing
appropriate health care and makes them hard to reach with public health interventions.
Sex Workers and Violence
SWs on the streets, on the job or in their personal lives find themselves vulnerable to violence, abuse and HIV.
They are prone to physical, emotional and sexual violence (rape, sexual assault, sodomy etc).
Violence perpetrated by intimate partners, the community, non-paying or rowdy clients and even law
enforcement agents remains a major challenge to SW enjoyment of fundamental human rights and in
particular sexual and reproductive health rights (SRHR). SWs in the SW and police study mentioned
“negotiating” their way out of arrest or detention through payment of bribes or by extending free sexual
favours to police officers. Illegal acts against SW are perpetrated, legitimized and accepted by many legal
authorities and have added to violence against SW rather than protecting them.
“… We are arrested by the police where you have to give the police money and at the same time they want to
have sex with you. If you refuse they put any blame on you so you are forced to part with the money and also
sleep with him.” (Female SW, 26 years)
The participants indicated that in the event that they report a case of physical assault or rape perpetrated
against them by law enforcement agents, the police rarely assisted them with it. Too often, violence against
SWs is not taken seriously by the police or the general public.
As part of the SWs and police study, 104 SWs (88 women, 16 men) reported a total of 606 instances of violence
during the month of December 2009.
Findings of these instances of violence:
-

Both female and male SWs meet with insults / threats at least once a week
Both female and male SWs experience physical violence several times per month
Clients tend to use violence to force the negotiation about services offered and/or price paid
Police abuse their authority to exact bribes and free sex
Relatives and friends shower scorn on SWs and remind them of their low status often by violent means,
whilst also claiming part of the proceeds of the sex work
Relatives also use violence to try and change the SW’s behavior
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-

Work in the city environment at night exposes the SWs to frequent violence from thugs
RAPE of SWs is a common occurrence by all categories of perpetrators.

Harassment and lack of legal protection limit SW ability to implement safer sex precautions4. Moreover, in
Kenya there are limited friendly services for SWs and health care providers are ill-prepared to deal with sexual
violence and uptake of post-rape care services is low5 .
RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the observations above, ICRH-K recommends:
1. creating an environment that respect the human rights and health needs of SW
a. a framework that adopts a rights-based approach, including respect; reliance; recognition; inclusion and
ethical soundness.
b. a comprehensive and functioning set of policies, legislation, institutions and programmes to effectively
guarantee the rights of SW who due to their status in society experience challenges and barriers in enjoying
their human rights and accessing services to satisfy their health needs
2. The health and human rights of SWs must be seen as legitimate ends in themselves.
3. Addressing HIV/AIDS among SWs requires a commitment to addressing their social marginalization as well as
a focus on health.
4. Emphasis should be more on creating a safe working environment for them as opposed to pulling them out
of work.
5. Without the participation of people affected by the AIDS epidemic, prevention programs and support
services are less likely to benefit people who need it most.
6. Free, prompt, appropriate and adequate acute-medical and psycho-social services being readily accessible,
7. Survivors of sexual violence deserve to be treated with dignity and respect
8. Survivors of sexual violence deserve to see their offenders brought to justice.
ANNEXES
1. SW and Police Reports
2. Facing Violence, pages 34-41 and 57-67
1 The World Bank. Legal aspects of HIV/AIDS. A Guide for Policy and Law Reform. Washington DC. 2007.
2 FIDA. Documenting human rights violations of sex workers in Kenya. Nairobi. 2008.
3 UNAIDS Technical Update. Sex Work and HIV/AIDS. Geneva. 2002.
4 Agha and Chulu Nchima (2004)
5 Kilonzo et al, 2008
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South Africa

Idasa- An African democracy Institute

FROM VICTIMS OF CIRCUMSTANCES TO THRIVING SURVIVORS
Traditionally, children are relegated to the world of the muted – along with groups such as women, people
living with disabilities and indigenous people and minority groups.1 However numbers only speak volumes. In
countries such as Angola, Ethiopia, Ghana and Mozambique, people under the age of 18 represent more than
50% of the total population. With this fact in mind, a situation where half the population is not properly taken
care of could lead to the negation of fundamental human rights. Factoring HIV and Aids in could indisputably
lead to a disenfranchisement of a serious percentage of the population.
In addition, children bear a heavy brunt as they inherit households and junior siblings when they too still need
parental love, attention and guidance.
This submission seeks to examine the legislative gap that exist regarding children who are affected and/or
infected by the HIV pandemic, who are in institutional care but have reached the age of 18 and have to leave
these institutions.
As it stands, there is no legal instrument specifically dealing with children infected and affected by HIV and
AIDS at the continental level, not to mention any specific legal framework for those children living with HIV
that are now reaching adulthood and have live all their childhood in formal institutional care. The dilemma
that this situation poses on society is the question on where children who have been cared for in institutions
go when they turn 18? Who is responsible for insuring that the young adults grow up to be responsible and
productive citizens? These are some of the challenges, albeit ironic, that improved access to antiretroviral
therapy has brought as the lifespan of children living with HIV gets extended.
This submission further analyses the notion of resilience of society in general vis-à-vis HIV and Aids and the
ability of society to cope and bounce back from the negative impact that HIV has on communities.
It is on this premise that the Governance and AIDS Programme of Idasa carried out an analysis of the legal
framework of children living with and affected by HIV and AIDS, and visited the Mohau Centre in Pretoria that
cares for such children.
The fine print: Introspection into South Africa’s legal obligations towards vulnerable children
After the abolition of apartheid, the South African government has expeditiously signed and ratified all major
international human rights instruments including the Convention on the Rights of the Child. In the same vein,
the nature of South Africa’s obligations towards its children and specifically the most vulnerable lies at the
heart of the mother of all laws: The Constitution.
The Bill of Rights in the South African Constitution applies to all people, and this includes children. Section 7(1)
states that the bill of rights is the “cornerstone of democracy in South Africa”. It encompasses the rights of all
within the country and makes specific mention of children and youth as vulnerable groups that need special
protection. Section 28 sets out a range of rights that apply to all people under the age of 18. The South
African Constitution also declares in the Bill of Rights, that every child has the right to basic nutrition, shelter,
basic health services and social services. The Bill of Rights gives everyone, including children, right to social
security and basic education.

1

A Twum-Danso: Africa: A hostile environment for child participation? http://www.ecpat.net/eng/A4A0203_online/ENG_A4A/Thematic_Africa.pdf (accessed 8 June 2011).
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Parents and the State, led by the government, are the main players in translating children’s rights onto reality.
However, given the increasing rates of unemployment, poverty and other social factors such as gender based
violence in South Africa; parents often find themselves powerless to care for the basic needs of their children.
In this case, when parents can not, the state is legally obligated to step in. Poverty, unemployment and HIV
and AIDS are ever increasing, leaving millions of children in South Africa with little or no recourse for attaining
their socio-economic rights.
Despite the rapid and almost universal ratification2 of Convention on the Rights of the Child, and a legal
framework to ensure the welfare of children, there is no specific legislation in South Africa to protect children
infected and affected by HIV and AIDS. The only recourse here is found in a mix of international, regional and
domestic laws that may be invoked when necessary. For instance, in the case of Hoffman V. SAA, although
there was no specific legislation regarding HIV and Aids, the constitutional court of South Africa ruled that it
was unconstitutional to not employ a person as a cabin attendant because they were living with HIV. A range
of legislation had to be invoked- including the South African Constitution- to reach the decision. The judge
further noted that people living with HIV have been stigmatised and, as one of the most disadvantaged groups
in society, deserve special protection from our law.
The state under its international, regional and domestic obligations has the obligation to ensure the safety of
children in South Africa. In this respect, the state should put in place institutions and programmes. Where a
child cannot be placed with an adoptive or foster family, he or she will be placed in a state institution. A child’s
right to institutional care, when removed from the family environment, is also protected in pre-constitutional
legislation such as the Child Care Act and the Criminal Procedure Act of 1977. These two pieces of legislation
provide for the placement of children in need of care, in institutional care. One of these institutions is
translated into the Mohau Centre.
We are often bombarded by negative images of ravages caused by the pandemic. In addition, South Africa has
the highest number of children living with HIV in the world with an estimated 280 000 children below the age
of 15 years living with the infection.3 Moreover, In South Africa, there are close to three million orphans,
including orphans who have lost parents to AIDS. More than 60% of children live in poverty and AIDS deepens
poverty at the household level as it causes families to cut back in areas of consumption that particularly affect
children – food and costs associated with schooling and health care.4 Human rights are said to be interrelated
and interconnected, and so are the problems faced by children.5 Despite the alarming facts and figures, it is
about time the story changed in pointing out singular instances of resilient communities. The children of
Mohau Centre in Pretoria have lost either one or both parents to an AIDS-related illness. Most of them are
living with the virus and show strength and courage.
The Mohau Centre: a story of hope
The Mohau Centre in Attridgeville, Pretoria, opened in its doors in 1997 as a residential care facility for children
infected with HIV and AIDS. Operating within the legal ambits, the Centre first started taking in children
abandoned at Kalafong Hospital usually by HIV positive mothers from informal settlements. With the number
of abandoned babies at the hospital growing, the medical staff decided to take matters into their own hands
by opening a Centre for them. It is here that children both infected and affected by HIV and AIDS find not only
mercy - Mohau means ‘mercy’ – but also hope, courage and strength to embrace the future and blossom.
Even though each one of the children at the Centre has a background of at least one form of hardship or
2

Somalia and the United States of America are the only two countries that have not ratified the CRC.
O. Shisana et al (2010). South African National HIV Prevalence, Incidence, Behaviour and Communication Survey, 2008: The health of our
children. Cape Town: HSRC Press available at http://www.hsrc.ac.za/Document-3611.phtml accessed 9 June 2011.
3

4

Ibid.
C. Diwouta (2006) Harmonisation of laws relating to children: Namibia. African Child Policy Forum. P20. Available at
http://www.africanchildinfo.net/documents/Namibia%20Report%20final%20Sarah.doc accessed 9 June 2011.
5
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another, ranging from being HIV positive, physical, mental or emotional disability or abuse, abandonment and
stigmatisation, the Mohau Centre has helped the children transform from being victims of circumstance to
thriving survivors.
The Mohau main facility is in Attridgeville with another smaller “satellite house” in Kilner Park, also in Pretoria.
Of the 45 children at the Centre, 41 are living with HIV. When Mohau first started operating in 1997, it was not
uncommon for children to die every other day. But due to the improvement in medication not one child has
died in the last seven years. The extended lifespan of children living with HIV has meant that a good number of
the children at Mohau are now reaching their teens. This development was not initially thought right through,
and it is to this end that the Mohau Centre is currently putting into place a new business proposal, aimed at
providing accommodation for the growing children placed within communities. It is hoped that once they
reach adulthood, the children under the care of the Centre will find it easier to care for themselves if they are
already living in communities and interacting daily with other people, unlike if they remained in Attridgeville,
where they are more likely to be inhibited by institutionalised behaviour.
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Nigeria

International Centre for Advocacy on the Right to
Health (ICARH)

Background to Organisation
International Centre on Advocacy for the Right to Health (ICARH) formerly Alliance Rights Nigeria is an
independent research initiative established in 1999 for the main purpose of contributing to policy
issues/matters affecting the rights of sexual minorities and PLWHA’s in Nigeria, through research analysis,
training, awareness campaign development and advocacy. The organization was formed to fill a lacuna in the
civil society’s landscape and to fulfil a passion so as to contribute to the developmental needs of the country in
the areas of health and social rights among sexual minorities.
Having found that several structures in Nigeria conflicted with internationally acceptable practices, ICARH
sought to assist in bringing about a more rapid attitudinal change on issues concerning social and sexual health
matters of the sexual minorities.
ICARH has had the opportunity to examine critical issues relating to LGBT within Nigerian society, and this has
allowed it to expand its activity to not only focus on social issues abut to pursue projects aimed at bringing
about reforms in human rights, HIV/AIDS prevention, eradication and awareness. ICARH projects now include
work on commercial sex workers, in addition to their existing work around LGTB and work on awareness,
treatment and sensitization programs with all of these minorities and vulnerable populations
Laws Restricting HIV Prevention among MSM
Lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) persons in Nigeria face unique legal challenges, not experienced
by non-LGBT residents. Both male and female same-sex sexual union and activity is illegal in Nigeria. Nigeria is
a largely conservative country of more than 150 million people, split between a mainly Muslim north and a
largely Christian south.
Same-sex sexual activity is punishable by death by stoning in the 12 states that have adopted Shari'a law, and
by up to 14 year’s imprisonment throughout Nigeria. There is no legal protection against discrimination. Very
few gays are public about their sexuality, and violence against LGBT people is still a common occurrence.
Furthermore, legislation is pending to criminalize same-sex marriage throughout Nigeria.
On 18 January 2007 the Federal Executive Council proposed a law, Same Sex Marriage (Prohibition) Act 2006,
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prohibiting same sex marriages. This was sent to the National assembly for urgent action. According to the
Minister of Justice, Chief Bayo Ojo, the law was pushed through by President Olusegun Obasanjo, in response
to demonstrations for same sex marriage during the international conference on HIV/AIDS (ICASA) in 2005.
The proposed bill calls for five years imprisonment for anyone who undergoes, "performs, witnesses, aids, or
abets" a same-sex marriage. It would also prohibit any display of a "same-sex amorous relationship" and
adoption of children by gays or lesbians. The same-sex marriage ban when made a law; will make Nigeria the
second country in Africa to criminalize such unions. In 2005, the Ugandan constitution was amended to ban
same-sex marriage.
The same bill would also call for five years imprisonment for involvement in public advocacy or associations
supporting the rights of lesbian and gay people. Included in the bill is a proposal to ban any form of
relationship with a gay person. The intent of the bill is to ban anything remotely associated with being 'gay,'
significantly hindering MSM programming within Nigeria.
Human Rights
It is clear that several basic human rights are being violated within Nigeria as a result of both the legal
framework, and the existent socio political culture around same sex relationships and LGTB within Nigeria.
In February 2006, the United States State Department condemned the proposed bill; Same Sex Marriage
(Prohibition) Act 2006. In March 2006, 16 international human rights groups signed a letter condemning the
bill, calling it a violation of the freedoms of expression, association and assembly guaranteed by international
law as well as by the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights.
The Constitution does not expressly protect LGBT-rights, but it does contain various provisions guaranteeing all
citizens equal rights as well as other rights, including health care and equal opportunity in the workplace
There is no enacted legislation protecting against discrimination or harassment based on sexual orientation or
gender identity. Within Nigeria these needs to be addressed as it infringes on the rights to freedom of
association and expression; and even the fundamental human right to life.
Implications for HIV Prevention work for MSM
As a result of these restrictive laws and socio-cultural discrimination and alienation of LGBT persons in Nigeria,
has resulted in the MSM community becoming ‘invisible’ in our society with many community members
refusing to be identified publicly as being gay or homosexuality. There is also a refusal of MSM to access
official health services for fear of discrimination, resulting in many communities with little or no access to
appropriate HIV information and service provision. The effect is reflected in the IBBSS 2007 survey conducted
in the country with an estimated 13.5% HIV prevalence among MSM in the country; which is about four times
higher than the national average.1
As a result of the aforementioned laws, and social context the MSM community has become ‘invisible’ and
gone ‘underground’. Many do not identify with being gay or homosexual due to the illegality of the act, as this
ensures access to services and treatment. However, the services and treatment provided are not suitably
tailored or targeted for MSM or other LGTB peoples, therefore effective HIV/AIDS prevention and care is not
practiced.
Issues

1

HIV prevalence among in 2007 was 31.5% IBBSS 2007 and in 2010 it went up 17%.
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As noted above the suffocation of LGTB populations through the implementation of oppressive laws and
policies and a discriminatory socio – cultural context has resulted in the MSM population going ‘underground’.
Access to appropriate treatment and care is therefore out of reach the many of these individuals and
appropriate messaging and information cannot be effectively executed.
Aside from the legal context the social construct further hinder the rights of MSM populations. Due to the
restrictions on freedom of association, expression and equality, the MSM population is unable to access
preventative ‘tool’s such as lubricants and condoms. The local media does not highlight safe sex practices for
MSM populations and many organisations find themselves unable to distribute sexual health necessities, such
as condoms.
Recommendations:
The abolishment of laws inimical to the self actualization of LGBT persons in Nigeria should be advocated for.
Government of Nigeria at all levels, Donor agencies and CSOs should integrate MSM care needs into the
National and state strategic HIV plans to create a society where equity and equality of access to information,
services and political space are available to all devoid of discrimination based on age, sex, disease condition
and sexual orientation.
-

Greater protection of human rights, particularly equality and freedom of association should be considered
by the government.

-

Access to appropriate information around HIV/AIDS prevention and re infection should be made available
to LGTB populations

-

Offensive and oppressive laws should be abolished

-

Local media should revise their messaging to incorporate LGTB peoples within the community.

Conclusion:
There is clearly an urgent need to review laws and policies within Nigeria that hinder and undermine the rights
and freedoms of the LGTB population. A society that supports and reinforces equality and freedom of
expression and association and this should be fostered through social pressure, government support and an
effective civil society. In order to curb the spread of HIV within Nigeria, the LGTB community, particularly the
MSM community cannot be alienated, and denied access to basic health care. Appropriate education,
dissemination of information and knowledge should be permitted, accompanied with the distribution of
necessary prevention ‘tools’ such as condoms and lubricants to vulnerable populations. HIV information and
services cannot be over-emphasized in a bid to address and reverse the spread of HIV in Nigeria.
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Kenya

Ishtar MSM

Ishtar MSM was formed in 1997 after a staging of the play Cleopatra at the Kenya National Theatre. This was
an entry point to lives of MSM in Nairobi and opening an atmosphere of trust and openness.
Our core objective is attainment of sexual health rights and social well being for men who have sex with men in
Kenya.
In our advocacy work we identified that Stigma, discrimination, persecution, prosecution and criminalization
applied in various ways against infected, affected and at risk populations represent major obstacles to control
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HIV/AIDS in the world today. These pose huge barriers to HIV testing, care and support and dramatically
increase risk of transmission.
Stigma and discrimination also result in misguided policies and misallocated resources, as many governments
are averse to implementing scientifically sound programmes for key at-risk groups, including people who inject
drugs, sex trade workers and men who have sex with men
Case study
Having worked with Ishtar MSM and Attached to Kenya Human Rights commission in 2010 we intervened in
cases i.e.
The Mtwapa case;
Report from a local newspaper alleged that there was to be a gay wedding at the town of Mtwapa in the
coastal town of Mombasa. The residents and local church and Islamic leaders vowed to ensure the said
wedding never took place.
In this turn of events a local clinic run by the Kenya Medical Research Institute which runs a research program
on MSM and vaccine development was closed down.
Most of the MSM who sort services from the clinic were living positive and were on medication. Some were
evicted from their homes and others attacked and beaten up by the members of public.
Police were brought in but to arrest the MSM in pretext that they were saving them from the irate members of
the public.
The religious leaders in turn vowed that the said clinic will or shall never be opened but interventions by Ishtar
and Kenya Human Rights Commission the clinic was opened once again. (pictures not attached due to the
sensitivity of the matter)
LEGAL ISSUES
-

The right to privacy was infringed

-

Equal access to health

-

Right to protection and security

-

Police harassment

Legal Issues and Specific Law
According to the Kenyan penal system section 162 to 165 same sex relations are prohibited and are subject to
14yrs imprisonment.
Article 45(2) states that married is only for the opposite sex
Attached you will find a document stating what the constitution says on the same
Other factors
Cultural and religious factors and lack of information
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It is out of this issues that problems facing MSM stem out
Solutions
Despite the fact that through advocacy work carried out by Ishtar since 2005, we have been included in the
Kenya National AIDS strategic Plan and during it launch this year we had an opportunity to meet Mr Michel
Sidibe who reiterated the fact that in order to achieve that universal access to all governments and policy
makers need to work will all including most at risk populations or Key populations including Men who have sex
with men. And in my undertaking some of this solutions include;
1.

Provide a forum in which key scientific and practice-based research, best practice, lessons learned and
gaps in knowledge are addressed

2. Present strong evidence to influence leaders, including key policy makers and donors, to increase their
commitment to HIV and AIDS prevention, care and treatment, undertake responsible action and be
more accountable.
3. Increase understanding of the contribution made by the HIV global response to broader social,
economic and health issues.
4. Maximize opportunities for the participation in conference and programme planning of those engaged
in evidence-based responses – scientists, PLWHA, members of marginalized communities especially
those most vulnerable to HIV, including women, girls, and young people.
5. Promote strategies that will reduce stigmatization and discrimination of PLWHAs and those working
professionally across the response to HIV and AIDS.
6. Improve public awareness of the continued impact of and global response to HIV and AIDS through
enhanced media coverage.
7. Sensitization of the general population on HIV/AIDS and programming on Most at risk populations and
Men who have sex with men
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Kenya

Individual

I am a woman living with HIV from Nairobi, Kenya which is in the eastern part of Africa.
I learnt of my pregnancy when I missed my first period in October 2008. I was worried about what society
would think of this new development, as I am open with my status with my story being on the news papers and
on the radio and TV. Many have not yet fully embraced HIV as a condition that can be managed; they term it as
a disease for the immoral, among other views.
I went ahead and sought treatment ante-natal services from the clinic which I had been receiving HIV
treatment on the third month of my pregnancy. I saw it best to inform the doctor at the HIV clinic. There is a
standard form that the doctor has to fill as he is prescribing the drugs, and on that form there is a question if
the client is pregnant. I have been asked this question countless times and I have always answered no, but this
time round I quietly answered yes.
The doctor dropped his pen and looked at me in shock, and said “Don’t tell me that you are pregnant” I said to
him” haven’t you asked me and I have answered?” He looked very dismayed and began to mumble to himself,
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then asked me how much my CD4 count was to which I answered that the last time I had it checked in August
it was six hundred and fifty nine (659). We talked for sometime, and then he began to relax. I asked him if it
was wrong for me to get pregnant to which he said he did not see the problem anymore. I went on to tell him
that his attitude was wrong, and if it were not for the fact that I am an HIV activist, any other person would
have gotten very discouraged by the way he reacted at first. He then booked for me an appointment at the
ante natal clinic, which I was to visit the following month. As I left the room he asked me how old my last born
child was and when I told him seven, he said, that infact I should not have waited so long to conceive. I thanked
him and went to the pharmacy to pick my drugs.
The following month I went back to the hospital and this time I visited the antenatal clinic. As I saw the doctor I
was asked the combination of antiretroviral drugs that I take to which I told him Nevirapine, Lamivudine and
Tenoforvir. He told me that it was important for him to know so that he can administer a drug used as a
prophylaxis for the baby and Nevirapine is one of them. So I did not have to change the combination, I would
continue and Nevirapine would act as the prophylaxis. Each time I visited the clinic, the health provider at the
time would ask me about the combination of drugs that I was taking. And I always informed them that I was
taking Nevirapine in it.
Meanwhile I began to look for a Prevention of Mother to Child Transmission (PMTCT) program in which to
enroll for free milk as I did not intend to breastfeed. I found one and I was given one tin of Nan milk and
advised to go and get more milk when my child was one week old, for more milk. I was to visit the PMTCT clinic
every two weeks, for a supply.
The pregnancy went well, with very little complications. My peers on the other hand would question my
condition amongst themselves, none telling me to the face that they did not see it fit for me to have another
child in my HIV positive condition.
I began to get contractions on the morning of 2nd July 2010, and I went to hospital. After a long labor my son
Marcus was born at 2 am, 3rd July weighing 3.8 kg (8.3 lb). As soon as I delivered the nurse told me that they
would give him a dose of Nevirapine syrup stat, as a prophylaxis, and she made sure I saw her administering it.
I was taken to the ward to get some rest and Marcus was put in the nursery. I was discharged on the 4th
morning and went home.
Then came the time for me to go and get Nan milk from the PMTCT clinic. I went and as the provider was
examining the baby I was asked what prophylaxis my son had been given, to which I confidently answered
Nevirapine syrup at birth. She then looked at me, waiting for me to continue, but I didn’t because that was all
that he was given. She asked me if when we were discharged the doctor prescribed anything for him and I told
her no. She then began to panic. She told me that they were supposed to have prescribed another prophylaxis
for him to take for six weeks. I was in shock, no one had mentioned this before to me, and in my mind I knew
he was safe because I had been taking Nevirapine all along. The nurse advised me to look for it as soon as
possible. She told me they prescribe AZT syrup. I left the clinic very shaken.
I assumed that the hospital I delivered did not prescribe AZT or they would have given it to us wouldn’t they?
So I decided to go to the Kenya Medical research Institute, but I would need a referral, which I got from a lady
who worked in an NGO that referred people there.
When I got there, three days after I had been told I needed to give Marcus AZT, the nurses there told me it was
to late to administer the drug to him, the prophylaxis should be given within 72 hours of birth. I was
devastated. Would my son get HIV because of my ignorance and slackness of the health providers?
I stayed with my guilt and then came the time for me to go and get my antiretroviral drugs from the hospital
that I delivered Marcus. He was too young for me to leave him behind, so I went with him. When I walked into
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the doctor’s room, he looked at us and asked me “and when did all this happen?” I asked him “what?” And he
pointed at Marcus. I told him he was about a month old.
He looked very disgusted. He asked me “Didn’t you feel that you were putting him at risk of infection?” and I
said a small “no”. He went on to grill me about the whereabouts of Marcus’s father, and whether he knew his
HIV status. I told him he is around and is positive like I am, and then he asked why on earth we wanted to get a
child. I simply told him I did not see how that was any of his business, and to kindly write me my prescription. I
then told him that Marcus was not given AZT and to my shock he told me that they do give it and that they
probably didn’t because it was a weekend when we were discharged.
So was my son to get infected because we were discharged on a Saturday morning?
Marcus blood was drawn at six weeks for a PCR test to check his HIV status and I had to wait one whole month
for the results to come out. The anxiety made me loose weight and the night before we went to the clinic for
the results I did not sleep at all.
I want to the clinic to pick our regular milk supply and the nurse told me that the results had not yet come. So
we went home, me still full of anxiety, for another two weeks.
When we went two weeks later we were told that Marcus’s HIV results were negative. I was so happy that I
screamed with joy. The long wait was over and with good results in the end.
I moved to another hospital to get my HIV treatment, after the bad treatment, but I never manage to get my
usual three month supply of ARV drugs. There was once a shortage of Nevirapine and I went home with half a
bottle as I was told that that was all that they could give me.
I have since begun working for a legal based non- governmental organization that deals with legal issues on HIV
and AIDS. The organization provides legal services and information that affects this group of people. My work
mainly deals with Sexual and Reproductive Health rights for young women and girls.
I became passionate about this, after my experience from giving birth to my son Marcus.
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Malawi

Individual

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Malawi is one of the developing countries located to the southern part of Africa. It has a population of over 13
million people and is described as one of the fastest growing population. Malawi is an agro-based industry
economy whose main income emerges from tobacco, maize and cotton as their main cash crop and forex
earning.
It has a very rich and dynamic culture through many tribes which are jealously guarded and cherished as part
of cultural heritage and preservation. There are three major notable and famous tribes; these are Chewa,
Tumbuka and Yao.
These have their own dominance regions the Chewa are from the central region, the Tumbuka from the
northern region and the Yao from the southern region.
As any country in Africa, particularly in the sub- Saharan countries Malawi is not spared from this epidemic of
HIV that is killing scores of lives. This is due to multiple factors of infection rate, it’s also has several cases of
human rights violations among people who are infected with HIV, though most cases are occurred secretly
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which went an reported. This has a very serious impact to the infected and potential infections as well as the
war against the epidemic, because some people are afraid to declare their status due to stigma and
discrimination which made more reluctant to go for voluntary blood testing hence continues to spread the
virus.
OBJECTIVES: To expose and raise awareness about the evil practices by protecting the vulnerable groups girls
between 11-18 years from being abused, infected and promotion of their basic rights by enacting and
enforcing Laws to protect them.
SCOPE
The main area of focus is on cultural norms and behaviours that are contributing to elder men to forcing
marriages to young girls at a tender age. This is due to their cultural beliefs that accelerate conducive
environment to this malpractice. This is best known by their tribes of late discovered that it’s part of their ritual
and magical belief practice. However this is dangerous and a violation of their basic rights particularly by young
girls, who are forced by elder people hence, expose them to risk of contracting HIV through men who has been
marrying and having un protected sex with many women.
The age ranges of these girls are from 11years to 18 years being forced to marry an adult person who is above
18 years).
METHODOLOGY
The methodology used to collect this information was done under intensive and thoroughly research by
meeting with community members who were capable to revealing the so called “secrete and evil cultural
behaviors”.
Upon research emerge one of the girls in the community who had run away from being forced into marriage
with an old man who revealed more information.
MAIN BODY
There’s a strange cultural behavior in our country among the Tumbuka tribe which is found in the northern
region. This behavior is done secretly which encourage old men to marry young girls as their wives
This practice is done without the consent of the girls as their parents arrange marriage ceremony with the man
who happen to demand marriage by exchanging with money, cattle and any value materials.
Though this practice is done secretly, it continues to emerge and spread increasingly among the tribe and other
tribes a trend that pose a great risk to these young girls of being infected by HIV. This is due to the reason that
men who are marrying these girls have senior wives and other relations outside their marriages.
Therefore there’s a high probability of infecting girls due to this behavior as most of them have unprotected
sex with their multiple partners.
However the big challenge is that due to the social gap between the girl and man , sexually when the young
girls becomes sexually active, if she is positive she would obviously transmit to their peers who may fall in love
with them. Which means there’s a big potential chain at risk of being infected with the virus.
Many young girls carry’s pregnant before maturity which in some case makes delivery difficult hence causing
maternal death. And damaging of their organs that cause fistula that leads to bad smell due to urine leakages
this makes them to shun from participation in developmental activities hence affect their social income.
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A lot of them suffer sexual abuse due to age and social gap as they are forced to have sex.
In most cases they are being raped, which cause injuries both physical and emotional complications.
This makes life too difficult to cope, where many considers committing suicide as an alternative to their
problem.
CASE STUDY
There is a girl in one of the communities of Mzimba district who was forced into marriage, her name is with
held. She drops out from school where she strongly anticipated to change her future, after completion of her
education. After two years she discovered that she was HIV positive which she optimistically sure get from the
man. The girl live a misery life and full of fear without any hope as she’s afraid that she will die soon as
expected.
This also cause a serious violation of human rights as it denies one’s opportunity and right to education hence
pose them prone to poverty and disease.
The most hard and painful thing is to be forced something that is not the choice of your heart. “ One girl said “
Therefore imposing aman in her life is denying her right and freedom of personal choice. From the heart.
RECOMMENDATION
There’s a need of a strategic exposition of the practice through targeted advocacy about the dangers and evils
of this behavior by formulating policies and enforcing of Laws that should protect the vulnerable.
Otherwise they are at a great risk of being infected with HIV and threatening of their human rights.
THE AUTHOR
Is a student pursuing Rural and Community Development at Skyway Institute of Research and Development.
He is writing a research paper on effects of forced marriages on vulnerable groups (girls aged 11 – 18 years).
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Zambia

Treatment Advocacy and Literacy Campaign (TALC)

CHALLENGES WORKING WITH MARGINALIZED AND MOST AT RISK POPULATION
When I made a submission, which received no reaction within the country when it should have looking at the
intensity of the subject matter, as my contribution to Global Fund current discussion under the heading
“Human Rights”; my submission which was also posted to ITPC and came out under digest number 2982(2a)
dated 10th May, 2011, I had entitled it, “Human Rights for all, illuminate current segregation.” The submission
was number 69 under STOP-TB and Global Fund of the same date of 10th May, 2011. Not to dwell much on the
content of the submission, but if need arises, the submission can be found in the sites mentioned here above.
However, on the same date, Mr. Daniel Sinjwala Libati, LLB (UNZA), Human Rights Activist forwarded the same
to prominent people of good standing in society, many of whom are heading reputable organizations like
Zambia AIDSlaw Research and Advocacy Network (ZARAN), Treatment Advocacy and Literacy Campaign (TALC)
and Rainka. This is what he wrote to them and I quote: “I thought friends of Rainka, ZARAN and TALC might
find this piece by Jordan Kaisi (TALC Copperbelt Coordinator) interesting…especially that we have that Regional
Dialogue on HIV & and the Law coming up in August this year.” If there was a response from any, I do not
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know. But I think there was none because if there was, I think I had the right to it and a copy could have been
availed to me.
The only reactions were from Bruce Kilmister, ITPC 2982(2b), a gay from New Zealand commenting on my
submission and Andy Seal ITPC 2982(2c), Senior Advisor Gender: Sexual and Gender Diversity, Global Fund to
fight AIDS, TB and Malaria, Geneva Switzerland giving me the position of Global Fund on the subject. Then I
received a telephonic correspondence from my superior, head office of my organization, advising me and
rightly so, to make another submission to ITPC straighten the record, that what I had written and the
submission I had made was of my own opinion and not of TALC. TALC and other advocacy organizations have
not made any public stand or position on CSW and GLBT and other marginalized and most at risk population.
I have interacted with many from different like organizations most of whom have expressed the concern to
find a lasting intervention methods and strategic mechanisms to the challenges emerging from Commercial Sex
Work (CSW) and homosexuality. Most of them, if not all, agree that there is no high level strategic support
from the government and yet the threat posed is grave. I have not even seen or heard of any formed forum to
address or, ensure that comprehensive programs are developed on the best available local intelligence and to
ensure that community needs are adequately in proposals and programs (as Andy Seal puts it) as regards to
these marginalized and most at risk population.
There is total silence on the matter and, whoever mentions the challenges emanating from this population is
labeled. One can clearly understand as to why there was no response to the provoking forwarded email from
Mr. Daniel Sinjwala Libati, to the heads of advocacy organizations who are supposed to be in the fore front in
fighting for the human rights for all, especially the right to health. It therefore, follows that these marginalized
population has no forum in which their challenges can or are addressed.
Because of high the level of stigma and discrimination against the said population, very few commercial sex
worker come out in the open and almost no homosexual dare do so like Bruce Kilminister did in his reaction to
my submission. I know a number of commercial sex workers as well as a few of homosexuals who see it as
dangerous to expose themselves. So fire goes on in secretly, we just see smoke and pretend all is well; it is a
time boom. People who are interested to help these population in behavioral change find it very difficult as
they too can not come out in the open to source for funds for obvious reasons of being stigmatized and piled
along together with the said marginalized and most at risk population.
The church is a big culprit for the influence it creates in facilitation to fuel stigma and discrimination. The
church views it, and rightly so, as sin and that it has nothing to do about it; and this is where it has gone wrong.
It needs to take great interest and understand the conditions under which these marginalized and most at risk
population go through so that interventions measures from the spiritual point of view would be initiated to
evangelize them for behavioral change. Without which the battle against HIV/AIDS/TB would in vain. If the
church sees commercial sex work of any kind and homosexuality as a problem, how does it hope to help those
involved and to deal with sin? The Lord came for the sinners so that they may receive salvation and the church
is His vessel to accomplish this mission. Ezekiel 33:11, “As surely as I live, declares the Sovereign LORD, I take
no pleasure in the death of the wicked, but rather that they may turn from their ways and live” (New
International Version). How can they turn away from their ways if no one reaches out for them with the
message of Grace.
How can the church in the country be so ignorant of its mandate, the great commission, “Therefore go and
make disciples of all nations ….”, Matthew 28:19 (New International Version).
You do not make disciples from disciples because they are already disciples, so, this scripture means making
disciples from non-disciples to join the ranks. There is need for someone to remind the church what is
expected from them, and this should come from the church itself. But that to happen, this someone should
possess the knowledge on the issues at hand in the marginalized population.
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It would be very helpful for me to gain that knowledge and be part of influence to change the thinking around
the challenges posed in these marginalized and most at risk population.
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Malawi

Journalists Association Against AIDS

Title: Criminalization of sex work in Malawi
Background
Malawi is a country in Southern Africa with an HIV prevalence rate of 12% and almost 88% of all infections
originate from unprotected heterosexual intercourse. HIV prevalence among sexually active adults is higher
among females at 13% than males (10%). These rates translate into about 1 million Malawians living with HIV,
including about 100,000 children under the age of 15 years.
HIV infection rates show gender, age, social status and geographical variations, with infections more prevalent
in women than men, urban than rural populations, and in the Southern region compared to the rest of the
country’s regions. The overall prevalence for young people aged 15-49 years is estimated at 2.1% (0.4% for
male and 6.2% for female).
The HIV prevalence in female sex workers is at 70.7% in the country, which is the highest followed by 23.5%
and 22.1% in male and female primary school teachers respectively. While the lowest prevalence is found in
male vendors at 6.6%. (National HIV prevention Strategy 2009-2013)
In August, 2006, the Malawi Law Commission received two submissions; from the National AIDS Commission
(NAC) and the Department of HIV and AIDS and Nutrition. The submission from the Department urged for the
development of a comprehensive legislative framework to govern issues related to HIV and AIDS.
Both submissions acknowledged that HIV infection in Malawi has risen rapidly necessitating the adoption of a
legislative framework to protect individuals infected and affected by the HIV and AIDS epidemic in view of the
current constitutional order which is human rights based. (Malawi Law Commission, HIV draft bill report, 2008)
Situation Analysis
The Government of Malawi in 2006 decided that urgent measures were required to address ongoing high
transmissions and discussions resulted in a draft HIV and AIDS (Prevention and Management) bill. Some
aspects of the bill would provide support to people living with HIV, but other proposed elements could
inadvertently fuel stigma and discrimination, hindering effective HIV prevention and deterring people from
accessing testing or seeking treatment.
However one aspect such as the criminalization of sex work and the use of the police to harass sex workers by
forcing them to get testing in a compulsory manner contravenes UNAIDS International Guidelines on HIV and
AIDS and Human Rights.
The criminalization of sex work in the country is built on the perception that it will prevent HIV transmission by
deterring sex workers from practicing their trade and hence infecting their clients. The proposed HIV bill
proscribes criminal punishment or a fine to anyone who transmits HIV either ‘deliberately’, recklessly or
‘negligently (articles 44&45).
Punishing individuals for reckless or negligent transmission can lead to individuals such as sex workers in
particular to being punished who were unaware of their HIV status. In addition applying criminal law to punish
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HIV transmission could discourage people from getting tested because of lack of knowledge of one’s status.
There is no evidence that criminalizing HIV transmission will reduce the spread of HIV. Indeed, criminalizing the
transmission of HIV has not been shown to incapacitate, rehabilitate, or deter offenders considering that most
people do not know their status during the first few months they contract HIV, which is the period where it is
most likely to be transmitted to others. (Civil Society Coalition Position Paper on Malawi HIV draft bill, 2010)
Overview of HIV and the Law in Malawi
Based on the constitution of the Republic of Malawi, the state is obliged to provide adequate health care,
commensurate with the needs of Malawian society and international standards of health care. The Law
Commission notes that under Chapter IV of the constitution, there are various rights that relate to HIV and
AIDS. For example, section 19 provides for the dignity of all persons while section 20 prohibits discrimination in
any form and on any ground including on the ground of status.
In terms of legislation, the first statute to be considered by the Commission was the Public Health Act as the
principle statute on public health issues. The Commission noted that the Act needs to be amended so as to
consolidate the law regarding the preservation of health.
Other aspects of the Public Health Act relevant to the prevention and management of HIV and AIDS include
parts that deal with infectious diseases, prevention and suppression of infectious diseases. It is also critical to
note that addressing issues of HIV and AIDS under the Public Health Act may present a number of challenges.
Firstly, the diseases listed under this Act do not share the characteristics of HIV and AIDS. Almost all of the
diseases listed under the Act are diseases that are either curable or have vaccines. The modes of transmission
of the diseases listed as formidable epidemic or endemic diseases are also different from the modes of HIV
transmission.
In addition the mechanisms for prevention and management of the diseases listed under the Act including
disinfection of premises, destruction of articles, removal of persons, removal and burial of infected bodies and
quarantine or isolation of patients would not apply to HIV and AIDS. (Public Health Act) (Malawi Law
Commission, HIV draft bill report, 2008)
Rationale
The criminalization of sex work in Malawi brings a lot of questions on whether women’s rights are being
infringed upon, for instance the Malawi Police Service arrests sex workers found plying their trade in night
clubs and bottle stores, even in rest houses.
Malawi has not outlawed sex work and it is not reflected anywhere, however the police officers working at
night pounce on sex workers and when the issue goes to court they are charged with rogue and vagabond. This
is a clear violation of rights of sex workers who are being victimized without any legal basis. Another shocking
example, is that of some 10 commercial sex workers who were arrested in the border district of Mwanza and
were forced to take a compulsory HIV test under the authority of the police.
The compulsory testing of sex workers is not recommended by United Nations Joint Programme on HIV and
AIDS (UNAIDS). As well as being contrary to human rights it is impractical and unworkable and more effective
results can be reached by supporting sex workers and their partners to access HIV testing, prevention, and
support.
According to consultations in Malawi with sex workers, compulsory testing will not deter sex work. It could
drive sex work underground, lead to the denial of sex work to avoid testing and encourage secrecy once testing
positive to avoid criminalization. (Christian Aid Study 24-25).
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Conclusions and Recommendations
-

Malawi has made remarkable strides to address HIV evidenced by success in scaling down the prevalence
to 12% in 2008 from 14% in 1999; however the drafting of the HIV bill and its particular aspects of
criminalizing sex work and HIV transmission are counter productive towards addressing the HIV and AIDS
pandemic in the country. It is in this context that all successes might backpedal resulting to an increase in
HIV prevalence which might lead the nation not to make meaningful achievements of Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs).

-

Criminalizing sex work and forcing sex workers to undergo a compulsory HIV test is a blatant violation of
women’s rights because of a clear lack of legal basis on the Malawi Police Service, this is not in line with
international human rights standards and in particular the UNAIDS international guidelines on HIV and
AIDS and human rights. In addition it only drives sex work under ground which is not a good strategy in HIV
prevention for a developing country like Malawi.

-

Malawi Government is advancing the criminalization of sex work and HIV transmission without the
approval of its development partners, which is not in line with the bilateral relations it maintains with such
development agencies, hence this is not good for the national HIV response which gets a lot of resources
from the same development partners.

-

There is a need for Malawi to clearly have a good HIV legislation in which marginalized groups such as sex
workers are protected from any discrimination in the hands of the Malawi Police Service, the consultations
for the draft HIV law must be fully exhausted by engaging all the relevant stakeholders such as NGOs,
Government line ministries, private sector, international and local donor agencies and the academia just to
mention a few.
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Zambia

Individual

Background Information
I am X born on the 20th January 1970 in Mufulira District, Copperbelt Province in Zambia with 10 years working
experience as a volunteer closely with different people in the community. I am a teacher by profession and
worked for the Zambian Government for three years from 1998 to 2001as a teacher and left my teaching
career to work as volunteer in various community organizations. In 2001 joined a Non Governmental
Organization (NGO) called Salem Children Village dealing with street kids in Mindolo, Kitwe. In 2003, I also
worked as a volunteer at African Extended Family System Support for Orphans and Vulnerable Children (AEFSSOVC) strengthening extended family system in Kitwe. In 1995 to 1996, I had an opportunity to work in United
Kingdom to care for children in Oxford city after my gradation as a teacher.
In 2006, I founded Judith Chikonde Foundation (JCF) a Non Governmental Organization (NGO) in Mufulira
district on the Copperbelt Province. The organization was founded on the idea of supporting people affected
and infected with HIV and AIDS. I was driven by the horrifying experience I went through as an HIV positive
women disadvantaged of equal access rights, prevention of stigmatization/ discrimination and violence against
my ex-husband in the local court in Mufulira District, Zambia.
My HIV status and law
It all started in 2004 September when I was officially married with a colorful wedding to Mr. X and we were
blessed with a lovely boy named Noble. Three months after the birth of Noble, he developed a heart problem
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and it was suggested he undergoes surgical operation in South Africa or Indian but before the operation we
were told that the boy must undergo various medical tests which included HIV test. My ex-husband refused to
have himself and the son tested for HIV but I made informed decision and choice for my son since he was three
months old to speak for himself, I also voluntarily asked for HIV testing at the same time. Both results came out;
my son and I were tested HIV positive. I was in state of shock and when I shared the test results with my exhusband he called a fool because he was not in the first place for the idea and walked away on us. I cried
uncontrollably, stopped thinking properly for a second, felt disconnected and just wanted to die because it was
too much to handle.
My ex-husband informed his family members who came at the hospital where I nursing my son to emotionally
abuse me and vowed to set their eyes on my son and me. His family members told him to stop supporting us in
any way and he did just that until the boy died at 2 years 2 months. I spent 20 months with my late son
hospital and the first months I was in hospital my ex-husband took all my belongs and moved from the house
we rented and It was at this time I realized that I was not married. My late son’s condition was deteriorating
day by day and pressure was mounting on how to handle the two issues. I reported the case of property
grabbing at Wuzakile police station in Kitwe were we resided but I was harassed by the police who could not
understand my position especially my sick child so I just went back to nurse my son at Kitwe Central Hospital
and it is at that point I decided to seek the courts of law to intervene in the matter of human rights violations,
property grabbing, stigma and gender inequality.
HIV and law in Zambia
In July 2005 I visited the local courts in Mufulira town where we got the marriage certificate and asked the
court to grant me divorce because my son and I were abandoned because of HIV issue surrounding us. During
the court session I explained what happened including the HIV status. The judgement was that a divorce be
granted on the ground of neglect but the issue of HIV was not handled because there is no law to protect me
and my son. I was further told to buy a separate summon for property grabbing which made me more
frustrated. My ex-husband was asked to pay me K600, 000 (US$120) for the time we spent together and K100,
000 (US$20) per month until the child reach 18 years old which he never paid to date. I never went back to the
courts of law for further help because I considered it as waste of time and draw back on women progression in
life. With the failing of Zambian constitution to pass the second reading in parliament this year has pushed
women and children’s right in the tight corner because it was our only hope to justice. A year ago I was put on
Antiretroviral Treatment when my CD4 count dropped to 291 counts but the CD4 count has improved to over
600. Am currently accessing treatment under the Non Governmental Organisation (NGO) called Catholic Relief
Service (CRS) in Mufulira.
Male involvement in HIV and AIDS
I have been sharing my experience and working with men to respond to the issues of HIV and AIDS epidemic
and violence against women recognizing the urgent response to the two critical issues to centrality of working
with men to achieve the goal under the funding from American Jewish World Services (AJWS) which has been
going for 2 years and still ongoing. The program addresses the attitudinal and behavioural issues that
negatively affect the health women, young girls and children. It also seeks to encourage men to become
actively in preventing gender based violence, HIV and AIDS care and support activities. Male involvement share
several goals ranging from civil rights and other social-justice. The program target students, unemployed and
employed men at workplaces, colleges, open spaces such as bus stations and international trade fair
exhibition, World AIDS Day and VCT commemorations, sports and religious events.
Lessons learnt working with men
Societal crisis create opportunities for dialogue or for shift in gender relations. The crisis or experience I have
gone through has lead into an important shift in programming to encourage male participation in issues of
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Gender Based Violent, HIV and AIDS. Also, high levels of violence in society has prompted an increase emphasis
on creating positive role models for young boys at an early age in order to help them develop more positive
and equality because empowering women and girls alone is not enough without male involvement in order to
achieve gender equality. Presenting men as potential partners plays a positive role in the health and wellbeing of their partners, families and communities. Despite gender norms that often lead to men’s control of
different aspects their partner’s lives, it is important to recognize that there are still some men care about their
partners, families and communities given an opportunity and the know-how.
Conclusion
African Union (AU) treaty protocol of women rights (2003) on non discrimination against women, elimination
of harmful practices, equal rights in marriage, health and reproductive rights are not enforced in the courts of
law in Zambia therefore, need for African Union (AU) to domesticate the treaty norms by adopting laws and
programmes in line with treaty provisions by each AU member country. Let our voices be head!
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Tanzania

LAHR CONSULT COMPANY LIMITED

HIV/AIDS becomes a global and most destructive decease in the world history it takes lives of people every
year1since emergence of AIDS as the major health emergency, the epidemic had a serious and in many places
,devastating effect on Human Rights and development. Whereas since the emergence of these diseases in
Tanzania the issue of stigmatization and discrimination in employment and the right to health and other social
rights and guarantees starts so these lead to arise of many Human Rights issues and associated with HIV and
AIDS.the human rights stats working the is because the decease cause the increase in orphaned children,the
breaking of families and marriages,a rise of poverty and reduction of the labour forces2
So in response to these human rights issues there are numbers of international instrument which that include
the protection of HIV and aids These include The Declaration of Commitment on HIV/AIDS (Global Crisis-Global
Action)3 The united nations Millennium Development Goals(MDGs),General commitment 14 of the committee
on Economic. Social and Cultural Rights and the Commission on Human rights resolution on the Right to the
highest attainable standard of health.
However these enacted laws acting world wide in Tanzanians effort to have a legal framework addressing
HIV/AIDS were realized in 2008 by enacting The HIV AIDS (Prevention and Control)Act also the HIV policy was
guided by Tanzanians National Policy document on HIV/AIDS of 2001,also the legislation the Employment and
Labor relation Act,2004 has provision protecting the rights of HIV/AIDS workers in workplaces4.
Here in Tanzania there is Unfair discrimination in HIV status this is due to the evidence that there is a research
done by the LHRC observation in which they found that there are no schemes to provide nutritious food or
food supplement for person with HIV/AIDS in Rural areas and those working in informal sector during HIV and
Aids Day in 2010the observer register some claims from people living with HIV/AIDS which show s
discrimination as follows [we are mistreated …..They keep on giving as ARVs which are very strong; they do not
know what we eat or if we eat at all. Some of us have very little income and are not employed
anywhere…..Those who are employed by the government are well supplied with food allowances…Is this fair?
]5so these indicates discrimination for the people who living with HIV/AIDS for the one who works on the
government to get more favor than the one who do not employed anywhere.
1

UN, the right to Health Fact sheet No.31,page20
ibid
3
General assembly resolution s-26/2of 27 June. Article 2 of the declaration states that all people, rich and poor, without distinction of age,
gender or race are affected by HIV/AIDS epidemic.
4
Section 7 of the act provides among others (1)every employer shall ensure have an equal opportunity in employment ad strives to eliminate
discrimination in any employment policy or practice
5
As reported in Tanzania Human right Report 2010 p.124
2
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In the case of woman to be discriminated here in Tanzania we see there are many claims against the
discrimination of the woman due to the HIV status we see there is a lot of claims we here in the Radios and Tvs
that the woman is been withdrawn away from the matrimonial home only because have the HIV positive also
there is a claim written in6in which a woman states that [iam a widow…my house has been demolished by the
government so am homeless …..Am also under TB and ARVs doses but I can’t use them as I can’t afford even to
buy a cup of milk. You should have merc on us I don’t have even have bus fair for my way back to my hut]
In Tanzania there is no criminal law which penalize or discriminate a person only because have an HIV? AIDS
status and its easily to get health care and social assistance but the criminal law penalize those who have use
drugs and the man who have relationship with the man because our law do not agree with single sex
relationship so it’s an offence
Here in Tanzania it’s true that the effected personal to get unequal treatment in the health hospitals these we
see as they put them to the different rooms with others who have no HIV/AIDS.
There are some of cultural norms and practices which puts some people in the risk of getting an HIV this is like
circumcisions of the woman which is done by the elder woman in the tribe which uses the tradition tools of
making it which is not taking care a lot for the health status those tools used by this girl is the one used by
another Gils and most tribes doing these in Tanzania are masai and Wakurya from Musoma also there is a
culture of( KUTAKASWA) which is done by ukerewe people in which if a husband dies and a wife wants to be
married again there is a traditional man who having sex with you so as to be clean so as to be married with
another man so in this case these traditional man appointed can have sexual with many widower and in case
one is HIV positive all other followers became positive so this is highly risk. Also there is other tribe which
inherent a woman if the husband died the tribe chooses other person to inherent the wife of the deceased so
in case the husband is positive then the HIV continuing spreading.
Every person here is able to access treatment for the HIV/AIDS here in Tanzania these is due to the reason that
all ARVs are producing for free without payment. So the Government and expected partners use 600 billion for
providing of medical treatment for the persons who have HIV/AIDS in the year 2010-1011.Also they rice
number for the centre’s which provide for the HIV/AIDS treatment to centre’s 284,227 in 2009 to
332,7737.Here the intellectual property law increasing access to treatment so deal with the equality of people
who have the HIV/AIDS and those who have not.
There is many NGOs which provide legal assistance in HIV case here in Tanzania Like (TAWLA), (LHRC)
(SAHRINGON) (NOLA) and many more and even you can get legal assistance from the government and you can
take this matter to the court of law because there is the laws which deals with this in which it includes the
Constitution of United Republic Of Tanzania of 1977 and many other laws as explained in the first paragraph.
I provide legal assistance to any people who have HIV/AIDS we give them legal advices and directing them the
right place to get his or her right in which seems to be taken away in case the client avoid to go to the court
may be I advice him/her on how to establish a claim in that fact in issue.
Always we are fighting about discriminations for the people living with HIV/AIDS so we always challenge for the
laws in the court to protect all persons having HIV/AIDS so as all people to be treated equally and the
enforcement of the law enacted to be seen done.
Yes in my research I got a lot of evidences by some seen it physically and others by reading the current books
which talks about the HIV/AIDS and the Human Rights in which we see now mostly of the human rights
6

As reported in Tanzania Human right Report 2010 p.124
Hotuba ya waziri wa afya na ustawi wa jamiiprof Davidi homely Mwakyusa (mb) kuhusu makadirio ya mapato na matumizi ya fedha kwa
mwaka 2010/2011,at page 76
7
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whether NGOs or Government deals with the protection of those who living with the HIV /AIDS even though
this enforcement comes to a great challenge on how to enforce all the laws relating to HIV/AIDS its become a
problem up to know to get a vivid evidence for example the law requires for a person who distribute a
HIV/AIDS maliciously to be taken to the court of law for brought to him against an action now how to prove
that act done maliciously its where becomes a problem because to check for a person whether have an
HIV/AIDS or not it’s a discretion of that person so even though our Government tried much to establish the
laws but its becomes very difficult to enforce these laws.
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Mozambique

Lambda Mozambique

Restoring our Constitutional Rights!
This Submission is made on behalf of LAMBDA, Mozambique’s only organisation for the rights of sexual
minorities (not registered yet by the Government of Mozambique)
Organisation
LAMBDA was established four years ago by gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) citizens of
Mozambique to demand equal rights for LGBT citizens, fight discrimination and prejudice against LGBT citizens,
educate the general public about the LGBT community, and provide services and support to the LGBT
community, including counseling and sexual health.
Issue
LAMBDA demands that the Constitutional Right of association of LGBT citizens in Mozambique be respected
and the Government of Mozambique approve the legal incorporation of LAMBDA as an association.
Sexual minorities in Mozambique have had their constitutional right of association; as consecrated in article 52
of their national Constitution, denied by the Government of Mozambique since 2008. In March 2008, a group
of Mozambican LGBT citizens submitted to the Ministry of Justice all the required and relevant documentation
requesting the approval of the registration of an association for the protection of sexual minorities´ rights
(LAMBDA). After three years and four months, the Minister of Justice has made no decision, leaving the
association in legal limbo: its existence has been neither accepted, nor denied. The Minister has a legal
requirement to make a decision within 15 days.
Over these past three years, LAMBDA´s founding members have approached the Ministry and the Minister
personally several times, both in writing and through meetings and third parties, to request a decision, and
despite promises to that effect, LAMBDA´s legal incorporation remains unauthorized.
Through the actions of the Minister, and her continued attitude and approach, the human rights of vulnerable
populations continue to be undermined, expressly the constitutional rights of freedom of association and
expression. The Minister´s attitude both denies this group of citizens their constitutional right of association
and constitutes a form of dereliction of duty by the Minister as she has refused to discharge her legal duty of
making a substantiated decision on a formal request by members of the public in 15 days.
Impact
While it awaits the Minister´s decision, LAMBDA has begun operating with programmes to educate the public
about issues faced by sexual minorities, to advocate for equality of rights, and to provide services to members
of sexual minorities´ communities, even facing the risk of being shut down by the authorities for functioning
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without legal status.
LAMBDA´s lack of legal status also makes it very difficult for the organisation to engage with governmental
institutions, including public health institutions providing HIV/AIDS-related services, to sensitize them to the
specific needs of sexual minorities and to educate health workers about sexual orientation and gender identity
issues in order to reduce the social discrimination and stigma associated with sexual minorities.
Very often, members of sexual minorities are denied public health services, when they disclose their sexual
orientation or practices, or feel so intimidated by attitudes and practices in the health services that they either:
walk away without receiving the needed treatment or fail to disclose critical information for their effective
treatment and that of their sexual partners. Those attitudes and practices by health workers include
questionnaires and questions during HIV testing and counseling process that discriminate against people who
have sex with people of the same sex, and judgmental and negative comments about people´s sexual
orientation and practices. Although there is no data on the prevalence of HIV and AIDS among the LGBT
population in Mozambique, which already reflects the lack of attention the Government pays to this group,
studies have shown that LGBT people represent at least 5% of all infected people in the country, and we
believe that this number is probably lower than the real rate, given the low levels of self-identification among
LGBT Mozambicans.
Given this hostile environment in the public health service, LAMBDA has felt the need to provide support and
services to its membership and communities in the area of HIV/AIDS prevention and treatment, namely
education, counseling, and referral to health clinics, in a safe and welcoming environment, while it tries to
combat prejudice and stigma and educate health workers.
However, LAMBDA´s ability to provide HIV/AIDS-related education, knowledge, information and counseling to
sexual minorities is strongly hampered by its current legal status. Furthermore, its ability to raise resources for
these and other programmes is also negatively affected by the lack of legal existence as partners are often
reluctant to fund organisations without legal status.
Request
This situation of violation of a basic and fundamental constitutional right can be easily redressed by a simple
action by the Minister of Justice of Mozambique – to sign the request for incorporation, which would redress a
violation of constitutional rights, and by doing so the Minister would also be discharging her legal
administrative duty to authorize an association that has complied with all legal requirements for incorporation.
Conclusion
It is clear that the rights of LGBT in Mozambique are being undermined through the Ministers dereliction of
duty. Rights of freedom of association and expression are being hampered and vulnerable populations
continue to be stigmatized and discriminated against. Provision and support of Sexual Health services are being
restricted and education and counseling services are being compromised. The actions of the minister need to
be held to account and the minister needs to discharge her legal administrative duty.
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Malawi

Individual

Dear Sir / Madam,
You might be interested in watching my video about HIV Legislation in Malawi.
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The link is below:
http://vimeo.com/16247899
password: malawi
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Botswana

LEGABIBO: Lesbians Gays & Bisexuals of Botswana

Background
I am writing as gay man from Botswana affiliated with a Lesbian, Gays and Bisexuals organisation called
LeGaBiBo. I also am currently working with the Botswana Network on Ethics Law and HIV/ AIDS -BONELA which
a civil society organisation promoting the protection of human rights particularly of vulnerable and
marginalised groups in the context of HIV and AIDS. In February 2011, in a bid to fight for the rights of LGBTI
people in Botswana; I together with LeGaBiBo and BONELA filed a lawsuit to challenge the government of
Botswana’s refusal to register our organisation as well as challenge the sodomy law criminalising same-sex
relations in Botswana. Our lawsuit was met by a firm response from the government. The case is being heard
by Justice Makhwade of Botswana High Court. The first phase of the case took place on the 15th of April 2011.
This was a status hearing session where our lawyers asked for an extension to submit more documents. We
were granted an extension of 21 court days, 13th May 2011. This legal challenge dates back to 2003 when a
Botswana’s appeals court ruled that the country was not ready to accept homosexuality. In fact, in 2007, the
government of Botswana rejected LeGaBiBo’s application to register as an officially recognised organisation,
meaning the group is legally not welcome to operate in the country.
Botswana has one of the highest generalised epidemic of HIV and AIDS in Southern Africa and the world over
with 17.6 percent prevalence rate. HIV transmission is closely associated with vulnerability among1 [women,
girls, children and people with disability] and most at risk populations2 [men who have sex with men and sex
workers]. Despite this grim scenario, Botswana launched a fierce national programme since 1996 which has
become internationally acclaimed as the first to offer ARV treatment and Prevention of Mother –To ChildTransmission (PMTCT) and boasting sterling political commitment and a commendable budget for national HIV
and AIDS programs. Contrary to this progressive manner in which Botswana has approached the national
response to HIV and AIDS, her legal environment still remains repressive towards homosexuals despite calls by
LEGABIBO, BONELA, DITSHWANELO and other activist groups to decriminalise same sex relationships in
Botswana. As a result, homosexuality is generally regarded as abominable, foreign and sinful; it is perceived as
a crime and homosexual sex is punishable with a possible jail sentence if an individual is convicted. Section 164
of the Penal Code says: “Any person who( a) has carnal knowledge of any person against the order of nature;
(b) permits any other person to have carnal knowledge of him or her against the order of nature, is guilty of an
offence and is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding seven years. "3
The provisions of the Penal Code on homosexuality provide a strong moral argument against decriminalisation
and in fact, in other contexts, the provisions of the law have been used by anti gay campaigners to dehumanise
and brutalise people of lesbians, gays, bisexuals and other sexual minorities. A lot of public antigay sentiment
in Botswana is clearly supported by the position of the law.
1
2
3

Botswana Penal Code: Cap 08.01: 164 (a),(c),165 & 167
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‘our laws exist to remedy social ills and the one that bans gay sex is not different from those that ban public
misconduct, assault and other social ills’ echoed one author of an opinion piece in a local newspaper.4
People opposed to the recognition to homosexuality as a sexual orientation and to its decriminalisation lean
heavily on the fact that homosexuality is outlawed in the criminal code.
Most recently in 2011, an Evangelical Church pastor wrote a statement to the newspapers, condemning
organisations such as BONELA, who primarily advocate for the protection of the rights of all people affected
and infected by HIV and AIDS5. The Pastor challenged human rights approaches advanced by advocacy groups
which argue that programmes that protect human rights will increase the country’s ability to more effectively
reach those who are most affected by HIV and AIDS and related illnesses such as men who have sex and other
sexual minorities, sex workers, migrants, prisoners, women and young people6.
‘Our views on the subject of homosexuality are influenced by our position on three issues; first, is our perception
of the value and the sanctity of the human body. We believe that the human body is intrinsically special and
needs to be protected and treated with dignity. It should not be violated, sold in sex or slavery or lacerated in
any way. Prostitution debases the human body and turns it into a mere commodity. Homosexuality, fornication,
adultery and incest are therefore inappropriate expressions of our sexuality since they are just unbiblical abut
they are also not in consonance with our national culture and traditions. Our nation has done well to keep these
legally and customarily unacceptable’7
Clearly the Church is well aware of human rights arguments which are now internationally accepted that
public health efforts that fail to address marginalisation as a structural driver of vulnerability to HIV infection
are costly to national responses as more infections continue, the cost of treating becomes more.
Due to the lack of recognition by law and the acceptance of the gay sexual orientation the LGBTI community in
Botswana still largely remains hidden and unrecognised in a homophobic society. Moreover, although little is
known about the extent of stigma, discrimination and violence against LGBTI persons in Botswana, public
debates and media reports regarding on the subject of homosexuality strongly suggest a hostile environment..
Recently, the Deputy Speaker of the National Assembly and a Member of Parliament was quoted in the
newspapers as saying ‘Just like Mugabe, I hate gays’8 when speaking at a SADC Parliamentary Forum workshop
on HIV prevention in prisons. Other politicians and society leaders also seem to tow the same line as the then
Minister Oliphant Mfa was also quoted in the media as saying ‘Homosexuality is rubbish’9
As the LGBTI community, we remain deeply concerned by the atmosphere of disapproval, even hate that
prevails in Botswana. By the very fact of being gay, we live a sense of being on the fringes and isolated. Being in
a state of mind where you constantly fear being ‘discovered’’ thinking outing yourself by telling the truth about
being raped or having an anal STI, it is extremely difficult to ’come out’’ to a health care worker or to the
police. The attitude we have experience from these service providers is that we are abnormal and acting
outside the approval of the law, therefore we have experienced the most demeaning and dehumanising
treatment ranging from being judged to being insulted. It is extremely discouraging to go back to seek help
after such an experience. The current position held by both politicians and government health officials is that
they nobody is asked whom they had sex with. However, presenting with an anal infection clearly indicates
engagement in anal sex which in turn is outlawed. As a result we remain hidden and at risk of contracting HIV.

4

Opinion piece ‘Of gays and lesbians: Echo 10-16 March 2011
Pastor Biggie Butale, EFB against legalisation of homosexuality and prostitution opinion piece by -Evangelical Faith Botswana President,
Mmegi, February 02, 2011
6
Ibid.
7
Pastor Biggie Butale, EFB against legalisation of homosexuality and prostitution opinion piece by -Evangelical Faith Botswana President,
Mmegi, February 02, 2011
8
Staff writer, Just like Mugabe; I hate gays-Pono Moatlhodi, The Botswana Gazette Feb 09-15, 2011
9
Aubrey Lute, Homosexuality is rubbish-Mfa, The Botswana Gazette, May, 24-30,2006
5
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Namibia

Legal Assistance Center

STATUTORY EXCLUSIONS OF HIV-POSITIVE CITIZENS REMAIN IN-TACT : THE NAMIBIAN STORY
Background
During the first week of March 2011, our office was approached by at least three different candidates who
applied for employment with the Ministry of Safety and Security / Namibian Defence force in different regions
of Namibia. Two female candidates applied under the Police Act to become police women and one male
applied under the Defence Act to become a soldier. All three candidates had excellent curriculae and were
most suitable for their respective advertised positions. They were therefore shortlisted and passed the first
entry level.
According to the requirements for appointing civil servants, all shortlisted candidates had to undergo several
fitness tests and health tests as a further entry requirement. All three these candidates passed both entry
levels with flying colours. The final stage was that all candidates that passed the two entry levels had to
undergo an involuntary HIV testing of which neither of the candidates underwent pre or post counselling. We
were also informed from the various stations, that no candidate received their blood-test results and a request
for their results, where at the Candidates own behest and upon permission granted from the InspectorGeneral.
The successful candidates were merely listed on an A4 size paper and placed in a public area for everyone to
see. The candidates that tested positive were obviously not on the list and were not given reasons for being
denied employment with the various Ministries, however, the requirement stated very clearly that candidates
had to be HIV negative in order to succeed with their applications.
Methods:
Despite the explicit provisions in the Bill of Rights enshrined in Chapter 3 of the Namibian Constitution,
particularly the right to life1, the right to equality, and the right not to be discriminated against2, neither of
these rights makes specific provision to people living with HIV and who are still capable of performing or
providing competent services. However, neither of the Acts regulating the employment of public servants such
as police officers and / or military officials in the defence force authorises the armed forces to restrict the right
to Equality, the right to liberty and livelihood3 of persons merely on the basis of their HIV status. Therefore,
any policy that makes it mandatory to test recruits for HIV and deny recruitment to HIV-positive persons solely
on the basis of their HIV status should be subjected to Constitutional challenge.
This is exactly what happened in the case of N v Minister of Defence Force (Case No LC 24/98 Unreported and
delivered May 10, 2000)4. This matter was brought before the High Court in 1998, just after the enactment of
the First Labour Act, Act of 1997 and prior to the amendment of the Defence Act.
The Labour Court of Namibia ruled in the matter that the rejection by the Namibian Defence Force, of an
Applicant on the basis of his HIV-positive status amounted to discrimination on an unfair basis.
Notwithstanding the Applicant’s infection, he was sound and in good health and capable of performing his
duties anywhere in Namibia. Hence his HIV status alone was not determinative of his fitness for military service
and was not a reasonable basis upon which to refuse to enlist him.5 This judgment represented a step forward
in the fight against discrimination. Unfortunately, the National Assembly subsequently approved a Defence
Amendment Act, 2002, that appears to require the Namibian Defence Force to exclude people solely on the
basis of their HIV status.
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According to the Defence Act6, and also the basis on which HIV-positive Applicants are denied employment by
the NDF, the Act was amended to exclude any person from being employed in the Namibian Defence Force
who has a disease or ailment which:
-

Will impair his/her ability to undergo any form of training;
Is likely to deteriorate to the extent that it will impair his/her ability to undergo any form of training, or
Is likely to be aggravated by his/her undergoing any form of training

The Namibian Police Act7, also specifically provides that “the Inspector-General shall subject to the
Regulations, appoint fit and proper persons to be members of the Force, and shall appoint such members as
officers or non-officers, as the case may be.
It may appear that people living with HIV or AIDS falls within these categories and therefore will automatically
not be employed by the NDF or the Ministry of Safety and Security. This practice is therefore discriminatory
and unconstitutional. However, taking the improvement of medical technology and the reduction of risks for
people living with HIV and AIDS, by taking their prescribed medication, the life expectancies of people infected
with the HI Virus have improved and persons living with HIV may not necessarily fall within the provisions
provided by the Statutes and the provisions can be challenged to exclude HIV-positive persons.
In support of the above mentioned, the provisions of the Amended Labour Act of Namibia, 2007 which covers
all employees except the employees that fall under the Police Act and/or the Defence Act, specifically includes
NDF and Police applicants, under Part XIII of the same Act, dealing with unfair discrimination or harassment in
the workplace, and therefore do apply to the NDF and the Namibian Police. This means that any employee who
has been discriminated against in terms of the two mentioned legislations are still capable of taking their
grievances to court under the Labour Act, Act 11 of 2007, which is what LAC is currently working towards with
the reported cases.
In addition to the Labour Act, the Namibian Constitution under Article 144, make all international instruments,
ratified and signed by Namibia, part of the Namibian domestic laws. Namibia is part of the International Labour
Organisation Conventions, no. 111, in which discrimination against persons living with HIV/AIDS are prohibited.
Namibia also passed a National HIV/AIDS CHARTER and the national code on HIV and AIDS which are merely
guidelines and an aid for employers used to encourage employers to develop information, education and
prevention programmes addressing HIV and AIDS in the workplace.
Conclusion
We at the Legal Assistance Centre are very concerned at the State’s cumbersome approach to law reform and
the continued stigmatisation and discrimination towards members of public that are living with HIV/AIDS.
Parliament continues ignoring Statutes that create gaps and continue to allow discrimination against people
living with HIV/AIDS. There are, in addition to the Defence and Police Acts also Insurance Policies and Pension
Funds (regulated by the various Acts of Parliament) that continue to deny HIV infected persons to qualify for
benefits or who refuse to compensate members in instances where death or illness was caused as a result of
an HIV-related disease(s).
Even our Minster of Education continue to advertise foreign scholarships in which conditions for HIV testing is
compulsory and that Applicants shall be HIV-negative for short-listing. Despite various panel discussions,
government has refused to take ownership in respect of this form of discrimination, saying beggars cannot be
choosers and if the foreign investors/governments require HIV-negative candidates, we cannot show them
away. Unfortunately, our office has not been approached by any violated persons and hence the matter cannot
be challenged in a court of law.
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The State’s conduct as mentioned above, places all HIV-positive persons at a higher risk of their vulnerability to
the virus. Continued discrimination against people living with HIV /AIDS is not reasonable and is contradicting
the aim to reduce the spread of HIV, which requires primarily, HIV infected persons to live positively. To live
positively, one has to be able to dream a realistic dream.
Medical technology has advanced to the extent where people are given back hope to live and now statutes
create that obstacle to limit if not destroy that hope.
We at LAC are determined to advocate more in order for the victims to come forward because the Law is there
to protect them but we need cases to challenge these Acts that are not in Harmony with the spirit of the
Constitution.
1 Namibian Constitution, Article 6
2 Namibian Constitution, Article 10
3 Namibian Constitution, Article 21
4In an international case, the court went further to state that a decision to turn down an HIV-positive employment seeker, the decision maker should
determine whether the risk of such applicant posed (to him as well as others) was significant enough to warrant dismissal. It had further noted that a
decision of this nature should be updated on updated scientific and medical data. (Attorney General v. Thwaites (T D) (1994) 3 FC 38 Canada
5 The Court also found that the NDF had to determine to what extent a potential recruit’s HIV-positive immune system had been damaged and how far
the HIV infection had developed. It found that an HIV test alone would not achieve the purpose of assessing fitness for employment and could thus only
be undertaken as part of a broader assessment of physical fitness.
6 Defence Amendment Act, Act 8 of 2001, Section 7 ; Police Act, Act 19 of 1990, Section 4
7 Supra
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Tanzania

Studio Calabash Ltd.

Main Issues/Gaps Identified in Intervention on HIV/AIDS among Sex Workers
The following are the main issues that require immediate attention in mitigating the spread of HIV/AIDS among
sex workers:1. Absence of strategies to address sex worker rights and needs in the national HIV/AIDS policy
document.
2. High level of denial, stigma and discrimination against sex workers and their clients.
3. Risk behaviours are widely practiced among sex workers for example in non protective sexual
practices.
4. There is a marked low risk perception of HIV/AIDS and STI among the general public.
5. Existence of multiple categories of vulnerable groups (including sex workers, both women and MSM).
All these must be considered a priority and targeted interventions must be developed if the
transmission of HIV among these groups is to be reduced.
6. Low or weak capacity (human, institutional mechanisms) in addressing HIV/AIDS interventions for sex
workers of both sexes.
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7. Absence of a sound educational strategy that would protect the majority of sex workers- both women
SW and MSM.
STI among Sex Workers
Strategies
1. Scale up the introduction of user-friendly STI clinics to sex workers – women and MSM.
2. Make STI services user friendly to sex workers.
3. Strengthen the quality of STI management through capacity building, ensuring the availability of
essential medicaments/drugs and supplies.
4. Undertake regular monitoring of drug resistance.
5. Promote partner notification although sex workers in the sample were not keen on this, saying it
would make their clients lose trust on the SW confidentiality.
6. Involve the private medical sector in the management and monitoring of STI.
7. Conduct regular surveillance (behavioural and clinical).
8. Strengthen behavioural change communication approach.
9. Promote early treatment seeking behaviour.
10. Promote condom use to STD clients and partners.
11. WSW are more at risk of contracting Chlamydia and genital herpes therefore, their special needs
should be taken into account in the STI management and control programs.
Management of Opportunistic Infections and Palliative Care
The escalation of the epidemic, accompanied by the increased number of PLHIV sex workers increases the
demand on the quality of medical care to this population. In a country like Tanzania, where resources are
extremely scarce, it is very difficult to ensure universal access to ARVs and to the management of other AIDS
related conditions to all those in need and sex workers are the most marginalized group in this initiative.
The current International Organizations’ efforts in addressing these demands, calls for additional commitment
in the area of care and future treatment options by making available low cost generic ARVs to PLHIV sex
workers, especially MSM sex workers who are often afraid to access treatment and care because of their
profession, and their sexual orientation.
Together with the increased access to various funding sources, introducing comprehensive care including
marginalized groups like sex workers and by introducing a special program for MSM sex workers will reinforce
intervention campaigns and also assist in mitigating stigma in the country.
Moreover, the uneven distribution and coverage to the rural areas, where they are greatly needed, remains a
challenge to the equitable provision of essential services such as IEC, VCT, counselling, HBC, peer education
and condom access.
The existence of such low capacity results in absence of long-term vision, improper coordination and vertical
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programme implementation accompanied by vertical programme monitoring and evaluation and absence of a
solid platform for experience sharing and documenting best practices, which would include the needs of both
women and MSM sex workers.
With this background, the need to strengthen the capacity of implementing institutions is of paramount
importance in ensuring appropriate interventions of HIV/AIDS programmes by all.
STRATEGIES TO SUPPORT SEX WORKERS ON PREVENTION OF HIV INFECTION
1. Conduct a capacity needs assessment especially for sex workers, especially MSM sex workers who so far,
have not been addressed in Public Education Programs to protect them against HIV infection. MSM sex
worker who are aware of the HIV risk factor, tend to use information targeted at heterosexual sex
partners, because their special needs have not been taken into account.
2. Develop comprehensive training packages/modules on basic administration and management to include
advocacy, project formulation, fund raising, care and support, supervision, monitoring and evaluation.
3. Encourage establishment of CSO/CBO and developmental committees that deal with HIV/AIDS in rural and
semi-urban areas and give such committees information on Human Rights and skills in removing prejudice
in the public towards sex workers, especially MSM sex workers.
4. Promote the documentation and scaling up of best practices among various stakeholders in the AIDS
establishment in reaching out to marginalized groups.
5. Encourage the establishment of intra-coordination platform that would include women sex workers, MSM
sex and their allies, so their views and needs would be represented.
6. Promote joint monitoring and evaluation of project implementations involving all stakeholders, including
those from marginalized groups.
7. Strengthen information sharing platforms (meetings/website/newsletters).
NOTE: Various CSOs interviewed recommended the formation of a COALITION that would advocate for Law
Reform; conduct Public Education to remove stigma and discrimination against sex workers- inclusive of female
and MSM sex workers; lobby for the inclusion of Sex Workers in the planning process of Social Welfare
Schemes; lobby for support in HIV prevention and Care and Support to sex workers who have been infected
with the HIV Virus.
The CSOs also insisted that Training of sex worker groups on lobby, advocacy, Human Rights and Legal Literacy,
would assist in putting sex workers on the driver’s seat in the campaign, that it would make sex workers the
owners of the process.
To this end, discussions on the formation of the proposed COALITION and what has come out of the
discussions is the outline of a sample COALITION Chart that could be used as a starting point to initiate further
interrogation on the level and the form of commitment that the CSOs would give to sex workers.
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Place des droits de l’homme dans la lutte contre la stigmatisation et la discrimination liées au VIH : Cas du
Maroc
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La problématique de notre recherche s’inscrit dans le cadre d’un domaine naissant qui est celui des droits de
l’homme liés au VIH. Bien que la prise de conscience des liens entre les droits de l’homme et le VIH remonte à
plusieurs années, comme en témoigne l’adoption en 1996 « des Directives Internationales concernant le
VIH/SIDA et les droits de l’homme » et la Déclaration d’Engagements sur le VIH/SIDA en 2001, il reste que
l’inégalité entre les sexes, la stigmatisation et la discrimination, identifiés depuis le début de l’épidémie comme
étant des obstacles majeurs à une réponse effective au VIH, sont demeurés insuffisamment prise en compte
dans la plupart des ripostes au VIH.
Ainsi, malgré d’importantes avancées réalisées dans la fourniture de services de prévention, de traitement, de
soins et d’appui, l’accès universel à ces services reste entraver par les effets néfastes de la stigmatisation et
discrimination liées au VIH. Le VIH/ Sida continue à constituer une des principales causes de mortalité dans le
monde. En effet, d’après le dernier rapport de 2010 de l’ONUSIDA sur l’épidémie mondiale, on estimait en
2009 2,6 millions le nombre de personnes nouvellement infectées par le VIH, à 1,8 millions le nombre de décès
annuel dans le monde et 33,3 millions de personnes vivant avec le VIH dans le monde.
Ce constat a amené l’ONUSIDA dans le cadre de sa nouvelle stratégie 2011-2015 à faire de la promotion des
droits de l’homme et l’égalité des sexes une de ses trois orientations stratégiques, à coté de la prévention et du
traitement, en vue de stopper et d’inverser la propagation du VIH et de contribuer à la réalisation des Objectifs
du Milliaire pour le Développement (OMD) d’ici à 2015.
Au Maroc, selon les statistiques du Ministère de la Santé en Octobre 2010, le nombre de personnes vivant avec
le VIH a été estimé à 26 000 personnes. Bien que la prévalence des infections VIH/SIDA demeure relativement
faible (0,12%), le nombre de cas de SIDA ne cesse d’augmenter. Ainsi, a-t-on recensé 5361 cas de VIH/SIDA
entre 1986 et Octobre 2010, dont 52% des cas en 2005-2009, contre 26% des cas en 2000-2004 et 2% en 19861990. Cette augmentation est particulièrement notable chez les femmes (47,9% des cas de VIH/SIDA au cours
des cinq dernières années contre 28% pour 1991-1995). Par ailleurs, les données de la surveillance sentinelle
du VIH au cours de ces dernières années confirment qu’il y a une concentration parmi les groupes les plus
exposés au risque d’infection dans certaines régions du Maroc (Sous Massa Draa et Marrakech-Tensift El
Haouz). Ainsi, on relève des prévalences de 2% à 3% auprès des professionnelles du sexe (PS), avec une
prévalence supérieure à 5% pour les travailleuses de sexe (TS) au niveau du site d’Agadir1. On trouve
également, des prévalences de 4,4% parmi les hommes ayant des rapports sexuels avec d’autres
hommes(HSH), de 1,6% chez les usagers de drogues injectables(UD) et de 1% chez les ouvrières saisonnières.
La transmission sexuelle est largement prédominante avec 92,3% des cas, dont 87% par le mode hétérosexuel
et 5,3% par le mode homosexuel.
La dynamique focale de l’épidémie continue à se renforcer. Ainsi, au cours de la période 2005-2009, la région
de Sous Massa Draa à regroupé prés de 25% des cas notifiés talonnée de prés par la région de Marrakech
Tensift Alhaouz avec 21, 3% des cas. Ces deux régions englobent à elles seules 46,2 des cas notifiés au Maroc
au cours des cinq dernières années.2
Si l’augmentation des cas notifiés de VIH/SIDA est en lien avec le renforcement du dépistage volontaire et la
décentralisation de la prise en charge au niveau de certaines régions, il n’en demeure pas moins que cette
augmentation traduit une expansion de la maladie, notamment auprès des groupes vulnérables et des
femmes.
Il y a lieu de signaler aussi que si la prévalence du VIH/Sida est restée relativement faible au niveau de la
population générale, ceci est grâce aux efforts du Ministère de la Santé en partenariat avec différents
partenaires, notamment la société civile. Ce travail précoce a permis d’identifier rapidement les questions
1

Agadir : ville touristique au sud du Maroc. Elle fait partie de la région de Sous Massa Draa
Royaume du Maroc, Mise en œuvre de la déclaration d’engagement sur le VIH/Sida, rapport national 2010, période considérée 2008- 2009
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problématiques, dont notamment la stigmatisation et la discrimination liées au VIH et de mettre certains
mécanismes de prévention en place. Il reste que les premiers programmes nationaux de lutte contre le VIH se
sont principalement concentrés sur les réponses médicales avec comme principal souci d’assurer un accès
universel au traitement et à la prise en charge. Les résultats d’un certain nombre d’enquêtes3 démontrent
qu’au Maroc, malgré les efforts fournis dans le domaine de la lutte contre le VIH/SIDA, les PVVIH souffrent
encore d’exclusion et de stigmatisation. Le Rapport National de 2010 sur la mise en œuvre par le Maroc de la
Déclaration d’Engagement sur le VIH/SIDA, reconnaît que la stigmatisation et la discrimination liées au VIH font
partie des principaux obstacles identifiés pour l’accès universel à la prévention, aux traitements, aux soins et à
l’appui en matière de VIH.
Le Maroc, Etat partie aux principales conventions internationales des droits de l’homme et signataire de la
Déclaration d’Engagement sur le VIH/SIDA est, à l’instar de la communauté internationale, conscient de la
nécessité d’intégrer la dimension des droits de l’homme à sa riposte nationale contre le VIH/SIDA. En témoigne
son Plan Stratégique National de Lutte contre le Sida(PSN) pour la période 2007-2011 dont le cinquième
principe directeur traite du « respect des droits humains et de l’égalité du genre ». Il indique que « la
stigmatisation et la discrimination, inégalité des genres sont autant de freins à la lutte contre le Sida, isolant les
personnes plus exposées au risque d’infection, infectées ou affectées les éloignant des services de prévention,
de dépistage et de prise en charge. Pour combattre ou anticiper ces situations d’exclusion et assurer le respect
de l’éthique, des actions spécifiques doivent être mises en œuvre par les acteurs institutionnels et associatifs ».
Compte tenu, que la stigmatisation et discrimination liées au VIH constituent une source de violation des droits
de l’homme et une limite à l’efficacité de la riposte au VIH, notre recherche consistera à analyser la place des
droits de l’homme dans la lutte contre la stigmatisation et la discrimination au Maroc. Il s’agira de déterminer :
1. Quelle est la place des droits de l’homme dans la riposte nationale au VIH ? Quelles mesures ont été
entreprises jusqu’à présents par les acteurs institutionnels et les organisations non
gouvernementales(ONG) pour lutter contre la stigmatisation et discrimination liées au VIH ?
2. Quels sont les facteurs de blocages, les contraintes de mise en œuvre de ces mesures et les défis à
soulever ?
3. Quels sont les perspectives pour le développement d’une approche fondée sur les droits de l’homme
pour lutter contre la stigmatisation et la discrimination au Maroc ?
Avant de répondre à ces questionnements, qui touchent spécifiquement le cas du Maroc, dans une deuxième
partie, il nous semble important dans une première partie de présenter une vue d’ensemble sur l’évolution de
la riposte au VIH et la genèse des liens entre les droits de l’homme et le VIH au niveau international, ayant
poussé notre pays à adhérer à l’approche fondée sur les droits de l’homme pour une riposte efficace contre le
VIH.
Objectifs de la recherche
-

Eclairer les liens entre les droits de l’homme et le VIH

-

Etablir un état des lieux des actions et mesures prises pour la lutte contre la Stigmatisation et
discrimination liées au VIH

-

Identifier les forces et les faiblisses des actions et mesures prises pour la lutte contre la stigmatisation et la
discrimination liée

3

Enquête du PR. M. El Aouad sur la stigmatisation et la discrimination vis-à-vis des PVVIH (OMS/ONUSIDA, 2003)
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-

Identifier les pistes à explorer pour le développement d’une approche fondée sur les droits humains pour
lutter contre la stigmatisation et la discrimination au Maroc

Méthodologie
La méthodologie retenue pour la conduite de cette recherche se compose de 3 étapes :
Etape 1 : Préparation de la recherche
-

Réunion de cadrage avec M. Abdelkader Moumane, Directeur de L’AMSED et Mme Nadia Sebti, consultante
indépendante en matière des droits de l’homme ;

-

Elaboration de la note méthodologique ;

-

Analyse documentaires ;

Etape 2 : Diagnostic de terrain
-

Recueil des données (PSN, documents de l’ONUSIDA, propositions des projets, rapports, études….)

-

Conduite des entretiens avec les acteurs institutionnels, associatifs, populations

Etape 3 : Exploitation de données et édition du rapport
-

Analyse des données recueillies lors des entretiens.

-

Elaboration du rapport de la recherche ;
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